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         M A Y A N   C O M P A R A T I V E   S T U D I E S 

 

 

                  T e r r e n c e   K a u f m a n 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

To the reader: 

 

The following document, Mayan Comparative Studies, is part of a projected 

larger work.  It was begun in 1977 and most of the writing was finished by 

1990.  Various amounts of tinkering, reformatting, and respelling of language 

names have been undertaken since 2000.  There are two large sections where 

linguistic data needs to be entered in order to make the current document 

complete: [a] there is a section where the verb morphology for each language 

is presented, but the data cited for most languages is simply the proto-Mayan 

morphemes; the required data will be supplied from data at my disposal, much 

of it collected in the field by me 1960-1979; [b] there is a section where 

the numeral expressions for each language are laid out: again for most 

language the actual data are not cited, but rather the proto-Mayan forms 

serve as place-holders.  The data of both [a] type and [b] type are marked 

FILL IN ot TO BE FILLED IN.  A third gap in the data presented here is that 

there is a set of 32 maps in the final section of the current state of this 

work that show the geographical distribution within Mayan of traits that are 

at least partially diffused: I have not yet found the time to redraw these 

maps for the present format.   

 

As I find time I will complete this document – meanwhile I make it public in 

order that readers may know what my take is on the structure and history of 

the Mayan languages. 

 

Enjoy!  If my omissions annoy you, so be it. 

 

Terrence Kaufman (Kaan B’ahlam) 

 

Note: the current posting dates from xx July 2015.  When a newer version of 

this work becomes postable, the present version will be pulled, and the 

current version posted – at PDLMA, SUNY-Albany, IMS.  Be sure to check this 

website from time to time to avoid becoming out of date. 

  

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

names and abbreviations 

 

pM   Proto-Mayan 

 

Wa   Wastekan 

Was  Wasteko = Teenek 

Kab  Kabil 



 

2 

 

CM   Core Mayan 

 

Yu   Yukatekan 

Yuk  Yukateko 

Lak  Lakantun 

Itz  Itzaj 

Mop  Mopan 

 

WM   Western Mayan 

 

GTz  Greater Tzeltalan 

 

Ch   Ch’olan 

Yok  Yokot’an = Chn  Chontal 

Chl  Ch’ol 

Cht  Ch’olti7 

Chr  Ch’orti7 

 

TzP  Tzeltalan Proper 

Tzo  Tzotzil 

Tze  Tzeltal 

 

GQa  Greater Q’anjob’alan 

 

Chj  Chujean 

Toj  Tojol 7ab’al 

Chj  Chuj 

 

QaP  Q’anjob’alan Proper 

Qan  Q’anjob’al 

Akt  Akateko 

Pop  Popti7 

QaC  Q’anjob’al Complex 

 

Kot  Kotoke 

Mch  Moocho7 = Motozintleco 

Tuz  Muuchu7 = Tuzanteco 

 

EM   Eastern Mayan 

 

GMa  Greater Mamean 

 

MaP  Mamean Proper  

Tek  Teko 

Mam  Mam 

 

Ixl  Ixilan 

Awk  Awakateko 
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Ixl  Ixil 

 

GKch Greater K’ichee7an 

 

Usp  Uspanteko = Musre 

 

KchP K’ichee7an Proper 

Kch  K’ichee7 

Sip  Sipakapenyo 

Sak  Sakapulteko 

Tzu  Tz’utujiil 

Kaq  Kaqchikel 

 

Poq  Poqom 

Pqm  Poqomaam 

Pch  Poqomchii7 

 

Qeq  Q’eqchi7 
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original ws FILES [names superceded]: 

 

     MCS02 introduction & phonology 

     MCS1a structural traits 

     MCS1b structural traits 

     MCS3a person markers 

     MCS3b aspect markers 

     MCS3c inflexional suffixes and split/shifted ergativity 

     MCS3d valency shifters and derivation 

     MCS3e pM - Yu developments 

     MCS3f GTz developments 

     MCS3g GQa developments 

     MCS3h GMa developments 

     MCS3i GKch developments 

     MCS3j noun phrase and relational nouns 

     MCS3k deictics 

     MCS3l numerals 

     MCS3m pluralizers & affects 

     MCS3n sentence-level syntax       

     MCS4  crosscurrents of grammatical innovation 

     MCS5  reconstructions 
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NOTE (1 June 2000): The text that follows, in all its various chapters, was 

written between 1977 and 1989.  To be complete, a discussion that is as 

complete as in warranted of John Robertson’s 1992 book, The History of 

TENSE/ASPECT/MOOD/VOICE in the Mayan Verbal Complex (U Texas Press), 

frequently cited in what follows, should be made [so far, though, the 

discussion has been fairly thorough], as well as a discussion of a couple 

other articles by him that have appeared since 1989. 

 

 

                                   May 1989 

 

To my Mayanist colleagues: 

 

The enclosed materials, called Mayan Comparative Studies, are a draft of a 

work that will ultimately cover Mayan comparative morphology, some 

comparative syntax, a sketch of comparative phonology, and a sketch of Mayan 

structure illustrated especialy from K’ichee7.  An index of all reconstructed 

affixes and particles will be provided, and as an appendix a listing and 

collation of all "proto-Mayan" forms found in published sources or 

widely-distributed manuscripts. 

 

The section on verb morphology, tense-aspect-mood particles, and the verb 

complex (i.e. the VP without the direct object) is the most mature part of my 

comparative grammar enterprise, and I am reasonably happy with it, though 

some points need fuller illustration.  The sketch of Mayan structure is also 

in fairly good shape, though some things that need mention have undoubtedly 

slipped past me.  The reconstruction of the cardinal numerals is in good 

shape, but other aspects of numerals and the insertion of supporting forms 

into the MS are yet to be done. 

 

The section on the NP is still in a very primitive state; I think I have 

figured out how deictics work synchronically and diachronically, but much 

data remains to be assembled, and there are without doubt mistakes and 

omissions in some of the descriptive claims I have made about certain 

languages. 

 

I will be happy to hear from readers of these materials.  I am especially 

interested to know about 

     [a] mistakes in the data I cite, whether in phonological shape  

            or morpheme segmentation. 

     [b] points that need more discussion or exposition. 

     [c] claims or interpretations I make that you think are wrong. 

     [d] data that are missing form the cognate sets I cite. 
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     [e] other data that support or might support  

            the reconstruction I propose. 

 

I hope that you will not read this [incomplete] work in a cherry-picking 

mode, because you will thereby miss important information that I simply 

failed to present in a manner that will poke you in the eye as you scan. 

 

I will plan to acknowledge in the text any helpful information you pass on to 

me.  At the same time, I hope you will take the trouble to check with me 

before you cite anything in these materials, especially if you want to cite 

it to disagree with it, since I may already have changed my mind about it. 

 

                                   Cheers, 

                                   TK 
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                   to Norman A McQuown ("Mac")  

  

                         (1914-2005) 

 

                the father of Mayan studies in the US  

 

                who epitomizes scholarly generosity 

 

                  and careful attention to detail 

 

                   with thanks and admiration 

 

 

 

TO THE READER 

 

This work covers a very large amount of data in a moderate space.  The verb 

complex (VP without complements) and the noun phrase of the Mayan languages 

are described and a diachronic account is offered or attempted for 

practically all comparable phenomena.  Affixes, particles, morphological 

patterns, and syntactic patterns are compared, discussed, and reconstructed.  

Dozens of etymologies are proposed and/or established.  Most of these are not 

discussed at any great length, and any one of them (or small set thereof) 

could be the object of an article devoted solely to it -- and probably will 

be if Mayan languages continue to attract the interest of linguists.    

 

This is a pioneering work and is not perfect.  It is not even the absolute 

best I could do, with the data I have to hand, given unlimited time.  Still, 

I reckon that I have covered 85%-90% of the available facts relevant to 

person markers, verb morphology, and numerals, and interpreted them correctly 

about 90% of the time.  For noun phrases and particles outside the verb 

phrase, there are probably many gaps in what I have assembled.  No doubt I 

have answered more easy questions than hard ones.  In any case there is 

plenty of work for others to try to take care of.  I hope to keep improving 

this material, up to a point of diminishing returns, and will be glad of any 

useful criticisms or variant interpretations. 

             

It would not be unfair to say that this work merely skims the surface of 

Mayan comparative grammar.  If every issue raised herein were dealt with in 

depth and illustrated with examples from each relevant language, the volume 
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of this work would increase tenfold.  What has, I hope, been accomplished is 

to identify common and comparable traits, name the relevant evidence, discuss 

it sometimes too briefly, exemplify it rarely, and offer diachronic 

hypotheses.  The phonological data are mostly accurate; I have high 

confidence in the morphological segmentations and morphophonemic analyses; 

and I believe the reconstructions are always reasonable and plausible, 

usually well-supported, and often undoubtedly right. 
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In 1959, while a senior undergraduate at the University of Chicago, majoring 

in Linguistics and Germanic, I was hired as a research assistant by Norman A 

McQuown to do cognate counts on word lists that had been collected from 

various Tzeltal and Tzotzil communities as part of a pilot dialect survey 

within the University of Chicago’s "Chiapas Project".  That experience, plus 

the fact that NAM ("Mac") threw open to me, to consult at will, his vast 

files on Mayan languages (as he did for many others, I suppose), set me on 

the road to Mayaland.  To document/describe and trace the linguistic history 

of the Mayan languages became (and remains) my main (but not only) research 

goal. 

 

Over the years, others trained by Mac -- Jim Fox (PhD Chicago 1978), Jack 

DuBois (PhD Berkeley 1981), Thom Smith-Stark (PhD Chicago 1982), as well as 

others trained elsewhere -- Lyle Campbell (PhD UCLA 1971), John Robertson 

(PhD Harvard 1976), and others introduced to Mayan studies by me at the PLFM 

-- Will Norman (PhD Princeton 1970?), Nora England (PhD Gainesville 1975), 

Robin Quizar (PhD Colorado 1979), Jon Dayley (PhD Berkeley 1981), Tom Larsen 

(PhD Berkeley 1988) -- have devoted greater and lesser amounts of time to 

comparative Mayan studies.  Of these, Robertson (indirectly, on grammar) and 

Fox (explicitly, on phonology) have taken positions different from my own, or 

in opposition to mine.  Others have not.  I have collaborated in print with 

Campbell, Norman, and Smith-Stark. 

 

Beginning in 1960 I have done field work on all the Mayan languages but Tojol 

7ab’al, Chontal = Yokot’an, and Itzaj.  On eight of them I have done 

extensive work, including minimally monosyllable dictionaries (MDs), text 

collections, and dialect surveys.  (For Mam, K’ichee7, and Kaqchikel, the MDs 

and text collections were mainly carried out by Nora England and Will Norman 

with my participation and under my direction; and the dialect surveys for 

these languages were carried out by several members of the PLFM including 

myself, under my direction.  For Tzeltal and Tzotzil the dialect surveys were 

carried out by a number of different students under the direction of NAM).  

The in-depth work that I have done on Mayan languages took place as follows: 

Tzeltal, 1960-61; Tzotzil, 1960-64; Kotoke: Moocho7 (Motozintleco) and 

Muuchu7 (Tuzanteco), 1967-68; Ixil, 1968-72; Mam, 1968-79; Wasteko, 1969, 

1980-84, 1986-87; Kaqchikel, 1970-71; K’ichee7, 1970-72. 
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Descriptive Materials on Mayan languages.   

 

Apart from the materials I have personally gathered on all but three 

languages, which consist minimally of 2500 lexemes and full inflexional 

paradigms, most Mayan languages have been at least partially documented by 

professional linguists since 1958, and I have used such documentation in my 

grammatical reconstruction. 

 

LANGUAGE       GRAMMAR        DICTIONARY          TEXTS 

 

Wasteko        B. Edmonson    TK,R. Larsen        TK,NAM,MJA 

               NAM,TK     

 

Kabil          ########       ########            ########  

 

Yukateko       Blair,Hanks,   Bricker             various 

               Bohnemeier 

 

Lakantun       ########       Canger,Hofling      Canger 

 

Itzaj          Hofling        Hofling             Hofling 

 

Mopan          ########       Ulrich,Hofling      Smailus  

 

Ch’orti7       Fought         PLFM                Fought 

 

Ch’olti7       (Mora*n)       (Mora*n)            ######## 

 

Ch’ol          Attinasi,      Aulie&Aulie,        Anderson&Warkentin     

               Hopkins        Hopkins             Hopkins&Josserand 

 

Chontal        Knowles        Montgomery-Anderson Knowles? 

 

Tzotzil        Sarles,Cowan,  Laughlin,Delgaty,   Laughlin,TK 

               Haviland       TK,Sarles 

 

Tzeltal        Kaufman        Slocum&Frankel,     Castro,TK 

                              Berlin&Kaufman 

 

Tojol 7ab’al   Furbee         Lenkersdorff        Furbee 

 

Chuj           Hopkins,       Hopkins,PLFM        Hopkins, 

               Maxwell                            Maxwell/PLFM 
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LANGUAGE       GRAMMAR         DICTIONARY          TEXTS 

 

Q’anjob’al     B’alam,PLFM     PLFM                PLFM/Dakin 

 

Akateko        Zavala          PLFM                PLFM/Dakin 

 

Popti7         Day,Craig       Day,PLFM            Day,Craig, 

                                                   PLFM/Datz 

 

Kotoke         TK,Palosaari    TK                  TK,Martin 

 

Teko           OKMA            Canger,OKMA         Canger,England 

 

Mam            Canger,England, Canger,PLFM         Canger, 

               Munson,PLFM,                        England/PLFM  

               OKMA 

   

Awakateko      ########        PLFM,OKMA           PLFM/Larsen 

 

Ixil           Ayres           TK,PLFM             Ayres/PLFM,TK 

 

Uspanteko      OKMA            OKMA                ########  

 

K’ichee7       T. Larsen,      PLFM                PLFM/Norman      

               Mondloch 

 

Sipakapenyo    Barrett         ########            ########  

 

Sakapulteko    DuBois,OKMA     OKMA                DuBois 

 

Tz’utujiil     Dayley,PLFM,    PLFM                Dayley      

               OKMA 

 

Kaqchikel      PLFM,OKMA       PLFM,OKMA           PLFM/Norman 

 

Poqomaam       Smith-Stark,    Smith-Stark,        Smith-Stark 

     OKMA            OKMA 

 

Poqomchii7     Brown           PLFM,Sedat          Brown/PLFM      

 

Q’eqchi7       Stewart,PLFM    PLFM                Stewart/PLFM 
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DATA SOURCES (MOSTLY UNPUBLISHED) FOR LEXICAL MATERIAL, INCLUDING CLOSED 

CLASSES OF LEXICAL ITEMS 

 

MVS (Mayan Vocabulary Survey): 1400 items of basic and regional       

vocabulary with some paradigms <1962-1969> 

 

MD (Monosyllable Dictionary): all existing monosyllabic roots,       

presupposing a thorough understanding of the derivational morphology 

 

GLS (Guatemalan Language Survey): 2500 items of basic and regional    

vocabulary plus full inflexional data collected by TK 1970-1971; when 

parenthesized = incorporated_in/superseded by PLFM 

 

LL (Long List): 4000-5000 items of basic and regional vocabulary collected by 

members of the PLFM <1971-1978> 

 

PLFM: full dictionaries of at least 5000 entries with example sentences, 

based on all of the above, done between 1971 and 1984, by teams of linguists 

at the PLFM. 

 

Dict[ionary]: as above, not by PLFM 

 

SIL Dict[ionary]: several thousand words with example sentences 

 

Col Dict (Colonial Dictionary): 2000 to 8000 words, example sentences LexF 

(Lexical File): Lexical file based on extensive text collection  

 

SIL Vocab[ulary]: up to 2500 words without examples  

 

Col Vocab (Colonial Vocabulary): 2000 to 8000 words, no examples 

 

GDS (Guatemalan Dialect Survey): 500 lexical items and full inflexional 

paradigms done by TK and other PLFM linguists 1970-1980 

 

WDS (Wasteko Dialect Survey): 1200 lexical items and full inflexional 

paradigms, done by TK 1982-1987 

 

Gram[mar]: a modern phonologically accurate grammatical description, partial 

or complete 
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Between 1990 and ca 2010 Nora England ran a research group (OKMA) in Antigua 

Guatemala in which Mayan-speaking Indians were trained in linguistic 

research, and then over time produced dictionaries of languages not covered 

by the PLFM, grammars of virtually all Guatemalan Mayan languages, dialect 

surveys of many the languages, and other printed materials supporting the use 

of these languages in written form.  A sizeable number of highly-competent 

Mayan speakers was trained, and several of them have pursued PhD research in 

the US.   

 

The bibliography of this work needs to be updated by citing the research 

product of OKMA, which is partly done at the end of the work. 

 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Wasteko   

   [covered by WDS]   

   Western: Tancanhuitz   

               Col Vocab: Tapia Zenteno 1767 (Tampamolo*n)     

               LexF: McQuown 1946-1948ms 

               SIL Vocab: Larsen 1955 

               Dict: TK 1969-1987ms 

               Gram: McQuown 198x; McQuown 198xms [sketch] 

               Gram: B. Edmonson 1988diss [reference grammar] 

               Texts: Amdrade, McQuown, TK, KB 

   Central: Tantoyuca   

               Dict: TK 1969-1987ms 

               Texts: TK 

   Eastern: Chinampa de Gorostiza, et al.   

               HDS: TK 1983-1987ms 

               Texts: Andrade (rev. TK) 

 

Wasteko   

     dialect survey TK 1982-1987 

     Colonial 

          Juan de la Cruz (Huejutla!!) 

          Carlos de Tapia Zenteno (Tampamolo*n: W) 

     Western 

          Andrade texts 

          McQuown texts 

          Kaufman dictionary           

          Budway MA 

          McQuown grammar 

          Edmonson grammar 

     Central 

          Kaufman dictionary & texts 

          Ochoa sketch 

     Eastern 

          Andrade (Kaufman) texts 
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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Kabil [dead] 

               words: Sapper  

               words: Termer 

 

Kabil 

     Sapper  

     Termer 

     Zimmermann (= Cotoque!!!) 

     Campbell (= Cabil) 

 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Yukateko 

               Col Dict: Diccionario de Motul 1620 

               Col Dict: Bocabulario de Mayathan ca.1970 (pub 1976)       

               Col Dict: Diccionario de San Francisco 1690 (pub 1972) 

               MD: Owen 196xms 

               MVS: TK 1969ms 

               MVS: Hopkins 197xms 

               Dict: Cordemex 198x 

               Vocab: Blair 196xms 

             [[Dict: Durbin??]] 

               Dict: Bricker [in progress] 

               Gram: Blair 196xdiss [morphosyntax] 

 

Yukateko (dialect situation not worked out) 

     Kaufman field notes 

     Hopkins MVS 

     Cordemex dictionary 

     Blair diss 

     Owen MD 

     Bricker verbs 

     Hanks TM 
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Lakantun 

   San Quinti*n    

               MD + MVS: Canger 1969ms 

               Dict: Hofling 2011 

 

Lakantun 

     Northern 

     Southern 

 

     Canger field notes (MD) 

 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Itzaj 

               Gram: Hofling [discourse & morphosyntax]   

     Dict: Hofling 

 

Itzaj 

     Hofling diss (morphosyntax) 

     Schumann  

 

 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Mopan 

               GLS: TK  1971ms               

               [[Dict: Ventur]] 197xms 

               SIL Dict: Ulrich 1975 

     Dict: Hofling 

 

Mopan 

     Kaufman field notes 

     Ulrich dictionary 

     [Adler MA paper] 
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Ch’orti7 complex 

   Ch’orti7 

      Jocota*n 

              (GLS: TK 1971ms) 

               PLFM: Mader-Quizar 1976-1979ms 

               Gram: Fought 196x [phonology & morphology] 

 

   Ch’olti7 [dead] 

               Col Vocab: Mora*n  1695 (pub 1935) 

 

Ch’olti7 

     Mora*n grammar & word list 

 

Ch’orti7 

     Kaufman field notes 

     Larsen field notes 

     Fought diss 
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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Ch’ol 

   Tumbala*    

               MVS: H. W. Aulie 1968ms  

               SIL Dict: Aulie & Aulie 1978  

                  (with notes on other dialects) 

   Tila 

               Gram: Warkentin & Scott 1980 [brief descr grammar] 

               MVS: Warkentin 1968ms (with notes on Tumbala*)    

   Palenque 

               Dict: Hopkins & Josserand  1985-1987ms 

   NOT SURE WHICH 

               Gram: Attinasi 1973diss [morphology] 

               Vocab: Attinasi 1973diss  

 

Ch’ol 

     Tila 

 

     Tumbala* 

 

     TK field notes 

     XX MVS 

     Hopkins & Josserand 

     Warkentin 

     Aulie 

     Feldman MA 

     Attinasi diss 
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++   

 

Chontal = Yokot’an 

    San Carlos 

               Gram: Knowles-Berry 1984diss [descriptive grammar] 

    Tapotzingo 

               MVS: Keller 1968ms     

               MVS: Walker 1969ms 

          Dict: Montgomery-Anderson 2014 

 

Chontal (Yokot’an) 

     Walker MVS 

     Keller MVS 

     Knowles diss 

     Smailus 
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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Tzotzil 

   Northern 

      San Andre*s Larra*inzar 

               SIL Dict: Hurley & Rui*z 1978 

   Central 

      Zinacanta*n   

               ColDict: 16xx (pub Laughlin 1988) 

               Dict: Laughlin 1975 

               Gram: Aissen 1987 [clause structure]   

               Texts: Laughlin 

      Chamula    

               MD + LexF: TK 1960-1964ms 

               Texts: TK 

      Huisteco     

               Gram: Cowan 19xx 

      Southern: San Bartolo   

               MD + LexF: Sarles 1960-1961ms 

               Gram: Sarles 1961diss [descriptive sketch]   

 

Tzotzil    

     dialect survey Chicago Project 1958-1961 

     Colonial 

          Rodaz arte 

     Northern 

          Delgaty dict [San Andre*s] 

     Central 

          Haviland grammar [Zinacanta*n] 

          Laughlin dictionary [Zinacanta*n] 

          Aissen syntax [Zinacanta*n] 

          Kaufman field notes: texts, MD [Chamula] 

     Huixteco 

          Cowan grammar [Huixta*n] 

     Southern            

          Sarles diss [San Bartolo] 
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Tzeltal 

   Northern: Bachajo*n  /b’ajch’ajom/ 

               SIL Vocab: Slocum & Gerdel 1965 

   Central: Tenejapa  /job’el to/ 

               MD + LexF: Berlin & Kaufman 1960-1962ms 

               Texts: TK, Berlin 

   Eastern: Oxchuc  /7oxchujk’/ 

               SIL Vocab: Slocum 195x 

               Texts: TK 

               Grammar: Polian 20xx 

   Southern: Aguacatenango  /tzob’ontajal/ 

               LexF: TK 1960-1962 

               Gram: TK 1963diss (pub 1971) [descriptive grammar] 

               Texts: TK 

             Amatenango   

               MVS: TK 1962ms              

             Pinola  

               Gram: Radhakrishnan 197xdiss [descriptive sketch]  

        Copanahuastla 

               Col Vocab: Ara 1620 (at least 7000 items) (pub 1988) 

 

Tzeltal    

     dialect survey Chicago Project  195-1961 

     Colonial 

          Domingo de Ara (Copanahuastla) 

     Northern 

          Slocum and Gerdel [Bachajo*n] 

          Hinman?? [Bachajo*n] 

     Central 

          Slocum vocab [Oxchuc] 

          Berlin & Kaufman dict [Tenejapa] 

          Kaufman texts [Tenejapa] 

          Berlin diss [Tenejapa] 

     Southern 

          Kaufman diss [Aguacatenango] 

          Radakrishnan diss [Pinola] 

          Kaufman texts & dict [Aguacatenango] 

          Kaufman word list [Amatenango] 

     Southeastern 

          Campbell word lists 
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Tojol 7ab’al 

               MVS: 

               Dict: Lenkersdorf 1979 

               Gram: Furbee-Losee 197xdiss (pub 197x)  

 

Tojol 7ab’al 

     Furbee diss 

     Brody 

     Lenkersdorff 

     XX MVS 

     Supple 

 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Chuj   

 

   San Mateo Ixtata*n   

               Dict: Hopkins 1962-1964ms      

              (GLS: TK 1970ms) 

               PLFM: Maxwell 1974-1976ms 

               Gram: Hopkins 196xdiss; Maxwell 198xdiss    

               Texts: Hopkins, Maxwell 

   San Sebastia*n Coata*n   

               Vocab: XXX 

              (GLS: TK 1970ms??) 

               PLFM: Maxwell 1974-1976ms; Maxwell 198xdiss 

               Texts: Maxwell 

 

Chuj   

     dialect survey PLFM?? 

     San Mateo 

          Hopkins diss 

          Hopkins MVS 

          PLFM dict (Maxwell +) 

          Maxwell diss 

          TK field notes 

     San Sebastian 

          Maxwell diss 

          TK field notes 

          XX MVS 
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Q’anjob’al complex   

   [covered by GDS] 

   Q’anjob’al 

      Santa Eulalia & Soloma    

              (GLS: TK 1970ms) 

               PLFM: Dakin 1977-1977ms 

               Gram: Martin-Barber 197xdiss 

               Texts: 

   Akateko 

      San Miguel Acata*n & San Rafael la Independencia   

               PLFM: Dakin 1974-1977ms 

               Texts: 

   Popti7 

               MVS: 

              (GLS: TK 1970ms) 

               Dict: Day 1970-1976ms 

               PLFM: Datz 1976-1979ms  

               Gram: Day 196x diss (pub 197x) 

               Gram: Craig 197xdiss (pub 197x) 

               Texts: 

 

Q’anjob’al complex    

     dialect survey PLFM 

     Q’anjob’al 

          TK field notes 

          Martin diss 

          PLFM dictionary (Dakin +) 

     Akateko 

          PLFM dict (Dakin +) 

     Popti7 

          Day diss 

          Craig diss 

          TK field notes 

          Datz diss    

          PLFM dictionary (Datz +) 
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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Kotoke = Moocho7 Complex 

   Motozintleco 

               Dict: TK 1967-1968ms 

               Texts: TK 

          Gram: Palosaari 20xx 

   Tuzanteco 

               Dict: TK 1967-1968ms 

               Texts: TK 

 

Kotoke       

     Colonial 

          Zimmermann (lengua de Tachinula) 

     Motosintleko = Moocho7 

          Kaufman dictionary & texts 

     Tuzanteco = Muuchu7 

          Kaufman dictionary & texts 

 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Teko 

              (MVS: TK & Ray Freeze 1968ms) 

               MD + MVS: Canger 1969ms 

     Dict: OKMA 

               Texts: Canger; England 

 

Teko 

     Kaufman field notes 

     Freeze field notes 

     Canger dictionary (MD) 

     England  

     Stevenson MA 
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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Mam   

   [covered by GDS] 

   Northern: San Ildefonso Ixtahuaca*n   

              (GLS: TK 1969ms) 

               PLFM: England 1972-1975 (pub 198x) 

               Gram: England 1976diss (pub 1983)  

          Colotenango   

               Dict: Anon. 1983 

          Todos Santos Cuchumata*n   

             [[Dict: Canger 196xms]] 

               Gram: Canger 1968?diss 

   Southern: San Juan Ostuncalco & Concepcio*n Chiquirichapa  

               Col Gram: Reynoso, etc. 

               Col Vocab: Reynoso 16xx (pub 189x)  

               PLFM: England & Kaufman 1972-1979ms  

               Texts:    

   Western: Tacana*   

               PLFM: Munson 1976-1979 

               Gram: Munson 1984diss 

               Texts: 

 

Mam   

     dialect survey PLFM and SIL 

     Colonial 

          Reynoso grammar & vocabulary 

     Western    

          Kaufman field notes 

          Munson diss 

          PLFM dict (Munson + 

     Northern 

          England diss 

          Sywulka MA 

          PLFM dict (England +) 

     Southern   

         Peck MA 

         McQuown notes 

         TK field notes 

         PLFM dict (England & Kaufman +) 
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Awakateko  

   Aguacata*n & Chalchita*n  

               MVS: McArthur 196xms 

              (GLS: TK 1971ms) 

               PLFM: Larsen 1974-1977ms 

               Texts: 

 

Awakateko 

     McArthur MVS 

     Larsen articles 

     Kaufman field notes 

     PLFM dictionary (Larsen +) 
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Ixil 

   Nebaj   

               MVS: Elliott 196xms 

               MD + LexF: TK 1969-1970ms 

               PLFM: Ayres 1976-1979ms 

               Texts: TK 

   Chajul   

               MD + LexF: TK 1970ms 

               PLFM: Ayres 1976-1979ms 

   

   Gram (Ne + Ch): Ayres 197xdiss 

 

   Cotzal   

               MD + LexF: TK 1970ms 

   all Ixil 

               Dict: TK 1970 

 

Ixil    

     dialect survey PLFM?? 

     Colonial 

          XX Catechism 

     Nebaj 

          Elliott MVS 

          Kaufman dict 

          PLFM dict (Ayres +) 

          Ayres diss 

     Chajul 

          Kaufman dictionary (MD) 

          PLFM dict (Ayres +) 

          Ayres diss 

     Cotzal 

          Kaufman dict 

 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Uspanteko 

               GLS: TK 1970ms 

 

Uspanteko 

          Kaufman field notes 
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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

K’ichee7  

   [covered by GDS] 

   Western    

      Santa Catarina Ixtahuaca*n & Nahuala*   

              (GLS: TK 1970ms) 

               PLFM: Norman 1972-1976ms 

      Momostenango   

               PLFM: Larsen 1976-1979ms 

   Central   

      Santa Mari*a Chiquimula 

               PLFM: Larsen 1976-1979ms 

      Chichicastenango   

               GLS: TK 1971ms 

   Eastern (Achi*) 

      Cubulco   

               MVS: [SIL] 196xms 

               MVS: TK 1970ms     

      Rabinal   

               GLS: TK 1970ms 

   Colonial 

               Col Dict: Basseta 16xxms      

    

   Gram: Larsen 1988diss 

 

K’ichee7    

     dialect survey PLFM and SIL 

     Colonial 

          Brasseur 

     Western  

          Kaufman field notes 

          Norman notes 

          PLFM dict (Nawala7-Xankata7l: Norman +;  

                     Momostenango: Larsen +) 

          Mondloch 

     Central 

          Kaufman field notes (Chichi) 

          PLFM dict (Chiquimula: Larsen +) 

     Eastern 

          Kaufman field notes (Rabinal) 

          Kaufman field notes (Kub’uul) 

          XX MVS (Kub’uul) 
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Sipakapenyo 

               GLS: TK 1971ms 

               Gram: Barrett 20xx 

 

Sipakapense 

     Kaufman field notes 

 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Sakapulteko 

               GLS: TK 1971ms 

               Gram: DuBois 198xdiss 

 

Sakapulteko (Tuujaal) 

     Kaufman field notes 

     DuBois diss 
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Tz’utujiil   

   [covered by GDS] 

   San Juan la Laguna   

               PLFM: Dayley 1974-1977ms 

               Gram: Dayley 198xdiss (pub 198x) 

   San Pedro la Laguna   

               MVS: [SIL] 196xms 

               GLS: TK 1970ms 

   Santiago Atitla*n   

              (GLS: TK 1970ms) 

               PLFM: Dayley 1974-1977ms 

 

Tz’utujiil    

     dialect survey PLFM 

     Lagunero 

          TK field notes [San Pedro] 

          PLFM dict (San Juan:Dayley +) 

          Dayley diss [San Juan] 

     Atiteko 

          TK field notes 

          PLFM dict (Dayley +) 
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Kaqchikel   

   [covered by GDS] 

   Western    

      Solola*   

               MVS: TK 1970ms 

      Comalapa   

               PLFM: Norman and Chacach 1972-1976 

   Northern 

      Tecpa*n   

               PLFM: Norman and Cojti* 1972-1976 

   Colonial 

               Col Dict: various, e.g. Coto (at least 5000 entries)                      

                                  ca. 16xx (pub 198x)  

 

Kaqchikel    

     dialect survey PLFM 

     Colonial 

     Western 

          PLFM dict (Komalapa: Norman & Chakach) 

     Northern 

          PLFM dict (Tekpan: Norman and Kojti’) 

     Eastern     
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Poqom complex  

   [covered by GDS] 

   Poqomaam  

      San Lui*s Jilotepeque   

               GLS: TK 1971ms 

               Gram: Smith-Stark 197xdiss 

               Col Vocab: Mora*n 16xxms 

               Texts: 

   Poqomchii7 

      Western: San Cristo*bal   

               SIL Vocab: Mayers 

              (GLS: TK) 

               PLFM: Brown  

               Gram: Brown 198x 

      Eastern:  

         Tactic 

               MVS: Mayers 196xms 

               SIL Vocab: Mayers 195xms 

              (MVS: TK) 

               PLFM: Brown  

   Colonial 

               Col Vocab: Zu*n*iga 16xxms 

 

Poqom    

     dialect survey PLFM 

     Poqomaam 

          TK field notes 

          Smith-Stark dissertation 

     Western Poqomchii7 

          Brown diss 

          TK field notes 

          PLFM dictionary (Brown +) 

     Eastern Poqomchii7 

          Mayers vocab 

          XX MVS 

          Kaufman field notes  

          PLFM dictionary (Brown & Hun) 
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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

 Q’eqchi7   

   [covered by GDS] 

      Western: San Juan Chamelco   

               SIL Vocab: Sedat 196x         

               MVS: Eachus & Carlson 196xms 

               PLFM: Stewart & Kaufman 1974-1978ms 

               Dict: Haeserijn 198x 

               Gram: Stewart 1977diss [inflexion] 

      Central: Lanqui*n   

               GLS: TK 1971ms 

               PLFM: Stewart & Kaufman 1974-1979ms   

      Eastern: Cahabo*n   

               GLS: TK 1971ms 

   Colonial 

               Col Vocab: Go*ngora 17xxms 

 

Q’eqchi7   

     dialect survey PLFM 

     Western (Kob’an) 

          Sedat dict 

          Freeze diss 

          Stewart diss 

          PLFM dict (Stewart +) 

          Haeserijn dict 

     Central <Lanquin> 

          Kaufman field notes 

          PLFM dictionary (Stewart +) 

     Eastern (K’ajb’om) 

          Kaufman field notes 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

Bibliography/List of descriptive materials referred to. 

 

 

 

       

 

MAYAN SUBGROUPING 

AND THE ASSIGNMENT OF RECONSTRUCTIONS TO THE RIGHT LEVEL 
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During our discussions in 1979 and 1980, Norman and I discussed four extant 

models for Mayan subgrouping.  Two of these, one earlier proposed by me, and 

one by Campbell, we rejected.  Two of them, one favored by me, one favored by 

WN, we considered possible.  WN’s model recognizes a Central Mayan branch 

parallel with Wastekan and Yukatekan, with Central Mayan breaking up into 

Eastern and Western Mayan; my model had Wastekan, Yukatekan, Eastern, and 

Western as parallel branches.  The earlier model of mine that we rejected had 

Yukatekan as part of Western; the model of Campbell’s that we rejected had 

both Wastekan and Yukatekan as part of Western (see TK 1976c).  As a result 

of carrying out this study of comparative morphology, I feel that the 

branching of Mayan can be best represented as follows: 

 

     Proto-Mayan 

       Wastekan 

       Core Mayan 

         Yukatekan 

         Central Mayan 

           Western Mayan 

           Eastern Mayan 

 

Phonologically, proto-Mayan, Core Mayan, and Central Mayan cannot be 

distinguished. 

 

This model recognizes the following combinations (unless they are the results 

of diffusion) as evidence for Proto-Mayan: 

 

     Wastekan + Yukatekan  

     Wastekan + Eastern 

     Wastekan + Western 

 

Norman’s model recognizes the following additional combinations as evidence 

for Proto-Mayan, while I attribute such commonalities to Core Mayan: 

 

     Yukatekan + Western 

     Yukatekan + Eastern 

 

That is, in my model, if it’s not found in Wastekan, it can’t be anything 

more remote than Core Mayan, and then only if found in Yukatekan.  Norman, on 

the other hand, feels that there were no common Mayan developments once 

Wastekan had split off and before Yukatekan split off.  In many ways this is 

an imponderable, since where Wastekan deviates from all the rest, it can be 

due either to innovation or to loss.  In some cases, however, it can be 
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argued that the Wasteko situation is a reasonable model of a structure 

antecedent to what is found in the other languages of the family.  In such 

cases, Wasteko can be seen as preserving the original structure, and Core 

Mayan can be seen as having innovated.  Such cases are not numerous, and my 

branching model can be reduced to that of Norman at will, by saying that Core 

Mayan = proto-Mayan.  In sum, for the present study WN’s contribution to 

Mayan subgrouping is the recognition of a Central Mayan node; my innovation 

on earlier models is the recognition of a Core Mayan node.   

 

                  ---MAP OF MAYAN REGION HERE--- 
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ON ORTHOGRAPHY 

 

All Mayan phonological forms and all reconstructions from any source are 

spelled according to a standardized Spanish-based orthographic system which 

is that of the PLFM as used from 1971 to 1987.  This orthography was 

incorporated into the one officialized by decree of the President of 

Guatemala in Nov 1987, and used and promoted by the Academia de las Lenguas 

Mayas.  The official alphabet differs from the PLFM alphabet only by 

eliminating <7> as the representation of glottal stop ("saltillo") in 

distinction from <’> which represents the glottalization of consonants.  <7> 

will be retained in the present materials in order to provide phonemic 

explicitness without the use of linguistically meaningless diacritics.  

Smith-Stark, Dayley, Campbell, Robertson, and I myself until 1976, have used 

Americanist Lespius-style) phonic signs.  Since roughly 1976 members of the 

PLFM and several others have used the PLFM alphabet.  Some others have used 

the SIL alphabet, which was promoted by SIL and IIN between 1949 and 1987.  

The SIL alphabet embodies several non-rational aspects of Spanish 

orthography, and several members of SIL went over to the PLFM alphabet even 

before 1987.  

 

There is another issue connected with the practical othographies currently in 

effect for Mayan languages.  In Mayan languages, words do not begin with 

vowels; the default initial consonant is glottal stop.  In any Mayan language 

there may be a few proclitics that begin with V that automatically begin with 

[7] when phrase-initial.  Until 1971 I wrote <7> wherever I heard it.  Back 

in 1970-71, it was observed that in K’ichee7 and Kaqchikel any word-initial 

[7] always diappeared directly after a word-final consonant, so it could be 

argued that it is not present underlyingly, and should not be written.  A 

decision was made in the PDLMA not to write initial [7] in K’ichee7 and 

Kaqchikel. 

 

It is also the case that intial [7] is apparently not underlyingly present in 

Kaqchikel, Tz’utujiil, Sakapulteko, Sipakapenyo, or Poqom, and this became 

the basis of the reasoning that [7] should not be written initially in any 

Mayan language.   

 

In fact, though, it can be argued that root-initial /7/ is present in all the 

above languages, but effaced directly after a word ending in C. 

 

Unfortunately for the validity of this practice [which has been practiced by 

Mayanists working in Mexico as well], in ALL other Mayan languages initial 

/7/ (except [7] inserted before V-initial proclitics) NEVER fails to appear 

in any context (except after ERG prefixes).  Therefore, for the purposes of 
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this study, root-intial glottal stop will be written wherever it is 

underlying and uneffaced.  One could argue that it should also be written 

initially even when effaced but not epenthetic. 
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 Conspectus 

 

          PLFM           SIL                 Americanist 

 

          tz             tz                  or c 

 

          tx             tx                   

 

          ch             ch                  

 

          cy or tch      NOT RECOGNIZED       

 

          k              c/qu                k 

 

          ky             qui or cy           k
y
 

 

          q              k                   q  [but Frank ] 

 

          7              ‘                   ? without dot       

 

          C’             C’                  C’ [but Robertson C7] 

 

          xh                                 [GMa & KaC only] 

 

          x              x                   [GMa & KaC only];  

                                             [elsewhere] 

 

          sh             NOT RECOGNIZED      s^ 

 

          j              j                   x 

 

          jh             NOT RECOGNIZED       

 

          nh                                 

 

          w              w, u, v, f          w and v [="beta"]  

 

          @                                  @ and "schwa" 

 

          V1V1           VV, V                V:, V
.
 

 

Linguistic forms found in sources that do not accurately indicate all 

phonological features are preceded by # and referred to as ‘underspecified’.  
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Note that this term is NOT used in the sense of certain phonological theories 

current in the late 1980s.  <#> usually indicates that features such as vowel 

length, /h/, /7/ and glottalization of plosives may not have been represented 

in the source. 
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CHAPTER 1: SOME STRUCTURAL TRAITS OF THE MAYAN LANGUAGES WITH ESPECIAL 

REFERENCE TO K’ICHEE7  
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                        100 INTRODUCTION  

 

 

110 Geographical Area and History of Scholarship 

 

The Mayan language family contains thirty languages spoken by about 4 million 

persons [3,954,100 in 1989].  Aboriginally, Mayan languages occupied the 

whole of Belize and the Yucatan peninsula, and the major parts of Guatemala 

and the Mexican states of Chiapas and Tabasco.  One Mayan language, Wasteko, 

is spoken in East Central Mexico in the states of San Lui*s Potosi* and 

Veracruz (northern part) several hundred miles from any other Mayan language. 

 

The descriptive study, or documentation, of the Mayan languages has been 

going on since the first quarter of the sixteenth century.  The 

historical-comparative study of these languages dates from the last quarter 

of the nineteenth century.  The results of Spanish missionary work during the 

sixteenth century are often quite ample and reasonably accurate 

phonologically, providing us with a valuable historical perspective on such 

languages as K’ichee7, Kaqchikel, and Yukateko.  Useful work was also done 

during the seventeenth and even eighteenth centuries by missionaries, but by 

the beginning of the eighteenth century the quality of work was greatly 

inferior to that of the sixteenth century.  It has not been until the second 

third of the twentieth century that scientific linguistic studies have been 

done of Mayan languages.  Since the Spanish conquest, two known Mayan 

languages, Ch’olti7 in the 18th century and Kabil (or Chikomuselteko) in the 

20th century, have become extinct.  In the period 1967-1971, three Mayan 

languages that were known during the colonial period to be separate languages 

-- Teko, Sakapulteko, and Sipakapenyo -- were rediscovered (by the author) 

and properly classified within the Mayan family (Kaufman 1969,1976a).  In the 

period since 1800, the knowledge that they were separate languages had 

disappeared from official awareness.  Their speakers, of course, did not 

forget, but the area had not been properly surveyed in the republican period 

(See Campbell et al 1978 and Campbell & Kaufman 1985 bibliography). 

 

Most Mayan speakers are farmers.  They occupy highlands at high (tierra 

fri*a) and middle (tierra templada) elevations, and foothills and lowlands 

(tierra caliente).  There are Mayan languages that are found exclusively in 

the lowlands, but because of the broken landscape of the region, those 

languages primarily spoken in the highlands always include some tierra 

caliente within their territories.  The number of speakers for a single 

viable Mayan language can range from 1,000,000 for K’ichee7 to perhaps 3,000 

for Teko, Itzah, or Sipakapenyo, or 2,000 for Uspanteko.  Kotoke 

(Motozintleco-Tuzanteco) with maybe 600 and Lakandon with maybe 550 are 

probably not viable, and the just-named languages may also not last too many 

more generations.  The amount of territory occupied by individual languages 

varies in almost direct proportion to the number of speakers.  
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The overall rate of bilingualism with Spanish (or English in Belize) is very 

low, Mayans being among the most tenacious in Meso-America of their 

pre-Columbian linguistic and cultural heritage.  Still, particular languages, 

such as Yukateko, Ch’orti7, and Poqomaam, each with a large number of 

speakers, do have high rates of bilingualism.  In historical times there have 

always been some Mayan languages with large territories and many speakers and 

others with small territories and relatively few (5,000 to 10,000) speakers. 

 

 

120 The Mayan Languages and their Dialects 

 

In this section I give the names of all the Mayan languages, along with their 

country and state/department locations, towns where spoken, dialect 

classification, variant denominations, etymologies of names when known, and 

current number of speakers.  For Guatemala I cite the estimated number of 

speakers by Cojti* & Lo*pez 1988, and for Mexico I cite the results of the 

1980 census.  Census figures for Belize are unavailable, but there are only a 

few thousand Mayans in Belize in any case. 

 

For purposes of anglicization, the language names given here, which are 

prescribed for Spanish-language contexts, might be modified by omitting 

apostrophe (after consonants only) and dropping final unstressed <o>. 

 

 

MORE DATA STILL NEEDED FOR TOJOL 7AB’AL, CH’OLTI7, CH’OL 

 

x
y
 x

w
  *  x

h
    x’ 

X
y
 X

w
  *  X

h
    X’ 

 

C&L = Cojti* and Lo*pez, Mapa... 

k = x1000 

[col] = colonized areas during the last few generations 

 

The symbols N E S W mean Northern, Eastern, Southern, Western 

Col means Colonial (from the colonial period) 

 

 

WASTEKO language [From Nahua /kwex-te:ka-tl/, gentilic of  

/kwex-tla:n/, of unknown meaning].  States of Southeastern San Lui*s Potosi* 

and Northern Veracruz, Mexico.  Autonym /teenek/.  Older spellings: Sp 

<Huasteco, Guaxteco>, En <Huastec, Huaxtec>.  Speakers 103k (1980 census), in 

18 towns.  Abbreviation Was, WAS. 

Dialects (TKms): 

     Western or Potosino: Huehuetla*n, Aquismo*n, Tantocou                          

(Ciudad Valles), Tanlaja*s, San Antonio, Tancanhuitz,                

Tampamolo*n, Tanquia*n, San Vicente Tancuayalab  

     Central: Tantoyuca, Tempoal 

     Eastern or Otontepec: Chontla, Tantima, Tancoco, Chinampa de           

Gorostiza, Naranjos, Amatla*n, Tamiahua 
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KABIL language [Origin unknown].  State of Chiapas, Mexico.  Synonyms/older 

spellings Sp <Chicomuselteco>, En <Chicomuceltec>.  Dead.  Poorly documented, 

from one town only; no dialects discernible.  In colonial times Kabil was 

spoken in "Chiquimucelo", Yayahuita, Comalapa, and Utata*n, in the Priorato 

of Comita*n [Campbell 1988.316].  Abbreviation Kab, KAB.  

 

 

YUKATEKO language [Spanish/pseudo-Nahua gentilic of Yucata*n].  States of 

Yucata*n, Campeche, and Quintana Roo, Mexico; Belize.  Autonym /ma:ya/. Older 

spellings and synonyms: Sp <(Maya) Yucateco>, En <Yucatec (Maya)>.  Speakers 

more than 500k (1980 census), in XX towns.  Abbreviation Yuk, YUK. 

Dialects: Unknown, but various.  A systematic dialect survey of Yukateko is a 

crying need in Mayan studies. 

 

 

LAKANTUN language [From /lakan tu:n/ ‘boiling rocks’, name of a river].  

State of Chiapas, Mexico; Department of El Pete*n, Guatemala.  Autonym 

/ma:ya/.  Older spellings <Lacando*n, Lakantun>.  Speakers .5k (TK), in X 

settlements.  Abbreviation Lak, LAK. 

Dialects (Fisher 1974ms): 

     Southern: Lacanja*, San Quinti*n 

     Northern: Naja* 

 

 

ITZAJ language [Origin unknown].  Department of El Pete*n, Guatemala; Belize.  

Autonym unknown.  Older spelling <Itza*>.  Speakers 3m (C&L), in several 

settlements.  No known dialects.  Abbreviation Itz, ITZ. 

     Towns: Flores, San Benito, San Andre*s, San Jose*, Sayaxche*, La 

Libertad; Soccoths  

 

 

MOPAN language [Origin unknown].  Department of El Pete*n, Guatemala; Belize.  

Autonym /mopan/, a Spanish borrowing?.  Synonym <(Maya) Mopa*n>.  Speakers 5m 

(C&L), in 4-6 towns.  No dialects.  Mopan is the most divergent Yukatekan 

language.  Abbreviation Mop, MOP. 

Towns and hamlets: [Pete*n] San Lui*s, Poptu*n, Santo Toribio, Santa Ana, 

Juntecholol, Salpet, Cidalenque, Ciudad Melchor, Dolores; [Belize] Cayo, San 

Antonio, Pueblo Viejo, Colombia, Criquijute 

 

All Yukatekan languages are called "Maya" in vernacular Spanish, and to a 

certain extent also as self-names (autonyms). This is the reason that the 

bare term "Maya" should not be used as the denomination of the MAYAN family.  

If used in a technical sense at all, it should refer to the Yukatekan branch 

of the family.  
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CH’OLTI7 language [= Autonym /ch’ol=ti7/ ‘lengua de milperos/corn-farmer 

language’].  Department(s) of X, Guatemala.  Older spelling <Cholti*>.  Dead.  

No known dialects.  Abbreviation Cht, CHT.   

 

 

CH’ORTI7 language [= Autonym /ch’or=ti7/ ‘Ch’ol language’].  Departments of 

Chiquimula and Zacapa, Guatemala.  Older spelling <Chorti*>. Speakers 52k 

(C&L) [other estimates ca. 32k], in X towns.  Abbreviation Chr, CHR. 

Dialects: 

     Jocota*n: *Jocota*n, *Olopa, Quezaltepeque, *La Unio*n 

     Camota*n: *Camota*n 

 

 

YOKOT’AN or CHONTAL (MAYA)language [From Nahua /chontal-li/ ‘foreigner’].  

State of Tabasco, Mexico.  Autonym /yoko=t’an/ ‘x language’.  Speakers 40k 

(1980 census), in XX towns.  Chontal was originally spoken in most of Tabasco 

and part of Campeche, now only in central Tabasco.  Abbreviation Chn, CHN.  

YOKOT’AN would be a better conventional name, since confusion with Chontal of 

Oaxaca, a Hokan language, could thereby be avoided.  If so, the abbreviation 

would be Yok, YOK.  

Dialects (Keller 1968, Walker 1969, Knowles 1984, Schumann 1978): 

     Acala*n or "Classical" [now dead] 

     Tapotzingo & San Marcos [in Nacajuca, Jalpa]  

     San Carlos [in Macuspana]  

     San Fernando [(Aquiles Serda*n) in Macuspana] 

     Tamulte* de Las Sabanas in Usumacinta region 

 

Towns:  

   Nacajuca: *Tapotzingo, *Tres Pueblos = Mazatempa, *Guaytalpa,      

*Tecoluta, *Tucta, *Guatacalca, *Oxiacaque, Olcuatitan, San      Isidro, San 

Simo*n 

   Centla: *Allende, Sarlat, *(Vicente) Guerrero, *Cuauhte*moc,      

?Quinti*n Araraus 

   Centro: *Tamulte* de las Sabanas, Ocuilzapotla*n, Jolochero 

   Macuspana: *San Carlos, San Fernando, *Limbano Blandi*n 

   ?Jonuta: Monte Grande 

   Comalcalco: Tecolutillo 

 

 

CH’OL language [= Autonym].  State of Chiapas, Mexico.  Speakers 90k (1980 

census) [current estimates range from 100k (Hopkins) to 120k SIL], in X 

towns.  Abbreviation Chl, CHL. 

Dialects (Aulie & Aulie 1978, Hopkins p.c.): 

     Tumbala*: Tumbala*, Salto de Agua, Palenque  

     Tila: Tila, Sabanilla 

 

 

TZOTZIL language [Perhaps from /sotz’-il/ ‘bat (clan?)’ or  
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/sotz’-l-eb’/ ‘Zinacanta*n’ (= ‘Batclansmen?’].  State of Chiapas, Mexico.  

Autonym /b’atz’i k’op/ ‘genuine speech’. Older synonym <Quele*n>.  Speakers 

120k (1980 census), in 18 towns.  Abbreviation Tzo, TZO. 

Dialects (based on Hopkins 1970.185-214, with revisions by TK): 

     Northern: Hueytiupan (Azufre, Santa Catarina), Simojovel,           

Chalchihuita*n 

     Western: San Andre*s Larra*inzar (Yuquim), Santiago, Santa           

Marta, Magdalenas, Bochil, Soyalo*, Jitotol 

     Central: Chamula (Rinco*n Chamula, Flores Mago*n), Mitontic,           

Zinacanta*n, ?Ixtapa 

     Huisteco: Huista*n 

     Southern: San Bartolo, Zapotal, Totolapa  

 

 

TZELTAL language [Origin unknown].  State of Chiapas, Mexico.  Autonym 

/b’atz’il k’op/ ‘genuine speech’.  Older spelling <Tzendal>.  Speakers 120k 

(1980 census), in at least 25 towns.  Abbreviation Tze, TZE. 

Dialects (based on Hopkins 1970, Kaufman 1971, and Campbell 1988): 

     Northern: Bachajo*n, Petalcingo, Sitala*, Yajalo*n 

     Northeastern: Guaquitepec, Tenango 

     Eastern: Sibaca*, Ocosingo, San Carlos Altamirano 

     West Central: Cancuc, Tenejapa 

     East Central: Oxchuc, Abasolo, Chanal, Santa Rosali*a           

Mejiquito, Zaragoza  

     Southern:  Amatenango, %Teopisca, Aguacatenango, Pinola,           

Soyatita*n, Socoltenango, %Copanaguastla 

     Southeastern or Koxoj: Trinitaria, Juncana*, San Antonio,           

Santo Toma*s, Santa Mari*a Progreso, San Francisco Tepancuapan,                           

Ojo de Agua, El Rinco*n, Acaxnajab, Sachana*, Santa Cecilia Trapiche, Carmen 

Xan; as %Koxoj <Coxoh>: %Comita*n, Zapaluta (Trinitaria), %Coneta, %Coapa, 

%Ecsuintenango, %Aquespala 

 

 

TOJOL 7AB’AL language [= Autonym /tojol 7ab’al/ ‘correct speech’].  State of 

Chiapas, Mexico.  Older spellings and synonyms: <Tojolabal>, <Toholabal>, 

<Chaneabal>, <Chan*abal>.  Speakers 14k (1980 census), in X towns.  The early 

colonial distribution of Tojol 7ab’al was more restricted; Tojol 7ab’al has 

expanded into area formerly occupied by Tzeltal and %Kabil.  Abbreviation 

Toj, TOJ. 

Dialects: unknown 

 

CHUJ language [Origin unknown].  Department of Huehuetenango, Guatemala.  

Autonym unknown.  Speakers 29k (C&L), in 3 towns.  Abbreviation Chj, CHJ. 

Dialects (TK 1976):        

     Mateano: San Mateo Ixtata*n, Nento*n 

     Sebastianeco: San Sebastia*n Coata*n, Nento*n 
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Q’ANJOB’AL language complex.  Department of Huehuetanango, Guatemala.  

Speakers 168k, in 13 towns.  Dialect areas/emergent languages: Q’anjob’al 

proper, Akateko, Jakalteko.  Abbreviation QC. 

 

 

Q’ANJOB’AL Proper emergent language [= Autonym /q’anjob’al/].  Department of 

Huehuetenango, Guatemala.  Older spellings and synonyms: <Qanjobal>, 

<Zulumen*o>, <Solomec(o)>, <Popoti*>.  Speakers 112k (C&L) [other estimates 

ca. 58m], in 4 towns.  Abbreviation Qan, QAN   

Dialects (TK 1976):  

     Northern: Santa Eulalia, Barillas 

     Central: Soloma       

     Southern: San Juan Ixcoy 

 

 

AKATEKO emergent language [Spanish gentilic from Acatla*n].  department of 

Huehuetenango, Guatemala.  Autonym unknown.  Older spellings: Sp <Acateco>, 

En <Acatec>.  Speakers 20k (C&L), in 2 towns.  Abbreviation Akt, AKT. 

Dialects (TK 1976):  

     San Miguel Acata*n 

     San Rafael La Independencia 

 

 

POPTI7 or JAKALTEKO emergent language [Spanish gentilic from Jacaltenango].  

department of Huehuetenango, Guatemala.  Autonym /popti7/.  Older spellings: 

Sp <Jacalteco, Jacalteca>, En <Popaltec>.  Speakers 32k (C&L), in 6 towns.  

Abbreviation Pop, POP [Jak, JAK]. 

Dialects: unknown 

Towns: Jacaltenango, Concepcio*n, La Democracia, San Antonio           

Huista, Santa Ana Huista, Nento*n, Guadalupe Victoria (Chiapas, Mexico) 

 

 

KOTOKE language complex [Hispanization of autonym].  State of Chiapas, 

Mexico.  Autonym /qato7k’/ ‘our language’.  Older spelling <Cotoque>.  

Speakers .6k (TK), in 2 towns.  Dialects/emergent languages: Motosintleko, 

Tusanteko.  In the area of Chicomuselo, Chiapas, three languages were known 

in colonial times, called <Coxoh>, <Cabil>, and <Cotoque>.  Considerable 

confusion has reigned about the meanings of these names, but the work of 

Larry Feldman and Lyle Campbell has established to my satisfaction that 

<Coxoh> was a kind of Tzeltal, that <Cabil> is the language more commonly 

known as Chicomuceltec, and that <Cotoque> was what is now spoken in 

Motozintla and Tuzanta*n.  Zimmermann incorrectly believed that Kotoke was 

the name for Chicomuceltec.  Another name for Kotoke was ‘lengua de 

Tachinula’ (Tachinula is a river in the vicinity of Chicomuselo).  

Abbreviation Kot, KOT. 

 

 

MOTOSINTLEKO or MOOCHO7 emergent language [Spanish gentilic from Motozintla].  

State of Chiapas, Mexico.  Autonym /qato7k’/ ‘our language’.  Synonym: Mocho* 
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[From Motozintla Kotoke /moocho7/ ‘there isn’t any’].  Speakers .5k (TK).  No 

dialects: spoken in one town only.  Abbreviation Mot, MOT.    

 

 

TUSANTEKO or MUUCHU7 emergent language [Spanish gentilic from Tuzanta*n].  

State of Chiapas, Mexico.  Autonym /qato7k’/ ‘our language’.  Synonym: Muchu* 

[From Tuzanta*n Kotoke /muuchu7/ ‘there isn’t any’].  Speakers .1k (TK).  No 

dialects: spoken in one town only.  Abbreviation Tus, TUS. 

 

 

TEKO language [Origin unknown; probably short form of Amateco and Tectiteco, 

Spanish gentilics from Amatenango and Tektita*n].  State of Chiapas, Mexico; 

Department of Huehuetenango, Guatemala.  Autonym unknown.  Older spellings 

and synonyms: <Teko>, <Cuilquen*o>, <Populuca>, Tektiteko/Tectiteco.  The 

term Tektiteko refers to the variety of the language spoken in Tectita*n, 

Huehuetenango, Guatemala, and is not appropriate for naming the whole 

language.  Speakers 2.5k in Guatemala (C&L), ?.5k in Mexico (TK); in 4 towns.  

Abbreviation Tek, TEK.   

Dialects (TK 1969, 1976): 

     Masapenyo: Mazapa de Madero 

     Amateko: Amatenango de la Frontera 

     Tektiteko: Tektita*n, Cuilco 

 

 

MAM language [Origin unknown].  State of Chiapas, Mexico; Departments of 

Huehuetenango, San Marcos, and Quetzaltenango, Guatemala.  Autonym /qyool/.  

Speakers 686k (C&L) [other estimates ca. 315k], in 56 towns.  Mam is the most 

dialectally ramified Mayan language [* = surveyed by PLFM or G&C, or both].  

Abbreviation Mam, MAM. 

Dialects (based on Kaufman 1975, England 1986, and Godfrey &      Collins 

1987.109-112): 

NORTHERN DIVISION 

     Northern A: Todosantero: *Todos Santos Cuchumata*n, *Concepcio*n Huista, 

*San Antonio Huista, *Santa Ana Huista 

     Northern B: Chiantleco: *Chiantla, *Aguacata*n 

    [Northern A and B are called ‘Mam todosantero’ by G&C] 

     Northern C:  

          [a] **Santa Ba*rbara;  

          [b] **San Rafael Pe*tzal;  

          [c] **San Juan Atita*n, **San Sebastia*n Huehuetenango;  

          [d] *Santiago Chimaltenango 

     Northern D: Huehueteco or Ixtahuaca*n:  

          [a] **San Ildefonso Ixtahuaca*n, *Cuilco, *La Libertad,                

*La Mesilla, *La Democracia;  

          [b] **San Pedro Necta; **San Gaspar Ixchil;  

          [c] **Colotenango  

    [Northern C and D are called ‘Mam huehueteco’ by G&C] 
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     Northern E: **Concepcio*n Tutuapa, **San Miguel Ixtahuaca*n,               

?San Jose* Ojetenam [G&C unite these with Comitancillo                         

under ‘Mam central’, but also state that these are               closer to 

‘Mam huehueteco’ and that Comitancillo is               closer to ‘Mam 

quetzalteco’] 

 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 

     Southern A: [called ‘Mam central’ by G&C] 

          [a] **Tejutla;  

          [b] Comitancillo: **Comitancillo, *San Lorenzo, *Ri*o                

Blanco, *San Pablo [col], ?El Quetzal [col]  

     Southern B: Tajumulco: *Tajumulco, *Ixchigua*n, *San Pablo                

[col], *Malacata*n [col], *El Tumbador [col] [called                ‘Mam 

tajumulteco’ by G&C] 

     Southern C: Sacatepe*quez:  

          [a] **San Antonio Sacatepe*quez;  

          [b] **San Pedro Sacatepe*quez [col], *San Cristo*bal Cucho                

[col], *San Andre*s Cha*pil [called ‘Mam quetzalteco’                by G&C, 

who say however that it is distinctive] 

    [Southern A-C are quite similar according to England’s criteria] 

     Southern D [called ‘Mam quetzalteco’ by G&C]  

          [a] Huita*n: **Huita*n, **Cabrica*n;  

          [b] **San Miguel Sig*uila*, **Cajola*;  

          [c] Ostuncalco: **San Juan Ostuncalco, **Concepcio*n                

Chiquirichapa [col], **Palestina de los Altos [col],                *Ge*nova 

[col], *Colomba [col], **Sibana* [col], **El                Asintal [col], 

*Flores Costa Cuca [col], ?Coatepeque                [col], ?Ayutla [col], 

*La Paz [col], *San Rafael                Sacatepe*quez [col];  

          [d] **San Marti*n Sacatepe*quez (Chile Verde) 

 

WESTERN DIVISION [called ‘Mam tacaneco’ by G&C] 

     Takaneko: **Tacana*, **Sibinal, *Tektita*n, *Colonies in                

Chiapas    

 

AWAKATEKO language [Spanish gentilic from Aguacata*n].  Department of El 

Quiche*, Guatemala.  Autonym unknown.  Older spellings: Sp <Aguacateco>, En 

<Aguacatec>.  Speakers 16k, in one town only.  Abbreviation Awk, AWK. 

Dialects: 

     Awakateko 

     Chalchiteko 

The present municipio of Aguacata*n was formed around the turn of the 20th 

century by combining two originally distinct town, Aguacata*n and 

Chalchita*n.  The differences between the two dialects are not great, but are 

numerous. 
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IXIL language [Origin unknown].  Department of El Quiche*, Guatemala.  

Autonym unknown.  Speakers 71k (C&L) [other estimates ca. 55k], in 3 towns.  

Abbreviation Ixl, IXL. 

Dialects (TK 1976, Ayres, Lengyel):  

     Nebaj 

     Ilom [part of Chajul] 

     Chajul 

     Cotzal   

 

 

USPANTEKO or MUSRE language.  Department of El Quiche*, Guatemala.  Autonym 

unknown.  Older spellings/synonyms Sp <Uspanteco>, En <Uspantec>; <Musre*>, 

<Musbe*>.  Speakers 2m (C&L), in one town only.  No dialects.  Abbreviation 

Usp, USP.  Two varieties: [a] Uspanta*n centro, [b] aldea Las Pacayas.  

K’ichee7 is spoken elsewhere in the outlying hamlets. 

 

 

K’ICHEE7 language [= Autonym /k’iche7 ch’aab’al/ ‘many trees language’].  

Departments of El Quiche*, Quetzaltenango, Retalhuleu, Salama*, and Solola*, 

Guatemala.  Older spellings <Quiche*>, <Kiche*>.  Speakers 1000k (C&L) [other 

estimates ca. 907k], in 70 towns.  Abbreviation Kch, KCH. 

     Dialects (TK 1976): 

COASTAL DIVISION 

     Mazatenango (k’aqool keej) dialect: Mazatenango, *Cuyotenango,           

*San Bernardino, *Santo Domingo Suchitepe*quez, San Lorenzo, *Samayac, *San 

Gabriel, *Retalhuleu, *San Sebastia*n, Santa Cruz Mulua*, *San Andre*s Villa 

Seca, *Santa Ba*rbara 

WESTERN DIVISION 

     Nahuala* (nawala7) dialect: *Nahuala*, *Santa Catarina Ixtahuaca*n, 

*Santa Clara La Laguna, *Santa Luci*a Utatla*n,           *Santa Mari*a 

Visitacio*n, Santo Toma*s La Unio*n [col], *San           Miguel Pana*n [col] 

     Cantel (q’ante7eel) dialect: *Cantel, *Almolonga, *Zunil,           

Zunilito [col], San Francisco Zapotitla*n [col], Santo           Toma*s La 

Unio*n [col] 

     Quetzaltenango (xe7laju7) dialect: *Quetzaltenango, Salcaja*,           

*Olintepeque, San Mateo, *La Esperanza 

     Totonicapa*n (ch u-wi7 meq’en=a7) dialect:  

          [a] *San Cristo*bal Totonicapa*n, *San Francisco El Alto,                

*San Andre*s Xecul, *san Francisco La Unio*n 

          [b] *Totonicapa*n, San Miguel Pana*n [col] 

     Momostenango (ch u-wi7 tz’aaq) dialect: *Momostenango, *San           

Bartolo, *san Carlos Sija, *El Palmar [col] 

CENTRAL DIVISION 

     Chiquimula (tz’oloj chee7) dialect: *Santa Mari*a Chiquimula,           

*Santa Luci*a La Reforma, Paztite*, *San Antonio           Ilotenango, 

*Sacapulas, Uspanta*n, various hamlets in Ixil           and Awakateko 

territory 

     Quiche* (q’uma7r ka7aaj) dialect:  

          [a] *San Bartolome* Jocotenango 
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          [b] *Santa Cruz Quiche*, *Chinique, *San Pedro Jocopilas 

               Chichicastenango (ch u-wi7 lah) dialect: *Santo                

Toma*s Chichicastenango, *Chiche* 

EASTERN DIVISION 

     Joyabaj (xooy ab’aj) dialect: *Joyabaj, *Zacualpa 

     Sajcabaja* (saj=kab’-a jaah) dialect: *San Andre*s Sajcabaja*,           

Canilla* 

     Cubulco (kub’uul) dialect: *Cubulco 

     Rabinal (rab’inaal) dialect: *Rabinal, *San Miguel Chicaj 

(Conventionally, the Cubulco and Rabinal dialects of K’ichee7 are referred to 

as "Achi*", but there is no linguistic basis for this: "Achi*s" simply do not 

consider themselves to be ethnically K’ichee7) 

NORTHERN DIVISION 

     Cune*n dialect: *Cune*n (This is the most divergent dialect of K’ichee7, 

and it is poorly known.  It might turn out to be a separate/emergent 

language) 

 

      

SAKAPULTEKO language [Spanish gentilic from Sacapulas].  Department of El 

Quiche*, Guatemala.  Autonym unknown.  Recognized as a separate language in 

16th century.  Speakers 4k (TK), in one town (Sacapulas centro) only.  

K’ichee7 is spoken in the outlying hamlets.  No dialects.  Abbreviation Sak, 

SAK. 

 

 

SIPAKAPENYO language [Spanish gentilic from Sipacapa] [NOTE: the preferred 

term in Guatemalan Spanish is Sipacapense].  Department of Huehuetenango, 

Guatemala.  Autonym #yoolb’al.  Recognized as a separate language in the 16th 

century.  Older synonym <Kaqchikel> [Corte*s y Larraz].  Speakers 3k (C&L), 

in one town only.  No dialects.  Abbreviation Sip, SIP. 

 

 

TZ’UTUJIIL language [= Autonym /tz’utuj-iil/ ‘corn-tassel (clan?)’].  

Department of Solola*, Guatemala.  Older spellings <Zutuhil, Tzutuhil>.  

Speakers 80k (C&L) [other estimates ca. 50k], in 6 towns.  Abbreviation Tzu, 

TZU. 

Dialects:    

     Lagunero: *San Pablo La Laguna, *san Juan La Laguna, *San           

Pedro La Laguna 

     Chicacao: *Chicacao 

     Atiteco: *Santiago Atitla*n 

     Tolima*n: *San Lucas Tolima*n 

 

 

KAQCHIKEL language [Origin unknown].  Departments of Solola*, Chimaltenango, 

Escuintla, and Sacatepe*quez, Guatemala.  Older spellings <Cakchiquel>, 

<Cachiquel>.  Speakers 405k (C&L), in 46 towns.  Abbreviation Kaq, KAQ. 

Dialects: 
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CENTRAL DIVISION 

     Chimaltenango dialect:  

          [a] *Chimaltenango, *Sumpango, *Santo Domingo Xenacoj,                

*Santiago Sacatepe*quez, *San Pedro Sacatepe*quez, San                          

Bartolo Milpas Altas, Santa Luci*a Milpas Altas,                          

*Magdalena Milpas Altas, San Lucas   

          [b] *Pochuta 

 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 

     Santa Mari*a dialect: *Santa Mari*a de Jesu*s 

     Southeastern dialect: *Duen*as, *Alotenango, *San Antonio Aguas           

Calientes, *Santa Catarina Barahona, *San Andre*s Itzapa,           *Parramos 

     South Central dialect: *San Pedro Yepocapa, *Acatenango, *El           

Tejar, *Santa Luci*a Cotzumalhuapa 

     Southwestern or Coastal dialect: *San Juan Bautista, *Patulul 

     Tuneco dialect: *San Antonio Suchitepe*quez 

 

WESTERN DIVISION 

     Marquen*o dialect: *San Marcos La Laguna 

     Solola* dialect: *Solola*, San Jose* Chacaya*, Concepcio*n 

     Palopo* dialect: Panajachel, *Santa Catarina Palopo*, *San           

Antonio Palopo*  

     Comalapa dialect: *Patzu*n, *Comalapa, *San Jose* Poaquil 

 

NORTHEASTERN DIVISION 

     Northern dialect:            

          [a] *Tecpa*n, Santa Apolonia, *San Andre*s Semetabaj 

          [b] *Santa Cruz Balanya*, *Patzici*a, *Santa Cruz La Laguna 

     Eastern dialect: *San Marti*n Jilotepeque, *San Juan               

    Sacatepe*quez, *San Raymundo, El Chol, *Ayampuc, *Chuarrancho 

 

K’ichee7, Sakapulteko, Sipakapenyo, Tz’utujiil, and Kaqchikel make up the 

Kichean Proper subgroup.  This group is comparable to what is known as Nawa, 

Misteko, Otomi*, or Sapoteko in Mexico.  The Kichean Proper group has at 

least 1500k speakers, far more than its nearest rival Nawa, with just over 

1000k speakers making up at least 4 different languages. 

 

 

POQOM language complex [= Autonym /poqo(o)m/].  A discontinuous language 

area, commonly considered to be made up of two languages. On purely 

linguistic grounds, we would recognize three dialect groups, Poqomaam, 

Western Poqomchii7, and Eastern Poqomchii7, which we might alternatively name 

Southern Poqom, Northwestern Poqom, and Northeastern Poqom.  Abbreviation 

Poq, POQ. 

 

 

POQOMAAM emergent language or SOUTHERN POQOM dialect division [From 

/poqom-aab’/ ‘Poqoms’].  Departments of Guatemala and Jalapa, Guatemala; 

formerly much more widespread.  Older spelling <Pocomam>, <Pokomam>, 
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<Pocoma*n>.  Speakers 32k (C&L), in 6 towns.  Abbreviation Pqm, PQM or PoqS, 

POQS. 

Dialects (TK 1976): 

     Escuintleco: *Pali*n 

     Capitalino: *Mixco, *Chinautla 

     Jalapen*o: *San Carlos Alzatate, *San Pedro Pinula, *San Lui*s           

Jilotepeque  

 

POQOMCHII7 emergent language  or NORTHWESTERN AND NORTHEASTERN POQOM dialect 

(division)s [= Autonym /poqom=chii7/ ‘Poqom language’].  Department of Baja 

Verapaz, Guatemala.  Older spellings <Pocomchi*>, <Pokomchi*>, <Poconchi*>.  

Speakers 50k (C&L), in 7 towns.  Abbreviation Pch, PCH or PoqNW, POQNW and 

PoqNE, POQNE. 

Dialects (TK 1976): 

     Western Poqomchii7 or Northwestern Poqom: *San Cristo*bal            

Verapaz, *Santa Cruz Verapaz, Uspanta*n 

     Eastern Poqomchii7 or Northeastern Poqom: *Tamahu*, *Tactic,            

*Tucuru*, *Purulha* 

 

 

Q’EQCHI7 language [= Autonym /q’eq=chi7/ ‘black mouth’].  Departments of Alta 

Verapaz and El Pete*n, Guatemala.  Older spellings <Qeqchi*>, <K’ekchi’>, 

<Kechi*>, <Kakchi*>, <Quekchi*>.  Speakers 361k (C&L) [other estimates ca. 

270k], in 15 towns.  Abbreviation Qeq, QEQ. 

Dialects (TK 1976): 

     Western: Coba*n, *Chamelco, *Carcha*, Chisec [col?], Panzo*s            

[col], El Estor [col], Uspanta*n [col], San Lui*s Pete*n [col] 

     Central: *Lanqui*n 

     Eastern: *Cahabo*n, Chahal, *Senahu* 

 

 

130 Classification 

 

     Comparative study during the past 100 years -- most of it since 1940 -- 

has clarified the historical, i.e. genetic, relations of the various 

languages to each other.  Except on two or three points, there is consensus 

among Mayan comparativists about the classification of the Mayan languages.  

The classification presented here is that made and preferred by the present 

author.  This classification can also be found in Kaufman 1974 and Kaufman 

1976c.  Points where consensus fails will be mentioned at the end of the 

classification.   The computational technique of glottochronology allows the 

assignment of approximate dates to the time of separation between pairs of 

languages of known common origin.  Such dates have been computed by the 

author for the Mayan family and are cited in the classification as a guide to 

it.  Spanish names can be gotten by including the symbols in brackets or to 

the right of a slash.  English names can be gotten by omitting material 

enclosed in square brackets.  Type of terrain is given for each language 

group (or individual language, as needed).         
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 mc = minimum centuries 

T[ierra] C[aliente], T[ierra] F[ri*a]  

 

               Mayan[ce] or Maya-K’ichee7 Family  42mc 

 

PERIPHERAL MAYAN: I 

 

I.  Wastekan[o] branch and subgroup (WA)  9mc  TC 

           1. Wasteko language (WAS) 

           2. Kabil language (KAB) 

 

CENTRAL or CORE MAYAN: II-IV  

 

II. Yukatekan[o] or Maya branch and subgroup (Yu, YU)  10mc  TC  

           1. (Maya) Yukateko language (Yuk, YUK) 

           2. (Maya) Lakandon language (Lak, LAK) 

           3. Itzah language (Itz, ITZ) 

           4. (Maya) Mopan language (Mop, MOP) 

 

 

III. WESTERN MAYAN BRANCH  30mc 

   

A. Greater Tzeltalan[o] Mayor group (GTz, GTZ)  19mc 

 

   Ch’olan[o] subgroup (Ch, CH)  14mc  TC 

        Eastern Ch’olan (ECh, ECH) 

           1. Ch’orti* language (Chr, CHR) 

           2. Ch’olti7 language (Cht, CHT) 

        Western Ch’olan (WCh, WCH) 

           3. Ch’ol language (Chl, CHL) 

           4. Yokot’an (Yok, YOK) or Chontal (Chn, CHN) language 

 

   Tzeltalan[o] Proper/Propio subgroup (Tz[P], TZ[P])  14mc  TF 

           1. Tzotzil language (Tzo, TZO) 

           2. Tzeltal language (Tze, TZE) 

 

B. Greater Qanjobalan[o] Mayor group (GQa)  21mc      

                                         

   Chujean[o] subgroup (To, TO)  16mc 

           1. Tojol 7ab’al language (Toj, TOJ)  TC 

           2. Chuj language (Chj, CHJ)  TF  

 

   Qanjobalan[o] Proper/Propio subgroup (QaP)  15mc  

           1. Q’anjob’al complex/language area (QaC)  TF  7mc 

               a. Q’anjob’al emergent language (Qan, QAN) 

               b. Akateko emergent language (Akt, AKT) 

               c. Jakalteko emergent language (Jak, JAK) 

           2. Kotoke complex/language area (Kot, KOT or KoC)  6mc  
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               a. Motosintleco (Mot, MOT) or Moocho7  

                        emergent language  TF 

               b. Tusanteco (Tus, TUS) or Muuchu7 emergent language   

                        TC        

 

 

 III. EASTERN MAYAN Branch   34mc  TF 

 

A. Greater Mamean[o] Mayor Group (GMa)  26mc 

 

   Mamean[o] Proper/Propio subgroup (MaP)  15mc 

           1. Teko language  (Tek, TEK) 

           2. Mam language  (Mam, MAM)   

                  [strongly differentiated dialectally]  

   Ixilan[o] subgroup (Ix, IX)  XXmc 

          1. Awakateko language  (Awk, AWK) 

          2. Ixil language  (Ixl, IXL) 

 

B. Greater Kichean[o] Mayor group (GKi)  26mc            

 

   --------- Uspanteko language  (Usp, USP) 

 

   Kichean[o] Proper/Propio subgroup (KiP)  10mc 

          1. K’ichee7 language  (Kch, KCH) 

          2. Sakapulteko language  (Sak, SAK) 

          3. Sipakapenyo language  (Sip, SIP) 

          4. Tz’utujiil language  (Tzu, TZU) 

          5. Kaqchikel language  (Kaq, KAQ) 

 

   Poqom complex/language area  (Po[C], PO[C])  10mc 

          1. Poqomaam emergent language  (Pqm, PQM) 

          2. Poqomchii7 emergent language  (Pch, PCH) 

 

   --------- Q’eqchi7 language  (Qeq, QEQ) 

 

 

Earlier classifications of the Mayan languages that differ seriously from the 

current consensus were not necessarily based on different principles, rather 

they suffered from lack of representative data from all the languages.  The 

classification given here is based on phonological, lexical, and grammatical 

criteria. 
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Certain groups within the Mayan family are obvious, such as Greater 

K’ichee7an, Greater Mamean, and Greater Tzeltalan.  However the group called 

Greater Q’anjob’alan is not obvious.  Robertson (1977) disputes my 

classification of Tojol 7ab’al, preferring to attach it to Tzeltalan Proper.  

Ch’olan (as a subgroup of Greater Tzeltalan) shares a number of features 

uniquely with Yukatekan, but these are due to a long side-by-side occupation 

of northerly lowland territories (see Kaufman and Norman 1984).  The correct 

classification within Greater K’ichee7an, Greater Mamean, and Greater 

Tzeltalan has taken Mayanists some time to work out.  Most Mayanists would 

agree with the classification given here.  Greater K’ichee7an and greater 

Mamean show special interconnections that cause recognition of their having 

had a common history in the post-Proto-Mayan period - hence a branch referred 

to here as Eastern Mayan.  Greater Tzeltalan and the languages grouped here 

in Greater Qanjobalan also seem to form an opposed branch which is here 

called Western Mayan.  Neither Yukatekan nor Wastekan is classified closely 

with another language group to form a branch of the family; though some have 

suspected a special relationship between Yukatekan and Wastekan, there are no 

striking or even certain common innovations between these two groups.  The 

present writer’s view is that Wastekan, Yukatekan, Eastern Mayan, and Greater 

Tzeltalan represent successive separations of languages from the Proto-Mayan 

community, or what was left of it, and that Greater Q’anjob’alan is what was 

finally left.  Greater Q’anjob’alan is consequently less uniform 

superficially than other groups within the family. 

 

     

140 General Character 

 

The individual Mayan languages, in terms of their overall structural 

features, range from fairly complex to very complex, but with the exception 

of one or two languages (notably Mam and Awakateko) they exhibit very little 

irregularity.  These languages are only middlingly strange in comparison with 

European languages.  While not as Old World-seeming as Quechua, they are not 

nearly so unusual as Athabaskan, Wakashan, Iroquoian, Siouan, or Algonkian.  

 

The K’ichee7 language has been chosen to illustrate the structural 

peculiarities of the Mayan languages as they most typically manifest 

themselves.  There are several Mayan languages and/or groups that immediately 

disqualify themselves for this purpose, because they are moderately to highly 

atypical -- such as Wastekan, Yukatekan, and Greater Mamean.  Greater 

Tzeltalan languages are considerably simpler in morphological structure than 

most other languages in the family.  This leaves languages of the Greater 

K’ichee7an and Q’anjob’alan Proper groups as the least peculiar (in terms of 

either complexification or simplification) in the family.  K’ichee7 has been 

chosen because of the availability of data and its cultural and numerical 

force, and because the Q’anjob’alan languages in fact have some very peculiar 

syntactic innovations.   

 

The most conservative dialect of K’ichee7, and that most accessible to me, is 

the one spoken in the region of Nahuala* (Department of Solola*, Guatemala).  
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Most K’ichee7 forms cited here are used in that dialect.  Occasionally, when 

another dialect uses a fuller phonological form, that form may be cited. 

 

Our knowledge of the structural features of the Mayan languages generally is 

now rather good, since most of the languages have been worked on in depth by 

professional linguists over the past 30 years (since 1958), though much of 

this work remains unpublished.  Since the purpose of this chapter is to 

survey structural traits of the Mayan languages, widespread traits that are 

absent from K’ichee7 will be illustrated from other languages.  

 

Comparative work has made it possible to reconstruct various aspects of the 

ancestral proto-Mayan language, including virtually of all the phonology, 

much vocabulary, a good deal of morphology, and some syntax.  In the 

structural sketch to follow, when it seems fairly safe to attribute a 

structural feature to the common ancestor of the Mayan languages, it will be 

characterized as proto-Mayan and asterisked/starred.  Otherwise, any 

observation about what most or all Mayan languages now show is not to be 

taken as a claim about what proto-Mayan was like.  Justifications for the 

proto-Mayan reconstructions cited here will not be offered in most cases. 

 

It is possible that different and equally adequate analytic statements could 

be made about some of the structural patterns presented here.  Arguments for 

the present analysis are usually not offered.  Nevertheless, even though 

hardly exhaustive, my statements here do represent my considered opinions. 

 

 

                          200 PHONOLOGY 

 

The section on phonology will cover the symbols employed, general 

observations on Mayan phonemic systems and morpheme canons, and specific 

observations on K’ichee7 phonology. 

 

 

210 Symbols 

 

The sounds of Mayan languages are represented by means of an accurate 

practical orthographic system based on Spanish orthography and used (since 

1971) by the Proyecto Ling*ui*stico "Francisco Marroqui*n" of Guatemala, as 

well as by several Mayanists not affiliated with the PLFM (Kaufman 1976b).  

This is also the orthography approved by the Guatemalan government in 

November 1989, and is the orthography used and promoted by the Academia de 

las Lenguas Mayas.  This orthography differs from standard Americanist 

phonetic symbology in the following ways: ty [ty], tz [c], ch [c^], x [s^] or 

[s<], j [x], 7 [?] (glottal stop), nh [9], @ or a” [ə], VV [V:]. 
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220 Phonemes and Contrasts 

 

 

221 Consonants 

 

In native words Mayan languages have several stops and affricates each. Such 

consonants can be either voiceless plain (non-contrastively aspirated in 

certain contexts) or glottalized (non-contrastively imploded and voiced in 

certain contexts in certain languages only).  Proto-Mayan had plain p t ty tz 

ch k q and glottalized b’ t’ ty’ tz’ ch’ k’ q’ in seven positions each. 

K’ichee7 has p t tz ch k q and b’ t’ tz’ ch’ k’ q’ in six positions each.  

The symbol b’ is used instead of p’ because it is phonetically appropriate 

for most languages and it can be postulated for proto-Mayan that this phoneme 

was voiced in most or all environments, and certainly so before vowels.  

Yukatekan and Greater Tzeltalan have /p’/ in contrast with /b’/; they lack 

both the ty-series and the q-series, as does Wastekan, though Wastekan 

developed a new //-series, written <ts>.  Wasteko also has a /k
w
/-series, 

written <kw>.  Poqomaam and Western Poqomchii7 (but not Eastern Poqomchii7) 

also have /p’/ in contrast with /b’/.   

 

Among voiceless spirants, Mayan languages typically have three: s, x, and j.  

There are two or three basically voiced nasal resonants; m, n (and nh), and 

one or two basically voiced non-nasal resonants: l (and r).  There are two 

basically voiced semivowels, which in these languages have the distributional 

and phonetic properties of consonants: w and y.  There are one or two 

voiceless glottals: the glottal stop 7, and in some languages the glottal 

spirant h.  All the consonant phonemes listed above in this paragraph were 

found in proto-Mayan (Campbell & Kaufman 1985).  Languages lacking nh have 

usually changed it to n or j (though Q’eqchi7 has h).  Languages lacking r 

have usually changed it to y (though Greater Mamean has t).  Languages 

lacking h have usually changed it to j or 7.  The Greater Mamean and 

Q’anjob’al Complex languages have developed contrastive retroflex affricates 

and spirants: tx [c>] vs. ch [c^], tx’ [c>’] vs. ch’ [c^’], and x [s>] vs. xh 

[s^].  Some Greater Mamean and Kichean Proper languages have developed a 

palatalized k series: ky and ky’.   

 

 

222 Vowels 

 

Mayan languages have voiced oral vowels only.  Most have five vowels: i, e, 

a, o, and u.  This was the proto-Mayan system.  Some have a sixth vowel @ 

(pronounced "schwa" or "barred i").  Many Mayan languages have both long and 

short vowels, as did Proto-Mayan (Campbell & Kaufman 1985), but there is no 

system with long @ (though there are a few Mopan words that have been 

reported with  

[:]. 

 

 230 Canons      
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Most root morphemes in Mayan languages are monosyllabic, but some noun roots 

are disyllabic.  Monosyllabic roots in Proto-Mayan could have the following 

shapes: CVC, CVVC (= CV:C), CVhC, CV7C, CV7V1C (= CV:7C), and CVSC where S = a 

spirant (s, x, j).  From this list it can be seen that vowel length occupies 

a slot analogous to a prefinal consonant (laryngeal or spirant).  K’ichee7 

has merged CV7C with CVVC, and has merged CVhC with CVVC in final syllables 

(but not in non-final syllables).  In most CVSC words K’ichee7 has dropped 

the final C. 

 

     Proto-Mayan         K’ichee7          gloss           

 

     *7ism               7is               ‘hair’ 

 

     *najt               naj               ‘far’ 

 

     *pixp               pix               ‘tomato’ 

 

     *pojw               poj               ‘pus’ 

 

     *7ajn               7aj               ‘ear of corn’ 

 

Affixes are usually suffixes, probably always either monosyllabic or 

vowelless, and unlike roots, may begin or end with either vowels or 

consonants.  (Roots written with initial V actually begin with /7/, and roots 

that might be thought to end in V actually end in /h/).   

 

The only prefixes are those person markers that function as subjects of 

transitive verbs and possessors of nouns (Set A or Ergative), plus one or two 

others whose original (or even Proto-Mayan status) may have been that of 

bound roots or classifiers, such as *7aj(=) ‘agent, male, one relatively 

active’ and *7ix(=) ‘female, one relatively inactive’.   

 

Clitics, a phonologically dependent subclass of particles, may have been able 

to begin and end with vowels. 

   

 

240 Stress and Tones 

 

In some Mayan languages vowels in otherwise identical or analogous segmental 

environments may have a two-way tonal distinction.  In Yukateko, for example, 

long vowels (but not short vowels) can be contrastively higher (or falling 

from high to low) or lower (or rising from low to high).  The lower tones 

reflect Proto-Mayan long vowels; the higher tones reflect Proto-Mayan VhC and 

VjC sequences.  Kotoke of Motozintla (Moocho7), Tzotzil of San Bartolo, and 

Uspanteko have also developed tonal phenomena out of segmental phenomena.  In 

no case do the tonal phenomena require reconstruction of tones to 

Proto-Mayan, not even to a major branch of the family (in Colonial Yukateko, 
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for example, the tonal phenomena can be interpreted as realizations of 

segmental phonemes). 

 

The remaining Mayan languages have stress systems, and stress is completely 

predictable in native vocabulary.  There are four basic types of stress 

systems (clitics are unstressed): 

 

Type A:  stress the heaviest syllable of every word -- e.g. Wasteko, Northern 

Mam; 

 

Type B:  stress the first syllable of the root on a word in phrase-medial 

position, stress the last vowel of a word in phrase-final position -- e.g. 

Tzeltal, Q’anjob’al; 

 

Type C:  stress the penult syllable -- Southern Mam, Ixil; 

 

Type D:  stress the rightmost vowel of every word -- e.g. K’ichee7, Western 

Mam, Q’eqchi7, Poqom. 

 

The fact that three of these four patterns are found among the dialects of a 

single language, Mam, shows that at least two of the patterns are either not 

very old, or else were borrowed by Mam from members of other Mayan branches.  

In my view Proto-Mayan probably had a variant of the type A stress system 

very like that of Wasteko.   [See Fox 1978 for a less finely-graded survey of 

Mayan accentual systems] 

 

 

250 Morphophonemics 

 

All Mayan languages have rules that produce alternations between superficial 

taxonomic phonemes.  These rules are mostly motivated by the phonological 

environment where they apply, and are either automatic or optional.  A few 

morphophonemic rules in Mayan languages are triggered by specific morphemes, 

mostly derivational suffixes. 

 

K’ichee7 has two important rules of the first type.   

(a)  An underlying long vowel in a morpheme is realized as such only if the 

morpheme containing the //VV// is found in the last syllable of a 

phonological phrase.  Otherwise //VV// is shortened to /V/.  This does not 

apply to underlying //Vh// in preconsonantal position, which is always 

realized as /VV/ wherever it occurs preconsonantally.  This rule applies with 

morphologically complex words and across word boundaries as well. 

(b)  A word-final //V7// is replaced by /VV/ whenever //V7// precedes a 

consonant-initial word in the same phonological phrase. 
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Both of these rules can be characterized as types of automatic adjustment to 

immediate phonological surroundings.  Apart from the fact that there may be a 

few roots which have multiple underlying allomorphs in individual Mayan 

languages, there are probably no general morphophonemic rules that cannot be 

explained either synchronically or diachronically as phonologically 

conditioned adjustment rules. 

 

In the text in section 600, instances of /V/ shortened from //VV// in final 

syllables of words are restored to their underlying forms.  Otherwise in the 

K’ichee7 words and sentences cited throughout this paper, words are written 

phonemically, that is, after all automatic phonological rules have applied.  

However, for those forms which have undergone automatic phonological rules, 

the underlying forms are supplied between //...//.  //H// means whether the 

underlying segment is //h// or //7// has not been or cannot be determined.  

Roots are preceded by :, derivational affixes are preceded by ., inflexional 

affixes are preceded or followed by -, clitics are preceded or followed by +, 

and members of a compound have = between them.  Word boundary is indicated by 

space plus the absence of any of the above boundary markers on either side of 

it (In cases of ambiguity # marks word boundary). 

 

 

                  300 MORPHOLOGY: STEM CLASSES  

 

Mayan languages have many affixes, both derivational and inflexional.  Most 

of these affixes are suffixes.  Only certain person markers and possibly one 

or two derivational affixes are prefixes (see 230).   

 

301 Inflexional (Stem) Classes 

 

Lexical items in Mayan languages belong to the following inflexional classes: 

noun, adjective, transitive verb, intransitive verb, positional/stative ; or 

they are particles.  Particles have no inflexion.  The other classes each 

have a characteristic set of possible inflexions.  Though each stem class has 

a characteristic set of inflexions, certain inflexional affixes are added to 

more than one stem class.  Each stem class can be represented both by roots 

of that class and by derived stems containing roots of other (or the same) 

classes, with the exception that positional roots are never inflected 

directly as positional stems.  (In K’ichee7, transitive, intransitive, and 

positional roots have the shape CVC and no others).  
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Positionals are a stem (and root) class peculiar in my experience to Mayan 

languages, though I expect they may be found in other languages as well (In 

1993 I found that Mije-Sokean languages also have a root class positional; 

this fact was richly documented for all M-S languages between 1993 and 2010).  

As a stem class positionals have certain of the inflexional properties of 

adjectives and others of intransitive verbs.  A positional used within a 

sentence/clause has the syntactic function of an adjective (including 

participles), but has its own characteristic inflexions.  Positional roots 

occur only as the nuclei of derived stems (although Mam uses the bare root as 

a manner adverbial in certain kinds of VPs), though each language has a 

characteristic suffix that converts the root into an inflectible positional 

stem (a stative), with no increment of meaning.  The meanings of positionals 

relate to a variety of physical characteristics such as the shape (round, 

oval, square, etc.), disposition (seated, standing, etc.) or mutable state 

(loose, tight, etc.) of an object or person.  Most Mayan words that are the 

semantic equivalents of adjectives of quality in European languages are 

positionals.  By contrast, the number of adjectives in a typical Mayan 

language is very small, and they include terms for colors (red, black, etc.), 

developmental stages (old, young, etc.), dimensions (long, short, etc.), 

tastes (sweet, sour, etc.), and other inherent properties (hard, soft, heavy, 

light, etc.). 

 

 

302 Person Marking 

 

Mayan languages are morphologically Ergative.  Subject agreement is handled 

for intransitive verbss by a different set of person markers from the set 

used on transitives.  For transitives the set of person markers used for 

subject agreement is the same as the possessive set for nouns.  This is 

called Set A (or Ergative). The set of person markers used for marking 

subject of intransitives is the same set as is used to mark object of 

transitives, and to mark subject in non-verbal sentences.  This is called Set 

B (or Absolutive).  Overall, there are six person markers in each set, 

representing a conflation of three persons and two numbers.  Some languages 

factor one or more of the plural persons into the corresponding singular 

person plus a pluralizing morpheme -- sometimes a suffix and sometimes a 

clitic.  Some languages distinguish betwen inclusive and exclusive first 

person.  Exclusive, when marked, is always marked by means of a simple first 

person form (singular or plural, as appropriate) plus an ‘exclusive’ morpheme 

-- again either a suffix or a clitic.     

 

The person prefixes of set A have two allomorphs each, one before vowel- 

(actually glottal stop-) initial stems and the other before consonant-initial 

stems.  Certain nouns in each language (and even certain transitive verbs in 

some languages) are treated as though they began with consonants even though 

they begin with /7/.  We can represent these with initial /77/ in underlying 

representations.  Normally stem-initial glottal stop is deleted after set A 

prefixes. 
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The set A prefixes of Proto-Mayan (pM) with their reflexes in K’ichee7 (Kch) 

are found in the following chart. 

 

                before 7V                     before C 

 

person        pM     Kch                    pM      Kch   

      

1             *w+      w- with nouns       *nu+      nu- with nouns                         

                     inw- with verbs                 in- with verbs  

 

2           *aaw+     aw-                  *aa+       a-                       

 

3             *r+      r-                   *u+       u-                        

  

4 = 1 + pl    *q+      q-                  *qa+      qa-                          

 

5 = 2 + pl  *eer+     iw-                  *ee+       i-                  

 

6 = 3 + pl    *k+      k-                  *ki+      ki- 

 

In some languages the set B morphemes are not even affixes, but clitics (they 

are inserted into sentences, however, by agreement transformations).  Their 

position can vary according to function.  In K’ichee7 they are always 

preposed to any set A morphemes, otherwise directly to the stem or 

incorporated movement element.  They have no allomorphs conditioned as for 

set A.  The morphemes of set B are as follows in pM and Kch:  

 

                    PROTO-MAYAN         K’ICHEE7 

 

          1            *iin                in 

 

          2             *at                at 

 

          3           *ZERO              ZERO 

 

          4           *o7nh                oj 

 

          5             *ix                ix          

 

          6             *eb’               e7  
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310 Nouns 

 

In terms of their syntactic functions nouns fall into several subsets: 

concrete, abstract, relational (a: locators, b: case markers), and numerals.  

The grammatical categories that can be marked on nouns are (a) person of 

possessor; (b) whether possession is a part relation or an ownership 

relation; (c) plural (in some languages only).  Possessor agreement is marked 

by a prefix immediately on the stem of the possessed noun. 

 

 

311 Relational nouns are morphologically like nouns in that they are 

"possessed".  Their function, however, is not primarily lexical, but 

relational; they either express the case relation (including reflexive) of an 

oblique noun phrase, or they express the location meaning in a locative 

phrase.  In both cases the RN agrees in person with the head of the NP that 

it relates to the rest of the sentence/clause.  The way it agrees in person 

is to use the possessive prefix, of the appropiate person, that is used with 

nouns [Nouns, of course, belong to the third person only].  Many (but not 

all) of the locative relational nouns are also ordinary lexical items in the 

language, thus ‘on’ = ‘(sur)face’, ‘in’ = ‘stomach’, ‘outside’ = ‘skin’.  The 

relational nouns of K’ichee7 are given below in section 411 (case markers) 

and 412 (locators). 

 

 

312 Numerals are nouns in that they can be possessed.  The non-possessed 

forms of a numeral express a cardinal numeral.  The possessed form of a 

numeral expresses the corresponding ordinal numeral.  There is no strictly 

morphological way of distinguishing numerals from other nouns.  Syntactically 

they form a separate class, since they have a special slot in the NP.  

Numerals and numeral expressions of K’ichee7 are described below in section 

450. 

 

 

313 Abstract nouns seem formally to be adjective stems inflected for 

possessor and part possession.  That is, in most languages the same suffixes, 

-iil and -aal, both express ‘part possession’ and ‘abstract noun former’.  

However, no currently spoken language marks part possession and abstract noun 

in precisely the same way across the board.  The possessor of an abstract 

noun is usually in the third person, but may be in other persons if 

semantically appropriate.  A word meaning ‘its red-ness’, K’ichee7 

u-:kaq-aal, can also be interpreted as ‘its red-part’, i.e. the red part of 

something is not necessarily distinguishable from the abstract quality of 

redness. 
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314 Concrete nouns are all other nouns; they include names, which are not 

typically possessed, but the considerations are semantic rather than 

syntactic.  Most place names function only as locatives in sentences.  

Concrete nouns are divided into several subtypes depending on what 

differences, if any, there are between the absolutive form and the possessed 

form.  The class labels used here are widely used among Mayanists.  A more 

rational labeling could be devised, but it might not be profitable.  The 

chart that follows shows the criteria that distinguish the various classes. 

 

     class          absolutive          possessed 

 

     1              no affix            no affix 

 

     1a             no affix            lengthen last V 

 

     1b             no affix            lengthen last 2 V’s 

 

     2              no affix            -VVl suffix 

 

     3              absolutive          no affix 

                    suffix 

 

Class 1 nouns have no special suffix to indicate either possessed or 

absolutive; they are subdivided by whether a short V is lengthened under 

possession.  Class 2 nouns have no special suffix in the absolutive but add a 

suffix -VVl when possessed.  Class 3 nouns have no special suffix when 

possessed but do have an absolutive suffix, whose form varies from language 

to language (or group to group). Most nouns of class 3 are names of body 

parts, kinsmen, and intimate possessions, that is, categories that are 

usually referred to in such a way that the particular person or thing that 

they have a relation to is noted (by a possessive person agreement marker on 

the noun).  This relation is not ownership; it is analogous to the category 

inalienable possession observed in other languages; however, Mayan nouns of 

class 3 can be referred to in such a way that no kind of relationship to any 

person or thing is implied, and consequently the term inalienable when 

combined with possession would be a misnomer if applied to Mayan languages 

(The abbreviations for nouns are S [radical], s [derived]). 

 

Nouns of class 1 can be possessed both via ownership and part relation.  Part 

relation requires a suffix -VVl which is not used when the relation is 

ownership. 

 

Nouns of class 2 are not numerous; the most notable of them are those 

referring to bone (K’ichee7 b’aaq) and blood (K’ichee7 kik’).  When possessed 

they are usually part of the possessor’s body; thus ‘my blood (of my body)’ 

is in K’ichee7 nu-:kik’-eel, and ‘my bone(s) (of my body)’ is nu-:b’aq-iil 

//nu-b’aaq-iil//.  However, if I have blood or bones that are from a dead 

animal and that I plan to eat or sell, ‘my blood’ is nu-:kiik’ (s1a), and ‘my 

bone(s)’ is nu-:b’aaq (s1).  This suggests that class 2 nouns can be merged 
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with class 1 nouns.  In several Mayan languages the way to express ‘what kind 

of N’ is WHAT (in) NOUN-VVl. 

 

A possessed noun is marked with an agreement prefix to indicate the person + 

number of the possessor.  If the possessor NP is a pronoun of the first or 

second person it (the pronoun) is normally deleted, as in all languages with 

this grammatical device. If it (the NP) is of the third person, it may remain 

undeleted and then it appears following the NP that it possesses.  

 

In K’ichee7, nouns that refer to persons take a suffix -aab’ ~ -iib’ when 

plural.  No other types of nouns are pluralized by means of affixes in 

K’ichee7. 

 

Other grammatical categories of NPs, such as case, are indicated by means of 

relational nouns or by position within the sentence.  Number of nouns may be 

indicated by suffixes in some languages, but it is usually marked by a 

separate particle within the NP and not obligatorily.  These and other 

aspects of nouns are described in section 440, ‘The Noun Phrase’. 

 

 

320 Verbs 

 

Verbs in Mayan languages are inflected for the following grammatical 

categories: subject agreement (nouns, positionals, and adjectives are also 

marked for subject agreement when they are used as predicates), object 

agreement (if transitive), and aspect and mood (these categories are never 

marked on or in the predicate with predicate nouns, adjectives, or 

positionals).  In most Mayan languages aspect and mood are at least partly 

marked by (often proclitic) particles in front of the verb.  But all 

languages have some features of aspect and/or mood marked by means of 

suffixes and suffixed desinences that I call here status suffixes.  The forms 

of the status suffixes vary in all languages according to whether the verb is 

transitive or intransitive, and most suffixes vary in most languages 

according to whether a transitive stem is radical (monosyllabic, ending in C) 

or derived (polysyllabic, ending in V or V7).   

 

 

321 Status (Markers).   

 

Verbs in K’ichee7 can be marked for the following status categories: plain, 

dependent, and perfect(ive).  A verb is dependent if volitive 

(imperative-optative-hortative) or if it has incorporated movement (‘to go to 

X’ -b’e-, ‘to come to X’ -ul-; ‘to pass by Xing’ -ik’o(w)- [this last 

Kaqchikel only; see 430.4]).  The status suffixes of K’ichee7 are displayed 

in the following chart (vtR means root transitive, vtD means derived 

transitive, vi means intransitive): 
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           ------------------------------------------------------- 

status     |  vtR  |  vtD   |  vtD       vtD          |  vi      |           

           |       |  in -V | in -b’a7  in other -a7  |          |                                      

-----------|-------|--------|-------------------------|----------|                                                 

plain      | (-oh) |        |                         | (-ik)    |                            

-----------|-------|  -V1j  |       ZERO              |----------|   

dependent  |  -a7  |        |                         | -a/(-oq) |  

-----------|------------------------------------------|----------| 

perfect    |  -oom =  -V1m  =  aa]-m  =  o7]-m        | -inaq    | 

------------------------------------------------------------------                                     

 

Parenthesized suffixes are present only on verbs that occupy the absolute 

final position in a phrase, and they are called phrase final markers.  Note 

that for a derived transitive in -V plain and dependent are marked by the 

same affix, -V1j.  Verbs in -a7 have no suffix at all in these statuses.  All 

Mayan groups but Kichean and Wasteko have an additional status category 

imperative. 

 

 

322 Aspect (Markers).   

 

The statuses are correlated with aspect markers, which are proclitic 

particles, in the following ways: 

  

     ------------------------------------------------- 

     |tense-aspect-mood  |  particle  |   status     | 

     |-------------------|------------|--------------|  

     |incompletive       |   ka+      |              | 

     |-------------------|------------|              |    

     |completive         |    x+      |   plain      | 

     |-------------------|------------|              |      

     |potential          |            |              | 

     |-------------------|  chi+      |--------------| 

     |volitive           |            |   dependent  | 

     |-------------------|------------|--------------|  

     |perfect(ive)       |  ZERO      |   perfect    | 

     -------------------------------------------------    

 

Note: with intransitive verbs, chi varies with ka in the volitive, with no 

difference in meaning. 

 

Incompletive is interpetable as in any tense, present, past, or future.  It 

can also be interpreted as in either habitual (customary) or progressive 

(durative) aspect.  There also exists an auxiliary verb tajin (vi) which 

explicitly indicates progressive aspect, but whose use is optional.  Volitive 

means optative (‘may he/let him do it’) or hortative (‘lets’ do it’), and, in 

the case of K’ichee7 and Wasteko, also means imperative.  The perfect(ive) is 

expressed by the perfect status with no aspect particle.  For vt perfect 

status the first person allomorphs of set A are those used with nouns.  This 
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may suggest that the perfect status forms are nominal, but it is more likely 

that the condition for this variation is phonological, i.e. lack of 

proclitic.  Those Mayan languages with a distinct imperative use no aspect 

particle, and no subject marker either.  The meaning of potential is 

possible, probable, or hypothetical future truth. 

 

Example: 

 

  wee chi+ ZERO- %peet -ik,   ch+  ZERO- in-  %toj -oh 

 

//weH//         //peht// 

 

  if  pot  3Abs   COME  vipln pot  3ABs  1Erg  PAY  vtRpln 

 

‘if he should come, I would pay him’ 

  

An unrealized past is expressed by the completive plus a particle taj (final) 

~ ta (non-final) ‘counterfactual’ (abbreviated cntrf).  

 

 

Example: 

 

  wee ta    x+   ZERO- %peet -ik,   x+   ZERO in- %toj  taj 

 

//weH//               //peht// 

 

  if  cntrf comp 3Abs   COME  vipln comp 3ABS 1Erg  PAY cntrf 

 

‘if he had come, I would have paid him’ 

 

 

330 Adjectives 

 

Adjectives, when they are predicates in non-verbal sentences, are marked for 

subject agreement, but since this is also true of nouns and positionals, it 

is not diagnostic for adjectives.  Most Mayan languages treat adjectives in a 

special way when they are pronominal modifiers, but not all do.  In those 

that do so, either a suffix is added to the adjective or else it is followed 

by an enclitic particle, so that the NP fragment involving a noun and its 

modifying adjective has the form 

 

                  adjective marker noun. 

 

In K’ichee7 the marker for monosyllabic adjectives is a suffix (or enclitic) 

having the shape -a (-i occurs with some adjectives according to a rule of 

vowel dissimilation).  In Ch’ol the marker that is found, b’@, is the same 

morpheme that is used to indicate that a clause has been relativized.  In 

some Mayan languages when a head noun is possessed, and the NP in which the 

head noun appears also contains a prenominal adjective modifier, the 
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posessive prefixes of set A are always added to the adjective (for example 

Tzeltal); in others they are always added to the noun (for example K’ichee7); 

in still others they can be added to either (for example Mam).  The scope of 

the possessive markers is obviously as a modifier/expansion of the NP head.  

They cannot be viewed syntactically as being in immediate constituency with 

the adjective they may be attached to. 

 

Otherwise adjectives in Mayan languages have no inflexions.  In all Mayan 

languages, adjectives are subject to further characteristic derivations or 

are the product of earlier characteristic derivations.  Thus even in 

languages where adjectives receive no inflexions, there are unambiguous 

morphological ways of identifying adjectives and separating them from 

particles. 

 

 

340 Positionals 

 

Besides subject agreement in non-verbal sentences, positionals can be marked 

for volitive, with the meaning ‘be X!’ or ‘let it be X!’, in case it is 

semantically appropriate.  In this way positionals are like intransitive 

verbs, but they never occur with aspect markers (In Mayan languages 

generally, imperative has no preposed aspect marker; K’ichee7 is deviant in 

having lost the Mayan imperative).  A positional is similar in meaning to the 

pefect(ive) participle of an ‘assumptive’ intransitive verb derived from the 

same root, but with an aspectual difference  (Assumptive intransitives mean 

‘get [+/- voluntarily] into the position/state referred to by P’).  The 

suffix that performs  this function is .e7 in K’ichee7 (in some dialects 

.i7).  For example, the positional stem t’uy.ul(-ik) means ‘seated’ and the 

participle t’uy.ul-naq (from t’uy.e7 vi ‘sit’) means ‘having sat’.  The verb 

has a category +process, absent in the positional stem.  The verb may have as 

subject either an underlying agent noun or a patient noun.  Perfective 

participles are adjectives, and adjectives (unlike positionals) are not 

inflected for volitive.  In K’ichee7 positionals occur with a final suffix 

-ik when phrase-final in predicates.  When not phrase-final in predicates -ik 

is absent.  Though they do not productively occur in prenominal position, 

they also have -ik when they occur there.  The suffix used to form a 

positional stem from a P root is .an if the root begins with l or ends in r 

or l, and it is 1l with roots not containing r or l. 

 

 

350 Particles 

 

Particles are words that are not subject to inflexion, and do not belong to 

any of the word classes that are subject to inflexion.  Some particles are 

clitics.  Particles can be classified by the intersection of their syntactic 

functions and their meanings.  In terms of their syntactic functions, 

particles fall into several subsets.  Among them are: 

 

      (a)  interrogative and demonstrative words (see 351) of 
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               identity (which?) 

               person (who?) 

               thing (what?) 

               manner (how?) 

               place (where?) 

               time (when?) 

               quantity (how much/many?) 

               cause (why?)           

           and purpose (what for?) 

 

Demonstratives of person are the personal pronouns (see 443).  There are 

specific adverbials of time (see 457). 

 

     (b)  aspect markers (already discussed, section 323) 

 

     (c)  other particles found in the verb phrase and non-verbal predicates  

 (section 430) 

 

     (d)  particles used in the formation of noun phrases (section 440) 

 

     (e)  coordinators (treated in 471) 

 

     (f)  subordinators (of which relative particles are a special subclass,  

       related to interrogatives) (see 472) 

 

     (g) sentence connectives (see 473) 

 

In any Mayan language there are many more particles, probably up to a total 

of 100.  The understanding of their function, use, and meaning is one of the 

major time-consuming tasks in the description of a Mayan language. 

 

351 Interrogatives 

 

The major interrogative words of K’ichee7 and Motosintleko are given below.  

In K’ichee7 the same words are used in both direct and indirect questions; in 

Motosintleko, the two functions have distinct though related forms separated 

here by a slash (direct/indirect). 

 

               K’ichee7                     Motosintleko 

 

which          jaa chi+ k-eh              ja7-n(i) / ja7-n yo7 

 

               //jah// 

 

               "wh(at) to THEM" 

 

who            jachin(aq)                 q’o-n(i) / q’oo-yo7  

               (-aq appears only   

                phrase final) 
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what           jaas                       jun(i) / cho7  

 

             //jahs//    

 

how            jaas u-b’an-taj-iik        jun (x)ki / cho7 (x)ki 

 

               "what its being MADE"      "what like"  

 

where          jaa wi7                    chi7 / yo7  

 

when           jan(i)paa7                 jun o"ra / cho7 o"ra 

 

                                          "what HOUR" 

 

how much/many  jarupaa7                   jach-e7 / jach-e7 yo7 

 

why            jaas ch+eh                 jun ch-u7uuj /  

                 ( < chi+ r-eh)                   cho7 ch-u7uuj  

 

               "what to it"               "what its REASON"   

 

 

                           400 SYNTAX 

 

In the interest of saving space the ways in which the syntactic structure of 

Mayan languages and K’ichee7 is like that of all other languages will not be 

stated here.  Nor will I attempt  to list all the possible constituents that 

sentences or phrases may contain.  The major points that will be covered in 

this part of the paper are to be found in the table of contents. 

 

 

410  Relational Nouns 

 

Relational nouns are nouns that serve to relate NPs to the rest of the 

sentence they are a part of.  They have two general functions, to mark case 

(411) and to specify location (412), and three unique functions: to mark 

reflexivization (411), to encode a contrastive pronoun (411), and to mark 

comparison (412). 

 

 

411  Encoding Case Relations 
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The single cases (arguments, roles, participant categories) associated with 

intransitive verbs and the themes found in non-verbal sentences are encoded 

as subjects.  The causers of transitive verbs that have them, and the agents 

of other transitive verbs are encoded as subjects.  Raised agents in 

causatives and the neutral cases of transitive verbs that have them are 

encoded as direct objects.  The experiencers of verbs of perception are 

usually encoded as subjects.  The goals of transitive verbs that have them 

are usually coded as direct objects.  Note that inasmuch as Mayan languages 

are morphologically Ergative transitive subjects are in the ergative case, 

while intransitive and equational subjects, as well as transitive objects, 

are in the objective case.  (While in most Mayan languages either ergative or 

absolutive NP constituents can govern equi-like deletions in nominalized 

complement clauses, in some Mayan languages, such as Mam, only absolutive NP 

constituents can do this.  In this sense, then, Mam is not only 

morphologcally ergative but also syntactically ergative).  NPs that are 

neither subjects nor objects are oblique.  Each oblique case has a 

characteristic relational noun, though some RNs do duty for than one oblique 

case.  

 

The major oblique case relations in Mayan languages are: possessive, demoted 

direct object (in absolute antipassive clause), dative, beneficiary, 

instrument (definite and indefinite), accompaniment, cause, demoted agent (in 

passive sentence).  Goal (when not coded as direct object) and source are 

expressed by various locative relational nouns.  

 

  

Example: 

 

x+   ZERO- u-   %tix   lee %joron ZERO- %k’oo  pa lee  %lame7t  

 

                     //leH//           //k’oh// //leH//  

 

comp 3Abs  3Erg  EMPTY the  WATER 3Abs   BEING in the   BOTTLE  

 

pa lee %baas  

 

 //leH//  

 

in the  GLASS 

 

"he emptied the water that was in the bottle into the glass", i.e.  ‘he 

emptied the water from the bottle into the glass’  
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The oblique case RNs of K’ichee7 are the following: 

 

Erg- %eech ~ %eh  //ehch// 

      

     1. ‘of’ (possessive) 

 

     2. demoted direct object - in absolute antipassive clause,            

and optionally in instrumentive verb  

 

 

chi+ Erg- %eech ~ %eh 

 

     1. ‘to’ (dative) 

 

     2. ‘for’ (benefactive) 

 

     3. ‘by means of’ (instrument -- when indefinite) 

 

 

Erg- %uuk’ 

 

     1. ‘with’ (accompaniment) 

 

     2. ‘by means of’ (instrument -- when definite) 

 

 

Erg- %umaal 

 

     1. ‘because of’ (cause) 

 

     2. ‘by’ (demoted agent -- in passive clause) 

 

     3. causer in an intransitive sentence whose verb has not been 

causativized, e.g. 

 

 

x+   ZERO- %ul    lee %wuuj w-   %umaal 

 

                //leH// 

 

comp 3Abs  ARRIVE the  BOOK 1Erg  BY 

 

"the book arrived by me" i.e. ‘I brought the book’ 
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There are two RNs that are not strictly case markers, and certainly not 

locators.  These are  

 

     Erg- %iib’ ‘reflexive pronoun’ 

 

and  Erg- %tukeel ‘emphatic pronoun’ (by oneself). 

 

 

Example: 

 

ch+ aw- %il -a7     aw- %iib’ 

 

vol 2Erg SEE vtRdep 2Erg SELF 

 

‘take care!’ (said on taking leave); literally, "watch yourself" 

 

 

412  Locative Relational Nouns 

 

The locative RNs of K’ichee7 are the following: 

 

chi+ Erg- %xee7 (xee7 is literally ‘bottom, root’)  

 

     ‘under, beneath’ 

 

 

chi+ Erg- %chii7 (chii7 is literally ‘mouth’) 

 

     ‘at the (horizontal) edge (of)’ 

 

 

chi+ Erg- %wi7 (wi7 is literally ‘head; hair’) 

 

     ‘over, above’ 

 

 

chi+ Erg- %paam (paam is literally ‘stomach’) 

 

     ‘inside (of)’ 

 

 

chi+ Erg- %iij (7iij is literally ‘back; outside, covering,                                                   

clothes, skin’)  

     1. ‘behind’ 

 

     2. ‘outside (of)’ 
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chi+ Erg- %xikin (xikin is literally ‘ear’) 

 

     ‘at the (vertical) edge (of)’ 

 

 

chi+ Erg- %xo7l (xo7l is not a regular noun, but means                                                     

‘interval’) 

     ‘between’ 

 

 

chi+ Erg- %xukut (xukut is literally ‘corner’) 

 

     ‘at the corner (of)’ 

 

 

chi+ Erg- %wach ~ %wa (wach is literally ‘surface, face; eye’) 

 

     1. ‘in front (of)’ 

 

     2. ‘on’ 

 

     3. ‘than’ in Eastern Mayan languages 

 

 

Examples: 

 

K’ichee7 (Cantel) 

 

  lee %jaa   ri7 %nim ch+ u-  %wach  lee %juun +chik 

 

//leH  jah//                       //leH// 

 

  the  HOUSE this BIG at  3Erg FRONT the  ONE   additional 

 

‘this house is bigger than the other one’ 

 

 

Northern Mam 

 

(maas) %nuch  n-  %witz +a 

 

 more   SMALL 1Erg FRONT excl 

                         encl 

 

‘smaller than me’ 
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Southern Mam (same meaning) 

 

maas %b’o7xh t-  %e  n-  %witz +e7 

 

more  SMALL  3Erg OF 1Erg FRONT excl 

                                encl 

 

 

Teko (same meaning) 

 

maas %nikit n-  %witz 

 

more  SMALL 1Erg FRONT 

 

 

Mayan languages usually have just one preposition, which (among other things) 

serves to show that relational nouns are being used in their locative (or 

sometimes case) functions and not their literal meanings.  In most languages 

the single preposition reflects  Proto-Mayan *tya+.  This shows up in 

K’ichee7 as proclitic chi+, meaning roughly ‘at’.  But chi+ has a multitude 

of functions in K’ichee7, assuming that all the particles pronounced chi are 

instances of a single morpheme.  chi+ can mark an indefinite instrument, is 

found between numerals and things counted, is used as an introducer to 

reduced and unreduced complement clauses, and in a variety of other ways.  

K’ichee7 has an additional preposition pa+ ‘in’, which is locative in 

meaning; it is a shortened form of u-paam ‘its interior’, but it is known 

since the sixteenth century.  Directionality ("to[ward]","[away] from") is 

never expressed in Mayan languages by either prepositions or relational 

nouns.  Directionality is built into verbs, particularly verbs of motion (see 

431).   
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413  Instrument Advancement/Promotion 

 

In K’ichee7 (and several other languages) instrument may be advanced to 

direct object by suffixing -b’e directly to the verb stem (before any of the 

inflexions).  If the verb is intransitive, -i-b’e advances rather a locative 

or a circumstance, and the verb becomes transitive.  -i-b’e can also be added 

to a positional, likewise advancing a locative, and likewise making it into a 

transitive verb.      

 

 

Examples: 

 

(a)  transitive sentence, instrument not advanced: 

 

k+  ZERO- in-  %rami -j     lee %chee7 chi+  %ch’iich’ 

 

                   //-ij    leH//  

 

inc 3Abs  1Erg  CUT  vtDpln the  WOOD  prep   MACHETE 

 

‘I cut (habitually) the wood with a machete’ 

 

 

(b) same sentence, instrument advanced: 

  

%ch’iich’ k+  ZERO- in-  %rami -b’e   -j     lee %chee7 

 

                                    //-ej    leH//  

 

 MACHETE  inc 3Abs  1Erg  CUT  -with  vtDpln the  WOOD 

 

‘a machete is what I cut the wood with’ or ‘...what I use to cut the wood’ 
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(c) transitive sentence, instrument advanced, object demoted to        

oblique: 

 

  lee %7achih %jukub’ k+  ZERO- u-   %wo7q .isa   -b’e  -ej 

 

//leH//                             //wa7-oq// 

 

  the  MAN    TROUGH inc 3Abs  3Erg  EAT  .CAUSE -with  vtDpln  

 

r-   %ee lee %aaq 

 

    //eh leH  ahq// 

 

3Erg  OF the  PIG 

 

‘as for the man, a trough is what he feeds the pig(s) with’ 

 

 

(d) intransitive verb, circumstance advanced to direct object:  

 

k+  ZERO- in-  %b’iin -i-b’e -j      a-   %ch’aa.b’e  -x      -iik 

 

              //b’ihn//    //-ej//       //ch’a7// 

 

inc 3Abs  1Erg  WALK  -with   vtDpln 2Erg  TALK.TO     vtDpass vnposs 

 

"I walk with your being talked to" i.e. ‘I walk along talking to you’ 

      

 

k+  ZERO- u-   %b’iin -i-b’e -j     lee u-   %yaab’ 

 

              //b’ihn//    //-ej    leH// 

 

inc 3Abs  3Erg  WALK  -with  vtDpln the 3Erg  SICKNESS 

 

"he walks with his sickness" i.e. ‘he walks in spite of his sickness’ 
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ZERO- %tak’    .al  lee  %7achih ch+ u-   %wa   %jah, 

 

                  //leH//                //wach// 

 

3Abs   STANDING.pos the   MAN   at  3Erg  FRONT HOUSE 

 

x+   ZERO- r-   %ok    -i-b’e -j     lee %tz’i7 pa %jah 

 

                            //-ej    leH// 

 

comp 3Abs  3Erg  ENTER -with  vtDpln the  DOG   in  HOUSE 

 

"the man was standing in front of the house; meantime the dog entered into 

the house" i.e. ‘while the man was standing in front of the house, the dog 

went into the house’ 

 

 

(e) intransitive verb, location advanced to direct object: 

 

  lee %7achih u-   %q’ab’ k+  ZERO- u-   %war   -a-b’e -ej 

 

//leH// 

 

  the  MAN    3Erg  ARM   inc 3Abs  3Erg  SLEEP -with   vtDpln 

 

‘the man sleeps on his arm’ 
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(f) positional, location advanced to direct object: 

 

  lee %7achih lee %b’oolaaj x+   ZERO- u-   %t’uy   .ul  -i-b’e -ej 

 

//leH//     //leH// 

 

  the  MAN    the  LOG      comp 3Abs  3Erg  SEATED .pos -with   vtDpln 

 

‘the man sat on the log’ 

 

Most other Eastern Mayan languages, as well as Motosintleko and Tzotzil, also 

use *-b’e to advance/promote instruments; Wasteko uses -na7 for this purpose.  

This advancement is not obligatory in every language, nor is clefting of the 

advanced instrument (as seen in examples b,c,e,f above).  Yukatekan has no 

trace of instrument advancement.  Dayley (1981) refers to instrument 

advancement as instrumental voice. 

 

 

414  Indirect Object/Adnominal Advancement/Promotion 

 

In Tzeltalan, Ch’olan, and Wasteko recipients, beneficiaries, maleficiaries 

and possessors of direct objects are obligatorily advanced/promoted to direct 

object.  The vt is marked to agree for person and number with the new direct 

object, while the old direct object is demoted to oblique (in some languages 

oblique is case-marked with a preposition or RN, in others simply stranded).  

The vt is also marked by a suffix to show that this grammatical process is 

operating: this suffix is Tzeltal -b’ey, Tzotzil and Ch’ol -b’e, Wasteko 

-tsiy.  The suffix in question may also be used on vi’s and it transitivizes 

them; it is therefore a shifter or derivational suffix.  Since *-b’e is also 

found lexicalized with indirect object marking function on a handful of verbs 

in all the other Mayan languages (but Yukatekan and Wasteko) that lack it as 

a regular process, it is likely that indirect object and adnominal 

advancement was its original function.  The fact that *-b’e is widely used to 

mark instrument advancement and that Wasteko has a phonologically unrelated 

suffix in this function, suggests that pM did have at least optional 

instrument advancement.  Whether the affix that marked this advancement was 

*-b’e or some other morpheme is unclear.  Yukatekan has no trace of indirect 

object advancement.  Dayley (1981.13-14 et passim) refers to indirect object 

and adnominal advancement as referential voice. 
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420 Constituent Order in the Basic Sentence 

 

Mayan languages, with one known exception (Ch’orti7), are predicate-initial.  

In the basic Mayan sentence, with its predicate and non-oblique noun phrases, 

the constituents normally occur in the following distribution, for the 

typical Mayan language.  

 

                   Predicate (Object) Subject  

                             and/or  

                   Predicate Subject (Object) 

 

Predicate may be a verb, noun, adjective, or positional stative.  Subjects 

and direct objects are not case-marked by relational nouns.  Other NP 

constituents, such as dative (recipient), beneficiary, and instrument are 

case-marked by relational nouns in some Mayan languages, and optionally 

promoted to direct object in others.  For example, K’ichee7 may promote 

instruments;  Tzeltal and Wasteko must promote datives and beneficiaries.  

 

The following K’ichee7 example shows a transitive verb with overt subject, 

object, and indirect object.  The order is V O S I. 

 

x+   ZERO- u-   %siip .a  -j     %jun %kaab’ lee %7achih  

 

                        //-aj     juun//   //leH// 

 

comp 3Abs  3Erg  GIFT .DO vtDpln  ONE  CANDY the  MAN 

 

ch+  ZERO %ee lee u-  %k’ajool 

 

         //eh leH// 

 

prep 3Erg  OF the 3Erg SON 

 

‘the man gave a [piece of] candy to his son’ 

 

 

RESTATE THIS 

In K’ichee7 and Q’eqchi7 the basic order of the three criterial elements in a 

transitive sentence is VOS as long as certain conditions are met that relate 

to the animacy hierarchy and/or to definiteness.  When these conditions are 

not met, O or S will/may be fronted [CITE LITERATURE] 

 

In Yukatekan languages both VOS and SVO occur; while VOS seems to be basic, 

SVO can occur with little or no motivation. 
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[ORIGINAL VERSION: in K’ichee7 when O and S have equal rank on the animacy 

hierarchy - as long as O is indefinite and S definite.  In K’ichee7, if these 

conditions are not met, either S or O will be preposed to the verb, thus SVO 

or OVS.  Q’eqchi7, like K’ichee7, has normal VOS order but fronting of O or S 

if certain restrictions are not met.]  

 

Tzotzil and Ch’ol have fixed VOS order, in the sense that no combination of 

features of animacy or definiteness will cause that order to change.  Some 

Mayan languages have VSO order in all transitive sentences, regardless of the 

relative animacy rankings of S and O.  Such languages are Mamean and the 

Q’anjob’al Complex. 

 

Wasteko, Tzeltal, and Colonial Kaqchikel have the order VOS when S and O are 

equal on the animacy hierarchy and VSO when S outranks O.  This pattern, 

being discontinuous in the family, has a chance of being old, and provides a 

point of departure for the two main basic orders observed in the rest of the 

family (See Norman & Campbell 1978.144-148). 

 

 

430 The Verb Phrase 

 

The simple verb phrase in K’ichee7 has the following basic constituents, in 

the order given: 

 

1.  negative   ma ~ na 

 

2.  adverbs of mood   raj ‘desirous, wanting’, k’is ‘completely’ 

 

3.  aspect marker   ka+ ‘incompletive’, x+ ‘completive’,  

 

                    chi+ ‘potential/volitive’ (see 323) 

 

4.  verb word (verb stem plus inflexions), containing 

 

     + Absolutive pronoun marker  (see 321) 

 

     +/- incorporated movement  b’e= ‘go to’, 7ul= ‘come to’,  

 

              7ik’o(w)= ‘pass by VERBing’ (see 322) 

 

     +/- Ergative pronoun marker  (see 321) 

 

     + VERB STEM  

 

     + status suffix  (see 322) 

 

5.  verb phrase adverbs  (parenthesized C’s found only at end of                                              

phonological phrase) 
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          na(h)    ‘definitely’ 

 

          ta(j)    ‘counterfactual’ (negative complement: see exx.                                      

below; unrealized fact: see 323) 

 

          wi(h)     proadverb of time, instrument, manner, place  

 

          chi(k)   ‘additionally’ 

 

6.  directional  (see 431)               

Examples of ta(j) as complement to a negative predication: 

 

na  ZERO- %utz  taj 

  

neg 3Abs   GOOD cntrf 

 

‘it’s no(t) good’ 

 

 

na  k+  ZERO- in- %taa  taj 

 

                 //tah// 

 

neg inc 3Abs  1Erg HEAR cntrf 

 

‘I don’t hear it’ 

 

 

na  x+   ZERO- %kam +ta    lee tz’i7 

 

                         //leh//   

 

neg comp 3Abs   DIE  cntrf the DOG 

 

‘the dog didn’t die’ 
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Incorporated Movement in K’ichee7 involves a subset of what in other Mayan 

languages are movement auxiliaries that do not appear to be incorporated 

because Abs person markers are either not considered to be afixes or else Abs 

is always postposed and thus does not bracket the auxiliaries and make them 

seem to be incorporated.  If Abs were considered to be proclitic in K’ichee7 

the incorporated auxiliaries could be considered to be separate words.  They 

are so few, however, amd so phonologically eroded, that this alternative is 

favored by no-one.  The most frequent meanings exressed by movement 

auxiliaries are GO to..., COME to..., ARRIVE HERE to..., ARRIVE ELSEWHERE 

to..., PASS BY...-ing, GO ALONG...-ing, GO OUT to..., GO IN to... 

 

Ch’olan, Yukatekan, and Wasteko have true incorporation of adverbial 

modifiers between Ergative markers (which are pefixes and can in no way be 

considered as paricles) and the verb stem.  Elements meaning ‘really’ (Was 

lej), ‘barely’ (Chl tzal) are common, and the above-named languages have many 

such incorporated modifiers.  This pattern may be old in Mayan: across the 

family many languages have reflexes of *ka7 ‘two’ in this position with the 

meaning ‘again’ (Tze cha7=). 

 

The K’ichee7 proadverb wi(h) occupies the position underlyingly occupied by a 

sentence-level constituent of time, instrument, manner, or place thet has 

been focused and fronted to pre-verbal position (see Text 620.9,10,13; 

660.9,10,13).  Many Mayan languages have traces that remain in the original 

position of fronted adverbials (cf Tze +7a, Tzo +7o).     
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431  Directionals 

 

In all Mayan languages (but Yukatekan and Wasteko) directionals are a set of 

eight to ten words that fill the same semantic function within the verb 

phrase that adverbials of location or motion (such as up, down, in, out, 

away) do in English and other Germanic languages.  Semantically equivalent 

adverbial complements are used sparingly or not at all in the Romance 

languages.  In this respect, as in many others, the contents of Mayan 

sentences can be more exactly rendered in a Germanic than in a Romance 

language.  Directionals are rarely used with intransitive verbs.  The main 

reference of directionals is to change of location effected on the objects of 

transitive verbs.  Directionals can be used both literally and 

metaphorically, again parallel to Germanic usage.  Directionals are formed on 

the basis of certain intransitive verbs of motion, but there are several 

different formations in the various languages, for example (not exhausting 

the possibilities): 

     (a) bare stem in Motosintleko and Kaqchikel; 

     (b) dependent status in K’ichee7 and Ch’ol; 

     (c) verbal noun in Tzeltalan. 

 

The directionals of K’ichee7, Motosintleko, and Ch’ol are given below.  In 

K’ichee7 -oq is replaced by -a when non-final in the phrase, and 

-k is dropped.  Ch’ol has two directionals sujt-el ‘back (returning)’ and 

yajl-el ‘falling’, that have no equivalents in K’ichee7 or Motozintlec. 

 

meaning                    K’ichee7     Motosintleko   Ch’ol            

 

hither, this way           (u)l-oq      7uul(with vi?) til-el 

("arriving here")                       taa(with vt?) 

 

hence, away                (u)b’ii-k    noonh          majl-el    

("going away")             //u-b’eh-iik// 

                          

elsewhere, yonder          7apan-oq                    k’ot-el 

("arriving elsewhere") 

 

up                         7aq’an-oq    maaq           letz-el  

("ascending") 

 

down                       qaaj-oq      7aach          jub’-el 

("descending")           //qahj-oq// 

 

in                         (u)k-oq      7ook           7och-el 

("entering") 

 

out                        (u)b’ii-k    7eel           lok’-el    

("exiting") 
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right there                kaan-oq      kene7          7ajn-el             

("staying")              //kahn-oq//   

 

 

432  Voice and Valency Reductions in K’ichee7 

 

Sentences containing transitive verbs are subject to various types of 

manifestation, which give a focus to the agent, the patient, or the verb in a 

way different from the normal situation where none of the constituents is 

particularly focused on.  The normal situation will be called objective 

voice.  All voice  variations omit or demote either the agent or the patient, 

and make the verb morphologically intransitive.  In bounded passive voice, 

Patient is focused on, and Agent is demoted to oblique agent.  In unbounded 

passive/middle voice, Patient is focused on, and first or second person Agent 

is missing, though a third person Agent may be expressed as an oblique agent.  

In agentive voice, Agent is focused on, and either agent or patient, but not 

both, is agreement-marked on the verb; this calls up complicated rules 

referring to a hierarchy of person.  In absolute voice the action of the verb 

is focused on and the Patient is missing or demoted to oblique direct object 

(With derived transitives, agentive voice is formally identical with absolute 

voice, but the syntactic distinctions between the two are still present).  In 

all valency reduction, any Agent or Patient category not deleted or demoted 

is marked for subject (with Abs) on the resultant intransitive verb.  

Agentive and absolute voices are often called antipassives, but the term 

antipassive should be restricted to the latter.  Corresponding to each verb 

voice there are one or two verbal nouns, and for several of the voices there 

are also person (‘one who VERBs’) nouns. 
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                 Voice Forms of Verbs in K’ichee7 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

|                        | Verb    |   Verbal   |   Person       |   

|                        | Formant |   Noun     |   Noun         | 

|----------------------------------------------------------------|   

|transitive              |         |            |                |      

|                        |         |            |                |        

|   objective (radical)  |  ZERO   |  -oj + N   |   -ol + N      |         

|                        |         |            |                |        

|   objective (derived)  |  ZERO   |  -n + N    |   -y ~ -l + N  |          

|                        |         |            |                | 

|   bounded              |         |            |                |      

|   passive (R/D)        |  -V1taj | |          | | -eel         |           

|                        |         | |          | |              |     

|   middle (radical)     |  -h-    | | -ik;     | |  if          |        

|                        |         | |          | |              |   

|   middle (derived)     |  -x     | |  also    | |  active;     |      

|                        |         | |          | |              |  

|   absolute (R/D)     | |         | > -eem     | >  else        |     

|                      > |  -on    | |          | |              |           

|   agentive (derived) | |         | |  if      | |  only        |    

|                        |         | |          | |              | 

|   agentive (radical)   |  -ow    | |  active  | |  if          |          

|                        |         | |          | |              |   

|intransitive            |  ZERO   | |          | |  lexicalized | 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

The voice labeled unbounded passive/middle here has as well the meaning of 

simple passive as found in European languages.  It is syntactically different 

in that a first or second person Agent may not be expressed.  The voice 

labeled bounded passive focuses semantically on the resultant state of the 

subject or completion of the action and implies that the completion or state 

is ‘for good’.  

 

Contextualized examples of absolute antipassive: 

 

[a] objective voice with NP object and verb agreement with both subject and 

object: 

 

x+   ZERO- u-  %ch’aj lee %7atziyaq lee %7ixoq 

 

                    //leH//       //leH//  

 

comp 3Abs  3Erg WASH  the  CLOTHES  the  WOMAN 

 

‘the woman washed the clothes’ 

 

absolute antipassive voice with verb agreememt with subject only, and object 

NP removed from grammatical relationship with verb: 
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[b] NP object deleted: 

 

x+   ZERO- %ch’aj -an   lee %7ixoq 

 

                      //leH//  

 

comp 3Abs   WASH  absol the  WOMAN 

                  antip 

 

‘the woman washed (i.e., did a washing)’ 

 

 

[c] object retained as oblique NP: 

 

x+   ZERO- %ch’aj -an    ch+  %ee     lee %7atziyaq 

 

                             //r-eh//  

 

comp 3Abs   WASH   absol prep 3Erg+OF the  CLOTHES 

                   antip 

‘she washed at/did a washing of the clothes’ 
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[d] object "incorporated" as indefinite/unmodified/generic N object: 

 

x+   ZERO- %ch’aj -an   %7atziyaq 

 

comp 3Abs   WASH   absol CLOTHES 

                   antip 

 

‘she clothes-washed’ 

 

 

The agentive voice is used when a transitive verb’s Agent NP or Pronoun 

(normally agreed with by an Ergative prefix) is fronted/clefted, either for 

focus or for relativization.  The agentive voice is syntactically transitive 

(both the Erg NP and the Abs NP must be explicitly encoded in the clause), 

but morphologically intransitive: that is, only one NP argument is encoded on 

an agentive voice verb, and the status suffixes used here are those used with 

intransitive verbs.  One of the NP arguments must be encoded by means of a 

pronoun-like word (or a full NP).  In most Mayan languages the function 

expressed by agentive voice in K’ichee7 is expressed by the intransitive 

marker used to form the absolute antipassive (e.g. Mam), or else no 

intransitivization takes place at all (e.g. Wasteko).  In a few other 

languages (e.g. Q’anjob’al) a contrast between the markers for agentive voice 

and absolute antipassive is found, but these are not cognate with the markers 

used in Kch.  In all the above instances, the verb agrees only with the 

Agent.  Yukateko is apparently unique in that in the agentive voice, the Erg 

marker is erased from the transitive verb, the verb retains Abs (= Patient) 

agreement marking, and remains transitive in form.  Following Will Norman, I 

call this ergative extraction.  The special peculiarity of Kch (and other 

K’ichee7an Proper languages) is that the choice of which argument to encode 

on the verb is determined by a person/pronominal hierarchy that is blind to 

the Agent versus Patient status of the argument being marked on the verb.  

This hierarchy may be stated as  

                            1,2 > 3 > r 

(where r = polite second person).  First of all, when agent and patient are 

both either first or second person, the use of agentive voice may be blocked, 

and the agentive NP will simply be moved to the left of the verb.  This 

pattern is found in all Kch dialects.  Some Kch dialects, however, (e.g. 

Nawala7) have an additional strategy: they allow the use of agentive voice 

here -- in these cases, agent is encoded on the verb and patient is coded by 

the possessed relational noun -eech ~ -eh.  Whenever the agent-patient 

combination of the verb includes only a 1 or a 2, or there is neither a 1 nor 

a 2, then the hierarchy operates: the higher person category is marked on the 

verb (with an Abs agreement marker) and the lower person category is encoded 

as an independent pronoun in the appropriate NP position. [See Trechsel 

19991ms ‘Quiche* Focus Constructions’ for a fuller discussion, with examples) 

 

     Examples of focus/agentive voice with fronting of relatives and 

interrogatives can be found in 471b and 472. 
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433 Complementation 

 

Some verbs and some adjectives take sentences (or VPs) as complements.  

Complement VPs and sentences may be unmodified, they may be reduced, and they 

may be nominalized, according to the specific construction.  Examples are 

given from K’ichee7. 

 

(a) no modification 

 

     1.  "say" or "know" plus complement introduced by chi 

 

ZERO- w-   %7eta7aam chi+ lee %7achih xaa  %pay 

 

                        //leH//     //xaH// 

 

3Abs  1Erg  KNOW     that the  MAN   just  FOOL 

 

I know that the man is just a fool’ 

 

(%eta7.a-am is a defective transitive verb that occurs only in the perfect 

status; in many Mayan languages, the word "know" is defective and looks like 

a nominal form with Possessive markers rather than a transitive form with 

Subject markers). 

 

     2.  "want to" (//7aaj// vt) 

  

complement is vi: 

 

ka+ ZERO- w-   %7aj   k+  in  %b’ee -k 

 

              //aaj//        //b’eh -ik//   

 

inc 3Abs  1Erg  WANT  inc 1Abs GO    vipln   

 

‘I want to go’ literally "I want (it) I go" 
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complement is vt: 

 

ka+ ZERO- w-   %7aj   k+  ZERO- inw- %7il -oh 

 

              //7aaj// 

 

inc 3Abs  1Erg  WANT  inc 3Abs  1Erg  SEE vtRpln 

 

‘I want to see it’; literally, "I want (it) I see it" 

 

(%7aaj is also defective in that it has only one status form and it has no 

overt marker.  It should probably be treated as a nominal stem [or a perfect 

status form] since it takes a variant of the 1Erg prefix (w-) used otherwise 

only with nouns; (vt’s use inw-, as in the above example). 

 

     3. progressive (tajin vi).  In progressive constructions, tajin may 

either be marked with the same subject category as the complement verb, or 

remain unmarked. 

 

     complement is vi: 

 

ka+ (at-) %tajin       k+  at- %chak .u -n    -ik  

 

                              //chaak// 

 

inc 2Abs   BE.INVOLVED inc 2Abs WORK .DO antip vipln 

 

‘you are working’ 

 

 

     complement is vt: 

 

ka+ (at-) %tajin       k+  ZERO- a-  %tz’iib’ .a  -aj  

 

                                    //tz’ihb’// 

 

inc 2Abs   BE.INVOLVED inc 3Abs  2Erg WRITING .DO  vtDpln 

 

‘you are writing it’ 
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(b) complement verb is nominalized 

 

          1. "begin" (chap, chap.le7e, maj, maj.i all vt)  

 

               complement is vi: 

 

x+   ZERO- u-   %chap  %b’iin -eem/%7ul     -eem  

 

                      //b’ihn// 

 

comp 3Abs  3Erg  BEGIN  WALK  -ing/ ARRIVE -ing 

 

‘he began to walk/arrive 

 

                complement is vt: 

 

x+   ZERO- u-    %maj.i -j     u-  %k’ay .i  -x      -iik                     

 

                      //-ij//     //k’aay//  

 

comp 3Abs  3Erg   BEGIN vtDpln 3Erg SALE .DO  vtDpass vnposs                     

 

‘he began to sell it’  literally "he began its being sold" 

 

 

x+   ZERO- u    %maj  %b’an -oj  %sii7    /%7eer.e –n  %sii7 

 

                          //-ooj//        //7ehr//   

 

comp 3Abs  3Erg  BEGIN MAKE -ing  FIREWOOD/ CARRY  -ing FIREWOOD 

 

‘he began to make/carry firewood’ 

 

(Any one of the verbs meaning ‘to begin’ can occur in any one of these 

constructions.). 

 

 

2.  "finish"  (tan.ab’a7 vt) 

 

          complement is vi: 

 

x+   ZERO- u-   %tan.ab’a7 %wa7 -iim/%b’iin -eem/%k’iiy -eem 

 

                                    //b’ihn//   //k’ihy//  

 

comp 3Abs  3Erg  FINISH     EAT -ing/ WALK  -ing/ GROW  -ing  

 

he finished eating/walking/growing’ 
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x+   ZERO- u-   %tan.ab’a7 u-   %chak .u -x       -iik 

 

                               //chaak// 

 

comp 3Abs  3Erg  FINISH    3Erg WORK  .DO vtDpass  vnposs 

 

‘he finished working (at/on) it’  literally "he finished its being worked on" 

 

 

     (c) both nominalization and its absence are possible 

 

k’ax  "it is hard (to)" 

 

      1.  with nominalization: 

 

ZERO-  %k’ax u-    %b’aan        -iik    

 

                  //b’an -h-// 

 

3Abs    HARD 3Erg   DO    vtRpass vnposs 

 

‘it is hard to do (it)’  literally "its being done is hard" 

 

     2.  without nominalization: 

 

ZERO- %k’ax k+  at-  in-  %ch’aa.b’e -ej 

 

                         //ch’a7// 

 

3Abs   HARD inc 2ABS 1Erg  TALK.TO    vtDpln 

 

‘it is hard for me to talk to you’ 

 

 

ZERO- %k’ax ka+ ZERO- %b’iin -ik   /   %ch’aa.w -ik 

 

                     //b’ihn//        //ch’a7//  

 

3Abs   HARD inc 3Abs   WALK   vipln  /  TALK     vipln 

 

‘it is hard for him to walk/talk’ 

 

 

434  Ergative Split and Ergative Shift (NOTE: The grammatical devices 

referred to in this section, which are not found in K’ichee7, are described 

and diachronically accounted for in section 2a of MCS3.xxx). 
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Ergative split and ergative shift are two syntactic phenomena associated with 

the inflexion of intransitive lexical verbs that are found in rather many 

Mayan languages.  First of all, we will define the terms: 

 

Ergative split (minimally) is the use, in a predicate, of Erg rather than Abs 

pronominal agreement markers on a lexical intransitive verb that is 

nominalized. 

 

Ergative shift (minimally) is the use, in a predicate, of Erg rather than Abs 

pronominal agreement markers on a lexical intransitive verb that is finite 

and not nominalized. 

 

Ergative split is limited to Poqom, Yukatekan, and Ch’olan.  The geography of 

this feature makes it suspect of being an innovation, as does that of 

ergative shift, which is found in Greater Mamean languages plus the notorious 

Huehuetenango Sphere (that is, Greater Qanjobalan minus Toj and Mot). Both of 

these grammatical devices are missing from Was, Tzeltalan, Toj, and all 

Greater K’ichee7an languages except Poqom. 

 

To understand the origin of these devices we need to examine the functions 

they fulfil <conditions under which they occur> and the other ways Mayan 

languages fulfil these functions.  Late proto-Mayan (but not Wasteko) had a 

syntactic device/construction whereby certain higher predicates -- whether 

verbs or not -- took nominalized "main" verbs as their complements  

(Nominalization was marked by suffixes, whose identities have not remained 

the same through time).  The whole complex construction had to be able to 

represent the underlying subjects and objects even though the main verbs were 

nominalized.  With intransitives this was accomplished by marking the 

underlying subject on the higher predicate, leaving the main verb as simply a 

nominalized form.  With transitives this was accomplished by marking the 

underlying subject on the higher predicate, but by marking the underlying 

object on the passivized nominalized verb by means of ergative possessive 

prefixes.  The nominalized verb showed that it was in fact possessed by 

lengthening its final syllable (if it was capable of being lengthened).  

Examples from Kch are (see s433.3): 

 

     

     x+ u-chap b’iin-eem           ‘he began to walk’ 

 

     x+ u-maji-j u-k’ayi-x-iik     ‘he began to sell it’  

                                    (lit. "...its being sold") 

     

     x+ u-tanab’a7 k’iiy-eem       ‘he finished growing’ 

 

     x+ u-tanab’a7 u-chaku-x-iik   ‘he finished working at it’ 

                                    (lit. "...its being worked at") 
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In these Kch sentences the words meanings ‘to begin’ and ‘to finish’ are 

higher predicates (they happen to be transitive verbs but this is not 

relevant) taking nominalized forms of the "main" verbs.  Unlike most other 

constructions involving nominalizations and higher predicates, no particle 

chi occurs between the higher predicate and the main verb.       

 

 

In a standard set of languages along with the progressive Aspect Auxiliary (= 

AA), the following types of higher predicate (both vt and vi) cause a 

complement "main" verb to be nominalized and have its subject deleted, with 

the deleted subject instead marked on the higher predicate: 

 

1.  progressive   stative, vi        | 

                                     | 

2.  do with fronting                 | 

    of nominalized verb:             | 

    meaning is roughly               | 

    "progressive"   vt               |  the original subject 

                                     >  is marked as the subject 

3.  begin, finish   vt               |  of these higher predicates 

                                     |                             

4.  go, come, arrive, stay:          | 

    these verbs can also function    |  

    in an incorporated Movement      |  

    construction   vi                | 

                           

5.  see, help   vt                      the original subject 

                                        is marked as the object 

                                        of the higher verb 

 

These languages are: Toj, Awk, Kch, Kaq, Poqom, Tze, Qeq.  Tzo probably 

belongs here, too.  Given this distribution, it is reasonable to attribute 

this structure to the Central Mayan or perhaps Late proto-Mayan stage.  These 

patterns provide the context for the development of ergative split and 

ergative shift, which are examined in chapter 3.         
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440  The Noun Phrase 

 

Elements found in NPs in Mayan languages include the following: noun head, 

modifying adjective +/- modifier marker, possessor + possessive prefix, 

relative clause, numeral (quantifier), noun pluralizer, demonstrative 

(specifier), and positional modifier.  The order of these elements in most 

Mayan languages (and K’ichee7) is shown below.  If there is more than one 

adjective, all but one follow the noun head.  If the adjective modifier is 

itself modified by an adverb of extent (e.g. "very") the adjective and its 

modifier must follow the noun.                                                        

   (a) demonstrative (specifier), including definite article; 

   (b) the plural pronoun e7, commonly used when the head noun refers to  

          a person; 

   (c) numeral (quantifier) expression; this may include a numeral plus  

          a measure word, or a numeral plus a classifier in languages  

          that have them; 

   (d) adjective +/- modifier marker; there is a handful of adjectives that 

have special plural forms; in such words the plural suffix replaces the 

modifier marker.  The plural suffix is a derivational, not an inflexional 

affix, since these plural adjectives are subject to further derivations.  The 

adjectives in question are: 

      

     pl.  piima7q    :  sg.  piim      ‘thick’ 

 

     pl.  nima7q     :  sg.  nim       ‘big’ 

 

     pl.  chooma7q   :  sg.  choom     ‘fat’         

 

     pl.  najti7q    :  sg.  naj       ‘long’ 

 

     pl.  ch’uti7q   :  sg.  ch’uti7n  ‘little’; 

 

(The vowel in the second syllable of the plural forms is the same as that of 

the modifier marker (see 330).  Plurality is thus marked by {.7q}. 

 

   (e)  noun pluralizer taq; 

   (f)  noun HEAD; 

   (g)  any adjective above one,  

       or adjective phrase containing more than one word; 

   (h)  positional (= stative) modifier; 

   (i)  possessor NP; 

   (j)  relative clause. 

 

If a possessor NP is (overtly or underlyingly) present there is possessive 

concord (via Erg prefixes) on the noun head; the possessive agreement 

morpheme shifts to a modifying adjective if the head noun is deleted.  If 

there is no modifying adjective, the noun is pronominalized to %eech, a RN 

(See 411).  Possession is otherwise marked on a modifying adjective only if 

the construction adjective-marker-noun is a lexicalization. 
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441  Noun Classifiers 

 

Some Mayan languages (namely Popti7, Akateko, Q’anjob’al, and Chuj) have a 

system of noun classification whereby almost every noun falls into one of 

about fifteen classes.  The semantic correlates of these classes are such 

notions as metals, corn products, earth products, deities, respected adult 

males, respected adult females, liquids, and several others.  When these 

nouns are mentioned in a noun phrase, a word which is a class identifier 

normally occurs in what is the demonstrative position of the NP in most Mayan 

languages, with the meaning definite article  (In the languages using noun 

classifiers, the currently used demonstratives follow directly on the noun 

head).  When, as can happen in all languages, the head noun is 

pronominalized/deleted, the classifier is not deleted and functions as a 

third person pronoun ‘he/she/it’.  These classes are similar in semantic 

scope to the genders of Indo-European, Iroquoian, and Dravidian languages, or 

to the noun classes of Bantu languages.  In Mayan these noun classes are a 

local development in a well-established diffusion and innovation area.  The 

classifier words are -- in all cases where an origin can be traced -- simply 

noun words pressed into service for these functions (See Craig 1990 

‘Clasificadores nominales: una innovacio*n Qanjobalana’, in England & 

Elliott, Lecturas en Ling*ui*stica Maya).  
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442  Demonstratives 

 

The major demonstrative words of K’ichee7, both adjectival and adverbial, are 

given below.  There are more.  Some Mayan languages have very elaborate 

distinctions expressed in demonstrative words. 

 

          -------------------------------------------------------- 

          | definite | pre-nominal | pronouns | locatives | manner 

          | articles | adjectives  |          |           | 

----------|----------|-------------|----------|-----------|------- 

          |          |             |          |           | 

near      |  wee...  | wa7 wee...  |  wa7     |  waraal,  |jee wa7 

speaker   |//weH//   |   //weH//   |          |  chi7     |//je7// 

          |          |             |          |           |  

----------|----------|-------------|----------|-----------|------- 

mentioned |          |             |          |           | 

earlier,  |          |             |          |           | 

not       |  rii...  | ri7 ree...  |  ri7     | chi+ri7   |jee ri7 

visible,  |//riH//   |   //reH//   |          |           |//je7// 

far       |          |             |          |           | 

from both |          |             |          |           | 

----------|----------|-------------|----------|-----------|------- 

          |          |             |          |           | 

near      |  lee...  | la7 lee...  |  la7     | chi+la7   |jee la7 

hearer    |//leH//   |   //leH//   |          |           |//je7// 

          |          |             |          |           | 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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443  Pronouns and Pronominal Agreement 

The independent personal pronouns and pronominal markers of K’ichee7 are as 

follows: 

 

      Pronouns       Absolutive          Ergative 

 

                                    before C   before V 

 

1        7in            in-            nu-        w-  with nouns 

                                       in-      inw-  with verbs 

2        7at            at-             a-       aw-  

3        7are7           -              u-        r- 

2r       laal           +lah           +lah      +lah  

 

4        7oj            oj-            qa-        q- 

5        7ix            ix-             i-       iw- 

6        [7]e7 are7     e7-            ki-        k- 

5r       [7]alaq        +alaq          +alaq     +alaq 

 

 

2, 5 = second person familiar 

2r, 5r = second person polite/respectful 

 

The independent pronouns of K’ichee7 do not reveal a fact which is obvious in 

most Mayan languages: that they are formed by attaching the Abs agreement 

markers to a demonstrative base, usually one derived from proto-Mayan *ha7 

‘it’.  In fact, the Kch forms 7in, 7at, 7oj, 7ix could be derived from 

pre-K’ichee7 *h-in, *h-at, *h-oj, and *h-ix.  

 

The polite second person pronouns are laal and alaq.  The polite second 

person agreement markers are +lah and +alaq.  These markers differ from the 

other person agreement markers in that they are not prefixes but enclitics.  

As enclitics, they directly follow the lexical item to which they are bound 

grammatically.  They also differ from the other markers in not having special 

Absolutive versus Ergative shapes, and in not having special pre-vocalic 

shapes.  As functors, however, they are perfectly analogous with the Ergative 

and Absolutive prefixes, and belong with them grammatically: the distinction 

between prefix and clitic here is purely a phonological peculiarity. 

 

Example: 

 

x+   ZERO- %ch’ay +lah lee %tz’i7 

 

                    //leH//  

 

comp 3Abs   HIT   you the  DOG 

 

‘you hit the dog’ 
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Their existence is a recent development in K’ichee7: not even all Kch 

dialects have them.  In all Mayan languages that have polite second person 

forms, they are innovations, and no two languages have followed the same 

strategy, or even used cognate morphemes.  In Kch, these forms have been 

added at the bottom of the person hierarchy.  (See 432).  Other Mayan 

languages have polite personal pronouns of the second person (Awakateko, 

Ixil) and also of the third person (Ixil, Popti7, Q’anjob’al).  In Awakateko 

the polite second person pronouns have third person pronoun agreement on 

verbs and nouns.  In the other languages the existence of polite pronouns 

does not interfere with person agreement, i.e. the various polite pronouns 

are lexical substitutes for the plain pronouns and agreement takes place as 

though the plain pronouns were present.  In Mam, polite second person forms 

based on third person forms have completely ousted the inherited Mayan second 

person forms: that is, these originally polite forms are now the only second 

person forms.  

 

 

450  Numerals (Quantifiers) 

 

The numeral or quantifier category in a NP is occupied by a quantifier 

phrase.  A quantifier phrase can consist of a simple numeral expression, or 

of a numeral expression plus a measure word. 

 

 

451  Measure  

 

All Mayan languages, except possibly Wasteko, have available a kind of 

morphological device whereby a measure lexeme with such meanings as 

‘time(s)’, ‘a little’, etc. can be combined with a bare numeral expression to 

form a compound word.  For example, in K’ichee7: 

 

     ju=  %tiij     ‘once’           

 

     ju=  %tziij    ‘once and for all, for good’ 

 

     ju=  %b’iiq’   ‘a little’ 

 

     kaa= %muul     ‘twice’ 

 

     7ox=  %muul    ‘three times’ (see 453 for numeral roots) 

 

All Mayan languages have many more measure words; these serve to specify 

length, capacity, and weight, as well as to individuate mass nouns and 

actions: for example span (Was tx’uuts), fathom (Was joo7), league (Yuk 

luHb’), bushel (Was almuuth), peck (Was kwartiil), pound (Was liibra), drop 

(Was t’ukub), [act of] grab[bing] (Was ya7ub, yakw’ath), bunch (Was boye7).  

Many current measure words refer to (sometimes archaic) European measures and 

are of Spanish origin. 
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Wasteko combines bare numeral expressions in phrases with measure words, but 

the latter (when of native origin) are always derived words; the combination 

is morphological, since those numeral roots with underlying long vowel 

shorten it when combined with a measure word, though both the numeral and the 

measure word retain full stress. 

 

 

452  Numeral Classifiers 

 

In many Mayan languages nouns, for purposes of counting, are divided into 

several classes, which are manifested by an element which is compounded with 

the numeral expression.  The construction used is exactly the same as the one 

described above for measure expressions (section 451), but the numeral 

classifiers do not specify measure.  Not all Mayan languages have numeral 

classifiers.  They are regularly used - and in large numbers - in Yukatekan 

and Greater Tzeltalan languages.  A very restricted set of numeral 

classifiers are regularly used in Greater Qanjobalan languages.  In the other 

languages that have them they are never obligatory.  It seems likely that 

Proto-Mayan lacked numeral classifiers, but that some languages exploited the 

morphological construction already used for measure expressions to develop a 

new category of classification.  These numeral classifiers are not formed on 

the same semantic base as the demonstrative noun classes, though languages 

with noun classes do not usually have much development of the use of numeral 

classifiers.  In Tzeltal, which has no noun classifiers, numeral classifiers 

provide such specifications as human, plant, four-footed, spherical, 

two-dimensional, cylindrical.  The classifiers are largely derived from other 

root classes, either from nouns with no phonological change, or from 

positional roots with infixed -h-. The latter technique is the one more 

widely employed.  

 

453  Generic Numerals 

 

In all Mayan languages but Wasteko, there exists a kind of numeral expression 

with a suffixed element that is used whenever no specific numeral classifier 

or measure word is to be combined with the numeral (In Mam this suffix is 

absent in numeral expressions above five; in most languages the suffix is 

absent in numeral expressions above nine; in the rest the suffix goes up to 

nineteen only).  The suffix has the general shape -Vb’, with an unpredictable 

vowel which nevertheless agrees across subgroups (or it has an invariant 

shape -eb’ or -e7, a patent innovation).  It does not occur with one in most 

languages, because its original meaning probably implied plurality (cf pM 

*eb’ ‘third person plural Absolutive pronoun marker’).  The construction in 

question is called the generic (i.e., default case) numeral expression.  In 

K’ichee7, the generic numerals from 1 to 19 are: 
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     1   juun 

     2   ka7-ib’ ~ keb’ 

     3   7ox-ib’ 

     4   kaj-ib’ 

     5   jo7-oob’ 

     6   waaq-iib’  (< waqaq-iib’) 

     7   wuq-uub’ 

     8   waqxaq-iib’ 

     9   b’elej-eeb’ 

    10   lajuuj 

    11   ju7=lajuuj 

    12   kab’=lajuuj 

    13   7ox=lajuuj 

    14   kaj=lajuuj 

    15   7o7=lajuuj         

    16   waaq=lajuuj    

    17   wuq=lajuuj 

    18   waqxaq=lajuuj 

    19   b’elej=lajuuj 

 

The forms combined with measure morphemes and numeral classifiers can be 

obtained by subtracting -Vb’.  The combining form of juun is ju=, of ka7 is 

kaa=, of jo7 is 7o7=, of lajuuj is lajuj=. 
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454.  Vigesimal (Score) Counting 

 

The numeral expressions above 19 are vigesimal (counted by scores) in form in 

all Mayan languages. Thus, in K’ichee7, 

 

    20   ju=winaq          "one person"  

    30   ju=winaq lajuuj   "one person (plus) ten" 

    40   kaa=winaq         "two persons" 

    60   7ox=k’aal         "three bundles (of 20)" 

    80   ju=muuch’         "one count of 80 things" 

   100   7o7=k’aal         "five bundles (of 20)"  

   120   waaq=k’aal        "six bundles (of 20)" 

 

From 21 to 39 K’ichee7 counts by adding 1-19 to 20.  From 41 and above 

counting proceeds by looking foward to the next multiple of twenty, thus 41 

is juun r-ox=k’aal "one of 60" i.e. ‘one on the way to 60 from 40’.  Other 

Mayan languages begin the latter pattern with 21.  The pre-Columbian Mayan 

numerical system reached at least as high as 160,000 (20 x 20 x 20 x 20).  

Higher expressions were also used, but mainly in astronomical speculations. 

 

 

455  Ordinals 

 

Ordinals, except for ‘first’, are normally possessed froms of numeral 

expressions.  In K’ichee7, for example:       

 

     1st   naab’eh 

     2d    u-kaab’ 

     3d    r-oox 

     4th   u-kaaj 

     5th   r-oo7 

     6th   u-waaq ~ u-waqaaq 

     7th   u-wuuq 

     8th   u-waqxaaq 

     9th   u-b’eleej 

    10th   u-lajuuj 

    20th   u-ju=winaaq 

    40th   u-kaa=winaaq 

    60th   r-ox=k’aal 

    80th   u-ju=muuch’ 

   100th   r-o7=k’aal 

   120th   u-waaq=k’aal   

            etc. 

 

(Prefixes other than 3Erg may be used when appropriate.) 
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 456  Distributives 

  

Distributive number adverbials are made by reduplicating numeral roots and/or 

combining them with a suffixed morpheme .taq, which is etymologically the 

same as the noun pluralizing particle taq mentioned in section 440(e).  The 

combinations may have unpredictable phonological results.  In K’ichee7, 

 

     ju=juun ~ chi ju=jun-aal     ‘1 x 1’ 

     kaa=kab’   //ka7-kab’//      ‘2 x 2, by 2s’ 

     7ox=7ox                      ‘3 x 3, by 3s’   

     kaj=kaj                      ‘4 x 4, by 4s’ 

     jo7.taq                      ‘5 x 5, by 5s’ 

     waqaq.taq                    ‘6 x 6, by 6s’   

     wuq.taq                      ‘7 x 7, by 7s’ 

                     et al. 

 

The quantifier word meaning all, Erg- %onojeel, is a relational noun agreeing 

for person with the noun it quantifies. 

 

 

457  Time Adverbials 

 

Time adverbials referring to days past and future and years past and future 

are formed by suffixing certain morphemes to numeral roots.  In K’ichee7,                             

 

                 days past           days to come 

            

1                7iw-iir            (chuwe7q) 

 

2                kab’-ij-iir         kab’-iij 

 

3                7ox-ij-iir          7ox-iij 

 

4                koj-ij-iir          koj-eej 

 

 

                 years past          years to come  

 

1                jun-ab’-iir         ?????????? 

2                ?????????           ?????????? 

 

 

Cf. also oj-eer ‘long ago’, miy-eer ‘earlier today’ 

 

 

460  Non-verbal Predicates 
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Non-verbal predicates are predicates whose heads are not verbs, and cannot be 

marked for aspect (though they can be marked for optative).  Non-verbal 

predicates are of two types in Mayan languages, equational and existential.  

In equational predicates the predicate is a noun or NP, an adjective or AP, 

or a stative.  Existential predicates have three subtypes: (a) true 

existential; (b) possessive; (c) locative.  In true existential sentences the 

Theme (subject) is stated to exist.  In possessive sentences a possessed NP 

subject is specified as existing.  In locative sentences a subject is 

specified as being found in a particular or generic place.  In all three 

types of existential predicates the predicator is the same lexical item, and 

it means roughly ‘being there’.  Examples:  

 

(a) Abs BE.THERE FOOD  means ‘There is food’  

 

(b) Abs BE.THERE 1Erg-DOG  means ‘I have a dog’ 

 

(c) Abs BE.THERE the CAT at 3Erg-FACE the TABLE  means  

     ‘The cat is on the table’   

 

BE.THERE is not a verb, but a stative or adjective.  When its category can be 

more narrowly pinpointed, which is rare since the root in question does not 

always enter into derivations, it can usually be categorized as a stative. 

 

Wasteko is unique among the Mayan languages for having a transitive verb that 

means ‘to have’.  This verb is used for predicating possession, just as its 

equivalent in English and Spanish.  In addition, it is used to express 

obligation or necessity, just as English ‘have to’ and Spanish ‘tener que’.  

The Was verb ‘have’ is used in a generic and aspectless way, as are 

non-verbal predicates generally.  It is used in the incompletive aspect form 

only: W kwa7al, C ko7ol.  This a phonologically irregular development of the 

verb koo7oy ‘to keep, guard, watch over’, which also has a regular 

incompletive koo7oyal.  In the Nawa of the Huasteca, the verb piyA ‘to 

keep/guard/watch over; to have’ has undergone the exact same semantic 

extension as the corrsponding Was verb, but without any phonological 

irregularities developing. 

 

The existential predicator in CM is *7ar.  It has been replaced by unrelated 

lexemes in some Mayan languages, and in some languages *7ar survives in other 

functions than its original one.  In K’ichee7 the existential predicator is 

k’oolik /_# ~ k’oo /...  This has as its root k’oj, a positional root meaning 

‘existing, being somewhere’, from which is derived k’oj-e7 vi:assumptive ‘to 

be born, come into existence’, and other lexical items.  Proto-Mayan *7ar 

survives in K’ichee7 as the basis of the third personal pronoun 7are7. 

 

Examples of non-verbal sentence types from K’ichee7.  In all of the sentences 

with 3Abs as subject, first or second person subjects could also occur, as 

semantically appropriate. 
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 [1] copula or equational sentence.   

     Structure: Pred Subj 

 

     [a] Pred is NP 

 

ZERO- %7ixoq  [lee %chikop 

 

             //leH//     

 

3Abs   WOMAN   the  ANIMAL 

 

‘the animal is (a) female’ 

 

     [b] Pred is AP 

 

ZERO- (siib’alaj) %saq  [lee %jah 

 

3Abs   very        WHITE the  HOUSE 

 

‘the house is (very) white’ 

 

     [c] Pred is a stative or positional 

 

ZERO- %tak’.al  [lee %7achih 

 

3Abs   STANDING the   MAN  

 

‘the man is standing’ 

 

[2] existential sentence.   

     Structure: Pred Subj; Pred is k’oo(lik) BEING.THERE 

 

ZERO- %k’oo       [xaa %jun %wah 

 

     //k’oh//         //juun// 

 

3Abs   BEING.THERE just ONE  TORTILLA 

 

‘there is only one tortilla’ 
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[3] possessive sentence.   

     Structure: Pred Subj:  

     Pred is BEING.THERE,  

     Subj is ...N (NP)... 

 

ZERO- %k’oo      [%jun nu-  %waakaax 

 

     //k’oh        juun// 

 

3Abs   BEING.THERE ONE 1Erg  CATTLE:poss 

 

‘I have a cow (head of cattle)’; literally "my cow exists". 

 

[4] locative sentence.   

     Structure: Pred Subj LocNP;  

     Pred is BEING.THERE + Locative NP 

 

ZERO- %k’oo       [%jun %sanik] pa lee %tz’alam 

 

     //k’oh         juun           leH// 

 

3Abs   BEING.THERE  ONE  ANT    IN the  PLANK 

 

‘there is an ant on the plank’ or ‘an ant is on the plank’ 

 

[3&4 combined].   

     Structure: Pred Subj LocNP;  

     Pred is BEING.THERE + LocNP,  

     Subj is ...N (NP)... 

 

ZERO- %k’oo       %jun nu- %tz’ii7   pa lee %kaaxah  

 

     //k’oh        juun                 leH//  

 

3Abs   BEING.THERE ONE 1Erg DOG:poss IN the  COFFER 

 

‘I have a dog in the coffer’ or ‘there is a dog of mine in the coffer’ 
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470  NP Deletion and Fronting 

 

471  Relativization 

 

As in other languages, relativization is possible only if a sentence 

modifying a noun (a relative clause) contains one NP with identical reference 

to the noun being modified.  If the verb of the relative clause is transitive 

there are three possible situations, either (a) the equi-NP within the 

relative clause is the Agent of the verb, or else (b) it is the Patient of 

the verb, or else (c) it is part of a locative constituent.  The equi-NP 

within the relative clause is deleted and other adjustments may be made.  If 

the deleted NP is the Agent of the relative clause, the verb is put into the 

agentive voice (thereby being intransitivized).  If the deleted NP is Patient 

within the relative clause, the verb remains in the objective voice. 

 

 

Examples: 

 

(a) equi-NP is Patient, verb remains objective:      

 

  lee %kumatz (lee)     x+   ZERO- u-   %kam.isa  -j      lee %7achih 

 

//leH//      //leH//                            //-aj     leH//    

 

  the  SNAKE   the/that comp 3Abs  3Erg  DIE.CAUSE vtDpln the  MAN 

 

‘the snake that the man killed’ 

 

 (b) equi-NP is agent, verb becomes agentive  

 

  lee %kumatz  (lee)     x+   ZERO- %kam.isa   -n        lee %7achih 

 

//leH//       //leH//                                  //leH//   

 

  the  SNAKE    the/that comp 3Abs   DIE.CAUSE  vtDantip the  MAN 

 

‘the snake that killed the man’ 

 

 

     When the equi-NP within the relative clause is part of a locative 

constituent, on deletion the locative equi-NP is proadverbialized with wi(h). 
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Example: 

                                                

               | jaa wi | 

  lee  %kaaxah <//jah// > x+   ZERO-  u-  %yaa wi     %kaan   lee %puwaq 

               |  lee   | 

//leH//         //leH//                  //ya7//     //kahn   leh//   

                

              |  where  | 

  the   BOX   <         > comp 3Abs   3Erg PUT proadv  RIGHT  the  MONEY 

              | the one |                              THERE  

 

‘the box that he left the money in’ 

 

 

K’ichee7 has no special relative pronoun or particle to introduce relative 

clauses.  If the equi-NP is Agent or Patient, one of two of the definite 

articles, rii //riH// or lee //leH// may be used.  If the equi-Np is locative 

the interrogative jaa wi //jah wi(h)// may be used.  In no case is such a 

relative substitute oligatory. 
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472  Interrogative Fronting 

 

Interrogatives are shifted to the beginning of a sentence/ 

clause.  The same transformations that apply to  a relative clause apply in 

this case: fronted Patients do not affect objective voice, but fronted Agents 

require agentive voice.   

 

Examples: 

 

(a) fronted Patient: 

 

jachin x+   ZERO- u-  %kam.isa  -j      lee %7achih 

 

                              //-aj     leH//  

 

who    comp 3Abs  3Erg DIE.CAUSE vtDpln the  MAN    

 

‘who did the man kill?’ 

 

 

jachin x+   ZERO- %kam.isa  -n        lee %7achih 

 

                                    //leH//   

 

who    comp 3Abs   DIE.CAUSE vtDantip the  MAN 

 

‘who killed the man?’ 

 

 

473  Instrument Advancment and Fronting (See also 413) 

 

Instrument advancement involves promoting an instrument to a direct object, 

and demoting a direct object to an oblique NP, or at least to an unattached 

NP that can trigger no further agreement or other transformations.  Relatives 

and interrogatives of instrumental verbs are treated in a parallel way, and 

when the instrument, being now a direct object, is fronted, it does not 

change/modify the objective voice of the transitive verb.  A transitive verb 

with advanced instrument can be passivized, thus making the instrument into a 

subject. 
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Examples: 

 

(a) relative with instrumental verb: 

 

  lee %muuruh (lee)    x+   ZERO- u-   %rami  -b’e  -j 

 

//leH//      //leH//                              //-ej// 

 

  the  MACHETE the.one comp 3Abs  3Erg  CUT   -with  vtDpln                

that 

 

  lee %chee7 lee %7achih 

 

//leH//    //leH// 

 

  the  WOOD  the  MAN 

 

‘the machete that the man cut the wood with’ 

 

 (b) interrogative fronting with instrumental verb: 

 

  jaa+ chi+ k- %ee %muuruh  x+   ZERO- u-   %rami -b’e -j  

 

//jah//       //eh//                                 //-ej//  

 

     which          MACHETE comp 3Abs  3Erg  CUT  -with vtDpln  

 

  lee %chee7  lee %7achih 

 

//leH//     //leH// 

 

  the  WOOD   the  MAN 

 

‘which machete did the man cut the wood with?’ 
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480  Coordinators, Subordinators, and Sentence Connectives 

 

Items of these types relate sentences and clauses (and sometimes 

constituents) to each other without any reduction of any of the clauses.  

They are a subset of the traditional category conjunction which has proved to 

be too vague for applicability in technical linguistics. 

 

 

481    Some of the coordinators of K’ichee7 are: 

 

chi7l (phrase medial) ~ rachi7l (phrase final), which joins constituents of 

clauses, but not whole clauses, and means ‘and’. 

 

Example: 

 

  lee 7al  %xwa7n chi7l lee 7al  %mari7y x+   ee-  %b’ee pa %k’ayib’al 

 

//leH//              //leH//               //e7   b’eh// //k’aayib’al// 

 

  the fem   JOAN  and   the  fem  MARY   comp 6Abs  GO   in  MARKET     

      clf                    clf 

 

‘Joan and Mary went to the market’ 

 

 

 xuq ~ xuqe7 with variants distributed as for (ra)chi7l, meaning ‘also’. 

 

Example: 

 

xuq  (in) k+  in-  %b’ee pa+ %k’ayib’al  

 

                  //b’eh//  //k’aayib’al// 

 

also  I   inc 1Abs  GO   in   MARKET 

 

‘I am going to go to the market too’ 
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7on ‘or’ 

 

Example: 

 

  laa ZERO- %k’ah     7on ZERO- %ki7   lee a-   %kapeh 

 

//laH//                             //leH// 

 

  q   3Abs   BITTER   or  3Abs   SWEET the 2Erg  COFFEE 

 

‘is your coffee bitter or is it sweet?’ 

 

 

 

chee ma ‘but’ ( < chi+ r-eh r-umaal ‘to its-thing its-reason’, via /cheh 

maa/) 

 

Example: 

 

  lee 7al  %xwa7n ka+ ZERO- %b’ee pa %k’ayib’al, 

 

//leH//                   //b’eh// //k’aayib’al// 

 

  the fem   JOAN  inc 3Abs   GO   in  MARKET  

      clf 

 

  chee ma  rii 7in na  k+  in-  %b’ee taj  

 

//cheh maa riH//               //b’eh// 

 

    but   the  I   neg inc 1Abs  GO   cntrf 

 

‘Joan is going to go to the market, but I’m not going to go’ 
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482  Some of the subordinators of K’ichee7 are: 

 

wee ‘if’ //weH// 

 

Example: 

 

  wee x+   ZERO- u-   %7on %jab’,  

 

//weH//              //b’an// 

 

  if  comp 3Abs  3Erg  DO   RAIN 

 

na  ZERO-  %7utz  ta    ka+ ZERO- %b’iin  lee %7altamoow" pa+ lee %b’eh  

 

                                //b’ihn  leH//              //leH// 

 

neg 3Abs    GOOD  cntrf inc 3Abs   TRAVEL the  CAR        in  the  ROAD  

 

‘if it should rain, it would not be good for the car to travel on the road’ 

 

 

7aree taq ‘when’ //7are7 taq// 

 

Example: 

 

  7aree taq ko+ ZERO- %7ok   u-  %mooy  

 

//are7//  //ka// 

 

    when    inc 3Abs   ENTER 3Erg DARKNESS 

 

k+  ee-  %tzalij lee %7achij -aab’ pa  %tinamit 

 

  //e7//       //leH//   

 

inc 6Abs  RETURN the  MAN     pl   in   TOWN 

 

‘when it becomes evening the men return to town’ 
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ma xaa ‘since, as, because’ //maa xaH// 

 

Example: 

 

na  k+  in-  %b’ee ta    pa (lee) %nim -a   %q’iij, 

 

            //b’eh//       //leH// 

 

neg inc 1Abs  GO   cntrf in  the   BIG  ajcl DAY  

 

  ma xaa   %maj     nu-  %rajiil 

 

//maa xaH   maaj// 

 

  because   NOTHING 1Erg PAYMENT 

 

‘I’m not going to go to the festival, because I don’t have any money’ 

 

 

7aree chi ‘in order to’, ‘so that’ //7are7 chi// 

 

Example: 

 

k+  ZERO- in-  %b’iin .isa  -j     lee %7ak’aal, 

 

              //b’ihn  isa -aj     leH// 

 

inc 3Abs  1Erg W ALK  .CAUS vtDpln the  CHILD 

 

  7aree chi ka+ ZERO- r-   %7eta7ma  -j    %b’iin -eem 

 

//are7//                         //  -aj    b’ihn//  

 

  so-that   inc 3Abs  3Erg  LEARN    vtDpln WALK  -ing  

 

‘I’m going to make the child walk so it will learn to walk’ 

 

These subordinators relate whole sentences/clauses in an adverbial function 

to higher sentences/clauses. 
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483  Sentence connectives relate a sentence to previous sentences in a 

discourse, but do not subordinate it to anything. 

 

r-umal la7  "its-reason [of] that"  | 

                                    | 

  //r-umaal la7//                   | 

                                    | ‘therefore (as a result), 

u-maak la7  "its-guilt [of] that"   >  for that reason, 

                                    |  because of that’ 

  //u-mahk la7//                    | 

                                    | 

xaa cha7    "just it is said?"      | 

                                    | 

  //xaH cha7//                      | 

 

xaa jee ri7                           ‘consequently’ 

 

  //xaH je7 ri7// 

 

aree k’u ri7                          ‘and then, after that’ 

 

  //are7 k’u(t) ri7// 
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500 Derivation: A Sketch 

 

A few of the more common derivational processes of K’ichee7 are described in 

sections 510-570. 

 

 

510  Derivational Relationships between the Various Root Classes.        

The distinctive derivational possibilities of the various root classes can be 

illustrated in microcosm by the following K’ichee7 data.  For each root type 

there can be identified a grammatical function which is covert and prototypic 

for that root type, but has an overt representation when present with other 

root types - for adjectives, stative; for intransitives, process, for 

transitives, causative; for positionals, none of the above; positionals 

require all of the above functions to be marked by overt characteristic 

derivational affixes, even though the functional meaning of the positional 

root type is clearly stative. Positional stems are not derived from other 

root classes.  The table below shows how each root type has different 

derivational patterns in K’ichee7.  A parallel situation is true for all 

Mayan languages.  

 

   ------------------------------------------------------------ 

  |  root  | causative      | process       | stative        | 

  |  type  |                |               |                | 

  |--------|----------------|---------------|----------------| 

  |   S,A  | .ar.isa        | .ar           |  ##            | 

  |        |  ‘conversive’  |  ‘versive’    |                | 

  |--------|----------------|---------------|----------------| 

  |   I    | .isa           |  ##           | -inaq          | 

  |        |  ‘causative’   |               |  ‘perfect      |   

  |        |                |               |   intransitive | 

  |        |                |               |   participle’  | 

  |--------|----------------|---------------|----------------| 

  |   T    |  ##            | -h-/-x        | -oom           | 

  |        |                |  ‘middle      |  ‘perfect      | 

  |        |                |   voice’      |   passive      | 

  |        |                |               |   participle’  | 

  |--------|----------------|---------------|----------------| 

  |   P    | .V1b’a7        | .e7            | .V1l           | 

  |        |  ‘depositive’  |  ‘assumptive’ |  ‘stative’     | 

  ------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

S = noun root; A = adjective root; I = intransitive verb root; 

T = transitive verb root; P = positional root 
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520  Relative Numbers of Different Types of Roots. 

 

Both Motosintleko and K’ichee7 have been examined for the approximate numbers 

of roots of each class in native vocabulary.  They basically agree, and the 

rough figures, based on about 6,000 lexical items, are as follows: 

 

     S       >1,000               particles    100 

 

     T         >600                   A        <100 

 

     P         >600                   I         50   

 

 

530  Action Nouns 

 

In Mayan languages generally, there is a limited set of roots wherein a 

verbal meaning is encoded as a noun (root).  Such meanings as bathe, dance, 

laugh, play, sell, shout, sing, speak, steal, watch, work, write are 

involved.  The roots in question are nouns.  To produce the corresponding 

transitive verb a derivational suffix used with nouns is employed  (It is not 

yet clear whether there are any transitivizing suffixes used only with action 

nouns).  To produce the corresponding intransitive (absolute) verb, where 

subject = agent, most languages form an antipassive by adding -(V)n.  In 

Wasteko and Yukatekan, which have an incompletive status category based on 

nominalizations, in the incompletive status of the intransitive verbs 

corresponding to action nouns, the action noun itself is used.  In Yukatekan, 

Ch’olan, and Poqom, which have split ergativity based on nominalizations, the 

action noun is also used whenever split ergativity with intransitives is 

called for.  Even in languages that lack split ergativity, when the 

nominalized form of a vi is required in certain infinitive-like complement 

constructions involving such higher predicates as begin, finish, help, 

progressive, see,  the action noun root, rather than a derived/nominalized 

form of the vi stem, is used.  This suggests that action nouns are of 

proto-Mayan date.  Whether they are a subclass of nouns, or a separate root 

class, has yet to be worked out. 

 

Here is a sample of action noun roots in Mayan languages: bathe/bath  pM 

*7ati(-Vn); dance  pM *b’ix, LLxGTz *7ahq’ot; laugh/laughter  pM *tze7;  

play/game  Was ubaat’, Chl alas, Tze tajin;  sell/sale  pM *k’aay;  shout  pM 

*7aaw;  sing/song  pM *b’iity, LLxGTz *q’aay;  speak/speech  Was kaaw, LL 

*t’aan;  steal/theft  pM *7elaq’;  watch  ?pM *qanhanh, Was koo7, Yuk 

kana(H)n;  work  Mop meyaj, Kch chaak, Kaq samaj, Poq kamaj;  write/writ  LpM 

*tz’ihb’.   
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How transitive and intransitive verbs are formed from action nouns.   

 

     Wasteko     vi: add ZERO (inc), add -in (comp+) 

                 vt: add -Vn-tha7 

 

     Yukatekan   vi: add ZERO (inc), add -n (comp+)                

                 vt: add -t 

 

     Tzeltal     vt: add -an 

                 vi: add -aj 

 

     Kichean     vt: add -V 

        Proper   vi: add -an (absolute antipassive) to vt  

 

     Poqom       vt: add -V 

                 vi: add -n (absolute antipassive) to vt 

 

(The suffixes containing /n/ found in Wasteko and Yukatekan are the Mayan 

absolute antipassive). 

 

Following are some examples of action verbal nouns and corresponding 

incompletive intransitives: 

 

vi:  Was  7exom t-in 7ubaat’         ‘I am playing’ 

 

vi:  Was  7exom t-at kaaw            ‘you are speaking’ 

 

vi:  Yuk  taHn aw-oHk’ot             ‘you are dancing’ 

 

vi:  Yuk  taHn u-tz’ihb’             ‘he is writing’    

 

vi:  Yuk  taHn in-tze7j              ‘I am laughing’ 

 

vi:  Mop  tan in-meyaj               ‘I am working’  

 

vn:  Chl  mi a-cha7le-n k’ay         ‘you are singing’ 

 

vn:  Chl  muk’-ob’ ti k’ay           ‘they are singing’ 

 

vn:  Chl  mi k-cha7le-n t’an         ‘you are speaking’    

 

vn:  Chl  muk’-ob’ ti 7alas          ‘he is playing’ 

 

vn:  Tze  yak(al)-on ta 7aw          ‘I am shouting’ 

 

vn:  Kch  x+ u-chaple7e-j tz’iib’    ‘he began to write’ (JR 231) 

 

vn:  Pqm  x+ in-kahn-ik chi k’aay    ‘I stayed to sell’ (JR 224) 
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vi:  Pqm  nu nu-b’iich               ‘I am singing’ 

 

vi:  Pqm  ni q-itiin                 ‘we are bathing’  

 

 

540  Affective Constructions and Sound Symbolic Roots 

 

All Mayan languages have a sizable proportion (at least 5%, probably closer 

to 10%) of roots that are sound symbolic in that the phonemes of the root are 

used either to imitate sounds in nature or to directly encode meaning when 

referring to visual and other sensory effects.  In several (perhaps most) 

Mayan languages there exists a small set of derivational processes or 

suffixes forming intransitive and transitive verb stems that occur only or 

chiefly with roots of this type.  These constructions are called affective by 

Kaufman (1971) for Tzeltal (Laughlin [1975] for Tzotzil, Brown [1978] for 

Poqomchii7 England [1983] for Mam), but most other describers of Mayan 

languages have not singled out such such constructions for distinction in 

discussions of intransitive and transitive verb derivation, though they occur 

in Ch’ol, K’ichee7, Tz’utujiil, and Wasteko to name just a few more 

languages.  The roots that are peculiarly derived with these suffixes are 

called affect(ive) roots by Kaufman and the others referred to above, but are 

not recognized by Dayley (1985) for Tz’utujiil nor DuBois (1981) for 

Sakapulteko, though such root types and characteristic derivations are found 

in these languages.  Wasteko has a whole set of derivational suffixes that 

occur only with sound symbolic roots that are literally onomatopoetic.  

Because of the general failure of Mayanists to give 

affective/symbolic/onomatopoetic roots and characteristic derivations 

separate treatment, it would be a very laborious process to assemble a set of 

comparable data from the available grammars and dictionaries.  Nevertheless, 

a cursory examination of some of the available data suggests that since sound 

symbolic roots exist in all Mayan languages, and special grammatical patterns 

associated with them probably exist in all of them as well, it would benefit 

Mayan studies if a general characterization of the phenomena within Mayan 

were undertaken.  Since minimally the semantic range of the root type in 

question involves imitations of sounds in nature, we can call it 

onomatopoetic (symbol O) – but “onomatopeia” should be reserved for material 

that imitates sound.  If we prefer to maintain the vaguer term affective we 

can symbolize it F.  I prefer the term “symbolic”, but F for “affective” 

seems appropriately entrenched among Mayanists.  In a study of Wasteko, 

Kaufman (1986msa) found more than 200 onomatopoetic roots in each of two 

dialects of Wasteko out of a lexicon of ca 10,000 lexemes (>2,500 native 

roots) for each. 
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550  Derivations Producing Transitive Stems 

 

(a) .V1b’a7      P > DEPOSITIVE (‘put into X position;  

                                  cause to be in X state’)    

 

     tak’  ‘standing’  :  tak’.ab’a7  ‘set upright’ 

 

                           (b) .isa         I,vi > CAUSATIVE (‘cause to X’)  

 

Intransitives are of two types, those whose subject is an Agent, and those 

whose subject is a Neutral.  In the latter case the verb acquires an Agent (= 

Causer).  In the former case the derived verb’s Agent (= Causee) is demoted 

to object and the Causer is subject.       

 

subject = Neutral: 

 

     kam  ‘to die’  :  kam.isa  ‘to kill’ 

 

subject = Agent: 

 

     b’iin  ‘to walk’  :  b’iin.isa  ‘to cause to walk’ 

   //b’ihn//            //b’ihn//        

 

(c)  .ar.isa     S,A > CONVERSIVE (‘to cause to be[come] X) 

                    (see 550[b]) 

 

A:   kaq  ‘red’  :  kaq.ar.isa  ‘to make red’ 

 

S:   7ab’aj  ‘stone’  :  7ab’aj.ir.isa  ‘to turn into stone’ 

 

(d)  .i ~ .a     S,s > APPLICATIVE (‘to use for N’)  

                       & FACTIVE (‘to make/do N’) 

 

The two variants are distributed mainly on a phonological basis, in some 

cases on a lexical basis.  Some stems have both.  Other languages keep 

applicative and factive more neatly separated than K’ichee7 does.  

 

     tz’iib’  ‘writing’  :  tz’iib’.a  ‘to write’ 

   //tz’ihb’//            //tz’ihb’// 

 

     q’iij  ‘day, sun’  :  q’ij.i  ‘to divine (astrologize)’ 

 

(e)  .(V1)la7    T,vt > FREQUENTATIVE (‘to do quickly;  

                           to act on several objects;  

                           several persons to do it’) 

                           (V1 occurs with root transitives only) 

 

T:   chap  ‘to grab’  :  chap.ala7  ‘to grab quickly’ 
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vt:  kam.isa  ‘to kill’  :  kam.isa.la7  ‘to kill quickly’ 

 

(f)  {h}...e, i.e. CV{h}C.e   P > PORTATIVE (‘to have/hold/carry                                          

something of the form specified by P’)    

          

     tel  ‘placed on shoulder’  :  teel.e  ‘to carry on shoulder’ 

                                 //tehle// 

 

     b’ol  ‘log-shaped’  :  b’ool.e  ‘to carry a (drunk) person’ 

                          //b’ohle// 

  

(g)  .V1C2e      T,P > INTENSIVE (‘to do a lot, to do to a lot of                            

things, do completely’) 

 

T:   choy  ‘to cut’  :  choy.oye  ‘to chop up into many chunks’ 

 

T/P: jaq  ‘to open’  :  jaq.aqe  ‘to open a lot of things, 

                                  to open completely/too much’  

 

P:   ma7  ‘soaked’  :  ma7.a7e  ‘to soak through’ 

 

(h)  .V1C1.a7     F,T,P > vt REPETITIVE (‘to repeat at regular short                              

intervals maintaining same subject and object’) 

 

The middle voice form corresponding to this form uses the suffix 1C1.ot (vi). 

 

F:   ch’in  ‘tinkling’  :  ch’in.ich’.a7  ‘to tinkle a bell                                            

                                           repeatedly’ 

 

                           ch’in.ich’.ot  ‘to tinkle’  

 

P:   poh  ‘spread out’  :  poo.pa7  ‘to shake out something limp’ 

                         //poh(o)pa7// 

 

P:   yik  ‘loaded with fruit’  :  yik.iya7  ‘to shake down fruit’ 

 

 

560  Derivations Producing Intransitive Stems 

 

(a)  .e7         P > ASSUMPTIVE (‘get into X position/state’) 

  

     tak’  ‘standing’  :  tak’.e7  ‘to stand up’ 

 

(b)  .ar ~ .ir   A,S > VERSIVE (‘to become X’) (see 550[c]) 

 

The variants are mainly distributed phonologically. 

 

A:   koh  ‘hard’  :  kow.ir  ‘to get hard’ 
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A:   kaq  ‘red’  :  kaq.ar  ‘to get red’ 

 

S:   winaq  ‘person’  :  winaq.ir  ‘to come into existence’ 

 

(c)  MIDDLES have been treated already in section 432. 

 

(d)  MIDDLES of vt in .V1C1.a7 are described above, section 550(h). 

 

 

 570  Derivations Producing Adjective Stems 

 

(a)  .C1oj     A > ATTENUATIVE (‘somewhat X’) 

 

If a root has a long vowel it is shortened in this construction. 

 

     k’ah  ‘bitter’  :  k’aa.k’oj  //k’ahk’oj// 

 

     kaq  ‘red’      :  kaq.koj 

 

     tzah  ‘salty’   :  tzaa.tzoj  //tzahtzoj// 

 

     ch’am  ‘sour’   :  ch’am.ch’oj 

 

     meem  ‘stupid’  :  mem.moj 

 

     piim  ‘thick’   :  pim.poj 

 

     teew  ‘cold’    :  tew.toj 

 

     jor.on  ‘cool’  :  jor.joj 

 

     poq.on  ‘spicy’ :  poq.poj 

 

     meq’.en  ‘warm’ :  meq’.moj 

 

 

580 Derivations Producing Noun Stems 

 

(a)  {h}...o7n, i.e. CV{h}C.o7n  T > RESULTATIVE NOUN 

 

     tik  ‘to plant’  :  tiik.o7n  ‘planting, seed to be sown’ 

                       //tihko7n// 

 

     ch’aj  ‘to wash’  :  ch’aaj.o7n  ‘laundry’ 

                        //ch’ahjo7n// 
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 (b)  .(a.)b’al   T,vt > INSTRUMENT NOUN (‘tool for Xing’)  

                 ( .a is used with root transitives only) 

 

     .i.b’al       vi | 

                      | > LOCATION NOUN (‘place for Xing’) 

     .V1l.i.b’al   P  | 

 

T:   mes  ‘to sweep’  :  mes.a.b’al  ‘broom’ 

 

vt:  k’ay.i  ‘to sell’  :  k’ay.i.b’al  ‘market’ 

   //k’aayi//            //k’aayib’al//  

 

 

I:   7el  ‘to go/come out’  :  7el.e.b’al  ‘way out (exit)’ 

 

vi:  b’iin  ‘to walk’  :  b’iin.i.b’al  ‘vehicle; way of walking;       

   //b’ihn//            //b’ihnib’al//     ‘crutch’                 

 

P:   t’uy  ‘seated’  :  t’uy.ul.i.b’al  ‘seat’ 

 

 

                      600  TEXT WITH ANALYSIS 

 

610  Introduction 

 

The following text is a selection from the Popol Vuh (in K’ichee7 poopol 

wuuj), from the beginning of the story of the downfall of Seven Macaw and his 

sons.  The text represents K’ichee7 as spoken in the sixteenth century.  In 

the text (620), all morpheme boundaries are marked, but ZERO 3Abs is not 

inserted/supplied.  Each word is provided with a literal translation.  () 

encloses a word that cannot be directly translated. <> encloses a word 

supplied to make the meaning clearer.  Each sentence of text is followed by a 

free translation thereof.  The text with interlinear and free translation is 

followed by a run-on version of the freer translation (630), then by an 

analysis (640).  As for the pronunciation, any double vowel in the last 

syllable of a word that is not at the same time at the end of a phrase is 

pronounced short.    
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620  Text 

 

(1)  wa7+eh u-xee7        u-ch’ak-ataj-iik, 

    

     this   its-BEGINNING its-being-CONQUERED   

 

 

     u-yiik.o-x-iik         chi+ puch u-q’iij    Wuq-uub’ Kaqiix 

 

     its-being-SHAKEN.DOWN    also    his-GLORY  SEVEN    MACAW 

 

 

     k-umaal  e7   ka7-ib’ k’ajol-aab’# 

 

     BY-them (pl)  TWO     BOY-s  

 

This is the beginning of the conquest and also of the bringing low of the 

glory of Seven Macaw by the two boys. 

 

 

(2)  Juun 7aj=Puuh       u-b’i7   juun; 

 

     ONE  BLOWGUNNER     his-NAME ONE 

 

The name of the one was One Blowgunner. 

 

 

(3)  x=B’aalam=keej u-b’i7   u-kaab’; 

 

     JAGUAR.DEER’   his-NAME SECOND 

 

The name of the other was Jaguar Deer. 

 

 

 (4)  xaa+wi         e7   k’ab’awiil# 

 

     just+(manner) (pl)  GOD 

 

They were simply gods. 
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(5)  r-umaal 7itz.eel x+   k-il-oh  rii nim.ar.isa.y r-iib’   

 

     SINCE   EVIL    (comp) they-SEE the AGGRANDIZER  him-SELF  

 

 

     x+    r-aaj   u-b’an  ch+ u-wach     u-K’u7x   Kaaj, 

 

    (comp)  he-WANT he-DO   at  BEFORE-him its-HEART HEAVEN 

 

 

     x+    cha7 k’u  rii k’ajol-aab’: 

 

    (comp)  SAY  then the BOY.s 

 

Since they saw as evil (i.e., hated) the fact that he (Seven Macaw) wished to 

aggrandize himself before Heart of Heaven (one of the major gods), the boys 

said: 

 

  

(6)  "ma+wi        7utz   ta      ch+   ux-oq; 

 

      not+(manner) GOOD  (cntrf) (opt)  BE 

 

"This will by no means turn out well. 

 

 

(7)  ma+wi         chi+  k’as.e7 winaq  waraal ch+ u-wach      7uleew; 

 

     not+(manner) (pot)  LIVE    PERSON here   at  its-SURFACE EARTH 

 

People will not <be able to> live here on the earth. 

 

 

(8)  keje7 k’ut  chi+  qa-tij u-hub’.a-x-iik; 

 

     thus  then (pot)  we-TRY his-being-BLOWGUNNED 

 

Therefore we will try to shoot him with our blowguns. 

 

 

(9)  ch+ u-wi7     r-eechaa7 chi+ qa-hub’.a-aj    wih; 

 

     at  its-POINT his-FOOD (pot) we-BLOWGUN-him (there) 

 

At the point <where he goes for> his food we will shoot him. 
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(10) chi+ri7  chi+  qa-koj  wi      u-yaab’; 

 

     there   (pot)  we-PUT (there)  his-SICKNESS 

 

There we will lay a sickness on him; 

 

 

(11) ta   k’iis-oq    u-q’inom.aal -- 

 

     then BE.FINISHED his-WEALTH  

 

        

     u-xiit,  u-puwaaq,  u-k’u7aal,  u-yaman-iik 

 

     his-JADE his-SILVER his-EMERALD his-JEWEL 

 

 

     rii   k+    u-q’aq’.a-b’e-ej; 

 

     that (inc)  he-PRIDE.SELF-on        

 

Then his wealth will be finished - his jade, his silver, his emeralds, and 

his jewels that he prides himself on. 

 

 

(12) keje7 k’ut  ch+   u-b’an-oh r-onojeel winaq# 

 

     thus  then (pot)  he-DO     ALL       PERSON 

 

<If not/otherwise,> all the people will do the same/likewise. 

 

 

(13) ma+wi        are7  chi+  winaq.ir    wi      q’aq’.aal 

 

     not+(manner) it   (pot)  COME.TO.BE (there)  PRIDE  

 

 

     rii xaa  puwaq, 

 

     the only MONEY 

 

 

     ta    ch+   ux-oq#" 

 

     then (opt)  BE 

 

It should not be that pride should appear (take form) just because of 

silver", 
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(14) x+    e7-cha7  rii k’ajol-aab’# 

 

    (comp)  they-SAY the BOY-s 

 

said the boys. 

 

 

(15) ju.juun  chi+ huub’   ki-teel.e-em         ki-kab’.ich.aal# 

 

     EACH.ONE at   BLOWGUN they-have-SHOULDERED PAIR-of-them   

 

The two of them had shouldered one blowgun each. 

 

 

(16) wa7+eh k’u+te7 u-hub’.a-x-iik       Wuq-uub’ Kaqiix 

 

     this   like    his-being-BLOWGUNNED SEVEN    MACAW 

 

 

     k-umaal ka7-ib’ k’ajol-aab’  x+    cha7# 

 

     BY-them TWO     BOY-s       (comp)  SAY 

 

This now is <the story of> the shooting of Seven Macaw by the two boys, as it 

is told. 

 

 

(17) ka+  qa-b’ii-j ki-ch’ak-ataj-iik     chi+ ki-ju.jun.aal 

 

    (inc) we-TELL   their-being-CONQUERED at   their-EACHNESS  

 

 

     rii nim.ar.isa.y r-iib’# 

 

     the AGGRANDIZER  him-SELF 

 

We recount the conquest of each one of the self-aggrandizers. 
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630  Free(r) Translation 

 

(1) This is the beginning of the conquest and also of the bringing low of the 

glory of Seven Macaw by the two boys. (2) The name of the one was One 

Blowgunhunter. (3) The name of the other was Jaguar Deer. (4) They were 

simply gods. (5) Since they saw as evil the fact that he (Seven Macaw) wished 

to aggrandize himself before Heart of Heaven, the boys said: (6) "This will 

by no means turn out well. (7) People will not <be able to> live here on the 

earth. (8) Therefore we will try to shoot him with our blowguns. (8) At the 

point <where he goes for> his food we will shoot him.  (10) There we will lay 

a sickness on him. (11) Then his wealth will be finished - his jade, his 

silver, his emeralds, and his jewels that he prides himself on. (12) <If 

not,> all the people will do the same. (13) It should not be that pride 

should appear just because of silver", (14) said the boys. (15) The two of 

them had shouldered one blowgun each.  (16) This now is <the story of> the 

shooting of Seven Macaw by the two boys, as it is told. (17) We recount the 

conquest of each one of the self-aggrandizers. 
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640  Note on h 

 

In modern K’ichee7 h occurs only in word-final position.  In some dialects it 

is absent even here.  It is present underlyingly in those morphemes 

containing long vowels that are not subject to shortening when they come to 

stand in a non-final position in a stem, word, or phonological phrase  (In 

Tz’utujiil in these environments, [h] is found, reinterpreted/restructured as 

an allophone of /j/).  h also occurred initially in common Kichean Proper, 

but has merged with j, w, y, or ZERO in all the modern languages of this 

group.  The merger has been different in different languages, however, so 

that, for example: 

 

     *ha7  ‘water’ is both ja7 and ya7 in K’ichee7  

                        

                       and ya7 in Kaqchikel;   

 

     *ho7oob’  ‘five’ is jo7oob’ in K’ichee7  

 

                     and wo7oo7 in Kaqchikel;            

 

but  *ho7lajuuj  ‘fifteen’ is o7lajuuj in both.  

 

     *huhch’  ‘possum’ is both wuuch’ and 7uuch’ in K’ichee7; 

 

     *huub’  ‘blowgun’ is both wuub’ and 7uub’ in K’ichee7;  

 

     *huuj  ‘paper’ has become wuuj in all modern Kichean Proper languages. 

 

The h’s of common Kichean Proper have been restored in the text fragment here 

cited from the Popol Vuh, even though this may be anachronistic.  
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650  Derivational and Shifter Affixes Found in the Text 

 

 

651  Derivational Affixes 

 

 

     CV{h}C.o     vt < X  (see s550[h])  

 

          yiik.o... (1) 

 

     .ar ~ .ir    versive < A,adj,S,s  (s560[b]) 

 

          nim.ar... (5,17) 

          winaq.ir (13)  

 

     .isa         causative < vi  (s550[b])  

 

          nim.ar.isa... (5,17)     

 

     .y           agent < vtD  (s432)  

 

          nim.ar.isa.y (5,17) 

 

     .e7          assumptive < P  (s560[a])   

 

          k’as.e7 (7) 

 

     .a           applicative & factive < S  (s550[d])   

 

          hub’.a... (8,9,16)       

          q’aq’.a... (11) ‘feel proud’ < q’aaq’ ‘fire’ 

 

     .ich         s < Num    

 

          kab’.ich... (15)          

    

     .aal         abstract < A,adj,S,s  (s313) 

 

          q’inom.aal (11) 

          q’aq’.aal (13) 

          kab’.ich.aal (15) 

          ju.jun.aal (17) 

 

     CV{h}C.e     portative < P  (s550[f])  

 

          teel.e (15) 
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652  Shifters 

 

 

     -b’e         instrument > object  (s413)  

 

          q’aq’.a-b’e (11) 

 

     -x           middle < vtD  (s432)   

 

          yiik.o-x... (1) 

          hub’.a-x... (16) 

 

     -(V1)taj     passive < T, vt   (s432)   

 

          ch’ak-ataj... (1,17) 

 

     -i(i)k       verbal noun < vi   

 

          u-ch’ak-ataj-iik (1,17) 

          u-yiik.o.x-iik  (1) 

          u-yaman-iik (11) 

 

 

660  Syntactic Analysis of Text 

 

 

Note:  all symbols for compounding, affixing, and cliticizing transitions are 

omitted here.  Only morphological word boundaries are marked -- by space. 

 

(1) S: equational.  wa7eh = subject; predicate = the rest, which is a NP of 

the type N1 of NP2.  NP2 is a nominalized sentence of which e7 ka7ib’ 

k’ajolaab’ is Agent, ch’ak and yiiko are conjoined vt’s and uq’iij WK is the 

Patient, and has the structure N1 of NP2. 

 

(2) S: equational.  ub’i7 juun = subject, N1 of NP2; predicate = Juun aj Puuh. 

 

(3) S: equational.  subject = ub’i7 ukaab’; ukaab’ is an ordinal numeral; 

predicate = x B’alanke7. 

 

(4) S: equational.  xaa wi = manner; predicate = e7 k’ab’awiil. 

 

(5) S: quotative.  transitive sentence of cause (rumaal...kaaj), subordinated 

to main sentence (x cha7...k’ajolaab’).  cha7 is intransitive but takes a 

quotation as a complement.  rumaal = subordinator of cause, formally a 

relational noun agreeing with a third person NP which is the subordinated 

sentence.  itzeel = manner; x kiloh = vt; rii...riib’ = object of vt - agent 

nominalization from nimarisa vt; iib’ = reflexive pronoun (RN);  raaj...kaaj 

= transitive relative clause modifying nimarisay riib’; x raaj ub’an = VP; 

ch+ uwach...kaaj = prep + LocRN of NP2. 
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(6) S: intransitive.  ma...ta + manner; ch+ uxoq = VP. 

 

(7) S: intransitive.   ma wi = manner; k’ase7 = VP; winaq = subject; 

waraal...7uleew = locative; ch+ uwach 7uleew = locative = prep + LocRN of NP2. 

 

(8) S: transitive.  keje7 = manner; k’ut = sequencing connective; chi+ qatij 

+ VP; uhub’axiik = complement, a nominalized passive sentence, with vt hub’a. 

 

(9) S: transitive.  ch+ uwi7 reechaa7 = locative = prep + LocRN of NP2; chi+ 

qahub’aaj = VP; wih = proadverbialized locative. 

 

(10) S: transitive.  chi+ ri7 = locative; chi+ qakoj = VP; wi 

proadverbialized locative; uyaab’ = direct object.  

 

(11) S: intansitive.  ta = temporal (requires dependent vi); k’iisoq = VP; 

uq’inomaal = subject; uxiit...uyamaniik = subjects in apposition to the first 

subject; rii k+ uq’aq’ab’eej = relative clause modifying subject: contains 

-b’e ‘instrument promoter’ on vt. 

 

(12) S: transitive.  keje7 = manner; k’ut = sequencing connective; ch+ 

ub’anoh = VP; ronojeel winaq = subject NP containing quantifier and head (= 

of NP2). 

 

(13) S: intransitive (functions as complement of sentence #14).  ma wi are7 = 

manner ta = temporal (as in #11); ch+ uxoq = VP;  chi+...puwaq = relative 

clause (intransitive) modifying are7; chi+ winaqir = VP; wi proadverbialized 

locative; q’aq’aal =subject; rii...puwaq = cause NP (has no RN Erg-umaal). 

 

(14) S: quotative.  x+ e7cha7 = VP; rii k’ajolaab’ = subject. 

 

(15) S: transitive.  jujuun...huub’ = direct object, containing a quantifier 

(jujuun chi) and a noun head; kiteeleem = VP; kikab’ichaal = subject. 

 

(16) S: equational.  wa7eh = subject; k’u te7 = manner; 

uhub’axiik...k’ajolaab’ = predicate, nominalization of [ka7ib’ k’ajolaab’ = 

subject; hub’a = VT; Wuquub’ Kaqiix = direct object]; x+ cha7 = hearsay 

(‘they say, it is told’).  

 

(17) S: transitive.  ka+ qab’iij = VP; kich’akatajiik...riib’ = direct 

object, nominalized from ch’ak = vt; chi+...riib’ = direct object of ch’ak, 

containing chi jujunaal = numerical expression possessed by rii nimarisay 

riib’, which is in turn a nominalization of nimarisa = vt and iib’ = 

reflexive RN. 
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                         700 ABBREVIATIONS 

 

ajcl           adjectival clitic 

caus           causative 

clf            classifier 

cntrf          counterfactual 

comp           completive 

excl           exclusive 

encl           enclitic 

F              affect root 

fem            female 

inc            incompletive 

Loc            locative 

neg            negative 

NP             noun phrase 

O              onomatopoetic root 

pass           passive 

pl             plural 

pln            plain status 

pos            stative positional 

pot            potential TAM 

prep           preposition 

proadv         proadverb(ial) 

q              yes/no question particle 

RN             relational noun 

S              sentence; root substantive 

vi             intransitive verb 

vnposs         possessed verbal noun 

VP             verb phrase 

vtD            derived transitive verb 

vtR            root transitive verb 
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CHAPTER THREE:  GRAMMAR  

 

OUTLINE OF THE PRESENT MATERIALS <CHAPTER THREE> 

 

0  Theoretical/procedural issues and work by other scholars 

 

A  VERBS 

   1  Case marking  

      a  Person markers  

      b  Role shift 

   2  Verb phrase particles 

      a  Tense-aspect-mood (TAM) particles  

      b  Other particles in the VP 

   3  Thematic suffixes  

      a  Status inflexion 

      b  Verbal nouns and adjectives 

   4  Valency shifting 

      a  decreasers (x > vi): antipassives, passives, and versives 

      b  other intransitivizers 

      c  increasers (vi > tv): causatives and conversives  

   5  Directionals 

   6  Incorporated movement 

   7  Demoted objects 

   8  Incorporated modifiers 

   9  Verbs from Nouns 

  10  Derivations from positional roots 

  11  Non-verbal predicates  

 

B  NOUNS 

   1 Noun Inflexion 

   2 Relational Nouns and the Generic Preposition 

   3 Noun Phrase Particles 

     a  Classifiers 

     b  Demonstratives 

     c  Articles 

   4 Numerals 

     a  Cardinal            

     b  Ordinal 

     c  Distributive 

     d  Combined with Measure Words 

   5 Time Words 

 

C  Sentence Particles 

 

 

Note that preverbal TAM markers will be discussed before verbal suffixes 

encoding status, even though they interact.  Read SSTML s.xxx for an overview 

of this interaction. 
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OTHER WORKS ON MAYAN COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR 

 

To Mayanists, the topics addressed here are neither obscure nor odd.  Several 

Mayanists have both worked on several different languages and attempted to 

generate some likely hypotheses about early and proto-Mayan grammar: 

Robertson, Smith-Stark, Campbell, Norman, and Dayley should be mentioned in 

this regard.  Some of the topics I have tried to deal with here have been 

looked at earlier by Dayley (valency changes and ergative shift and split).  

I have looked at and benefitted from Dayley’s survey.  I have looked at 

Smith-Stark’s various proposals and find only a few of them to be improbable, 

but in most cases I had already come to my own similar conclusions before 

reading them.  Robertson (in several places) has looked at person marking, 

tense-aspect-mood marking, and numerals in several languages.  The data he 

cites is occasionally phonologically underspecified; but what is crucial for 

grammatical reconstruction is that his reasoning is often at variance with my 

own, yielding rather different reconstructions.  Robertson uses considerable 

space expounding theoretical constraints on grammatical change (citing 

Kuryowicz, Watkins, Meillet, and Benveniste) and semantic patterning 

(Peirce), and consistently and confidently draws inferences on the basis of 

data from too few languages, data that is often underspecified 

phonologically.  In his numerous articles on Mayan pronoun markers he has 

never said in one place, at the beginning of a discussion, what he claims the 

proto-phonological shapes of the set of morphemes under discussion are.  

Occasionally Robertson gets something right that I didn’t.  More often than 

not, however, we disagree.  It is not necessarily the case that we try to 

disagree with each other, since in some cases he has presented scenarios in 

conflict with my own without knowing what mine were.   

 

John Robertson’s dissertation The Structure of Pronoun Incorporation in the 

Mayan Verbal Complex (Harvard 1976), published in 1980, which deals with some 

of the same topics as I have tried to cover here, appeared after most of the 

problems addressed in the present work had been studied and tentatively dealt 

with.  Robertson (= JR) deals with several aspects of Mayan grammar (not all 

of which are necessarily suggested by his title), illustrated from Tzo, Tze, 

Toj, Chj, Qan, Pop, Mam, Awk, Ixl, Kch, Tzu, Kaq, WPch, and Qeq.  He 

personally collected a comparable set of syntactic data on all but the first 

two.  He has no data from Ch, Yu, or Was.  He apparently did not have access 

to much data beyond what he collected himself, or wished not to deal with 

such data, though he does not explain himself. 

 

The topics JR addresses include 

     1.  basic constituent order  (37) 

     2.  person marking  (85-105, et passim) 

     3.  categories of tense, aspect, and mode (43-52, 114-128) 

     4.  directionals  (not JR’s term) (45-50, 104-114) 

     5.  (incorporated) movement auxiliaries  (not JR’s term) (45-50,            

104-108, 240-245) 

     6.  nominalizations in the verb phrase  (166-234, etc)                                            
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     7.  ergative split and shift  (not JR’s terms) 

     8.  antipassives  (not JR’s term) 

           focus/agentive  (140-147: 2.3) 

           absolute  (147-154: 2.4) 

     9.  polite second person pronominals  (69-84: 1.7.1.2-1.7.1.5) 

-- and a number of additional syntactic topics. 

 

I read Robertson’s dissertation in 1986 only after writing up a complete 

draft of the part of this study that deals with verb morphology and the 

verbal complex.  This was to avoid getting bogged down in writing a critique 

of Robertson instead of writing up the results of what I had figured out.  As 

expected, while I agree with JR on a sizable number of points, on a sizable 

number we are not in agreement.  I will point out areas wherein I agree and 

disagree with JR.  Put briefly, I try to have data from all the languages 

before constructing a model.  My principles of inference are outlined below.  

Roberston relies on some rules of thumb which have been worked out in the 

Indo-European field, and touted as "laws", to resolve questions on which he 

lacks a full range of data, or where the full range seems not to point to an 

unambiguous interpretation.  

 

============================================================================= 

 

In 1974 and 1976 Thom Smith-Stark wrote several articles on comparative Mayan 

grammar, two of which (Smith-Stark 1976a, 1978) were published, and several 

of which remain unpublished.  Most of them have the format of offering one or 

more specific hypotheses about proto-Mayan grammar, and presenting the 

evidence that supports each hypothesis.  While I had already developed or 

considered most of these hypotheses before 1976, and although I disagree with 

some of them, I will mention them all in the proper places.  For the most 

part, they are well thought out and at least partially correct (that is, in 

accord with my own hypotheses). 

 

============================================================================= 

 

Another study of Mayan comparative grammar was brought to my attention in 

February 1989 by Lyle Campbell.  This is an MA thesis in Linguistics written 

1976 by Vernon Reynolds Frank, titled The Proto Mayan Verb Phrase,  

University of Texas at Arlington, vii + 161 pp.  Frank uses data from just 

five languages -- Tzotzil, Tojol 7ab’al, Chuj, Popti7, and Poqomchii7.  Like 

Robertson, Frank has no data from Yukateko or Wasteko, and in fact has only 

one Eastern Mayan language.  Thus Frank’s basis for inferences about 

proto-Mayan is quite skewed.  For comparative Mayan phonology Frank follows 

Olson-Longacre (1964-1965) and Jackson (1972), which is a flawed and 

unsatisfactory formulation. (This is an example, which could easily be 

multiplied, of members of SIL referring primarily to the work of their 

colleagues and avoiding engagement with the academic establishment.  

Fortunately SIL is becoming less isolated intellectually than was formerly 

the case.)  The topics covered by Frank are pronoun markers (1.1), 

tense-aspect-mood (1.2, 1.4-1.5), VP particles (called ‘modals’ and 

‘question’ 1.7-1.8), negation (1.8), passivization (1.3),  directionals 

(1.10), reflexivization (1.6) and constituent order within the VP (2.1).  

This is a fairly extensive set of phenomena, and though Frank’s attempts at 
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reconstruction often involve roping into the same category things that are 

not cognate, and although his comparative phonology is inadequate, the work 

has achieved something of at least historical interest.  References to 

Frank’s reconstructions will be made in the appropriate places. 

 

From the above remarks, it is obvious that 1976 was a year of considerable 

work by Mayanists on comparative grammar.  

 

============================================================================ 

 

Robertson has written a number of articles on Mayan comparative grammar since 

1976, and all the ones that touch on topics covered here will be discussed in 

the appropriate places.  There are three general ways in which Robertson 

systematically deviates from my position:  he classifies Yukatekan and 

Wastekan within Western Mayan [in JR 1989ms he separates Wastekan from 

Western Mayan], he groups Tojol 7ab’al with Tzeltalan rather than 

Q’anjob’alan, he groups Awakateko with Mam rather than with Ixil, (See Mayan 

Sugrouping, below), and he has an underdifferentiated model of proto-Mayan 

phonological structure.  Robertson might possibly be excused for the 

inadequacies in the phonological reconstruction of the morphemes he 

discusses, if he were to explicitly recognize them and qualify the 

reliability of what he offers; in fact, he never discusses phonological 

problems, and leaves the reader to assume that his reconstructions do not 

embody any phonological ambiguities or uncertainties.  The major phonological 

deficiencies in JR’s reconstructions are: (a) not recognizing vowel length; 

(b) not recognizing pre-consonantal *h.  There is also at least one blatant 

transcriptional deficiency in JR’s citations of linguistic forms: he writes 

glottalized consonants, which are unit phonemes, as C + 7: since he does not 

discuss the matter, the reader must assume that JR considers such phonetic 

entities to be phonemic clusters.  JR also fails to understand certain 

diachronic phonological developments in Mayan: he does not, for example, 

understand how pM *k’ can yield both /ch’/ and /k’/ in Greater Tzeltalan 

(Robertson 1986.229-230, fn.6: See Kaufman & Norman 1984.140-143 for the 

answer).  There are some issues that JR tries to deal with that I have not 

yet tried to figure out for myself -- I have nothing to say about them right 

now. 

 

========================================================================== 

 

Robin Quizar’s 1979 dissertation Comparative Word Order in Mayan is a survey 

for the Mayan family of phrase and clause organization, word order, and 

correlated morphosyntactic devices, such as ergativity, passivization, 

antipassivization, split ergativity, absolutive placement, complementation.  

For all of the features studied by Quizar, the range of phenomena is 

described, and positive correlations between discrete phenomena are pointed 

out.  She has data from all branches of Mayan but Wasteko and Tzeltalan.  

Quizar makes a few diachronic claims, and I will refer to the parts of her 

dissertation that cover the same areas treated here.  This dissertation is 

replete with example sentences, some of which will be of value to me for 

illustrative purposes. 

 

============================================================================ 
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[Oct 1991] In 1989 JR submitted to the University of Texas Press a 240-page 

double-spaced book ms titled The Evolution of TENSE/ASPECT/VOICE/MOOD in the 

Mayan Verbal Complex.  This ms was accepted for publication, and the book 

appeared in 1992 [245 pp].  This ms/book came to my attention in in 1990, but 

I have read it only in Oct 1991.  The published version of this book is 

fairly different from the ms.  As with JR’s dissertation, there are some ways 

JR and I agree, and many where we do not.  I will here briefly characterize 

JR’s book, and defer discussion of its particular formulations to the 

relevant points in this study.  [The page references cited here will all have 

to be changed when the book is checked through]. 

 

The topics covered in JR’s TAVM are limited to the following: the marking, by 

both inflexional suffixes and aspect proclitics, of the syntactic categories 

completive, recent (proximate) past, incompletive, future, near (proximat)e 

future, optative, nominalizer/gerund formant, directional verb 

(ABSolutive-Directional Verb), and movement auxiliary (NOMinative-Directional 

Verb).  JR does not discuss imperative, and it is not clear whether JR 1989 

thinks it is a separate morphological category, though he did so in 1976. 

 

As in earlier works, JR does not cite data from all the languages: the lack 

of Wasteko except for a discussion of person markers, is quite noticeable.  

Though JR finally looks at Yukateko, the other Yukatekan languages are not 

examined; and though JR examines Ch’olti7 and Ch’orti7, Ch’ol and Yokot’an 

are passed over.  A good feature of JR’s TAVM book is his use of Colonial 

period materials on the languages: these he discusses for K’ichee7, 

Kaqchikel, Tz’utujiil, Poqom, Mam, Tzeltal, Tzotzil, Ch’olti7, and Yukateko.  

There exists a Colonial grammar for Wasteko, but JR simoply does not deal 

with this language.  JR consults only Colonial grammars, but/and not texts or 

dictionaries.  Colonial text material exists for Wasteko, Kotoke, and Ixil.  

Besides the Colonial materials used by JR, he cites contemporary data from 

the same languages as well as Tojol 7ab’al, Chuj, Popti7, Q’anjob’al, Ixil, 

Awakateko, and Q’eqchi7.  Only a couple of examples are cited from 

Sipakapenyo.  JR considers Ch’orti7 to be the direct descendant of Ch’olti7.  

JR does NOT cite data from Wasteko, Lakantun, Itzaj, Mopan, Yokot’an, Ch’ol, 

Kotoke, Uspanteko, or Sakapulteko.  While Lakantun, Itzaj, Sipakapenyo, and 

Sakapulteko do not contribute as much as the others, Wasteko, Mopan, Ch’ol, 

Kotoke, and Uspanteko have important contributions of data to make, and 

constraints on speculation to offer. 

 

The attempt to trace forward from a reconstruction to the observed systems 

[found in chapters 4-9 of JR’s book] is commendable, and in any case is 

crucially necessary in a full study involving comparison and reconstruction 

[and this has been attemped in my study here]. 

 

Negative aspects of JR’s book include 

[a] Colonial materials are not always correctly analyzed/interpreted       

[b] deficient phonology: few long vowels in contemporary languages,           

none in reconstructions 

[c] pomposity [p48: "[T]he reconstruction of the TAMV of the common           

language ... is ... a highly exacting task ..."] 

[d] rhetoric [p79: "logically prudent"; p84, p76] 
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[e] factual errors: chicken is NOT the original plural of chick:           

chick is shortened from chicken. 

 

JR does not reconstruct proto-Mamean, proto-K’ichee7an, proto-Q’anjob’alan, 

or proto-Tzeltalan, though these steps are really necessary/required as a 

test for his subgrouping.  Nor does he reconstuct proto-Eastern Mayan or 

proto-Western Mayan, which he in principle could have done.  He lacks data 

that would allow for reconstructing proto-Yukatekan, but Kaufman & Norman 

1984 on proto-Ch’olan, which covers most of the points that concern JR 1989, 

has been ignored. 

 

In reading JR’s prose about how close some Colonial languages are to the 

"common language" stage, one might think that JR envisions a fairly shallow 

time depth for proto-Mayan (or Late proto-Mayan), but he makes no clear 

statement about this.  In any case, the time depth is not shallow: even 

without Wasteko, Mayan has a time depth of at least 3000 years.   

 

The reader should be aware that Colonial grammars are typically incomplete 

and always underspecified phonologically.  A grammar of the 16th or 17th 

century K’ichee7, Kaqchikel, or Yukateko could be written from surviving 

texts by native speakers, but these are not what JR uses.  JR presents 

piecemeal the information he uses from the Colonial period, so that a system 

as of a particular date a few centuries ago is not revealed/expounded.  JR 

does not carefully characterize his Colonial period sources for Mayan 

languages. 

 

Although he never discusses their work in detail, JR criticizes all other 

comparative Mayanists for only offering reconstruction hypotheses and not 

explaining historical change. 

 

JR does not cite the comparative work of other Mayanists: Campbell, 

Smith-Stark, Dayley, Norman, Larsen, DuBois. 

 

JR does not even refer to the grammatical terminology used by other 

Mayanists.  The grammatical terminology used by JR for labeling the 

categories found in Mayan languages is peculiar to him.  He has not engaged 

in dialogue with other Mayanists on this matter, and his imagined audience is 

apparently not other Mayanists.  But JR’s grammatical terminology is also 

rather unlike that used by other linguists as well. 

 

The comparative study of Mayan languages may well (in many or most cases) be 

an individual effort, but the studies that various scholars make public 

become part of a collective development of knowledge.  In many ways 

explanation of language change is premature.  Detailed accounts of 

developments from hypothesized earlier stages to hypothesized or attested 

later stages are not lacking, however; JR misleads the non-Mayanists about 

the nature, extent, and quality of comparative Mayan research. 

 

JR 1992 does not present cognate material from the whole family at once, in 

order to get an overview of what are the comparable phenomena that need to be 

dealt with.  The reader is presented with a reconstruction that is then 

traced downward into later stages.  How the reconstruction was achieved is 
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occasionally hinted at, but rarely exemplified. (Some earlier works of JR are 

clearer about this; but in general JR’s arguments in favor of particular 

reconstructions are not very detailed.) 

 

JR glosses second person plural forms as "you-guys" instead of the "yall" 

(and variants) used by most other Mayanists and many other North Americans 

working on American Indian languages.  This shows a commendable stubbornness 

regarding his own regional usage (which is native for me as well), but is out 

of step. 

 

The present work, naturally, tries to achieve the goals of reconstruction and 

tracing of language history that I find to be required and/or interesting.  

These include some, but not all, of the kinds of work that JR seems to imply 

that no one but himself does or has ever done, such as [a] tracing 

developments forward from the proto-language, [b] taking into account the 

earliest available attestations of Mayan languages, which are of Colonial 

date, and [c] explaining the postulated or observed linguistic changes. 

 

I strongly disagree with JR on the degree to which valid explanations of 

specific changes can be provided, and on the extent to which the field of 

comparative linguists has defined general principles which yield unambiguous 

explanations. 

 

JR does not to any great extent consider geography, dialectology, or language 

contact as relevant factors in devising historical accounts.  While it is 

commendablle to seek language-internal motivation for linguistic changes, 

before resorting to language contact as a cause or explanation -- JR seems to 

believe that 

     [a] a common feature is the result either of common development before 

split or of universal tendencies; 

     [b] the consideration of the phenomena of verb complex morphosyntax is 

criterial for determining the Mayan family tree. 

 

JR classifies Mayan languages differently from me almost entirely on the 

basis of the scenarios he devises for some aspects of the morphosyntax of the 

verb phrase.  BUT: a classification has to take account of all aspects of the 

linguistic structure: phonology, lexicon, and the rest of the grammar.  The 

logical weakness of JR’s "revisions" should be clear. 

 

There are several aspects of JR’s book [most of chapters 1 and 2] which 

either are not my concern or which I consider to be irrelevant packaging: 

     Peircean philosophizing 

     Kuryowicz’s laws of analogy 

     Watkins’s law 

     Benveniste’s insights        

     "explanation" 

 

JR’s book has the following parts [I use my own spellings for language and 

group names] [RENUMBER]: 

1 Introduction  1-7 

2 The Deductive Principles of Change  10-43 

3 The System of TAMV in the Common Language  48-97 
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4 Mamean 

     Mam  101-117 

     Awakateko  117-126 

     Ixil  126-128 

5 K’ichee7an 

     K’ichee7  134-142 

     Kaqchikel  142-146 

     Tz’utujiil  146-150 

     Poqom  150-159 

     Q’eqchi7  159-165 

6 Q’anjob’alan 

     Q’anjob’al  168-174 

     Popti7 (Jakalteko)  174-177 

     Chuj  177-182 

7 Ch’olti7 and Ch’orti7 

     Ch’olti7  184-189 

     Ch’orti7  189-197 

8 Tzeltalan 

     Tzeltal-Tzotzil  202-219 

     Tojobalal  219-221 

9 Yukateko  224-238 

 

It is interesting that JR [p154-159] sees Yukatekan (and perhaps Ch’olan) as 

the point of origin of split ergativity as we know it, with a later spread to 

Poqom and Ixil.  In my reconstruction, expounded below [section xxx], I see 

Poqom as showing the first stage in the development of split ergativity, but 

propose that Yukatekan may have had precedence over Poqom.  This idea has 

been laid out by me in public since as early as 1987, and was worked out by 

1986 [or 1984?].  Ixil does not have split ergativity as I define it (based 

on nominalizations): rather it has ergative shift (based on finite verb 

forms).   

 

When comparing JR 1989 with JR 1976 it is interesting to note that the issues 

examined in 1989 are even more restricted than those dealt with in 1976.  In 

1989 what has been added is: Data from Yukateko and Ch’olti7-Ch’orti7; data 

from Colonial grammars; philosophizings that most Mayanists would find opaque 

and most historical linguists would find redundant or misleading.  

 

I have often stated, especially in classes I teach, that a particular 

hypothesis will most likely be tested only by those who would be pleased if 

the hypothesis were true.  All kinds of unpopular ideas, even when valid, 

will be tested only by their proponents.  JR presents as results of his work 

a large number of specific conclusions that he tested for because he wanted 

them to be supported.  What those who are not convinced by his conclusions 

are entitled to ask is:       

     (a) are the data cited accurate?  

     (b) are the data cited relevant? 

     (c) are the data cited appropriately ample or complete? 

     (d) do the data cited support the scenario offered, or are they     

ambiguous or unclear? 

To points (a), (c), and (d) my answer is often NO. 
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(a): JR’s linguistic forms are often inaccurate phonologically and/or 

inaccurately analyzed morphologically, and/or inaccurately glossed. 

 

(c): Though JR lauds paradigms, and offers them for "common Mayan" and other 

antecedent linguistic stages -- he does not usually offer them for attested 

languages. 

 

(d): Many of JR’s sub-scenarios require postulating categorial, structural, 

or cognitive traits that are unnecessary or counter-intuitive, or part of an 

intellectual model not shared by JR’s readers and not easily imparted.  To 

those who are not convinced of the relevance of the intellectual model, JR’s 

scenarios are by no means always obvious, necessary, or probable.     

 

============================================================================ 

     

Two other works are of little interest for the task at hand.  Seler’s 1887 

dissertation, dealing with person marking and TAM marking, is interesting as 

a historical milestone, but Seler did not have phonologically accurate data, 

and he is never referred to by the current generation of scholars as a source 

of ideas, even if only to argue against them.  Someone with the right 

background in Mayan studies and an interest in the history of linguistics 

might profitably examine and explicate/expound Seler’s work, but the current 

insight we have into Mayan structure and history is not likely to be enriched 

by Seler’s dissertation.  Bricker 1977 is a work that proposes a thesis which 

requires abandoning some basic axioms about historical change, comparison, 

and reconstruction.  In order to account for discrepancies in the pronominal 

agreement marking systems of Tzotzil and Tzeltal Bricker hypothesizes that 

the similarities between these two languages are due to diffusion.  I have 

stressed elsewhere that whoever wants to make a reliable and robust 

reconstruction had better have reliable data from all the languages of a 

family.  Bricker does have mostly reliable data, but lacks experience at 

devising historical models in linguistics, where the watchword is "account 

for all the comparable data".  This means don’t gloss over what you can’t 

explain or doesn’t fit the model you would like to have people believe in.  

Whoever reads the present work may then read Bricker’s article and draw 

his/her own conclusions. 

 

============================================================================ 

 

I have definite opinions about basic constituent order, but I will not 

examine this question in detail in this paper/study/draft. On the issue of 

basic constituent order, one may consult Norman & Campbell (1978) ‘Toward a 

proto-Mayan syntax: a comparative perspective on grammar’. [Also Nora England 

has something on this: CHECK OUT] 

 

HISTORY OF THIS WORK AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

 

Among all comparative Mayanists I have gained most from Will Norman: in the 

first place, he has examined data from many languages and thought 

independently about how to draw appropriate historical inferences (as have 

Campbell, Smith-Stark, Robertson, Fox, and Dayley); in the second place, he 

is a serious interlocutor, desirous of understanding and being understood; 
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third, he follows similar principles of historical liguistic inference -- in 

the relatively few cases where we disagree we can usually agree that the 

issue is subject to more than one interpretation.    

 

At various times since 1959, but especially during the time that Will Norman 

was at the University of Pittsburgh as a visiting professor and Mellon 

post-doc (Jan 1979-Apr 1980), I have looked at the Mayan languages with the 

idea of reconstructing -- at the points where they intersect -- grammatical 

patterns and grammatical morphemes. 

 

In 1977 I wrote ‘Some structural traits of the Mayan languages with especial 

reference to K’ichee7 (SSTML) in order to set down some typological 

generalizations and stimulate myself to try to solve some issues previously 

vague in my mind.  In this I had valuable advice from Will Norman on 

K’ichee7.  The article has now, in a revised and expanded form, appeared in 

Spanish as ‘Algunos rasgos estructurales de los idiomas Mayances con 

referencia especial al K’ichee7’, pp 59-114 in Lecturas Sobre La 

Ling*ui*stica Maya, edited by Steve Elliott and Nora England, CIRMA, 1990.  A 

revised and expanded version of that study appears here in English as chapter 

1.  

 

WN had been thinking about Mayan etymology and grammar for some time by 1979, 

when he came to Pittsburgh.  During his time there, we jointly taught a 

course in Mayan structure.  Over several weeks in the Winter of 1980, while 

WN was sharing my digs, we met for several sessions of several hours each 

discussing the issues of reconstructing the verb morphology of proto-Mayan 

and the major branches of Mayan.  The supporting data was mostly assembled by 

TK.  The opinions I arrived at after discussions with WN were mostly shared 

by WN.  In a few cases where he disagrees with me I have indicated this.  I 

did not systematically discuss with WN the reconstruction of aspect 

proclitics or other VP particles, nor the grammatical traits of nouns and 

NPs. 

 

In 1979 I began assembling Mayan data on a large number of points relating to 

morphology in general and the verb phrase in particular.  I had data that I 

had personally collected for most of the languages, and published and ms data 

to cover most gaps in my materials.  When approaching a large-scale 

diachronic problem I like to assemble data and form fairly elaborate 

hypotheses before examining the work of others.  I am more inclined to find 

useful the analytic/descriptive insights of other scholars than their 

diachronic hypotheses, but I eventually examine and evaluate the latter as 

well.  WN had copies of Smith-Stark’s 1976 writings, and so their main points 

were known to both of us when comparative data was being assembled and 

reconstruction issues were being posed.  For several of the issues dealt with 

here Smith-Stark had already developed a hypothesis, or a set of them. 

 

Here is my story/scenario about a sizeable chunk of Mayan grammar.  Devising 

that story was a complex and time-consuming task -- though most of the time 

spent went to learning about how Mayan languages work.  The task was made 

rewarding by my steady success at solving puzzles, and enjoyable by the 

collaboration of Will Norman, who is knowledgable, imaginative, and a careful 

reasoner who can’t be pulled a fast one on. 
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I have also benefitted from conversations with Nick Hopkins.  In April 1989 

we spent two days discussing the grammatical issues dealt with herein, and he 

provided me with data from Ch’ol and Chuj, and the occasion for revising some 

previously held opinions and formulating some new hypotheses. 

 

Since 1965 I have been exchanging ideas with Lyle Campbell about a wide 

variety of topics: most of our Mayan-oriented exchanges have involved 

phonology.  By 1970 we had agreed on essentially all major issues regarding 

proto-Mayan phonology, and our conclusions remain firm to this day. 

 

Without doubt many of the cognate sets and patterns I have established here 

-- many of which were assembled (at least in part) by earlier scholars -- 

have some gaps.  And there are many cognate affixes and particles yet to be 

properly analyzed in terms of Mayan comparative grammar.  Nevertheless, since 

the reconstruction offered here is based on good grammars from all branches 

of the family, I feel that the main points of the reconstruction are not 

likely to be overthrown, even if modified by further research (my own 

included).  I expect that many of the reconstructions I have proposed will be 

improved by the discovery of additional support in one or another language, 

and by more detailed argumentation.  This may introduce some modifications in 

the formulations offered here, and in some cases may necessitate the 

abandonment of a proposal found herein.  In any event, as I continue to 

search the available descriptive materials I keep finding new cognate 

morphemes and cognate structural patterns.  

 

I would like to point out that I do not have a K’ichee7an bias toward 

comparative Mayan phonology and grammar.  I began working on (Greater) 

K’ichee7an languages after I had completely worked out my view of comparative 

Mayan phonology.  I was indeed surprised to find K’ichee7an so conservative, 

but so be it.  As for comparative Mayan grammar, it is true that most of what 

I have done I did while and since working on K’ichee7an languages, but in 

these times I have also worked on Mam(ean) and Wasteko.  Since I am familiar 

in depth and at first hand with all branches of Mayan except Yukatekan (first 

hand, but not in depth), I think I should be free of any suspicion of 

partiality to a particular language or branch. 

[NOTE: in Fall 1991 I taught a seminar in Yukateko grammar, and I think I 

know a fair amount about Yukateko grammar by now] 

 

A study of Colonial (16thc - 18thc) grammars of Mayan languages shows that 

most of the languages have undergone several changes in the shapes and 

functions of grammatical markers, both particles and affixes.  Not 

surprisingly, these earlier stages are usually more directly comparable 

across languages than the present-day ones, though the differences between 

the 20th and the 16th centuries are not in fact very great, and should not be 

exaggerated.  A study of the Colonial data on these languages can only be 

profitable, and will often make clear what is now obscure.  We have Colonial 

Grammars REVISE AS NEEDED for Wasteko (18thc), Yukateko (17thc), Ch’olti7 

(17thc), Tzotzil (17thc), Tzeltal (17thc), Mam (17thc), 

K’ichee7-Kaqchikel-Tz’utujiil (16thc).  We have dictionaries or extensive 

vocabularies for Wasteko (18thc), Yukateko (17thc), Ch’olti7 (17thc), Tzotzil 

(18thc), Tzeltal (17thc), Mam (17thc), K’ichee7 (16thc) Kaqchikel-Tz’utujiil 
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(16thc), Poqom (18thc), and Q’eqchi7* (18thc).  We have at least some text 

for Wasteko (16thc), Kabil (18thc), Yukateko (16thc), Chontal (17thc), Kotoke 

(18thc), Ixil (18thc?), Sakapulteko (xxthc), K’ichee7 (16thc), and Kaqchikel 

(16thc). 

 

THEORETICAL NOTIONS IN GRAMMATICAL RECONSTRUCTION 

 

Students of language change develop feelings for what kinds of linguistic 

changes are more likely than others in the absence of outside influences.  

Basically, outside influence can induce any kind of change, though the 

likelihood of particular kinds of change through interference is rankable 

(Thomason & Kaufman 1988).  The recognition of internally-motivated change 

requires reference to notions of typologically-motivated proclivities on the 

one hand and the semi-independent nature of subsystems on the other hand.  

"Drift" is an imponderable, and neither a predictor nor an explanation.  An 

articulated set of generally accepted lore relating to grammatical change is 

not available in print within the compass of a small set of books.  It is 

hardly the purpose of this introduction or the work which follows it to make 

up this lack.  In fact, my purpose is to develop a large set of specific 

hypotheses about the grammar of proto-Mayan and its descendants that I 

believe to be  

     on the one hand the best available;   

     and on the other hand well-supported by the data. 

While I do not specifically claim that most of them are unquestionably 

correct, I do suggest that those who disagree with specific points should say 

why and provide better scenarios.  Some colleagues (Campbell, DuBois, 

Robertson) have in fact done so already, particularly in cases where I have 

not provided the public  with detailed arguments for my proposed 

reconstructions.  Usually, however, I have not modified my reconstructions in 

the face of such criticism or alternative hypotheses, because the data I 

have, plus the axioms I use, support the reconstructions I favor. 

 

In general, the axioms I use are in agreement with those used by Norman, 

Campbell, Smith-Stark, and DuBois.  Robertson, on the other hand, uses 

principles of inference in grammatical reconstruction that -- assuming he 

uses them as they are/were meant to be used -- often lead to hypotheses that 

seem clearly wrong to me.  Part of the problem is related to the fact that 

the best solution of a historical problem will most likely be based on the 

largest amount of data.  Procedures of reconstruction that rely on the 

ability of particular axioms or generalizations to pick out from the mass of 

facts the more relevant phenomena for "correct" reconstruction will often 

allow scholars to produce formulations that over the long haul will be 

discredited when all extant relevant data become available.  In other words, 

a lot of data and a lot of experience are the highest-order requirements for 

producing hardy reconstructions.  
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Axioms of reconstruction, grammatical and other 

 

I will lay out here a few of the basic assumptions I use in drawing 

inferences about prior linguistic states. 

 

     1.  If a set of morphs from related languages are both phonologically 

comparable and acceptably cognate phonologically, and distributionally and 

semantically or functionally comparable even if not identical, they may be 

considered to be cognate and legitimate traits of the language ancestral to 

the languages containing/showing the cognates.  The meaning and function of 

the proto-morph will have to be determined in the light of the system 

postulated to contain it and potentially contrasting morphs of similar types 

of function.  Proto-morphemes with grammatical functions can rarely be 

profitably/reliably reconstructed in isolation. 

 

     2.  If a kind of grammatical function occurs in most of the languages of 

a genetic group and has similar or identical position and status (prefix, 

proclitic; suffix, enclitic) in all of the languages of the group, a 

proto-morpheme with particular grammatical properties may be postulated for 

the proto-language though the phonological shape of its exponent may remain 

unspecifiable either temporarily or for good. 

 

     3.  When a family has several branches and subgroups reconstruction may 

be carried out both backward (retrospectively) and forward (prospectively) - 

though the most remote stage can only be reconstructed backward.  Thus, 

proto-IndoEuropean may be reconstructed from proto-Germanic, 

proto-BaltoSlavic, proto-IndoIranian, proto-Anatolian, proto-Tocharian, 

proto-Greek, Armenian, Albanian, proto-Celtic, Latin, and other languages and 

subgroup ancestors.  Proto-Germanic (for example) however, along with other 

subgroup ancestors, can be reconstructed not only backward (from its 

descendants: Gothic, Norse, English, Frisian, Low Saxon, Low Frankish, 

German) but also forward (from proto-IndoEuropean, which could in principle 

be reconstructed from all other IE languages but the Germanic ones).  

 

     4.  A postulated reconstructed feature that is actually attested in the 

family/group it is reconstructed for is more highly valued than a postulated 

feature that is not attested within the family/group, even though it may be 

well-attested elsewhere in the larger genetic grouping. 

 

Relative difficulty of being sure of validity of morphological 

reconstructions 

 

Increasing order of difficulty: 

     1.  Shapes, distributions and functions/meanings match. 

     2.  Shapes and distributions match, functions/meanings diverge.            

     3.  Distributions and functions agree across the board, shapes diverge.             
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MAYAN GRAMMATICAL TERMINOLOGY 

 

Mayan languages are described using a uniform terminology.  An appendix gives 

the terms used by other scholars on whose work this study is based.  

 

Terms and abbreviations used in labeling Mayan affixes.  

 

[[ADD ABBREVIATIONS AND ALPHABETIZE OR RATIONALIZE]] 

 

versive           ver       ‘to become X’ 

conversive        con       ‘to cause to be(come) X’ 

causative         cau       ‘to cause to X’ 

assumptive        ass       ‘to get into X position’ 

depositive        dep       ‘to put into X position’ 

portative         por       ‘to hold/carry an X-shaped object’ 

stative           sta       ‘(being) in X position’ 

celeritive        cel 

frequentative     fre       ‘to X repeatedly’ 

indirective       ind       ‘raise oblique NP to DO’ 

noun              s 

adjective         adj       ‘quality’ 

transitive        vt        ‘agent-patient action’ 

radical transitive      vtR  

derived transitive      vtD 

intransitive      vi         ‘single-role event’ 

positional        pos, P     ‘shape/disposition/state’ 

antipassive       ant 

agentive antipassive         ‘to be the one who Xes it’ 

absolut(iv)e (=patientless) antipassive      

                          ‘to X things’ 

passive           pas       ‘remove agent from grammatical relation 

                                      to transitive verb’ 

middle = mediopassive   med     ‘to get Xen’ :agentless   

bounded passive    bpas      ‘to be Xen once and for all’          

unbounded passive    upas   ‘to be Xen - repeatable’ 

non-active     n-act   ‘single role event - patient only’       

reciprocal     recip       ‘to X each other’ 

reflexive      ref         ‘to X oneself’ 

radical        rad, R 

derived        der, D 

verbal noun    sv 

instrument noun    instr 

agent/actor noun 

action noun 

participle     pcp 

habitual       hab 

progressive    prog 

imcompletive    inc 

completive     compl 

future         fut 

potential      pot 

optative       opt 
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imperative status   impv 

perfect(ive) status    prf, per 

plain status     pln   

dependent status    dep 

factive      fac,fct     ‘to make it ‘, ‘to do X to it’ 

applicative     app    ‘to use X on it’ 

superfactive    sup      ‘to put X on top of it’ 

 

 

Scholars who have tried to devise cross-family grammatical terminology for 

descriptive use throughout the Mayan family. 

 

Kaufman           versive, positional, set A, set B,  

                        conversive, depositive, portative, assumptive, status 

Norman            celeritive 

Dayley 

Smith-Stark       antipassive 

Larsen 

Campbell 

 

Robertson’s terminological suggestions seem mainly obfuscatory.  In any case, 

Robertson does not enter into dialogue with other Mayanists.  It is not clear 

who his audience is imagined to be. 

 

Concordance of synonyms and near synonyms 

 

Kaufman             Smith-Stark         Dayley 

 

status suffix                           modal suffix 

 

absolute            absolutive          absolutive   

antipassive         voice               antipassive 

 

                    incorporative       incorporating     

                    voice               antipassive   

 

agentive            agentive            focus    

antipasive          voice               antipassive 

 

indirect                                referential 

object                                  voice 

raising                                (R= dative, benefactive, 

malefactive, and possessor                                                 

of Patient) 

 

                                        instrumental voice 

 

objective voice                         active voice 

 

 

For versive non-Mayanists typically use inchoative, which I consider to be a 

misnomer.  Positionals are not recognized by non-Mayanists and some Mayanists 
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do not recognize them, either.  Smith-Stark uses portative and depositive 

like I do, and we invented them independently.  What I call assumptive 

Smith-Stark calls superessive and/or versive. 

 

Since I consider incorporation to be a morphological, and specifically not a 

syntactic, device, I do not recognize incorporation in Mayan languages apart 

from Yukatekan: therefore while ‘incorporative voice’ (Smith-Stark) or 

‘incorporative antipassive’ (Dayley) refer to what are the functional 

analogues of direct object incorporation in languages that have 

incorporation, these latter cases are syntactic rather than morphological, 

and must be excluded as possible cases of incorporation. 
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The primary focus of the comparative work in the present materials has been 

verb inflexion and derivation, in the latter case not only where verbs come 

from but also where they go.  

 

The following steps were followed in assembling data for historical 

interpretation and doing reconstruction: 

     a.  The grammatical categories, morphology, and particles of each 

language for which data exists were carefully analyzed. 

     b.  The exponents of each comparable cross-lingual category were lined 

up for all documented languages. 

     c.  Phonological shapes and meanings were assigned to phonological  

cognates. 

     d.  Probable phonological exponents were sought for likely Proto-Mayan 

grammatical categories. 

Steps c and d have had to be constantly played off against each other. 

 

Some of the more complex problems in comparative Mayan verb morphology 

concern 

1. passives, versives, and reflexives - the functional reflexes of  

  various reconstructible morphs tend to shift around; 

     2.  antipassives - how many were there? 

     3.  aspect markers - how many and what functions? 

     4.  number and set of Tense-Aspect-Mood categories to reconstruct. 

 

           RECONSTRUCTING MAYAN MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX 

 

Procedures of reconstruction 

 

1. Describe/Analyze the grammars of the individual languages. 

2. Do a typological comparison of the various languages; make the       

      terminology uniform for all languages. 

3. Reconstruct the branches and subgroups from the bottom up. 

4. Reconstruct proto-Mayan from the subgroup and branch reconstructions.  

5. Reconstruct proto-Mayan by comparing all the languages at once. 

6. Reconcile the results of steps 4 and 5.  

7. Revise the results of step 3 by tracing from proto-Mayan down to the  

       intermediate reconstructions.  

 

Presentation of findings 

 

8. What proto-Mayan was like and the evidence for it. 

9. Diversification and change in the various branches, subgroups, and 

individual languages.  

10. Cross-group innovations and diffusion. 
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A  VERBS 

 

The Proto-Mayan verb phrase/complex is postulated as containing a verb stem 

inflected with suffixes marking voice and status and Ergative prefixes 

marking person agreement when transitive.  The inflected verb word can be 

followed by enclitics and preceded by proclitics.  Among proclitics which may 

occur immediately before the verb word are the aspect markers, of which up to 

two may occur in a group.  Absolutive person agreement markers are found in 

every verb phrase (and predicate) and are enclitically attached after aspect 

markers if there are any, and to the last inflexional suffix of a verb and 

before any other enclitics if no aspect markers are present. 

 

Grammatical categories in the verb phrase 

 

CASES 

 

Deep cases 

     causer 

     agent 

     causee 

     patient  

     theme/neutral 

     recipient 

     beneficiary 

     instrument       

     possessor 

  

Syntactic cases 

  

     Ergative:  causer of causative verb < tv or iv  

                agent of tv   

                possessor of noun 

  

     Absolutive:  causee of causative verb < tv  

                  patient of tv   

                  patient of inactive iv 

                  agent of active iv 

                  theme of equational predicate   

                  agent of antipassive  tv   

                  patient of passive tv 

 

     Oblique NP:  patient of antipassive 

                  agent of passive 

                  ?patient of causatived transitive verb?     
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     TAM CATEGORIES 

 

Status 

     plain 

        incompletive 

        completive 

     dependent 

     imperative 

     perfect 

 

Aspect 

     incompletive 

          progressive 

     completive 

     perfect 

     potential 

     future 

     volitive 

          imperative 

          optative 

          hortative 

 

Voice/Valency change(r)s 

     valency decreasers 

        antipassive (vt > vi active) 

           absolute & incorporating 

           agentive or focus 

        passive (vt > vi passive)   

           mediopassive or middle 

           bounded passive 

           unbounded passive 

        reflexive (vt > reflexive vi) 

     valency increasers 

        causative (v > caus) 

        transitivizer (vi > vt) 

        conversive (versive > causative) 

EVIDENTIALS, NEGATIVE, ETC.           

 

 

 

A NOTE ON THE USE OF SPACE IN THIS MS. 

      

For most cognate sets the facts have been laid out on a template providing 

codes for the names of all the languages.  When it is known that there are no 

more cognate morphs to be found, the data on each sheet may be boiled down to 

a smaller scale.  For reflexes of verbal affixes and VP particles a set of 

sheets to be filled in for each language and intermediate protolanguage has 

been set up.  In some cases these sheets are filled in; in others this has 

yet to be done.  The same set-up has been followed for numerals, derivatives 

thereof, and quantifiers.   
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1 CASE-MARKING 

 

1a PROTO-MAYAN PERSON MARKERS 

 

Ergative (prefixed & prolitic)            Absolutive (enclitic to                                         

      first word of predicate) 

   preconsonantal  prevocalic  

                   (i.e. before 7) 

 

1     nu+-              w-                 +iin 

 

2     aa+-           aa+w-                  +at 

 

3      u+-              r-                 ZERO     

 

4     qa+-              q-                +o7nh 

 

5     ee+-           ee+r-                  +ex 

 

6     ki+-              k-                  +eb’     

 

Notes: 

 

Both the Erg and the Abs markers are phonologically dependent, the former as 

prefixes and the latter as enclitics.  Unlike major lexical morphs, which 

must begin with a consonant (even though initial /7/ is usually not written), 

the person markers written with initial V begin with V underlyingly.  In most 

Mayan languages, morphs that begin underlyingly with V prepose /7/ to the V 

when they come to stand at the beginning of a sentence or phrase.  But in a 

few, namely Tojol 7ab’al, Chuj, Q’anjob’al, Akateko, and Popti7 -- all the 

Greater Q’anjob’alan languages except Kotoke -- /h/ is preposed under these 

conditions. 

 

5 Absolutive may originally have been *ix.  If so, ex developed by analogy 

with *ee(r) and *eb’.  If *ex was original -- and it is more common -- *ex > 

ix by assimilation of *e to the higher acoustic frequency of *x. 

 

In Proto-Mayan the absolutive set of person markers is enclitic to the first 

word of a predicate, even if that word is an aspect marker (Asp) or aspectual 

auxiliary (AA).  The evidence follows.  Most of it was assembled by Feb 1968. 

 

In Central Mayan there existed a postverbal clitic *+aq [EM] ~ *+eq [WM]  

‘yall’, which was used with imperatives to mark plural subject for both 

transitive and intransitive verbs.  Like the Abs markers, it seems to be a 

second position clitic, but since imperatives never use an overt Asp marker, 

*+aq ~ *+eq always follows a verb.  
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                Position of Abs with VI and overt Asp 

 

                    pM  *Asp  Abs  VI-status 

 

Was(Col)                 Asp  Abs  VI-status 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)                 Asp  VI-status-Abs 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop                      Asp  VI-status-Abs 

 

ChtCol                   Asp  VI-status-Abs 

Chr                      Asp  VI-status-Abs  

Chl                      Asp  VI-status-Abs 

Chn(Col)                 Asp  VI-status-Abs 

 

Tzo(Col)                 Asp  Abs-VI        

Tze(Col)                 Asp  VI-Abs 

 

Toj                      Asp  VI-status-Abs 

Chj(M,S)                 Asp  Abs  VI-status 

 

Hue                      Asp  Abs  VI-status 

 

Qan                      Asp  Abs  VI-status 

Akt                      Asp  Abs  VI-status 

Pop                      Asp  Abs  VI-status 

Kot(M,T,Col)             Asp  Abs-VI-status 

 

Tek                      Asp  Abs-VI-status 

Mam(W,S,ColN)            Asp  Abs-VI-status 

 

Awk                      Asp  Abs  VI-status(?) 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)        Asp  VI-status  Abs 

 

Usp                      Asp  Abs-VI-status 

 

Kch(Col)                 Asp  Abs-VI-status 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu                      Asp  Abs-VI-status 

Kaq(Col)                 Asp  Abs-VI-status 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E)                 Asp  Abs-VI-status 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col)                 Asp  Abs-VI-status 
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                                  Position of Abs with VI and no overt Asp  

 

                    pM  *VI-status  Abs 

 

Was(Col)                 Abs  VI-status 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)                 VI-status-Abs 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop                      VI-status-Abs 

 

ChtCol                   VI-status-Abs 

Chr                      VI-status-Abs 

Chl                      VI-status-Abs 

Chn(Col)                 VI-status-Abs 

 

Tzo(Col)                 VI-status-Abs 

Tze(Col)                 VI-status-Abs 

 

Toj                      VI-status-Abs 

Chj(M,S)                 VI[-status]  Abs 

 

Hue                      VI[-status]  Abs  [Status usually drops] 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek                       

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col)             

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col)                 VI-status-Abs     
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                Position of Abs with VT and overt Asp 

 

                    pM  *Asp  Abs  Erg-VT-status 

 

Was(Col)                 Asp  t-Abs-Erg  VT-status 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)                 Asp  Erg-VT-status-Abs 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop                      Asp  Erg-VT-status-Abs 

 

ChtCol                   Asp  Erg-VT-status-Abs  

Chr                      Asp  Erg-VT-status-Abs 

Chl                      Asp  Erg-VT-status-Abs 

Chn(Col)                 Asp  Erg-VT-status-Abs 

 

Tzo(Col)                 Asp  Abs-Erg-VT 

Tze(Col)                 Asp  Erg-VT-Abs 

 

Toj                      Asp  Erg-VT-status-Abs 

Chj(M,S)                 Asp  Abs  Erg-VT-status 

 

Hue                      Asp  Abs  Erg-VT-status   

 

Qan                      Asp  Abs  Erg-VT-status 

Akt                      Asp  Abs  Erg-VT-status 

Pop                      Asp  Abs  Erg-VT-status 

Kot(M,T,Col)             Asp  Erg-VT-status-Abs 

 

Tek                      Asp  Abs-Erg-VT-status 

Mam(W,S,ColN)            Asp  Abs-Erg-VT-status 

 

Awk                      Asp  Abs  Erg-VT-status(?) 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)        Asp  Erg-VT-status(?)  Abs 

 

Usp                      Asp  Abs-Erg-VT-status 

 

Kch(Col)                 Asp  Abs-Erg-VT-status 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu                      Asp  Abs-Erg-VT-status  

Kaq(Col)                 Asp  Abs-Erg-VT-status 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E)                 Asp  Abs-Erg-VT-status 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col)                 Asp  Abs-Erg-VT-status 
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Position of Abs with VT and no overt Asp 

 

                    pM  *Erg-VT-status  Abs 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)                 Erg-VT-status-Abs 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop                      Erg-VT-status-Abs 

 

ChtCol                   Erg-VT-status-Abs 

Chr                      Erg-VT-status-Abs 

Chl                      Erg-VT-status-Abs 

Chn(Col)                 Erg-VT-status-Abs 

 

Tzo(Col)                 Erg-VT-status-Abs 

Tze(Col)                 Erg-VT-status-Abs 

 

Toj                      Erg-VT-status-Abs 

Chj(M,S)                 Erg-VT[status-]  Abs 

 

Hue                      Erg-VT[-status]  Abs   

                         [Status usually drops] 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)            Abs-Erg-VT-status 

 

Awk                     ?Erg-VT-status-Abs?  e.g. imperatives?? 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp                      Abs-Erg-VT-status 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col)                 VT-status-Abs  [imperative] 
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          Position of Abs with predicate noun or adjective 

 

                    pM  *Pred Abs 

 

Was(Col)                 Abs  Pred 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)                 Pred-Abs 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                      Pred-Abs 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)                 Pred-Abs 

Tze(Col)                 Pred-Abs 

 

Toj                      Pred-Abs 

Chj(M,S)                 Pred  Abs 

 

Qan                      Pred  Abs 

Akt                      Pred  Abs 

Pop                      Pred  Abs 

Kot(M,T,Col)             Pred-Abs 

 

Tek                      Pred  Abs ~ Abs  Pred 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col)                 Abs  Pred 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu                      Abs  Pred 

Kaq(Col)                 Abs  Pred 

 

Pqm                      Abs  Pred 

Pch(W,E)                 Abs  Pred 

PoqCol 

Qeq(Col)                 Pred-Abs 

 

Note: Quizar thinks the Abs markers of Pch and Awk, and maybe Ixl and Mam are 

independent pronouns.  
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               Position of Abs with predicate stative 

 

                    pM  *Stat  Abs 

 

Was(Col)                 Abs Stat 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                      Stat-Abs 

Chn(Col) 

Tzo(Col)                 Stat-Abs 

Tze(Col)                 Stat-Abs 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek                      Stat-k-Abs 

Mam                      Stat (Dir) Abs(?) 

         (Quizar: Noun Prn?, Adj Prn?, Stat Prn?  

 

Awk                           ? 

          (Quizar: Prn Noun, Prn Adj ~ Adj Prn, Abs-Stat) 

Ixl                           ?      

          (Quizar: Prn? Noun, Adj Prn?, Stat Prn?) 

 

Usp                      Stat-Abs 

 

Kch(Col)                 Abs-Stat 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu                      Abs-Stat 

Kaq(Col)                 Abs-Stat 

 

Pqm                      Stat-ik-Abs 

Pch(W,E)                 Stat-ik-Abs 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col)                 Stat-k-Abs 

 

Note: Quizar thinks the Abs markers of Pch, and maybe Mam and Ixl, are 

independent pronouns.  
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Note: Some of the data presented in the preceding charts is found on Table 10 

of Quizar 1978.120. 
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Evidence for the reconstructed person markers.  

 

                    *nu- /_C ~ *w- /_V     1Erg 

 

Was       u+                       Tek       n- ~ w-                             

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab       u- ( ~ w- ?)             MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   nV- ~ w- 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk       in- ~ inw-                    

YukCol                             Awk       in- ~ w- 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh      

Itz                                IxlCol    n- ~ w- 

 

Mop                                Usp       iin-/Vn- ~ w- 

                                         

ChtCol    in- ~ inw-               

                                   Kch       nu- ~ w- NOUNS;  

                                            (i)n- ~ (i)nw- VERBS 

Chr       ni- ~ niw-/inw-          KchCol 

                                    

Chl       LOST                     Sak       ni-/in- ~ (ni)w-/inw- 

                                    

Chn       LOST                     Sip       in- ~ (in)w-    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu       n(uu)- ~ (i)(n)w-        

Tzo       LOST                          

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       LOST                             

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm       nu- ~ w- 

                                   PchW      ni- ~ w- NOUNS; 

                                             in- ~ w- VERBS 

Toj       LOST                     PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM      Hin- ~ w-                    

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan       in- ~ w-                 QeqCol   in- ~ w- 

Akt                                 

Pop       Hin- ~ w-                                                             

               

KotM      ii(n)- ~ (ii[n])w- 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                    *aa- /_C ~ *aaw- /_V     2Erg 

 

Was      a+                        Tek      aa- ~ aaw-                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab      a- ( ~ aw- ?)             MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  LOST 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      a- ~ aw-                       

YukCol                             Awk      a- ~ aw-  [?ph] 

 

LakA     a- ~ aw-                  IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz      a- ~ aw-                  IxlCol   a- ~ aw- [?] 

 

Mop      a- ~ aw-                             

                                   Usp      aa- ~ aaw- 

                                         

ChtCol   a- ~ aw-                   

                                   Kch      a- ~ aw- 

Chr      a- ~ aw-                            

                                    

Chl      a- ~ aw-                  Sak      aa- ~ aaw- 

                                    

Chn      a- ~ aw-                  Sip      a- ~ aw-    

                                    

                                   Tzu      a(a)- ~ a(a)w-        

Tzo      a- ~ aw-                       

                                   Kaq      a- ~ aw- 

Tze      a- ~ aw-                          

                                    

                                   Pqm     (h)a- ~ (h)aw- 

                                   PchW     a- ~ aw- 

Toj      Ha- ~ Haw-                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     Ha- ~ Haw-                 

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW     a(a)- ~ a(a)w- 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      Ha-                       QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      Ha- ~ Haw-                                                         

               

KotM     aa- ~ aaw- 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                     *u- /_C ~ *r- /_V     3Erg 

 

Was      i(n)+   not cognate?      Tek      t-                               

WasCol   

                                   MamW 

Kab      i- ( ~ y- ?)   not        MamS 

KabCol                  cognate?   MamSCol  tV- ~ t- 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      u- ~ (u)y-                 

YukCol                             Awk      S-/ZERO- ~ t- 

                                     S before affricate, ZERO else 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz      u- ~ uy-                  IxlCol   i- ~ t- 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp      j- ~ r- 

                                         

ChtCol   u- ~ uy-                   

                                   Kch      u- ~ r- 

Chr      u- ~ uy-                  KchCol 

                                    

Chl      i- ~ (i)y-                Sak      ri- ~ r- 

                                    

Chn      u- ~ (u)y-                Sip      r-     

                                    

                                   Tzu     (r)(uu)- ~ r-        

Tzo      s- ~ y-                    

                                   Kaq     (r)u- ~ r- 

Tze      s- ~ y-                       

                                    

                                   Pqm      ru- ~ r-  

                                   PchW     ri- ~ r- 

Toj      s- ~ y-                   PchE     r- ~ r- 

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     s- ~ y-                    

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW     y- ( > x-) ~ r- 

                                   QeqE     h- ~ r- 

Qan  (Hi)s- ~ y-                   QeqCol 

Akt      s- ~ y-                    

Pop      s- ~ y-                   Mamean, Poqom, and K’ichee7an                                         

                                   (but not K’ichee7 or Ixilan) 

KotM     x- ~ ch-                  show reflexes of doubly marked 

KotT                               *r-u- before consonant 

KotCol 

 

The s-form in place of *u- is a  

Greater Q’anjob’alan innovation  

that spread to Tzeltalan 
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                     *qa- /_C ~ *q- /_V     4Erg 

 

Was     i+    not cognate          Tek      q-                                       

WasCol  ya+  < *qa- ? 

                                   MamW 

Kab     ku- ( ~ kw- ?)             MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  qV- ~ q- 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk      qa- ~ q- 

 

LakA                               IxlNe    ko- ~ q-  [?] 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh    qu- ~ q-  [?] 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp      qaa- ~ q- 

                                         

ChtCol  ka- ~ kaw-                             

                                   Kch      qa- ~ q- 

Chr     ka- ~ kaw-                 KchCol 

                                    

Chl     j-/k- ~ k-                 Sak      qa- ~ q- 

  j- before k,k’; k- elsewhere   

Chn     k@- ~ k(@)-                Sip      q-     

ChnCol <ka- ~ k(a)->                             

                                   Tzu      qa(a)- ~ q-        

Tzo     j- ~ k-                     

                                   Kaq      qa- ~ q- 

Tze     j- ~ k-                        

TzeCol  k-/j- ~ k-                  

  j- before k,k’; k- else          Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj     j- ~ k-                    PchE   

                                   PoqCol   qa- ~ q- 

ChjM    ko- ~ k-                    

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan     ko- ~ j- [?]               QeqCol   qa- ~ q-  

Akt     ko- ~ q-/k-                 

Pop     ko- ~ jh-                                                           

               

KotM    qa- ~ q- 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

In Chl-Chn-Tzo-Tze-Toj j-/k- ~ k- 

is first person singular 
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                    *ee- /_C ~ *eer- /_V     5Erg 

 

Was     i+                         Tek      ee- ~ eet-                       

WasCol  i+          

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  LOST 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     LOST                        

YukCol  LOST                       Awk      i- ~ it-  [?ph] 

 

LakA    LOST                       IxlNe 

LakB    LOST                       IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz     LOST                       IxlCol   e- ~ et- 

 

Mop     LOST                              

                                   Usp      LOST 

                                         

ChtCol  i- ~ iw-                    

                                   Kch      i- ~ iw- 

Chr     i- ~ iw-                   KchCol 

                                    

Chl     LOST                       Sak      ii- ~ iiw- 

                                    

Chn     LOST                       Sip      i- ~ iw- 

ChnCol  LOST                        

                                   Tzu      e(e)- ~ e(e)w- 

Tzo     LOST                        

TzoCol  LOST                       Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     LOST                           

TzeCol  LOST                        

                                   Pqm      LOST 

                                   PchW     LOST 

Toj     LOST                       PchE     LOST 

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM    He- ~ Hey-                  

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan     He- ~ Hey-                 QeqCol   e(e)- ~ e(e)r-  

Akt                                 

Pop     He- ~ Hey-                                                          

               

KotM    LOST 

KotT    LOST 

KotCol 
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                     *ki- /_C ~ *k- /_V     6Erg 

 

Was     i+                         Tek      k(y)- ~ ky-                      

WasCol  i+  < *ki- ? 

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  kyV- ~ ky- 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     LOST                        

YukCol  LOST                       Awk      ky- ~ ch- 

 

LakA    LOST                       IxlNe 

LakB    LOST                       IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz     LOST                       IxlCol   LOST 

 

Mop     LOST                              

                                   Usp      LOST 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      ki- ~ k- 

Chr     LOST                       KchCol 

                                    

Chl     LOST                       Sak      ki- ~ k- 

                                    

Chn     LOST                       Sip      k- 

ChnCol  LOST                             

                                   Tzu      kee-/ki- ~ k- 

Tzo     LOST                             

TzoCol  LOST                       Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     LOST                                

TzeCol  LOST                             

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj     LOST                       PchE   

                                   PoqCol  ki- ~ k- 

ChjM    LOST                             

ChjS    LOST                                   

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan     LOST                       QeqCol  LOST 

Akt     LOST                             

Pop     LOST                                                                     

               

KotM    LOST 

KotT    LOST 

KotCol 
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                            *iin     1Abs 

 

Was     in+; n-anaa7 PRON          Tek      i(i)n-                          

WasCol  in+         

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  iin- 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     -en                         

YukCol                             Awk      in 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   -7in 

 

Mop     -en                               

                                   Usp      iin 

                                         

ChtCol  -en                         

                                   Kch      in- 

Chr     -en                        KchCol   in- 

                                    

Chl     LOST                       Sak      in- 

                                         

Chn     LOST                       Sip      in- 

ChnCol  LOST                        

                                   Tzu      in- 

Tzo     i- pre-VERB; LOST else      

TzoCol                             Kaq      i(n)- 

                                   KaqCol   in- 

Tze     LOST                           

TzeCol  LOST                        

                                   Pqm      (h)in- 

                                   PchW     in 

Toj     LOST                       PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM    Hin                         

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan     Hin                        QeqCol   in 

Akt                                 

Pop     Hin                        Find and list indep pronouns                                                                 

                                   also specify prefix vs suffix 

KotM    -in 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                            *at     2Abs 

 

Was     it+ ~ at+; t-ataa7 PRON    Tek      ich                               

WasCol  it+ ~ at+  

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  LOST 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     -ech                        

YukCol                             Awk      (a)xh 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol    -7axh 

 

Mop     -ech                              

                                   Usp       aat 

                                         

ChtCol  -et                         

                                   Kch       at-; at PRON 

Chr     -et                        KchCol    at-; at PRON 

                                    

Chl     -et                        Sak       at- 

                                    

Chn     -et                        Sip       at-    

ChnCol  -et                         

                                   Tzu       at-        

Tzo     a- pre-VERB; -ot else       

TzoCol                             Kaq       a(t)- 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     -at                            

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm       ti- ~ (h)at 

                                   PchW      at 

Toj     -a                         PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM    Hach                        

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan     Hach                       QeqCol    at 

Akt                                 

Pop     Hach                       Find and list indep pronouns                                                                 

                                   also specify prefix vs suffix                                         

KotM    -aa 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                           *o7nh     4Abs 

 

Was     u+; w-awaa7 PRON           Tek      o7-                                 

WasCol  wa+        

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  o7- 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     -o7n                        

YukCol                             Awk      o7 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   -7o7 

 

Mop     -o7on                             

                                   Usp      ooj 

                                         

ChtCol  -on                         

                                   Kch      oj- ~ uj-; oj PRON 

Chr     -on                        KchCol 

                                    

Chl     -on                        Sak      aj- 

                                    

Chn     -on                        Sip      oj- ~ uj- 

ChnCol  -on                         

                                   Tzu      oq- 

Tzo     -on; -o-tik PL               

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     -on; -o-tik PL                  

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm      aj- ~ ah-; -oj 

                                   PchW     oj 

Toj     -on; -o-tik PL             PchE     oj 

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM    Honh                        

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan     Hon                        QeqCol   oh 

Akt                                 

Pop     Honh                       Find and list indep pronouns                                                                 

                                   also specify prefix vs suffix                                         

KotM    -o7 

KotT    -o7 

KotCol 

 

In Chl-Chn-Tzo-Tze-Toj 

-on is first person singular 
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                             *ex     Abs 

 

Was     ix+ ~ ax+; x-axaa7 PRON    Tek      ix-                              

WasCol  ix+ ~ ax+   

                                   MamW     LOST 

Kab                                MamS     LOST 

KabCol                             MamSCol  LOST 

                                   MamN     LOST 

 

Yuk     -e7x                        

YukCol                             Awk      ix 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   -7ix 

 

Mop     -e7ex                             

                                   Usp      LOST 

                                         

ChtCol  -ox                         

                                   Kch      ix-; ix PRON 

Chr     -ox                        KchCol   ix-; ix PRON 

                                    

Chl     LOST                       Sak      ix- 

                                    

Chn     LOST                       Sip      ix- 

ChnCol  LOST                        

                                   Tzu      ix- 

Tzo     -ox[-uk                       

TzoCol                             Kaq      ix- 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     -ex                           

TzeCol  -ex                         

                                   Pqm      LOST 

                                   PchW     LOST 

Toj     -ex                        PchE     LOST 

                                   PoqCol   LOST 

ChjM    Hex                         

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan     Hex                        QeqCol   ex 

Akt                                 

Pop     Hex                        Find and list indep pronouns                                                                 

                                   also specify prefix vs suffix                                          

KotM    -ix 

KotT    -ix 

KotCol 
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                      *eb’     6Abs; pluralizer 

 

Was     up; b-abaa7 PRON           Tek      e(7)-                            

WasCol  ib       

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  e7- 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     -o7b’                     

YukCol                             Awk      e7 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   LOST 

 

Mop     -oo7                              

                                   Usp      LOST 

                                         

ChtCol <-ob>                             

                                   Kch      e7- ~ eb’- 

Chr     -ob’                       KchCol 

                                    

Chl     -ob’                       Sak      ee- ~ e7- 

                                    

Chn     -op’                       Sip      i- ~ e7- 

ChnCol <-ob>                             

                                   Tzu      ee- ~ e7- 

Tzo     LOST; -Vb’ on numerals    

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     LOST; -eb’ on numerals       

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm      i7 ~ i- 

                                   PchW     eb’ ~ i- 

Toj     -e7                        PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM    Heb’                      

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan     Heb’                       QeqCol   eb’ ~ e7- 

Akt                                 

Pop     Heb’                       Find and list indep pronouns                                                                 

                                   also specify prefix vs suffix                                         

KotM    -e7 

KotT    -e7 

KotCol   
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John Robertson has written several articles on the pronoun markers of Mayan 

languages from a comparative-historical point of view.  THESE MUST ALL BE 

DISCUSSED AND EVALUATED. 

 

From the various articles where JR has discussed the pronoun markers of the 

Mayan languages, it seems that the following are the shapes he attributes to 

each marker (he does not provide the hyphens, but says that Erg are prefixes 

and Abs are suffixes): 

 

 

           Ergative                     Absolutive 

 

     before       before  

     consonant    vowel 

 

1      nu-         w-                     -in           

 

2       a-                                -at 

 

3      ru-         r-                      ZERO 

 

4      qa-                                -o7nh 

 

5       e-                                -ex 

 

6      ki-                                -eb’ ~ -ob’ 

 

Among the various articles Robertson has published on Mayan pronoun markers, 

which he simply calls "pronouns", he does not provide a full set of 

proto-Mayan reconstructions for prevocalic allomorphs of the ergative 

prefixes.  Robertson rarely explains why he avoids discussing an issue that 

obviously deserves at least mention.  He generally adresses non-Mayanists in 

his writing, and as a Mayanist I would like to see more recognition by 

Robertson of the phenomena that must be dealt with. 

 

In general, stipulating that he provides few reconstructions for prevocalic 

ergative markers, the shapes that Robertson attributes to the person markers 

are similar to my own, with the following exceptions:  Roberton fails to 

recognize vowel length in any of these markers, he reconstructs 6Abs as *eb’ 

in some articles and as *ob’ in others, without discussing this discrepancy, 

and he thinks pre-consonantal 3Erg was *ru- not *u-.  Except for the last 

point, which is debatable, and will be discussed below, all these other 

deviations must be viewed as inadequacies.    

 

JR has devoted a good deal of ink to defending his reconstruction of *ru-, 

probably because he knows that this reconstruction is not generally accepted 

by Mayanists (He acknowledges this in Robertson 198x.xx).  *u- is a more 

likely reconstruction for the following reasons: 

     (a) It is found in Yukatekan, Ch’olan (LL), and K’ichee7 (EM).  This 

distribution is discontinuous, and if the pM form were *ru-, there is no 

reason why the *r should have been lost in these languages.      (b) The 

Mayan languages often provide their Erg prefixes with more substance by 
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"redetermination", that is, adding on phonological material that is proper to 

other allomorphs. Thus in several languages 1Erg w- is reshaped as inw- 

[Kch,Yuk,Chr], 3Erg y- < *r- is reshaped as sy- [Tze:Oxchuc] or uy- [Yuk, 

Chr] ( > iy- in Ch’ol by assimilation of u to y), and 4Erg k- is reshaped as 

jk- [Tze:Oxchuc].  JR’s *ru- is a chimaera that results form the fact that 

many EM languages [Tek, Mam, GKch minus Kch and Qeq; NOT Awk, Ixl] 

redetermined 3Erg *u- by prefixing *r- to it.  But this is a natural change 

that could have occurred independently many times.  That *u- was the shape of 

3Erg in pKchP is shown by the fact that in all these languages /u/ is the 

form of this prefix on relational nouns that are standardly preceded by the 

generic preposition ch(i).  Thus Tzu ch+ u-xee7 ‘under it’, ch+ u-xikin 

‘alongside it’, but ru-xikin ‘his ear’.  In Tzu /r/ does not drop after /ch/.  

pKchP *ch+ r-eh(ch) ‘to him’ gets resolved phonetically as [tzra] or [tre] 

but not as [che].  Basically what happens in Kaq and Tzu is that 

preconsonantal 3Erg is /u-/ when preceded by any other prefixes or 

proclitics, and /ru-/ at the very beginning of a word.  In Usp and Poq, just 

as in all the KchP languages but Kch itself, preconsonantal 3Erg has no trace 

of *r after ch(i) in relational noun phrases:  Usp has ch-]i-, otherwise j-; 

PchW has ch-]i-, otherwise ri-, and Pqm has ch-]i-, otherwise ru-.  Quite 

obviously, the original form of preconsonantal 3Erg has been preserved after 

ch(i), and innovated in absolute initial position.  I repeat, there is no old 

or diffused phonological rule that deletes /r/ after /ch/, and even if a 

particular local one, such as Kch /cheh/ < *ch(i) r-eeh, is known, a common 

Greater K’ichee7an status for such a rule is unthinkable to me.  Robertson 

(1986.228-229) has found some instances of what seem to be <ru-> prefixes in 

Colonial K’ichee7 in numerical expressions.  The problem with the crucial 

data cited from Anleo (n.d.) is that the material may not be in fact K’ichee7 

(though Robertson insists that it is).  The form for ‘100’, <vo-3al>, is 

neither K’ichee7 /o7=k’aal/, Kaqchikel, nor Tz’utujiil /jo7=k’ajl/, and the 

Sakapulteko or Sipakapenyo forms for ‘100’, though no longer used, might be 

expected to be the same.  In Rabinal, the easternmost dialect of Kch, 

/wo7-oob’/ does occur as the word for ‘5’, so that the form cited by JR is 

not definitively non-K’ichee7, but it may be deviant in other respects.  The 

primary issue raised by JR is whether numeral expressions are immune to 

analogy and will tend to preserve older morphological forms.  In fact, the 

word for ‘5th’, a possessed form of the numeral root pKchP *ho7, is *r-oo7, 

since ‘5’ begins with a "weak h" (See below under RNs). In some Kch dialects 

the word has been reshaped as /u-r-oo7/,  since most ordinals have at least 

two syllables, and begin with a recognizable 3Erg /u-/.  The data which JR 

cites from Elegueta, which has ru- throughout on ordinal numbers, cannot 

possibly be in a normal form of K’ichee7.  This is, however an opinion, which 

can only be verified by seeing how the 3Erg marker works throughout the 

grammar of these forms of so-called K’ichee7.  Robertson does little except 

praise these sources, since he takes them to support his hypothesis.  He does 

not, however, characterize them well enough to let anyone else guess about 

their specific properties. 
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Proto-Mayan *r is based on the correspondence : 

GKch *r = GMa *t = Kot /ch/ = other GQa /y/ = GTz *y = Was /y/. 

pM *y is /y/ across the board.  The phonetic value of GKch /r/ is essentially 

flap [r], but initially [r~] and finally [R~] may appear.  What bearing the 

initial and final allophones, which can be interpreted as showing boundary 

phenomena, have on determining the original phonetic value of pM *r, is not 

obvious.  The symbol used to represent pM *r is in the first place determined 

by the fact that <t>, <ch>, and <y> are needed to name other correspondences.   

 

Can we more closely specify the phonetic value of pM *r?  The ergative 

prefixes have two allomorphs each, one occurring before consonants, that ends 

in a vowel, and one that occurs before vowels, that ends in a consonant, 

thus: 

 

               preconsonantal      prevocalic 

 

          1         *nu-              *w-           

 

          2         *aa-            *aaw-  

 

          3       [some V-]           *r- 

 

          4         *qa-              *q- 

 

          5         *ee-            *eer-  

 

          6         *ki-              *k- 

 

In languages where pM *r is /y/, several scholars have tried to treat the 

/w/s and /y/s of the prevovalic ergative allomorphs as inserted glides.  I do 

not believe this is an adequate analysis, but a hypothesis that the */w/s and 

*/r/s were originally inserted bears keeping in mind.  (In fact I will have 

nothing further to say about it).  If pM *r was not [r], what might it have 

been?  We can guess  

          +palatal   because of /y/, /ch/ reflexes; 

          +apical    because of /r,/t/,/ch/ reflexes. 

*r would have been neutral for voice as virtually all consonants are in Mayan 

languages. (The only exception is /b’/ versus /p’/ in GLL and Poq languages).  

Whether we are dealing with an obstruent or resonant is ambiguous from the 

reflexes, but the pM phonemic chart does not seem to have room for more 

plosives or spirants.  If we assume *[r] for pM, we have the most 

straightforward phonetic developments. 
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          pM                    [r] 

 

          GKch                  [r] > [r~] ~ [r^]   

   

          GMa                   [r] > [r] > [d] > [t] 

 

          WM, Yu, & Was         [r^] > [z^]  

 

          Kot                   [z^] > [j^] > [c^]  

 

          other WM, Yu, & Was   [z^] > [y]  

 

To return to the preconsonantal 3Erg prefix.  This marker has the following 

shapes: 

 

     Was            in+ ~ i+ 

 

     Kab            i- 

 

     pYu           *u- 

 

     pCh           *u- 

 

     Chl            i- 

 

     pTz           *s- 

 

     GQa (-Kot)     s- 

 

     Kot            x- 

 

     pMaP          *t- 

 

     Awk            S- before affricates, ZERO elsewhere  

 

     Ixl            i- 

 

     Usp            x- before affricates, j- elsewhere 

 

     pKchP (-Kch)   ru- ~ u- 

 

     Kch            u- 

 

     Poq            rV- 

 

     QeqW           x- 

 

     QeqC           y- [Y-]     

 

     QeqE          ih- 

 

Robertson wants to derive all these reflexes from *ru-.  The Kch, pYu, and 
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pCh shapes are said to show irregular loss of *r.  Among the data examined in 

Robertson 1977b, nothing is cited from Was, Kab, CQeq, or EQeq. 

 

In Was, Erg pronoun markers have one allomorph each, unlike all other Mayan.  

3Erg is /i/ in combination with preposed Abs, and /i/ when not combined.  Kab 

has /i/.  The /n/ in Was may represent contamination from a demonstrative 

root (Cf. Was {an} ‘the’, pM *7in ‘this/that’).   

 

There can be no argument with the hypothesis that Poq /rV-/, KchP (minus Kch) 

/ru-/, and MaP /t-/ come from *ru-.  The argument is over the source of the 

Qeq, Usp, Awk, GQa, and Tz prefixes.  JR wants to derive them all from *ru- > 

*r- by desyllabification and then adjustment to a preconsonantal environment.  

First, we can note that in all these languages when morpheme-final */r/ 

occurs before morpheme-initial C of some suffix that */r/ has exactly the 

same reflex that it has before vowels.  So JR must also appeal to the fact 

that the desyllabified prefix occurs between # and C.  All this is 

unnecessary.   

 

The Qeq data is very important here.  In Western Qeq the preconsonantal 3Erg 

is x- [s^]. But in Lanqui*n (QeqC) it is y- [Y], i.e., voiceless y, and 

speakers of QeqC hear it as /y/ in contrast with /x/ which can occur in the 

same environment.  In Cahabo*n (QeqE) it is ih-.  All these variants 

logically derive from a devoiced, desyllabified *i- : [i] > [I] > [Y] > [s^].  

JR shows that about 100 years ago Usp had x- [s^] before affricates, j- [x] 

(probably earlier [x
y
]) elsewhere.  Everyone knows how in Spanish [s^] became 

[x].  Thus x- [s^] is the antecedent form for Usp, and the Qeq data show that 

[s^] can come from i-.  Awk has S- before affricates (S- assimilates in point 

of articulation to the following C).  S- can come from i-, and the ZERO 

before other Cs also can reflect a short unstressed vowel.  Kot x- [s^] can 

thus come from i-  As additional support for y > [s^] we may note that 

root-final *y in WMam is [Y]: in SMam and some NMam this becomes [s^], and in 

Todos Santos Mam this becomes [s*].   

 

[UPDATE: Soke +7is ERGc is the source of (i)s- in Tzotzil, Tzeltal, Tojol 

7ab’al, and Qanjob’al-Akateko-Popti7.] 

 

The GQa (minus Kot) and Tz reflexes, s-, are a bit less easy to explain.  The 

fact that Tz has s- while Ch has u- and i- shows that the Tz morphs are 

borrowed: and they come from GQa.  So there is only a one-time change of i- 

to s- (which later diffused) to explain.  My scenario for i- > s- in GQa 

(minus Kot) is as follows.  Desyllabified i- becomes [iY-].  It does not fall 

in with [(i)], which is the shape of at least two different Asp markers.  It 

does not become [s^], which has (or had) no independent morphophonemic status 

in those Mayan languages where pM *x is [s.].  It became (i)s] instead.  The 

Todos Santos Mam type of articulation, [s*], is a possible intermediate 

state.  In Qan to the present day, the presonsonantal 3Erg prefix is 7is- ~ 

s- ~ ZERO.  Descriptively, one thinks of /7is/ as showing an epenthesized 

vowel /i/ and ZERO as showing omission of an Erg marker, which other Mayan 

languages occasionaly do on nouns.  However the hypothesis that these all 

came from *i- makes each variant a plausible derivate directly from *i-.  As 

an alternative to what I have sketched for GQa (minus Kot), one could 

hypothesize that the *(i)s- prefix developed from *yu-, by desyllabification.  
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The Kot x- [s] could also have developed out of preconsonantal /ch/ < pM 

*r(u)-, by deaffrication, as JR claims.  This would then be a reflex of 

earlier *ru-, and show the same double marking as is found in MaP, KchP 

(minus Kch), and Poq.   

 

This would in no way demonstrate that pM had *ru-, since the languages where 

*ru- is found would still form a constinuous band.  While I concede that the 

Kot, Awk, Usp, and Qeq reflexes of preconsonantal 3Erg might plausibly have 

come from [r] /#_C, I claim that [a] they didn’t have to have done so; [b] 

the CQeq and EQeq reflexes COULD NOT HAVE come from *r-; [c] the Awk ZERO and 

Ixl i- must have come from *i-; [d] all the other reflexes discussed (GQa, 

GTz, Usp) can plausibly be derived from *i-.  Thus the evidence for 

preconsonantal *ru- is reduced to MaP, KchP without Kch, andPoq -- and 

conceivably GQa: a set of geographically contiguous languages.  GTz, GQa, 

Kot, Ix, Usp, and Qeq are all languages found along the northern edge of the 

Mayan Highlands of Chiapas and Guatemala.  They were in some kind of contact 

with the Lowlands, and show other evidence of this.  I believe that Ch’ol is 

the most probable source of the preconsonantal 3Erg prefix *i- in all these 

languages. (To be sure, JR recognizes this for Ixil, but for this language 

only). 

 

Thus we have a continuous batch of languages whose preconsonantal 3Erg can 

derive from *i-, a specifically Ch’ol innovation: Qeq, Usp, Ixl, Awk -- maybe 

GQa and Tz.  We have a continuous batch of languages where *r-u- arises 

through redetermination: Tek, Mam, Sak, Sip, Tzu, Kaq,Poq -- maybe GQa and 

Tz.  We have three languages in two non-contiguous regions that point to *u-, 

and that is surely the pM form of the prefix.     

   

I outline below how I think Ch’ol i- may have developed out of pCh *u-.  But 

the Was and Kab prefixes i- make me ask whether pM may have had both *i- and 

*u- as preconsonantal 3Erg.  The distribution of reflexes of *i- in the 

Highlands, being continuous, seems suspiciously to be an areal feature. (Qeq 

uq’m ‘hand’, by metanalysis from pM *u-q’ab’ ‘his hand’ shows that pre-Qeq 

had *u-).  Unless Wastekan *i- can be shown to have another origin, however, 

it might be safer to postulate both *u- and *i- for pM, and have elimination 

of one or the other allomorph take place under pressure of language contact.  

If *u- and *i- both existed in pM, what might their distribution have been?  

I have no guess about that at present. 
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The Ch’ol innovation for 3Erg developed according to the following sequence.  

Only in Ch’ol are the conditions for changing *u- to {i-} present.  

 

proto-Mayan:               u- : r- 

 

proto-Greater Tzeltalan:   u- : y- 

 

proto-Ch’olan              u- : u-y-   

                              [redetermination]  

 

pre-Ch’ol                  u- : iy-   

                              [assimilation of uy- > iy-] 

 

Ch’ol                      i- : (i)y-   

                              [analogical replacement of u- by i-] 

 

After ca 500 CE Ch’ol {i-} is then borrowed by several languages in its 

neighborhood, due to Ch’ol’s prestige, and the prefix undergoes 

desyllabification in GQa, Usp, and Qeq.  It remains syllabic in Ixl.  There 

is a mixed result in Awk.  Although the borrowing of a grammatical morpheme 

shape may seem a little unusual, the alternative is to assume that there was 

a second (dialectal) allomorph of *u-, namely *i-, that just happened to 

survive in a geographically continuous set of languages.  This might be too 

much of a coincidence.   

 

In 2001, after restarting an investigation of linguistic diffusion in MA, I 

came to realize that the 3ERG preconsonantal *i+ marker of Mayan – and its 

developments – originates in pMije-Sokean 3ERG *7i+.  I further came to 

realize that the Q’anjob’alan and Tzeltalan 3ERG preconsonantal marker (i)s+ 

is borrowed from the Soke ERG case marker *+7is.  In Soke, which has S(O)V 

constituent order, when an ERG case noun with *+7is is followed by a 

transitive verb with 3ERG 7i+, the marker *7i+ is suppressed; thus the Soke 

enclitic +7is gets reinterpreted by Mayan speakers as the 3ERG marker, and 

then borrowed as *(i)s+.     

 

Another of Robertson’s claims that I disagree with is that Abs was suffixed 

(0.3.2: 16 et passim).  I believe it was (a) enclitic and (b) attached to 

Asp, and in the absence of Asp attached to the predicate word. 
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Frank (1976.9,12-18) reconstructs the Mayan person markers as follows: 

 

             Ergative             Absolutive     Plural 

             "Set A"               "Set B"       Markers 

  

      before        before 

      consonant     vowel 

 

1        in-          w-              in-         

 

2         a-         aw-              at- 

 

3         s-          r-            ZERO- 

 

4      qa- ~ j-       q-             onh-         -on  1 exclusive 

                                                  -tiq  1 inclusive 

 

5         e-         ey-              ex-         -ik 

 

6        ki-          k-               i-         -eb’ 

 

Frank’s deviations from what I reconstruct are varied and numerous.  

He does not accept the reconstruction of vowel length because he follows 

Olson-Longacre and Jackson.  He rejects the reconstruction *o7nh because he 

does not have data from Mamean, Kotoke, or Yukateko.  His 1Erg *in-, 3Erg 

*s-, and 4Erg *j- are based on Q’anjob’alan languages only.  His 5Egr *ey- is 

incompatible with his 3Erg *r-, since both reflect pM *r.  His 6Abs *i- is 

the result of not recognizing that /i/ comes from earlier /e7/ which in turn 

comes from /eb’/.  His *-on comes from uniting non-cognate material in a 

single set.  His *-tiq should be reconstructed *taq ~ *tiq, pluralizers which 

are not part of the pronominal system, but of the larger NP structure.  His 

*-ik should be reconstructed *eq.  In contrast with Robertson, Frank believes 

Abs are prefixes.  In my scenario, they are cliticized to an Aspect particle 

if one is present, otherwise to the predicate word. 

 

In February 1968 (ms) I worked out that in pM Set B (= Abs) followed 

predicate nouns and adjectives and preceded verbs when a (proclitic) aspect 

particle (Asp) was present.  I did not consider where Abs would occur with 

verbs in the absence of Asp.  Around 1975 WN showed me (p.c.) that a model 

wherein Abs would follow a verb in the absence of Asp would provide for Abs 

occurring both before and after verb words.  This (a) conforms to an existing 

pattern:  Tzo, Chj, Qan, Akt, Pop, Awk, and Qeq all have it; (b) is directly 

antecedent to the common EM, i.e. GKch (-KchP, -Qeq) and MaP (but not Ixilan) 

pattern where Abs is preposed to verbs, predicate nouns and adjectives, and 

postposed to statives (derived from positionals); (c) allows for the fixing 

of Abs as either solely preposed (Was, KchP) or solely postposed (Yu, Ch, 

Tze, Toj, Mch, Ixl).  A crucial step in understanding the behavior of Abs is 

to recognize that they are enclitics, not affixes, in pM and early Mayan 

generally, as they still are in some languages.  JR, on the other hand, 

believes that Abs in pM were suffixes, i.e. postposed affixes. 

 

Although KchP has fixed the position of Abs on verbs as  
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               #(Asp) Abs (Mov) (Erg) VERB... 

 

there are traces of Abs following a verb.  The optative-imperative of ‘go’ in 

K’ichee7 is jin ‘I should go!’, jat  ‘go!’, oj  ‘let him go!’, jo7  ‘let’s 

go!’, jix  ‘y’all go!’.  This is the Mayan verb *onh ‘to go’ followed by the 

Abs markers {in} ‘1Abs’, {at} ‘2Abs’, {ZERO} ‘3Abs’, {oj} ‘4Abs’, {ix} 

‘5Abs’.  The initial vowel of (o)j ‘go’ drops except when stressed.  The Abs 

markers folow the verb root and there is no Aspect marker.  This is the 

pattern I hypothesize for pM.  Note that {oj} ‘4’ has an irregular allomorph 

/o7/.  Both /o7/ and normal /oj/ go back to pM *o7nh.  These frozen forms 

reveal an earlier pattern lying behind the current GKch verb pattern. 

 

JR’s account of the development/history of the principles for positioning the 

Erg and Abs pronoun agreement markers is found on 85-105 (1.7.2-1.7.3.2.1) of 

his dissertation.  There are many details in the phonological, 

distributional, and functional development of the Erg and Abs markers in the 

Mayan languages.  Quite a few of them are found in the charts in the last 

section of this study.  Many more explicit statements need to be made. 

 

Quizar 1978.116-142, 187-192 discusses the placement of Abs in Mayan 

languages and makes a suggestion about the rule for its placement in pM.  She 

says, basically, that the most explanatory hypothesis would be that the Abs 

was placed so as to follow the first major word of the predicate, which 

occurred first in the sentence.  She calls this "left-most placement".  She 

assumes that the phenomena for which I have reconstructed Aspect markers 

[Asp] and Aspectual Auxiliaries [AA] (See below), were all originally 

Auxiliaries [Aux], therefore higher predicates, and that every finite verb 

occurred with one. (She discusses this point at some length [5.2., 

pp134-142], but I find this to be unenlightening and unprofitable, inasmuch 

as the distinction she tries to draw between "Aux" and its descendant "t/a 

prefix" is based on phonology and circular reasoning, namely that in 

languages where Abs is preposed to the verb the TAM particle is a prefix, 

while in languages showing postposed Abs, the TAM particle is an Aux).  Thus 

for verbs the order of elements was *Aux-Abs (Erg)-VERB; with predicate 

nouns, adjectives, participles, and statives, however, the order was 

*PRED-Abs.  This hypothesis does not basically differ from the one I offer 

and adhere to, which was formulated by WN.  Unlike RQ, however, I do not 

believe that finite verb forms necessarily occurred with either Asp or AA.  

In TAM categories that do not call for Asp or AA, such as imperative, and 

perfect, and probably originally completive, Abs would normally have occurred 

after the verb. 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.52-54) presents the following Hypothesis (#7): "*PM 

expressed plurality morphologically only in the pronouns and a small subset 

of human nouns, and certain ‘adjectives’ of size and shape."  The 

reconstruction given above shows that there was a different Ergative and a 

different Absolutive person marker for each of the singular and plural 

categories of pronouns.  Thus plural is NOT "marked morphologically", it is 

embodied and hidden inside those markers which have plural value.  

Smith-Stark may have simply failed to say what he meant, or he may have been 

thinking of the fact that plural person is expressed componentially in many 
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descendants of proto-Mayan.  With the rest of the statement I have no 

particular disagreement.    

 

The 6Abs marker *eb’ calls for some comment.  In Mayan languages generally 

non-human nouns are not explicitly marked for plurality.  Thus *eb’ probably 

normally refers to plural humans.  Further, in some languages the descendant 

of *eb’ can be found in some different places in the sentence than the rest 

of the Abs markers.  It is possible that in pM *eb’ was not a member of the 

same set of clitics as *in, *at, *o7nh, and *ex.  This possibility is 

strengthened buy the fact that it seems necessary to reconstruct a particle 

*eq that can be used to refer to plural second persons but is not a member of 

the set of Abs person markers. 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.51-52) offers the following Hypothesis (#6), which has 

some bearing on the previous discussion:  "The explicit marking of plurality, 

both in nouns and verbs, was optional in PM".  I would qualify this to say 

that this is relevant to the third person only. 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.57, Hypothesis #20) says: "*PM verbs cross-referenced both 

the subject and the object."  Of course, only transitive verbs have objects. 
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1b  ROLE SHIFTER *-b’e 

 

Eastern Mayan and Western Mayan languages share a suffix *-b’e which is 

missing from Yukatekan and Wastekan.  In Greater Tzeltalan languages this 

suffix indicates that the clause contains a third person indirect object 

which is obligatorily promoted to direct object, thereby causing demotion to 

oblique status of the original direct object of a transitive verb.  Wasteko 

has a suffix -tsiy with this exact same function, but it is of a different 

(and unknown) origin phonologically.  This function is also found (for *-b’e) 

in Kotoke and Eastern Mayan languages, but only in frozen lexicalized verb 

stem formations.  The suffix is used productively in these latter languages 

to indicate that an instrument phrase is in the clause and is promoted to 

direct object status, although in some of these languages this promotion does 

not entail demotion of the original direct object.  Since the meaning ‘raised 

indirect object’ is common to all the languages where it is found, that is 

the meaning it most likely had in Central Mayan. 

 

DISCUSS WHETHER THIS IS ALSO A VALENCY INCREASER OR CAN JUST BE CEDED TO 

ALREADY TRANSITIVE VERBS 

 

See Dayley 1981 (‘Voice and Ergativity in Mayan Languages’, JML 2.2.3-82) for 

a fuller discussion of the functions of *-b’e. 

 

EVIDENCE FROM WORK SHEET 
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                     *-b’e     vt -> indirective 

 

Was                                Tek      -b’e  productive   

WasCol                                            as instrumentive 

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  -b’e  non-productive 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol <-be>                            

                                   Kch      -b’e  non-productive 

Chr     -b’e  non-productive       KchCol 

                                    

Chl     -b’e  productive           Sak 

                                    

Chn     -b’e                       Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo     -b’e  productive          

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     -b’ey  productive            

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW    -b’e  productive as  

Toj     NO INDIRECTIVE             PchE          instrumentive  

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM     -b’e  non-productive               

KotT            

KotCol                          

 

In Kot, Tek, KchP, and Poq -b’e is productive as an instrumentive, 

and non-productive or absent as an indirective 
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2  VERB PHRASE PARTICLES 

 

2a TENSE-ASPECT-MOOD (TAM) IN MAYAN LANGUAGES 

 

These categories in Mayan languages are represented in two different places 

in the VP; by Aspect Particles (Asp) proclitic to the verb word, and by 

Status Marking Suffixes (Stat) on the verb word.  Every verb is always in 

some status or other - there is no zero case of status.  The VP-level 

categories represented thus include such as habitual/incompletive, 

punctual/completive, imperative, dependent, perfect, progressive, 

volitive/optative/hortative, future/potential...  Tense is generally 

unexpressed or only weakly so.  Each category recognized by the language in 

question is represented by means of a particular status suffix plus one or 

more different aspect markers, or none at all.  The number of aspect markers 

in a Mayan language ranges from one to six(?).  The number of statuses ranges 

from three to five.  In terms of cognate morphemes found in the various 

languages and branches, we can reconstruct for proto-Mayan (or late 

proto-Mayan minus Wastekan, i.e. Core Mayan) four status categories, which I 

call *plain, *imperative, *dependent, and *perfect.  *Imperative and *perfect 

generally occur without an aspect particle in Mayan languages, and *plain and 

*dependent could occur both with and without aspect particles in proto-Mayan. 

 

We can reconstruct several aspect particles, but only four of them seem 

required and supported for proto-Mayan: *ti/a, *ka, #qaH, and *(tah=)na.  Two 

of these form a suppletive set that occur only with *plain and *dependent 

status. 

 

The suppletive reconstructed aspect particle is: 

 

          *ti/a ~ *ka  ‘unfocused’ 

 

*ti/a ~ *ka ‘unfocused’ has two different values, depending on whether 

combined with plain or dependent status.  The allomorphs of *ti/a ~ *ka are 

distributed as follows: 

 

     *ti/a before 3Abs (i.e. ZERO) 

     *ka before non-3Abs (i.e. before a vowel-initial person                              

marking morpheme)        

 

*ti/a ~ *ka means ‘habitual-incompletive’ when occurring with a verb in PLAIN 

status, and ‘potential-future’ when occurring with DEPENDENT status. 
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According to Robert MacLaury (p.c. Winter 1987) the functions and oppositions 

of *ti/a ~ *ka might be viewed as follows: 

 

          *ti/a ~ *ka         no mark  

                              or other mark 

 

          incompletive        completive 

          potential           optative 

          unbounded           bounded 

          diffuse             concrete 

          unfocused           focused 

          indefinite          definite              

 

Although *habitual/incompletive is not represented in a unique/single/uniform 

way, it seems that the category is present in all the Mayan languages.  It 

contrasts directly with *punctual/completive.  Since *completive is often 

unmarked with an aspect particle, *incompletive was most probably 

contrastively marked with one such. 

 

All Mayan languages distinguish completive-punctual from 

incompletive-habitual.  Most do it by using two different aspect markers with 

the plain status.  Some do it by having a special (but innovative) 

incompletive status and no required aspect marker; the old plain status is 

now "completive".  

 

The TAM categories postulated for proto-Mayan are: 

          1.  *completive ~ punctual 

          2.  *incompletive ~ habitual 

          3.  *potential ~ future 

          4.  *optative 

          5.  *imperative  

          6.  *perfect 

          7.  *progressive 

 

These TAM categories are encoded as follows: 

 

     TAM category      =       Asp         +         Stat 

1.   punctual/completive       ZERO        pM        plain 

2.   habitual/incompletive    *ti/a ~ *ka  LpM       plain 

3.   potential/future         *ti/a ~ *ka  CM        dependent 

                              #qaH  Was + Yu = pM    dependent 

4.   optative                  ZERO        LpM       dependent 

5.   imperative                ZERO        LpM       imperative 

6.   perfect                   ZERO        pM        perfect 

7.   progressive              *(tah=)na    LpM       nominalized 
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DISCUSSION:       

 

In proto-Mayan: 

a) Imperative verbs occur only in the second person and have no pronominal 

agreement markers on them. 

b) PLAIN status without an aspect marker means ‘completive’. 

c) DEPENDENT status without an aspect marker means ‘optative’. 

  

*Completive and *optative are represented by ZERO Aspect Marker in many (or 

even most) languages.    

 

In proto-Mayan: 

d) The contrast incompletive vs. completive needs a marker. 

e) The constrast potential vs. optative needs a marker. 

f) The function progressive needs a marker, since it is based on a      

nominalization that does not itself have a progressive meaning. 

 

At a sub-proto-Mayan level, other aspect markers are reconstructible.  SAY 

WHAT THEY ARE: *(a)j+, *(i)x+, *na+, *la+, *tza+, *wa+, etc. 

 

 

PROTO-, LATE PROTO-, AND CENTRAL MAYAN RECONSTRUCTED PATTERNS 

 

IMPERATIVE was expressed by the imperative status suffix and no aspect 

marker.  Wastekan and K’ichee7an proper have lost the  

proto-Mayan imperative. 

 

PERFECT was expressed by the perfect status suffix and no aspect marker.  

Western Mayan and Mamean Proper languages have lost the proto-Mayan perfect.  

Tz and Toj and Epigraphic Mayan have devised new perfects. 

 

OPTATIVE was expressed by the dependent status suffix and no aspect marker.  

 

Most Greater K’ichee7an languages recruit from other functions aspect markers 

to mark optative with dependent status.  Qeq, Pch, and Kch use proto-Mayan 

*tya > /ci/  as an optative marker.  KchP also uses the old future-potential 

as the optative. 

 

COMPLETIVE-PUNCTUAL was expressed by the plain status suffix and no aspect 

marker.  Was, Mop, Mam, and Tz (for vi’s) get along without any aspect marker 

for this category.  

 

Yuk, Chj, Mot, and Awk use proto-Mayan *(a)j ‘earlier, before’ as a 

completive aspect marker, though each has close relatives that use no marker.  

Yukatekan marks completive status of derived intransitive verbs with suffixed 

-aj from pM *aj. Poqom, Usp, Sip, and Sak form perfect passive participles 

from vt’s with the suffix string -Vm-aj < *-(o-)7m.  This LpM item may be 

viewed as optionally occurring with completive verb forms. 

 

GKch, Mam, Pop, Qan, and Chj use *(i)x as a completive aspect marker; these 

languages form a geographical continuum and suggest a local innovation with 

diffusion after split. (JR 1989.67, however, thinks that this can be 
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projected back to proto-Mayan and called "proximate past.")  It is also used 

in the completive in Tz on the quotative verb ‘he said’, etc. 

 

*(i)x also functions as an aspect marker in dependent (ModTz, Mam), negative 

incompletive (Tz, Mot), incompletive-durative (ColTz, Toj, Chj), and 

potential-future (KchP) constructions - all with plain status of the verb.  

In all such cases *(i)x is (usually) preceded or (in KchP) followed by some 

other VP particle.  All these uses can be subsumed under a general rubric 

incompletive.  These uses may reflect one or more particles different from pM 

*(i)x, or simply different uses of pM *(i)x.   

 

Between these two uses, Central Mayan *(i)x is a firmly established VP 

particle whose meanings/functions remain to be worked out in detail.  The 

fact that it seems to be related to an adverbial clitic *+ix ‘already’ may 

explain why it can be used with both completive and incompletive values.  

This latter particle, however, seems to be limited to WM and Yu, which is 

suspicious as being a possible Lowland innovation, since a better candiate 

for ‘already’ in pM is *+ik.  
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                  IMPERATIVE TAM MARKING  with ZERO 

 

                    shape     function   *status      distribution 

                    of Asp 

 

Was(Col)                      ---category missing---  

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)            ZERO      imperative  imperative  general 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop                 ZERO      imperative  imperative  general  

 

ChtCol              ZERO      imperative  imperative  general 

Chr                 ZERO      imperative  imperative  general 

Chl                 ZERO      imperative  imperative  general 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)            ZERO      imperative  imperative  general 

Tze(Col)            ZERO      imperative  imperative  general 

 

Toj                 ZERO      imperative  imperative  general 

Chj(M,S)            ZERO      imperative  imperative  general 

 

Qan                 ZERO      imperative  imperative  general  

Akt 

Pop                 ZERO      imperative  imperative  general 

Kot(M,T,Col)        ZERO      imperative  imperative  general 

 

Tek                 ZERO      imperative  imperative  general 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk                 ZERO      imperative  imperative  general 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)   ZERO      imperative  imperative  general  

 

Usp                 ZERO      imperative  imperative  general  

 

Kch(Col)                      ---category missing---           

Sak                           ---category missing---  

Sip                           ---category missing---  

Tzu                           ---category missing---  

Kaq(Col)                      ---category missing---         

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E)            ZERO      imperative  imperative  general 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col)            ZERO      imperative  imperative  general 
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                   PERFECT TAM MARKING  with ZERO 

 

                   shape      function   *status      distribution 

                   of Asp 

 

Was(Col)           ZERO       perfect     perfect     general 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)           ZERO       perfect     perfect     general 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol                       ---category missing--- 

Chr                          ---category missing--- 

Chl                          ---category missing--- 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)           ZERO ~ 7ay  perfect     new perf    general 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col)                 ---category missing--- 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)                ---category missing--- 

 

Awk                ZERO       perfect     perfect     general 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col)           ZERO       perfect     perfect     general 

Sak                ZERO       perfect     perfect     general 

Sip                ZERO       perfect     perfect     general 

Tzu                ZERO       perfect     perfect     general 

Kaq(Col)           ZERO       perfect     perfect     general 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E)           ZERO       perfect     perfect     general 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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       COMPLETIVE-PUNCTUAL TAM MARKING  with *aj+ and ZERO 

 

                    shape     function    *status     distribution 

 

Was(Col)            ZERO       completive  old plain   general 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)            j+         completive   old plain  intransitive 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop                 ZERO       completive   old plain  general  

 

ChtCol              ZERO       completive   old plain  general              

Chr                 ZERO       completive   old plain  general 

Chl                (tza7)      completive   old plain  general 

Chn(Col)           (a)         completive   old plain  general 

 

<Tzo(Col)           e ~ n      completive   plain      _3Abs/_non-3Abs> 

<Tze(Col)           u          completive   plain      intransitive>   

TzeMod              ZERO       completive   plain      intransitive 

 

Toj                 ZERO       completive   plain      general 

Chj(M,S)            ZERO       recent past  plain      general 

                                 completive 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col)        j+ ~ ZERO  completive   plain      general 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)       ZERO       remote past  old plain  general 

 

Awk                 jaa        completive   plain      general  

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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                     LpM *aj  ‘earlier, before’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN      aa-j  ‘when’ 

                                           (aa = demonstrative) 

Yuk       j+  vi completive   

         -aj  completive           Awk       j[aa 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop     -aj  completive                   

                                   Usp       -m-aj  perfect passive 

                                                      participle 

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak       -(V)m-aj  perfect & 

                                                   participle < vt 

Chn                                Sip       -m-aj  perfect & ChnCCol                                            

participle < vt 

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

Chj       j+  negative past          

               durative                   

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM       j+  completive 

KotT 

KotCol 
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      COMPLETIVE-PUNCTUAL TAM MARKING (3)  with *(i)x+ and ZERO 

 

                    shape      function   *status     distribution 

                    of Asp 

 

Was(Col)            ZERO       completive  old plain   general 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop                 ZERO       completive   old plain  general 

 

ChtCol              ZERO       completive   old plain  general 

Chr                 ZERO       completive   old plain  general 

Chl                (tza7)      completive   old plain  general 

Chn(Col)           (a)         completive   old plain  general 

Tzo(Col)                                                         

Tzo(Col)                                                        

Tz       OLD        x          completive              quotative Vb    

TzeCol                     

TzeMod              ZERO       completive   plain      intransitive 

Toj                 ZERO       completive   plain      general 

Chj(M,S)           (i)x        completive   plain      general 

                     (more remote past than ZERO recent past) 

 

Qan                 x          completive 

Akt 

Pop                 x [vt];    completive   plain      transitive 

                   (x)k        completive   plain      vi (or 3Abs?) 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)       ZERO       remote past  old plain  general 

Mam(W,S,ColN)       x          shifted/   

                                 dependent 

                                 completive     

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp                 x          completive   plain      general  

 

Kch(Col)            x          completive   plain      general 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu                 x          preterit     plain      general 

Kaq(Col)            x          completive   plain      general 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E)            x          completive   plain      general 

PoqCol           
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Qeq(Col)            x          recent past  plain      general 
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        INCOMPLETIVE and POTENTIAL TAM MARKING WITH  *(i)x+ 

   A = directly before Abs; B = before another Asp (*ti/a ~ *ka) 

 

                    shape    function       *status  distribution 

                    of Asp 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol    A         x+       future           dep     general   

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)  A         x+      incompletive      plain   general      

TzeCol    A         x+      incompletive      plain   general      

Tze       A         x+      neg inc/post-aux  plain   intransitive 

Toj       A         x+      incompletive      plain   3Abs 

Chj(M,S)  A         x+      durative 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop                                                                 

Kot(M,T,Col)   A    x+      interrogative/    plain   general 

                              negative INC 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)  A    x+                 

Awk        

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col)  B         x+      potential-future  plain   before chi/ka 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu       B         x+      potential-future  plain   before *ti/ka 

Kaq(Col)  B         x+      future            plain   before *ti/ka  

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 

 

ChtCol only attests <x-> future with vt; since the orthography does not mark 

/7/, we can’t tell if the status is impv or dep.  Note that in pM future is 

based on *dependent status. 
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         *(i)x+  ASPECT MARKER (various functions, as above) 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN      x+  shifted 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp       x+  completive 

                                         

ChtCol   x+  future                                      

                                   Kch       x+  completive 

Chr                                KchCol   (i)x+ completive/future 

                                    

Chl                                Sak       x+  completive  

                                    

Chn                                Sip       x+  completive 

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu       x+  completive/future 

Tzo      x+  vi incompletive;                          

TzoCol        in ‘he said’         Kaq       x+  completive/future 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      x+  vi incompletive;                           

TzeCol        in ‘he said’             

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW      x+  completive 

Toj      x+ /3Abs ~ la+ /non-3Abs  PchE   

           incompletive            PoqCol 

ChjM     x+  durative;  

Chj     ([7]i)x ‘past’   

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      x+  in ‘he said’          QeqCol    x+  completive 

Akt                                 

Pop      x+  vt completive                                                               

               

KotM     x+  negative/              

KotT           interrogative 

KotCol            INC 
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EXCURSUS: LIMITERS: see discussion in MCS3k 

 

                        GLL *ix  ‘already’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol   +ix  ‘already             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                Usp  

                                                                       

ChtCol   +ix  ‘already’             

                                   Kch      

Chr      +ix  ‘already’            KchCol 

                                    

Chl      +ix  ‘already’            Sak 

                                    

Chn      +ix  ‘already’            Sip    

ChnCol   +ix  ‘already’             

                                   Tzu        

                                                

Tzo      +7o=]x ‘already’ [past    Kaq 

                          perf]    KaqCol 

Tze      +ix  ‘already’                                    

TzeCol                             Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE        

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     7ix  ‘past’                            

ChjS       x  ‘past’                       

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                                      

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

This is an enclitic except in Chuj 
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            LpM *xa  ‘more, also; only; already/now [WM]’   

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW   ix ‘y’; +x ‘only’;  

                                          aax ‘tambie*n’ 

                                          xax ~ xex ‘siempre/always’ 

Kab                                MamS      noq(x)  ‘solo’ 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN     +x  ‘el mismo;                                            

                                             solamente; todavi*a, siempre’ 

 

Yuk      /xan/  ‘tambie*n’         

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl    +x(i)  [meaning unclear] 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp    xoq(o) jii ‘tambie*n asi*’ 

                                         

ChtCol   <xa>  ‘ahora’                    xuq(uj)e7 ‘tambie*n’ 

                                   Kch     xaH, xaq  ‘only, just’ 

Chr       xa  ‘ma*s’               KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

          no7ox  ‘only’            Tzu      xa  ‘so*lo’   

Tzo      +xa  ‘already, now’                            

        ?+7o=]x ‘already’ [past    Kaq      xa  ‘ma*s’ 

                          perf]    KaqCol 

Tze       nax  ‘only’                                                        

          xan  ‘ma*s’              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj      +xa  ‘already’            PchE     xa  ‘only’   

                                   PoqCol 

Chj      +xo  ‘already’                    

 

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      +xa  ‘already;  

               additional’          

         k’apax ‘also’ 

         7axka ‘like’  

Akt                                 

Pop      +xa  ‘already’                                                                   
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol  

 

Usp and Kch ‘also’ are perhaps < *xa ‘additionally’ plus *oq ‘irrealis’ plus 

*je ‘this’.  Mam aax ‘also’ is *ha ‘determiner plus *xa.  The meaning 

‘already/now’ for *xa seems limited to WM.   

 

Frank [p88-91] reconstructs a ‘modal’ particle *xa ‘now, already’.  This 

corresponds to my *xa and my *ix.  Frank’s set probably includes more than 

one etymology and/or may include some polymorphemic expressions.   

 

Additional Limiters can be reconstructed as follows: 

 

Proto-Mayan *qach ‘only’ 

     Was  -katx ‘only’, suffixed to certain n umerals and measures only.                    

     ColYuk  #kach ‘only’.   

These two, being limited to Was and Yuk, are nevertheless unavoidably pM. 

 

Central Mayan *na ‘only, just, definitely’ 

     Tzo   no7ox  ‘only, exactly’ < *na + *a + *xa or *ix 

     Tzo   noxtok  ‘again’ < *na + *x + *taq 

     Tze   nax  ‘only’ < *na + *xa or *ix 

     Tze   naxtak  ‘again’  < *na + *x + *taq 

     KotM  na7(a)  ‘noma*s’ < *na + *a 

     KchP  *na(h)  ‘definitely’ 

     Tzu   na# ~ nii...  ‘of necessity’ 

     PchW  yu7-]na(h)  ‘now’ 

     QeqE  na[j  ‘had it been the case that...’ < *na + ? *aj 

     QeqC  na[q  ‘had it been the case that...’ < *na + ? *-oq  

     Mam   noq(x) ‘solo’ < *na + ? *-oq + *xa or *ix 

     MamW  na7  ‘pues (well/then)’ 

     MamN  +na  ‘afirmacio*n’ 

See below for *7a. 

 

Greater Q’anjob’alan has *nhe(j) ‘only’, based on the following data, 

     Toj   ni 

     Chj   nhej [NAH] 

     Qan   nej  

     Pop   nhe 

is probably not cognate with the other words meaning ‘only’.   

 

Frank [p88-91] reconstructs a ‘modal’ particle *nhi ‘only’ based on WM data 

only.  Frank includes my *na and my *nhe(j) in the same set. 
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Proto-Mayan *+ik  ‘already’ can be reconstructed on the following reflexes: 

     Was  +itx    (enclitic) ‘already’ 

     IxlCh  +icy    (enclitic)  ‘in the past’ 

     IxlNe  +ik     (enclitic)  ‘in the past’  

    ?Ixl   nik+   ‘incompletive (with Ergative shift)’ 

                         < *nV + *+ik 

     KchP  +chi(k)  ‘already’ 

     Cht  +a]ch  ‘mismo’ 

     Chl  +@]ch  ‘specifier’ 

     Qeq   a]k  ‘already’ 

     Qeq   aki  Asp  remote past [with plain status]      

     Yuk  -ak  vi suffix [?] ‘ little while ago’ [C. A. Hofling] 

?Chl-Chn   mach  ‘negative’ 
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                        *to  ‘still, yet’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      +to[h]                    

YukCol  <+to>                      Awk 

 

LakA     +to[h]                    IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol   +to                           

                                   Kch 

Chr      +to                       KchCol 

                                    

Chl      +to                       Sak 

                                    

Chn      +to                       Sip    

ChnCol   +to                           

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      +to                        

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      +to                           

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj       to                       PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM      to                          

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW     toj  ‘hasta, todavi*a,  

                                   QeqE             au*n’ 

Qan       to                       QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop       to                                                                

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

The final /j/ of the Qeq form may be an etymologically distinct clitic. 

Frank [p88-91] reconstructs a ‘modal’ particle *to ‘still’ on WM data only. 
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*(7)eel  ‘still/yet’ (Sp ‘todavi*a/au*n), also,                                         

                               additionally’ 

 

Was      +(y)e ‘still’             Tek                                       

       ja]ye ~ je]ye ‘(it) also’   pMam    *+t]el  ‘in addition;                                                     

                                                    already; another’ 

                                   MamW     +(te)l ‘another’ 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN     +tl ‘another, again’ 

 

Yuk       -il[i(7) ‘as usual’                                

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   7el ‘still’; -tel(-e)  

                                             ‘another; lacking’ 

Mop  

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl      ja]7el ‘also’              Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq    je]7eel ‘thus’ 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM   he7eel ~ ha7eel ~ heel... 

       ‘igual, asi* como’ 

KotT   he7eel ‘(just) like’ 
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A pM Limiter *(7)eel can be reconstructed with meanings like ‘additionally’, 

‘also’, and ‘still/yet’.  Was /jaye ~ jeye/, Chl /ja7el/, Kot /he7eel ~ 

ha7eel/, and Kaq /je7eel/ can all support a reconstruction *ha7eel or 

*je7eel, or both, with the meaning ‘also’.  Except for the Kaq form, however, 

*ha7eel is the likely reconstruction.  See DEICTICS MCS3k.  Mam /+tel/, Ixl 

/+tel(-e)/ can be from *ri eel, and would show *ri in GMa as well as in GKch.    

 

Proto-Mayan *7a ‘at such a time or place’ can be reconstructed on the 

following reflexes: 

     Chn   7a+  ‘already’ 

     Chr   7a-  3 incompletive of vi  

                  (based on earlier 3 completive with suffixed ZERO 3Abs) 

     Tzo   7o (postposed but stressed)  locative/temporal proadverb                                        

                  ‘in such a place’,’at such a time; definitely’  

                   [analog of Kch wi(h)] 

     Tze   7a  as above 

     pTz  *m@ch’@  ‘who’ < *mak 7a      

     Tzo  no7ox ‘only’ 

     Kot  na7(a) ‘only’ 

     Kot  [7]a  complement to NEG and certain deictics 

     Yuk  -ak  vi suffix [?] ‘ little while ago’ [C. A. Hofling] 

     Qeq   7a[k  ‘already’ 

     Qeq   7aki  Asp  remote past [with plain status] 

     Cht  +a[ch  ‘mismo’ 

     Chl  +@[ch  ‘specifier’ 

 

END EXCURSUS 

 

INDETERMINATE VOWELS 

 

Several VP particles are reconstructed with more than one vowel, or an 

indeterminate vowel V, because 

     1. in many languages no underlying vowel can be set up; 

     2. in languages having an establishable underlying vowel,  there is 

disagreement across languages, suggesting that any such vowel is epenthetic 

in origin.  While word-internally the epenthetic vowel in Mayan is /i/, this 

is not necessarily the case with aspect proclitics.  Though the aspect 

proclitics probably derive mostly from monosyllabic particles, the original 

vowel seems to have little or nothing to do with the epenthetic vowel found 

in the various languages and branches.   

 

HABITUAL-INCOMPLETIVE AND POTENTIAL-FUTURE 

 

It is a rather intricate fact of comparative Mayan grammar that a suppletive 

set of aspect markers with two separate functions can be reconstructed.  I 

reconstruct to Late proto-Mayan or Central Mayan *ti/a ~ *ka ‘unfocused’ as a 

suppletive aspect marker meaning ‘habitual-incompletive’ when occurring with 

PLAIN status and meaning ‘potential-future’ when occurring with DEPENDENT 

status.  *ti/a occurred before (the) *ZERO ‘third person Absolutive 

pronoun/person agreement marker’, and *ka occurred before the remaining five 

overt Absolutive person markers.  Several Mayan languages have suppletive 

sets of aspect markers distributed as above: Toj, Mot, Mam, Usp, Tzu, Kaq, 
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Pqm, Pch.  It is thus a  widespread Mayan trait that suppletive markers of 

habitual-incompletive aspect are distributed according to whether the 

following person-marking morpheme is ZERO or overtly expressed [See below, 

s.xxx for further instances].  Nevertheless, the markers used in the various 

languages are not in all cases descended from the proto-Mayan morphemes 

reconstructed above. 

 

*ti/a:  For the Pop, Kot, Kaq, and Tzu forms the antecedent reconstruction is 

*ti.  For Qeq it is *ta.  For Usp it is  *ti ~ *ta.  If the Wasteko 

complementizer ti ~ ta (+ incompletive) is comparable, it also has these two 

shapes [BUT SEE PAPER BY MARTHA MACRI].  /i/ is the prototypical epenthetic 

vowel in Mayan, and the original shape of the marker in question may have 

been *ta.  *ti/a may be compared to the KchP VP particle *taH 

‘counterfactual’ and the WM + Qeq VP particle *to ‘still, yet’, as well as to 

*tah=na, ‘progressive aspect auxiliary’.  Except for the last marker, there 

seems likely to be no connection between *ti/a and these other particles. 

(See below, s.xxx).  Yu has a possible reflex of this marker, so it probably 

is of the LpM epoch. 

 

 

In habitual-incompletive function *ti/a has reflexes in Pop, Mot, Usp, Kaq, 

Tzu, and maybe Tzo.  This is a CM distribution.  In potential-future function 

it has reflexes in Pop, Tzu, Kaq, and Qeq (This distribution is really only 

EM + Pop).  In Tzu and Kaq the old future is now an optative.  Many Mayan 

languages use another formation for the potential-future, or lack a 

systematic expression for future. 

 

*ka:  *ka may be compared to the Huehuetenango sphere VP particle *kaa 

‘perhaps, likewise’. 

 

In habitual-incompletive function *ka has reflexes in Yuk, Mot, Kch, Kaq, 

Pqm, Pch, Awk (na k/ch), Ixl (nik), and Qeq (nak).  (Awk na k/ch, Ixl nik, 

and Qeq nak are perhaps a combination of pM *na(h) ‘definitely’, ‘now’ + *ka, 

but see s.xxx below.  This same combination, na kV, marks future in Pch).  

The distribution of *ka in habitual-incompletive function is a late pM 

distribution, though the Yuk "reflex" may have another explanation (See 

below).  In potential-future function *ka has reflexes in  Yu, Mot, Mam, Usp, 

and KchP.  This is a Late proto-Mayan distribution, though the Yukatekan 

"reflex" may have another explanation (See #qaH below). 

 

For HABITUAL-INCOMPLETIVE, both Wasteko and Yukatekan have created new 

incompletive status categories, Was from agent/actor/action 

noun/adjective/participles in *-al, Yukatekan from the same element for vi, 

and with the intransitive nominalizer *-ik for vt.  Was and Yu, since they 

have a special habitual-incompletive status suffix on verbs, need no aspect 

markers for the hab-inc TAM category.  The Yu vi strategy , which involves 

split ergativity, since the incompletive themes are nouns which are possessed 

to indicate person agreement, diffused into pre-proto-Ch’olan (See s.xxx, 

below).  The Was forms, however, do not show split ergativity -- the vi 

incompletives of Was behave in a purely verb-like way, and Was has no kind of 

ergative split or ergative shift. 
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OTHER EXPRESSIONS OF POTENTIAL-FUTURE 

 

Toj, Qan, and Ixl have a reflex of a reconstructible aspect marker *7oq for 

FUTURE that occurs with the dependent status form of a verb.  The reflexes 

are Toj 7oj, Chj 7oj, Qan 7oq, Ixl toq.  This is almost a Huehuetanango area 

distribution and thus apparently not very old.   In general, it is clear that 

clitics can become affixes, and also, though less often, that affixes can 

become clitics (cf. the English possessive morpheme /+z/, once a suffix, now 

a clitic).  Thus it is possible that the TAM marker *7oq ‘future’ postulated 

above is the same as the vi dependent status suffix  *-oq (See below).  

Aktually, *-oq is a morpheme that can be added to any lexeme class except 

transitive verbs when functioning as the nucleus of a predicate.  Thus *-oq 

might better be viewed as an enclitic ‘counterfactual’, though I do not 

insist on this.  

 

For POT-FUT Was uses a defective verb ‘be going’ (ne7etx) as an auxiliary 

with the main verb subordinated by ka + completive status or by ti/a + 

incompletive status (the former is more common).  Was ti/a in this function 

is either from (a) pM *tya ‘generic preposition’ or (b) pM *ti/a ‘unfocused 

(non-3Abs)’ or (c) pM *tza ‘now’.  Alternative (a) is perhaps the most 

likely. 

 

The Yukatekan preverbal element #ka7h marks both ‘optative’ [as an Asp 

marker] and ‘future’ [as an Aspectual Auxiliary].  It occurs with dependent 

status, and may be cognate with Was ka ‘optative-dependent/subjunctive (16thc 

+ future)’, which occurs with old plain (new completive) status (The original 

Mayan dependent status suffixes disappeared in Was, and no new dependent form 

arose).  The Yu and Was forms would lead to a pM reconstruction #qaH.  This 

could in turn be compared to the Huehuetenango sphere *oq, discussed above.  

Hue *oq could be developed out of #qaH under the influence of the suffix 

*-oq.  This latter suggestion is very speculative, however, and should not be 

taken too seriously.  Hue *oq is most likely the pM suffix/enclitic *-oq cut 

loose and used as an aspect marker.  This still leaves #qaH as a possible 

proto-Mayan aspect marker of potential-future.  In Yukatekan this marker 

seems to be in origin an Aspect Auxiliary, since it can occur after Erg 

subject prefixes.  MacLeod 1984ms gives [ka7ah] in all Yukatekan languages as 

an AA meaning future, while I have [ka7] as an Asp marker marking optative in 

Lak and Mop.  Both functions may be originally proper to Yukatekan.  There is 

a small number of grammatical traits common to Wasteko and Yukatekan alone, 

which some scholars have taken as evidence of a special relationship between 

these two groups; I do not accept such a hypothesis, but will point out the 

commonalities as they appear.   

 

There is a marker *la that occurs in Toj with non-3Abs to mark incompletive, 

and also occurs in Awk and Ixl to mark future - with plain status in all 

cases.  It occurs in early Colonial Tze in the function optative (so far 

found only with 3Abs).  It occurs in Toj with plain status in the function 

hortative (so far found only with 3Abs).  *la can be given the general value 

‘potential’.  It is found in both EM and WM, but in very few languages 

altogether.  This is probably unrelated to the Tz marker *la(j) that occurs 

as a completive aspect marker for vt’s, and is unknown from the 16th and 17th 

centuries, thus of recent origin.  In LpM *laj vt means ‘finish, use up, 
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bring to an end’ and *la{h}j vi:mediopassive means ‘come to an end, be 

finished, die’.   

 

Another marker, *tza(a), is found marking ‘potential-future’ with plain 

status in Mam, Awk, Ixl, Kot, maybe Chj (‘habitual-incompletive’), and less 

likely Chl (‘completive’).  The distribution, GMamean + GQ’anjob’alan, looks 

like a Huehuetenango Sphere innovation.  It is probably a specialization of a 

VP adverb *tzaa ‘now’ (See s.xxx below), which would make the Chl function 

more easy to understand, and this can also be considered as an independently 

arrived-at function.  The Mamean forms could be from CM *tya, but this is 

less likely, since this latter marker means ‘optative’ in GKch. 

 

From the above discussion it is clear that potential-future has a very 

unstable representation.  I hypothesize that in proto-Mayan potential-future 

was marked by #qaH combined with dependent status, and that in Central Mayan 

#qaH was replaced by ‘non-focused’ *ti/a ~ *ka (also used with plain status 

to mark incompletive in Late pM).  The latter set of markers was replaced in 

a variety of ways in GKch, Hue, and elsewhere.  If pM #qaH did not mean 

‘potential-future, but was just a redundant marker of ‘optative and/or 

future’, which may well have been the case, then the pM marker of 

‘potential-future’ may not be recoverable.  If #qaH is a Yukatekan-Wastekan 

innovation, which my model of Mayan diversification says is impossible, even 

if it meant only ‘potential-future’, we still would not be able to identify 

any pM potential-future marker.   
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          *ti+ ~ *ta+  ASPECT MARKER  ‘unfocused’ with 3Abs 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

        ?t+  transitive compl      

Yuk      t+  negative habitual?      

YukCol  ?t+ intransitive compl     Awk 

               [MacLeod] 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp      ti+ ~ ta+  incompletive 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      ti+  optative & habitual        

Tzo      ta+ x+  incompletive            

TzoCol         orig. progressive?  Kaq 

                                   KaqCol   ti+  optative & habitual 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW     ta+  future? 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      chi                       QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      chi  incompletive/future                                                                   

               

KotM     ch  habitual-progressive 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

In Huixta*n Tzotzil this marker is {ti}, as is the generic preposition. 

In Kot, Usp, Tzu, and Kaq this marker is used with 3Abs only. 
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In Yuk, Tzo, Pop, and Qeq it is used with any Abs. 
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                       *taH  ‘counterfactual’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk       t+  negative habitual?                                

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                Usp   ta7 ~ te ‘hypothetically’ 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch     +ta(j)  counterfactual 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak     +ta  negative 

                                    

Chn       tan  opt/subord          Sip    

               adv particle         

                                   Tzu    ...ta  negative complement        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq     +ta  counterfactual 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       te-me  ‘if’                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm     tah  counterfactual  

                                   PchW  ...ta  negative complement 

Toj       ta+  ‘if’                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM      ta+  ‘if’ : +tah                           

ChjS                dubitative                      

                                   QeqW    ta ‘hypothetically’;  

                                           ta+  future? 

                                   QeqE   

Qan       ta ‘hypothetically’      QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop       ta-x-ka  ‘perhaps’                                                                  

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

Final *-j is attested only phrase-finally and only in Kch, and may be another 

added clitic. 
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           *ka+  ASPECT MARKER  ‘unfocused’  with non-3Abs 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  k(y)+  various  non-3Abs 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      k+  habitual  (non-neg)                              

YukCol  (li)k+  incompletive       Awk      na+ k/ch+  habitual 

              (MacLeod)                                    non-3Abs 

LakA                               IxlNe       

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   nik+  incompletive or 

                                                    progressive 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp      k+  optative 

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      ka+ incompletive/ 

                                                  optative  

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu                

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq       

                                   KaqCol   k+  habitual/ 

Tze                                               optative 

TzeCol                                            non-3Abs  

 

Toj 

                                   Pqm      k+  incompl/ 

ChjM                                              optative 

ChjS                                              non-3Abs 

                                   PchW     k+  incompl  non-3Abs 

                                   PchE   

Qan                                PoqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      (x)k+  vi completive  

                  (non-3Abs?)      QeqW     nak+  habitual                                      

                                   QeqE 

KotM     chk (~ ch)+  habitual-    QeqCol 

KotT        progressive  non-3Abs 

KotCol   k+  future-optative 

 

In Mam, Awk, Kaq, Tzu, Poq, in Kot in part, and maybe in Pop, *ka occurs with 

non-3Abs only.  In Yuk, Ixl, Kch, and Qeq  *ka occurs with any Abs. 
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                *7oq+  ASPECT MARKER  ‘potential-future’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   toq  ‘future-inceptive’ 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj      7oj+  future              PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     7oj+  future (intentional)                           

ChjS     7ol+  future (intentional)                                     

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      7oq+  future              QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

Note the Toj-Chj form /7oj/, which cannot come directly from an antecedent 

*7oq. 
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              #qaH+  ASPECT MARKER  ‘potential-future’ 

 

Was     ka+  dependent marker      Tek                                       

WasCol   (opt-impv-subj; old fut) 

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

pYu    *ka7h ? 

Yuk     k(a7h) [ka*a[h]] fut Asp             

[BM]   b’in-Erg-ka7ah(-Erg)-  fut  Awk 

 

LakA    b’in-Erg-k(a7a[h]-         IxlNe 

LakB      [MacLeod]  fut           IxlCo 

        ka7 + dep = opt [UC]       IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

       

Mop     ka7[a]  future Asp                 

        Erg-ka7ah ti VERB          Usp 

        ka7 + dep = opt [TK]             

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

pYu *ka7h  ‘future’ seems to be an Aux that is preceded by Erg. 

A full form with AA means future; a short form as Asp means optative.  An 
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analogous structure may have existed in 16thc Was.  
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                  *la+  ASPECT MARKER  ‘potential-future’ 

 

                    shape      function   *status     distribution 

                    of Asp  

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)           laj         completive    plain     transitive 

Tze(Col)           la(j)       completive    plain     transitive 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

TzoCol             la          optative      plain     3Abs [only?]  

Toj             wa la          incompletive  plain     non-3Abs  

                   la          hortative     plain     3Abs [only?] 

Chj(M,S)         wal          "durative"    erg shift  general  

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

KotM        cf. maa la  ‘if it were the case that...’ 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk                l ~ tz       future       plain     general  

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)  la(7) Ne,Ch  future       vt dep/   general 

                    ~ s[a] Co                vi plain 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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These items probably are not all cognate.  Tz *laj ‘completive’ vs 

Toj-Awk-Ixl #la ‘present-future’?? 
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         *tza  ASPECT MARKER  ‘potential-future’ GMa+ only?  

 

                    shape      function   status     distribution 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl Tumbala*         tza7       completive!  plain   general 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S)            tz         hab/incompl  plain  general 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col)        tzaa       definite fut  plain  general 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)       tz ~ k     future-     dependent  after ok/ 

                               potential                 3Abs 

 

Awk               ? tz ~ l     future     plain      general 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) ? s[a] Co    future     vt:dep/    general 

                  ~ la(7) Ne,Ch           vi:plain 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 

 

Ch’olan languages do not normally use an Asp marker with completives, though 

Chn can use a+.  
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     INCOMPLETIVE-HABITUAL TAM MARKING  with *ti+ ~ *ta+  [3Abs]  

 

 

                     shape     function     *status     distribution 

                     of Asp 

 

?Was(Col)         cf. ti ~ ta  complementizer new incomp general 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)  ???        t         completive    old plain  transitive 

                     t         negative      new incomp 

                                 habitual  

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl Tila         ta7 ~ ti...   completive    old plain  general 

Chn(Col) 

 

TzoCol   *tah=na? > ta        ?progressive   x+ plain   general 

Tzo                 ta         incompletive  x+ plain   general 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan [quotative vb]  ch > xh    completive     plain     vi: 3Abs 

Akt 

Pop                 chi        incompletive   plain     general 

Kot(M,T,Col)        ch (~ chk) habitual       vt:dep 

                                -progressive  vi:plain  3Abs 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp                 ti ~ ta    incompletive   plain     3Abs 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu            

Kaq(Col)  OLD       ti         habitual       plain     3Abs   

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col)             
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      INCOMPLETIVE-HABITUAL TAM MARKING  with *ka+  [non-3Abs] 

 

                    shape      function    *status     distribution 

                    of Asp 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)            k          habitual     new incompl  affirmative  

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan [quotative vb]   k        completive    plain       vi:non3 Abs  

Akt 

Pop                 (x)k      completive    plain       vi (or non-3Abs?)                                                

Kot(M,T,Col)       chk (~ ch) habitual-     vt:dep      non-3Abs 

                              progressive   vi:plain 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,Col,N)      ky        ‘dependent’   various     non-3Abs   

 

Awk                 na+k/ch   habitual      plain       non-3Abs 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)   nik       incompletive  dep or      general 

                                            new incompl   

                                            Erg shift 

 

Usp                 ZERO      incompletive  plain       non-3Abs 

Kch(Col)            ka        incompletive  plain       general  

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col)  OLD       k         habitual      plain       non-3Abs     

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E)            k ~ n     incompletive  plain       ?   

PoqCol                     

 

Qeq(Col)            nak       habitual      plain       general 
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                 OPTATIVE TAM MARKING  with ZERO 

 

                    shape    function   *status    distribution 

                    of Asp 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                  ZERO    optative   vi:dep 

                                        vt: -ik on Asp/Aux 

Chn                  ZERO    optative   dependent   general 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S)             ZERO    optative   dependent:  general 

                                        vt uses {-ok}, too  

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk                  ZERO    optative   dependent   general 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)    ZERO    optative   dependent   general 

 

Usp                  ZERO    optative   dependent   3Abs    

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col)             ZERO    optative2  dependent   general 
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     OPTATIVE TAM MARKING  with *tya+ or *tyi+ [3Abs]  GKch only? 

 

                    shape      function   *status    distribution 

                    of Asp 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)           

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

?Mam(W,S,ColN)      tz ~ k     future     dependent  after ok/ 

                                                       3Abs 

?Awk                tz ~ l     future     plain      general 

?Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)  s[a] Co    future     vt:dep/    general 

                  ~ la(7) Ne,Ch           vi:plain 

 

Usp 

Kch(Col)            chi        optative   dependent  3Abs (~ non-3)  

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E)            ch ~ ZERO  optative   dependent  vt 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col)            chi        optative1  vt:plain   general 

                                             ~dep 

                                          vi:dep 

 

The Ixilan markers [tza], etc. could be as well from *tza as from *tya, which 

would then be restricted to GKch. 
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     POTENTIAL-FUTURE TAM MARKING  with *ti+ ~ *ta+  [3Abs]      

 

                     shape     function  *status     distribution 

                     of Asp  

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop                  chi       future     dependent  general 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu                  ti        optative   plain     3Abs               

Kaq(Col)             ti        optative   plain     3Abs  

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col)             ta        future    vt:plain/   general 

                                           vi:dep  
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       POTENTIAL-FUTURE TAM MARKING  with *ka+ [non-3Abs] CM,  

                   #qaH+ Hua+Yu, and *oq+ Hue  

 

                    shape   function    *status      distribution 

                    of Asp 

 

Was(Col)            ka      future OLD   completive  general 

                            dependent  

                             OLD & NOW 

 

pYu                *ka7h    future AA     dependent  general  

                            & optative Asp 

Yuk(Col)            ka7(h)  

Lak(A,B)      [UC]  ka7    

Itz 

Mop           [TK]  ka7[a]  

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

ChtCol              x       future       dep or impv ?transitive 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Toj                 oj     future        dependent   general 

ChjS                oj     future        plain       general 

ChjM                ol     future        plain       general     

Chj                 tzok  "hortative"    vt:plain 

                                         vi:dependent SM 

                                         vi:plain SS 

Qan                 oq     future        ? 

Akt 

Pop 

 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)   toq   ‘inceptive’    dependent   general 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Kot(M,T,Col)        k      future-       dependent   general 

                           optative 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,Col,N)      k ~ tz future-       dependent   after ok 

                           potential 

Awk                 ZERO   optative      dependent   general 

 

Usp                 k      optative      dependent   non-3Abs  

                    ka     .......................   general 

 

Kch(Col)            k      optative      dependent   non-3Abs 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu                 k      optative      dependent   non-3Abs 

Kaq(Col)            k      optative      dependent   non-3Abs 
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Pqm                 k ~    optative      dependent   intransitive  

                    ZERO 

PchW                na+ kV future        Erg split   general 

 

Qeq(Col)            ZERO   optative2     dependent   general  
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Progressive aspect, higher predicates, nominalizations, ergative split, and 

ergative shift. 

 

Ergative split and ergative shift are two syntactic phenomena associated with 

the inflexion of intransitive lexical verbs that are found in rather many 

Mayan languages.  First of all, we will define the terms (See also SSTML, 

chapter 1 of this work): 

 

Ergative split is the use, in a predicate, of Erg rather than Abs pronominal 

agreement markers on a lexical intransitive verb that is nominalized. 

 

Ergative shift is the use, in a predicate, of Erg rather than Abs pronominal 

agreement markers on a lexical intransitive verb that is finite and not 

nominalized. 

 

Ergative split is limited to Poq, Yu, and Ch.  The geography of this feature 

makes it suspect of being an innovation, as does that of ergative shift, 

which is found in GMa languages plus the notorious Huehuetenango Sphere (that 

is, GQa minus Toj and Mot).  Both of these grammatical devices are missing 

from Was, Tz, Toj, and all GKch languages except Poq. 

 

To understand the origin of these devices we need to examine the functions 

they fulfil <conditions under which they occur> and the other ways Mayan 

languages fulfil these functions.  We begin by telling a story: Late 

proto-Mayan (but not Wasteko) had a syntactic device/construction whereby 

certain higher predicates -- whether verbs or not -- took nominalized "main" 

verbs as their complements  (Nominalization was marked by suffixes, whose 

identities have not remained the same through time).  The whole complex 

construction had to be able to represent the underlying subjects and objects 

even though the main verbs were nominalized.  With intransitives this was 

accomplished by marking the underlying subject on the higher predicate, 

leaving the main verb as simply a nominalized form.  With transitives this 

was accomplished by marking the underlying subject on the higher predicate, 

but by marking the underlying object on the passivized nominalized verb by 

means of ergative possessive prefixes.  The nominalized verb showed that it 

was in fact possessed by lengthening its final syllable (if it was capable of 

being lengthened).  Examples from Kch are found in chapter 1 ‘Some Structural 

Characteristics...’ s. 434: CHECK REFERENCE 

     

     x+ u-chap b’iin-eem           ‘he began to walk’ 

 

     x+ u-maji-j u-k’ayi-x-iik     ‘he began to sell it’  

                                    (lit. "...its being sold") 

     

     x+ u-tanab’a7 k’iiy-eem       ‘he finished growing’ 

 

     x+ u-tanab’a7 u-chaku-x-iik   ‘he finished working at it’ 

                                    (lit. "...its being worked at") 

 

In these Kch sentences the words meanings ‘begin’ and ‘finish’ are higher 

predicates (they happen to be transitive verbs but this is not relevant) 

taking nominalized forms of the "main" verbs.  Unlike most other 
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constructions involving nominalizations and higher predicates, no particle 

chi occurs between the higher predicate and the main verb.   

 

JR’s view on the nominalization of the complements of higher predicates seems 

to be essentially the same as the one I am outlining here.  JR assembled data 

from most of the Mayan languages of Guatemala which suggested to him that the 

above-named pattern was of "Common Mayan" (his term for proto-Mayan) 

pedigree.  Its absence from Wasteko suggests that LpM is a more accurate 

assignment.  JR’s data is sufficient to convince me that nominalization under 

a higher predicate was a Late proto-Mayan trait, although proto-Mayan itself 

may well have had no reduction of complement clauses at all.   

 

JR’s core example of nominalization under a higher predicate is the 

expression of progressive TAM in Mayan languages.  Most of the ensuing 

discussion will be devoted to examining the progressive in the various Mayan 

languages.  But beyond this, the data in 215-234 of JR’s dissertation show 

that in a standard set of languages along with the progressive Aspect 

Auxiliary (= AA), the following types of higher predicate (both vt and vi) 

cause a complement "main" verb to be nominalized and have its subject 

deleted, with the deleted subject instead marked on the higher predicate: 

 

[JR’s later work has a section (1989.85-97) which discusses NOM[inal]-VOICE, 

under which is included progressive, and other higher predicates which take 

nominalizations of the main verb.] 

 

 

1.  progressive   stative, vi        | 

                                     | 

3.  do with fronting                 | 

    of nominalized verb:             | 

    meaning is roughly               | 

    "progressive"   vt               |  the original subject 

                                     >  is marked as the subject 

2.  begin, finish   vt/vi            |  of these higher predicates 

                                     |                             

4.  go, come, arrive, stay:          | 

    these verbs can also function    |  

    in an incorporated Movement      |  

    construction   vi                | 

                           

5.  see, help   vt                      the original subject 

                                        is marked as the object 

                                        of the higher verb 

 

These languages are: Toj, Awk, Kch, Kaq, and Poq.  From other data at my 

disposal I can add: Tze, Qeq.  Tzo probably belongs here, too.  Given this 

distribution, it is reasonable to attribute this structure to the Central 

Mayan or perhaps LpM stage.  It does not seem necessary (contra JR) to 

provide separate explanations for the appearance/existence of these 

nominalizations in CM, though JR’s selection and presentation of data makes 

it possible to see the facts that can be integrated as I have done above. 
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The next section presents example sentences of nominalizations under higher 

predicates (a majority of these examples have been taken from among the 

examples cited in Robertson 189-191, 199, 215-234, 378-379; transcription and 

format have been changed to fit my own format, and any known mistakes have 

been silently corrected). 

 

 

TOJOL 7AB’AL 

 

Type 1 

 

:wan -on  :way  -el 

 

 PROG 1Abs SLEEP nom 

  

‘I am sleeping’ [JR 1976.189,221] 

 

 

:wan  -a    j-   :mil  -j   -el 

 

 PROG  2Abs 1Erg  KILL  pass nom 

 

‘you are killing me’ [JR 1976.189] 

 

 

Type 2 

 

:7och  -on  :way  -el 

 

 BEGIN 1Abs SLEEP nom 

 

‘I began to sleep’ [JR 1976.240-241] 

 

 

:7och  -on   s-  :tz’ijb’.a -j   -el 

  

 BEGIN 1Abs 3Erg WRITE      pass nom 

 

‘I began to write it’ [JR 1976.221] 

 

 

AWAKATEKO 

 

Type 1 

 

:na+ch+ in+ :tzaan ta7n :waat -l 

 

 hab    1Abs PROG  RN    SLEEP nom   

 

‘I am sleeping’ [JR 1976.190] 
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 :na+ch+ in+ :tzaan ta7n aa-  :mak  -l   -e7n 

 

 hab    1Abs PROG  RN   2Erg  TOUCH pass nom 

 

‘I am touching you’ [JR 1976.190] 

 

 

Type 3 

 

:waat -l   na  ZERO qa- :b’an 

 

 SLEEP nom hab 3Abs 4Erg DO 

 

‘we are sleeping’ [JR 1976.234] 

 

 

aa- :mak  -l   -e7n na  ZERO in- :b’an 

 

2Erg TOUCH pass nom hab 3Abs 1Erg DO 

 

‘I am touching you’ [JR 1976.234] 

 

 

Type 4 

 

ja   chi+ :b’een ta7n w-  :aq’  -l   -e7n 

 

comp 6Abs  GO    RN   1Erg LEAVE pass nom 

 

‘they went to leave me’ [JR 1976.221] 

 

 

Type 5 

 

ja   kxh+ w-  :il  ta7n s-  :tz’iib’ ZERO -e7n 

 

comp 2Abs 1Erg SEE RN   3Erg WRITE   pass  nom 

 

‘I saw you write it’ [JR 1976.215] 

 

 

ja   kxh+ in- :ch’ey ta7n s-  :tzak’ -l   -e7n :sii7  

 

comp 2Abs 1Erg HELP  RN   3Erg CUT    pass nom  FIREWOOD 

 

‘I helped you cut firewood’ [JR 1976.227] 
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ja   kxh+ in- :ch’ey ta7n :waat -l  

 

comp 2Abs 1Erg HELP  RN    SLEEP nom 

 

‘I helped you sleep’ [JR 1976.227] 

 

NOTE: The RN t-a7n is the functional equivalent in these sentences of chi in 

GKch but has a different total set of functions.  

 

 

K’ICHEE7 (especially Cune*n) 

 

Type 1 

 

k+  in- :tajiin chi  :war  -aam 

 

inc 1Abs PROG   prep  SLEEP nom 

 

‘I am sleeping’ [JR 1976.191] 

 

 

k+  in- :tajiin ch+  a   :ch’ay -h-  -iik 

 

inc 1Abs PROG   prep 2Erg HIT    pass nom:poss 

 

‘I am hitting you’ [JR 1976.191] 

 

 

Type 2 

 

x+   in- :ook   chi :war  -aam 

 

comp 1Abs BEGIN prep SLEEP nom 

 

‘I began to sleep’ [JR 1976.222] 

 

 

x+   in- :ook   ch+  u-  :tz’iib’.a -x   -iik 

 

comp 1Abs BEGIN prep 3Erg WRITE      pass nom:poss 

 

‘I began to write it’ [JR 1976.222] 

 

 

Type 3 

 

:war  -aam k+  ZERO a-  :b’an -oh  

 

 SLEEP nom inc 3Abs 2Erg DO    vtRpln 

 

‘you are sleeping’ [JR 1976.233] 
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u-   :ch’aj -h-  -iik      k+  ZERO in- :b’an -oh 

 

3Erg  WASH   pass nom:poss inc 3Abs 1Erg DO    vtRpln 

 

‘I am washing it’ [JR 1976.233] 

 

 

KAQCHIKEL 

 

Type 4 

 

x+   i-  :b’e chi :war   -aan 

 

comp 1Abs GO  prep SLEEP  nom 

 

‘I went to sleep’ [JR 1976.222] 

 

 

nk+ in- :apoon  ch+  u-  :tz’et ZERO -iik 

 

inc 1Abs ARRIVE prep 3Erg SEE   pass  nom:poss 

 

‘I arrive to see him’ [made up by TK] 

 

 

WESTERN POQOMCHII7 

 

Type 1 

 

:k’ahchi7-k +iin chi :wir  -ik 

 

 PROG       1Abs prep SLEEP nom 

 

‘I am sleeping’ [JR 1976.199] 

 

 

Type 3 

:kaman -ik  ZERO ZERO in- :b’an 

 

 WORK   nom hab  3Abs 1Erg DO 

 

‘I am working’ (TK field notes) 

 

 

:ooq’ -ik  ni  ZERO ki- :b’an 

 

 CRY   nom hab 3Abs 6Erg DO 

 

‘they are crying’ [JR 1976.234] 
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Type 4 

 

x+   in- :poon   ch+  a-  :q’oj -or  -i 

 

comp 1Abs ARRIVE prep 2Erg HIT   pass nom:poss 

 

‘I arrived to hit you’  (JR 1976.223; cf. Brown 191) 

 

 

Type 5 

 

x+   i-   r-  :il  ch+  a-  :q’oj -or  -i 

 

comp 1Abs 3Erg SEE prep 2Erg HIT   pass nom:poss 

 

‘he saw me hit you’  (JR 1976.216; cf. Brown 191) 

 

 

x+   at-  w-  :il  chi+ :wir   -ik 

 

comp 2Abs 1Erg SEE prep  SLEEP  nom 

 

‘I saw you sleep(ing)’ [JR 1976.216] 

 

 

Q’EQCHI7 

 

Type 1 

 

:yoh-k +at   chi :war  -k 

 

 PROG   2Abs prep SLEEP nom 

 

‘you are sleeping’ (made up by TK) 

 

 

:yoh-k +in   chi  aa- :sak’ -b’  -al 

 

 PROG   1Abs prep 2Erg HIT   pass nom 

 

‘I am hitting you’ (Dayley 1981.21) 

 

 

 

PROGRESSIVE ASPECT IN MAYAN LANGUAGES 

 

At this point I will focus for a while on the expression of progressive 

aspect in Mayan languages.  Progressive aspect is expressed by the 

above-attested pattern in Tze, Tzo, Toj, Qeq, K’ichee7an Proper, Awk (and 

WPch for intransitives only).  In all but Toj a reflex of the pM particle 

*tya ‘generic preposition’ occurs between the higher predicate which marks 

progressive aspect and the nominalized main verb (Note the similarity with 
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English  

 

                      "I AM A-SING-ING", 

 

where a- is a phonologically reduced form of on.  Cf such words as a-fire, 

a-foot, a-skew, a-miss, a-board, a-loft).  The higher predicate is clearly a 

stative (= positional adjective) in Toj, Tze, and Qeq, as well as in the 

Huehue Sphere.  It is clearly a vi in K’ichee7an Proper.  Its status in Awk 

is unclear (see Robertson [1976] 176-177, 184-185, 187-192, 197-198).  I 

postulate for Late proto-Mayan the following constructions as representing 

the progressive aspect:      

 

VI:   AA        +Abs    (tya) VI   -nom 

 

      higher    raised  prep  VERB -ing 

      predicate subject 

 

 

VT:   AA        +Abs    (tya) Erg-      VT   -pass -nom 

 

      higher    raised  prep  original  VERB be    -ing 

      predicate subject       object:              possessed 

                              current 

                              possessor 

 

 

JR’s point of view on this matter can be fairly well captured in the 

following quotes (166; see also 169-170, 177-178, 183-184): 

 

"...in Toholabal [sic] the subject of embedded transitives and 

intransitives is raised to occupy the subject position of the matrix 

sentence.  Also, after the subject is raised the Vt is marked with a 

passive morpheme.  These phenomena can be sporatically [sic] found [i.e. 

in a non-continuous distribution] in languages that are rather remotely 

related to Toholabal [sic], as for example, Aguacatec, Ixil (Mamean); 

Cakchiquel, ...” 

  

"There are data that provide evidence for the assumption that the 

syntactic devices found in Toholabal [sic] were a part of Common Mayan, 

and that Chuj syntax [which has ergative shift: TK] represents a 

subsequent development." 

 

 

Changes in the postulated system 

 

Poqom has modified the structure originally found with transitives by using an 

active intransitivizing nominalization (marked with -V1m < pGKch *-eem < pM 

*-e-7m) rather than a passive nominalization of the main verb.  This 

nominalization is anomalous in that it is added directly to a transitive stem 

without any intransitivizer having been added first.  This nominalization has 

an Erg prefix on it that refers to the underlying subject.  The underlying 

object is "raised" and marked with an Abs marker cliticized to the progressive 
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AA, which is a positional stative (k’ah)chi7(-k).  There is no preposition chi 

between the AA and the verb word with these nominalizations of transitives, 

though there is with nominalizations of intransitives, illustrated above. 

 

Example (WPch): 

 

:k’ahchi7-k +aat  w-  :u7ye    -em 

 

 PROG        2Abs 1Erg WAIT.FOR nom 

 

‘I’m waiting for you’ (Brown 114) 

 

(See Brown 80-83, 114-119 for more details; her analysis differs from mine 

because she does not recognize that k’ahchi7(-k) is a positional stative, and 

she naturally, since they are homophonous, does not know that -V1m represents 

two different morphemes: 1. transitive perfect status (< pM *-(o-)7m); 2. 

intransitivized active gerund(ive) (< pM *-e-7m).  It is the latter that is 

used in constructions calling for nominalizations in the languages illustrated 

above.  JR [199-200] also assumes that a single morpheme is involved here, 

calling it the perfect.  Dayley [23] correctly identifies it as an active 

nominalization.) 

 

 

ERGATIVE SPLIT 

 

Poqom also invented ergative split.  This involves marking subject on the 

nominalized intransitive instead of on the higher predicate.  This subject 

marking is done by means of Erg possessive prefixes, by analogy with their use 

on nominalized transitives.  The fact that Poqom had already remodeled the 

nominalization of transitives so that they were active rather than passive made 

the analogical extension of Erg possessor (as equivalent of subject) to 

intransitives more straightforward. The possessed status of the nominalized 

intransitive is shown by the lengthening of the vowel in the final syllable, if 

this is possible.  It should be noted that while Poqom added ergative split to 

its bag of tricks, it did not abandon the original form of nominalization of 

intansitives under a higher predicate (though Pqm did eventually abandon it). 

JR 1976 did not notice the phenomenon of ergative split because he did not 

examine data from Yu and Ch and thus could not distinguish it from ergative 

shift. 

 

Examples of Poqom ergative split: 

 

Western Poqomchii7 (k’ahchi7(-k) PROG, na(-k) FUT, ma7xta NEG FUT) 

 

:k’ahchi7 ZERO ri- :q’or -i 

 

 PROG     3Abs 3Erg SPEAK nom 

 

‘he is speaking’  (cf Brown 115) 
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:k’ahchi7 ZERO w-  :oq’ -i 

 

 PROG     3Abs 1Erg CRY  nom 

 

‘I am crying’ (cf Brown 115) 

 

 

na  n-  :wir  -i 

 

FUT 1Erg SLEEP nom 

 

‘I’m going to go to sleep’ (Brown 117) 

 

 

ma7xta  qa- :pon   -i 

 

NEG.FUT 4Egr ARRIVE nom  

 

‘we’re not going to arrive’ (cf Brown 119) 

 

 

Although the suffix -i doesn’t look very substantial it is indeed a nominalizer 

equivalent to Kch, Pqm, or EPch -iik, and is in fact possessed: its absolutive 

form is -ik.  Brown (117) makes a statement that shows that na FUT has the form 

nak when non-3 Abs is attached to it (for example with transitive 

nominalizations) and that na(-k) is in fact a positional stative. 

 

 

Poqomaam (nV+ PROG) 

 

na+  qa- :kaman -iik 

 

PROG 4Erg WORK   nom:poss 

 

‘we are working’ (TK field notes) 

 

 

nu+  nu- :wir  -iik 

 

PROG 1Erg SLEEP nom:poss 

 

‘I am sleeping’ (TK field notes) 

 

 

Awakateko borrowed ergative split from Poqom, [but only?] for use in ‘dependent 

time adverbial clauses in the indefinite tense’ (Dayley 1981.33). 
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Examples: 

 

 

ye   a-  :b’iy -ool   in 

 

WHEN 2Erg HIT   vtnom 1Abs 

 

‘when you hit me...’ 

 

 

ye   a-  :kyim -e7n 

 

WHEN 2Erg DIE   vinom 

 

‘when you died...’ 

 

 

Note that the transitive nominalization (with -ool < pM ‘vtR incompletive 

participle/gerund) is active, as in Poq and Yu. 

 

Ergative split along with active nominalization of transitives under higher 

predicates spread from Poqom to Yukatekan.  For intransitives Yu accepted the 

split ergative pattern  

 

                          AA Erg-VI-nom 

 

where Erg cross-references underlying subject, but used the pM incompletive 

intransitive participle/gerund/agent *-e-al (in Yu -V1l) instead of the Poqom 

-iik.  (The suffix used in Poq may well be an innovation since both KchP and 

Awk use pM *-e-7m ‘perfect intransitive participle/gerund’ in this function 

(KchP uses -iik as well).  On the other hand Ch, Tz and Toj use pM *-e-al as 

well on their nominalizations, though the latter two have no split or shifted 

ergativity.  *-ik is in any case a pM nominalizer of intransitives.  In spite 

of its homophony with *-ik ‘vi plain status’, these are different morphemes at 

the proto-Mayan stage.  One inflects, the other nominalizes; one is omissible, 

the other gets its vowel lengthened when the resultant noun is possessed.  

Though often non-productive, the nominalizer *-ik has cognates throughout the 

family.) 

 

For transitives Yu took the Poqom pattern 

  

                     AA +Abs Erg-VT-nom:poss 

 

and converted it to 

 

                       AA Erg-VT-nom-Abs 

 

since Yukatekan postposes all Abs markers.  Between the two popular 

nominalizing suffixes Yu chose -ik for the transitive nominalization.  The 

nominalization of the transitive stem by means of *-ik is anomalous in just the 

same way as is the Poqom nominalization in *-e7m: the transitive stem is not 

made intransitive first.  Both *-ik and *-e7m are normally added to stems that 
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are already intransitive, either inherently or through derivation. 

 

Yukatekan reanalyzed the Poqom-style nominalizations as a generic incompletive 

status usable with a variety of Aspect particles (or higher predicates) of 

which *taHn ‘progressive’ was just one (*taHn is probably cognate with ColKaq 

<tan> ‘progressive’ and KchP tajiin vi ‘progressive AA’; these may go back to 

pM *tah=na).  Actually we are probably still entitled to classify these Yu 

forms as nominalizations. 

 

 

Examples from Yukateko: 

 

:taHn u-  :luHb’ -ul 

 

 PROG 3Erg FALL   nom 

 

‘he is falling’  (Bricker xv) 

 

 

:taHn in- :jatz’ -(i)k -ech 

 

 PROG 1Erg HIT     nom  2Abs  

 

‘I am hitting you’  (Bricker xx) 

 

 

Bricker 1981 proposes a different scenario for the origin of ergative split in 

Yukatekan.  She looks at Yukatekan and Ch’olan data only.  She presents some 

good and interesting data from Yukateko, but the distribution of the phenomenon 

of split ergatvity and the relative dating of nodes in Mayan diversification, 

as well as her tendency to treat similarities (such as Yuk -i = Ch -iy 

vi:completive) as due to borrowing whenever possible, make many details of her 

proposal unlikely.  The interested reader may consider consulting her article 

after reading the present work.   

 

Ch’olan borrowed from Yu the split ergative structure for intransitives, with 

pM *-e-al as the nominalizer, and it too was usable with a variety of higher 

predicates. I call it incompletive status.  Ch’olan has developed a new 

progressive AA *7iw@l, which has spread to some other languages, sometimes 

denatured to ‘habitual’.  Ch’olan uses its inherited dependent status for 

transitives also as incompletive status.  This latter form seems to be purely 

finite in origin. 

 

 

Examples from Ch’ol (woli PROG, mi HAB): 

 

mi  k-  :och  -el 

 

hab 1Erg ENTER nom>inc 

 

‘I enter’ (Dayley 47) 
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:woli k-  :letz -el 

 

 PROG 1Erg GO.UP nom>inc                       

  

‘I am going up’  (Aulie & Aulie 204) 

 

INCLUDE SOME EXAMPLES FOR CH’OLAN TV’s 

 

 

Ergative shift 

 

The split ergativity pattern of Poqom also spread in a different direction and 

with rather different results.  In Mam, Teko, and Ixil there is no trace of the 

LpM progressive with a stative or intransitive as higher predicate and with the 

main verb nominalized (There is no such structure in Wasteko, either, which is 

why I am dubious about its pM pedigree.  Awakateko, however, maintains the 

structures postulated for LpM).  In fact, progressive aspect, as distinct from 

habitual, may not even be found in these GMa languages, and if currently found 

may have been generally lost at an earlier time. 

 

In Ixil, when occurring with the Asp proclitic ni[k] ‘habitual/progressive’, 

intransitives are subject-marked with Erg prefixes, but the verbs show no trace 

of nominalization - they are still finite.  I call this phenomenon ergative 

shift.  Transitive verbs occurring with ni[k] are inflected just as they are 

with any other Asp marker.  The use of Erg rather than Abs subject markers on 

vi’s was borrowed from Poq, but only part of the pattern was borrowed, since 

the intransitive verbs were not nominalized.  Habitual aspect makes use of the 

dependent status form of the transitive verb, characterized by a phrase-final 

marker -e7.  Here it is used also with intransitives. There is no marker of 

transitivization on an intransitive verb in such a circumstance. In the other 

circumstance where transitives use a dependent status marker, the 

potential/future, intransitives use a plain status marker since there is no 

special dependent status marker for intransitives, pM *-oq having been removed 

from that function.  

 

 

Examples: 

 

Ixil (ni[k] habitual/progressive) 

 

n+  un- :wat  -e7 

 

hab 1Erg SLEEP dep 

 

‘I sleep/am sleeping’ [TK field notes] 
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n+  un- :q’os -e7  ZERO 

         

hab 1Erg HIT   dep 3Abs  

 

‘I hit/am hitting him’ [TK field notes] 

 

 

Mam and Teko on the other hand developed ergative shift for use in certain 

dependent clauses with certain higher predicates and fronted adverbs, but do 

not use ergative shift at all in main clauses or with any Asp markers.  MAYBE 

CITE SOME DATA HERE.  The conditions/constraints are very much like those Awk 

has, but Awk has ergative split here, not ergative shift. 

 

The Huehuetenango Zone languages - Pop, Akt, Qan, and Chj - borrowed ergative 

shift from GMa languages and added their own embellishments (see Larsen & 

Norman 354, 356).  In these languages the progressive AA is quite clearly a 

positional stative and a higher predicate (e.g. Chj wan < wa7 ‘standing’ + -an 

P > stative).  With intransitives progressive aspect is encoded  

 

                       PROG Erg-VI-plain. 

 

 

Examples: 

 

Popti7 

 

:lanhan ha- :way  -i 

 

 PROG   2Erg SLEEP pln 

 

‘you are sleeping’ [JR 1976.379] 

 

 

Q’anjob’al 

 

:lanan s-  :b’itn -i   naq 

 

 PROG  3Erg SING   pln HE 

 

‘he is singing’ [TK field notes] 

 

 

Chuj 

 

:wan  a-  :way  -i 

 

 PROG 2Erg SLEEP pln 

 

‘you are sleeping’ [JR 1976.378] 
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But with transitives something very curious (JR’s word; 21: 0.3.4.1) happens in 

the progressive aspect (and with other higher predicates).  Subject and object 

continue to be marked just as with finite transitives in main clauses, but the 

verb acquires the agentive/focus antipassive suffix (Pop -n, Qan -on, Chj -an) 

plus the vi plain status suffix (-i).  The structure is 

 

                   PROG +Abs Erg-VT-agentive-plain. 

 

That is, the verb has traits of both objective and antipassive voice.  This is 

clearly a mixed structure that it would be useless to apply logic to.  However 

some notion of the analogy on which this structure is based would be helpful.  

In these languages focus antipassives as such have the structure 

 

                 Asp +Abs VT-antipassive-status 

 

where original subject is missing (removed) from the verb phrase and +Abs 

remains marking original object (Ixl has the same pattern).  There does not 

seem to exist the basis for any analogy here. 

 

There are two imaginable principles that, both applying, would account for this 

peculiar structure: 

     1.  with the progressive (as with some other higher predicates) all verbs 

should have Erg subject markers on them; therefore the intransitives mark 

subject with Erg markers. 

     2.  with the progressive (etc.) all verbs should look intransitive; 

therefore when transitive they are antipassivized.   

 

The first principle can be abstracted from the shifted ergative pattern 

borrowed from GMamean languages.  The second principle assigns weight to the 

paradoxicality of the borrowed structure: it is like both transitives and 

intransitives at the same time; therefore, let the basically transitive 

structure be equally paradoxical (Dayley 39 says something similar).    

 

 

Examples of crazy antipassivization: 

 

Popti7 

 

:lanhan hach+ in  :tx’ah  -n    -i 

 

 PROG   2Abs  1Erg WASH    antip pln 

 

‘I am washing you’ (JR 1976.21,379) 

 

 

Q’anjob’al 

 

:lanan ach+ in- :mitx’ -on   -i 

 

 PROG  2Abs 1Erg HIT    antip pln 

 

‘I am hitting you’ [TK field notes] 
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Chuj 

 

:wan  ach+ in- :mak’ -an   -i 

 

 PROG 2Abs 1Erg HIT   antip pln 

 

‘I am hitting you’ (JR 1976.22,378) 

 

NOTE:  neither ergative split nor ergative shift makes use of the pM generic 

preposition *tya.  Even in KchP, higher predicates with nominalized main verbs 

do not always have chi between the AA and the main verb.  Thus *tya in these 

constructions was at best optional. 

 

What I call ergative shift in GMa and Hue languages, JR considers to be a loss 

of raising.  While I also believe that these languages probably lost raising 

(instead of never having had it),  I imagine that they reverted to a structure 

like that of Wasteko, where the complements of higher predicates are fully 

inflected, just like in independent clauses.  I believe that they were then 

influenced by the split ergative pattern innovated in Poqom.  JR sees the 

ergative shift pattern in languages that have it as a natural and apparently 

relatively immediate answer to the loss of raising (The interested reader 

should consult JR 183-185, 194-197, 200-211). 

 

The following formulas summarize the structures, inherited and innovated, used 

by the Mayan languages for dealing with main verbs as complements to higher 

predicates (AA means aspect auxiliary and/or higher predicate, or, in the case 

of MaP, a fronted constituent).  Innovations away from a previous stage are in 

boldface. 

 

 

PROTO-MAYAN & WASTEKO 

 

vi:     AA tya Abs VI-status 

               subj 

 

vt:     AA tya Abs Erg-VT-status 

               obj subj 

 

 

LATE PROTO-MAYAN 

 

vi:     AA Abs (tya) VI-nom 

           subj        

 

vt:     AA Abs (tya) Erg-VT-pass-nom:poss 

           subj      obj         [orig on vi] 
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POQOM 

 

vi:     AA Erg-VI-nom:poss 

           subj  

 

vt:     AA Abs Erg-VT-nom:poss  

           obj subj 

 

 

YUKATEKAN 

 

vi:     AA Erg-VI-nom 

           subj 

 

vt:     AA Erg-VT-nom-Abs 

           subj       obj 

 

 

CH’OLAN 

 

vi:     AA Erg-VI-nom 

           subj 

 

vt:     AA Erg-VT-dep-Abs 

           subj       obj 

 

 

GREATER MAMEAN (minus Awk) 

 

vi:     AA Erg-VI-plain 

           subj 

 

vt:     AA Abs Erg-VT-plain 

           obj subj 

 

 

HUEHUETENANGO SPHERE 

 

vi:     AA Erg-VI-plain 

           subj  

 

vt:     AA Abs Erg-VT-antip-plain 

           obj subj 

 

 

                     xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

      

The scenario outlined above pinpoints Poqom as the point of origin of split 

ergativity in Mayan.  It was based on a simple analogy that did not however 

affect Tzeltalan (+Toj) or other Greater K’ichee7an languages.  Either Poqom or 

Yukatekan must be the point of origin because only in these two is the 

innovated transitive-based structure (an active rather than a passive 
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nominalization) that split ergativity is based on actually attested.  I favor 

Poqom because of its geographical centrality and because for intransitives, in 

Pch nominalized forms are found that do not show ergative shift.  There are two 

lines of influence starting from Poqom’s dual innovation in clauses dominated 

by a higher predicate: 

 

     1. Poqom ergative split > Yukatekan (basically unchanged) > Ch’olan (with 

a new distribution of forms in transitive clauses).    

     2. Poqom ergative split > GMamean ergative shift (with finite verb forms) 

> Huehuetenango Sphere (with antipassivization of transitives).  

 

This suggests that (pre-)Poqom speakers were influential in the Guatemalan 

Highlands (and that other GK’ichee7ans were not) in Preclassic times, since by 

Protoclassic times the Lowlands had outstripped the Highlands culturally.   

 

There are two other local non-genetic innovations in the Mayan languages that 

encompass minimally Poqom, Yukatekan, and Ch’olan, and that seem to have 

originated in Poqom: 

 

     a. The restructuring of second person plural, represented by single 

morphemes (*ee(r)- Erg, *ex Abs), as second person (*aa(w)- Erg, *at Abs) plus 

plural (variously marked).   

     b.  The split of pM *b’ into /b’/ and /p’/.   

 

Although I had recognized all these as being innovations that spread through 

diffusion, the fact that this could be viewed as a tripartite innovation 

package was noted by Martha Macri on 16 April 1987 in a seminar I was running 

in Berkeley.  To these may be added another trait I uncovered in May 1989: 

 

     c.  A numeral classifier for objects of particular shapes that is derived 

from positional roots and has the shape *CV{h}C is found only in Poqom, 

Yukatekan, Ch’olan, and Tzeltalan.  These, then are the languages that have 

true numeral classifiers within the Mayan family, and the distribution of this 

trait conforms to a known diffusion zone. 

 

If we were to attribute the ergative split innovation to Yukatekan rather than 

to Poqom, borrowing would have to have been by Poqom from Yukatekan with the 

rest of the scenario unchanged; but the time of Poqom’s borrowing would be 

later, after the Lowlands became overwhelmingly more developed.  Using 

glottochronological dates of separation calculated by me, allowing 100 years on 

either side for a clean break, and assuming an innovation will not be passed on 

until it has been in the immediate source language for 100 years, we can assign 

the following approximate eras to the spread of ergative split and ergative 

shift. 

 

1a. Yu got split ergativity fromPoq between 400 BCE and 100 CE;                                

OR 1b. Poq got split ergativity from Yu between 400 BCE (100 CE) and               

1000 CE (500 CE).  The minimum range, specified in parens, is more likely. 

 

2.  Ch got split ergativity from Yu between 200 CE and 500 CE. 

 

3.  GMa languages developed ergative shift under Poq influence between 400 BCE 
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and 500 CE. 

 

4.  Hue Zone languages got ergative shift from GMa languages between 500 CE and 

1200 CE. 

 

If Poqom is where ergative split originated, the whole process of development, 

spread, and local adaptation could have taken place between 1 CE and 500 CE.  

If Yukatekan is the point of origin the whole process could have occurred 

between 300 CE and 800 CE.  Of course the process could have taken much longer; 

and if 100 years is too long to wait before jumping to another language it 

could have taken much less time.  In any case we must be able to harmonize the 

best available guesses about location and cultural level of relevant speakers 

for any time that we postulate diffusion of linguistic traits.  All told, it 

must be recognized that Poqom speakers had intimate contact with Yukatekan 

speakers for up to 400 years on either side of 100 CE.  In reality the time 

period of intimate contact need not have been more than two or three 

generations.  I attribute the Miraflores phase (ca 300 BCE - 150 CE) at 

Kaminaljuyu* to Poqom speakers (Kaufman 1976.108); at Copa*n in this period, 

although I formerly thought of Greater Tzeltalan speakers (Kaufman 1976.108), I 

now favor Yukatekan.  Copa*n went into decline by 100 BC, and was reoccupied 

ca. 100 CE, this time by Ch’olans.  This definitively broke contact between 

Poqoms and Yukatekans.  All these influences from Poqom on Yukatekan could have 

taken place between 200 and 100 BCE.   

 

Although the hypothesis is attractive on general principles, the explanation of 

the development of numeral classifiers in Poqom and Greater Lowland languages 

as a result of Totonakan influence from Teotihuaca*n is rendered improbable by 

the following facts: 

     [a] The formation is the same in the Mayan languages, thus           

connected;  

     [b] contact between Poqom and Yukatekan probably didn’t exist           

after 100 BCE;  

     [c] Teotihuaca*n influence occurred between ca. 400 and 500 CE. 

 

We could save the hypothesis of Totonako origin for numeral classifiers only by 

assuming that numeral classifiers spread during the fifth century CE from Poqom 

to Ch’olan to Yukatekan and Tzeltalan, or from Yukatekan or Ch’olan to 

Tzeltalan and Poqom, and by assuming that Poqom + Greater Lowland languages 

formed and maintained a diffusion area over a period of several centuries, and 

that in this area innovations could originate anywhere and spread to the rest.  

While possible, this is less likely than assuming a briefer period where all 

innovations originated in the same place.  An additional piece of evidence 

against assuming direct contact betwen Ch’olan and Poqom is the lack of any 

significant amount of Lowland vocabulary in Poqom, while it is extensive in 

Q’eqchi7.  

 

Getting back to progressive aspect, I have tried to show that LpM marked it 

with a kind of higher predicate that I call an aspectual auxiliary (AA) whose 

presence entails nominalizing the main verb, marking subject on the AA and 

marking any object by Erg prefixes on the nominalized and passivized transitive 

verb.  What was the form of the progressive AA, and what lexical class did it 

belong to?  I have mentioned that in Tz, Toj, Chj, QanP, Pch, and Qeq, the PROG 
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AA is clearly a stative (= positional adjective).  The morphemes in question 

are generally not cognate however, except between very closely related 

languages.   

 

Qeq yoh(-k), Tze yak(.al), and Tzo yak ~ yot look like they might possibly be 

related, but yak.al seems to be a stative with a P as root.  Tze ya(k) 

‘habitual Asp marker’ is a thinned-out version of yak.al.  ColTze yao7tik  

(from *yaho7tik) ‘now’ > ModTze ya7tik ~ yo7tik are perhaps cognate, and Toj 

ya7ni ‘today’ as well.  All may come from pM *yo ‘(this) right here’ +/- *+a  

‘this/here’ [See deictics, s.3.xxx below].  The Tze AA /yakal/ also occurs as 

/yak/, and may in fact derive from *ya + *-oq.  This would mean that /yakal/ is 

a secondary extension: analogues have yet to be found. 
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Several languages in Highland Guatemala use something like #na(k) as PROG AA, 

and in Pch there is evidence that it is a stative (Brown 117; see JR 200-202; 

3.2.1.2.5).  Languages using #na(k) as a higher predicate to mark progressive, 

habitual, or future are  

 

nV           progressive           Pqm        ergative split 

 

na+ kV       future                WPch       ergative split 

 

ni(k)        habitual/progressive  Ixl        ergative shift 

 

Awk, Mam, and Qeq use *na before *ka to mark habitual aspect with no 

nominalization, ergative split, or ergative shift.  (Poq has a simple Asp 

marker (i)n /_3Abs ‘incompletive/habitual’.  This is a replacement of pM *ti/a, 

and is probably from *na). 

 

     In Awk na occurs before k/ch ~ ZERO to mark ‘habitual’ 

     In Mam n ‘habitual’ occurs before k/ky/q ~ tz ‘incompletive’ 

     In Qeq nak marks ‘habitual’ 

 

All the languages in question are EM languages located in Highland Guatemala; 

some degree of diffusion may be suspected.  The meaning ‘habitual’ may be taken 

as a denaturing/bleaching of ‘progressive’.  It is worth noting that for *na + 

*ka there is a rather good correlation between ‘progressive’ function and 

ergative split/shift one the one hand, and between ‘habitual’ function and the 

lack of ergative split/shift on the other.  In fact, apart from its use in Qeq, 

the combination *na + *ka seems to occur only in those EM languages that have 

innovated ergative split or ergative shift, though not in all of them.  While 

the best candidate for a (L)pM progressive AA is *(tah=)na with nominalization 

of the main verb, which has reflexes in Yu, KchP, Poq, and possibly Tzo, we 

might imagine that there was a sub-EM partially diffused *na + *ka (or possibly 

more precisely *na + *tya or *ti/a /_3Abs ~ *na + *ka /_non-3Abs) that 

originally meant PROG AA and was used with LpM nominalizations of main verbs.  

If so, it may also have been used as a complex aspect marker with plain status 

to mark HABITUAL.  But since a much better candidate for this latter function 

seems to be reconstructible as *ti/a ~ *ka with plain status, *na + *tya or 

*ti/a ~ *na + *ka probably did not originally have this function, and seems to 

be a local innovation within a subset of EM languages.  The HABITUAL use with 

plain status might well be a two-pronged grammatical simplification.  As a 

parallel, note that in Tzeltal the phonologically non-cognate yak, which is a 

positional root, is used as PROG AA with nominalized main verb, and as 

incompletive Asp with plain status of main verb. 

 

While I have entertained the notion that ColKaq <tan> and Yu *taHn may be a 

combination of *ti/a ‘unfocused’ + *na, if we consider the KchP PROG AA 

*tajiin, and consider the Tzo incompletive Aspectual Auxiliary {ta}, we may 

derive all of these from a root *ta(j), which, although it is partly 

homophonous with *taH ‘counterfactual’, seems semantically too distant to be 

cognate.  Kch tajiin is an intransitive verb stem that cannot be a root; it 

seems to have two suffixes, -i and -:n, the latter being absolute antipassive, 

and the former a transitivizer of a root of unknown class, though it would have 

to be S, A, T, I, or P.  A possible cognate of this Kch word, though with 
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deviant semantics, is Tz *taji-n vi and Chj-Toj *taj-n vi ‘to play’.  Tz 

*taji-mal sv ‘play(ing)’ shows that a morpheme break precedes the /n/, which is 

an old antipassive.  (Compare pM *7ati-:n vi ‘bathe’, probably the only derived 

but unpredictably formed vi reconstructible to pM.  Another, *7apo-:n vi 

‘arrive elsewhere’ can be reconstructed for EM).  Given that *na is found in 

several EM languages as the first part of a complex AA PROGRESSIVE, Yu *taHn 

and Col Kaq <tan> may derive from *ta(j) + *na or *tah=na with unpredictable 

phonological reductions, but explaining nicely the Yu high/falling tone.  The 

lexical class membership of *ta(j), the basis of the progressive Asp or AA, if 

I have reconstructed it correctly, is by no means clear, except that it is 

probably not a particle.  In ColKaq <tan> occurs followed by ti/ka + verb in 

plain status, while in Yu it occurs with no other Asp marker and with 

‘incompletive’ status, which is in origin a nominalization.  In the light of 

the previous discussion, the Yu structure is closer to the original 

nominalization type.  The Awk progressive AA is tzaan vi, but phonologically 

and morphologically it cannot be cognate with *tah=na, whatever its origin.        

 

With a fair degree of confidence a Late proto-Mayan *na ‘progressive AA’ can be 

reconstructed on the following reflexes: 

     Pqm   nV  ‘progressive AA’ 

     Poq  (i)n  ‘incompletive/habitual Asp’ /_3Abs 

     TzoCol n+  ‘!!completive Asp’ /_non-3 Abs 

 

     Yuk   t(aHn)  ‘progressive AA’  < *ta(j) + *na 

     Kaq  <tan>  ‘progressive Asp’  < *ta(j) + *na   

 

     Qeq   nak  ‘habitual Asp’  < *na + *ka  

     Pch   na kV  ‘future AA’  < *na + *ka  

     Awk   na k/ch ~ na ZERO  ‘habitual Asp’  < *na + *ka 

     Mam   n k/ky/q ~ n ZERO  ‘incompletive Asp’  < *na + *ka 

 

    ?Ixl   nik  ‘habitual/progressive/incompletive AA’ < *nV + *+ik 

 

    ?Mam   tzun  ‘incompletive’   <  *tza + *nV 

    ?Awk   tzaan  ‘progressive AA’  < tza + *nV 

 

      

If we suppose that the progressive AA for LpM was *tah=na, or just *na, the 

following were possible sentences in Late proto-Mayan: 

 

:tah=na +at  (tya) :kam -ik/-e7m 

 

 PROG    2Abs prep  DIE  nom 

 

‘you are dying’ 

 

 

:tah=na +o7nh  (tya) :ati  -an   -ik/-e7m 

 

 PROG    4Abs   prep  BATHE antip nom   

 

‘we are bathing’ 
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:tah=na +iin  (tya) :war  -ik/-a7m 

 

 PROG    1Abs  prep  SLEEP nom 

 

‘I am sleeping’ 

 

 

:tah=na +iin (tya) ki-  :ti7 -ot  -iik/-e7m 

 

 PROG    1Abs prep 6Erg  BITE pass nom:poss  

 

‘I am biting them’ 

 

 

*tah=na +at  (tya) qa-  :kam.isa -t   -iik/-e7m 

 

 PROG    2Abs prep 4Erg  KILL     pass nom:poss   

 

‘you are killing us’ 

 

 

ANOTHER PROGRESSIVE AND HABITUAL MARKER 

 

Chl, Cht, Mop, and Chj support the reconstruction of a progressive aspect 

marker #wal, whose possible analysis is *wa7 ‘standing’ + *-V1l ‘P > ‘stative’.  

In Toj and Chj wan (probably *wa7 + -an ‘P > ‘stative’) occurs as an aspect 

auxiliary with either nominalization (Toj) or ergative shift + crazy 

antipassivization (Chj).  In Chl (and Cht?) it occurs with the innovated 

incompletive status.  The distribution of #wal suggests a Lowland, specifically 

Ch, innovation.   

 

To complicate things further, both Was and Toj have wa+ as a grammatically free 

(although proclitic) particle meaning ‘habitual/incompletive’.  Mod Chn has u+ 

with negative incompletive vi.  ColTze has u+ with completive vi, which could 

be phonologically cognate, but whose function will have to have changed, 

without any obvious analogies elsewhere.  See Chart.  Note that in Was, Chn, 

and Tze *wa (or /u/) is used with intransitives only.  All this suggests 

several possibilities.  Either  

   [a] An Asp marker *wa ‘habitual/incompletive’, possibly used only with 

intransitives, is of pM ancestry, surviving as such in Was, Toj, Chn, and maybe 

Tze -- and modified elsewhere;  

   or [b] An AA *wal ‘progressive’ is of pM ancestry, surviving as such in Chr 

and Chj, shortened in Was, Chn, and maybe Tze, reanalyzed in Toj, and 

elaborated in some others;  

   or [c] There was a pM Asp marker *wa ‘habitual/incompletive’ and a pM AA *wa 

+ #lV ‘progressive’.  The Chuj form wan could be from *wa + *na.  If #wa is the 

original shape, it may relate to pM *wa ‘this’.   

 

I suppose other possibilities are imaginable.  For example, there is evidence 

for a pM particle #wa ‘perhaps, if’. 
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       *tah=na ~ *ta(j) ~ *na  ASPECT AUXILIARY  ‘progressive’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      t(aHn) + new incompletive                         

YukCol      = progressive          Awk 

 

LakA     t(an)-  progressive       IxlNe 

LakB          [MacLeod]            IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

         tan-Abs Erg-VERB [BM] 

Mop      tan + new incompletive 

            = progressive          Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch     tajiin + ka  progressive 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      n + ti/ka  habitual --        

Tzo     ta + x  incompletive                could be from just *na 

TzoCol            < *progressive?  Kaq      n + ti/ka  habitual 

                                   KaqCol  <tan> + ti/ka  habitual 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm      nV  progressive 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol  ?ta  future 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

Tzo ta is a higher predicate, since it can be followed by -uk <  

*-oq 
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               #wa(l)  ASPECT AUXILIARY  ‘progressive’ 

 

                    shape    function    *status       distribution 

                    of AA 

 

Was(Col)            wa       vi incompl   new incompl 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop                 walak    habitual     new incompl 

 

pCh                *7iw@l    progressive  new incompl 

ChtCol             #iwal     progressive  ?  

Chr                 war      progressive  ? 

Chl                 woli     progressive  new incompl 

                    w@le     ‘now’ 

ChnCol             <iwal>    progressive  new incompl 

 

Chn                 u        vi neg inc   no status suffix 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col)            u        vi compl!!   no status suffix 

 

Toj                 wan      progressive  nominal 

                    wa x /   habitual-    plain        3Abs 

                  ~ wa la /    incompl    plain        non-3Abs 

                    wa7n to  ‘ahorita’ 

Chj(M,S)            wan      past incompl erg shift + crazy antip 

                    wal      progressive  erg shift + crazy antip                                             

or plain 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

Qeq(Col) 
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                    #wa  ‘perhaps, if’ (GKch #we) 

 

Was      walaam ~ waam  ‘talvez’   Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

pYu      *wa  ‘if’  [Fisher #756] 

Yuk       waH  interrog. particle                                 

          [second position clitic] 

YukCol   <va(n)>  ‘si’             Awk 

                [condicional] 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz       wal  ‘perhaps’           IxlCol 

 

Mop       wa ‘yes/no Q’                                

                                   Usp     we(e) ~ wa(a) ‘if’ 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      weH  ‘if’ 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      wii  ‘if’  

Tzo       wan  ‘talvez; probably’                                

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       wan  ‘talvez’                             

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW      ?wi  ‘if’ 

                                   QeqE  /we/  =  QeqC /7uy/ ‘if’  

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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YES-NO QUESTION [YNQ] 

 

A particle of the shape #mi can be reconstructed as an introducer of yes-no 

questions.  So far cognates are found in Chl, Tzo, Tze, Pop, and Pch.  A shape 

#ma, which may have a non-overlapping function, is supported by data from Was, 

Tzo, Toj, Chj, Qan, and Kot.  ASSEMBLE MORE DATA.  Frank [p96-98] reconstructs 

*mi ~ *ama. 

 

Tzo & Tze /+la/ ‘it is said’, MamN /+la/ ‘doubt’, Tzu /la/ ‘YNQ’, if they are 

all cognate, form a cognate set of at least CM scope, pCM *la.  

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.57, Hypothesis #17) says: "Yes-no questions were formed 

using a particle placed before the sentence.  The question particle also was 

used to introduce indirect yes-no questions (cf. English ‘whether’) and may 

have been identical to or related to the words for ‘or’ and ‘if’." 

 

In several Mayan languages the YNQ particle is a second-position enclitic, that 

is, it occurs after the first full word of a predicate, which can be a noun, 

verb, adjective, Asp, or AA.  In Was the YNQ particle is /xe7/, in Yuk it is 

/waH/, in Chr it is /ka/, in Tze it is /b’al/.  Was /xe7/ may be cognate with 

*xa ‘already’, and Tze /b’al/ with *b’a ‘what?’ (Cf. Quizar 1978.99-100). 
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                 #mi        YES-NO QUESTION PARTICLE/WHETHER 

 

Was      max  ‘if’                 Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS      mu  ‘if’ 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl      mi  ‘whether’; ‘if’       Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      mi  + ‘whether’; ‘if’            

     cf. mati  ‘really’            Kaq 

     cf. me ‘opt-hort-impv’        KaqCol 

Tze      me  +’whether’; ‘if’                

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW    /mi/ [Brown] 

Toj     (a)ma                      PchE     mi   +’if’ 

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM    (a)m(a)                        

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      ma [ta  

     ‘if hypothetically’ 

         am ‘YNQ’ 

Akt                                 

Pop      mi  +’perhaps’                                                     

               

KotM     ma7  ‘talvez’; conditional 
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                     #ma  ?variant of #mi ‘YNQ/whether’ 

 

Was      max  ‘if’                 Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl      ame  ‘a lo mejor’         Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      mati  ‘really’             

         me  ‘opt-hort-impv’       Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      te me  ‘if’                   

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj     (a)ma  ‘YNQ’               PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

Chj      ham(a#)  ‘perhaps’         

        (a)m(a)  ‘YNQ’                    

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      am  ‘YNQ’                 QeqCol 

         ma [ta  ‘if hypothetically’ 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM     ma7  ‘talvez’; conditional 

         ma7 to  pluperfect 

         maa ma7  ‘I don’t know whether...’ 

         maa la  ‘if if were the case that...’ 

         mo(o)no  ‘perhaps; otherwise...’ 
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Summary of nominalization, ergative split, and ergative shift under higher 

predicates. 

 

The following charts/diagrams illustrate the structures in the Mayan languages 

that encode progressive, and show the development of ergative split and 

ergative shift. (AA = aspectual auxiliary, HP = higher predicate, nom = 

nominalizer, pass = passivizer, act = active, dep = dependent) 

 

Wasteko: 

 

intransitive and transitive sentence:  (Abs) 7exom/kw’ajat + ti + MAIN VERB 

(fully inflected as though independent) 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

Late proto-Mayan: higher predicate (AA) + nominalization of main verb. 

 

Toj-Tze-Qeq-KchP-Awk: 

 

intransitive sentence:                     

 

                          transitive sentence: 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

           subj 

Toj:  AA  -Abs  vi-nom 

      wan          -el 

                               subj  obj                            

                          AA  -Abs   Erg-vt-pass-nom 

                          wan              -j   -el              

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

             subj 

Tze:  AA    -Abs  PREP  vi-nom 

      yakal       ta       -el 

 

                                 subj       obj         

                          AA    -Abs  PREP  Erg-vt-pass -nom 

                          yakal       ta           ZERO -el 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

         

              subj 

Qeq:  AA     -Abs  PREP  vi-nom 

      yoh(k)       chi     -k 

 

                                  subj       obj 

                          AA     -Abs  PREP  Erg-vt-pass-nom 

                          yoh(k)       chi         -b’  -al 

 

 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

           subj 

KchP:  inc+ Abs-  AA      PREP  vi-nom 

       ka+        tajiin  chi     -eem 

 

                              subj                obj  

                         inc+ Abs-  AA      PREP  Erg-vt-pass  -nom 

                         ka+        tajiin  chi         -h-/-x -iik 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

             subj 

Awk:  AA    -Abs-  PROG   RN    vi-nom 

      na(k)        tzaan  t-a7n   -a7n 

 

                                subj               obj 

                         AA    -Abs-  PROG   RN    Erg-vt-pass-nom 

                         na(k)        tzaan  t-a7n        -le  -7n 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

WPch: the innovative wedge for the beginnings of ergative split (with vt) 

 

                     subj 

WPch:  AA           -Abs   PREP  vi-nom 

      (k’ah)chi7(k)        chi     -ik 

 

                                         subj  obj subj 

                          AA            -Abs   Abs-Erg-vt-actnom/dep 

                         (k’ah)chi7(k)                   -m 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

ergative split: analogical extension of possessedness to nominalized vi 

 

                 subj 

Pqm & EPch:  AA  Erg-vi-nom 

             nV        -ik 

 

             subj 

WPch:    AA  Erg-vi-nom 

fut      na        -i 

 

                                obj   subj  

                all Poc:  AA    Abs-  Erg-vt-actnom/dep 

                          nV/na             -m 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

            subj 

Yuc:  AA    Erg-vi-nom/inc 

      taHn        -Vl 

 

                                subj           obj 

                          AA    Erg-vt-nom/inc-Abs    

                          taHn        -ik  
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

            subj 

Chl:  AA    Erg-vi-nom/inc 

      woli        -el 

 

                               subj         obj 

                          AA   Erg-vt-dep  -Abs 

                          woli       -n/-y 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

ergative shift: failure to nominalize vi when replacing Abs by Erg 

 

          subj 

Ixl:  AA  Erg-vi-inc 

hab   n         -e7 

 

                              subj       obj 

                          AA  Erg-vt-inc-Abs 

                          n         -e7 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

          subj 

Awk:  AA  Erg-vi 

hab   na      

 

                              obj subj 

                          AA  Abs-Erg-vt 

                              na 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

             subj 

Mam:  HP     Erg-vi-plain 

    fronted        -ii 

    adverb 

 

vt is unchanged from independent function 

 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

              subj 

Hue:  AA      Erg-vi-plain 

  Chj wan           -i 

  Qan lanan 

  Pop lanhan 

 

                               obj  subj 

                          AA  +Abs  Erg-vt-antip      -plain 

                      Chj wan             -(o)n ~ -an -i 

                      Qan lanan 

                      Pop lanhan 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

OVERT ASPECT MARKERS IN PROTO-, LATE PROTO-, and CENTRAL MAYAN: 

ASPECT MARKERS THAT MAY ORIGINATE IN VERB PHRASE PARTICLES 

 

Many of the aspect markers, especially at sub-proto-Mayan levels, are plausibly 

or conceivably relatable to particles reconstructible in other functions.  Thus 

compare: 

 

     *ka          :      *ka(a) ‘perhaps’; postsequentive (?) 

 

     *(i)x        :      *ix or *xa (enclitic) ‘already’  

 

     *ti/a        :      *to ‘still, yet’ (CM);  

                         *taH  ‘counterfactual’; 

                      or *ta(j) progressive A[spect A[uxiliary] 

                                          

     *(tah=)na    :      *to  ‘still, yet’    

                      or *taH ‘counterfactual’ 

                      or *ta(j) progressive A[spect] A[uxiliary]                                  

                       + *na  ‘definitely/progressive/habitual’                                        

 

     #wa(l)       :      *wa7  ‘standing,existing/being there’  

                      or *wa  ‘this/here/near speaker’ 

 

The pointing out these similarities is not intended to be an account of the 

origin of the Asp’s and AA’s in question, merely suggestions for further 

ruminations.  It does seem likely, though, that most of the Asp and AA elements 
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are in origin VP adverbs of fairly concrete meaning. 
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                          *ka(a)  ‘perhaps’ 

 

Was                                Tek       xka  ‘de igual manera’                                  

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN      +ka ‘but’ 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      7ax]ka ‘like’             QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      ta-x-ka  ‘perhaps’   

         mach ka ‘not even’             

KotM     kaa  ‘perhaps’ 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                  *ka  ‘postsequentive’ [WN’s term]  

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN    +ka  ‘but’ 

 

Yuk       ka  ‘y’ [connective]      

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe    kat  Asp  past 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh    qat  Asp  past 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo       che7(+e#) ‘naturally,                           

                     of course’    Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

pTz      *cha7e  expl  ‘pues’      Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt       katu7  postsequentive     

Pop       kat  postsequentive                                               

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

The QanP and Ixl /t/’s are not cognate.  Akt seems to show that +tu7 is the 

distal deictic. 
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2b  OTHER PARTICLES IN THE VERB PHRASE 

    

Eastern Mayan *wi(-r)  ‘locative and temporal proadverb’ 

 

     WMam +w(u)  ‘yonder’  

     Awk  +wit 

     Kch   wi(h)  

     Tzu   wi7 

     Pqm   wii7, +wi 

  cf Toj   ti]wi  ‘yonder’ 

 

Central Mayan (or Huehuetenango Sphere) Asp *tza(a) ‘now’ (with plain status 

and general distribution) can be reconstructed on the following reflexes: 

     Mamean *tza  ‘future’ (if not from pM *tya); 

                            Mam tz (w/ 3Abs), Awk tz, Ixl s[a] 

     Chj     tz  ‘present inchoative (NH); habitual-incompletive’ 

     Chl     tza7  ‘completive Asp’  

     Kot     tzaa  ‘definite future’   

     Kot     tzaanii  ‘now’  < *tzaa + *ni(i)  

     Tek     tza7ni  ‘here’ 

     Mam     tzun  ‘incompletive’  < *tza + *nV 

     Awk     tzaan  ‘progressive AA’  < *tzaa + *nV 

 

Huehuetenango sphere *ni(i) ‘now’ can be reconstructed on the following 

reflexes:  

     Mot   nii  ‘already’   <  *nii 

     Mam  -nii  innovated vi perfect participle 

 

    ?Ixl   nik  ‘incompletive’  <  *nV + *+ik 

 

     Mot   tzaanii  ‘now’   <  *tza + *ni(i) 

     Mam   tzun  ‘incompletive’   <  *tza + *nV 

     MamN +tzan  ‘well, then...’ 

     MamW +tzun  ‘well, then...’  

     Awk   tzaan  ‘progressive AA’  < tza + *nV 

 

     Toj   ya7ni  ‘today’ 

 

NOW SEE DEMONSTRATIVES MCS3j 

A reconstruction #yo (+a) ‘now’ is suggested for the following forms. 

     Tze   ya7tik, yo7tik < *yaho7tik  ‘today’ 

     Toj   ya7ni  ‘today’     

     Tze   yak(al)  ‘progressive AA’ 

     TzoW  yak  ‘progressive AA’  

     TzoIxtapa  yot  ‘progressive AA’ 

     Qeq   yoh(k-)  ‘progressive AA’  
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NEGATIVES 

 

Simple Negation 

 

Three negative particles are widespread in Mayan for use in simple negative 

constructions, one of shape *maa7 (LpM), another of shape *mii (LpM), and the 

other of shape *yAb’ (pM).  The NEG marker normally occurs before any Asp 

markers or Aspectual Auxiliaries.  Though *maa and *mii may be ultimately 

related to each other, neither is derived from the other by any recurrent 

(morpho)phonological process.  In various languages *maa seems to have picked 

up some additional phonological material from Asp particles that typically 

occur with it, but usually such seemings are mistaken -- a linguist has failed 

to observe all the occurrences of negatives, which show that the negative 

particle itself is never more complex than /maa7/.  However two longer forms 

are fairly widespread, #ma-n in EM and #ma-ch in Ch’olan.  #ma-n may have 

picked up EM *na ‘progressive-habitual’.  Ch’olan #ma-ch may have picked up pM 

*ka ‘unfocused’, which otherwise is unknown from Ch’olan or Greater Tzeltalan. 

Or it could have picked up *+ik ‘already’.  Popti7 /ma-ch/ contains pM *ti 

‘unfocused’, and is not comparable to Ch’olan #ma-ch.  *mii is less common than 

*maa.  When both occur in the same language, as in some GKch languages, *mii 

seems to be used in negative imperatives.  *mii also seems to mean ‘not ever’ 

in several languages.  *mii (as simple negator and ‘not even’) has completely 

ousted *maa in GMa.  #mi-x is found in Itzaj and Mam (and probably other 

languages); it is probably a combination of *mii with *ix ‘now/already’.  *yAb’ 

is found only in Wasteko and Ixil, but no doubt can be cast on its Mayan 

pedigree. 

 

Frank reconstructs the simple negative as *mat (1976.93-95).  The *t is 

supported by Pop only, and may be shortened from /to/ ‘still, yet’. 
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                    *maa7  ‘negative’ 

                    *mii  ‘negative (?)imperative’ 

                    *yAb’ ‘negative’ 

 

Was      yab ~ iib                 Tek     nya7tx  ‘is not’  < *mi WasCol                                       

[Stevenson 137-139]                                  

                                   MamW    {mi(i)} [Munson 187-193] 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN    {mi(i)} [England 244-248]       

Yuk                                 

YukCol   ma7 NEG; mix ‘not even’   Awk   {ki}  [TK] 

          [Cordemex Dict.] 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz      ma7 NEG; mix ‘not even’   Ixl   {ye7} NEG; {mih} ‘not even’ 

          [Hofling 293-313]                   [Ayres 338-348] 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp  {mi} ‘neg impv’ 

                                         

ChtCol  <ma>  ‘neg’                              

                                   Kch 

Chr      ma(7); ma7chi [TK]        KchCol   man...ta(j) 

                                    

Chl      ma(7), mach               Sak   {m(i)} neg impv [DuBois                                                          

165-166] 

Chn      mach                      Sip    

ChnCol                              

         mu(k’) [Sarles 75]        Tzu   {ma}  [Dayley 320-322]     

Tzo      mu < mo; m-uk  mu + -uk                

TzoCol           optative          Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     {ma}                               

TzeCol                                  {maan} ~ 

                                   Pqm  {ma(a)} [Smith-Stark 617-619]   

         miy-uk  ‘neg’             PchW {ma(7}) [Brown 89-90,95,99] 

Toj      mi; m-ok < mi + -ok       PchE     ma7...ta 

                       optative    PoqCol 

Chj     {ma} ~ manh                   

       compl   prog                       

        [NAH 146]                  QeqW    {ma}  [Stewart 142] 

                                   QeqE   

Qan       maj ‘neg completive’; 

          man...-oq ‘is not’      

Akt                                 

Pop       ma-t  progressive;                                                               

          ma[-ch  imcompletive     

             [Frank; Day]  

KotM      muu  simple negation      

KotT 

KotCol  
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                    *mV  ‘negative imperative’ 

 

                    shape   function  *status      distribution 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop                 ma7     neg impv   new incompl  general 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan                manchaq  neg impv  plain   general  

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp                 mi      neg impv   plain   general 

 

Kch(Col)            ma      neg impv   plain   general 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E)            ma      neg impv   plain   general 

PoqCol 

 

QeqW [SS.96-100]    mi      neg opt/impv  ??   general    
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A NOTE ON VOWEL LENGTH AND MORPHOLOGY 

 

Though in general I consider vowel length to be best analyzed as a phoneme /:/ 

in Mayan synchronically, reconstruction of the morphology shows that in many 

cases a [V:] output derives from underlying //V1 + V1// or //V1 + V2// where the 

quality of the [V:] output is that of V1.  Consequently in citing allomorphs in 

Mayan languages that could be given as /:C/ I will write them /VC/ since that 

will indicate that a specific underlying V is reconstructible or at least to be 

sought.  
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3  THEMATIC VOWEL SUFFIXES 

 

The inflexional and nominalizing suffixes on root transitive verb stems, and 

intransitive verb stems generally, require characteristic vowels, called 

thematic vowels, between the stem and the inflexional or nominalizing suffix.  

The passivizing and antipassivizing suffixes used on root transitives also 

require thematic vowels.  The thematic vowel for vtR is *o ~ *a; that for vi is 

*i ~ *e.  These thematic vowels are recognizable/evident in the suffixed 

elements that can be reconstructed directly through phonological comparison.  

They are also evident in several of the present-day languages, in such a way as 

to require recognition in synchronic descriptions. 

 

Variant reflexes of the vt theme vowel *o ~ *a.  VtR endings containing the 

theme vowel *o ~ *a often show reflexes in some language with a different vowel 

than in the other languages.  There seems to be no phonological reason for 

this.  My interpretation of this is that since *o and *a are mutual allomorphs, 

either can replace the other.  In each case the vowel I reconstruct is the one 

that has the widest and least continuous distribution.  

 

3a  STATUS INFLEXION/SUFFIXES (ON VERBS) 

 

Four status categories with corresponding phonological exponents are 

reconstructed for proto-Mayan: *plain, *dependent, *imperative, and *perfect.  

The morph(eme)s used with intransitive verbs are unrelated to those used with 

transitive verbs.  Those used with transitive verbs have two or more variants 

each, depending (minimally) on whether the vt stem is radical or derived.  Root 

transitives are monosyllabic and of the shape CVC, thus ending in a consonant.  

Derived transitives are polysyllabic and end in a V or 7. 

 

*PLAIN STATUS 

 

     vtR:   *-o-h /_# ~ -o-w /...   (omissible) 

 

     vtD:   *-h or *-V  

 

     vi:    *i(-k) ~ *-i-h   (omissible) 

 

*IMPERATIVE STATUS 

 

     vtR:   *-a-h /_# ~ *-a-w /... 

 

     vtD:   *-Vnh    Note: same morpheme as for dependent 

 

     vi:    *-e-Vn;  *ZERO with antipassives  

 

 *DEPENDENT STATUS 

 

     vtR:   *-a-7 

 

     vtD:   *-Vnh 

 

     vi:    *+oq 
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*PERFECT STATUS 

 

     vtR:   *-o-7m 

 

     vtD:   *-7m 

 

     vi:    *-i-naq 

 

 

EVIDENCE FOR STATUS SUFFIXES 

 

In the following charts, suffixes enclosed in parentheses occur only 

phrase-final. 
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        vt plain status  *-o-h ~ *-o-w  vtR : *-h or *-V  vtD  

 

Was     //-u// : ZERO              Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  -oo ~ ZERO : -V  compl 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      [-ik  incompl;             

YukCol    -aj  compl] NOT COGNATE  Awk      ZERO : -h ~ ZERO  plain 

         cf. Yuk -e  compl with 

LakA          Erg extraction       IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   (-a) : ZERO 

 

Mop       [-ik  incompl;             

YukCol    -aj  compl] NOT COGNATE  Usp       - : -Vj                              

                                                        

ChtCol    -V1 : ZERO  compl  

                                   Kch      (-oh) : -Vj 

Chr      {-i}: ZERO  compl         KchCol 

                                    

Chl       -V1 : V length  compl    Sak      (-anh) : -Vj 

                                    

Chn       -i : -i  compl           Sip       ZERO : -Vj 

ChnCol    -i : -i  compl          

                                   Tzu       ZERO : -Vj 

Tzo       ZERO : ZERO                     

TzoCol                             Kaq       ZERO : -Vj 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       ZERO : ZERO                  

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW      ZERO : -Vj 

Toj       -(w) : ZERO             PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     (-7) : -j                           

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan             : -j               QeqCol    ZERO : -h or -V 

Akt                                 

Pop      (-) : ZERO                                                                   

                                   GKch innovated by generalizing *-Vnh                                                                            

KotM      - : ZERO  compl        for vtD from imperative and dependent. 

KotT 

KotCol                             Tek-Mam-Awk have  -o-7n : -7n 

                                   incompletive. 

 

The Yukatekan suffixes are innovations and not cognate. 
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Chj-Qan -j for vtD is an innovation.  
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       vt imperative status  *-a-h ~ *-a-w  vtR : *-Vnh  vtD 

 

Was      LOST                      Tek      -o-Vj : -Vj                                  

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  -o-Vm : -Vm 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      -e                          

YukCol                             Awk     (-ah) : -h 

 

LakA     -e                        IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz      -e                        IxlCol  (-a) : ZERO 

 

Mop      -V : ZERO                     

                                   Usp      - : -Vj 

                                         

ChtCol   -V1 : -n                           

                                   Kch      LOST 

Chr      -V1 : -n                  KchCol   LOST 

                                    

Chl      -V1(-n-) : -Vn            Sak      LOST  

                                    

Chn      -V1 : -n                  Sip      LOST  

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      LOST        

Tzo      -o                          

TzoCol                             Kaq      LOST 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -a                             

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW     ZERO : -Vj  

Toj     -(w) : ZERO; pl -(w)ik     PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM   (-7) : -j; pl -wek                             

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol   ZERO : -h or -V 

Akt                                 

Pop    (-) : ZERO; pl -wejh                                                                        

               

KotM    - : ZERO 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

Pop-Kot have lost the vtD suffix. 

Chj has a new vtD suffix.  
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Much of this data us found on Table 6 of TSS76fms. 
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          imperative plural enclitic  *+eq (WM) = *+aq (EM) 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk      +woq ~ +waq 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp      -aq  pl of Erg  

                                                   [JR 1982.439]                                         

ChtCol    -ik  impv pl  vt/vi                       

                                   Kch 

Chr       -ik  impv pl  vt/vi      KchCol 

                                    

Chl       [-la PL not cognate]     Sak 

                                    

Chn       [-la PL not cognate]     Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo    -o-]-ik  vt: -an]-ik  vi                               

       -ox]-uk  5Abs               Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze    -ah]-ik  vt: -an]-ik  vi                             

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj    -w-]-ik  vt:? -an]-ik  vi   PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM   -w]-ek  vt:? -anh]-ek  vi                          

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan    -eq  vtR: -V-eq  vtD        QeqCol     -n]-q[-ex  vi 

Qan    -an-eq  vi                             -(o)maq vt   

Pop    -wejh  vtR: -V-wejh  vtD              < *..oN # waq  

       -anh-wejh  vi [metanalysis]                             

KotM                                 

KotT                                

KotCol 

 

Pop, Awk, and Qeq [vt] forms are by metanalysis of ...aw +eq/+aq 

 

Tze-Tzo use -ik as a pluralizer of both second and third person in all 
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contexts.   

 

ECh uses -ik as postulated for CM. 

 

Chj-Pop forms show that vtR imperative suffix is - /_# ~ -w /...  FIX 

 

Much of this data is found Table 1 of TSS76bms and Table 4 of TSS76fms.  
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            vt dependent status  *-a-7  vtR : *-Vnh  vtD 

 

Was     LOST (> PLAIN)             Tek      -o7tz : -7tz                    

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  -a7 : -7 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     -e                          

YukCol                             Awk      -a/e7 : -7n 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   (-e7) : ZERO 

 

Mop     -V7 : ZERO                      

                                   Usp       -e7 : -Vj 

                                         

ChtCol  <-V1> : -n              

                                   Kch       -a7 : -Vj 

Chr     MISSING                    KchCol 

                                    

Chl     ZERO < -e(7) : -n          Sak       -a7 : -Vj 

                                    

Chn     -e7 : -n                   Sip       -a7 : -Vj 

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu       -a7 : -Vj 

Tzo     LOST (> PLAIN)              

TzoCol                             Kaq       -a7 : -Vj 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     LOST (> PLAIN)                 

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW      ZERO : -Vj 

Toj     -e7 : ZERO                 PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM   (-7) : -j                 

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol    -aq : -haq 

Akt                                 

Pop     -7 : ZERO                                                        

               

KotM    -7 : ZERO  durative- 

KotT                   progressive 

KotCol 

 

Mop-Toj-Chj-Kot have lost the vtD suffix. 

Yuc-Tek-Mam-Awk-Qeq have generalized the vtR suffix for vtD. 
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In Ch’olan these suffixes are both dependent and a new incompletive ...  FIX 

 

Some of this data is found on Table 6 of TSS76fms.  
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             vt perfect status  *-o-7m  vtR : *-7m  vtD 

 

Was     -aam-al, -aam-ath, -aam-ej Tek      -o7n : -7n  pcp                   

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  -o7n : -7n  pcp 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     -m-aj                       

YukCol                             Awk      -ij : -7n  pcp 

                                            -naq  perf  innovation 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   -el : -m(al)  pcp 

                                            -o7m  sv < vtR 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp      -oom : -Vm  pcp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      -oom : -Vm  perf + pcp 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak      -Vmaj : -maj  perf + pcp 

                                    

Chn                                Sip      -maj  perf + pcp  

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      -oon : -Vn  perf + pcp        

Tzo      -oj : -ej  innovated                           

TzoCol                             Kaq      -oon : -Vn  perf + pcp 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -oj : -ej  innovated                            

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW     -Vm : -m 

Toj      -unej : -nej  innovated   PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     -nak  innovated                  

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol   -om : -hom 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                       vi plain status  *-i(-k) 

 

Was      -itx ~ ZERO  completive   Tek       -iky                                  

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS      ZERO ~ -ii 

KabCol                             MamSCol   -ii 

                                   MamN      ZERO 

 

Yuk      -i  completive             

YukCol                             Awk       -i 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   (-i) 

 

Mop      -i  completive                   

                                   Usp       -ik 

                                         

ChtCol   -i                           

                                   Kch      (-ik)  

Chr      -i(y)  completive         KchCol 

                                    

Chl      -i(y)  completive         Sak      (-ik) 

                                    

Chn     (-i)  completive           Sip      (-ik)    

ChnCol  (-i)  completive                           

                                   Tzu      (-i)         

Tzo      LOST                       

TzoCol                             Kaq       ZERO 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      LOST                          

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm       -ih 

                                   PchW      -ik 

Toj      -iy                       PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM    (-i)                        

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol    -ik ~ ZERO 

Akt                                 

Pop     (-i)                                                               

               

KotM     -i; ZERO w/ antipassives 

KotT 

KotCol 
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         vi imperative status  *-e-Vn; ZERO with antipassives 

 

Was      LOST                      Tek      -een                             

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  LOST 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      -en                        

YukCol                             Awk      -een 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   ? 

 

Mop      -en                              

                                   Usp      -een; ZERO w/ antip 

                                         

ChtCol   -en                           

                                   Kch      LOST 

Chr      -en                       KchCol 

                                    

Chl      -en                       Sak      LOST 

                                    

Chn      -en                       Sip      LOST    

ChnCol   -en                        

                                   Tzu      LOST        

Tzo      -an  innovated            

TzoCol                             Kaq      LOST 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -an  innovated              

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW     -een 

Toj      -an  innovated            PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     -anh  innovated            

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW     -in 

                                   QeqE     -en  

Qan      -an  innovated            QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      -anh  innovated                                                     

               

KotM     -aanh  innovated 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

Tzo-Tze-Toj-Chj-Qan-Akt-Pop-Kot *-aanh is a GQa innovation that spread to Tz. 

Much of this data is found on Table 1 of TSS76bms and Table 4 of TSS76fms. 
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           vi and predicate A/N/Num dependent status  *-oq 

 

Was      +ak  conditional          Tek       LOST                                  

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   LOST 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      -ak                        

YukCol                             Awk       -(a)q 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol    -oq   

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp       -oq /_# ~ -a- /... 

                                         

ChtCol   -(i)k                      

                                   Kch       -oq /_# ~ -a- /... 

Chr      -(i)k                     KchCol 

                                    

Chl      -(i)k                     Sak 

                                    

Chn      -(i)k                     Sip    

ChnCol   -(i)k                      

                                   Tzu       LOST        

Tzo      -uk                        

TzoCol                             Kaq       LOST 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -uk                           

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm       -oh 

                                   PchW      -oq 

Toj      -uk  also w/ vt           PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     -ok                           

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol    -q 

Akt                                 

Pop      -ojh                                                                  

               

KotM     -o /_# ~ -oq- /... 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

Much of this data is found on Table 1 of TSS76cms and Table 5 of TSS76fms. 
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                      vi perfect status  *-i-naq 

 

Was      -enek                     Tek      -naq  pcp                        

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  -nii  pcp  maybe not 

                                   MamN                cognate 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk      -naq  also w/ vt 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   -naq  pcp 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol   LOST                       

                                   Kch      -inaq 

Chr      LOST                      KchCol 

                                    

Chl      LOST                      Sak      -inaq 

                                    

Chn      LOST                      Sip      -inaq 

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      -inaq  

Tzo      LOST                           

TzoCol                             Kaq      -inaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      LOST                              

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW     -Vnaq 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     -nak  pcp                 

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol   -(j)inaq 

Akt                                 

Pop      -najh  pcp                                                         

               

KotM     -naq 

KotT 

KotCol 
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DISCUSSION 

 

Three vtR endings and one vi ending are omissible phrase medially in some 

languages and altogether missing in others.  They are: 

 

                                   omissible in:        absent in: 

 

vi plain          *-i-h (~ *-i-k)  Chj,Pop,Ixl,KchP     1/2Was,Tz,1/2Qeq 

                                                       

vtR plain         *-o(-h/w)        Chj,Pop,Ixl,Kch,Sak  Yu,Tz,1/2KchP,Poq,Qeq                                             

                                                                                         

                      

vtR imperative    *-a(-h/w)        Chj,Pop,Ixl,?LOST    Poq,Qeq 

 

vtR dependent     *-a-7            Chj,---,Ixl,---      Poq 

 

*VT PLAIN.  We need to reconstruct vt plain as *-o(-h/w) with vtR and *-h or 

*-V with vtD since Mam shows reflexes of a long vowel here.  If the vtR suffix 

was *-o(-h/w), Poq and Qeq should not have lost it as a result of phonological 

change.  But if we suppose that the ending *-o(-h/w) was omissible in pM, then 

the absence of a reflex in Poq and Qeq as well as in Sip, Tzu, Kaq, Tz, and Yu 

shows development from the omitted state, while omissibility in those languages 

that have it is a retention.  The precise conditions for omissibility have not 

yet been worked out, if they ever can be.  VT plain seems to have become 

*-(a-)w in WM. 

 

*VI PLAIN should probably be reconstructed as *-i-h ~ *-i-k.  Some languages 

lack an ending here, others have an omissible ending.  Only *-i-h (or *-i-V) 

can account for Mam -ii, Toj -iy and Chj -i(y), while only omissibility can at 

the same time account for no ending at all in Tz and none generally (except in 

monosyllabic roots) in Was. 

 

*VTR IMPERATIVE *-a(-h/w) is omissible in the same languages that *-o(-h/w) ~ 

*-V and *-i-h ~ *-i-k are, so it may well have been omissible in pM.  On the 

other hand it is not dropped in Yu, or Tz, unlike *-o(-h/w) ~ *-V or *-h and 

*-i-h ~ *-i-k (for Tz only); and its absence in Poq and Qeq could be explained 

on phonological grounds.  Thus the possible omissible status of *-a(-h/w) vtR 

imperative remains in doubt. 

 

*VTR DEPENDENT *-a-7, on the other hand, is omissible only in Chj and Ixl, and 

these are not good supports for old omissibility.  Its absence in Poq is 

probably due to a phonological change dropping it.   

 

*VtD DEPENDENT and IMPERATIVE *-Vnh is unusual in that it has two functions, 

assuming that I have reconstructed things correctly here.  To get at the 

reconstruction, it is necessary to recognize/keep in mind that Was has lost 

both dependent and imperative status, that Tz has lost dependent status, and 

that KchP has lost imperative status.  Yu, Toj, Chj, and Poq do not distinguish 

dependent and imperative forms of vt.  Mop, Ch, QanP, and Usp, which do 

distinguish dependent from imperative forms of vtR have the same suffix for 

vtD.  Ch has -:n; Usp has –Vj; Mop, Pop, and Mot have -ZERO.  Ch and Usp go 

back to pM *-Vnh.  *-Vnh is also reflected in KchP dependent, Poq and Qeq 
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dependent and imperative, and Tek imperative.  *-Vnh has been eliminated in 

both functions in GQa and Yu, no doubt independently.  This may point to 

original omissibility.  *-Vnh is extended to vtD plain in GKch and perhaps Awk.  

In GKch -ZERO rather than *-Vnh occurs on vtR stems ending in 7; this is a 

possible further sign of original omissibility. 

 

Smith-Stark 1976dms is devoted to the data relating to vt imperative, vt plain, 

and vt dependent.  After 13 pages of dicussion, Smith-Stark offers the 

following three Hypotheses: 

 

"Hypothesis 1:  In PM, no overt suffix was added to transitive stems to form 

imperatives. 

 

Hypothesis 2: PM transitive roots took a special suffix, *-@, whenever they 

would otherwise occur in phrase-final position. 

 

Hypothesis 3: PM transitive roots formed the irrealis stem by adding the suffix 

*-Va7.  Other transitive stems took no overt marker.  As in the intransitive, 

the irrealis was used in the following three ways: 

     a. optative (including hortative and polite command 

     b. future 

     c. counterfactual."   

 

These three statements are repeated, as Hypotheses 7, 8, and 9, in Smith-Stark 

1976fms.  In 1976fms he says "I currently think the the vowel final imperative 

marker developed from a radical transitive phrase final suffix, *-@.”   

 

The reconstruction I have made disagrees with each of these statements.      

Hypothesis 1 and comment in TSS76fms: For the imperative vtR takes 

omissible *-a(w), which is etymologically distinct from *-(o)w vtR plain, and 

vtD takes *-Vnh.   

 

Hypothesis 2:  Smith-Stark is referring to omissible *-o(w), which marks plain 

status on vtR.  He does not deal with plain status marking on vtD, which I 

reconstruct as *-V or *-h.   

 

Hypothesis 3: I agree with Smith-Stark about the dependent (his "irrealis") 

marker for vtR; for vtD, however, I reconstruct *-Vnh where Smith-Stark 

reconstructs nothing.  I agree with Smith-Stark about the uses of vt dependent.  

 

*VI DEPENDENT *+oq is found in all branches of the family.  In all languages 

but Wasteko, it can be suffixed not only to intransitives, but also to 

predicate nouns, adjectives, and statives -- this includes participles, 

gerunds, and other nominalizations, even those made from transitive verbs.  It 

can be added to numerals with the reading ‘approximately/possibly’.  It 

survives as a clitic +ak in Wasteko with the meaning ‘would (have)’, ‘was going 

to’, that is, it marks conditional and hypothetical modalities.  In Teko and 

Mam *+oq was eliminated from the vi paradigm, but may survive in other 

functions.  The vowel of *+oq has shifted in many languages: in Wasteko and 

Yukatekan it is +ak, in Ch’olan +(i)k [the vowel /i/ is dropped after any other 

vowel), in Tzeltalan and Tojol 7ab’al +uk.  These shifts are correlatable with 

the fact that this morpheme was probably not stressed in pM, and its vowel 
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could be influenced by the vowels in preceding syllables, or approach a less 

marked articulation. 

 

Smith-Stark 1976cms is devoted to this suffix.  After 13 pages of discussion he 

offers this Hypothesis: "Proto-Mayan had a suffix *-oq added to intransitive 

stems to form an irrealis category.  This form was used in the following three 

contexts: 

     a. optative (including hortatory, polite command) 

     b. future 

     c. counterfactual."  This statement is repeated, as Hypothesis 6, in 

Smith-Stark 1976fms.  I have no disagreement with these claims. 

 

*VI IMPERATIVE *-e-Vn is found in all branches of the family.  Some groups and 

languages, such as Was, Mam, and KchP have eliminated the imperative status 

altogether.  GQa + Tz have innovated a new suffix for this function, *-aanh. 

 

Smith-Stark 1976bms is devoted to this affix.  After 11 pages of discussion he 

makes the following statement (Hypothesis): 

"[a] PM had a suffix, *-een, which was added to intransitive stems to form the 

second person imperative. 

 [b] The second person plural absolutive pronoun (B5), *-ex, could be added to 

the imperative suffix to indicate more than one addressee. 

 [c] This imperative suffix did not occur with negative imperatives."  This 

statement is repeated, as Hypothesis 5, in Smith-Stark 1976fms. 

 

I agree with part (a).  As for (b), in my view, the clitic *+eq, which has 

second plural meaning, was what marked imperative plural in CM for both 

transitives and intransitives.  As for (c), in pM imperative plural may have 

been encoded  

 

as        *mii  Abs  2Erg  VT  vtplain  for transitives  

and as    *mii  2ABS  VI  viplain  for intransitives.   

 

I think Smith-Stark is referring to the evidence for this reconstruction. I am 

not sure, because the photocopy I have is so faint I can’t read every word.   

 

*SECOND PLURAL IMPERATIVE.  Imperative status of a verb is marked as such by a 

suffix, and no person marker (neither Erg for vt nor Abs for vi) occurs to mark 

subject.  Plurality of subject for an imperative verb has to be marked by a 

pluralizing clitic that is reserved for the second person.  This clitic occupis 

the position of Abs, since Abs cannot be used to mark subject of an 

intransitive imperative.  Since the imperative uses no Asp marker, the 2pl 

clitic always follows the verb.  This clitic can be reconstructed *+aq for EM 

and *+eq for WM.  No cognate for this marker has been found in Yu or Was.  This 

marker has undergone changes in most languages.  In GTz it is *-ik, parallel to 

the vi dependent *-oq which shifted to *-uk.  In Toj (+wik), Chj (+wek), Ka 

(*+weq), and Awk (+waq ~ +woq) this marker has acquired an initial /w/ by 

metanalysis, since the pM vt imperative is final *-a(h), non-final *-aw.  The 

antecedent of Qeq vt impv pl -(o)maq is *oN # waq, which also shows the same 

metanalysis, and by lack of vowel drop shows that /waq/ was stressed, and a 

separate word.  Qeq vi impv pl -nqex is from *-een (vi impv) *+aq (2pl encl) 

*+ex (5Abs).  Usp +aq is, according to JR 1982.439, a pluralizer of second and 
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third person ergative markers. [I NEED TO CHECK MY OWN USP DATA].  The Tz  *-ik 

is used to pluralize third persons as well as second persons.  For this marker 

JR (1982.439) reconstructs pM *-aq ‘plural marker’, without further specifying 

its function, though the examples cited illustrate the function under 

discussion.  Frank (16) reconstructs *-ik for this marker, with reflexes only 

in Tzo and Toj. 

 

*VT PERFECT: EM reflects pM *-(o-)7m.  Was has -aam < *-a-7m.  Yu has no vowel 

before /m/ in the ending.  WM and GMa languages have lost the Mayan perfect 

status.  Some of them have created a new perfect.  Tz and Toj use for this 

function pM *-o-ej ~ *-ej ‘perfect active participle/gerund’ (See below). 

 

*VI PERFECT pM *-i-naq is reflected in all Mayan branches except GTz and Yu.  

All Mayan languages that keep *-i-naq (Was, GQa (-Toj), all EM (-Usp)) have 

extended its range for use as the perfect intransitive participle, displacing 

pM *-e-7m (q.v. below) from this use.  WM languages have lost the Mayan 

perfect.  *-i-naq is also used as a transitive perfect marker in Chj and Awk.  

Yu has a new vi perfect participle suffix -a7n which is also used with vt’s; it 

comes from pM *-a7n, which formed stative adjectives from positional roots (See 

below).  
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            OVERVIEW OF STATUS MARKERS IN MAYAN LANGUAGES 

[5 Oct 1991: This should be revised by double-checking all languages] 

 

incompletive 

completive 

plain 

imperative 

dependent 

perfect 

 

               inc  :  pln  :  imv  :  dep  :  prf 

              (NEW) 

 

Wasteko        NEW     cmp    -->     -->       +  

 

Yukatekan      NEW     cmp      +       +       vt 

 

 

Ch’olan        NEW     cmp      +       vi      - 

 

Tzeltalan       -       +       +       vi     NEW   

 

Tojol 7ab’al    -       +       +       ?      NEW 

 

Chuj            -       +       +       +       - 

 

Q’anjob’al+     -       +       +       +       _ 

 

Kotoke          -       +       +       +       -      

 

 

Teko-Mam        _       +       -->     vt      - 

 

Awakateko       -       +       +       +       - 

 

Ixil           NEW?    cmp      +       +       - 

 

 

Uspanteko       -       +       +       +       + 

K’ichee7+       -       +       <--     +       + 

 

Poqom           -       +       +       +       + 

 

Q’eqchi7        -       +       +       +       + 

 

 

This chart provides an overview of how the various branches of Mayan have 

expanded [esp. incompletive], shrunk, and re-expanded [perfect] the verbal 

status categories and their exponents.  The arrow (-->, <--) indicates which 

surviving marker now represents the function of a lost marker. 
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ROBERTSON’S MODEL OF MAYAN TAM MARKING 

 

Robertson (1976.43-52) outlines what he thinks an early stage of TAM marking 

was in the ancestor of GQa, GMa, and GKch.  He is careful not to claim that 

they are solid proto-Mayan reconstructions, but considers them a good 

approximation. Robertson 1989.48-97 outlines a later version of his model for 

early Mayan based on the above data, plus data from Tzeltalan, 

Ch’olti7/Ch’orti7, and Yukateko.  He is more inclined here to believe he has 

got it just right.  It will be useful to compare his ideas with the ones 

already presented here. 

 

JR 1976 reconstructs two "aspect" categories to a "perfective" axis: past 

(1989: "completive") and recent past (1989: "proximate past").  He reconstructs 

five "aspect" categories to an "imperfective" axis: habitual (1989: 

"incompletive"), continuative (1989 not discussed), future, imperative (1989 

not discussed), and optative.  In 1976 he reconstructs, but does not name, 

three inflexional suffix categories on verbs.  They correspond to my plain, 

dependent, and imperative.  In 1989 he reconstructs a declarative [my "plain"] 

and an optative [my "dependent"] category, and does not discuss the morphology 

or syntax of imperatives. 

 

JR (1976.51: 1.4) distinguishes two kinds of vt’s: 

 

vt1 "athematic" -- of shape CVC; 

 

vt2 "thematic" -- of shape CVCC, CV:C plus thematic vowel.   

 

JR’s vt1 corresponds to my vtR; his vt2 no doubt corresponds to my vtD but 

there is no way that the final vowels of Mayan vtD’s can be thought of as 

thematic vowels; they are derivational suffixes of shape -V or parts of 

derivational suffixes of shape -CV.  Besides, there is another phenomenon 

appropriately referrable to as thematic vowels, as laid out above.  JR gives 

status suffix reconstructions only for what corresponds to my vtR.  

 

On the status of certain morphemes in the pM VP.  Whereas JR (52, et passim) 

considers the absolutive pronoun agreement markers (Abs), the aspect markers 

(Asp), the motion auxiliaries (Mov), and the directionals (Dir) of early Mayan 

to be affixes, I consider them to be words (intransitive verbs and particles), 

and that Asp are proclitics and Abs are second position clitics.  To be sure, 

in a particular modern language some of them (but by no means all) may better 

be viewed as affixes. 

 

3 Abs versus non-3 Abs.  All predicates contain an Abs agreement marker 

(subject for predicate noun or adjective, or vi, and object for vt).  3Abs 

happens to be ZERO.  In my 1976 article ‘New Mayan languages in Guatemala: 

Sacapultec, Sipacapa, and others’ I showed in a chart (74-75), but did not 

discuss, how certain pairs of synomymous but phonologically distinct aspect 

proclitics were distributed in GKch languages by whether they occur with Abs 3 

or with Abs 1,2,4,5,6 (in other words 3 Abs vs non-3 Abs).  Several other Mayan 

languages have pairs of phonologically unrelated aspect markers that are 

distributed according to this principle.  Robertson (62-65: 1.6.1.4) notices 

the phenomenon.  However JR does not see/describe the facts as I have done, but 
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contrasts third and non-third person generally (which by rights must also refer 

to Erg), because of his preoccupation with "Watkins’ Law" and "secondary 

oppositions" - the tendency across languages for third person forms to 

influence or swallow up non-third person forms.  To characterize things as JR 

has done is to distort (or perhaps overlook) some of the Mayan facts in the 

interest of supporting a generalization and would-be predictor about diachrony 

that may be more appropiately applied elsewhere.  

 

The following chart shows the known pairs of phonologically unrelated Asp 

markers known in Mayan.  Those already reported in JR are marked with a 

postposed asterisk.  A preposed asterisk marks a reconstructed form. 

 

            3Abs          non-3Abs        Function(s) 

 

Toj*        wa x          wa la           habitual* 

            ---- 

Awk         tz            l               future ??? 

                          ----------    

Awk         ZERO          k ~ ch ~ q      common (i.e. non-impv,                                               

non-remote past) 

 

Mam         tz            k ~ ky ~ q      common 

          ?----? 

pGKch      *chi          *ka              optative 

 

ColKch*     chi           ka              optative* 

 

Poc*        chi           k               optative* 

            -------   

Awk*        na+ZERO       na+k ~ na+ch    habitual*, progressive 

 

Poc         (i)n          k               incompletive 

            ------- 

Qan         xh < ch       k               vague [quotative verb] 

 

Kot         ch            chk             habitual-progressive 

 

pGKch      *ti           *ka              habitual 

 

Kaq*        ti            ka              habitual, future,                                               

   optative*  

                          ---- 

Usp         ti ~ ta       ZERO            habitual-future 

   

 

The above table clearly shows the existence of a pCM Asp marker *ka, used in a 

variety of functions, but never with 3Abs.  There is a variety of distinct Asp 

markers that occur only with 3Abs.   
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Habitual vs Progressive aspect.  According to JR 1976 (157: 2.4.2.2)  

"Except for Mam, Mayan makes the...distinction [between] habitual [and] 

continuative by prefixing an aspectual marker to the verbal complex for 

the hab[i]t[ual], and by using an aspect marker as a predicate for the 

cont[inuative]..." 

 

JR reconstructs the pM progressive Asp marker as *na (52: 1.5; 200-202: 

3.2.1.2.5) occurring with what I call ergative shift on an intransitive stem 

(JR cites data from Pch and Ixl; he does not notice that thePoq intransitive 

forms are possessed nominalizations, thus properly ergative split rather than a 

finite intransitive verb with Erg in place of Abs, which is what ergative shift 

is).  On 201 he says 

 

"It could be suggested that historically the predicate *na was the marker 

of some aspectual category, as the continuative or, [sic] perhaps even a 

present perfect." "Apparently the predicative *na was semantically 

conditioned so as not to accept the syntactic process of raising."   

 

(Raising means nominalizing a complement verb, removing its subject, and 

marking the case and pronominal category of the lower subject on the higher 

predicate).  There is no unitary way of handling ergative split and ergative 

shift under the same grammatical rule: consequently JR’s hypothesis as stated 

above is illusory.  In any case, both ergative split and ergative shift are 

innovations.  I have given my own reconstruction of these developments in 

s.xxx. 

 

JR 1989.85-97 discusses NOM[inal]-VOICE, under which is included progressive, 

and other higher predicates which take nominalizations of the main verb.   

 

JR (52: 1.5) reconstructs a habitual aspect for pM with Asp marker *k used with 

JR’s version of my plain status.  I have *ti ~ *ta /_3 Abs ~ *ka /_non-3 Abs 

with plain status. 

 

JR (52: 1.5) reconstructs  a future "aspect" for pM with an Asp marker *la used 

with JR’s version of my plain status.  I reconstruct Central Mayan future as 

*ti/a ~ *ka (distributed as above) with dependent status, and postulate 

proto-Mayan as perhaps having #qaH with dependent status (based on Wasteko and 

Yukatekan data).  JR’s reconstruction is apparently based on the following data 

(which he does not cite): 

 

                                                 function/meaning 

 

Toj wa la /_3 Abs    with plain status           habitual   

 

Chj    la            with dependent status       optative 

 

Awk    l /_C         with plain status           future 

 

                     vt with dependent status | 

Ixl    la(7)                                  >  future 

                     vi with plain status     | 
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My reconstruction is based on the following data: 

 

lg      *ti/a     *ka               status          meaning       

         _3 Abs    _non-3 Abs 

 

Pop      chi       --->             dependent       future 

 

Mot      <---      k                dependent       future-                                                    

optative  

 

Mam     (tz)       k                dependent       future 

                                    & plain         & other 

 

GKch     ti        ka               dependent       optative  

Kch     (chi)      ka               dependent       optative 

 

Kaq 

Tzu      ti        ka               dependent       optative 

 

                                    vi dependent  | 

Qeq      ta        --->                           > future 

                                    vt plain      | 

                                    (< *dependent) 

 

The above data show that *ka /_non-3 with dependent status encodes future and 

optative meanings.  Since the dependent status can be used alone without an Asp 

marker to encode optative, the distinctive function of an Asp marker with 

dependent is plausibly to encode future.  The pre-3 Abs partner of *ka in this 

venture seems, from the Pop, Tzu, Kaq, and Qeq evidence, to be *ti/a, though 

one would reconstruct pGKch *chi just on the evidence within this group, and 

perhaps *tz on the GMa evidence. One would also reconstruct the meaning 

optative just on the evidence from within GKch, but as mentioned above, this 

must be considered as a functional innovation in the light of more widely 

distibuted evidence.  The possibility that the future Asp marker was *tya ~ *ka  

with dependent status might be entertained, but if so, it would require 

postulating that *tya ~ *ka was replaced by *ti/a ~ *ka in the ancestors of a 

large number of scattered languages.  JR’s reconstruction, even if 

characterizable as a proper reconstruction for a future, has a Huehuetenango 

Sphere distribution, and is highly unlikely to be a very old pattern.  

 

JR’s 1976 equivalent of my plain status (52: 1.5) is 

 

vi:   *-i ~ *-ik; swallowed by postposed Abs 

 

vtR:  *ZERO 

 

In 1989 JR reconstructs 

 

vi:  *-ik; swallowed by postposed Abs 
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vtR: *-A; lost except at end of ‘breath group’ 

 

 

My reconstruction is 

 

vi:   *-i-k ~ *-i-h  omissible 

 

vtR:  *-o-h /_# ~ *-o-w /...  omissible 

 

vtD:  *-h or ZERO 

 

There is no basic disagreement here; JR’s data and reconstruction are 

simply/merely sketchy compared to mine. 

 

 

JR reconstructs an optative "aspect" to pM with no Asp marker, used with JR’s 

version of my dependent status (52: 1.5).   

 

JR’s 1976 and 1989 version of my dependent status is 

 

vi:  *-oq 

 

vtR: *-A7; swallowed by postposed Abs 

 

 

My reconstruction is 

 

vi:  *+oq 

 

vtR: *-a7 

 

vtD: *-Vnh  omissible?? 

 

JR’s reconstruction is very similar to mine, except that he offers no opinion 

about vtD.  JR’s idea that postposed Abs will prevent vtR status suffixes from 

appearing seems to be based on certain facts of Pop, Chj, Qan, and Ixl.  I am 

not convinced that this evidence has to represent anything at all old. 

 

JR 1976 reconstructs an imperative "aspect" to pM with no Asp marker, used with 

JR’s version of my imperative status (52: 1.5)  

 

JR’s 1976 version of my imperative status is 

 

vi:  *-anh (pl. add *-eq) and/or *-e:n (pl. = opt.) 

 

vtR: *-V; swallowed by postposed Abs (pl. add *-eq)  
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My reconstruction for imperative status is 

 

vi:   *-e-Vn 

 

vtR:  *-a-h /_# ~ *-a-w /... 

 

vtD:  *-Vnh  omissible??  

 

imperative plural enclitic *+eq 

 

JR did not really make up his mind about vi imperative.  A look at Ch and Yu 

would have shown him that *-e-Vn is pM.  He correctly perceived that vtR 

dependent ends in /7/ while vtR imperative does not. 

 

 

JR does not reconstruct a pM perfect TAM in my sense.  He does reconstruct what 

he calls two "perfect" (my completive) "aspects" to pM, a past (1989: 

"completive") (with no Asp marker) and a recent past (1989: "proximate past") 

(with Asp marker *7ix -- both used with JR’s version of my plain status (52: 

1.5; 114-128: 1.9).  In my original attempt at sorting out the facts about 

Mayan completives I recognized that completive aspects with both ZERO and *(i)x 

were widespread in the family, and for a while toyed with the idea of positing 

that *(i)x and ZERO were in complementary disribution under the same conditions 

as *ti/a and *ka, namely 3 Abs and non-3 Abs respectively.  Then, on 

considering that *(i)x is limited to Central Mayan, and clearly relatable to VP 

particles meaning ‘already’ (ix ~ xa ~ xo in various languages), I abandoned 

the attempt to integrate *(i)x into a system of TAM, leaving the tracing of the 

functions of the innovated *(i)x to a later day.  JR, however, has a scenario 

for how pM (or perhaps better, CM) had two "perfect" TAM categories as 

described above.  JR (116) points to the following facts: 

 

 

lg          past        recent past      recent past 

                        matrix clause    embedded clause 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

Mam         ZERO           maa7              x 

 

Awk         ZERO           jaa               m 

 

ColKch  | 

        >   x              miy x             miy x 

ColKaq  | 

 

Qan         x              ma x              ma x               

 

Chj         ZERO           7ix               7ix 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

pM         *ZERO          *(7i)x            *(7i)x 

 

 

According to JR, *mVy (my reconstruction), which means ‘earlier today’ (Spanish 
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desde hoy ~ disioy) was incorporated into the VP as an Asp marker in Mam, Awk, 

ColKch, and ColKaq, though it was lost in the last two.  JR’s case looks pretty 

good, though only for CM.  The interested reader should consult JR on this.  

For full data on this word, see MCS3l: Numerals, et al.   

 

When we compare JR’s scheme for TAM categories and their exponents with mine we 

get the following picture (The labels for the TAM categories are JR’s: where 

mine differ they appear in brackets): 

 

                        JR                      TK 

 

                   Asp     status          Asp        status    

 

past               ZERO    plain           ZERO       plain   

[completive] 

 

recent past        7ix     plain          [not recognized]  

(1989: proximate past) 

 

habitual           k       plain           ti/a ~ ka  plain  

(1989: incompletive) 

                   ki/qi   plain 

  

continuative       na      plain          (tah=)na    nominalized 

[progressive]              with Erg shift   

 

future             la      plain           ti/a ~ ka  dependent  

                                            or qaH    dependent 

 

proximate future 

(1989)             ix la   plain          [not recognized] 

 

optative 

(1976)             ZERO    dependent       ZERO       dependent 

(1989)             ti/q/k  dependent 

 

imperative         ZERO    imperative      ZERO       imperative 

 

perfect           [not recognized]         ZERO       perfect  

 

 

As an advance over JR 1976, JR 1989 recognizes the Aspect marker *ti/a ~ *ka 

‘unfocused’, though he reconstructs its variants somewhat differently and its 

functions very differently.  JR reconstructs *ti before #Abs, *q before 4ABs, 

and *k before other Absolutes (or elsewhere).  I take the /q/ that occurs in 

several EM languages to be a variant of *ka conditioned by a postvelar 

consonant (/j/ from *nh) in the same syllable.  JR attributes to ti/q/k plus 

dependent status the pM function of optative, while I attribute to it the 

function future.  As regards the proto-Mayan optative, JR had it right in 1976.  

JR’s 1989 reconstruction depends crucially on K’ichee7an usage, which in my 

opinion is innovative (as argued above [sec. xxx]).  JR’s habitual/incompletive 
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marking is more explicit in 1989: *qi before /q/ ~ *ki elsewhere (the 

conditions are phonological); no structural change in JR’s formulation here is 

otherwise to be noted. 

   

 

When we compare the exponents of JR’s status categories with mine, we get the 

following: 

 

                       JR                         TK 

 

 

                 vtR      vi          |   vtR     vtD     vi 

                                      | 

plain    [1976]  ZERO    -i(k)        |  -o(w)    ZERO   -i(k) 

         [1989] -A       -ik          | 

                                      | 

dependent       -A7      -oq          |  -a7     -Vnh    -oq 

                                      | 

imperative      -V       -een ~ -anh  |  -a(w)   -Vnh    -e-Vn 

                                      | 

perfect         [not recognized]      |  -o-7m   -7m     -i-naq 

 

The agreements/similarities between the two reconstructions are not trivial, 

and are very likely to be durable.  On the other hand, they are among the 

easier aspects of comparative Mayan verb morphology.  In any case they are the 

result of independent efforts.  The differences are not trivial, either.  Where 

JR posits a recent vs remote past he may have worked out something that I 

failed to see.  JR’s failure to recognize a pM perfect (in my sense) is due to 

his not having examined Was and Yu data [but even in 1989 he does not recognize 

a perfect, even after examining Yukateko data].  JR and I seriously disagree on 

the way, if any, that future was marked in pM.  It is not at all clear that 

JR’s *la +plain is supported in any widespread way, whereas the use of 

dependent status verb forms in futures (which often slide over into optatives) 

is found in various branches of the family.    

 

 

FRANK’S RECONSTRUCTION 

 

Frank’s reconstructions of TAM categories, Asp markers, and status suffixes 

will now be discussed.  He treats these matters on pp 58-60, and 80-85.  
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 He reconstructs the following analogs of my Asp proclitics [p 58-60]: 

 

     *x-       ‘past incompletive’ 

 

  *ch
1
i-       ‘present’ 

 

    *ni-       ‘continuous’ 

 

    *oj-       ‘future’ 

 

  *ZERO-       ‘completive’ 

 

     *k-       ‘past completive’ 

 

    *la-       ‘incompletive’ 

 

He reconstructs the following analogs of my status suffixes: 

 

     *-nVh          ‘perfective’ [p58] 

 

     *-anh          ‘intransitive imperative’ [p80] 

 

     *-ZERO         ‘transitive imperative’ [p80] 

 

     *-oq ~ *-uq    ‘contrary to fact’ [p83] 

 

 

Frank’s *x- [p59] unites the two uses (completive, incompletive) of my pM 

*(i)x+ as discussed above. 

 

Frank’s *ch
1
i- [p59] brings together etymologically disparate elements; this is 

not a set. 

 

Frank’s *ni- [p59] corresponds to my *na+ progressive-habitual.  Tzo {n-} 

completive /non-3Abs has been erroneously included. 

 

Frank’s *oj- [p59] is limited to Chujean. 

 

Frank’s *ZERO- [p59] corresponds to my unmarked completive. 

 

Frank’s *k- [p59] brings together etymologically disparate elements; this is 

not a set. 

 

Frank’s *la- [p60] brings together etymologically disparate elements.  My *la+ 

potential is partly included. 

 

Frank’s *-nVh [p60] brings together etymologically disparate elements.  My 

*-(o-)ej vt perfect participle/gerund is partly included. 

 

Frank’s *-anh [p80] corresponds to my WM *-aanh.  Frank erroneously includes 
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Pch -een < pM *-een. 

 

Frank’s *-ZERO [p80] reflects an incorrect analysis of the vt imperative marker 

in GQa languages. 

 

Frank’s *-oq ~ *-uq [p83] corresponds to my *+oq ‘vi dependent’ 

 

In general Frank’s attempted reconstruction of Asp and status suffixes fails 

for a variety of reasons:   

     1. not enough languages;  

     2. not enough diversity;  

     3. inadequate analysis of the morphology of the individual languages;       

     4. comparing look-alikes no matter if they can’t be phonologically cognate  

or have little in common functionally;  

     5. assuming that items having the same function are cognate;       

     6. failure to recognize a thorough-going separation between the suffixes  

that occur on tv’s and iv’s. 

 

 

 

3b  VERBAL NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES 

 

*INCOMPLETIVE PARTICIPLE/GERUND 

 

     vtR:   *-o-Vl  = *-o-al      

 

     vtD:   *-Vl    = *-al  

 

     vi:    *-(e-)al                    

 

The underlying V may be /a/; cf. Was. 

 

 

*PERFECT PARTICIPLE/GERUND 

 

     vtR:   *-o-Vj, i.e. /o-ej/ 

 

     vtD:   *-ej 

 

     vi:    *-e-7m  

 

 

*PASSIVE PERFECT PARTICIPLE/GERUND (VT ONLY) 

 

            *-b’il       
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*INSTRUMENT NOUN 

 

     vtR:   *-a-b’ 

 

     vtD:   *-b’ ? 

 

     vi:    *-i-b’ 

 

 

*AGENT NOUN/PARTICIPLE (ALL VERBS) 

 

            *-oom 

 

 

*ACTION VERBAL NOUN (VI ONLY) 

 

            *-i-k        EVIDENCE & DISCUSSION NEEDED 

 

 

*ACTION or RESULT NOUN (VTR ONLY) 

 

            *-7-, i.e. an infix   DISCUSSION NEEDED 

 

 

Examples:  

 

     *ke7m ‘tejido’: Kot ke7m, Kch keem < *kem vtR ‘tejer’. 

 

     *le7nh ‘tortilla’: Kot le7nh, Kch leej < *lenh ????. 

 

     *me7s ‘escoba/basura’: Kot me7s ‘escoba’, Kch mees ‘basura’  

               < *mes vtR ‘barrer’. 

 

cf.  *k’aas ‘deuda’: Kot k’aas, Kch k’aas.  

 

 

*RESULTANT PRODUCT (VT ONLY) 

 

            *-b’e(e)n      DISCUSSION NEEDED 

 

 

 

EVIDENCE FOR VERBAL NOUNS AND CEJECTIVES 
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      vt incompletive participle/gerund  *-o-al  vtR : *-al  vtD 

 

Was     -al  vt incompl            Tek      -ool : -Vl                       

WasCol       < *-a-Vl ?; *-al ? 

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  -ol : -l  plus N object 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk      -ool : -Vl 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp      -V1l 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      -ol  vtR  plus N object 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl     -ol  sv/gerund             Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo     -ol  sv non-productive      

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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              vi incompletive participle/gerund  *-(e-)al 

 

Was     -el  vi incompletive       Tek      -eel  vi future                  

WasCol                

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  -eel  vi future/agent 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     -al  vi incompletive        

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp      -V*n-el  absol agent 

                                         

ChtCol  -el , -t-al   vi inc/sv                            

                                   Kch      -eel  vi agent 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl     -el ~ -(t-)@l             Sak   

           vi inc/sv       

Chn     -e(l)  vi inc/sv           Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo     -el  sv                     

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     -el  sv                        

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW      -eel  vi agent 

Toj     -el  vi agent              PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM    -el  actor               

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM    -eel  vi fut pcp  

KotT 

KotCol 
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    vt active perfect participle/gerund  *-o-ej  vtR : *-ej  vtD 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  -Vj  sv < vtR  

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch     -ooj  sc < vtR (+ N obj)  

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo     -oj  vt sv (+ N obj)     

TzoCol      & perfect status       Kaq                       

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     -oj ~ -ej  vt sv (+ N obj) 

                 & perfect status  Pqm 

                                   PchW    -ooj  pcp < vtR 

Toj     -(u)nej  vt perfect status PchE   

        -uj  vt active sv          PoqCol 

 

ChjM    -oj  actor?                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                vi perfect participle/gerund  *-e-7m 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk       -e7n ~ -a7n  vi sv 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol  cf. wat-a-7m ‘sleep’ 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol  -em  vi pcp                            

                                   Kch       -eem  vi sv 

Chr     -em  vi pcp                KchCol 

                                    

Chl     -em  vi pcp                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo     -em  vi pcp                    

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     -em  vi pcp                       

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW      -V1m  ?mg 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM    -em  sv                    

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                vt passive perfect participle  *-b’il 

 

Was     -bil  ‘thing V-en’         Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     -b’il  passive gerund?    

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol  <-bil>?                            

                                   Kch 

Chr     -b’il                      KchCol 

                                    

Chl     -b’il                      Sak 

                                    

Chn     not productive             Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo     -b’il                            

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     -b’il                               

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj     -ub’al                     PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM    -b’il [Frank p77]                               

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol  -b’il : -mb’il 

Akt                                 

Pop     -b’il                                                                   

               

KotM    -ob’aal 

KotT 

KotCol 
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   instrument noun from verb  *-a-b’  vtR : *-b’  vtD : -i-b’  vi 

 

Was      -b                        Tek      -b’il                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  -b’il 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      -Vb’                     

YukCol                             Awk      -b’il; poss -b’aal 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                         -eeb’ < vi; 

                                   Usp      -b’a/e (+ N obj) < vt; 

                                            -b’al# < vt,vi 

ChtCol                                                                   

                                   Kch      -ab’ non-prod; 

Chr                                KchCol   -a-b’al < vt; 

                                            -i-b’al < vi 

Chl     -ab’ non-prod; -ib’ < vi   Sak 

        -on-ib’ < vt (-on = antip) 

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW     -b’al 

Toj     -ab’ ~ -ub’                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM    -ab’; -b’il                            

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop     -(o)b’al                                                                        

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                    agent noun/participle  *-oom   

THERE IS MORE DATA: FIND IT 

Was      -om  antipassive          Tek       -oom                            

WasCol       (agentive & absolute)      

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol   -om  non-productive                           

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl      -om  non-productive       Sak 

                                    

Chn      -om  semi?-productive     Sip    

ChnCol  sv < vt (Knowles 185-186)                      

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      -om  sv < iv                           

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -om  non-productive            

         -om-aj vi < sv < T ‘engage  

           in customary activity’  Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj      -uman : -(n)um  agt < vt  PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     -uman : -(n)um  agt < vt                 

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      -om  [Day 45-46]                                                              

          with both vt and vi       

 

KotM     -oma(a)n : -oom 

KotT 

KotCol 
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              verbal noun from intransitive verb   *-ik   

FIND ALL RELEVANT DATA 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      -ik : -iik 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak      -ik : -iik 

                                    

Chn                                Sip      -ek : -iik 

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      -ik : -iik        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq      -ik : -iik 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -ich  non-productive                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm      -ih : -iik 

                                   PchW     -ik : -iik 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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              action/result noun  *-7- and/or *-:-  vtR 

 

Was      -:-                       Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp      CVVC 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      CVVC  e.g. ch’aay, yaaj 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW    -:- 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM     -:-; -7- 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                   resultant product  *-b’een  vt 

 

Was                                Tek      -b’een                                 

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  -b’een 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk      -b’e7n  [McArthur] 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     -b’en                        

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM    -b’en 

KotT 

KotCol 
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DISCUSSION 

 

I postulate that pM had regular nominalizations for all verbs, which produced 

themes that could function both as participles and gerunds, and that both 

perfect and non-perfect (call the latter ‘incompletive’ participles/gerunds 

existed for any verb. 

 

                vtR      vtD    vi       passive  

  

incompletive    -o-al    -al    -e-al     ? 

 

perfect         -o-ej    -ej    -e-7m    -b’il    

 

*INCOMPLETIVE PARTICIPLE/GERUND.  The nominalization in *-al has a variety of 

functions in the descendant languages.  The agent, active participle, and 

action verbal noun meanings/functions all seem well distributed in the family.  

However since agent and action verbal nouns seem to have their own pM exponents 

(See below), perhaps the best gloss for *-al would be ACTIVE INCOMPLETIVE 

PARTICIPLE.  

 

*PERFECT PARTICIPLE/GERUND.  *-o-ej vtR ~ *-ej vtD has a variety of functions:   

 

     active (perfect?) verbal noun     Mam,Kch,Tz,Toj,Chj  OLD  

 

     perfect active                    Tz,Toj              NEW   

 

     perfect passive participle        Poq                 NEW 

 

The meanings perfect and participle-gerund seem well established.   

This ending becomes obsolete as a participle except in Poq where it becomes 

passive.  It survives as a gerund in all branches but Was, Yu, and Ch.  In Tz 

(and Toj) it becomes the base of a new perfect status, which had been lost as a 

category.  [Work by Barbara MacLeod on Epigraphic Mayan has identified a 

perfect suffix {–Vj}, which must then go back to proto-Greater Tzeltalan.  GET 

REFERENCE.]  

 

This made me wonder whether pM may have had a perfect participle/gerund for vi.  

The only candidate is *-e-7m, though it has this function only in GTz, where it 

might be thought to be an innovation.  If, however, we suppose that those 

languages that have *-i-naq in this function have extended it from the verb 

inflexion to the syntactic derivation ("shifting") rules, it could be old in 

this function.  If so, it becomes obsolete as a participle except in GTz and 

obsolete as a gerund except in Chj and KchP.  It is replaced by *-i-naq in EM + 

GQa.  

 

All Mayan languages have a perfect passive participle, but there is not general 

agreement on its phonological shape, and a pM phonological shape is not 

obvious.  However, pM *-b’il has PERFECT, PASSIVE, and PARTICIPLE-GERUND 

meanings well-evidenced in the family.  Most EM languages have reflexes of pM 

*-(o-)7m in this function, but this is an extension of the pM vt perfect status 

marker. (Note that the perfect TA catgory may be based on a nominalization -- 
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gerund or participle -- even in pM; no Asp marker is used.  Note also that in 

Indo-European languages the perfect participles of transitive verbs have a 

passive interpretation when functioning as adjectives, but an active 

interpretation when used with an auxiliary to represent the category perfect 

tense/aspect.)  *-b’il becomes obsolete as a participle except in GTz, GQa, and 

Qeq (if this last is not borrowed from Ch) and becomes obsolete as a gerund 

except in Yu and Hua; as a participle it is replaced by *-o-7m in EM, by *-a7n 

in Yu, and by -th (earlier -s, of unknown origin) in Was.  Given that Toj and 

Kot (both GQa languages) show -o/ub’a(a)l for the corresponding functor, we may 

ask ourselves whether the perfect passive participle is made up of *-(a-)b’ 

‘unbounded passive’ (See below s.xxx) plus *-Vl ‘nominalizer’. 

 

*INSTRUMENT & LOCATION NOUN:  vtR *-a-b’, vi *-i-b’.  No ending for vtD is 

apparent in the available data, but *-b’ seems likely.  These endings are 

pan-Mayan.  Some EM and WM languages have suffixed *-al to *-b’ either 

sometimes or usually. 

 

AGENT  *-oom  is found as a productive or semi-productive morpheme in all 

branches of Mayan but GKch, where it occurs vestigially in lexicalizations.  It 

seems to be the best candidate for pM AGENT OF VERB.  It typically occurs with 

transitive verbs, and does not seem to require/allow have a thematic vowel with 

vtR or vi -- or else the long vowel of the suffix swallows the short thematic 

vowel (Normally V1 + V2 yields [V1:]).  Though reflexes of  *-oom are rare with 

intransitives as a productive suffix, there are several bits of evidence that 

indicate that *-oom could originally be used with intransitive verbs: 

 

Tzo (a)j-tz’ib’aj-om  ‘writer’ comes from vi (< vt < sa) tz’ib’-a-j  ‘to write’   

 

Kot kam-oom  ‘one who dies’ comes from vi kam ‘to die’ 

 

In Pop -om can be used with both vt and vi [Day 45-46]. 

 

GKch *b’eh-oom  ‘traveler’ comes from vi *b’eh ‘to go’ 

 

In Epigraphic Mayan texts (Copa*n and perhaps elsewhere) <7u-to-m(a)> /7uht-om/ 

seems to be the potential-future participle/gerund of <7ut> /7uht/ 

vi:mediopassive ‘to become, happen’ < pM *7ut T ‘to do’.  This was figured out 

by me on October 25, 1987 at a Workshop on Mayan Writing given by Linda Schele 

at Cleveland State University. 
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4  VALENCY SHIFTING AND RELATED PROCESSES 

 

4a  VALENCY DECREASERS, PRODUCING VIs/INTRANSITIVIZERS: ANTIPASSIVES, 

REFLEXIVES, AND PASSIVES  

 

ANTIPASSIVES 

 

In general, antipassives form vi themes from vt stems by removing Patient from 

a grammatical relationship with the lexical vt; the Patient may or may not 

occur in the clause as an oblique NP; the verb being intransitive, only one NP 

argument is marked on it, with Absolutive pronoun agreement markers; this NP is 

the Agent.  The above statement is true for the absolute antipassive in all 

Mayan languages; in some Mayan languages, however, the agentive or focus 

antipassive removes either Agent or Patient from a grammatical relationship 

with the verb according to a hierarchy of person (See ch 1 SSTML s.xxx).  In 

such cases we might better speak of an agentive voice rather than agentive 

antipassive.  In any case in the agentive antipassive, when both Agent and 

Patient are third person, Patient is demoted to oblique.  Patient is never 

deleted from agentive antipassive clauses. 

 

 

*ABSOLUTE (or GENERIC) ANTIPASSIVE 

 

     vtR:    *-o-Vn, i.e. /-o-an/ 

 

     vtD:    *-an 

 

 

*AGENTIVE VOICE/ANTIPASSIVE (This is a first approximation: see discussion and 

Excursus below) 

 

     vtR:    *-o-w ~ -a-w 

 

     vtD:    *-w 

 

 

*REFLEXIVE:  

           

     vtR:    *-a-Vx, i.e. /-a-ox/ 

 

     vtD:    *-ox 

 

 

PASSIVES 

 

Passives form vi themes from vt stems by removing the Agent from a grammatical 

relation with the lexical vt.  The resultant theme marks only one NP on the 

verb, the Patient.  Mediopassive verb forms do not occur with an oblique Agent.  

Mediopassive refers to an event that occurs without any agency assignable or 

revealed by the speaker.  English most often uses the auxiliary ‘get’ in 

translations of Mayan mediopassives.  Bounded and Unbounded passives may or may 
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not occur with oblique agents.  Bounded passive refers to an event whose effect 

is ‘for good’, ‘once and for all’, while Unbounded passive refers to a 

repeatable event. 

 

 

*MEDIOPASSIVE or MIDDLE 

 

     vtR:    *-h-, i.e. an infix 

 

     vtD:    *-aj 

 

Note: unlike most (but not all: cf. *-a-h/w : *-Vnh ‘imperative’, -a-7 : -Vnh 

‘dependent’) sets of morphs associated with different kinds of vt’s these two 

forms show no underlying phonological relationship.  

 

 

*BOUNDED PASSIVE 

 

     vtR:    *-o-t ~ -a-t 

 

     vtD:    *-t 

 

 

*UNBOUNDED PASSIVE 

 

     vtR:    *-ab’ or *-b’ 

 

     vtD:    *-ab’ 

 

 

4b  OTHER INTRANSITIVIZERS 

 

VERSIVES 

 

Versives produce vi stems of ‘becoming’ from noun and adjective stems.  Two 

different versives are reconstructible to the proto-Mayan level, though any 

distinctness in their semantics remains unclear. 

 

 

*VERSIVE1 

 

            *-(o)b’ 

 

*VERSIVE2 

 

            *-er     
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CELERITIVES (WN’s TERM) 

 

Celeritives are vi’s formed from transitive roots (T) and positional roots (P);  

their meaning(s) is/are nor easy to specify, but they basically refer to 

actions that are swift or unexpected.  The subjects of such verbs may most 

probably be both Agents and Patients.  At least four celeritive morphs may be 

attributed to the proto-Mayan stage, but at present their meanings can not be 

distinguished.   

 

*CELERITIVE1        *-p   

 

*CELERITIVE2        *-q’         

 

*CELERITIVE3        *-tz’         

 

*CELERITIVE4        *-k’ 

 

 

EVIDENCE FOR INTRANSITIVIZERS 
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      absolute or generic antipassive  *-o-an  vtR : *-an  vtD 

 

Was      -n  reflexive &           Tek      -oon : -Vn                        

WasCol       mediopassive 

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  -oon : -Vn 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      -n ~ ZERO                        -:-...-oon : -Vn  absol 

YukCol                             Awk          -oon : -Vn  focus       

                                                                   

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   -on : -n 

 

Mop      ZERO?                            

                                   Usp      -oon : -Vn 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      -on : -n 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl     -on-el  vtR > sv           Sak 

        -on-ib’ vtR > instr/place  

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      -oon : -Vn        

Tzo     -wan  absolute;                      

        -on  vtR agentive          Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     -awan                               

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW     --- : -Vn     

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol   --- : -n 

Akt                                 

Pop     -n  agentive                                                                        

               

KotM    -oon : -Vn 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

Much of this data is found on Table 1 of TSS76fms and TSS78. 
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   agentive/focus voice/antipassive  *-o-w ~ *-a-w  vtR : *-w  vtD 

 

Was                                Tek      -w  X > vi  non-prod                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  -w  vtR > passive !? 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk      -w 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   -w  S > vi  one case 

                                                          only 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp      -w : --- 

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      -ow : --- 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      -o : ---        

Tzo      -wan  absol; -aw  non-                                 

TzoCol                     prod    Kaq      -o : --- 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -awan  absol; -aw  non-       

TzeCol                      prod    

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW     -w : --- 

Toj      -wan  absol; -w rare      PchE   

         ~ -w  vtR                 PoqCol 

ChjM,S   -w  incorp antip                           

         -waj  absol antip                                 

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol   -o : --- 

Akt                                 

Pop      -w(a)                                                                   

KotM     -w  optative !? 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

The morphemes cited here are quite possibly diverse:  GQa + Tz *-(a)w 

‘alternate antipassive’; GMa *-w ‘intransitivizer’; GKch *-ow ‘agentive voice’.  

Much of this data is found on Table 1 of TSS76fms and TSS78. 
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             reflexive (vt > vi)  *-a-ox  vtR : *-ox  vtD 

 

Was     -x + lengthen all vowels   Tek      -x  versive                                 

WasCol         reciprocal 

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  -aax  versive 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk      -x  vtR passive  

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol   -V1x ~ -ax  vtR passive 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      --- : -(o)x  unbounded  

Chr                                KchCol                passive 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq      --- : -(o)x  unbounded  

                                   KaqCol                passive 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj       -x  mediopassive         PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM      -ax  versive &  

ChjS         non-agentive passive        

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop       -lax  passive                                                                        

               

KotM      -e-Vx : -Vx  reflexive 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                 mediopassive  *-h-  vtR : -*aj  vtD 

 

Was      CV{:}C-V-n  mediopassive  Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      -H-  vtR agentless         

YukCol            passive          Awk       CV{:}C  vtR medio- 

                                                         passive 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp       CV{:}C  vtR passive 

                                         

ChtCol   CV[h]c-a  vtR passive      

                                   Kch       CV{H}C  vtR unbounded 

Chr      CV{j}C-a  vtR passive     KchCol                passive 

                                    

Chl      -h-  vtR passive          Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu       CV{j}C  vtR passive        

Tzo      -H-  vtR mediopassive      

TzoCol                             Kaq       CV{H}C  vtR passive 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -h-  vtR mediopassive         

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW      CV{h}C  P > assumptive 

Toj      -j-  vtR intransitivizer  PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                 mediopassive  *-h-  vtR : -*aj  vtD 

 

Was      -a(j)  completive         Tek                                       

WasCol          passive 

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   --- : -Vj  passive1; 

                                   MamN      -b
,aj  passive with 

                                                    incorporated 

                                                    movement 

Yuk                                                 

YukCol                             Awk       --- : -ij  passive3 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                                vtD passive 

                                   Usp       --- : -j  completive                                                    

-maj  perfect 

ChtCol   ?-n]a[h]  vtD passive                        

         CV{h}C-a[h]  vtR passive  Kch       -V1taj : -taj bounded 

Chr      ?-n]a  vtD passive        KchCol                  passive 

         CV{j}C-a  vtR passove      

Chl     [-nt  vtD passive]         Sak 

                                    

Chn     [-int  vtD passive]        Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      -j  intransitivizer        

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -j  intransitivizer           

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW      CV{:}C...j  passive 

Toj      -j : -j  passive          PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

Chj      -aj  passive;               

         -ch-aj passive                                 

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol    --- : -h   

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM     --- : -Vj  passive 

KotT 

KotCol 
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           bounded passive  *-o-t ~ *-a-t  vtR : *-t  vtD 

 

Was      -at  completive           Tek                                       

WasCol        passive 

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk       -t-al  incompl                                  

YukCol           assump < P        Awk       -l ~ -ch (~ -w)  vtR;                                                       

stative < P 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol    -l ~ -ch : -l  

 

Mop                                Usp 

                                         

ChtCol   -t-al  inc assump                   -(C1)t  FIND FUNCTION 

                                   Kch       -V1taj : -taj  bounded 

Chr                                KchCol                   passive  

                                    

Chl       LOST : -nt  passive1;    Sak 

         -t-@l  incompl       

             assump & passive2     Sip    

 

Chn      -t-eL  inc assump        

         -int  vtD passive 

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      -at (-ot SBartolo)         

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -ot                           

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj      LOST?                     PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     -ch-aj                      

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      -ot                                                                 

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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        unbounded passive  *-ab’ or *-b’  vtR : *-ab’  vtD 

 

Was      -aab  incompletive        Tek                                       

WasCol         passive 

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   -b’aj  passive with 

                                   MamN              incorporated 

pYu     *-b’ : *-@-b’                               movement 

Yuk      -7- : -a7(b’)            

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW     -Vb’  repeated/able 

Toj                                PchE           passive  

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol    -e7  vtR passive 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

The suffix here may be the same as that for versive1, and EM assumptive, below. 
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                      *-l  SOME KIND OF PASSIVE 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   -l  CHECK THIS!! 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk       -l ~ -ch ( ~ -w)  vtR 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol    -l ~ -ch : -l  

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol   -l-a  versive  CHECK                    

                                   Kch 

Chr      -r-a  versive  CHECK      KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      -il [Frank] CHECK                           

TzoCol        ‘passive’            Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      -lay  passive             QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      -lax  passive                                                     

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                      versive1 < aj/s  *-(o)b’ 

 

Was      -bee                      Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      -b’-es  s/aj >            

YukCol           conversive        Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp       -Vb’ 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch       -b’  non-productive 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl      -7-a-n  incompletive      Sak 

         -7-a   completive        

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      -ob’                     

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -ub’                        

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW      CV({:})C...-b’ 

Toj      -b’                       PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     -b’                           

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol   -o7 /_# ~ -ob’- /... 

Akt                                 

Pop      -b’                                                                   

               

KotM     -b’ 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                        versive2 < aj/s  *-er 

 

Was      -ey  non-productive       Tek       -t  versive;                                 

WasCol        or not < aj/s                  -e-Vt  passive 

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   -t  versive (non-prod) 

                                   MamN      -e-Vt  passive 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp       -Vr 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch       -ar ~ -ir  productive 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak       -ar ~ -ir  productive 

                                    

Chn                                Sip       -ar ~ -ir  productive    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu       -ar ~ -ir  productive        

Tzo      -e  passive (Zi)           

TzoCol                             Kaq       -ar ~ -ir  productive 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -Vy  non-productive           

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW       CV{:}C...-r  versive  

                                                         (non-prod) 

Toj                                           -a-Vr ~ -Vr-  passive 

                                   PchE   

ChjM                               PoqCol 

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol    -er  non-productive 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM     -ch  ‘intransitive’ 

KotT           non-productive 

KotCol    and/or -e7 /_# ~ -ech-   

                   vtR passive 
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            celeritive1 < T,P  *-p; transitivized  *-p-u 

 

Was      -p-a7, -p-uw, -p-iy  vt   Tek       -p                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      -p-  essive1  vi         

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol    -p  passive 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol   -p-a  celer pass           

                                   Kch       OCCURS; DOCUMENT 

Chr      -p-a  celer pass          KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -p’-u-j  vi; -p’-u-n  vt;    

         -p-u-j  vi; -p-u-n  vt       

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj      -b’-V-n  vi;              PchE 

         -b’-n-V  vt               PoqCol   

 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

KotM      -p  vi; -p-u  vt 

KotT 

KotCol 
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            celeritive2 < T,P  *q’; transitivized  *-q’-u 

 

Was      -k’-a7, -k’-uw, -k’-iy;   Tek       -q’                     

WasCol      vt      

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   -q’-u  vt; -q’-u-j  vi 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      -k’-aj  vi; -k’-es  vt                           

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol   -k’-a  celer pass                  -q’-o7t  vi; -q’-ot-i  vt 

                                   Kch      -q’-  vt; -q’-V-j  vi 

Chr      -k’-a  celer pass         KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      -k’-u-j  vi; -k’-u-n  vt 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -k’-u-j  vi; -k’-u-n  vt                              

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     -k’(-aj)  vi             

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM     -q’  vi; -q’-u  vt 

KotT 

KotCol 
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           celeritive3 < T,P  *-tz’; transitivized  *-tz’-u 

 

Was                                Tek      -tz’  vi                                 

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  -tz’-u  vt; -tz’-u-j  vi 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol   -tz’-a  celer pass                           

                                   Kch      PRESENT; DOCUMENT   

Chr      -tz’-a  celer pass        KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq      PRESENT; DOCUMENT 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -tz’-u-j  vi;  

         -tz’-u-n  vt 

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj      -tz’  vi; -tz’-V  vt      PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM     -tz’  vi; -tz’-u  vt  

KotT 

KotCol 
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           celeritive4 < T,P  *-k’; transitivized  *-k’-u 

 

Was                                Tek       -k’                                 

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch       -k’ and ch’  DOCUMENT 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       -ch’-u-j  vi;  

          -ch’-u-n  vt                                    

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM      -k’(-aj)?                           

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM      -k  vi; -k-u  vt !! 

KotT 

KotCol 
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DISCUSSION 

 

ANTIPASSIVES IN MAYAN LANGUAGES 

 

GKch, Tzo, QanP (not Kot), and Chj (not Toj) have a functional distinction 

between absolute and agentive (or ‘focus’) antipassive; the distribution makes 

it potentially late, and the failure of Mch and Toj to share the distinction 

suggests a Huehuetenango sphere innovation (among all the above-named except 

GKch).  The morphemes that mark the distinction between absolutive and agentive 

(in the languages that have the distinction) do not necessarily agree.  

Languages lacking a special vi form to use for agent focus include Was, Yu, Ch, 

and Tze.  Yuk does have an agentive form of vt’s, but it is not intransitive.  

Was has an agentive form of vt’s, but it is not intransitive, either, and is 

restricted to completive or perfect aspect.  

 

Was, Yu, Ch, and Tze have no agentive antipassive, only an absolute. 

 

          Was       -l ~ -om 

 

          Yu        -n ~ ZERO 

 

          Ch        -on-  frozen 

 

          Tze       -aw-an 

 

 

In Poq, Qeq, Ixl, Mam both functions occur, but they are marked the same. 

 

          Pqm       -w ~ -in 

 

          Qeq       -o ~ -(a)n 

 

          Ixl       -(o)n 

 

          Mam       -(o-)Vn 

 

          Kot       -(o-)Vn ?? 

 

 

Tzo, Chj, and Pop have an absolute/incorporating : agentive contrast  

                       of one type (A). 

 

          Tzo       -w-an : -on 

 

          Chj       -w(aj) : -n 

 

          Pop       -w(a) : -n 
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GKch has an absolute : agentive contrast of another type (B) 

 

          *-o-Vn : -o-w   with vtR 

 

            vs. -Vn       with vtD  [no contrast with vtD]         

 

Pqm and Qeq have simplified the GKch system. 

 

WN thinks that in the languages having ‘absolute antipassive’ < *-(a)w (Tz, 

Toj, Chj, Pop) this is a morpheme of different origin from *-ow ‘focus 

antipassive’, which is a GKch innvation.  Norman believes that *-w was a pM 

intransitivizer of vt with different functional outcomes, but not basically an 

antipassive marker.  GKch *-ow, on the other hand, could (according to WN) be a 

specialization of his pM *-w, or have developed from  *-o-h /_# ~ *-o-w /... 

(vtR plain status).  GKch *-ow ‘agentive antipassive’ only occurs with vtR, 

which makes WN’s second hypothesis seem likely, assuming he is right that the 

original function of pM *-w was not necessarily antipassive. If *-w was not a 

pM agentive antipassive marker, we would like to be able to specify its 

function.  Kot and Ch data (see below) suggest assumptive as one possible 

function.  In Tz and Toj *-(a)w has combined with *-an to produce an absolute 

antipassive *-(a)w-an, but absolute antipassives with *-(a)w also occur in 

these three languages.  While some scholars see agent focus in these endings, 

action (or absolute) focus is also present/expressed by these forms.  In 

contrast with WN, I believe that WM ‘absolute antipassive’ in *-(a)w is the 

same morpheme as GKch *-ow ‘focus antipassive’, with a replacement of vt 

thematic vowel *-o- by its variant *-a-, extension of the suffix to use [yu:s] 

with vtD, and loss of the contrast between focus and absolute antipassive, as 

discussed below.  WM also shifted the thematic vowel in the vtR plain status 

suffix from pM *-o-h/w to WM *-a-(w), which is further support for the original 

identity of vtR plain status and the focus antipassive marker.  

 

Since across the board (with the exception of QanP + Chj only, where an 

innovation may be expected) *-o-an ~ *-an marks absolute, I postulate that 

absolute was at least one of its pM functions.  A form like Tzu x+ ram-on-i ‘it 

broke’ < vtR ram ‘to break’ shows that this suffix may also have had a 

mediopassive reading.  In Was the function of *-(o-)an > -n has generally 

shifted to reflexive and mediopassive (the latter with infixed -V1- < pM *-h-), 

but some frozen active vi uses are found.  Toj and Chj have generalized the vtD 

allomorph *-an.  If the contrast absolute : agentive was lacking in pM, then 

the function of *-(o-)an may have been generic antipassive; alternatively, 

focusing an Agent may not have involved the use of any antipassive forms at 

all.  If agentive antipassive was found in CM, it was (in my view) quite likely 

represented by *-(o)w ~ -(a)w.   
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Unfortunately *-(a)w as a detransitivizer of transitive verbs is known only in 

a geographical continuum running Tzo-Tze-Toj-Chj-Qan-Akt-Pop-Mam: the Mam 

suffix is probably not cognate.  This morpheme, then, is Western Mayan without 

Ch’olan.  Generally speaking, such a distribution is suspect of being a 

Huehuetenango sphere innovation; we do not have the irregular spread that 

assures its being old. 

 

Reflexes of *-(a)w: 

 

        Tz, Toj        generic antipassive; usually combined with *-an                

 

        Pop, Chj       absolute and incorporating antipassive 

 

 

There is another Mayan suffix *-w that derived vi’s from things positionals and 

transitives (and shows no characteristic vt thematic vowel o or a).  We have 

 

        Ch   -w@n      P > vi assumptive completive             

 

        Kot  -w        P > vi assumptive; vtR optative! 

 

        Mam  -w        vtR passive (restricted) 

 

 

Compare also 

 

        Tek  -w        X > vi (unproductive) 

 

        Ixl  -w        s > vi (one example only)! 

 

See the quote from Kaufman & Norman 1984 (?above; ?below) on *-l ‘some kind of 

passive’, where it is pointed out that versives, assumptives, and passives are 

categories whose exponents have shifted around considerably, even though the 

subject of an assumptive is an Agent and the subject of versives and passives 

are Patients.  *-(o-)an ‘antipassive’ also takes subjects that are patients, 

though they are usually Agents.  In terms of the discussion in Norman & 

Campbell 1978.xxx, both of these types of intransitivizer can be viewed as 

producing a verb form that is neutral for voice. 

 

I postulate that pM had a generic or absolute antipassive marked with *-(o-)an 

and perhaps no agentive antipassive at all (in languages lacking agentive 

antipassive, a focused NP agent is simply fronted and the vt is inflected in 

the normal objective voice).  CM also had a suffix *-w, a vt generic 

intransitivizer that occurred with transitive and positional roots.  CM also 

had a suffix *-(o-)w ‘vtR focus antipassive’, that was developed out of 

*-(o-)h/w  vtR plain status, but treated as a valency changer, and a thematic 

suffix forming the basis of intransitive inflexion.  WM changed this to *-(a-)w 

and added it to both vtR and vtD, but made it homosemantic with *-(o-)an.  Thus 

in WM *-(a-)w was ‘variant/alternate antipassive’.  QanP developed an 

absolute/incorporating : agentive contrast, and assigned *-(o-)an to the 

agentive; then *-(a-)w was assigned to the absolute.  This constitutes an 
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apparent ‘flip-flop’.  GKch on the other hand probably reflects fairly directly 

the pCM stage wherein *-o(-h/w) vtR plain was converted into an agentive 

antipassive marker.  GKch assigned the *-ow variant of *-o(-h/w) ‘vtR plain 

status’ to agentive function for vtR only.  It left *-o-an marking absolute 

antipassive for vtR, and left *-an marking generic antipassive with vtD.  Yu 

and GMa seem unaffected by either of these innovations; Yu has no trace of 

*-(a-)w or *-ow, and GMa shows *-w, which is probably etymologically distinct, 

in either very different or very restricted/frozen usages. 

 

EXCURSUS: w’s among vtR status and voice markers 

 

We do not know how vt imperative plural was formed in GKch because 

     a.  imperative is lost in KchP; 

     b.  5Erg/Abs is lost in Poq and Usp; 

     c.  only Qeq relevant forms: -(o)maq, for vt impv pl,  

         and -n-q-ex for vi impv pl. 

Qan forms impv pl by adding -eq to impv sg: Chj adds -ek, Toj adds -ik, and Pop 

adds -weq.  Awk does the same by adding woq ~ waq to vtR and absolute 

antipassive.  Here, clearly, /w/ belongs to the enclitic, but through 

resegmentation. (I reconstruct CM *+eq as second plural imperative clitic [See 

above 3.xxx]).  GQa merges vtR plain and imperative as -.  This -, however, 

seems to end in a /w/ which drops word-finally, thus pGQa  *- /_# ~ *-w /....  

Assuming that WN is right that pM vtR plain was *-o-h /_# ~ -o-w /..., we may 

go a step further and postulate that pM vtR imperative was *-a-h /_# ~ *-a-w 

/....  *-aw for GKch might/could be supported by the m of Qeq -(o)maq; for GMa 

it is supported by the -ah-woq of Awk. 

 

If pM vtR plain and imperative both underlyingly end in /w/, then we may be on 

the way to explaining the /w/’s that show up in antipassives throughout Central 

Mayan, but we can only do this via an agentive/focus antipassive interpretation 

of the forms that contain /w/. 

 

The first facts to consider are that agentive antipassive has as its function 

     a.  focusing the Agent; and 

     b.  not deleting the Patient from the clause. 

Inasmuch as the Patient is not deleted, the clause in which the agentive 

antipassive form occurs may still be considered to be transitive, but in all 

the CM languages the verb form in question occurs with intransitive status 

suffixes. 

 

Was has the functional equivalent of a focus or agentive antipassive, but the 

form is (or seems to be) active transitive and is only completive or perfect in 

meaning.  The use of this device entails the following: 

     1. suffix the status suffix -b to the vt; 

     2. front the Agent NP. 
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Example(s): 

 

nanaa7 u   :la7u  -b   an :xun   :nakat 

 

I      1Erg UPROOT foc the CHIVE1 CHIVE2 

 

‘It was me who uprooted the chives’ 

 

SOMETHING IS MISSING HERE (at least one more example sentence); FIND IT!!! 

 

THE FOLLOWING IS A MAKESHIFT FOR THE MISSING VERBIAGE 

 

Since this function does not have more than one form such that different aspect 

categories can be expressed, ... 

 

[The missing material is missing from the WordStar version from before 1990, so 

I will probably find it in a manuscript version of tis work.] 

 

 

If so, -b could be interpreted as forming a noun meaning ‘the thing that 

someone has V-en’; thus the first sentence could be interpreted as 

 

‘As for me, the chives are a/the thing I have uprooted’. 

 

Yuk has an agentive form of a transitive verb, where the Erg pronoun markers 

are deleted/missing from the verb, but the Abs pronoun markers remain, marking 

Patient (not Agent).  There is no special/different suffix to mark agentive in 

the incompletive, but in the completive ZERO (vtR) ~ -e (vtD) occurs instead of 

-aj.  

 

[Actually the situation is more complex, and needs to be spelled out.  

Incompletive -ik remains unchanged; dependent -e is changed to -ik; completive 

-aj is changed to -e.] 

 

If we suppose that Yuk represents an archaic type of agent/focus strategy, i.e. 

REMOVE ERG AGREEMENT FROM VT AND FRONT THE AGENT NP OR PRONOUN (MARKED WITH 

ABS), BUT LEAVE ALL OTHER MARKERS UNCHANGED, we would have had sentences like 

this in pM: 

 

 

no NP’s        r+  :il -o-h   +ZERO     

 

               3Erg SEE vtRpln 3Abs  

 

               ‘he saw him/her/it’ 
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2 NP’s         r+  :il -o-w   +ZERO :juun :winaq :juun :7ix  

both human 

VSO            3Erg SEE vtRpln 3Abs  ONE   MAN    ONE   WOMAN 

 

               ‘a man saw a woman’ 

 

 

2 NP’s         r+  :il -o-w   +ZERO :juun :nhaah :juun :winaq 

one human 

one inanimate  3Erg SEE vtRpln 3Abs  ONE   HOUSE  ONE   MAN 

VOS 

               ‘a man saw a house’ 

 

 

1 full NP      r+  :il -o-w   +iin  :juun :winaq  

1 PN 

               3Erg SEE vtRpln 1Abs  ONE   MAN 

 

               ‘a man saw me’ 

 

 

agentive       :la  :winaq +e,   :7il -o-w   +ZERO :juun :7ix   

2 NP’s 

                THAT MAN    THERE SEE  vtRpln 3Abs  ONE   WOMAN 

 

               ‘it was that man that saw a woman’ 

 

agentive       :la  :winaq +e,   :7il -o-w +iin  

1 full NP 

1 PN            THAT MAN    THERE SEE  vtR  1Abs  

 

               ‘it was that man that saw me’ 

 

 

agentive       iin  :7il -o-w   +ZERO :la  :winaq +e    

1full NP  

1 PN           1Abs  SEE  vtRpln 3Abs  THAT MAN    THERE   

 

               ‘it was me that saw that man’ 

 

 

According to the story/scenario I am devising/proposing, in CM the 

agentive/focus structures would have been reanalyzed as intransitive because 

only one NP argument is agreement-marked on the verb.  The ending *-ow then 

became the phonological shape of a new non-omissible ending in CM, vtR agentive 

antipassive.  This function was maintained in GKch (It was affected by further 

changes in Poq and Qeq).  In GMa, agentive antipassive, which persisted as a 

function, was swallowed up by *-(o-)an ‘absolute antipassive’, which now did 

duty for both.  The *-w antipassive dwindled in use, eventually apparently 

becoming a frozen intransitivizer in some Tek and Ixl.  In WM vtR agentive 

antipassive *-ow became *-aw when *-o(-h/w) vtR plain became *-a(-w).  WM *-aw 
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lost its exclusively agentive meaning and seems to have become synonymous with 

*-(o-)an, both being generic (or absolute) antipassives.  It developed a 

phonological variant *-w, used with vtD.  There probably already existed a CM 

intransitivizer *-w, used to form some kind of ‘neutral intransitive’ from T 

and P roots.  I call WM *-(a)w "alternate antipassive".  Tz and Toj have 

-(a)w-an, rarely -(a)w as generic or absolute antipassives.  Ch *-w@n 

‘assumptive’ comes from CM *-w ‘neutral’.  Ch has kept -on as an absolute 

antipassive but this has become frozen inside further derivations.  Then, 

fairly recently (after 500 CE), QanP + Chj innovated by specializing -on as 

agentive antipassive, leaving -w as an absolute/incorporating antipassive.  The 

first function spread to Tzo (but not Tze or Toj).  Kot, probably under MaP 

influence, uses -(o-):n for both antipassive functions.  It has lost WM *-(a-)w 

‘alternate antipassive’, and has kept CM *-w as ‘assumptive’.  END EXCURSUS 

 

At this point I will try to integrate all the above-discussed data and 

hypotheses into a single story of the development of antipassive and related 

categories in the Mayan languages.  In working out this scenario I profited 

from discussions with Jon Dayley. 

 

Proto-Mayan had an intransitivizing (‘neutral’) suffix *-(o-)an that had two 

distinct functions:         

(a) absolute antipassive voice; objectless action; verb agrees with Agent only. 

(b) occasional alternative mediopassive; agentless action; verb agrees with 

Patient only. 

 

Wasteko has preserved traces of function (a); it maintains and elaborates 

function (b); it has added a new function, reflexive, also one-argument, where 

Agent = Patient. 

 

Late proto-Mayan devised a focus structure by extracting Erg from the 

transitive verb, and fronting the Agent NP.  The verb thus agrees only with the 

Patient.  This structure survives in Yukateko. 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.56, Hypothesis #12) says: "Questions and relative clauses 

formed on third person subjects of transitive verbs caused the verb to assume 

an intransitive form."  The functions mentioned here are some of what calls 

forth the use of focus antipassive constructions. 

 

Central Mayan reinterpreted the focus structure as intransitive, because the 

verb is marked to agree with only one argument.  The *-o-w allomorph of vtR 

plain was interpreted as a shifter morpheme with the function of marking focus 

antipassive for vtR.  Then the inflexional suffixes appropriate to 

intransitives, *-i(-k), *-oq, *-een, *-inaq, etc. were added to *-ow.  The verb 

continued to agree with the Patient.  This form could, at least potentially, 

have a mediopassive interpretation because only the Patient is agreed with.  

But this could only happen if it were used in sentences without focused Agent, 

something which is not attested, and not suggested by the attested uses. 
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In Greater K’ichee7an focus voice is marked 

           *-ow  vtR   : *-an  vtD,  

while absolutive/incorporating antipassive and alternate mediopassive is marked 

           *-o-an  vtR : *-an  vtD.   

This pattern survives in KchP and Usp, where Agent agreement creeps back into 

the focus construction, according to the animacy hierarchy (See Norman & 

Campbell). 

 

In Poqom and Q’eqchi7 all these allomorphs are combined as *-ow  vtR : *-on  

vtD, in all three functions: absolute, alternate mediopassive, and focus.  BUT: 

do these languages use the animacy hierarchy with focus antipassive, or do they 

just have Agent agreement?  If the latter, then there is a complete shift from 

Pat agrement to Agt agreement. 

 

In Greater Mamean *-ow is lost in antipassive function, but survives in 

lexicalized relics in some GMa languages. *-(o-)an comes to cover all three 

functions: absolute, middle, and focus.  

 

In Awakateko *-(o-)an split its functions:  

CV{:}C...n  absolute antipassive  

vs. CVC...n  focus antipassive;  

in both cases the verb agrees with the Agent. 

 

Western Mayan reshaped *-ow as *-(a)w, usable with both vtR and vtD, and 

changed person agreement so that this verb form agrees with the Agent, not the 

Patient.  It is thus now parallel in its morphology to that of the verb form in 

*-(o-)an.  *-(a)w becomes synonymous in function with *-(o)-an.  The alternate 

mediopassive function is lacking in WM for either of these suffixes. 

 

In Greater Q’anjob’alan *-aw and *-(o-)an remained synonymous. 

 

In Kotoke and Ch’olan *-aw was lost.  *-(o-)an survives with Agent agreement 

only.      

 

In the Huehuetenango Sphere the functions of *-aw and *-on ~ *-an were 

redistributed;  

*-aw  absolute/incorporating antipassive,  

*-on ~ *-an  agentive/focus antipassive.     

 

In Tzeltalan *-an was added to *-(a)w to form *-(a)w-an ‘generic antipassive’.  

This was diffused to Tojol 7ab’al.  Tzotzil is in turn influenced from the 

Huehuetenango sphere in its use of -wan (like *-aw) in absolutive/incorporating 

uses and -on (like *-on ~ *-an) in agentive/focus uses. 

 

 

EARLIER/OTHER FORMULATIONS 

 

In ‘Voice and ergativity in Mayan languages’JML 2.2.3-82 (1981: written in 

1979?) Dayley provides a very valuable survey of (among other things) passive 

and antipassive verb forms in most of the languages of the Mayan family.  His 

descriptive data and the characterizations he has made of it (except for some 
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details of Wasteko) seem largely correct.  His historical hypotheses about 

passives are in partial agreement with my own.  But his historical hypotheses 

about antipassives are in direct conflict with mine (or vice versa, depending 

on where you are standing).  Specifically, we disagree on the original 

functions of apparently antipassive suffixes containing /n/ and /w/.  Dayley 

says:   

 

"The suffix -(V)n occurs as a marker of the focus antipassive in all  

     Mayan languages, except Yuc[atec] (p57)." 

  

"P[roto-]M[ayan] had a focus antipassive voice marked with the suffix  

     *-(V)n...(p58)". 

   

My claim is as follows: the proto-Mayan antipassive suffix *-o-an ~ *-an has 

absolute reflexes in all Mayan languages but Chj-Pop-Akt-Qan, with Tzo added.  

Therefore, since these named languages (apart from Tzo) are as a set notorious 

for local innovation, I assign the function absolute antipassive to the 

morpheme in question.  Dayley says further (p58):  

 

"P[roto-]M[ayan] had an absolutive antipassive voice marked with *-w...".  

 

"In P[roto-]M[ayan] the suffix *-w was also used in incorporating       

           antipassive constructions...".   

 

Smith-Stark (1978.180-181) has pointed out that whenever incorporating 

antipassive constructions are found in Mayan languages, the same suffix does 

duty for it and absolute antipassive;  it thus seems likely that pM, if it had 

an incorporating antipassive, marked it likewise.  The disagreement is over 

what the morpheme containing w in pM was doing there.  I think it highly likely 

that pM *-ow ~ *-aw arose out of vtR plain status *-o-h ~ *-o-w specifically in 

focus/agentive constructions.  Outside GKch *-(a-)w occurs with 

absolute/incorporating antipassive function only in Chj-Qan-Akt-Pop where this 

use is probably an innovation.  Dayley refers to the fact that there seems to 

have been a flip-flop (p58) in functions between GKch on the one hand and 

"Huehuetanango" on the other hand.  Flip-flops, in principle, do not occur 

(Dayley [p.c.] does not believe that they do, either).  They are an illusion 

produced by an incomplete historical picture.  My scenario makes use of the 

fact that Tzeltalan and Tojol 7ab’al have suffixes -(a)w and -(a)w-an, both 

meaning absolutive, but having no incorporating or focus/agentive antipassives, 

to postulate that Western Mayan lost the agentive antipassive function, but not 

the morpheme *-(a)w, which it kept as a variant in absolute function.  When 

"Huehuetanango" redeveloped the agentive : absolute contrast it unknowingly 

redistributed the variant forms in a way that was the precise opposite of how 

they had been differently used centuries before.        

 

Thom Smith-Stark, in ‘The Mayan antipassive: some facts and fictions’ (1978; 

first draft written in 1976: 18pp) also discusses the antipassives of Mayan 

languages.  He also, presumably owing to his not noticing or recognizing the 

fact that Pop-Akt-Qan (but not Mot) and Chj (but not Toj) often innovate 

grammatically in common, and sometimes do so in concert with GMa, promotes to 

pM status traits peculiar to these languages; thus he (182-183) states the 
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following two Hypotheses, which are also found in TSS76fms: 

 

"Hypothesis 1: PM had an agentive voice suffix, *-(V)n, which could be added to 

transitive stems to form an intransitive stem.  The agentive voice was employed 

whenever the agent was questioned, relativized, or focused, as long at least 

one of the arguments was third person.  The agentive voice verb 

cross-referenced the agent, though the patient is still expressed or implied 

with no overt modification. 

 

Hypothesis 2: PM had an absolutive voice suffix, *-(V)w, which could be added 

to transitive stems forming a semantically active intransitive stem.  Specific 

patients could still be expressed in a phrase, as if they were indirect 

objects.  Non-specific patients could be expressed with no modification, but 

with the effect of incorporating them into the verb."   

 

My own reconstruction, previously expounded, labels as focus what Smith-Stark 

calls agentive.  According to my scenario, originally what was marked (in LpM) 

was Patient, not Agent, and its marker was *-(o-)h/w, i.e. the vtR plain status 

marker, which evolved into *-ow ~ *-aw.  Smith-Stark’s absolutive functions I 

associate with the shape pM *-(o-)an, and I claim that this voice marker also 

could mark mediopassive/reflexive structures, even if not on a regular basis. 

As for the marking of original/underlying specific Patients in such sentences, 

see 7., below.  

 

Quizar 1978.143-146 (s.5.3.1.),155,173 discusses focus antipassive under the 

rubric of "relativizing on Agent".  She duly notes that Was, Ch’olan, Mop, Tze, 

and Toj lack focus antipassive constructions.  Was never had a focus 

antipassive, and Yukatekan in general has a focus strategy which does not 

involve intransitivization.  The Ch’olan + Tze + Toj distribution, however, is 

suspicious, since this set of languages are the scene of numerous innovations, 

and we might suspect that pWM had a focus antipassive and these languages lost 

it.  This suggests an alternate scenario for focus antipassive, one that I do 

not support, but which I will outline for the sake of completeness. 

 

If we go back to the point in my original scenario where *-(o-)w becomes  

*-(a-)w in WM and then total merger of *-(a-)w and *-(o-)an takes place, we can 

place just after this the "flip-flop" between the functions of these two 

markers, before the diversification of WM, instead of at the QanP + Chj stage.  

Thus pWM would have had *-(a)w ‘absolutive/incorporating antipassive and 

*-(o-)an ‘focus/agentive antipassive’, both with Agent agreement only.  Four 

sets of changes follow on this stage.   

[a] Tz and Toj develop -(a-)w-an out of *-(a-)w as a preferred expression   

      of abs/inc antipassive.   

[b] In QanP + Chj, -(a-)w-aj is added as an alternative to *-(a-)w.   

[c] In Ch’olan, Tze, and Toj focus/agentive antipassive is lost from the  

      grammar; Ch’ol keeps -on- in some lexicalized nominalizations).   

[d] In Kot, the -(a-)w antipassive is lost and -(o-):n is extended to   

cover its functions.  

 

[a] originates in Tz; [b] originates in the Hue Zone; [c] originates in 

Ch’olan; and [d] originates in Teko-Mam. 
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The main reason I favor my first formulation and not the present one is that in 

the earlier scenario no losses of grammatical structures, only increments and 

elaborations, are required. 

 

Robertson 1989.81-85 discusses antipassives under the code-name 

ABS[olutive]-VOICE.  On pp84-85 he says: "It seems most reasonable to 

reconstruct, based on Quiche* and Cakchiquel, *o as the marker for voice of 

relativization [my focus antipassive], and *Vn for all other kinds of voice [my 

generic antipassive]".  The lack of careful analysis by JR is apparent here. 

 

 

*REFLEXIVE *-a-ox ~ *-ox is found in all branches of Mayan except Yu and GTz, 

where it must have been lost.  In most languages it means  either reflexive 

(Kot), mediopassive (Toj, Chj), passive (Pop, Awk, Ixl, KchP), or versive (Tek, 

Mam).  Recipocal (found only in Was) and reflexive are active, the rest are 

non-active.  Mediopassive, passive, and versive can be assigned other more 

likely pM exponents.  Reflexive is encoded as vt + reflexive relational noun 

(not necessarily the same one) in all Mayan languages except Kot.  In Was this 

encoding is only used when an agent literally affects his/her own body; 

otherwise the Mayan *absolute antipassive -n is used for reflexive instead.  In 

fact, only Was uses *-(a-)ox  as a reciprocal (it also has -x ‘active absolute 

participle’ which hardly seems related).  Only Kot reflexive is unchanged from 

the postulated pM function.  Presumably there was a difference between the 

morphological reflexive and the syntactic reflexive, if (as seems likely) the 

latter was pM.  The other uses reflect local developments: each of them has an 

unbroken geograpical continuum.  The semantic shift from reflexive to passive 

is well known from various places in the world.  The theme vowel *-a- is found 

throughout, except in Mot, which has -e-. 

   

 

REFLEXIVE is expressed in most Mayan languages by a case-marking relational 

noun pM *-b’aah ‘head/top, person/self’, which in the reflexive function has 

been replaced in EM by *-iib’ ‘self’.  These are dealt with in s.xxx.  I 

hypothesize that these RN’s were used only when an agent acted on his own body.  

When he acted with respect to himself as a participant in the action, I assume 

that *-(a-)ox was used. 

 

 

All Mayan languages have a grammatical category MEDIOPASSIVE.  The mediopassive 

that I reconstruct, *-h- ~ -aj, involves the association of two phonologically 

unrelated morphs, each of which is of pM date. 

 

 

A reflex of *-h- is found in all Mayan branches, but is vacuous, hence largely 

unused, in those languages that have lost preconsonantal /h/ and vowel length 

(all Tzo but San Bartolo, Chj, QanP).  It means passive in Ch, Usp, and KchP.  

It means assumptive in Poq.  It retains its original meaning mediopassive in 

Was, Yu, Tz, and Awk. 
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A reflex of *-aj is found in all Mayan branches but Yu.  In Tz it is an 

(unspecified) intransitivizer.  In Was, Toj, Chj, Kot, Mam, Awk, and GKch it 

means passive.  -aj is mediopassive (or agentless passive) today only in Mam.  

OTHERS??  In most languages it is a passive which allows an agent, or else is 

an "intransitivizer" (that is a ‘neutral’).  There are three reasons for 

calling it ‘*vtD mediopassive’ in pM:  

     (a). The morph is pan-Mayan, and its functions are similar, so we must  

   reconstruct it. 

     (b). We need a mediopassive for vtD (though some Mayan languages are able  

             to get along without one, having mediopassive only in vtR). 

     (c). There are two other passives reconstructible for pM: 

*-(a)b’ ‘unbounded’ and *-o-t ‘bounded’ (See below).  Assuming they have been 

correctly reconstructed, *-aj either was vtD mediopassive, or an unaligned 

general purpose intransitivizer, a status I would wish on no morph, unless 

forced by the circumstances.  

 

 

BOUNDED PASSIVE *-o-t ~ -a-t vtR, *-t vtD:  This ending has a reflex in all 

Mayan branches, hence is of pM date.  It means passive in all the languages it 

occurs in. In Kch it has the additional meaning ‘for good’ when combined with 

-aj (< pM *-aj *mediopassive or ‘*earlier’), and in Was it only occurs in 

completive (< pM *plain) status.  The theme vowel is not unambiguously to be 

reconstructed since -a- is found in Was and most Tzo, while -o- is found in 

some Tzo, Tze, Pop, and Kch.  I lean toward *-o-t being original, since WM 

languages and Was often have replaced thematic -o- by -a-. 

  

 

Another passive suffix *-l seems to be indicated by apparently cognate suffixes 

in Qan, Pop, Awk, Ixl, maybe Mam, and maybe Tzo.  Quoting Kaufman & Norman 

1984.109: ‘The Eastern Cholan inchoative [TK versive] suffix *-l is probably 

cognate with the Western Cholan *-le passive [and assumptive TK], since 

inchoatives and passives in Mayan are closely related morphologically.  The 

ultimate source of the *-l passive and inchoative may be the *-l 

intransitivizer [TK assumptive] for positional roots.’ (See derivatives from 

Positionals, 3.xxx, below).  As support for the claim cited above, compare the 

versive, passive, and assumptive functions of the following morphemes: THIS MAY 

BE MORE FILLABLE OUT 
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     versive        passive        assumptive 

                    & middle 

 

     *-(o)b’        *-ab’          *-(e-:7-)b’             

       Was,Yu,WM,EM   Was,Yu,EM       EM      

 

     *-l            *-l            *-le 

       Ch             Ch,GMa         Hu,Yu,GTz,Qeq   

 

     *-er           *-er           *-ar 

       Was,Tz         Tzo,Kot        Usp 

       Mam,GKch       Mam,Poq 

 

       ?            *-(o-)t        *-t  

                      Was,WM,EM      Yu,Ch,GMa 

 

     *-a-ox         *-(a-)ox         ?  

       GQa,Ixl       GQa,EM 
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*UNBOUNDED PASSIVE is reconstructed from a small set of phonologically cognate 

morphemes found in all branches of Mayan but WM.  The whole set of reflexes is: 

 

          Was       -aab      incompletive passive 

 

          Yu        *-b’      vtR passive; 

                    *-@-b’     vtD passive  

[BUT /@/ is what the derived transitive verb ends in!] 

 

          Yuk       -a-7b’     vtD passive completive; 

                    ~ -a-7        vtD passive non-completive 

    

          Mam       -b’-aj    passive with incorporated   

                                 movement 

 

          Pch       -V1b’     repeated passive                     

 

          Qeq       -e7       vtR passive  

 

A reconstruction *-ab’ will account for most of the forms.  Yu and Mam 

regularly lose short medial unstressed vowels.  The /@/ found with the Yu vtD’s 

probably reflects the various vowels that derived transitives could end in in 

pM, combined with the *a of the passive suffix: this vowel combination would 

have yielded a long medial unaccented vowel (probably NOT /a:/, since V1V2 

combinations usually result in the first vowel being lengthened), which would 

have been shortened at the same time that short medial unaccented vowels were 

dropped.  The now short medial unaccented vowel apparently shifted to /a/.  

Slightly variant scenarios are thinkable.  Like all other suffixes that occur 

on transitive verbs in Was, the suffix -aab occurs only after consonants, even 

though virtually all transitive verbs have more than one syllable (and thus 

seem like they should reflect derived transitives only: but this is not the 

case, as discussed in section xxx.xx): thus -aab could reflect either a shape 

originally post-consonantal or fused with a stem-final vowel.  Since the latter 

possibility cannot be ruled out, it is not necessary to reconstruct more than a 

single affix shape *-ab’.  Nevertheless, the vowelless forms found in Yu and 

Mam COULD reflect a pM allomorph *-b’.  The Was form could also be accounted 

for by adding passive *-ab’ or versive *-ob’ to thematic *-a- (or the Was vowel 

length may be the result of a not yet recognized phonological change).  Qeq -e7 

may be from *-a-b’ with -e- (vi theme vowel) for -a- (vtR theme vowel), but it 

may also be from EM *-e-:7(-b’) ‘assumptive’ (See 3.xxx below), which may also 

contain the same morpheme.  On the other hand the pM versive1 *-b’ ~ *-ob’ may 

also consist of the same morpheme.  The meaning unbounded is based on the Was 

and Pch functions.  An alternative to considering this an original pM function 

would require assuming a functional extension of the pM versive1, treated 

below. 

 

Another alternative is to assume that proto-Mayan had the following pattern: 

     vtR unbounded passive       *-a-7b’  or    *-a-ob’  

     vtD unbounded passive       *-7b’    or    *-ob’ 

     versive1                    *-7b’    or    *-ob’ 

     assumptive2                 *-e-7b’  or    *-e-ob’ 
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That is, that unbounded passive, versive1, and assumptive2 are all (or all 

contain) the same category.  Functionally, this is probably justified.  

Phonologically, what is shown just above is probably going beyond the evidence.  

In fact, the assumptive2 is probably to be reconstructed EM *-e-:7 ~ WM *i-:7, 

with variant vi theme vowel.  Some (or many/most) EM forms of the assumptive 

contain or reflect final /b’/, so that the ending should probably be called 

*-e:7(-b’), where the *-b’ is probably the Mayan versive-cum-passive.  Thus the 

pM unbounded passive is probably *-(a)b’, the versive1 is probably *-(o)b’, and 

the EM assumptive2 is *-e-:7(-b’).  While -e- is the vi theme vowel, it is not 

obvious that the /a/ of *-(a)b’ is the vtR theme vowel, and in *-(o)b’ it is 

quite unlikely that /o/ is the vtR theme vowel.   

 

 

VERSIVES  produce vi’s of ‘becoming’ from nouns and adjectives. [Many linguists 

prefer the term ‘inchoative’ for this function/category, but I find the term to 

be vague/ambiguous]  Some Mayan languages have two versives, one productive, 

the other not.  Versive derivations are indifferent to whether the base form is 

a noun or an adjective - except in Mam where -t (< *-er) is used with nouns and 

-aax < *-a-ox) is used with adjectives.  

 

 

*VERSIVE1 *-b’ ~ *-ob’ is productive in a large number of languages;  the only 

branch it is missing from is GMa.  Tz and Qeq reflect *-ob’, the rest of the 

family reflect *-b’.  No language reflects both allomorphs.  If both allomorphs 

are of pM date, *-ob’ probably occurred after stems ending in ...VXC and *-b, 

after stems ending in ...VC.  The unbounded passive of pM and the assumptive of 

EM may also contain the same pM morpheme. 

 

 

*VERSIVE2 *-er is found in all branches of the family but Yu and Ch.  In Was, 

Tze, Mam, Usp, Poq, and Qeq it is a non-productive versive.  In Tzo 

(Zinacantan) it is a productive passive < vtR.  In Kot (-e7 /_# ~ -ech- /...), 

Tek (-e-er), Mam (-e-er), and Poq (-a-er ~ -Vr-) it has become passive, in the 

last three with a thematic vowel in front of it. 

 

 

Frank  [p75-79] reconstructs four passive suffixes: 

 

*-at      ‘passive1’ 

 

*-il      ‘passive2’ 

 

*-x       ‘passive3’ 

 

*-aj      ‘passive4’ 

 

 

Frank’s *-at [p75] corresponds to my *-o-t ~ *-a-t ~ *-t ‘bounded passive’. 

 

Frank’s *-il [p75] connects Tzo -il and Pop -lax.  To this I can add Qan  
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-lay, Awk -l, Ixl -l, and perhaps Mam -l.  Was -le, Yu -l-, Ch -le, and Qeq 

-lVh, all meaning assumptive, may also be cited.  Frank also compares Chj  

-b’il, but it belongs elsewhere.  

 

Frank’s *-x corresponds to my -(a-)ox ‘reflexive’ 

 

Frank’s *-aj [p75-76] corresponds to my *-aj vtD ‘mediopassive’. 

 

 

CELERITIVES 

 

          *-p         is found in all Mayan branches 

 

          *-q’        is found in all Mayan branches 

 

          *-tz’       is found in all Mayan branches but Was and Yu;                              

                         hence CM    

 

          *-k’        is found in all Mayan branches but Was and Yu; hence CM 

 

 

Two other pM celeritives, *-l and *-ch’, might be established by careful 

combing of sources. 
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4c  VALENCY INCREASERS: CAUSATIVES, CONVERSIVES,  

CELERITIVE TRANSITIVIZERS, ? and FREQUENTATIVES  

 

CAUSATIVES and CONVERSIVES 

 

A causative formation takes an intransitive verb stem and forms from it a 

transitive stem, adding a "causer" case/ro^le category, marked Ergative.  If 

the underlying vi is inactive/patientive the causee (= original "subject") 

remains Absolutive.  If the underlying vi is active, the original Agent (= 

causee) is demoted to Patient (= direct object).  When causativization is 

applied to versives the resultant vt stem is called conversive.  Although 

causative is a process that also may affect vt stems in most Mayan languages, a 

specific proto-Mayan phonological and grammatical reconstruction has not yet 

been attempted. For example, the question of what happens to the initial 

Patient in a causativized vt will have to be answered.  Passives and 

antipassives are not subject to causativization because they are the product of 

syntactic, not lexical rules.  The transitivizing suffix that may occur with 

celeritive vi’s is also a causative.  Frequentative means ‘do repeatedly’; it 

can occur with both transitive and intransitive stems and seems always to yield 

a transitive stem; thus with vi’s it is a transitivizer.  

 

 

*CAUSATIVE                         *-isa; this probably contains                                          

the vi thematic vowel -i-,                                             

thus to be analyzed /-i-sa/. 

 

*CONVERSIVE1 (// to versive1)      *-b’-i-sa or *-ob’-i-sa 

 

*CONVERSIVE2 (// to versive2)      *-er-i-sa 

 

*CELERITIVE TRANSITIVIZER/ 

     CAUSATIVIZER                  *-u, i.e. *-p-u, *-q’-u,  

                                        *-tz’-u, and *-k’-u 

 

*FREQUENTATIVE                     *-ula7 

 

 

 

 

EVIDENCE FOR VALENCY SHIFTERS: INTRANSITIVIZERS AND TRANSITIVIZERS 
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                        causative < vi  *-isa 

 

Was      -tha7                     Tek       -sa                              

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   -sa 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      -(e)s                      

YukCol                             Awk       -sa 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop       -(e)s                           

                                   Usp       -sa 

                                         

ChtCol    -es                          

                                   Kch       -isa 

Chr       -es, -se                 KchCol 

                                    

Chl       -es, -s@                 Sak       -isa 

                                    

Chn                                Sip       -isa    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu       -isa        

Tzo       -es                           

TzoCol                             Kaq       -isa 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       -es                          

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW      -sa 

Toj       -es                      PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM      LOST                      

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan       LOST                     QeqCol    -resi  

Akt       LOST                      

Pop       LOST                                                              

               

KotM      -sa7 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                   conversive1 < aj/s  *-(o)b’-isa 

 

Was      -bee-tha7                 Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      -b’-es  non-productive?                           

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl       -7-es@                   Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo       -ob’-tas                

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       -ub’-tes                   

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj       -b’-es                   PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM      -b’-ite[-j                          

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan       -ne[-j  innovation       QeqCol   -ob’-resi 

Akt                                 

Pop       -nhe  innovation                                                                        

               

KotM      -b’-isa7 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                    conversive2 < aj/s  *-er-isa 

 

Was      -e-tha7                   Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      -Vr-isa 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak      -Vr-isa 

                                    

Chn                                Sip      -Vr-isa    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      -Vr-isa        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq      -Vr-isa 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol   -r-esi 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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             celeritive causativizer/transitivizer  *-u 

 

Was      -C-uw                     Tek                                       

      (-C-iy, -C-a7  not cognate) 

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   -C-u 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      -C-es  not cognate         

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch       -C-u 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      -C-u-n                      

TzoCol                             Kaq       -C-u 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -C-u-n                        

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj      -C-u-n-V (; -C-V not      PchE   

                    cognate)       PoqCol 

ChjM     -C(-a-j)  not cognate                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM     -C-u 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                    frequentative < vt/vi  *-ula7 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      -V1la7 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -ulay ~ -ulan  frequentative                                    

         -tik-lay/n  plural object  

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj      -ula(-n)                  PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM      -la7  plural object 

KotT 

KotCol 
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DISCUSSION 

 

*CAUSATIVE *-i-sa is found in all branches of Mayan.  It has been eliminated 

from QanP + Chj, a Huehuetenango sphere innovation.  In GLL + Toj its typical 

shape is -es, though -s@ also occurs in Ch. 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.57, Hypothesis #19) says: "*PM formed transitive causatives 

from intransitives using a suffix including at least the segment *s.  There was 

no morphological causative for transitive verbs." 

 

 

*CONVERSIVE1 *-(o)b’-i-sa is absent from all of EM but Qeq.  It is lacking from 

QanP + Chj, since *-i-sa has also been eliminated. 

 

 

*CONVERSIVE2 *-er-i-sa is attested only in Was and GKch due to the fact that 

*-er is rare in modern languages as a versive marker. 

 

 

*CELERITIVE TRANSITIVIZER *-u is found in all branches of Mayan.  

 

 

*FREQUENTATIVE *-ula7 has reflexes in Tz, Toj, Kot, and Kch.  I expect that its 

full range in Mayan is somewhat greater than this.  It probably is not found in 

Was. 

 

 

For *CELERITIVE TRANSITIVIZER (*-u) and *FREQUENTATIVE (*-ula7) there is a 

general Mayan morphophonemic rule that changes /u/ to /i/ in suffixes if the 

root vowel of the stem is rounded.  
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5  DIRECTIONALS 

 

Virtually all Central Mayan languages have a directional slot in the verb 

complex, as described in ch 1 (SSTML), s.xxx.  Was and Yu have absolutely no 

analogues to the directionals of CM.  This trait may be as old as this 

grouping, or it may be younger and CM represents the extent of the spread of an 

innovation.  I have not found any directionals in Q’eqchi7 or Ch’orti7.  This 

leads me to consider two possible hypotheses: [a] they had Dir and lost it 

under Yu influence [Yu was certainly in the neighborhood of NE Guatemala at 

some point]; [b] Dir is a sub-CM innovation that never spread to Chr and Qeq 

because they were under Yu influence, and Yu has no Dir.  The directionals are 

special uses of intransitive verbs of motion.  In most Mayan languages they 

have a fixed form and a fixed position after the main verb.  Whether the 

position is fixed or not can be related to whether there is a distinction 

between Dir and Motion auxiliaries (Mov).  In MaP there is no such distinction 

and the items in question (a) fulfil both kinds of functions but are basically 

directionals; (b) can occur both before (generally) and after (imperative) the 

main verb; (c) can be combined with reduced forms of xi7 ‘to go away’, namely 

+x ‘hence’ and tzaaj ‘to come’, namely +tz ‘hither’.  In Awk directionals can 

occur both before (past and recent past) and after (habitual, future, 

imperative) the main verb, but Mov can only occur before the main verb (JR 

105-108 has some relevant data, but doesn’t describe it the way I do).  JR 

(110) says that Hue Sphere languages have Dir before the main verb if it is 

intransitive, but after the main verb if it is transitive.  My own field notes 

for Qan bear this out.  Nevertheless, more data is needed on this particular 

batch of languages.  In all other CM languages directionals are found after a 

main verb and motion auxiliaries are found in front of a main verb. 
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     A (proto-)typical array of Central Mayan directionals (without 

characteristic suffix) would be roughly the following: 

 

directional          proto-forms                lexical 

meaning                                         meaning 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

hence,              *b’eh, *xi7, *7onh          go (away/along) 

away 

 

hither,             *tyaa(l)                    come 

this way 

 

here                *(h)uul                     arrive here 

 

elsewhere           *7apo-an (CM), *q’ot (GLL)  arrive elsewhere 

 

in                  *7ook                       go/come in 

 

out                 *7eel                       go/come out   

 

up                   ??                         go up 

 

down                *7e{h}m                     go down  

                        (i.e. :em P/T + pass/assump) 

 

staying             *ka{h}n                     stay 

                        (i.e. :kan T + pass) 

 

past                *7ik’ (EM +Kot)             pass by  

                        ~ *7ek’ (WM -Kot)         

 

 

Frank reconstructs eleven directionals on pp100-107, and on p118 specifies the 

position of directionals in the pM verb phrase.  Mixed in his discussion of 

directionals are comments about the preverbal movement (and other) auxiliaries 

that most Mayan languages have (See below s.xxx). 

     *oky           ‘enter’ 

     *el            ‘exit’ 

     *hul           ‘arrive here/home’ 

     *pon ~ *q’ot   ‘arrive there/away from home’  

     *tyaq          ‘come toward the speaker’ 

     *atoj          ‘go away from the speaker’ 

     *kay           ‘descend in altitude’ 

     *k’enh         ‘ascend in altitude’ 

     *eky’          ‘pass across’ 

     *kan           ‘remain’ 

     *laj           ‘finish’ 

 

Frank’s *oky is my *7ook, his *el is my *7eel, his *hul is my *(h)uul, his *pon 

~ *q’ot is my *7apo-an and *q’ot, his *tyaq is my *tyaa(l), his *eky’ is my 
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*7ik’ ~ *7ek’, and his *kan is my *ka{h}n.   

 

Frank’s *atoj assembles items that are not cognate, as does his *kay. 

 

His *k’enh is limited to Chujean (the Pop form is not cognate).   

 

Frank’s *laj is WM but/and I do not consider this to be a directional category.  
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           Directional ‘hence, away’   *b’eh, *xi7, *7onh 

 

                    directional  gloss       lexical verb  gloss 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                 majl-el 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)            b’at-el                  b’at  ‘to go away’ 

Tze(Col)            b’ah-el                  b’aht  3 ~ b’ah  1,2  

                                                      ‘to go away’ 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S)            b’at- 

 

QanC               *t(oj)-oq  Dir2 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col)        7onh                    7onh ‘to go away’ 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)       xi7  Dir2                xi7  ‘to go away’ 

 

Awk                 niin (after Vb): b’een ~ -b’een-e7n (before                          

Vb); b’een  Dir2 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)   b’en 

 

Usp                 b’i-k                    

 

KchP                *u-b’eh-iik (based on Kch)  b’eh  ‘to go away’ 

Kch(Col)            ub’iik  

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm                (ra)ji 

Pch(W,E)            je (W); ruje (E) 

Poc                *r-oj-i < **r-ooj-iik     *o(o)j ‘to go away’ 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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             Directional ‘hither, this way’   *tyaa(l) 

 

                    directional  gloss       lexical verb  gloss 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                 til-el 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)            ta(l-e)l                 tal  ‘to come’ 

Tze(Col)            ta(l-e)l                 tal  ‘to come’ 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S)             

 

QanC                

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col)        taa (with vt?) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)       tzaaj  Dir2              tzaaj  ‘to come’ 

 

Awk                 tzaaj (after Vb): saaj (bfore Vb): tzaa  Dir2 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)   tza(a)n 

 

Usp                 chi         

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu                                           

Kaq(Col)           *peht-oq                  peet  ‘to come’ 

 

Pqm                 chalo 

Pch(W,E)            cho (W) 

Poc                *chal-oq                 *chal ‘to come’ 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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                   Directional ‘here’   *(h)uul 

 

                    directional  gloss       lexical verb  gloss 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S)            hul- 

 

QanC               *7ul ~ *teq  Dir2 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col)        7uul (with vi?) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)       7uul 

 

Awk                 7uul  Dir2 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)   7ul 

 

Usp 

 

KchP                *uul-oq (based on Kch) 

Kch(Col)            

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm                 lo 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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        Directional ‘elsewhere’   *7apo-an (CM), *q’ot (GLL)   

 

                    directional  gloss       lexical verb  gloss 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                 k’ot-el 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)            k’ot-el 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

QanC                ABSENT 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col)        ABSENT (cf. ??taaw ‘arrive elsewhere’ and Usp form) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)       poon 

 

Awk                 7opoon  Dir2; -(o)poon-e7n (before Vb) 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)   7opoon 

 

Usp                 taa(j)                taaw  ‘arrive elsewhere’ 

 

KchP                *apoon-oq 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm                 pano                     pan ‘to arrive there’ 

Pch(W,E)            ponoq (W)                pon ‘to arrive there’ 

Poc                *pon-oq          

 

Qeq(Col) 
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                      Directional ‘in’   *7ook 

 

                    directional  gloss       lexical verb  gloss 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                 7och-el 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)            7och-el 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S)            7och- 

 

QanC               *7ok-oq 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col)        7ook 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)       7ook 

 

Awk                 k-een  (after Vb): 7ook ~ -ook-e7n  (before Vb) 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)   7ok   

 

Usp                 7ok’ ~ 7uk’ (!) 

 

KchP                *ook-oq  

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm                 ako 

Pch(W,E)            koq# ~ ko... (W) 

Poc                 *ok-oq                   *ok ‘to go in’ 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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                     Directional ‘out’   *7eel 

 

                    directional  gloss       lexical verb  gloss 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                 lok’-el 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)            lok’-el 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S)            7el- 

 

QanC               *7el-oq  

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col)        7eel 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk                 l-een  (after Vb): 7eel ~ -eel-e7n  (before Vb) 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)   7el   

 

Usp                 7e7l 

 

KchP                *eel-oq  (based on Tzu)  

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm                 elo 

Pch(W,E)            loq# ~ lo... (W) 

Poc                 *el-oq                   *el ‘to go out’ 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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                       Directional ‘up’   ?? 

 

                    directional  gloss       lexical verb  gloss 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                 letz-el 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S)            k’o7- 

 

QanC               *7aj-oq 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col)        maaq 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)       jaaw 

 

Awk                 jee7 ~ -je7-e7n (before Vb): after Vb?? 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)   ja7 ~ je7 

 

Usp                 ja7 

 

KchP                *aq’an-oq 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm                 ABSENT 

Pch(W,E)            johtoq# ~toq... (W) 

Poc                *joht-oq                  *joht ‘to go up’ 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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     Directional ‘down’   *7e{h}m  (i.e. :em P/T + pass/assump) 

 

                    directional  gloss       lexical verb  gloss 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                 jub’-el 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S)            7em- 

 

GQa                *7aar 

QanC               *7ay-oq 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col)        7aach 

 

GMa                *kub’ 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)       kub’ 

Awk                 ku-7n (after Vb): kuu7 ~ -kw-ee7n (before Vb) 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)   ku7   

 

GKch                *qahj 

Usp                 ? 

 

KchP                *qahj-oq 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm                 ABSENT                   qej ‘to go down’ 

Pch(W,E)            qojoq# ~ joq... ~ qoq... (W)     

                                             qaj ‘to go down’ 

Poc                *qVj-oq 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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      directional ‘staying’   *ka{h}n  (i.e. :kan T + pass) 

 

                    directional  gloss       lexical verb  gloss 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                 7ajn-el 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S)            kan- 

 

QanC               *kan-oq  

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col)        kene7 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)       kyaj 

 

Awk                 ky-een (after Vb): kyaaj (before Vb) 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)   ka(n) 

 

Usp                 kaan (Aux!) 

 

KchP                *kahn-oq  

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm                 kahno 

Pch(W,E)            kahnoq# ~ kahno... (W) 

Poc                 *kahn-oq                 *kahn ‘to stay’ 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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        Directional ‘past’   *7ik’ (EM +Kot) ~ *7ek’ (WM -Kot)         

 

                    directional  gloss       lexical verb  gloss 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                  

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)            7ech’-el 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S)            7ek’- 

 

QanC               *7ek’-oq 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col)        ABSENT 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)       7iky’ 

 

Awk                 ky’-een (after Vb): 7iky’ ~ 7iik’ (before Verb) 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)   pa(a)l 

 

Usp                 ABSENT 

 

KchP                ABSENT 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

Poc                 ABSENT          

 

Qeq(Col) 
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JR 1976 discusses directionals on 45-50 and 104-114.  He calls them "Abs dv", 

which he never writes out.  In Robertson 1989.75-79 he explains that ABS-DV 

means absolutive directional verb.  Otherwise JR 1989 makes little advance over 

JR 1976.  JR 1989.76 says: "It seems reasonable to infer ... that this category 

goes back to the common language."  JR (1976.52: 1.5) ventures a reconstruction 

of the form and locus of directionals for proto-Mayan, as follows: 

 

vi: *asp-Vin-dv-oq-Abs; with my symbols this would be   

 

                       *Asp-VI-Dir-oq-Abs. 

  

vtR: *asp-Erg-Vt1-dv-oq-Abs; with my symbols this would be 

 

                     *Asp-Erg-VTR-Dir-oq-Abs. 

 

JR assumes that Dir is in origin a dependent vi marked with *-oq.  This is 

plausible, as this structure is found in QanP, Kch, and a few other GKch 

languages.  However there are several other realizations/manifestations: 

     1. no suffix  Kot, Kaq 

     2. a plain rather than a dependent status marker -i(k):   

             Tzu, Kch (in one case only), Chj 

     3. a gerund suffix  -e7n ~ -een < pM *-e-7m:  Awk 

     4. a participle/gerund suffix  -el < pM *-e-al:  Ch, Tz 

     5. a suffix of unclear origin  -e (probably same as 4):  Toj 

     6. plain (ZERO) vs potential (-eel) status suffixes:   MaP 

(this is all the vi status categories, since MaP has no inflexional perfect, 

and -oq vi dependent has been lost and replaced by -eel) 

 

Thus all possible vi status suffixes (except imperative and perfect) and two vi 

nominalizing suffixes are actually found in use on Dir in one Mayan language or 

another. 

 

If I were to accept JR’s idea that Dir originally had a single form, the 

dependent, I would give the following formulas for CM: 

 

vt with overt Asp:         Asp Abs Erg-VT-status Dir-oq 

 

vt without overt Asp:      Erg-VT-status Abs Dir-oq  

 

vi with overt Asp:         Asp Abs VT-status Dir-oq 

 

vi without overt Asp:      VI-status Abs Dir-oq 

  

I specifically disagree with JR over the positioning of postposed Abs.  I 

believe it was positioned with respect to the main verb, not the Dir.  In this, 

I follow GTz, whereas JR follows Hue Sphere.  

 

I have a hunch that Dir’s could also occur with *-eel (i.e. *-e-al) as a 

nominalized participle or gerundive which could be used with adverbial 

interpretation.  This may be a GTz innovation.  If not, its early use with 

Dir’s in CM might help explain the peculiar developments in MaP referred to 
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below.     

 

Since overt status suffixes on Dir’s are found in several EM languages, but 

they do not necessarily agree, it seems likely that Dir’s were at one time 

inflected for several status categories, and that the various languages and 

groups have simplified the system, partly independently of each other. 

 

I offer below some possible pCM sentences containing Dir.  Since among the 

various possibilities for shapes of Dir, occurrence with *-oq at least is 

virtually certain, it is the suffix I use in these examples. 

 

 

:nuhx   o7nh  :7ook-oq tya  :juun :k’e7n 

 

 SWIM   4Abs   IN      prep  ONE   CAVE   

 

‘we swam into a cave’ 

 

 

 

nu-  :tz’ihb’.a -h      ZERO  :7eel-oq tya (u-   :Haty) :hu7nh 

 

1Erg  WRITE      vtDpln 3Abs   OUT     prep 3Erg  FACE   PAPER 

 

‘I wrote it out/down on paper’ 

 

 

 

ka+ o7nh  ki-  :kam.isa -Vnh    :7eel-oq 

 

fut 4Abs  6Erg  KILL     vtDdep  OUT 

 

‘they will kill us off’ 

 

 

 

:7uul         k-  :ati.an.isa -Vnh    o7nh :7ook-oq  

 

 ARRIVE.HERE  6Erg BATHE.CAUSE vtDdep 4Abs  IN 

 

tya  aa- :jukuub’ :7ox    -ib’  :7ixoq  -iib’ 

 

prep 2Erg TROUGH   THREE   gen   WOMAN   pl 

 

‘three women came to bathe us in your trough’ 
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:7uul         k-  :elq’.a -Vnh    iin  :b’eh-oq (or :7onh-oq) 

 

 ARRIVE.HERE  6Erg STEAL   vtDdep 1Abs  AWAY      

 

:b’elenh -eeb’ :ch’ool -iib’ 

 

 NINE     gen   SAVAGE  pl 

 

‘nine savages came to steal me away’ 

 

 

 

:ch’ool at#  ka+ at   nu- :kam.isa -Vnh   :7ehm-oq 

 

 SAVAGE 2Abs fut 2Abs 1Erg KILL     vtDdep DOWN 

 

‘you are a savage; I am going to slay you’ 

 

 

 

at,  :ch’ool, nu- :kam.isa -7m     at  :7ehm-oq 

 

THOU  SAVAGE  1Erg KILL     vtDprf 2Abs DOWN 

 

‘you savage, I have slain you’ 

 

 

Though on the face of it, just by looking at the distribution of affixes, it 

might seem likely that CM might have had both *-oq and *-eel on directionals at 

an earlier time, one can be misled by a superficial look at the MaP data.  In 

MaP the Dir’s are inflected as vi’s (though phonologically reduced) while the 

transitive main verbs that they occur with are nominalized.  Furthermore in 

such cases the underlying objects of the transitives are marked on the 

directionals.  In present-day Mam and Teko, transitive verbs are rarely used 

without Directionals, and it is very hard to elicit tv’s without Dir.  Dir’s 

are rarely used with intransitive main verbs in MaP, but when they are, the 

underlying subjects are marked on the Dir’s.  The intransitive main verbs, 

however, are not nominalized.  

 

MaP, then, shows the following patterns with Dir’s: 

 

1. vt imperative  

 

     Abs+ Erg-VT-nom Dir 

 

2. vt non-imperative 

 

     Asp Abs+ Dir-status Erg-VT-nom 
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3. vi imperative 

 

     VI Dir 

 

4. vi non-imperative 

 

     Asp Abs+ Dir-status VI 

 

 

The mere fact that Abs is attached to Dir does not mean that it is affixed to 

it.  Abs is (at least originally) a clitic and is where it is because Abs comes 

after Asp markers.  Eventually in GKch and MaP Abs came to precede any 

non-imperative verb whether Asp was present or not.  MaP’s use of a nominalized 

VT when Dir is present is clearly an innovation.  The lack of contrast in MaP 

between Dir and Mov is also an innovation.  The merged Dir + Mov category of 

MaP is subject to status inflexion, while the main verb has a fixed form 

(nominalized when transitive).  This may be the structure originally associated 

with Mov in CM, except that the fixed form that the main verb had would have 

been dependent status.  
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            Position of Abs with Dir, VI, and overt Asp 

 

                    CM  *Asp  Abs  VI-status  Dir-suffix 

 

Was(Col)                 ABSENT 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)                 ABSENT 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                      Asp  VI-status-Abs  Dir-nom 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)                 Asp  Abs-VI-status  Dir-nom 

Tze(Col)                 Asp  VI-status-Abs  Dir-nom 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S)                 Asp  Abs  Dir  VI-status  (Pr) 

 

Qan                      Asp  Abs  Dir  VI-dep 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)            Asp  Abs-Dir-status  VI 

 

Awk                      Asp  Abs  VI-status  Dir-nom/Dir2 

                      ~  Asp  Abs  Dir  (Dir2)  VI  [rec. past]  

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col)                 Asp  Abs-VI-status  Dir-suffix 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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           Position of Abs with Dir, VI, and no overt Asp 

 

                    CM  *VI-status  Abs  Dir-suffix   

 

Was(Col)                 ABSENT 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)                 ABSENT 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                      VI-status-Abs  Dir-nom 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)                 VI-status-Abs  Dir-nom 

Tze(Col)                 VI-status-Abs  Dir-nom 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan                      Dir  VI-status  Abs   [TK] 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk                         

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col)                 ABSENT 
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             Position of Abs with Dir, VT, and overt Asp 

 

                    CM  *Asp  Abs  Erg-VT-status  Dir-suffix 

 

Was(Col)                 ABSENT 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)                 ABSENT 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                      Asp  Erg-VT-status-Abs  Dir-nom 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)                 Asp  Abs-Erg-VT-status  Dir-nom 

Tze(Col)                 Asp  Erg-VT-status-Abs  Dir-nom 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S)                 Asp  Abs  Erg-VT  Dir  [DO 

 

Qan                      Asp  Abs  Erg-VT-status Dir  (Dir2)-dep  

Akt 

Pop                      Asp  Abs  Erg-VT  Dir  (Dir2)-dep 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)           (Asp)  Abs-Dir-status  (Dir2)  Erg-VT-pcp 

 

Awk                      Asp  Abs  Erg-VT-status  Dir-nom/Dir2 

                      ~  Asp  Abs  Dir (Dir2) Erg-VT-status/nom(?)  

                                                        [rec. past] 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col)                 Asp  Abs-Erg-VT-status  Dir-suffix 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col)                 ABSENT 
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           Position of Abs with Dir, VT, and no overt Asp 

 

                    CM  *Erg-VT-status  Abs  Dir-suffix 

 

Was(Col)                 ABSENT 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)                 ABSENT 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                      Erg-VT-status-Abs  Dir-nom 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)                 Erg-VT-status-Abs  Dir-nom 

Tze(Col)                 Erg-VT-status-Abs  Dir-nom 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan                      Erg-VT-status  Dir  Abs  (Dir2)-dep   

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)            Abs-VT-status  Dir  (Dir2)  [impv] 

 

Awk                      VT-status  Dir-nom  Abs  [impv] 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col)                 ABSENT 
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6  Motion/Movement Auxiliaries (Mov) 

 

All Mayan languages make use of a small set of intransitive verb stems as 

auxiliaries of motion perceived as being involved in the Agent’s (actually 

Subject’s) carrying out the activity specified by the verb (Recall that Dir 

refers to motion involved in what happens to a Patient [actually Absolutive]: 

SSTML s.xxx).  Mayan languages have a set of between four and ten such 

auxiliaries, and in all but Wasteko these auxiliaries can occur within the verb 

complex in such a way that  

     1. they occur after Asp but before the main verb; 

     2. the main verb is in dependent status. 

These constructions clearly show a kind of clause union, but not 

nominalization.  Of course, since pM optative is postulated as being 

represented/able by dependent status and no Asp marker, it is not obvious that 

we would have to talk of reduction of the main VP.  We could simply stipulate 

that a main verb that is dependent on a motion auxiliary is optative.  

 

Was has no special dependent status form, and all auxiliaries of the type 

referred to here contain a subordinating particle (ka) or complementizing 

particle (ti) between the auxiliary and the main verb.    

 

The most frequent meanings expressed by Mov’s include 

 

     GO to...                 *b’eh, *7onh 

 

     COME to...               *tyaa(l) 

 

     ARRIVE HERE to...        *(h)uul 

 

     ARRIVE ELSEWHERE to...   *7apo-an, *q’ot (GLL) 

 

     PASS BY...-ing           *7ik’ 

 

     GO ALONG...-ing          *xi7 

 

     GO OUT to...             *7eel 

 

     GO IN to...              *7ook 

 

 

Note that this is a subset of the lexical verbs that are used as Dir’s. 

 

 

Making use of what may be the same syntactic construction are Auxiliaries 

meaning START/BEGIN to..., FINISH...-ing/...TO COMPLETION. 

 

     FINISH...-ing            *la{h}j [Yuk, Qeq, Tze, etc.] 
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All the Mayan languages but Wasteko have structures that can be covered by the 

following formulas, which can be taken as a tentative LpM reconstruction: 

 

vt with overt Asp:         Asp Abs Mov-status Erg-VT-dep 

                               obj            subj 

 

vt without overt Asp:      Mov-status Erg-VT-dep Abs 

                                      subj       obj   

 

vi with overt Asp:         Asp Abs Mov-status VI-dep 

                               subj 

 

vi without overt Asp:      Mov-status VI-dep Abs     

                                             subj 

 

Abs must be distributed as follows: 

     a. Abs follows Asp when Asp is present; 

     b. Abs follows main verb (NOT Mov) when no Asp is present. 

 

My hypothesis is that such a construction could occur with all possible TAM 

categories, and since the main verb could only occur in dependent status, the 

auxiliaries had to carry all the distinct status suffixes.  The fact that in 

MaP the conflated category of Dir + Mov can do precisely this is welcome 

supporting evidence.  There may have been certain TAM categories that entailed 

nominalization of the main verb, such as occurs under the higher predicates 

discussed earlier.  One category that would not surprise me if it induced 

nominalization is PERFECT.  PERFECT might prove to have been a non-finite form 

in pM.     

 

In the light of the previous discussion I would not be surprised to hear such 

sentences as the following in LpM (once I get my time machine working): 

 

 

ka+ iin :7uul        :7ati-an -oq  

 

inc 1Abs ARRIVE.HERE  BATHE   dep 

 

‘I come to bathe’ 

 

 

 

:7eel   -een :war  -oq 

 

 GO.OUT  impv SLEEP dep 

 

‘go out to sleep!’ 
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:xi7     :kam  -oq  eb’ 

 

 GO.ALONG DIE   dep 6Abs 

 

‘they went along to die’  

 

 

 

ka+ at  :7uul         w-  :il -a7 

 

inc 2Abs ARRIVE.HERE  1Erg SEE dep 

 

‘I come to see you’ 

 

 

 

:7uul        ki- :kam.isa -Vnh iin 

 

 ARRIVE.HERE 6Erg KILL     dep 1Abs 

 

‘they came to kill me’ 

 

 

 

:7ik’    -een  aaw- :il -a7  o7nh 

 

 PASS.BY  impv 2Erg  SEE dep 4Abs 

 

‘pass by to see us!’ 
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             Position of Abs with VI, Mov, and overt Asp 

 

                   LpM  *Asp  Abs  Mov-status  VI-dep 

 

Was(Col)                 ABSENT 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)                      Mov-status  VI-dep-Abs ?? 

                 Quizar:  (?) Abs Mov[-status] Abs VI-dep 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop              Quizar:  (?) Abs Mov[-status] Abs VI-dep 

 

ChtCol 

Chr                      Asp  Mov-status  VI-dep-Abs 

Chl                      Asp  Mov-status  VI-dep-Abs 

Chn(Col)                 Asp  Mov-status  VI-dep-Abs 

 

Tzo(Col)                 Asp  Mov  VI-dep-Abs 

Tze(Col)                 Asp  Mov  VI-dep-Abs 

 

Toj                      Asp  Mov  VI-dep-Abs 

Chj(M,S)                 Asp  Abs  Mov  VI-dep 

 

Qan                      Asp  Abs  Mov  VI-dep 

Akt 

Pop                      Asp  Abs  Mov  (Pr)  VI-dep 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col)                 Asp  Abs-Mov-VI-dep 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col)                 Asp  Abs-Mov-VI 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col)                 Asp  Abs  Mov  VI-dep 
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           Position of Abs with VI, Mov, and no overt Asp 

 

                   LpM  *Mov-status  VI-dep  Abs 

 

Was(Col)                 ABSENT 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)                 Mov-status  VI-dep-Abs ?? 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                      Mov-status  VI-dep-Abs 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col)                 Mov-status(?)  VI-dep-Abs 

 

Toj                      Mov  VI-dep-Abs 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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             Position of Abs with VT, Mov, and overt Asp 

 

                   LpM  *Asp  Abs  Mov-status  Erg-VT-dep 

 

Was(Col)                 ABSENT 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)                      Mov-status  Erg-VT-dep-Abs 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                      Asp  Mov-status  Erg-VT-dep-Abs 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)                 Asp  Mov  Erg-VT-Abs 

Tze(Col)                 Asp  Mov  Erg-VT-Abs 

 

Toj                      Asp  Mov  Erg-VT-dep-Abs 

Chj(M,S) 

                              subj      obj 

Qan                      Asp  Abs  Mov  Abs  Erg-VT-dep 

 

                              obj 

                      ~  Asp  Abs  Mov       Erg-VT-dep  

Akt 

                              subj            obj 

Pop                      Asp  Abs  Mov  (Pr)  Abs  Erg-VT-dep 

           

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk <note both Mov & Dir>  Asp  Abs  (Dir)  Mov  Erg-VT-status/nom(?) 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

Kch(Col)                 Asp  Abs  Mov  Erg-VT-dep 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col)                 Asp  Abs  Mov  Erg-VT-dep 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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             Position of Abs with VT, Mov, and no overt Asp 

 

                    LpM  *Mov-status  Erg-VT-dep  Abs 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)                 Mov-status  Erg-VT-dep-Abs 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                      Mov-status  Erg-VT-dep-Abs 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)                 Mov-status  Erg-VT-Abs 

Tze(Col)                 Mov-status  Erg-VT-Abs 

 

Toj                      Mov  Erg-VT-dep-Abs   

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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Quizar 1978.122-134 discusses "verb-verb" constructions with same subject and 

different subject.  Mov auxiliaries are a subset of these.  Table 13, p133, 

shows placement of Abs with certain of these constructions.  RQ does not 

postulate any particluar structure for early Mayan, but says that they must 

have existed.  Quizar p133, Table 13 indicates that in the Hue languages Abs is 

right shifted with transitives plus Mov.  This does not agree with the data in 

JR or my own data, but may be based on the fact that Abs can refer both to Mov 

subject and VT object. 

 

JR 1976 discusses Mov auxiliaries on 45-50, 104-108, and 240-245.  He calls 

them "Nom dv", which he never spells out.  In JR 1989.79-81 he reveals that 

NOM-DV means nominative directional verb.  On 52: 1.5 (1976) JR tentatively 

reconstructs verb complexes containing "Nom dv" as follows: 

 

 

JR  vi: *asp-dv-Vin-oq-Abs:    

 

with my symbols this would be    

 

TK  Asp-Mov-VI-oq-Abs 

 

 

                          | Abs    | 

JR  vtR: *asp-dv-Erg-Vt1- {        }:   

                          | V7 /_# |    

 

with my symbols this would be 

 

                    | Abs    | 

TK  Asp-Mov-Erg-VT- {        } 

                    | V7 /_# | 

 

 

 

JR’s formulas deviate from the ones I set up by the fixed position of Abs and 

the lack of any status suffixes on Mov.  

 

I believe that in pCM a verb could occur with both Dir and Mov, since all CM 

languages except MaP allow for this.  If we conflate the pCM formulas offered 

above s.xxx and s.xxx, we get the following: 

 

 

vt with overt Asp:      Asp Abs Mov-status Erg-VT-dep Dir-oq 

                            obj            subj 

 

vt without overt Asp:   Mov-status Erg-VT-dep Abs Dir-oq 

                                   subj       obj 

 

vi with overt Asp:      Asp Abs Mov-status VI-dep Dir-oq 

                            subj   
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vi without overt Asp:   Mov-status VI-dep Abs Dir-oq 

                                          subj 

 

 

Frank [p114,118] gives formulas for the pM VP with a preverbal Auxiliary and 

Directional: 

 

(NEG)(QUEST)(MODAL)(TS-ASP)(AUX)(B)(A)VS(PERF)(PASS)(MODE)(REFL)(PL)(PL)(DIR) 

 

With my symbols (and boundary markers), and leaving out certain of the 

categories about which I currently have no opinion, this would be 

 

     Neg YNQ Asp Mov Abs Erg-VERB-voice-status Refl Dir 

 

Except for the fact that the position of Abs is variable according to whether 

there is an overt Asp, this formula seems well-motivated by the facts of the 

Mayan languages: Neg-YNQ is almost universal, and Refl-Dir is also almost 

universal.  What this formula does not do is to specify the status suffixes 

that occur on Mov, VERB, and Dir.  One is led to believe that only the main 

VERB takes these suffixes, which is not the case. 

 

 

 

7  On the marking of demoted objects 

 

The absolute antipassive removes an Object from a grammatical relation with a 

lexical transitive verb, making the verb intransitive and subject-marked with 

Abs.  The Object may or may not be expressed in the sentence.  In EM and in 

Wasteko the original Object is marked oblique by occurrence with the generic 

preposition (pM *tya, GKch *chi, GMa *tz, Was ti) +/- the relational noun of 

possession (pM *-ehty, GKch *-eh(ch), GMa *-ee(tz), Was -k’aal) marker with Erg 

to agree with the person of the original Object.  Use of prep + RN is not found 

in WM or Yu. 

 

JR 1976 has a section (2.4: 147-154) treating absolute antipassive which he 

calls "Vtin Ns Prep No".  In it he discusses the rule deriving absolute 

antipassives in EM ("Mamo-Quiche*an") languages.  Among other things he says 

(147)  

 

     "It is an interesting fact of Mayan dialectology that P-ins [i.e. 

preposition insertion] exists only in the Mamo-Quiche*an languages." 

 

Actually, since prep (+/- RN) also occurs in Wasteko, this structure is 

probably proto-Mayan. 
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8  INCORPORATED MODIFIERS IN THE VERB WORD:  CEVERBIALS, VERBS, and NOUNS 

 

In Wasteko and Ch’olan this is an active process for adverbials; in K’ichee7an 

it used to be active for adverbials and possible for a few verbs; in Yukatekan 

it is active for adverbials and nouns; in other languages it is unknown, but 

Ch’orti7 has noun incorporation in the style of Yukatekan (Quizar 1978.61-62).  

Various kinds of incorporation are found in the verb word in Mije-Sokean, 

Totonakan, and Nawa.  Xinka, which is heavily influenced in its constituent 

order by Greater K’ichee7an languages, lacks it.  The historical-comparative 

status of incorporation in Mayan remains unclear.  A survey of these phenomena 

in the Mayan languages would be most welcome.   

 

Smith-Stark (1976cms) offers the following Hypothesis: "Proto-Mayan utilized 

the root meaning ‘two’, *ka7, as a verbal prefix, occurring before the set A 

pronoun if one were present, but otherwise immediately before the verbal stem, 

and meaning that the action of the verb is performed a second time with the 

same subject, but not necessarly the same object."  Smith-Stark repeats this 

Hypothesis in TSS76fms as Hypothesis #4.  Set A = Erg.  This Hypothesis of 

Smith-stark’s is an example of the kind of incorporation that needs to be 

discussed in this section.    

 

 

9  TRANSITIVE VERBS FROM NOUNS 

 

Three suffixes forming transitive verb stems from noun stems are found 

throughout the family, a *factive, an *applicative, and a *superfactive. 

 

*FACTIVE  (‘to make’)            *-a 

 

 

*APPLICATIVE  (‘to use’)         *-i 

 

 

*SUPERFACTIVE  (‘to do on’)      *-ta    

 

 

 

 

 

EVIDENCE FOR TRANSITIVE VERBS FROM NOUNS 
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                         factive vt < s  *-a 

 

Was      -a7  non-productive        Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch       -a 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl      -@                        Sak       -a 

                                    

Chn                                Sip       -a   

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu       -a         

Tzo      -an                         

TzoCol                             Kaq       -a 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -an                           

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj      -a(y)                     PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM     -a7 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                       applicative vt < s  *-i 

 

Was      -iy, -l-iy                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      -in?                      

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      -i 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl      -i                        Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      -in                        

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -in                           

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW     -e- 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM     -i7 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                     superfactive vt < s?  *-ta 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      -t  action noun              

YukCol         > vt factive        Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      oqota  ‘chase’;  

Chr                                         war-t-isa  ‘put to sleep’ 

                                    

Chl      -t@                       Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      -ta; -tas; -ob’-tas      

TzoCol                             Kaq      b’iitasi  ‘name’ 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -tay; -tes; -ub’-tes        

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj      -ta(y)                    PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     -t-e-j  vt; -t-aj  vi      

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      -te  applicative                                                   

               

KotM     -ta7  non-productive 

KotT 

KotCol 
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DISCUSSION 

 

FACTIVE means ‘do X’, ‘make X’ 

 

     e.g. pM *tz’ihb’-a  vt ‘write’ < *tz’ihb’  s ‘writing’ 

 

             *tyuhb’-a  vt  ‘spit’  <  *tyuhb’  s  ‘spit(ting)’ 

 

             *7elq’-a  vt ‘steal’  < *7elaq’  s ‘theft’ 

 

It may be the case that FACTIVE is used to derive vt’s from action nouns only.  

In Mayan languages generally, there is a limited set of roots wherein a verbal 

meaning is encoded as a noun (root).  Such meanings as bathe, dance, laugh, 

play, sell, shout, sing, speak, steal, watch, work, write are involved.  The 

roots in question are nouns.  To produce the corresponding transitive verb a 

derivational suffix used with nouns is employed  (It is not yet clear whether 

there are any transitivizing suffixes used only with action nouns).  To produce 

the corresponding intransitive (absolute) verb, where subject = agent, most 

languages form an antipassive by adding -(V)n.  In Wasteko and Yukatekan, which 

have an incompletive status category based on nominalizations, in the 

incompletive status of the intransitive verbs corresponding to action nouns, 

the action noun itself is used.  In Yukatekan, Ch’olan, and Poqom, which have 

split ergativity based on nominalizations, the action noun is also used 

whenever split ergativity with intransitives is called for.  Even in languages 

that lack split ergativity, when the nominalized form of a vi is required in 

certain infinitive-like complement constructions involving such higher 

predicates as begin, finish, help, progressive, see, the action noun root, 

rather than a derived/nominalized form of the vi stem, is used.  This suggests 

that action nouns are of proto-Mayan date.  Whether they are a subclass of 

nouns, or a separate root class, has yet to be worked out. 
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Here is a sample of action noun roots in Mayan languages:  

 

bathe/bath  pM *7ati(-Vn);   

dance  pM *b’ix, LLxGTz *7ahq’ot;  

laugh/laughter  pM *tze7;  

play/game  Was 7ubaat’, Chl 7alas, Tze tajin;   

sell/sale  pM *k’aay;   

shout  pM *7aaw;   

sing/song  pM *b’iity, LLxGTz *q’aay;   

speak/speech  Was kaaw, LL *t’aan;   

steal/theft  pM *7elaq’;   

watch  ?pM *qanhanh, Was koo7, Yuk kana(H)n;   

work  Mop meyaj, Kch chaak, Kaq samaj,Poq kamaj;   

write/writ  LpM *tz’ihb’.   

 

How transitive and intransitive verbs are formed from action nouns.   

 

     Wasteko     vi: add ZERO (inc), add -in (comp+) 

                 vt: add -Vn-tha7 

 

     Yukatekan   vi: add ZERO (inc), add -n (comp+)                

                 vt: add -t 

 

     Tzeltal     vt: add -an 

                 vi: add -aj 

 

     K’ichee7an  vt: add -V 

        Proper   vi: add -an (absolute antipassive) to vt  

 

     Poqom       vt: add -V 

                 vi: add -n (absolute antipassive) to vt 

 

(The suffixes containing /n/ found in Wasteko and Yukatekan are the Mayan 

absolute antipassive). 
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Following are some examples of action verbal nouns and corresponding 

incompletive intransitives: 

 

vi:  Was  7exom t-in 7ubaat’         ‘I am playing’ 

 

vi:  Was  7exom t-at kaaw            ‘you are speaking’ 

 

vi:  Yuk  taHn aw-oHk’ot             ‘you are dancing’ 

 

vi:  Yuk  taHn u-tz’ihb’             ‘he is writing’    

 

vi:  Yuk  taHn in-tze7j              ‘I am laughing’ 

 

vi:  Mop  tan in-meyaj               ‘I am working’  

 

vn:  Chl  mi a-cha7le-n k’ay         ‘you are singing’ 

 

vn:  Chl  muk’-ob’ ti k’ay           ‘they are singing’ 

 

vn:  Chl  mi k-cha7le-n t’an         ‘you are speaking’    

 

vn:  Chl  muk’-ob’ ti 7alas          ‘he is playing’ 

 

vn:  Tze  yak(al)-on ta 7aw          ‘I am shouting’ 

 

vn:  Kch  x+ u-chaple7e-j tz’iib’    ‘he began to write’ (JR 231) 

 

vn:  Pqm  x+ in-kahn-ik chi k’aay    ‘I stayed to sell’ (JR 224) 

 

vi:  Pqm  nu nu-b’iich               ‘I am singing’ 

 

vi:  Pqm  ni q-itiin                 ‘we are bathing’  

 

 

 

APPLICATIVE means ‘use X on’ 

 

     e.g. pM *7aatz’m-i vt ‘salt’ < *7aatz’aam s ‘salt’ 

 

             *7ik-i vt ‘put chilli on’ < *7iik s ‘chilli’ 

 

In order to incorporate Spanish verbs most Mayan languages form a 

pseudo-compound by combining the verb meaning ‘to do’ with a borrowed form of 

the Spanish infinitive.  Three languages, however -- Was, Mam, and Qeq -- 

suffix *-i to the Spanish infinitive.  This is analogous to use of *-i with 

action nouns to form transitive verbs, and is probably an extension of that 

usage.   

 

     Qeq kanaar-i(h) ‘to earn’ < Sp ganar. 
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SUPERFACTIVE means ‘put/do something on’ 

 

 

A FALSE START 

 

Smith-Stark (1976fms) offers the folowing Hypothesis (#3):  

 

"PM had a derivational suffix, *-(V)nh, which could be added to nouns to form 

transitive stems.  Semantically, this suffix could have very diverse effect 

<sic>, perhaps characterizable as ‘verb whose action involves the source noun 

in some way’.  More particularly, this suffix could occur with at least some 

kinship terms, forming a verb meaning ‘to acquire someone as that kin 

relation’."   

 

Smith-Stark offers evdence for this claim on Table 2 of TSS76fms.  This item is 

a probable phantom.  Smith-Stark has conflated two etymologically different 

markers in this set.  The Pop suffix -nhe is a causative suffix of rare employ.  

The other items compared illustrate pM *-Vnh vtD imperative and dependent 

status.  The EM -j that is compared is an inflexional suffix (< *-Vnh), not 

part of the underlying shape of the lexical item. In Tzeltalan some derived 

transitive verbs that should end in V have acquired a final /n/ by metanalysis 

of vtDdep/impv *-Vnh, while others have added /y/, which is found in Ch’olan as 

a glide between the final V of vtD in plain status and suffixed Abs.  I am, 

however, not yet able to explain away the Yukateko suffix -in[-t that TSS 

cites. [Oct 1991: I now think that Yuk -in-tA is pM *-i ‘applicative’ + (maybe) 

*-nh vtD imperative/dependent, with a superadded Yuk -tA ‘factive’.]  
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10  OTHER DERIVATIVES FROM POSITIONAL ROOTS 

 

Apart from the celeritive derivations discussed above (inasmuch as they also 

apply to transitive roots), the following derivations based uniquely on 

positional roots can be reconstructed for proto-Mayan: *assumptive intransitive 

verbs, *depositive transitive verbs, *portative transitive verbs, *stative 

adjectives, *instrument nouns, and two *numeral classifiers. 

 

 

*ASSUMPTIVE1 (vi)        *-le  

 

*ASSUMPTIVE2 (vi)        *-e-:7 (EM) ~ *-i-:7 (WM) 

 

*DEPOSITIVE (vt)         *-V1b’a7 

 

*PORTATIVE (vt)          *-h-...-e (EM) = *-h-...-a  (WM),  

                            i.e. infix -h- combined  

                            with suffix -e or -a 

 

*STATIVE (a)             *-V1l ~ -a7n 

 

Note:  *-a7n occurs with positional roots containing *l; *-V1l occurs 

elsewhere.  Note: perhaps *-aan should be reconstructed instead of *-a7n (See 

below). 

 

*INSTRUMENT (s)          *-V1l-i-b’ 

 

 

 

EVIDENCE FOR DERIVATIVES FROM POSITIONAL ROOTS 
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                       assumptive1 vi < P  *-le 

 

Was      -le                       Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      -l-  compl/impv/dep        

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop      -l[aj-  completive                

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol   -le[n  imperative                           

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl      -le  completive           Sak 

              & dependent                      

Chn      -le  dependent            Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      -l-an  imperative                           

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -l-an imperative                              

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol   -lVh  diffused? 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

See also *-l ‘some kind of passive’, above 3.xxx 
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   assumptive2 vi < P:  EM *-e-7b’ or *-ee7(-b’), WM *-iH and *-w 

                       i.e.  CM *-i/e-:7  

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   -ee7 /_# ~ -eeb’- 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk       -ee7 

 

LakA                               IxlNe     -e7b’  |   

LakB                               IxlCo     -e7    | sort out!! 

                                   IxlCh     -e7w   | 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp     [-ar  not cognate] 

                                         

ChtCol  [-wan  compl assump]                          

                                   Kch       -e7 ~ -i7  

Chr     [-wan   compl assump]      KchCol 

                                    

Chl      -i  impv assump           Sak       -Vb’ 

                                    

Chn     [-w@n-i  compl assump]     Sip       -Vb’    

         -i7  impv assump            

                                   Tzu       -ee7        

Tzo      -i  [-h-...-aj]            

TzoCol  [-h-...-aj  not cognate]   Kaq       -ee7 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm     [CV{h}C  not cognate] 

                                   PchW    [CV{h}C(-b’)  not cognate] 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM    [-b’?  not cognate]       

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol    -e7  vtR passive? 

Akt                                 

Pop     [-y ~ ZERO]                                                          

               

KotM    [-w] 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                     depositive vt < P  *-V1b’a7 

 

Was      -ba7  [different          Tek       -b’a                          

WasCol          function] 

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   -b’a 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     [-ku(H)n-t/s  not cognate]  

YukCol                             Awk       -b’a 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp       -b’a7 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch       -V1b’a7 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl    [-choko  not cognate]       Sak       -V1b’a7 

                                    

Chn                                Sip       -V1b’a7 

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu       -V1b’a7 

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq       -V1b’a7  

                                   KaqCol 

Tze    [-h-...-an  not cognate]        

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW      -(b’)aa7 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol     -V1b’a  

Akt                                 

Pop      -b’a                                                             

               

KotM     -b’a7 

KotT 

KotCol 
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           portative vt < P  *-h-...e  EM = *-h-...-a  WM 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch       CV{H}C-e 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl       CV{j}C-@                 Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       CV{h}C-an  depositive         

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW      CV{h}C-e  portative 

                                             CV{h}C-a  ‘do quickly’ 

Toj       CV{j}C-an  vt/vi         PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                    stative aj < P  *-V1l ~ -a7n   

 

Was      -V1l                      Tek       -l ( ~ ch /l)                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   -l ( ~ ch /l)  

                                   MamN 

        [-Vkbal  not cognate] 

Yuk      -a7n  vt/vi perf pcp       

YukCol                             Awk       -l ( ~ ch /l) 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop     [-ka7al  not cognate]             

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch       -V1l ~ -aan /l,r 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl       -V1l                     Sak       -V1l ~ -aan /l,r 

                                    

Chn                                Sip       -V1l ~ -aan /l,r    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu       -V1l ~ -aan /l,r        

Tzo       -V1l                          

TzoCol                             Kaq       -V1l ~ -aan /l,r 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       -V1l                             

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj       -an                      PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM      -an                          

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan       -an                      QeqCol    [-C1oh  not cognate]  

Akt       -an                          

Pop       -an                                                                  

               

KotM      -aan 

KotT 

KotCol 
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            location/instrument noun < P  *-V1l-i-b’(-Vl) 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk       -l/ch-b’il 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch       -Vlib’al  CHECK!!  

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn       -lib’                    Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       -leb’                             

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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DISCUSSION 

 

*ASSUMPTIVE is a universal Mayan category, deriving vi from P roots, but is not 

represented by derivatives of a single Mayan ending.  pM *-le can be 

reconstructed on the basis of 

 

          Was  -le 

 

          Yu   -l- 

 

          Ch  *-le 

 

          Tz  *-lej  (verbal noun < P) 

 

          Qeq  -lVh  (possibly diffused from LL region) 

 

This is probably cognate with the poorly spread *-l passive of vague function 

(see above 3.xxx).  Chj and Kot have -w.  We can reconstruct an EM assumptive 

ending *-e-7b’.  -e- ~ -i- is the Mayan vi thematic vowel.  To EM *-e-7b’ 

should be compared pM *-(o)b’ ‘versive1’ and pM *-(a)b’ ‘unbounded passive’.  

For WM we can reconstruct #-iH on the basis of WCh -i(7)  impv assump, Tzo -i, 

and Pop *-y ~ ZERO.  This could also contain the vi thematic vowel and be 

cognate with EM *-e-7b’.  In fact EM should perhaps be reconstructed *-e-:7, 

with *-b’ added for good measure in many EM languages.  Thus we would have a CM 

*-e/i-:7  ‘assumptive < P’, competing with pM *-le.  

 

 

*DEPOSITIVE *-V1b’a7 is reflected in EM and Kot + QanP.  It occurs in Was, but 

with a different (= changed?) function.  A phonologically cognate reflex seems 

absent from other Mayan languages. 

 

 

*PORTATIVE:  A transitive verb stem can be formed from positional and maybe 

transitive roots whose meaning is ‘to carry/take along an object in the shape 

specified by the positional (or in the resultant shape implied by the action of 

the transitive verb on an object)’; such transitive stems are called 

PORTATIVES.  *-h-...-e (EM) and *-h-...-a (GTz + Toj) are found in CM, not in 

Was or Yu.  In Tz its function has changed to depositive, and in Pch CVhCe 

means ‘depositive’ and CVhCa means ‘do quickly’. 

 

 

*STATIVE *-V1l ~ *-a7n shows two phonologically unrelated allomorphs.  These 

two allomorphs co-occur in KchP + Usp.  Only *-V1l is found in GMa, GTz, and 

Was.  Only *-a7n is found in GQa and Yu, in which latter case it means ‘vt/vi 

perfect participle’.  The reconstruction *-a7n is based on Yu; GQa points to 

*-aan instead, while GKch can not distinguish between the two possible 

reconstructions. 
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*INSTRUMENT/LOCATION *-V1l-i-b’ is known from GTz, GMa, and KchP, and 

unattested in Was, Yu, and GQa, hence CM. -i- is the vi thematic vowel.   

*-al is added in some languages. 
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11  NON-VERBAL PREDICATES and the EXISTENTIAL PREDICATOR 

 

Non-verbal predicates are predicates whose heads are not verbs, and cannot be 

marked for aspect (though they can be marked for optative).  Non-verbal 

predicates are of two types in Mayan languages, equational and existential.  In 

equational predicates the predicate is a noun or NP, an adjective or AP, or a 

stative.  Existential predicates have three subtypes: (a) true existential (b) 

possessive (c) locative.  In true existential sentences the Theme (subject) is 

stated to exist.  In possessive sentences a possessed NP subject is specified 

as existing.  In locative sentences a subject is specified as being found in a 

particular or generic place.  In all three types of existential predicates the 

predicator is the same lexical item, and it means roughly ‘being there’.  

 

Abs BE.THERE FOOD  means ‘There is food’  

 

Abs BE.THERE 1Erg-DOG  means ‘I have a dog’ 

 

Abs BE.THERE the CAT at 3Erg-FACE the TABLE  means ‘The cat is on the table’   

 

BE.THERE is not a verb, but a stative or adjective.  When its category can be 

more narrowly pinpointed, which is rare since the root in question does not 

always enter into derivations, it can usually be categorized as a stative. 

 

Wasteko is unique among the Mayan languages for having a transitive verb that 

means ‘to have’.  This verb is used for predicating possession, just as its 

equivalent in English and Spanish.  In addition, it is used to express 

obligation or necessity, just as English ‘have to’ and Spanish ‘tener que’.  

The Was verb ‘have’ is used in a generic and aspectless way, as are non-verbal 

predicates generally.  It is used in the incompletive aspect form only: W 

kwa7al, C ko7ol.  This a phonologically irregular development of the verb 

koo7oy ‘to keep, guard, watch over’, which also has a regular incompletive 

koo7oyal.  In the Nahua of the Huasteca, the verb piyA ‘to keep/guard/watch 

over; to have’ has undergone the exact same semantic extension as the 

corrsponding Was verb, but without any phonological irregularities developing. 

 

 

*EXISTENCE/LOCATIVE PREDICATOR  

 

          *7ar 

 

The existential predicator in CM is *7ar.  It has been replaced by unrelated 

lexemes in some Mayan languages, and in some languages *7ar survives in other 

functions than its original one. 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.49, Hypothesis #3) says: "In order to predicate possession, 

*PM used an existential verb with a possessed noun.  That is, ‘I have a house’ 

would literally be something like ‘exists my house’." 
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                 *7ar  EXISTENCE/LOCATION PREDICATOR 

 

Was    cf.  7aay  s  ‘naturaleza’  Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  7at  vi; t-een  vi CHECK 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      yan  ‘there is             

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol  <aya(n)>                    

                                   Kch      are7  ‘he, she’ 

Chr      7ay                       KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      7oy                                 

         7ay-an  vi  ‘be born’     Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      7ay  ‘being there’;                            

         7ay-in  vi ‘be born’ 

                                   Pqm      ar wili  ‘there it is’ 

                                   PchW     ar  ‘alli*’ 

Toj      7ajy                      PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     7ay                        

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW     7ar-in  ‘here’ 

                                            7ar-an ‘there’ 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      7ay                       QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      7ay-a  part. ‘haber,  

                   existir, estar’                              

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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got here on 23 apr 2015 

 

CHAPTER 3: THE DEVELOPMENT IN THE MAYAN LANGUAGES OF THE GRAMMATICAL DEVICES 

FOR MARKING PERSON, TENSE-ASPECT-MOOD, NOMINALIZATION, VALENCY-SHIFTING, VOICE, 

AND DERIVATIVES OF POSITIONALS. 

 

This chapter has the following aims: 

     1.  To show how the reconstructed pM, LpM, and CM subsystems develop 

step-wise in the various branches and subgroups of Mayan (Individual languages 

that are co-members of lowest-level subgroups are not necessarily treated in 

detail in this draft, though they deserve to be in any final version). 

     2.  To specify the grammatical subsystems of the various intermediate 

proto-languages that (can or) must be reconstructed.  These intermediate 

proto-subsystems have been reconstructed both backward and forward. 

     3.  To identify features that have spread across existing language 

boundaries at various times and in various places (A separate treatment of this 

topic makes up chapter 4, "Cross-currents of Grammatical Innovation...").  

 

The topics covered are 

          A.  person markers 

          B.  aspect markers and Verb Phrase particles 

          C.  status, nominalization, and  

              valency-reducing processes 

          D.  versive and causative 

          E.  derivatives of positionals  

 

The baseline of the discussion is the pM, LpM, or CM reconstructions set up in 

section A:1-8 and the data they are based on.  Phonologically, is it not 

necessary/possible to distinguish pM, LpM, and CM from each other. 

 

INTERMEDIATE PROTO-LANGUAGES 

 

The following intermediate reconstructions are needed for the Mayan family.  

The discussion by branches and subgroups that follows is laid out in the 

following order: 

 

pWastekan (Hu);  this is essentially vacuous, since we have almost no Kab 

grammatical data; hence, what is discussed is Wasteko (Was). 

 

pYukatekan (Yu):  based mainly on Yuk and Mop.  Further work is needed to 

integrate information on Lak and Itz:  See Fisher 19xx. 

 

pGreater Tzeltalan (GTz). 

 

pCh’olan (Ch):  See Kaufman & Norman 1985 

 

pTzeltalan [Proper] (Tz[P]):  See Kaufman 1972 [1962], Robertson 1982, 1984b, 

1985, 1987b 

 

pGreater Q’anjob’alan (GQa): See Galloway 1968? 
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pChujean (Chu);  not done; each of the constituent languages, Toj and Chj, is 

so influenced by its neighbors that no system different from that of pGQa is 

sensible.  Chj is Q’anjob’alified (most Chj speakers also speak Qan), Toj is 

Tzeltalified.  REVISE AS NEEDED 

 

<Tojolabal (Toj)> 

 

<Chuj (Chj)>       

 

pQ’anjob’alan Complex (QaC):  based mainly on Pop; more Akt and Qan data need 

looked at. 

 

Kotoke Complex (KoC):  based on Motozintlec (Mch).  Tuzantec (Tuz) data is 

available but not processed. 

 

pEastern Mayan (EM) 

 

pGreater Mamean (GMa) 

 

pMamean Proper (MaP):  See Roberston 1987a 

 

pIxilan (Ix):  this is difficult; Awk is Mamified, Ixl is Q’anjob’alified. 

 

pGreater K’ichee7an (GKch):  See Kaufman 1973 

 

<Uspanteko (Usp)> 

 

pK’ichee7an Proper (KchP):  See DuBois 1981, Robertson 1984a  

 

Poqom Group/Complex (Poq) 

 

<Q’eqchi7 (Qeq)>  

 

Except for Tzeltalan, Ch’olan, and K’ichee7an Proper, the claims made about 

intermediate proto-languages remain tentative and doubtless contain mistakes 

and other room for improvement.  
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DIFFUSION AREAS 

 

The following five languages and subgroup ancestors are serious sources of 

borrowing into other Mayan languages and make up three diffusion spheres. 

 

     pYukatekan          | 

                         >         Lowland Sphere 

     Epigraphic Ch’olan  | 

 

     Tzeltal                       Chiapas Sphere   

 

     GMamean             | 

                         >         Huehuetenango Sphere 

     Q’anjob’al Complex  | 

 

 

NEW CATEGORIES OR NEW (from the immediately preceding stage) FUNCTIONS FOR OLD 

MORPHS ARE INDICATED BY BOLDFACE TYPE 
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                        PROTO-MAYAN (pM) 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive        Plural            

         prefixes                   clitics           clitic 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZERO   

  

4     qa-         q-                 o7nh 

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ex              eq ~ aq  

                                                     with impv [CM] 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

Note: For *nu- Eric Hamp likes *ni-. 

See Roberston 1977. 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as                                

*ti/a ~ *ka [CM]     

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

      

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization   

                             [WM or GLL] 
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 VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                            PROTO-MAYAN 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [-abc] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                  [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh CM?      -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh CM?      -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m           -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej CM       -ej CM |   

participle/gerund                             >      -e-7m 

                  pass: -b’il          -b’il  | 

 

agent noun              -oom           -oom          -oom 

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow CM          ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reflexive               -a-ox          -ox   

 

mediopassive            -h-            -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t           -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’         -(a)b’ ? 

passive 
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                            PROTO-MAYAN 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

versive2                -er  

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive1             -le 

 

assumptive2             -e-:7(-b’) (EM) ~ -i-:7 (WM)  

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a CM? 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

There is some doubt whether the second allomorph of *stative should have been 

reconstructed as *-a7n or *-a:n. Yu points to the first, GQa points to the 

second.  The other language groups having this morph bear ambiguous witness.  

This decision is subject to change (with notice). 

 

 

Note to reader and to editor = tk: 

In the pages that follow, wherever the note FILL IN, or TO BE FILLED IN 

appears, the forms on the pageful of data that follows are proto-Mayan place-

holders, and need to be replaced by the actual relevant forms from the 

particular language under discussion. 
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                       WASTEKO < PROTO-MAYAN 

 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive                

         proclitics                 proclitics  

                        

 

1     u       <  *w- (and *nu-?)      in    

 

2     a       <  *aa(w)-         it ~ at 

 

3   in ~ i    <  *y - < *r-         ZERO 

  

4     ya      <  *qa-                 wa       

 

5     i       <  ee(r)-          ix ~ ax 

 

6     i       <  *ki-            ib ~ ab   

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

      ka  ‘volitive/subjunctive’ : with completive status 

 

                 <  #qaH  ‘future’  

 

      wa  ‘incompletive’ : with incompletive status for vi only 
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FILL IN     

 

Aspect markers            

 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as                                

*ti/a ~ *ka [CM]     

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

 

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization   

                             [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 
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     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                              WASTEKO 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            <---           -al            -el              

status             

 

completive              -u             ZERO           -itx viR;        

status                                                ZERO viD 

 

perfect           act:  -aam           --->   | 

=participle                                   >       -enek   

                  pass: <---           -th    |    

  

perfect           pass: -bil  

gerund 

 

(absolute)              -om ~ -l       --->      

antipassive 

 

reflexive               <---           -n         

 

 

reciprocal              CV:CV:x        CV:CCV:x 

 

 

mediopassive            CV:CVn          ##               

(agentless) 

 

completive              -at ~  -a(j)   ---> 

passive 

 

incompletive            -aab           ---> 

passive 

 

perfect                 -aam-e(j)      --->   

passive 
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                              WASTEKO 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -bee ~ -mee       

 

versive2                -ey  

 

causative               -tha7  

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

depositive              -k’a7, etc  

 

portative                ?          

 

stative                 -V1V1l         
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                       WASTEKO < PROTO-MAYAN 

LOST 

 

          *two different allomorphs for Erg person markers, 

             with a lot of phonological reduction 

 

          *ti/a ~ *ka   unfocused aspect marker: maybe not pM 

 

          *(i)x         completive aspect marker; fronted 

                            constituent: maybe not pM 

 

          #tah=na       progressive aspect marker: maybe not pM 

   

          *imperative status 

 

          *dependent status 

 

          *perfect status merges with *perfect participle 

 

          *-(o-)ej      vt active perfect gerund 

 

          *-e-7m        vi perfect gerund 

 

          *-ow          agentive antipassive : probably not pM 

 

          *-a7n         allomorph of stative     

 

GAINED 

 

          new incompletive status based on *incompletive 

             participles; plain is renamed "completive" 

 

          -th           perfect passive participle of vt  

 

          -aam-e(j)     perfect passive (finite verb category) 

                   < *-a- ~ *-o- vtR thematic vowel  

                   + *-7m  perfect participle  

                   + *-e- ~ *-i- vi thematic vowel  

                   + *-aj mediopassive  [I think this is possible!] 
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                              WASTEKO 

 

CHANGED 

 

          *Erg is proclitic, not prefixed    

 

          *Abs is proclitic, before Erg  

 

          -al, -el   *incompletive participle > 

                        incompletive status                 

 

          -om    *agent > absolute antipassive 

            

          -n     *absolute antipassive > reflexive  

                    and frozen active    

 

          -x     *reflexive > reciprocal 

 

          -a(j)  *mediopassive vtR > completive passive of vt  

                    that end in /7/            

 

          -at    *bounded passive > completive passive 

 

          -aab   *unbounded passive > incompletive passive            

 

          -ey    *versive2 > versive from P 

 

          -k’-a7 *celeritive causative? > depositive  

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Note similarity of Was with Yu in creating depositive from pM *-q’ 

‘celeritive2’ plus ‘transitivizer/causativizer’. 

 

Whenever a transitive verb occurs with non-3 Absolutive object, Abs + Erg (in 

this order) form a proclitic cluster hung from a semantically empty particle 

{tV}. In case a clause is introduced by the complementizing introducer {ti}, 

any overt Abs markers are hung from it, but if a proclitic combination hung 

from {tV} is present, {ti} drops.  In case the clause is introduced by the 

subordinating aspect particle {ka}, any lone Abs is hung from it, but any tV + 

Abs + Erg cluster has ka inserted after tV, thus tV + ka + Abs + Erg.  

 

Only a handful of Was vt’s are radical.  The rest are derived, but most CVCVY 

vt’s look like CVC verb roots + arbitrary and meaningless -VY suffixes.  The 

suffixes are only -a(7), -u(w), -i(y), and -uy.  The first two, at least, look 

like the pM vtR thematic vowel o ~ a.  A possible synchronic analysis is to 

consider that Was has CV1CV2(Y) vt roots, where V2 is not a suffix but an 

unpredictable second root V.  This would make Was unlike any other Mayan 

language. 
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With vi’s there is likewise only a handful of roots.  There are several 

potential vi roots, of shape CVCV(:)y, where V2 is i, e, or u.  The first two 

vowels look like the pM vi thematic vowel i ~ e.  
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                      YUKATEKAN < PROTO-MAYAN 

 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive       Plural         

         prefixes                 suffixes         enclitic        

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     in-     (in)w-                -en 

 

2      a-        aw-                -ech 

 

3      u-      (u)y-                ZERO    

  

4   k(a)-         k-                -o7n  

 

5  < 5 Erg = 2 Erg + -e7x >                         +e7x    

 

6  <       6 = 3 + 6 enclitic             >         +o7b’     

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     k  affirmative 

   ~ t  negative       habitual-incompletive : with incompletive status 

 

     *taHn             progressive : with incompletive status 

 

     *ka7h             future-optative : with dependent status 
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FILL IN     

 

Aspect markers            

 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as                                

*ti/a ~ *ka [CM]     

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

 

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization   

                             [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 
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     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                             YUKATEKAN 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

               

 

                        vtR        vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -ik        -ik          -Vl; ZERO antip.       

status                                                      

 

completive              -aj        -aj          -i; -aj antip. 

status 

           

imperative              -e         ZERO               -en  

status 

 

dependent               -e7        ZERO               -ak   

status 

 

perfect           act:  -m-aj                 

=participle                                           -a7n 

                  pass: -a7n                     

  

 

passive                 -b’-       -a-b’  

    

passive                 -b’il 

gerund 

 

absolute/incorporating  ZERO incompletive ~ -n; vtR lengthens antipassive                                        

root vowel 

 

 

agentive/focus         = transitive minus Erg subject markers 

voice 

 

mediopassive            -H- : only with vtR                            

(agentless) 
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                             YUKATEKAN 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ch-aj  > conversive -b’-es   

 

causative               -(e)s   

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -t[al incompletive  ~ -l-aj completive ~ -l 

 

depositive              -k’-es, -k(H)n-t/s 

 

portative                ? 

 

stative                 -Vkb’al 
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                      YUKATEKAN < PROTO-MAYAN 

 

LOST 

 

          *5 Erg 

 

          *6 Erg 

 

          *(i)x             completive aspect marker;  

                            fronted constituent : maybe not pM 

 

          *[-o(w)]          vtR plain status ending 

 

          *-Vnh             vtD imperative and dependent status 

               

          *perfect status   merges with *perfect participle 

 

          *-i-naq           vi perfect status 

 

          *-(o)-ej          active perfect participle/gerund 

 

          *-e-7m            intransitive perfect participle/gerund 

 

          *-oom             agent noun  

 

          *-ow              agentive antipassive : maybe not pM anyway 

 

          *-(a-)ox          reflexive  

 

          *-aj              vtD mediopassive 

 

          *-er              versive2  

 

          *-b’a7            depositive 

 

GAINED   

 

          new incompletive status for vt : use -ik nominalization 

 

          new incompletive status for vi : use old incompletive 

                                              participle with  

                                              split ergativity 

  

          -Vkb’al            stative 

 

          -k(H)n-t/s        depositive 
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YUKATEKAN 

 

CHANGED  

          mutual influence of vowels in Abs 1-6 

 

          Abs markers are suffixes 

  

          +o7b’           *6 Abs > enclitic 

 

          -Vl             *vi incompletive participle >                                 

incompletive status;  

                              old plainstatus renamed "completive" 

 

          -(a-)b’         *unbounded passive > passive 

 

          -k’-es          *celeritive causative > depositive 

 

          -a7n            *stative > perfect participle vt/vi 

 

          -aj             *"earlier" > suffixed to completives and perfects  

 

          -ik             *vi nominalizer > vt incompletive status 

 

          -tal            ?*bounded passive > assumptive incompletive 

           

          -chaj           *bounded passive > versive 
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                             YUKATEKAN 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Split Ergativity with intransitive verbs.  The new incompletive status form in 

-Vl for intransitive verbs takes Ergative rather than Absolutive subject 

agreement markers.  This is because the form in -Vl is originally a noun and 

the Ergative prefixes are originally possessors.  This pattern, which 

originated in Yukatekan (or Poqom), was borrowed by pre-proto-Ch’olan. 

 

Assumptive incompletive -tal is {ta} + {Vl} or {t} + {al}.  Non-incompletive 

makes use of suffixed -l ( < pM *-le) plus vi status suffixes (Completive is 

-l-aj or -l-aj-i). This pattern, which originated in Yukatekan, was also 

acquired by pre-proto-Ch’olan through borrowing from Yukatekan. 

 

The vowels of the singular Absolutive person markers have been 

leveled/assimilated to one another (*iin & *at > en & ech).  The plural 

Absolutive markers all have the 7 of 4 Absolutive, and 6 Absolutive also got 

the vowel of 4 Absolutive (o7nh & *ex & *eb’ > o7n & e7x & o7b’).  e7x perhaps 

has its vowel through prior assimilation of its vowel to 6 Absolutive.  All the 

Yukatekan vowel changes in Absolutive person markers were borrowed into 

pre-proto-Ch’olan. 

 

Derived transitive verbs are inflexionally assimilated to root transitives by 

losing the original final -V(7).    

 

Yukatekan has lost a good deal of original Mayan material, and changed the 

function of a good deal as well, as befits its early separation from the rest 

of the family. 

 

See William Fisher Diss. 
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                          YUKATEKO < YUKATEKAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused 

 

     (i)x1                 completive 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                  progressive 

 

     #qaH                  future  
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FILL IN     

 

Aspect markers            

 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as                                

*ti/a ~ *ka [CM]     

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

 

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization   

                             [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 
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     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                        YUKATEKO < YUKATEKAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [-abc] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                            

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                        YUKATEKO < YUKATEKAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

versive2                -er  

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                        YUKATEKO < YUKATEKAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST  

 

GAINED  

 

CHANGED  

 

DISCUSSION 
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                       LAKANTUN < YUKATEKAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused 

 

     (i)x1                 completive 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                  progressive 

 

     #qaH                  future  
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FILL IN     

 

Aspect markers            

 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as                                

*ti/a ~ *ka [CM]     

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

 

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization   

                             [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 
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     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                       LAKANTUN < YUKATEKAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                       LAKANTUN < YUKATEKAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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LAKANTUN < YUKATEKAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                         ITZAJ < YUKATEKAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused 

 

     (i)x1                 completive 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                  progressive 

 

     #qaH                  future  
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                         ITZAJ < YUKATEKAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                         ITZAJ < YUKATEKAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                         ITZAJ < YUKATEKAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                         MOPAN < YUKATEKAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused 

 

     (i)x1                 completive 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                  progressive 

 

     #qaH                  future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as                                

*ti/a ~ *ka [CM]     

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

 

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization   

                             [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 
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     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                         MOPAN < YUKATEKAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                         MOPAN < YUKATEKAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                         MOPAN < YUKATEKAN  

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GIED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                    WESTERN MAYAN < PROTO-MAYAN 

 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive       Plural   

         prefixes                   clitics          clitics 

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nV-         w-                   in 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 o7nh 

  

4     qa-         q-                 ZERO 

 

5     ee-       eer-              ix ~ ex             +eq 

 

6   <         6 = 3 + Plural clitic         >         +eb’ 

 

In GQa (and perhaps WM) while Abs is preposed or postposed according to the 

presence of an overt Asp, *eb’ and *eq are only postposed and may not occur 

before a verb stem. 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti ~ ka      unfocused : with plain and dependent status 

 

    (i)x1         completive : with plain status 

    

    (i)x2        "a S-level constituent  

                    occurs before the verb" : with plain status 

 

      ta          progressive aspectual auxiliary  

                     < pM *tah=na : with plain status       
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FILL IN      

 

Aspect markers 

 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                

     

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

                             

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

 

    +to                    still, yet  [LpM] 

 

     taH                   counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 
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     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                           WESTERN MAYAN 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [-abc] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive             ?              ?            -e-al ~ -al      

participle/gerund 

 

plain                  [-a(w)]         -V?          [-i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

                                                                                                      

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej         | -i-naq GQa 

participle/gerund                                  < 

                  pass: -b’il          -b’il       | -e-7m GTz 

                                                     

agent noun              -oom           -oom          -oom      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

alternate               -a-w           -w  

antipassive 

 

reflexive               -a-ox           ? 

 

 

mediopassive            -h-            -aj             

(agentless) 

passive                 -o-t           -t  
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                           WESTERN MAYAN 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

versive2                -er  

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive1             -le 

 

assumptive2             -i:7 

 

assumptive3             -w 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

portative               -h-...-a 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                    WESTERN MAYAN < PROTO-MAYAN 

 

 

LOST   

 

     *6 Erg 

 

     *yAb’             negative particle 

 

NOT LOST 

      

     *tah=na           progressive aspect marker          

 

     #qaH              future aspect marker  

 

     *-i-k             allomorph of vi plain status  

 

     *perfect status   merges with *perfect participles/gerunds 

  

     *-(o-)7m          vt perfect status 

 

     *-(a-)7b’         unbounded passive 

 

 

GAINED : not gained -- already CM 

 

     +eq               5 enclitic 

 

 

CHANGED 

 

     *iin  1Abs > *in 

 

     *eb’  6 Abs > 6 enclitic 

 

     *-o(w)  vtR plain status > -a(w),  

                and thus homophonous with vtR imperative 

 

     *-ow  agentive antipassive > -(a-)w alternate antipassive,  

                a variant of -(o)an absolute antipassive 

 

     *unbounded passive > passive 

 

     *-h-...e/a  portative > -h-...-a 
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                  GREATER TZELTALAN < WESTERN MAYAN 

 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive       Plural            

         prefixes                   clitics          clitics 

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1      n-        nw-                   in 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         y-                 ZERO 

  

4     ka-         k-                   on 

 

5     ii-       iiw-                   ex            +ik          

 

6   <       6 = 3 + plural clitic           >        +eb’ 

 

Abs was preposed to verbs, postposed to nouns, adjectives, and statives. 

      

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ta        progressive aspect auxiliary : with plain status 

 

     (i)x2     "a S-level constituent  

                   occurs before the verb" : with plain status 
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FILL IN   

 

Aspect markers 

 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                    

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM] 

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [GL or GLL]   

                 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 
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     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                         GREATER TZELTALAN 

 

C.  Status, nominalization, and voice markers              

 

                              [-abc] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive             ?              ?           -eel ~ -al       

participle/gerund 

 

plain                  [-a]           ZERO         [-ih]           

status 

 

imperative              -a             -V          -een 

status 

 

dependent               -e7            -V          -oq   

status                

 

perfect           act:  -ooj           -ej    | 

participle/gerund                             >      -eem 

                  pass: -b’il          -b’il  | 

     

agent noun              -oom           -oom          -oom 

 

 

absolute                -oon           -an     

antipassive 

 

alternate               -aw(-an)        -w-an 

antipassive 

 

mediopassive            -h-             ##                

(agentless) 

 

passive                 -o-t            -t  
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                         GREATER TZELTALAN 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

versive2                -ey ~ V1y 

 

causative               -es      

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive1             -le 

 

assumptive2             -i7 

 

assumptive3             -w 

 

depositive               ? 

 

portative               -h-...-a ?                           

 

stative                 -V1l           
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                 GREATER TZELTALAN < WESTERN MAYAN 

 

LOST   

 

     *ka          unfocused aspect marker 

 

     *(i)x1       completive aspect marker; kept as VP enclitic 

 

     *-i-naq      vi perfect participle 

 

     *-(a-)-ox    reflexive 

 

     *-V1b’a7     depositive 

 

     *-a7n        allomorph of stative 

 

 

GAINED 

 

     NOTHING 

 

CHANGED  

 

     5 Erg  *ee(r) - > *i(w)- 

 

     5 Abs *ex > also ox (by analogy with *on 4 Abs) 

 

     eliminate w from vtR plain and imperative 

 

     *-aj  vtD mediopassive > "intransitivizer" 

 

     causative *-i-sa > -es 
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EPIGRAPHIC MAYAN < GREATER TZELTALAN 

 

UPDATE EVERYTHING FOR EP MAY                       

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive        Plural            

         prefixes                   clitics           clitic 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZERO   

  

4     qa-         q-                 o7nh 

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ex              eq ~ aq  

                                                     with impv [CM] 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

Note: For *nu- Eric Hamp likes *ni-. 

See Roberston 1977. 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as                                

*ti/a ~ *ka [CM]     

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

      

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization   

                             [WM or GLL] 
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FILL IN  

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                            EPIGRAPHIC MAYAN 

FILL IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [-abc] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                  [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh CM?      -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh CM?      -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m           -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej CM       -ej CM |   

participle/gerund                             >      -e-7m 

                  pass: -b’il          -b’il  | 

 

agent noun              -oom           -oom          -oom 

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow CM          ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reflexive               -a-ox          -ox   

 

mediopassive            -h-            -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t           -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’         -(a)b’ ? 

passive 
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                            EPIGRAPHIC MAYAN 

FILL IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

versive2                -er  

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive1             -le 

 

assumptive2             -e-:7(-b’) (EM) ~ -i-:7 (WM)  

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a CM? 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

     There is some doubt whether the second allomorph of *stative should have 

been reconstructed as *-a7n or *-a:n. Yu points to the first, GQa points to the 

second.  The other language groups having this morph bear ambiguous witness.  

This decision is subject to change (with notice). 

 

 

 

LOST 

 

 

GAINED 

 

 

CHANGED 

 

 

DISCUSSION
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                    CH’OLAN < GREATER TZELTALAN 

 

Previous literature: Kaufman & Norman 1984. 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive       Plural               

         prefixes                   suffixes         clitics 

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1      n-        nw-                  en   

 

2      a-        aw-                  et  

 

3      u-      (u)y-                ZERO    

  

4     k@-         k-                  on  

 

5      i-        iw-                  ix              ik 

 

6  <  6 = 3 + plural clitic              
 
 >          ob’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

    (i)w@l       progressive aspect marker : with new incompletive 

 

     a            already : with completive (old plain) 

 

     x            future : with dependent [attested in Cht only] 

 

Other VP particles 

 

    +ix           already 

 

    +to           still 

 

    +@ch          the very same... 

    

     mu(7)        immediate   [WCh only] CHECK 

    

     muk’         progressive [WCh only] CHECK  
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FILL IN      

 

Aspect markers 

 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                 "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                    

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM] 

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [WM or GLL]  

                

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     7a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                              CH’OLAN 

 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

 

                         vtR        vtD         viR        viP 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive             ?          ?          -e-l              

participle/gerund 

 

completive              -V1 ~ -i    ZERO       -i         -w@n(-i)     

status 

 

imperative              -V1        -:n         -en        -i7 WCh 

status                                                    -l-en Cht 

 

dependent                                  |   -ik        -le-k 

status                                     | 

                        -e7        -:n     < 

incompletive                               |   -e-l       -t-@l 

status                                     | 

 

perfect           act:   ?          ?     |  

participle/gerund                         >    -em        -V1l 

                  pass: -b’il      -b’il  | 

 

agent noun              -om        -om         -om?       

FROZEN 

 

absolute                -on  FROZEN            

antipassive 

 

"intransitivizer"                  -aj                              

 

passive1                -h-        -n-t WCh 

                                   -n-a(h) ECh  

 

passive2                           -l  

 

Note: Derived intransitives that end in a vowel use ZERO for the completive.  

Derived intransitives that end in a consonant use *-l on the incompletive. 
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                              CH’OLAN 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                 ? 
 
     

 
     

 

versive2                 ?   

 

causative               -es(@) 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -t-@l incompletive ~ 

                        -w-@n completive ~  

                        -le  dependent/completive (Chl)/ 

                               imperative (Cht) ~  

                        -i7 imperative (WCh) 

 

depositive               ?  
 
      

 

portative                ?           

 

stative                 -V1l            
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                    CH’OLAN < GREATER TZELTALAN            

 

LOST 

 

     all aspect markers  WHAT ABOUT CH’OL tza7 ? 

 

 

NOT LOST     *+eq  2 pl impv enclitic ? 

 

 

GAINED 

 

     *(7i)w@l    progressive aspect marker  THIS COULD BE WM!? 

 

     new incompletive status for vt < *vt dependent 

 

     new incompletive status for vi  

          < *vi incompletive participle with Ergative subject marking; 

            Yu influence  

 

     -l  passive (see Ixilan) PROB INHERITED, MAYBE WITH FUNCTION SHIFT 

 

     *-w@n  completive assumptive < *-w vi < X (perhaps P) ALSO COT 

 

 

CHANGED 

 

     1 Abs, 2 Abs, pl enclitic  en, et, ob’ < Yu 

 

     *plain status renamed "completive" status 

 

     -on  *vtR absolute antipassive survives only in frozen forms 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Ch’olan #w@lV ‘progressive aspect marker’ is the source of similar aspect 

markers in Toj, Chj, and Mop.  

 

The reconstruction given here for proto-Ch’olan differs in some respects from 

that found in Kaufman & Norman 1984. 

 

In Ch’olan a verb has four statuses, completive, imperative, incompletive, and 

dependent (MacLeod’s optative or subordinate).  Dependent occurs only under a 

higher predicate.  Ch’olan verbs lack a perfect TA category, but they do have 

perfect/stative participles [or adjectives]. 

 

Dependent and incompletive are homophonous for transitive verbs because the 

Ch’olan incompletive for transitives was recruited from the Mayan dependent, 

while for intransitives the incompletive theme was formed using a 
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nominalization, and split ergativity. 

 

Like Yukatekan and unlike most other Mayan branches, including Tzeltalan, 

Ch’olan has a suppletive paradigm for assumptive intransitives formed from P 

roots.  That is, etymologically distinct suffixes are found in the incompletive 

(*-t-@l), completive (*-w@n), and dependent (*-le-k) statuses, and the 

imperative may be like the dependent (Cht -l-en), or be different again (WCh 

*-i7).  Ch’olan is likely to have been influenced by Yukatekan on the matter of 

*-t-@l, since the incompletive category itself is an innovation.  The morphemes 

*-le, *-i7, and  *-w are all inherited from pGTz and pWM, and the latter two 

are unknown in Yukatekan, but *-w in this function survives otherwise only in 

Kotoke.     

 

vtR completive has been reconstructed *-V1 ~ *-i, since Chl and Cht point to 

the former and Chn and Cht point to the latter, and I do not believe -V1 can be 

gotten from -i.  In fact -V1 descends from pGTz *-?? < pWM *-a(w) < pM *-o(w), 

while -i is borrowed from viR -i.  Since vt -i is found in both Eastern and 

Western Ch’olan, however, it is not likely to be a local post-pCh innovation.  

Assuming that -V1 and -i were not in complementary distribution, perhaps -i 

occurred phrase-finally, and -V1 occurred phrase-medially.  

 

Ch’orti7 has lost the Ch’olan incompletive.  For transitives the Ch’olan 

completive (= Mayan plain) encodes both completive and incompletive, with only 

context disambiguating matters.  For intransitives, Ch’orti7 has innovated a 

new incompletive, with preposed person markers on the Ch’olan completive theme.  

This set of preposed person markers is cobbled together out of a variety of 

antecedent morphs.  
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                          CH’ORTI7 < CH’OLAN 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative        Absolutive     Intransitive     Plural               

         prefixes        suffixes       incompletive     clitics 

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     in-       inw-        -en             in- 

      ni-       niw- 

 

2      a-        aw-        -et              i-  

 

3      u-      (u)y-       ZER             a- 

  

4     ka-       kaw-        -on             ka- 

 

5      i-        iw-        -ox             ix-           +ik 

                                                          impv 

 

6     ------------- = 3 + encl ----------------           +op’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka       unfocused 

 

     (i)x1           completive 

 

     (i)x2          "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan            progressive 

 

     #qaH            future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                          CH’ORTI7 < CH’OLAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded              -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                          CH’ORTI7 < CH’OLAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                          CH’ORTI7 < CH’OLAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN : 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                          CH’OLTI7 < CH’OLAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2               "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

                

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     7a                    in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                          CH’OLTI7 < CH’OLAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                          CH’OLTI7 < CH’OLAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN  

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                         CH’OLTI7 < CH’OLAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION  Cht forms a future by preposing {x} to the inherited Ch’olan 

dependent status.  This is in agreement with the way (i.e. on the basis of the 

dependent) that future is marked in many other Mayan languages, though not 

otherwise in Ch’olan. 
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                           CH’OL < CH’OLAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                               

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                           CH’OL < CH’OLAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                           CH’OL < CH’OLAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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CH’OL < CH’OLAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION  
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                         CHONTAL/YOKOT’AN < CH’OLAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]     

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [WM or GLL]                      

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                         CHONTAL/YOKOT’AN < CH’OLAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                         CHONTAL/YOKOT’AN < CH’OLAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                         CHONTAL/YOKOT’AN < CH’OLAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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              TZELTALAN [PROPER] < GREATER TZELTALAN 

 

Previous literature: Kaufman 1972 [1962], Robertson 1982, 1984b, 1985, 

Robertson 1987b. 

 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive     Plural   

         prefixes                   clitics        clitics 

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1      n-        nw-                   in 

 

2      a-        aw-                   at 

 

3      s-         y-                 ZERO   

  

4   j- ~ k-       k-                   on          +tik 

 

5   < 5 Erg = 2 Erg + Pl   >      ex ~ ox          +ik 

 

6   <        6 = 3 + Pl clitic           
 
  >      +ik 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ta        unfocused : with plain status 

 

     (i)x2     "a S-level constituent  

                    occurs before the verb" : with plain status 

 

     la(j)     completive : with plain status  NO! 18thc only!! 
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 FILL IN     Aspect markers 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                             

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [WM or GLL] 

   

                            

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                        TZELTALAN [PROPER] 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive                                        -el              

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   ZERO           ZERO         ZERO             

status 

 

imperative              -@             -@           -an    

status 

 

dependent               = plain        = plain      -uk   

status 

 

perfect           act:  -oj            -ej   |  

status                                       >      -em   

                  pass: -b’il          -b’il | 

 

agent noun              -om            -om      

 

 

<agentive               -on  (Tzo only; rare)       

antipassive> 

 

absolute                -aw(an)        -w(an) 

antipassive  

 

mediopassive            -h-            ##             

(agentless) 

 

passive                 -ot            -ot 

         

 

passive2                -ey (Tzo:Zi)  

                          

                        = frozen intransitivizer  -V1y (Tze) 
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                        TZELTALAN [PROPER] 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive                 -ub’              

 

 

causative               -es 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -iy  (Tzo) = -h-...-a-j (Tze) 

                        -l-  imperative 

 

depositive              -h-...-a-n          

 

 

portative                ? 

 

 

stative                 -V1l  
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              TZELTALAN [PROPER] < GREATER TZELTALAN 

 

LOST 

 

     *5 Erg 

 

     *+eb’  plural clitic (influenced Tze numeral suffixes  

                              before disappearing) 

 

     *omissible plain status endings  

  

     *vt    dependent status    

 

 

GAINED 

 

NO     la(j)   completive aspect marker 

                < vi laj  ‘come to an end, be finished, die’ 

 

     +tik    4 enclitic 

 

     new perfect status using GTz *perfect participle/gerund 

 

     new absolute antipassive by combining *-aw ‘alternate antipassive’  

                                         + *-an ‘vtD absolute antipassive’ 

 

     *-iy (Tzo)   assumptive 

 

 

 

CHANGED 

 

     3 Erg/_C  *u-  >  *s- :  borrowed < GQa  

 

     vi imperative *-en  >  *-an  :  borrowed < GQa 

 

     *-on  absolute antipassive  >  agentive antipassive :                                          

              borrowed < GQa   

 

     *-ey  versive2  >  vtR passive (Tzo:Zi)            

 

     *-h-...-a-n  *portative  >  depositive   

                     WHEN DID IT HAPPEN? 
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                             TZELTALAN 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

While Ch’olan underwent grammatical influence from Yukatekan, Tzeltalan 

[Proper] underwent grammatical influence from Greater Q’anjob’alan. 

 

Tzeltalan phonologically restructured derived transitive stems at the same time 

that it eliminated all omissible status endings as well as the transitive 

dependent status markers.  This restructuring caused all derived transitives to 

end in consonants.  Those that had ended in V or 7 now ended in n or y.  The n 

is the old vt imperative and dependent suffix which got resegmented.  The y is  

a GTz epenthetic glide that occurred between word final V and V-initial 

enclitic; it is still found in Ch’olan.  Where final y occurs on derived 

transitives in Tzeltalan, it has this origin.   

 

The proto-Tzeltalan system of pronoun agreement marking underwent several 

changes.  Some of the changes were of WCh’olan origin.  Some of the changes 

spread from Tzeltal to Tojol 7ab’al.  Not all of the changes were shared by 

Tzotzil.  They are as follows.  Type (a) changes are shared by Tzo, Tze, and 

Toj; type (b) changes are shared by Tze and Toj only. 

 

     (a):   *k-  4 Erg > 1 Erg; *n(w)- LOST    < WCh’olan     

 

            *on  4 Abs > 1 Abs/ s, adj; *in LOST  < WCh’olan 

 

            Abs > suffixes/ s, adj, vb pl  < WCh’olan 

 

            new 4 = new 1 + +tik         

  

     (b):   *on  4 Abs > 1 Abs/ vb sg  < WCh’olan         

 

            Abs > suffixes/ vb sg  < WCh’olan 

 

All the changes, except the use of *tiq as a pluralizer of the first person 

plural, are of WCh’olan origin; Tzo resisted changing the shape and position of 

1 Abs and 2 Abs when they were preposed to verbs.             

 

Robertson 1987b offers a reconstruction of incompletive and completive verb 

forms for Tzeltalan, using both Modern and Colonial material.  His formulation 

is subject to some refinement.  I will present the facts as I see them, then 

discuss the deviations in Robertson’s account.  17th-century Tzeltal and 

Tzotzil have the following patterns.  Tzotzil is discussed first because it is 

more conservative.  
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The general structure of the Tzo verb word is: Asp-Abs-(Erg-)V 

 

COMPLETIVE 

 

Asp  {n} /_non-3Abs ~ {e} /_3Abs INCOMPLETIVE 

 

Asp   {x} 

 

1Abs  {i} 

 

2Abs  {a} 

 

3Abs  {ZERO} 

  

COMPL {n} > n ~ l in the 18thc 

COMPL {e} > i in the 18thc; Roberston reports only /i/ 

 

According to Robertson, /n/ vs. /i/ is distributed according to third person 

vs. non-third person; he fails to note that it is crucially the Absolutive 

person that is relevant.  Third person Ergative has no bearing on the choice of 

Asp allomorphs. 

 

Tzeltal.  In Tze, Abs is postposed in all cases.  Thus the Asp markers never 

occur before any Abs marker, and there is no basis in the completive for 

selecting between the Tze equivalents of Tzo {n} and {e}.  Tze has only {u}, 

which corresponds to Tzo {e}, the allomorph that occurs before 3Abs, which is 

ZERO.  In the incompletive, Tze, like Tzo, uses the Asp marker {x}.  

 

The general structure of the Tze verb is Asp-(Erg-)V-Abs. 

 

Several phonological processes operate on preverbal morpheme strings.   

      

     V -> ZERO /_V 

     y (3Erg) -> ZERO /x_   Tzo only 

     k -> j /_k,k’ 

     k -> j /_C  Tzo only, but also Tze after 1700 

     x + s -> ZERO /_s,j 

 

Tzo                      Tze 

 

iv completive 

 

1    n-i-VERB            u-VERB-on 

2    n-a-VERB            u-VERB-at 

3    e-ZERO-VERB         u-VERB-ZERO 
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tv completive 

 

1-3  e-ZERO-j/k-VERB     u-j/k-VERB-ZERO 

2-3  e-ZERO-a/aw-VERB    u-a/aw-VERB-ZERO     u/e + a -> a           

3-3  e-ZERO-s/y-VERB     u-s/y-VERB-ZERO 

3-1  n-i-s/y-VERB        u-j/k-VERB-ZERO 

 

iv incompletive 

 

1    x-i-VERB            x-VERB-on 

2    x-a-VERB            x-VERB-at 

3    x-ZERO-VERB         x-VERB-ZERO  

 

tv completive 

 

1-3  x-ZERO-j/k-VERB     x-j/k-VERB-ZERO      x + j -> j 

2-3  x-ZERO-a/aw-VERB    x-a/aw-VERB-ZERO 

3-3  x-ZERO-s/y-VERB     x-y/s-VERB-ZERO      x + y -> x Tzo only 

3-1  x-i-s/y-VERB        x-s/y-VERB-on        x + s -> s  

 

iv optative/imperative (Rodaz 1688, f.7-8,11) 

 

1    VERB-uk-on 

2    VERB-an 

3    VERB-uk-ZERO, la-ZERO-VERB   

 

tv optative/imperative 

 

1-3  la-ZERO-j/k-VERB 

2-3  VERB-o-ZERO    

3-3  ? 

3-1  ? 

 

To mark optative early colonial Tzo had an Asp {la} which could occur before 

3Abs.  Whether it could occur before non-3Abs is unclear.  It becomes obsolete 

in 18thc Tzo, thus allowing {n} ‘completive’ /_non-3Abs to develop a variant 

/l/. 

 

Beginning in the 18th century, several changes take place in both Tzo and Tze.  

In Tze the early colonial incompletive becomes restricted to situations where a 

higher predicate or negative precedes. A new transitive incompletive is formed 

by preposing the Asp marker ya(k) to the person-marked verb form.  For 

intransitives, ya(k) is preposed to the old incompletive with {x}.  

ya(k) is a short form of yak(al), an Aspectual Auxiliary that takes ta + 

nominalizaton to mark progressive.  yak ta marking progressive is found not 

only in Tzeltal, but also in Western Tzotzil.  In Ixtapa Tzotzil yot te is 

found in its place.  In the completive, Tze loses {u}. Intransitives are left 

without any Asp marker, but transitives prepose la(j).  In Tzo, some dialects 

maintain the early colonial pattern, but most have undergone some changes.  The 

independent incompletive typically has ta preposed to the early colonial 

incompletive with {x}.  ta is an Aspect Auxiliary, because it can be followed 
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by the dependent suffix -uk < pM *-oq, that is addable to intransitives, nouns, 

numerals, adjectives, and statives.  It is probably a stative, since that is 

typically the class that AA’s are recruited from in Mayan. ta was used in early 

colonial Tzo as well, with something like the meaning ‘definitely’.  Other 

particles could intervene between ta and {x}.  In some dialects of Tzo, the Tze 

completive transitive innovation la(j) is used in competition with or in place 

of the early colonial Tzo pattern.  Otherwise, the marker {e} changes to /i/ 

and the marker {n} varies /n/ ~ /l/. 

 

There is no possible evidence from Tze about a non-3Abs allomorph of COMPL.  

Consequently the Tzo morph {n} cannot be projected back earlier than Tzo unless 

external cognates can be found for it -- and they do not seem to be 

forthcoming.  The *na found in other languages is clearly progressive and 

incompletive in its functions.  
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                        TZOTZIL < TZELTALAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka          unfocused 

 

     (i)x1              completive 

 

     (i)x2             "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                    

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [WM or GLL]   

              

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                        TZOTZIL < TZELTALAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                        TZOTZIL < TZELTALAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                        TZOTZIL < TZELTALAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                        TZELTAL < TZELTALAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZERO 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka            unfocused 

 

     (i)x1                completive 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                 progressive 

 

     #qaH                 future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                        TZELTAL < TZELTALAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                        TZELTAL < TZELTALAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                        TZELTAL < TZELTALAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                GREATER Q’ANJOB’ALAN < WESTERN MAYAN 

 

 

A.  person markers 

 

          Ergative                   Absolutive         Plural 

          prefixes                   clitics            clitics 

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     in-     (in)w-                   in 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      s-         r-                 ZERO   

  

4     qa-         q-                 o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-              ex ~ ix                 +eq 

 

6   <        6 = 3 + 6 clitic             >               +eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti ~ ka     unfocused : with plain and dependent statuses 

 

     (i)x1       completive : with plain status 

 

     (i)x2       "a S-level constituent  

                     occurs before the verb" : 

                     with plain status 
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 FILL IN     Aspect markers 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

           

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                        GREATER Q’ANJOB’ALAN 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers    

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR               vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive             ?                 ?               ?                

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-(w)]           ZERO           [-i]            

status 

 

imperative              -(w)             ZERO           -aanh 

status 

 

dependent               --7              ZERO           -oq   

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej             -ej   | 

participle/gerund                               >        -inaq  

                  pass: -b’il ~ -ob’aal   --->  | 

 

agent noun              -o-ma(a)n         -oom           -oom     

 

 

absolute                -o-an             -an     

antipassive 

 

alternate               -a-w ?            -w   

antipassive 

 

reflexive               -a-ox             -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-               -aj             

(agentless) 

passive                 -o-t              -t ? 
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                        GREATER Q’ANJOB’ALAN 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive2             -i 

 

 

assumptive3             -w 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative                ? 

 

 

stative                 -a:n  
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                GREATER Q’ANJOB’ALAN < WESTERN MAYAN 

 

 

LOST 

 

     *-Vnh         vtD dependent and imperative status 

 

     *-le         assumptive 

 

     *-V1l        allomorph of stative 

 

     *-(a-)7b’    unbounded passive 

 

 

GAINED 

 

     -o-ma(a)n    vtR agent noun 

 

CHANGED 

 

     3 Erg/_C  *u-  >  s-.  This is probably due to Soke influence                                   

 

     vi imperative  *-e-Vn  >  -aanh 

 

     *-e-Vm  vi perfect participle/gerund  frozen with a few vi’s 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

     The  3 Erg/_C and vi imperative were borrowed by Tzeltalan. 
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                  TOJOL 7AB’AL < GREATER Q’ANJOB’ALAN 

 

Previous literature: Robertson 1977b 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive       Plural         

         prefixes                   suffixes         enclitics 

                                                      

 

      _C          _V    

 

1      j-         k-                   on 

 

2   (h)a-     (h)aw-                    a  

 

3      s-         y-                 ZER 

                                                     +tik  excl 

4  <    4 = 1 + incl or excl enclitic      >           

                                                     +tik-on  incl 

                                                      

5  <         5 = 2 + 5 enclitic              >       +ex, ?+ik  

 

6  <         6 = 3 + 6 enclitic          
 
   >       +e7 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     (i)x2 ~ la     incompletive postauxiliary  : with plain status 

     

     oj             future : with dependent status 

 

     wa             habitual : with postauxiliary and plain status 

 

     wan            progressive auxiliary : with nominalized verb 
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                    

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL]                        

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                             TOJOL 7AB’AL 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers       

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive             ?              ?             ?                

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   -(w)          ZERO         -i(y)            

status 

     

imperative              -(w)          ZERO         -an    

status 

 

dependent               -e7            ZERO         -uk   

status 

 

perfect           act:  -unej          -(u)nej   |       

status                                           >  -el 

                  pass: -ub’al         -(nu)b’al | 

 

 

"infinitive"            -uj            ---> 

 

 

agent noun              -uman          -(n)um   

 

 

"intransitivizer"       <---           -an     

 

 

absolute                -w(an)         ---> ? 

antipassive 

 

mediopassive            <---           -x   

 

"intransitivizer"       -j-                             

 

 

passive                 <---            -j  
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                             TOJOL 7AB’AL 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -b’ 

 

 

causative               -es 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive               ? 

 

 

depositive               ? 

 

 

portative               -j-...-an 

 

 

stative                 -an  
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                  TOJOL 7AB’AL < GREATER Q’ANJOB’ALAN 

 

LOST 

 

     *ti ~ *ka  aspect marker(s)  (in common with Chj)   

 

     *-inaq     vi perfect participle  (in common with Tz) 

 

     *-ot       passive  (in common with Chj) 

 

     *-er       versive2 (in common with Chj and QaC) 

 

 

GAINED 

 

     +tik  4 enclitic  ( < GTz) 

 

     oj  future aspect marker  ( < QaC ?) 

 

     -w(-an)  new absolute antipassive  

             by combining *-(a)w ‘alternate antipassive’ 

             with *-an  vtD  ‘absolute antipassive’  ( < GTz)            

 

     wa  habitual and  wan  progressive auxiliary  ( < WCh) 

 

 

CHANGED 

 

     Absolute is suffixed  ( < WCh) 

 

     on  *4 Abs > 1 Abs  ( < WCh) 

 

     ex  *5 Abs > 5 enclitic 

  

     x/_3 Abs ~ la /_non-3 Abs become associated as postauxiliary                             

                                      (la may be from Tz)  

 

     -el  *vi incompletive participle > vi perfect participle                                              

 

     -an  *absolute antipassive > "intransitivizer" 

 

     -x   *reflexive > mediopassive  

 

     -j-  *mediopassive vtR > "intransitivizer" 

 

     -j   *mediopassive vtD > passive  (in common with Chj) 
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                             TOJOL 7AB’AL 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Note that all of Tojol 7ab’al’s losses and gains with respect to the Greater 

Q’anjob’alan stage are found in other Mayan languages as well, and that in all 

cases the points of origin of these changes are to be found in the other 

language(s).  Toj has been completely on the receiving end with respect to 

these changes.  It should be noted that while many of these changes are found 

both in Tz and WCh, Toj has an unusually elevated "cognate" count on the 

Swadesh list with Ch’ol but not with Tzeltal.  Functional changes in 

preexisting morphemes seem mostly to be unique to Toj, though two are due to 

WCh influence.  One is held in common with Chj, to which Toj is most closely 

related. 
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                     CHUJ < GREATER Q’ANJOB’ALAN 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive       Plural                

         prefixes                   clitics          clitics 

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1  (h)in-         w-                (h)in 

 

2   (h)a-     (h)aw-               (h)ach 

 

3      s-         y-                 ZERO   

  

4     ko-         k-               (h)onh  

 

5   (h)e-     (h)ey-                (h)ex            +(w)ek 

 

6  <        6 = 3 + plural clitic              >     +(h)eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     7ix    past/completive : with plain status  

 

     (i)x2  "durative"  : with WHAT status 

 

     j      negative past durative  : with WHAT status 

 

     ol     future  :  with dependent status 

 

     tz     habitual/incompletive  :  with plain status      

 

     wan    progressive : vi with plain status and ergative shift 

                    vt with focus antipassive but transitive person  

marking                              
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [WM or GLL]   

                      

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                               CHUJ 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers     

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive             ?              ?            ?               

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-7/w]        -j           [-i]             

status 

 

imperative              [-7/w]        -j           -anh 

status 

 

dependent               [-7]          -j           -ok 

status 

 

 

perfect           act:  -nak           -nak  |  

status                                       >      -nak 

                  pass: -b’il          -b’il | 

 

 

perfect           act:  -oj                         -el    

gerund 

 

agent noun              -uman          -(n)um     

 

 

agentive/focus          -an            -an     

antipassive 

 

absolute/             -w(aj)         -w(aj) 

incorporative 

antipassive 

mediopassive            -ax            --->       

 

 

passive                 <---           -aj        
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                               CHUJ 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -b’  :  conversive  -b’-i-te-j 

 

 

versive2                -ax  

 

 

causative                LOST 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -b’ ? 

 

 

depositive               ? 

 

 

portative                ? 

 

 

stative                 -an  
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                     CHUJ < GREATER Q’ANJOB’ALAN 

 

 

LOST 

 

     *ti ~ *ka    unfocused aspect marker (in common with Toj) 

 

     *-ob’aal     perfect passive participle/gerund 

 

     *-h-         vtR mediopassive  (in common with QaC) 

     

     *-ot         passive  (in common with Toj) 

 

     *-er         versive2  (in common with QaC) 

 

     *-i-sa       causative  (in common with QaC) 

 

 

GAINED 

 

     j    negative past durative aspect marker  <  *(a)j  ‘earlier, before’          

 

     tz   habitual/incompletive aspect marker  <  *tza  ‘now’ (cf. GMamean) 

                         

     perfect status    from *perfect participles 

 

 

CHANGED 

 

     5 Erg/_C *qa-  >  ko-  (in common with QaC)  

 

     -nak  *vi perfect participle  >  also vt active perfect 

 

     -an  *absolute antipassive  >  agentive antipassive 

                                       (in common with QaC)  

 

     -w(aj)  *alternate antipassive  >  absolute antipassive  

                                           (in common with QaC) 

     -ax  *reflexive  >  mediopassive and versive2 

                                    (the first in common with QaC) 

 

     -aj  *mediopassive  >  passive  (in common with Toj) 
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                              CHUJ 

 

DISCUSSION                               

 

Note that practically all the losses and function changes undergone by Chuj 

from the GQa stage are shared with either Toj or QaC, but for the most part 

with the latter group/complex.  In some of these latter cases Chuj may be the 

donor, but is probably usually the recipient. 
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               Q’ANJOB’AL COMPLEX < GREATER Q’ANJOB’ALAN 

 

<THIS IS BASED ON JAC & QAN:SE> 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive      Plural                

         prefixes                   clitics         clitic 

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1  (h)in-         w-                (h)in 

 

2   (h)a-      (h)w-               (h)ach 

 

3      s-         y-                 ZERO   

  

4     ko-         q-                (h)onh 

 

5   (h)e-     (h)ey-                (h)ex             +eq 

 

6  <           6 = 3 + plural clitic            >     +(h)eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     chi ~  ka     unfocused:  

                      incompletive with plain status, 

                      future with dependent status   

 

     x             completive : with plain status 

 

     oq Qan        future  : with dependent status 

     ch Pop 

 

     lanhan        progressive :  vi with ergative shift 

                                  vt with focus antipassive  

                                     but transitive person marking  

                                     ("crazy antipassivization") 

 

      ma          recent past  : with plain status 
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                    

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [WM or GLL]  

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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               Q’ANJOB’AL COMPLEX < GREATER Q’ANJOB’ALAN 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers      

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive              ?             ?             ?              

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-(w)]        -j or ZERO   [-i]             

status 

 

imperative              [-(w)]       [-j] or ZERO   -anh     

status 

 

dependent               [-7]          -j or ZERO   [-oq]   

status 

                                          

perfect           act:   ?                   |    

participle/gerund                            >       -inaq  

                  pass: -b’il          -b’il | 

 

agent noun              -om            -om           -(w)om 

 

 

agentive                -on            -n      

antipassive 

 

absolute/               <---           -w(aj) 

incorporating 

antipassive 

 

mediopassive            -lax Pop          --->         

                        -lay Qan 

 

passivex                -o-t            ?   

passivex                -x Qan  
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               Q’ANJOB’AL COMPLEX < GREATER Q’ANJOB’ALAN 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

         

versive1                -b’ : conversive  -nhe 

 

 

causative               LOST   

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -j ? Pop; -chaj Qan 

 

 

depositive              -b’a 

 

 

portative                ?         

 

 

stative                 -an  
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              Q’ANJOB’AL COMPLEX < GREATER Q’ANJOB’ALAN 

 

LOST 

 

     *ix         fronted constituent aspect marker 

 

     *-h-        vtR mediopassive  (in common with Chj) 

 

     *-aj        vtD mediopassive 

 

     *-er        versive2 (in common with Chj)  

 

     *-isa       causative  (in common with Chj) 

 

 

GAINED 

 

     oq          future aspect marker  (also Ixl, Toj) 

 

     -j ?        vtD plain-imperative-dependent 

 

     -nhe         conversive (in common with Chj) 

 

     -j ?        assumptive 

 

 

CHANGED 

 

     4 erg/_C  *qa-  >  ko-  (also Chj, Ixl) 

 

     -n      absolute antipassive  >  agentive antipassive (also Chj, Tzo)                                            

 

     -w(aj)  alternate antipassive  >  absolute antipassive (also Chj, ?Awk) 

 

     -lax    *reflexive  >  mediopassive (also Chj, Toj) 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Many of the changes that took place in the Q’anjob’al Complex took place also 

in Chj, Ixl, or Toj, especially in Chj.  QaC and Chj form a mutual diffusion 

zone.  These languages have also innovated a set of noun classifiers, something 

not paralleled elsewhere in the family.  QaC seems to be the culprit in most of 

these innovations. 
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                             Q’ANJOB’AL 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

                 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                             Q’ANJOB’AL 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                             Q’ANJOB’AL 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                             Q’ANJOB’AL 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                              AKATEKO 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                              AKATEKO 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                              AKATEKO 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                              AKATEKO 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                             POPTI7 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                 

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                             POPTI7 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                             POPTI7 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                             POPTI7 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                   KOTOKE COMPLEX : MOTOZINTLECO 

 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive       Plural          

         prefixes                   suffixes         enclitic 

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1    iiN-    (iiN)w-                   in 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   aa 

 

3      x-        ch-                 ZERO   

  

4     qa-         q-                   o7     

 

5  < 5 Erg = 2 Erg + -e7  >            ix 

 

6  <         6 = 3 + plural enclitic             >     +e7 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ch ~ k        habitual-progressive :  

                      with dependent status (vt) and plain status (vi) 

 

     k             future-optative : with dependent 

                                        status 

 

     x             negative/interrogative : with plain status 

 

     j ~ ZERO      completive : with plain status 

 

     tzaa          definite future (cf Chj, Mam) 
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 FILL IN     Aspect markers 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL]  

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                       KOTOKE : MOTOZINTLECO 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers   

 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive             ?              ?            ?               

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   -             ZERO         -i : ZERO        

status                                                 with antip. 

 

imperative              -             ZERO         -aanh  

status 

 

dependent               -             ZERO         -oQ   

status 

 

perfect           act:   ?              ?     | 

participle/gerund                             >     -naq   

                  pass: -ob’aal        --->   | 

 

agent noun              -om-aan        -oom         -oom 

 

 

absolute                -o-Vn          -Vn     

antipassive 

 

reflexive               -e-Vx          -Vx   

 

 

mediopassive            ?????????????????????????? 

 

 

passive                 -eCH           -Vj             
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                       KOTOKE : MOTOZINTLECO 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -b’ 

 

 

causative               -(i-)sa7 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive3             -w 

 

 

depositive              -b’a7 

 

 

portative                ?         

 

 

stative                 -an /_# ~ -aan /...  
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            KOTOKE : MOTOZINTLECO < GREATER Q’ANJOB’ALAN 

 

LOST 

 

     *5 Erg 

 

     w  eliminated from vtR plain and imperative 

 

     *-o-Vj     perfect active participle/gerund 

 

     *-ot       passive 

 

           

GAINED 

 

     -w         assumptive (? if not original) 

 

 

CHANGED 

 

     3 Erg/_C  *s-  >   x- 

 

     -w     alternative antipassive  >  assumptive, and ?optative? 

 

     -eCH   versive2  >  vtR passive  

 

     -Vj    vtD mediopassive  >  vtD passive 

 

 

QUERY    What happened to *-h-  vtR mediopassive? 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Most of the changes undergone by Kot are not shared with other languages.  This 

demonstrates the geographical and social isolation that Kotoke has enjoyed for 

the last 1500 years or so.  A notable grammatical change undergone by Kotoke is 

the use of Erg person prefixes on intransitive verbs except in the third 

person.  The explanation for this is not clear.  The presence of Ergative shift 

in QaC + Chj seems borrowed from GMamean.  It is not found in Toj.  Conceivably 

Ergative shift was found earlier in pre-Kotoke and the shifted vi forms may 

have been generalized to non-auxiliary constructions.  I NEED TO LOOK AT TEXTS, 

OF WHICH THERE IS A PLENTY! 
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                         KOTOKE : TUZANTECO 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                        KOTOKE : TUZANTECO 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                        KOTOKE : TUZANTECO 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                        KOTOKE : TUZANTECO 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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            EASTERN MAYAN < PROTO-MAYAN [CENTRAL MAYAN] 

 

A.  NO CHANGE IN PERSON MARKERS 

 

B.  NO CHANGE IN ASPECT MARKERS (except no #qaH is found) 

 

C.  *perfect status endings take on additional function of perfect participle;  

        *-b’il and *-e-7m have only nominal functions  

 

    *-(a-)ox   *reflexive > non-active 

 

D.  NO CHANGE 

 

E.  loss of *-le  assumptive1, unless kept in Qeq 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Eastern Mayan shows very little change from Proto-Mayan (or Central Mayan) 

because of its early break-up.          

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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                           EASTERN MAYAN  

 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive        plural                

         prefixes                   clitics           clitics 

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZERO  

  

4     qa-         q-                 o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix             aq 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused : 

                            habitual with plain status 

                            future (?) with dependent status 

 

     (i)x1               completive : with plain status 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" : 

                               with plain status 

 

     tah=na              progressive : with nominalization 

 

     tyV ~ ka 

     3Abs  non-3Abs 
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 FILL IN     Aspect markers 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                  

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [WM or GLL]   

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                            EASTERN MAYAN 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers    

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                  [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-7m          -7m           

status/participle                                    -i-naq 

                  pass: -o-7m          -7m   

 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    | 

gerund                                        >      -e-7m 

                  pass: -b’il          -b’il  | 

 

agent noun              -oom           -oom          -oom      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

non-active              -a-ox          -ox   

 

mediopassive            -h-            -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t           -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’         -(a)b’ ? 

passive 
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                           EASTERN MAYAN 

 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

assumptive1             -lVh  [as in Qeq] 

 

 

assumptive2             -e-:7(-b’)               

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                  GREATER MAMEAN < EASTERN MAYAN  

 

Previous literature: Kaufman 1969 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive       plural                

         prefixes                   clitics          clitics 

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nV-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                  ach 

 

3  non-uniform    t-                 ZERO  

  

4     qa-         q-                   o7     

 

5     ee-       eet-                   ix             aq              

 

6     kV-         k-                   e7 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     k          FIGURE OUT FUNCTION AND DISTRIBUTION 

 

     tz                      "          

 

     (i)x2      "a S-level constituent  

                     occurs before the verb" 
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 FILL IN     Aspect markers 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                 

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                          GREATER MAMEAN 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers       

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-:l          -:l          -e-:l            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                  [-o-h]         [-h]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a-h ~ a-w     -Vj          -e-:n 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -7           -oq   

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-:j          -:j   |    

participle/gerund                            >      -naq   

                  pass: -o-7m          -7m   |  

 

nominalizer                                         -e-7m 

 

agent noun              -o-:m           ?            

 

 

generic                 -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

non-active              -a-ox          -x   

 

 

mediopassive            -:-            -aj             

(agentless) 

 

passive1                -ch ~ -l       -ch ~ -l 

 

      

passive2                 ?             -b’  
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                          GREATER MAMEAN 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive2                -t   

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -e-:7b’ 

 

 

depositive              -b’a  

 

 

portative                ?       

 

 

stative                 -l ~ -ch   
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                  GREATER MAMEAN < EASTERN MAYAN 

 

LOST 

 

     #tan       progressive aspect marker 

 

     *perfect status 

 

     *-b’il     vt passive perfect gerund 

 

     *-ow       agentive antipassive 

 

     *-(o)b’    versive1 

 

 

GAINED 

 

     Ergative shift 

 

 

CHANGED 

 

     habitual aspect marker  *ta  >  tz 

 

     -Vj vt dependent status  >  -7   

 

     stative  *-a7n  >  -ch 

  

     -(o-)an  *absolute antipassive > generic antipassive 

 

     -e-7m  vi *perfect gerund > nominalizer 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

*tz  aspect marker is from pM *tza  ‘now’ or pM *tya ‘generic preposition’ 

 

Greater Mamean is the source of Ergative shift, which has spread to most of the 

GQa languages after ca 400 CE.  
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                  MAMEAN PROPER < GREATER MAMEAN 

 

Previous literature: Robertson 1987a 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics 

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nV-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                  ich 

 

3     tV-         t-                 ZERO   

  

4     qV-         q-                   o7     

 

5     ee-       eet-                   ix 

 

6    k
y
V-        k

y
-                   e7     

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     tz ~ k      DETERMINE FUNCTION AND DISTRIBUTION 

     3Abs non-3Abs 

 

     x           shifted 

 

     maay        recent past 
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                    

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                           MAMEAN PROPER 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers      

 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-:l          -:l          -e-:l 

participle/gerund 

 

incompletive            -o-7n          -7n          ZERO  

status 

 

plain                   -o-:           -:           -ik ~ i:              

status 

 

imperative              -o-:           -Vj          -e-:n 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -7           -e-:l  

status 

 

perfect           act:  -Vj             ?   |  

participle/gerund                           >       -naq   

                  pass: -o-7n          -7n  |  

 

agent noun              -o-:m           ?       

 

 

generic                 -o-:n          -:n     

antipassive 

 

non-active              -a-ox          -ox   

 

 

mediopassive                           -Vj             

(agentless) 

passive1                -e:t                

         

 

passive2                -b’                     

 

 

passive3?               -l?             ?          
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                           MAMEAN PROPER 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

versive1                -(a:)x 

 

versive2                -t   

 

 

causative               -sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -e:7b’ 

 

 

depositive              -b’a 

 

 

portative                ?       

 

 

stative                 -l ~ -ch   
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                           MAMEAN PROPER 

 

LOST 

 

     NOTHING ? 

 

 

GAINED 

 

     new incompletive status :  vt  with -(o-)-7n  

                                vi  with ZERO      

 

CHANGED 

 

     *-(a:)x         *non-active > versive1 

 

     passive1        *-ch  >  -e:t 

 

     vt dependent    *-Vj  >  -7  (or is this MaP ?)    

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The Mam language has a great deal of internal diversification, perhaps more 

than any other Mayan language currently spoken.  Teko is closely related, and 

more conservative in most respects.  Mamean Proper seems to have been fairly 

out of touch with other Mayan languages for the past several hundred (say 1000) 

years.   
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                       TEKO < MAMEAN PROPER 

 

Previous literature: Kaufman 1969 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                  

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                       TEKO < MAMEAN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                       TEKO < MAMEAN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                       TEKO < MAMEAN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                    WESTERN MAM < MAMEAN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka            unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                    WESTERN MAM < MAMEAN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                    WESTERN MAM < MAMEAN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                    WESTERN MAM < MAMEAN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                   NORTHERN MAM < MAMEAN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZERO 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                    

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                     NORTHERN MAM < MAM PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                    NORTHERN MAM < MAMEAN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                   NORTHERN MAM < MAMEAN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                    SOUTHERN MAM < MAMEAN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZERO 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                 

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GL 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                   SOUTHERN MAM < MAMEAN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                   SOUTHERN MAM < MAMEAN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                   SOUTHERN MAM < MAMEAN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                              IXILAN 

 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive     plural           

         prefixes                   clitics        clitics 

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1      n-         w-                i(i)n 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   ax 

 

3  non-uniform    t-                 ZERO 

  

4     qa-         q-                   o7  

 

5     ee-       eet-                   ix          (w)aq 

 

6    k
y
V-        k

y
-                   e7 

 
  

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     tz ~ la     future : with plain status 

 

     na          habitual-incompletive : with WHAT status   

                    with ergative shift 
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                          

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [WM or GLL]                     

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                              IXILAN 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers     

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-:l          -:l            ?               

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-a] or [-a-h] -h            [-i]             

status 

 

imperative              -a-h ~ -a-w    -h            -e-:n 

status 

 

dependent               -a/e-7         -7            -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m ?        -7m           -naq 

participle   

 

nominalizer                                          -e7m 

 

agent noun               ?                      

 

 

generic                 -o-:n          -:n     

antipassive 

 

mediopassive            -a-:x          -x   

 

 

passive3                -V1-           -ij             

 

 

passive                 -ch ~ -l       -l   
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                              IXILAN 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive2                -a:x       

 

 

causative               -sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -e7b’ ? 

 

 

depositive              -b’a 

 

 

portative                ?          

 

 

stative                 -l ~ -ch   
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                              IXILAN 

 

LOST 

 

     *k     non-3 Abs aspect marker 

 

     *x     shifted 

 

     *-Vnh  vtD imperative 

 

 

GAINED 

 

     la   non-3 Abs future aspect marker : with plain status 

 

     -l   passive (See Ch’olan) 

 

 

CHANGES 

 

     3 Erg/_C  *tu-  >  7i- ( < WCh and/or Mije-Sokean)  Ixl, 1/2 Awk 

 

     3 Erg/_C  *tu-  >  S-/_affricate ( < QaC)  1/2 Awk 

 

     vtD plain *-h extended to imperative  

 

     -(a:)x  *non-active  >  passive and versive2  

 

     versive2  *-t  >  -a:x 

 

     *mediopassive  >  passive3 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Although Mam is one of the weirdest Mayan languages around, Awakateko is 

ABSOLUTELY THE WEIRDEST!  Awk has been under heavy Mam influence - witness 

short vowels dropping all over the place, and Ixl has been under QaC influence 

- witness certain aspect markers and especially loss of vowel length and 

absolute resistance to any vowel drop.   
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                        AWAKATEKO < IXILAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive         plural                

         prefixes                   clitics          clitics 

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZERO 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix             waq ~ woq 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [WM or GLL]                              

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                        AWAKATEKO < IXILAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

unbounded               -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

bounded                 -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                         AWAKATEKO < IXILAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                         AWAKATEKO < IXILAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                            IXIL < IXILAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZERO 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                        

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [WM or GLL]                       

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                           IXIL < IXILAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                           IXIL < IXILAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                           IXIL < IXILAN 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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 HUEHUETENANGO SPHERE INNOVATIONS 

 

     Some began in Greater Mamean and spread to QaC + Chj. 

 

     Some began in QaC + Chj and spread to Ixilan. 

 

 

                GREATER K’ICHEE7AN < EASTERN MAYAN 

 

Previous literature: TK 1973 

 

A.  person markers 

 

The Eastern Mayan system is unchanged, except that 1 Abs *iin > in, and 4 Abs 

*o7nh > onh (except in Kch j-o7 ‘let’s go’). 

 

The 2 plural imperative clitic is *aq [unchanged] 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka   unfocused : 

                    habitual-incompletive with plain status 

                    future/optative with dependent status 

 

     (i)x1       completive : with plain status 

 

     #tan        progressive : precedes habitual-incompletive 

    

     chi ~ ka    optative  : with dependent status 

     3Abs  non-3Abs 
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 FILL IN     Aspect markers 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                  

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [WM or GLL]                             

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                 GREATER K’ICHEE7AN < EASTERN MAYAN  

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-:l          -:l           -e-:l            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                  [-]            -Vnh         [-i-k ~ -i]   

status 

 

imperative              -(w)          -Vnh          -e-:n; 

status                                            ZERO with antip  

 

dependent               -7            -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect =         act:  -o-om          -om   |                  

participle                                   >       -i-naq  

                  pass: -o-om          -om   | 

 

perfect           act:  -o-:j          -:j   |    

gerund                                       >       -e-:m 

                  pass:  ?
 
           

 
 ?    | 

 

agent noun               ?              ?            -oom 

 

 

absolute                -o-:n   |               

antipassive                     | 

                                >      -:n  

                                | 

agentive                -ow     | 

antipassive 

 

non-active               ?             -ox   

 

mediopassive            -h-            -aj             

(agentless) 

 

bounded                 -o-t           -t  

passive 

 

unbounded               -e-7b’         
 
? 

passive 
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                GREATER K’ICHEE7AN < EASTERN MAYAN 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -e:7b’  

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a:n  
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                  GREATER K’ICHEE7AN < EASTERN MAYAN  

 

 

LOST 

 

     *(i)x   fronted constituent 

 

 

GAINED 

 

     chi     optative aspect marker     

 

 

CHANGED 

 

     -Vnh     added to vtR plain 

 

     -:n     extended from vtD absolute antipassive to agentive antipassive                                                     

 

 

NOTE   *unbounded passive and *assumptive are homophonous as I have 

reconstructed them, perhaps wrongly. 
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                         GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Greater K’ichee7an shows relatively little change from the Eastern Mayan stage.  

Since Eastern Mayan in turn shows relatively little change from the Proto-Mayan 

(or Central Mayan) stage, it is clear that from the Greater K’ichee7an 

languages it is possible to reconstruct a major portion of pM grammar; however, 

it is easier to discover morphs that must be reconstructed than to determine 

their functions.  It is also possible to reconstruct virtually the whole system 

of Proto-Mayan phonology from Greater K’ichee7an languages (from Eastern Mayan 

it is possible to reconstruct literally all of it).  I do not have a GKch bias 

in reconstruction, but in verb inflexion as well as in phonology this group is 

remarkably conservative.  Since it does not (except for Qeq) seem to have been 

under strong outside influence (unlike most of GQa) GKch may have been spoken 

by peoples who were for a long time removed from the mainstream both culturally 

and geographically.      
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                   USPANTEKO < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive        Plural        

         prefixes                   clitics           enclitic  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1 iin/Vn-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                  aat 

 

3    (j)-         r-                 ZERO   

  

4    qaa-         q-                  ooj    

 

5  <       5 = 2 + plural enclitic           > 

 

6  <       6 = 3 + plural enclitic           >        +(t)aq 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka     incompletive : with plain status 

 

     x1            completive : with plain status 

 

     ZERO ~ k      optative : with dependent status 
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                  

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [WM or GLL]  

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                    USPANTEKO < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive             ?              ?             -el            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   -             -:j            -ik              

status 

 

imperative              -             -:j            -e-:n;  

status                                            ZERO with antip. 

 

dependent               -e-7           -Vj            -oq ~ -a 

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m            -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect =         act:  -o-:m          -:m  |  

participle                                  >         -l     

                  pass: -l             -l   |     

 

 

absolute                -o-:n     |             

antipassive                       | 

                                  >    -:n    

                                  | 

agentive                -w       |             

antipassive 

 

mediopassive             ?               ?            

 

 

passive                 -:-            -j            
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                   USPANTEKO < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -Vr  

 

 

causative               -sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -ar 

 

 

depositive              -b’a7 

 

 

portative                ?         

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -aan  
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                    USPANTEKO < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

 

LOST 

 

     #tan        progressive aspect marker 

 

     *chi        optative aspect marker 

 

     *-inaq      vi perfect participle 

 

     *-o:j       vi gerund 

 

     *-e:m       vi gerund 

 

     *-(a)ox     non-active 

 

     *-(o-)t     bounded passive 

 

     *-(e-)7b’   bounded passive 

 

 

GAINED 

 

     NOTHING ? 

 

 

CHANGED 

 

     *mediopassive  >  passive 

 

     -ar  *versive2   extended to assumptive 

 

     -V1l *stative   extended to vt perfect passive participle 

                             and vi perfect participle   

 

 

QUERY 

 

     Where is current mediopassive? 
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                    USPANTEKO < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Uspanteko has apparently lost a fair number of GKch categories and morphs, and 

currently makes do with a somewhat smaller set of elements than do other 

languages of this branch.  Some of this apparent simplicity may be due to 

insufficient data, since the only grammatical and lexical material at my 

disposal is 360 pages of field notes collected by me in November of 1970. 
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                K’ICHEE7AN PROPER < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

Previous literature: DuBois 1981.26-91b 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive                

         prefixes                   prefixes  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-    w-/inw-                   in 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZERO   

  

4     qa-         q-                   oj     

 

5     ee-       eew-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-             eb’ ~ e7 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti ~ ka       habitual : with plain status 

 

     x1            completive : with plain status 

 

     x2            future : before habitual 

 

     #tan          progressive : before habitual 

 

     chi ~ ka      optative : with dependent status 
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 FILL IN     Aspect markers 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                K’ICHEE7AN PROPER < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -ol + OBJ    -l + OBJ       -e-:l            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                  [-]          -Vj           [-i(-k)]    

status 

 

dependent               -a-7         -Vj            -oq/_# ~  status                                              

-a/... 

 

perfect =               -o-om        -om            -i-naq 

participle 

 

perfect           act:  -o-:j         ##   |   

gerund                                     >        -e-:m 

                  pass:  ?            ?    |       

 

 

absolute                -o-:n   |               

antipassive                     | 

                                >     -:n 

                                | 

agentive                -ow     |   

antipassive 

 

 

unbounded               -h-           -ox             

passive 

 

bounded                 -V1-t-aj      -t-aj 

passive 
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                K’ICHEE7AN PROPER < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -b’  non-productive 

 

 

versive2                -ar ~ -ir  productive 

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -e-:b’ 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a:n  
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                K’ICHEE7AN PROPER < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

 

LOST 

 

     *imperative status 

 

     *non-active voice 

 

     *-(e-)7b’    unbounded passive 

 

 

GAINED 

 

     future = x + ti/ka + plain status  

 

 

CHANGED 

 

     Abs   *clitics  >  prefixes 

 

     5 Erg/_V  *e:r-  >  e:w- 

 

     -h-   vtR *mediopassive  >  unbounded passive 

  

     -ox   vtD *non-active  >  unbounded passive 

 

     -aj   vtD *mediopassive  >  suffixed to bounded passive 

 

     -b’   *productive versive1  >  unproductive 

 

     -a/ir *unproductive versive2  >  productive 

 

 

QUERY 

 

     Where is the current mediopassive, if any? 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

KchP shows probably a typical amount of change when compared with GKch.  The 

fact that only KchP within GKch uses *-e-7b’ for the assumptive looks like 

GMamean influence, although I have assumed, perhaps wrongly, that what KchP has 

is what GKch had.  The loss of the imperative status is otherwise found only in 

Wasteko. 
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                    K’ICHEE7 < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                 

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

       

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                     K’ICHEE7 < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

unbounded               -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

bounded                 -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                     K’ICHEE7 < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                      K’ICHEE7 < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                   SIPAKAPENSE < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [WM or GLL]   

                             

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                    SIPAKAPENSE < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

unbounded               -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

bounded                 -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                    SIPAKAPENSE < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                    SIPAKAPENSE < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAIONED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                  SAKAPULTEKO < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.   person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZERO 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization [WM or GLL]   

                              

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                   SAKAPULTEKO < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

unbounded               -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

bounded                 -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                   SAKAPULTEKO < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                   SAKAPULTEKO < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                    TZ’UTUJIIL < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                    

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                    TZ’UTUJIIL < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

unbounded               -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

bounded                 -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                    TZ’UTUJIIL < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                    TZ’UTUJIIL < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                  KAQCHIKEL < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                   KAQCHIKEL < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

unbounded               -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

bounded                 -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                   KAQCHIKEL < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                   KAQCHIKEL < K’ICHEE7AN PROPER 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                    POQOM < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive      5 enclitic          

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                (h)in 

 

2   (h)a-     (h)aw-                (h)at 

 

3     ru-         r-                 ZERO   

  

4     qa-         q-                   oj    

 

5  <          5 = 2 + 5 enclitic           >          +ta(q)    

 

6     ki-         k-         eb’ ~ e7 ~ i 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers   

 

     (i)n ~ k      incompletive : with plain status         

 

     chi ~ k       vi optative : with dependent status 

 

     x1            completive : with plain status 

 

     na            future (WPch)     | 

                                     }  vi with nominalization, and                    

progressive (Pqm) |      ergative split 
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 FILL IN     Aspect markers 

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                     POQOM < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-:l           ##          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   ZERO           -:j          -i-k             

status 

 

imperative              ZERO           -:j          -e-:n 

status 

 

dependent               ZERO           -:j          -oq   

status 

 

perfect           act:  -Vm            -m     |       

= participle                                  >     -Vnaq 

                 pass:  -o-:j          -Vm-aj | 

 

 

gerund(ive)                                         -V1m 

 

antipassive             -w             -Vn     

 

 

passive1                -a-:r          -:- + -j             

 

unbounded               -V1b’           ## ?  

passive 

 

agentless               -mej 

passive       
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                     POQOM < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -(:)-...-b’ 

 

 

versive2                -:-...-r  

 

 

causative               -sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -h-(...b’) 

 

 

depositive              -(b’)a:7   

                           (passive of this is -V17nj < -V1b’j) 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e 

 

 

stative                 -V1l-ik  
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                     POQOM < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

 

LOST 

 

     #tan        progressive aspect marker 

 

     *-o         vtR plain 

 

     *-a7        vtR dependent 

 

     *-(a)ox     non-active voice 

 

     *-(o)t      bounded passive 

 

     *-a:n       allomorph of stative      

 

GAINED 

 

     ta(q)       5 enclitic 

 

     -aj         ‘earlier’ added to vtD passive perfective participle                                               

 

     -a-:r       vtR passive1 < vt theme vowel + versive2 -er  

 

CHANGED 

 

     3 Erg/_C  *u-  >  ru- 

 

     incompletive aspect marker/_3 Abs  *ti/a  >  (i)n 

 

     *absolute and *agentive antipassive MERGE/FUSE (also Qeq) 

 

     -o-:j   *perfect active gerund  >  perfect passive participle 

 

     -h-  *vtR mediopassive  >  assumptive 

 

     -j   *vtD mediopassive  >  passive1    

 

     -V1m  *vi verbal noun > possessed gerundive 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Poqom seems to have a normal amount of change with respect to Greater 

K’ichee7an.  There are no clear cases of changes in concert with other 

languages except the fusion of the absolute and agentive antipassive, found 

also in Qeq. 
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                          POQOMAAM < POQOM 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZERO 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                    

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                          POQOMAAM < POQOM 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

unbounded               -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

bounded                 -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                          POQOMAAM < POQOM 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                          POQOMAAM < POQOM 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                          POQOMCHII7 < POQOM 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                 Absolutive                

         prefixes                   clitics  

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     nu-         w-                  iin 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3      u-         r-                 ZER 

  

4     qa-         q-                  o7nh  

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ix 

 

6     ki-         k-                   eb’ 

 

 

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ti/a ~ ka           unfocused 

 

     (i)x1               completive 

 

     (i)x2              "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb" 

 

     #tan                progressive 

 

     #qaH                future  
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                  

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                          POQOMCHII7 < POQOM 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

                              [...] means omissible 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD            vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive            -o-al          -al          -e-al            

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   [-o(w)]        [-V]         [-i-k ~ -i-h]    

status 

 

imperative              -a(w)          -Vnh          -e-Vn 

status 

 

dependent               -a-7           -Vnh          -oq   

status 

 

perfect                 -o-7m          -7m          -i-naq 

status 

 

perfect           act:  -o-ej          -ej    

participle/gerund                                   -e-Vm 

                  pass: -b’il       -b’il 

 

agent noun              -o-om          -om      

 

 

absolute                -o-an          -an     

antipassive 

 

agentive                -ow             ##  

(antipassive) 

voice 

 

reciprocal              -a-ox       -ox   

 

 

mediopassive            -h-             -aj             

(agentless) 

 

unbounded               -o-t            -t  

passive 

 

bounded                 -a-(a)b’       ?-(a)b’  

passive 
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                          POQOMCHII7 < POQOM 

 

TO BE FILLED IN 

D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -b’ 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -i-sa 

 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -le 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a7 

 

 

portative               -h-...-e/a 

 

 

stative                 -V1l ~ -a7n  
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                          POQOMCHI < POQOM 

 

TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

LOST 

 

GAINED 

 

CHANGED 

 

DISCUSSION 
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                     Q’EQCHI7 < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

A.  person markers 

 

         Ergative                   Absolutive      Plural              

         prefixes                   clitics         clitics 

 

 

      _C          _V    

 

1     in-         w-                   in 

 

2     aa-       aaw-                   at 

 

3     *Y-         r-                 ZERO   

  

4     qa-         q-                   oh    

 

5     ee-       eer-                   ex           -(a)q 

 

6  <          6 = 3 + plural clitic            >    eb’ ~ e7 

 

        

B.  Aspect markers 

 

     ta     future : with vt plain status and vi dependent ststus 

 

     x1     completive : with plain status 

 

     chi    optative : with dependent status 

 

     nak    habitual : with plain status 

 

     aki    earlier past : with plain status 

 

     yoh    progressive : with nominalization 
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 FILL IN    Aspect markers            

     #wa                   habitual : with plain status [pM] 

 

     ti/a ~ ka             unfocused: 

                             habitual with plain status [CM] 

                             future with dependent status [CM]      

 

     #qaH                  future : with dependent status [pM?] 

 

     #la                   future : with plain status [CM?, Hue?] 

 

     (i)x1                 completive : with plain status [CM] 

 

     (i)x2                "a S-level constituent  

                               occurs before the verb": 

                               with plain status [Hue] 

 

     (i)x3                 habitual and future: distributed as *ti/a ~ *ka [CM]                                   

 

     #tah=na               progressive : with nominalization [LpM]  

     #wal ~ #wan           progressive : with nominalization  [WM or GLL] 

 

VP & SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

    #mi                    yes/no question introducer  

 

     aj                    earlier, before  [LpM] 

 

     a                     in such a place, at such a time [LpM] 

 

     tzaa7                 now [CM] 

      

     nii                   already, now [Hue] 

 

    +kaa                   perhaps [Hue] 

 

    +ik                    already [pM]  

 

    +ix                    already  [GLL?] 

    +to(j)                 still, yet  [LpM] 

 

    +ta(j)                 counterfactual  [LpM] 

 

    +na                    definitely, indeed, now [CM] 

 

     yAb’                  negative [pM] 

 

     maa7                  negative  [LpM] 

 

     mii                   negative imperative 
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                     Q’EQCHI7 < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

C. Status, nominalization, and voice markers 

 

 

                        vtR            vtD           vi 

 

                                                                                               

incompletive             ?              ?            ?               

participle/gerund 

 

plain                   ZERO           -h or -V     -k ~ ZERO        

status 

 

imperative              ZERO           -h or -V     -en E = -in W 

status 

 

dependent               -a-q           -h-a-q       -q      

status 

 

perfect           act:  -om            -h-om  | 

= participle                                  >     -(j)inaq 

                  pass: -b’il          -mb’il |   

 

 

antipassive             -o             -n 

 

 

passive                 -e7            -h              

                        (-b’-al pass vn)     

 

 

impersonal              -man 

passive 
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D.  Versives and causative 

 

 

versive1                -ob’ ~ -o7 

 

 

versive2                -er  

 

 

causative               -resi 

 

 

E. Derivatives based on positionals 

 

 

assumptive              -lVh 

 

 

depositive              -V1b’a 

 

 

portative               -? 

 

 

stative                 -C1oh 
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                     Q’EQCHI7 < GREATER K’ICHEE7AN 

 

 

LOST 

 

     6 Erg 

 

     #tan              progressive aspect marker 

 

     *-o               vtR plain status  

 

     *-a               vtR imperative status 

 

     *-V1l ~ -a:n  stative 

 

   

GAINED 

 

     nak               habitual aspect marker 

 

     aki               earlier past aspect marker 

 

     -(m)b’il          perfect passive participle ( < Ch’olan) 

 

     -lVh              assumptive ( < Ch’olan) 

 

     -C1oh             stative 

 

  

CHANGED 

 

     eb ~ e7     *6 Abs  >  6 clitic 

 

     ta          future used with vt plain, not dependent 

 

     *absolute and *agentive antipassive FUSED/MERGED (with Poqom) 

 

     -e7         unbounded passive  >  vtR passive 

 

     -h          vtD *mediopassive  >  passive  (-h < *-Vj !!) 

 

     *-i-sa      causative  >  -resi 
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DISCUSSION 

 

Q’eqchi7 has many fewer categories and much less complexity than its 

antecedent, Greater K’ichee7an, and has apparently acquired two Ch’olan traits.  

These are hard to evaluate because they are also proto-Mayan traits.  

Nevertheless it is unlikely that Q’eqchi7 maintained these traits while all its 

immediate congeners lost them.  There is abundant evidence in the lexicon for 

strong Ch’olan influence on Q’eqchi7.   

 

Qeq 3 Erg/_C  *Y- is x- in WQeq, y- in Lanqui*n, and h- in Cahabo*n.  This 

morph looks suspiciously like WCh’olan i- and proto-Mije-Sokean 7i+.            

 

 

The 2 pl impv clitic of EM, *+aq, was metanalyzed as +waq for vt (since vtR 

impv is *-aw when phrase medial), and entering into a string *..oN # waq, came 

out /..(o)maq/.  The /a/ did not drop because /waq/ was a separate word.  With 

vi, unchanged +aq entered into a string *-e:n +aq +ex, and came out /-nqex/. 

 

         E N D   o f   C O M P A R A T I V E   D I S C U S S I O N  

                  o f   M A Y A N   V E R B   P H R A S E 
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

 

B  The Noun Phrase 

B1 Noun Inflexion 

B2 Relational Nouns and the Generic Preposition 

B3 Noun Phrase Particles 

B4 Numerals 

B5 Time Words 

C  Sentence Particles 

References Cited 
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B  THE NOUN PHRASE 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.56, Hypothesis #14) says: "The noun phrase included the 

order of elements num-det-adj-poss-N." 

 

Quizar 1979.97-105 discusses some aspects of word order in NP’s. 

 

The following are patterns for the structure of NP in various Mayan languages, 

drawn mostly from grammars and not my own notes.  In many cases the authors did 

not provide an explicit statement covering the structure of an NP with all 

possible constituents present.  Where I have had to guess I have pointed this 

out. 

 

Foc  focus 

Dem  demonstrative 

Gen  gender classifier 

Prn  pronoun referring to possessor 

Pnpl pronoun pluralizer 

X    exclusive marker 

Erg+ ergative possessive prefix 

AP   adjective phrase    

AP2  shifted adjective phrase 

Int  intensifier 

Adj  adjective 

-mkr modification marker 

Dim  dimension 

Nm   restrictive noun modifier 

Siz  size 

N    NOUN HEAD 

Npl  noun pluralizer 

Pos  possessor noun phrase 

Stat stative adjective besed on positional root 

LP   prepositional/relational noun phrase 

Rel  relative clause 
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Wasteko (Edmonson 1988.514-531; TK notes) 

 

                        Nm      

Dem NX Det Gen Prn Erg+ AP N Npl AP2 Pos LP Rel 

 2  3   1   6       5   8  9  7  10  11  13 14 

 

Det: an, i 

NX: Num-Mes 

Gen: a 

AP: Int Adj 

Int: lej 

Npl: tsik  

DemB lost 

 

 

Yukateko (Hanks 1984ms).  No data on Rel [14] or LP [13]. 

 

Det Erg+ NX AP N AP2 Pos DemB 

 1   5   3  8  9 10  11  12  

 

NX: Num-nc 

AP: Int Adj 

Det: le 

DemB: a7, e7, o7      

 

 

Itzaj (Hofling 60-128).  No data on LP [13].  Position of Erg unclear. 

 

DemA DemB Det NX Gen Erg+ Adj N AP2 Pos DemA DemB Top Rel 

 2    12   1   3  6   5    8  9 10  11   2    12   12  14 

 

NX: Num-nc 

DemA: je7 

DemB: lo7, la7 

Gen: aj 

Top: ej  
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Ch’ol (Crothers ms; Hopkins p.c. April 1989).  No data on Rel [14] or LP [13].  

 

                       Nm 

Det NX Pnpl X Npl Erg+ AP N Pos 

 1  3         7    5   8  9  11                                

 

Det: jini, an, ub’i, ili?, ixi? 

NX: Num-nc 

Pnpl: la 

X: on 

Npl: tak [enclitic to first A or N that follows] 

AP: Adj-mkr 

mkr: b’@ 

 

 

Tzotzil (Sarles ms.78- ).  This is only a fragment of the NP. 

Look at Delgaty, Haviland. 

 

NX AP Erg+ N... 

        

NX: Num-nc 

AP: Int Adj-mkr 

N : Siz-Nh 

Siz: ch’in 

 

 

Tzeltal (TK diss 1963.200) 

 

                 Nm       

Det DemA NX Erg+ AP N Pos LP Rel DemA DemB 

 1   2   3   5   8  9 11  13 14   2   12     

 

Det: ha7 

DemA: il ~ in, te 

NX: Num-nc, Num-Mes 

AP: Int-Adj-mkr 

Int: lom 

mkr: -il ~ -al 

N: Siz-Gen-Nh-pl 

DemB: i, e  
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Chuj (Hopkins 146-159, Maxwell 168- ).  No data on LP [13].  Relative position 

of Erg [5] and AP [8] unclear. 

 

Det NX Npl Cls AP Erg+ N Dem Pos Rel 

 1  3   7?  4  8   5   9  12  11  14        

 

Det: ha7 

NX: Num-nc Mes 

Npl: heb’ 

AP: Int Adj Lim 

Lim: to, xo, nhej 

Dem: ta7, tik, chi7 = cha 

 

 

Q’anjob’al 

FILL OUT 

 

Det NX  N     DemB 

7a  jun la*pis tu7 

7a  jun 7ix   tu7 

 

 

Popti7 (Day.64-75) 

 

Ind Cls Erg+ NX pl Cls Erg+ N Pos Rel Dem 

     4   5   3  7   4   5   9 11  14  2+12  

 

NX: Num-nc-other 

other: xa 

pl: heb’, hejh 

Dem: tu7, ti7 
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Western Mam (Munson 100-147).  Position of Pos [11], LP [13], and Rel [14] 

unclear. 

 

Npl 

Art DemA NX AP Erg+ N AP2 DemB 

1,7  2   3  8   5   9 10  12  

 

Npl: qe7 

DemA: ja, je, ju 

NX: Num-Mes 

AP: Adj-Dim 

 

 

 

Northern Mam (England 139-160).  Position of LP [14] unclear. 

 

Dem NX Npl Adj Erg+ N Pos AP2 Rel 

1,2 3   7   8   5   9 11  10  14  

 

NX: Num-Mes 

 

 

 

Ixil (Ayres 131-187).  Position of LP [13] unclear. 

 

Det NX Cls Art Erg+ AP Npl Erg2 N Pos Dem  Rel 

1,2 3   4  2,3  5   8  7    5   9 11  2,12 14   

 

Det = il, a7 

NX: Num-nc 

AP: Adj-mkr-Apl 

mkr: -la 

Apl: -aq 

Npl: chaq 

Art: u/w, un-wa7l, unq’a 

Dem = (uwa7) (il) e/a[7] 
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K’ichee7 (TK:SSTML s.440).  Position of LP [13] unclear. 

 

Det    NX AP Npl Erg+ N   AP2 Stat Pos Dem  Rel 

1+2+12 3  8   7   5   6+9 10       11  2    14     

 

Det: leH, weH, riH 

NX: #pl-Num-Mes 

#pl: e7 

AP: Adj-mkr-Apl 

Apl: -7q 

Npl: taq 

N: Gen-Nh-pl 

 

 

Sakapulteko (DuBois 228-234). Position of LP [13] and Rel [14] unclear.  

Relative positions of Erg [5] and AP [8] unclear. 

ALSO Romelia Mo* Ise*m.  2007.  Rikemik li Tujaal Tziij (Grama*tica 

[descriptiva] sakapulteka).  OKMA/Cholsamaj.  568p. 

 

Foc Def Ind NX Npl AP Erg+ N Pos AP2 Dem 

2?   2   3  3   7  8   5   9 11  10   2 

 

Foc: ee 

Def: li, ri 

Ind: jun, niky’aaj 

NX: Num-Mes-Add 

Add: chek 

Npl: taq 

AP: Adj-mkr 

mkr: -Vlaj 

Dem: wa7, rii7, laa7 

 

 

Tz’utujiil (Dayley 280-283) 

 

                Nm      

Det DemA NX Gen AP Siz Erg+ N Add DemB Pos AP2 LP Rel 

 1   2   3   6  8   9   5   9      12  11  10  13 14 

 

Det: jaa 

DemA: le7 

NX: #pl-Num-Mes 

#pl: ee 

Mkr: -V, laj 

npl:.-VVb’ 

Add: chik 
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Western Poqomchii7 (Brown 101-108).  Position of AP2 [10] and LP [13] unclear. 

 

                           ?? 

Det NX Npl Erg+ AP Erg+2 N AP2 Dem  Pos Rel 

1,2 3  7    5   8   5    9 10  2,12 11  14   

 

Det: i, re7 

NX: Num-Mes 

Npl: taqe 

AP: Adj-mkr/Dim 

mkr: -laj, -taq 

Dem: wili, re7(re7), wulu 
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As a first approximation, we may attempt the following synthesis for the 

proto-Mayan NP: 

 

 1. Determiner [Det]  *ha, *i 

 

 2. Demonstrative A  [DemA]  *yo, *wa, *je, *iL, *an, *tye, *lA 

 

 3. Numeral Expression [NX] 

       a. Plural of numeral: *eb’ [Mam, Tzu, Chj, ?Kot]  

       a. Numeral [Num] 

       b. Numeral Classifier [nc] or Measure [Mes]  

               or Distributive *+taq 

       c. Limiter [Lim]: already (*ik,*ix), still (*7eel,*to),  

               only (*qach,*na), additionally (*xa).   

               See further on (s.xxx) for more discussion. 

 

 4. Noun Classifier or Name classifier [Cls].   

               Probably limited to Huehuetenango.  

 

 5. Ergative prefix [Erg]: agreeing in person with Pos,  

               which may be zeroed out [pronominalized]. 

 

 6. Gender marker [Gen]  *7aj, *7ix 

 

 7. Noun Pluralizer [Npl]:  

               *+taq enclitic to first adjective or noun that follows.  

 

 8. Adjective Phrase [AP] or Noun Modifier [NM] 

       AP structure: 

       a. Intensifier [Int] *lAj ‘very’ 

       b. Adjective 

       c. Prenominal Modifier marker [mkr] *-a(l) ~ *-i(l)  

               or Dimension noun [Dim] 

       d. Adjective plural marker [Apl] *-Vq 

       d. Limiter [Lim]: as above  

 

9. NOUN HEAD: a simplex noun, or a compound noun of the type NN, AN,  

                                                          or V-nom N. 

       a. Size modifier [Siz]: diminutive, augmentative 

       b. Noun stem [N] 

       c. Plural suffix if +human: *-iib’ ~ *-aab’ 

 

10. Shifted Adjective Phrase [AP2]: as above, when more than one               

adjective is present, or there are too many other prenominal modifiers.  The 

prenominal modifier marker is not allowed here. 
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11. Possessive NP [Pos]: can be a complete noun prase, or can be     totally 

pronominalized. 

 

12. Demonstrative B [DemB]: *+i, *+a, *+e, *+o 

 

13. Locative Phrase [LP] 

       a. Generic Preposition [Prp] *tya 

       b. Ergative prefix [Erg]: agreeing with person  

               of following NP or Prn 

       c. Noun Pluralizer [Npl]: *+taq enclitic to RN,  

               but modifying the N head that follows 

       d. Relational Noun [RN] 

       e. NP or Pronoun [Prn]  

 

14. Relative Clause [Rel] 

       a. Relative Clause Introducer [RI] 

       b. Reduced Sentence [RS]: showing equi-NP deletion 

 

 

CHANGES: 

Was Det shifts to after NX 

Yu  Erg shifts to before NX 

EM  AP2 Pos -> Pos AP2 

WM+GMa  Erg shifts to before Nhead (but not in Tze) 

EM *lAj ‘very’ shifts to after Adj 

 

There are others not yet catalogued.  The NP data from the several reported-on 

languages needs to be verified, and data needs to be added from other 

languages. 
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B1  NOUN INFLEXION 

Grammatical categories 

     status:   possessed vs. absolute 

     possession:   part/intimate vs. owned 

     plural:   persons vs. things 

 

6 PLURAL OF PERSONS:  Many Mayan languages use a suffix derived from 

Proto-Mayan *-aab’ ~ -iib’ to pluralize nouns.  SPECIFY DISTRIBUTION OF 

ALLOMORPHS.  In Wasteko the cognate suffix is used to form gentilicials from 

place names. 

 

POSSESSION:  The person of the possessor of a noun is marked by the Ergative 

prefixes. 

 

NOUN of NOUN:  Smith-Stark (1976a.49-51, Hypothesis #4) says: "The possession 

of one noun (N1) by another (N2) in *PM was expressed by a construction of the 

form x-n1 N2 where x is a possessive pronoun cross-referencing N2 in person (and 

optionally number)."  

 

VOWEL LENGTHENING IN OWNERSHIP POSSESSION:  Those Mayan languages that 

preserve/reflect Proto-Mayan vowel length as such show a large number of nouns 

that have underlying short vowels which are lengthened under possession.  This 

seems to be reconstructible to Proto-Mayan, but the Yukatekan reflexes are 

problematic, and Wasteko has some lengthening under possession which is 

probably not of the same origin, since Proto-Mayan vowel length is apparently 

not preserved in Wasteko, except in limited environments. 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.51, Hypothesis #5) says: "*PM had a set of nouns which, when 

possessed, underwent internal modification of the theme." 

 

PART POSSESSION:  Most Mayan languages use a reflex of Proto-Mayan *-eel ~ -aal 

on some possessed nouns where the kind of possession is part : whole with a 

noun that is not necessarily possessed.  SPECIFY DISTRIBUTION OF ALLOMORPHS. 

 

ABSOLUTE:  Kotoke and Poqom show reflexes of a Proto-Mayan suffix *-itz ~ -atz  

on the absolute (non-possessed) form of many nouns that normally occur 

possessed.  SPECIFY DISTRIBUTION OF ALLOMORPHS.          

 

5 Jun 2001: ADD DATA ON ABSOLUTE OF INTIMATELY POSSESSED NOUNS FROM OTHER MAYAN 

LANGUAGES 

     Tz -il ~ -al 

     Was -lek 

     EM -aj 
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ABSTRACT NOUN:  Most Mayan languages show reflexes of a Proto-Mayan suffix  

*-aal ~ -iil that derives an abstract noun from an adjective.  SPECIFY 

DISTRIBUTION OF ALLOMORPHS. 
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EVIDENCE FOR NOUN INFLEXION 

 

              *-aab’ ~ *-iib’   plural of noun (+human) 

 

Was      -iib ~ -aab  gentilicial  Tek                                       

WasCol                

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      -aab’ ~ -iib’ 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      x-nich’n-ab’  ‘his sons’ 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 
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Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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B2  RELATIONAL NOUNS and the GENERIC PREPOPSITION 

 

Relational nouns are of two types, case-markers and locators. Locators in the 

several Mayan languages are largely recruited from nouns that name parts of 

objects and spaces near them, but in any language there will be at least a few 

whose origin is not synchronically explainable.  In most languages relational 

nouns are usually preceded by a reflex of the Proto-Mayan generic preposition 

*tya, which may also precede noun phrases directly as well as (apparently) 

certain verb phrases (most likely originally only in complement and 

subordinate/dependent clauses).  Case-marking relational nouns may also be 

preceded by the generic preposition in some cases. 

 

Smith-Stark (1976.57, Hypothesis #18) says: "Inter-nominal as well as many 

inter-clausal relations were expressed by possessed noun constructions (the 

so-called ‘relational nouns’)." 

 

*GENERIC PREPOSITION 

 

          *tya+  pM 

          *lAj  ‘in’ [Awk, Usp] 

 

 

                   CASE-MARKING RELATIONAL NOUNS 

 

*POSSESSIVE/DATIVE 

 

          *Erg+ehty  LpM = ‘property/possession’ 

 

*AGENTIVE 

 

          *Erg+u7u(:)N/j, etc.  CM 

          *Erg+q’aXl [Was, Chn] 

 

*ASSOCIATIVE/??INSTRUMENTAL [based on ‘companion’] 

 

          *Erg+uuk’  EM = ‘companion’ 

 

*EMPHATIC 

 

          *Erg+tuuk(-eel)  ‘oneself alone’  CM 

          *Erg+ehk’aan  ‘oneself alone’  GQa + Usp 
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*REFLEXIVE           

 

          *Erg+b’aah  pM; see ‘on top of’ 

          *Erg+iib’  EM; see ‘over, above’ 

 

 

                      LOCATIVE RELATIONAL NOUNS 

 

*ON TOP OF 

 

          *Erg+b’aah  ‘on top of’ pM = ‘top, head’;  

               see pM ‘reflexive’ 

 

*OVER, ABOVE 

 

          *Erg+i7b’anh  GQa + EM (+Hua?); see EM ‘reflexive’ 

          *Erg+ahq’ol  GLL 

 

*UNDER 

 

          *Erg+ahlaanh  pM 

          *Erg+ib’-eel  GQa + Qeq  = ‘root’ 

 

*BEHIND; OUTSIDE 

 

          *Erg+i7nh  EM + GQa  = ‘skin, back’ 

          *Erg+paat  GLL  = ‘back’ 

 

*BEFORE; ON SURFACE OF 

 

          *Erg+Haty  EM + Yu  = ‘eye, face’ 

 

*INSIDE  [based on stomach/belly’] 

 

          *Erg+oj(uul)  GQa + GMa 

          *Erg+(k’)u7uj  GQa + GQa  =  ‘belly/heart/mind’ 

 

*ALONGSIDE 

 

          *Erg+k’aat  CM 

 

 

*BETWEEN, AMONG  

 

          #Erg+xoHl  GQa + EM 

          #Erg+yam  Yu + Qeq 
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*IN PLACE OF 

 

          #Erg+k’ex 

 

*ALONG THE EDGE OF 

 

          *Erg+tyii7  LpM  = ‘mouth’ 

 

 

Frank [p86-87] reconstructs the pM reflexive marker as *ba with Erg ("Set A") 

prefixes. 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.56, Hypothesis #13) says: "In *PM, reflexives were formed 

with transitive verbs having third person (singular?) objects which were 

possessed nouns, the possessor cross-referencing the subject. (This is more or 

less analogous to the English ‘my self’, etc.)." 

 

In my view pM *b’aah could be used as a reflexive relational noun only when the 

Agent acted on his/her own body; otherwise *-(a-)ox on the verb was used.  See 

s.xxx, above. 
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EVIDENCE FOR RELATIONAL NOUNS 

 

                    pM *tya+  generic preposition 

 

Was     ti ~ ta                    Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW     LOST 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      ti(7)+                           

YukCol                             Awk    tz; le ‘en’ 

 

LakA     t...                      IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl     s+ 

 

Mop   ti+ ~ ty+ ~ ti7i# ‘a, de’        

                                   Usp     chi; la(j) 

                                         

ChtCol   ti                    

                                   Kch       chi 

Chr      ta                        KchCol 

                                    

Chl      ti                        Sak 

                                    

Chn      t@                        Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      ta (~ ti)                    

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      ta                              

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm     chi ‘at’ 

                                   PchW    chi  

Toj      ti                        PchE   

                                    

ChjM     t’a(y) [cross of b’ay and ta?] 

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW     chi 

                                   QeqE     chi 

Qan     [b’ay]                    

Akt                                 
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Pop     [b’ay] CHECK                                                                

               

KotM     ti 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

Huixta*n Tzotzil has {ti} here as well as for the incompletive AA. 
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LpM *Erg+ehty  possessive/dative RN = ‘*property, possession’ 

 

Was      Erg+k’aal ‘property’      Tek                                       

         abal [prep.] ‘for’ 

                                   MamW     Erg+ee ‘a, de, para’ 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

Yuk  {eHt} ‘accompaniment/instrument’ 

Yuk  (ti7) Erg+eHt-el ‘with’                                   

YukCol                             Awk      Erg+eetz ‘de’ 

                                            tz Erg+eetz ‘a’ 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl    s Erg+e ‘a’ 

                                          Erg+etz ‘de’ 

Mop   (tV) Erg+etel ‘con, de’             

                                   Usp       Erg+eech ‘de’   

                                         chi Erg+e(ech) ‘a’ 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr      tV Erg+b’a ‘de’           KchCol 

                                    

Chl      Erg+cha7an ‘of, for, by’  Sak 

                                    

Chn      jin ‘dative’              Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      Erg+ixiin 

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq      Erg+ixiin 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm    Erg+eh(ch) ‘to, for, of’ 

                                   PchW     Erg+eh ‘dative/to’ 

Toj  b’a ~ Erg+b’aj ‘a, de, para’          benefactive/for, 

                                           possessive/of, 

ChjM [Erg+ik(o7)  ‘of/concerning’]         patient/--, 

ChjS                                       means/with’ 

                                   QeqW/E    Erg+eh ‘of, for’ 

 

Qan      Erg+et ‘de, para’ 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM     Erg+eet ‘emphatic, possessive’ 

KotT 

KotCol 
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CM *Erg+u7u(:)N/j  agentive RN 

cf. *Erg+q’aXl  [Was, Chn] 

 

Was   k’a(a)l [NP  ‘by’            Tek                                       

      ti Erg+eebaal ‘because of’ 

                                   MamW    Erg+u7n ‘por’ 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     cf. <yum> [WN]               

YukCol                             Awk     Erg+a7n [Ag]  

                                         = Erg+aaq’an [Ch] ‘por’ 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl      s Erg+a7n ‘por, con’ 

 

Mop  ti Erg+ok’lal ‘por (culpa de)’   

                                   Usp      Erg+wi7l ‘por’ 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      Erg+umaal ‘por’ 

Chr       Erg+men ‘por’            KchCol 

                                    

Chl       Erg+cha7an ‘of, for, by’ Sak 

                                    

Chn       (u)k’a ‘cause’;          Sip    

          k’a ‘dative’            

                                   Tzu        

Tzo       Erg+u7un ‘by, for’        

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       Erg+u7un ‘by, for’          

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm   Erg+u7uum ‘by, because of’  

                                   PchW    Erg+u7uum ‘cause, agent’ 

Toj      Erg+uj ‘por’              PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     Erg+u7uj                   

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW    ZERO Erg+maak  

                                            ‘for, because of, by’ 

Qan      Erg+uj ‘por’              QeqE    sa7/se7 Erg+mahk ‘por’    

Akt                                 

Pop      Erg+uh ‘por’                                                                         
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KotM     ch-u7 ~ Erg+u7uuj ‘for, because of, by/por’ 

KotT 

KotCol 
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EM *Erg+uuk’  ‘with’:  associative/instrumental RN 

= ‘*companion, company’ 

*Erg+et’oq  Ch’olan + Chuj 

 

Was     k’a(a)l ~ ti Erg k’aal     Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW  ky’i ~ Erg+uuky’il ‘con/de’ 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk      Erg+uuch’ ‘con; compan*ero’                                        

 

LakA                               IxlNe    s Erg+uk’ ‘con’  

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh    s Erg+ucy’ ‘con’  

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop    (tV) Erg+etel ‘con, de’           

       Erg+et’ok ‘compan*ero’      Usp      Erg+ik’il ‘con’ 

                                         

ChtCol  <(w)et> ‘compan*ero’                            

                                   Kch 

Chr    takar ‘con’                 KchCol 

      <etoc> ‘amigo, compan*ero  

Chl     Erg+it’ok ‘con’ [1789]     Sak 

        ~/> Erg+ik’ot                   

                  

Chn      t’ok ‘instrument,         Sip    

           accompaniment’           

                                   Tzu        

Tzo     x-chi7-uk                   

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     sok < s-joy-ok;                

        joy ‘compan*ero, amigo’    

                                   Pqm    Erg+uu7 ‘at the house of’ 

                                   PchW   ru ~ Erg+uuk’ 

Toj     sok ‘con’                  ‘associative/with,  

                                    means/by means of,  

ChjM    Erg+et’(ok) ‘con’           type/of the type,  

ChjS                                locative/at the place of’ 

                                             PoqCol 

                                

                                   QeqW   Erg+ik’in ‘near,with,for’  

Qan     Erg+etb’i ‘compan*ero’     QeqE   
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Qan     Erg+etoq ‘con’             QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop     Erg+etb’i ‘compan*ero’                                                                    

               

KotM     Erg+itooh ‘with’ 

KotT     Erg+etmooh ‘with’ CHECK 

KotCol 

 

KaP based on *ety= ‘fellow-‘  
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CM *Erg+tuuk(-eel)  ‘oneself alone’: emphatic RN 

*Erg+juun... 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     ti7 Erg+ju:n ‘alone’                            

YukCol                             Awk      Erg+chuukl [Ag] 

                                          = Erg+chuuk [Ch] 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop      ti Erg+junal ‘solito’                                 

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      Erg+yoon        

Tzo      Erg+tuk                    

TzoCol                             Kaq      Erg+yoon 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      Erg+tukel                     

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm    Erg+utkalem ‘by oneself’ 

                                   PchW     (chi) Erg+utkeel 

Toj                                         ‘alone, (by) oneself’ 

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE    Erg+junes ‘solito’   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      Erg+chukil ‘solo’                                                                            
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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GQa + Usp *Erg+ehk’an  ‘oneself alone’: emphatic RN 

 

Was      ti Erg+kweteem-tal        Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp      Erg+ii"k’aan ‘solo...’ 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                          

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                           

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj      Erg+ejk’an  [basis of     PchE   

            independent pronoun]   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM     Erg+eek’an ‘solo’ 

KotT 

KotCol 
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          pM *Erg+b’aah  ‘self/body’: reflexive RN = ‘*top’ 

 

Was     ti Erg+b’aa7              Tek                                       

     ‘to one’s person’ 

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     Erg+b’a:h ‘reflexive’                             

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop     Erg+b’ajil ‘reflexive’           

        ti Erg+b’ajil ‘entre’      Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

Chr     Erg+b’aj ‘reflexive’       Kch 

Chr     tV Erg+b’a ‘de’            KchCol 

Chr     Erg+b’ajner ‘solito...’    

Chl     Erg+b’@                    Sak 

        Erg+b’ajnel ‘sol(it)o...’ 

        ti Erg+b’ajan ‘on one’s own’ 

                                    

Chn     b’a ‘reflexive’            Sip    

        tub’a ‘possessive’            

                                   Tzu        

Tzo     Erg+b’a                             

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     Erg+b’ah                                

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj     Erg+b’aj ‘a, de, para’     PchE   

              & ‘reflexive’        PoqCol 

                                    

Chj     Erg+b’ah ‘reflexive’            

                                   QeqW   cf. ZERO Erg+b’aan  

                                          ‘for, because of, by’  

Qan     Erg+b’a                            synonym of Erg+mahk    

Akt                                 
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Pop                                                                         

               

KotM    Erg+b’aah ‘reflexive’ 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

See *-b’aah ‘on top of’ 
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EM *Erg+iib’  ‘self’: reflexive RN 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW    Erg+iib’ [refl.] 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk        

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl      Erg+ib’ ‘se’ 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp      Erg+iib’ ‘reflexive’ 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      Erg+iib’ ‘reflexive’ 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq      Erg+ii7 ‘reflexive’ 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm      Erg+iib’ ‘oneself’ 

                                   PchW     Erg+iib’ ‘reflexive’ 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW     Erg+ib’ ‘self’ 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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pM *Erg+b’aah  ‘on top of’: locative RN = ‘*top, head’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW   Erg+wi7  

                                        ‘en la punta/encima de’ 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      ti7 Erg+jo7l ‘atop of’                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl     s Erg+wi7 ‘sobre’ 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp     b’aa ~ chi Erg+b’a  

             ‘encima de, sobre/over’                                              

                                           Erg+b’aa" [the top] 

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch     chi Erg+wi7 ‘on’ 

Chr      tV Erg+b’a ‘de’           KchCol 

         tV Erg+jol ‘encima de’ 

             [the top]    

Chl                                Sak 

Chn      tub’a  ‘possession’      

Chn      pam ‘on, in front of’     Sip    

             [head]                 

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      ta Erg+b’a ‘on’                           

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      ta Erg+b’ah ‘on’                                     

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm     nah ‘on top of’ 

                                   PchW    chi Erg+naah         

Toj    ti b’a sat [NP ‘sobre,            ‘on top, over, among’ 

              encima’              PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW    sa7/chi Erg+b’een 

                                             ‘over, above, after’ 

                                   QeqE    chi Erg+b’ehen (L); 
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Qan                                        chi Erg+7ehn (C)  

Akt                                          ‘encima de, sobre’ 

Pop     Erg+wi7 ‘cima, punta’ [not LOC?]                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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pM *Erg+i7b’anh  ‘over, above’: locative RN 

 

Was     7eblim [prep.]             Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW  tb’a ~ Erg+iib’aj  

                                               ‘encima de’ 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk       tz/ZERO Erg+iib’aj  

                                     ‘encima/arriba de’ [the top] 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl    s Erg+iib’a ‘encima de’ 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp  chi Erg+iib’aaj ‘arriba de’ 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

 

Chj      t’a Erg+ib’anh 

    ‘encima/arriba de; despue*s’     

      [the upper surface]          QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      Erg+ib’an ‘sobre/encima de’ [the top] 

Akt                                 
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Pop      Erg+ib’anh ‘encima de’                                                                    

              [upper surface] 

KotM     Erg+iib’anh ‘on, over’ 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

EM *-iib’ ‘reflexive’ and *-i7b’anh ‘on’ probably contain the same root. 
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GLL *Erg+ahq’ol  ‘over, above’:  locative RN 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     yoH7 ~ Erg+oHk’ol ‘above/ 

                encima de’         Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop    ti Erg+ok’ol ‘encima de’       

           [the top]               Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn      y-ak’o ‘within,           Sip 

                 on top of’     

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     7ahk’ol ‘arriba’                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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pM *Erg+ahlaanh  ‘under’: locative RN 

 

Was      ti Erg+7alam, etc.         Tek                                       

         7alaal ‘down’ 

                                   MamW  tja7 ~  Erg+jaq’ ‘debajo de’ 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     Erg+aHnal ‘beneath/                                           

            debajo de’             Awk   tz Erg+jaq’ ‘abajo de’ 

YukCol <alan>                                       [the bottom] 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl    s Erg+jaq’ ‘debajo de,  

                                                      abajo de’                                                       

Mop     ti Erg+alam ‘abajo de’         

                                   Usp    chi Erg+aalaaj ‘abajo de’ 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

pTz     *-@hl@n  ‘debajo de’        

Tzo     Erg+olon                   Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     Erg+ahlan                               

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM    t’a Erg+alanh  

        ‘debajo de; antes’                                

       [the lower surface]         QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      Erg+alan ‘debajo de’      QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      Erg+alanh ‘debajo de;  

                     antes’                                                                        
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KotM     Erg+aalanh ‘under’ 

KotT 

KotCol 
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EM + Ka *Erg+xee7  ‘under’: locative RN = ‘*bottom’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol                             pMam *-xee7 ‘tronco’ 

                                   MamW   Erg+xee ‘al fondo/pie de’ 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

Yuk    ti7 Erg+chu:n 

       ‘at the base of’            Awk   xee7 [prep.] ‘en’; ‘tronco’  

Yuk    ti7 Erg+i:t                [the inside bottom/non-sharp end] 

    ‘at the bottom [fondo] of’   

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl     s Erg+xe7 ‘con’; 

                                           -xe7 ‘root’ 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp      Erg+xee7 [the bottom] 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch     Erg+xee7 ‘rai*z’ 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW  chi Erg+ehkeen  

Toj                                    = chi Erg i7sil 

ChjM                                     ‘under; before’ 

ChjS                               PoqCol 

 

                                   QeqW    Erg+xe7 ‘root’ 

                                   QeqE   

Qan    Erg+xe7 ‘rai*z’             QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop    Erg+xe7 ‘raiz’                                                       
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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GQa + Qeq *Erg+ib’-eel  ‘under’: locative RN = ‘*root’ 

(*Erg+eb’(t)al  GTz) 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr     Erg+ep’ar ‘abajo de’       KchCol 

                                    

Chl     Erg+e(7)b’al               Sak 

                                    

Chn     t@ Erg+yaba ‘underneath’ Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      Erg+e7tal                 

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm   cf. pa(n) Erg+yuhm ‘under’ 

                                   PchW 

Toj      Erg+ib’(-el)              PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW/E  chi Erg+ub’el 

                                          ‘under, below/debajo de,  

Qan                                          before’ [the bottom] 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM     Erg+ib’-eel ‘under’ 

KotT 

KotCol 
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EM + Ka *Erg+i7nh  ‘behind; outside’: locative RN 

= ‘*skin/bark, covering/clothing’ 

 

Was      ti Erg+kuux ‘detra*s de’  Tek                                       

WasCol                             pMam  *Erg+i7j ‘back’ 

                                   MamW    Erg+i7j ‘detra*s de, 

                                                     contra’ 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                Awk     tz Erg+e7j ‘con’ 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl    s Erg+i7 ‘para, por, en,                                                     

a, mas que’ 

Mop  

                                   Usp    chi Erg+iij ‘atra*s de’  

                                    Erg+iij [the outside, the back] 

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch    Erg+iij ‘back’ 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm     chi Erg+iij ‘behind’ 

                                   PchW    chi Erg+iij  

Toj                                       ‘behind, outside, around;  

ChjM                                     after; accompaniment, topic’ 

ChjS                                  

                                   QeqW/E  chi Erg+ix ‘outside/ 

Qan   Erg+in(-laq) ‘afuera de’      afuera de, back of/atra*s de, Qan   

Erg+in-taq ‘atra*s de; than’  later, with [accomp]/con’  

Qan   Erg+in ‘about, concerning’    [the back] 

Akt   Erg+iin ‘afuera’ 
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Pop      Erg+inh-tajh ‘detra*s de,  

   afuera de’; -inh [outside surface]                                                                    

               

KotM     ti Erg+i7nh ‘behind; outside’ [back] 

KotT 

KotCol 
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GLL *Erg+paat  ‘behind; outside’: locative RN 

= ‘*skin/bark, covering/clothing’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     ti7 Erg+pa:ch(-il)                                         

        ‘in back of, behind’       Awk                           

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop     ti Erg+pach ‘atra*s de;            

   afuera de’ [the back/outside]   Usp                                   

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr      tV Erg+pat ‘atra*s de’    KchCol 

                                    

Chl      ti Erg+pat  ‘behind’      Sak 

                                    

Chn      t@ Erg+pat ‘behind,     Sip    

           outside’ [the back]            

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm    cf. chi Erg+paat  

                                           ‘at the home of’ 

                                   PchW 

Toj  pat [NP ‘behind’; Erg+pat     PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM   t’a Erg+pat-ik  

           ‘atra*s/afuera de’ 

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 
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Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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CM *Erg+Haty  ‘before; on’: locative RN = ‘*eye/face’ 

 

Was     ti Erg+tameet              Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW    Erg+wutz ‘enfrente de’ 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      ti7 Erg+taHn                      wutz [Ch] ‘afuera’ 

         ‘at the front of’         Awk     tz Erg+witz [Ag]  

                                         = tz Erg+wutz [Ch]  

                                        ‘enfrente de’ [the front] 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl     s Erg+watz  

                                             ‘enfrente de, por’ 

Mop    ti Erg+taan ‘enfrente de’ 

        [the front, surface]       Usp   chi Erg+wich ‘enfrente de, 

       ti Erg+(w)ich ‘in the            afuera; against (touching)’ 

       opinion of’ [surface]             Erg+wii"ch [the front] 

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr [tV Erg+ejtz’er]               KchCol 

        ‘enfrente de’               

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm  wach ‘on the surface of’ 

                                      ~ chi Erg+wach ‘next to, near, 

                                          with, together with’  

                                   PchW    wa ~ chi Erg+wach 

Toj ti b’a s-ti7 sat ‘enfrente de’    ‘in front of, in, on,  

    ti b’a sat ‘sobre, encima de’      than, away from’ 

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM   t’a Erg+sat ‘on; above’    

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW    chi Erg+u 
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                                   QeqE    chi Erg+uh 

Qan  Erg+sat-aq ‘enfrente de’       surface; in, during; 

Akt                                 for, than, from;  

Pop  Erg+sat-ajh ‘enfrente de’      enfrente de [the front]                 

     Erg+sat ‘sobre/on surface of’          

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                    ‘in(side)’ = ‘*stomach/belly’ 

              GQa + GMa *Erg+oj(-uul) = ‘the inside’ 

            GQa + GMa *Erg+(k’)u7ul =‘belly/mind/heart’ 

 

Was     a(a)l ~ ti Erg+aal         Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW   to ~ toj ‘in’ [prep] 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk    ich(il) inside, among’               t-ul [adv.] ‘adentro’ 

YukCol                             Awk      Erg+k’u7l ‘en, adentro’ 

                                              [the space inside] 

LakA                               Ixl      s Erg+k’u7l 

LakB                                         ‘en la mente de’ 

Itz                                Ixl      t(u) ~ s Erg+uul  

                                              ‘adentro de’ 

Mop    ich [prep.]; ichil [adv.] 

   ‘adentro (de)’ [fondo/inside]   Usp      pa ‘en’  

                                            xi"laj ‘entre, adentro’  

                                            Erg+paa"m [the inside] 

                                            xi"laj [the insdie] 

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch     pa; chi Erg+paam Chr                                                

‘adentro de’ 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq     pa(n); chi Erg+paam 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm      pan ‘to, in, at’  

                                          ~ chi Erg+paam ‘in’ 

                                   PchW     chi Erg+paam 

Toj  Erg+oj, ti b’a Erg+oj-ol                ‘inside; during’ 

      ‘adentro de, dentro’         PoqCol 

ChjM  t’a Erg+o7ol ‘adentro de’   

     [the inside, opening] 

                                   QeqW    sa7 ‘in, at, to, per’ 

QaC  *Erg+uHl  ‘adentro de’        QeqE    chi Erg sa7 ‘adentro de’ 
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Qan   Erg+ul ‘adentro de’                   [the inside]  

Akt   Erg+uul ‘adentro de’          

Pop   Erg+ul ‘dentro de’ [interior]                                                                      

               

KotM   ti Erg+k’u7(u)l  ‘adentro de’ 

KotT 

KotCol 
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*Erg+k’aat  ‘alongside of’: locative RN 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk     witz Erg+ky’aach ‘atra*s’ 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl      s Erg+k’atz(a)  

                                               ‘con, donde’ 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM    t’a Erg+k’at-ul                        

        ‘ lo largo de’                    

                                   QeqW    chi Erg+k’atq ‘beside’ 

                                   QeqE    chi Erg+k’atj (L);  

Qan     Erg+k’atan ‘cerca de’              chi Erg+k’atq (C) 

Akt                                         ‘al lado de’ [the side] 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

The Ixil form shows an additional suffix. 
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                              ‘beside’ 

 

Was     ti Erg+txooyliim, etc.     Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     ti7 Erg+tzeHl  ‘beside’                                

YukCol                             Awk     tz Erg+txlaj ‘al lado’ 

                                               [the side] 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl    s Erg+txala ‘al lado de’ 

 

Mop     ti Erg+tzeel ‘cerca de,                                       

      al lado de’ [the sides]      Usp  laj Erg+xu"kut ‘al lado de’ 

                                            Erg+xu"kut [the side]                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr   tV Erg+la*du ‘al lado de’    KchCol 

                                    

Chl     ti Erg+tz’ej-t@l           Sak 

          ‘at the side/edge of’                         

            

Chn     ch’ejpa ‘beside’ [ribs]    Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm      chi Erg+chiel ‘beside’ 

                                   PchW 

Toj   ti b’a Erg+tz’e7el           PchE   

        ‘al lado de’               PoqCol 

ChjM  t’a Erg+tz’ey ‘al lado de’ 

           [the side]                     

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan   Erg+tz’eyil ‘al lado de’     QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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#Erg+xo7l  ‘between, among’: locative RN 

#Erg+ya(m) ‘among’ [Mop, Poq, Qeq] 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW  t-xol ~ Erg+xo(o)l ‘entre’ 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

Yuk       chuHmuk [prep.]                                                  

          ‘en medio de’            Awk     tz Erg+xo7l ‘entre,        

                                      ti7 Erg+ya:m ‘between’ [WH] ‘en medio de’ 

                                      tz Erg+ni7kyaal ‘en medio de’ 

LakA                               IxlNe   s Erg+pok’o7ch  

LakB                                       ‘en medio de’ 

                                   IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl     s Erg+xo7l ‘entre’ 

                                         

Mop  chumuk(il)  [prep.] 

     ‘en(tre) medio de’ 

     ti Erg+yaam ‘among’           Usp      la(j)/chi Erg+xo7l  

                                          ‘en medio de, entre’ 

ChtCol                                  la Erg+niik’aj ‘en medio’ 

                                     Erg+niik’a"j-al [the middle] 

                                   Kch 

Chr   tV Erg+jam ‘entre’           KchCol 

Chl                                Sak 

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

                                   Pqm  xilek ~ chi Erg+xilek  

                                          ‘among’ 

                                        chi Erg+yajaal  

                                         ‘among, between’  

Toj    Erg+kol ‘entre dos’         PchW     chi Erg+xilak 

Toj    ti b’a Erg+nalan  ‘entre’         ‘among, between’ 

ChjM   t’a Erg+nanhal ‘between’  

          [the center]             QeqW    sa7 Erg+yi ‘between’  

       t’a Erg+kal ‘among’         QeqW    sa7 Erg+yanq ‘among’ 

                                   QeqE    sa7/chi Erg+yamp 

QaC   *Erg+xoHl ‘entre’                     ‘en medio de’ 
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Qan    Erg+xol ‘entre’                        

Akt    Erg+xool ‘entre’             

Pop    Erg+xol(b’al) ‘entre’                                                                     

       Erg+ik-tajh(b’al) ‘en medio de’        

 

KotM  xool ~ Erg+xoheel ‘entre, en medio de’ 

      Erg+naalaanh ‘al lado de, a lo largo de’ 

KotCol 
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#Erg+k’ex  ‘instead of’ 

EM *Erg+ehq... 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW   Erg+eqel  ‘en vez de’ 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM   t’a Erg+k’ex-ul                 

         ‘in place of’ 

                                   QeqW    ZERO Erg+eeqaj  

                                             ‘instead of’ 

Qan                                QeqE   

Akt                                QeqCol 

Pop                                 
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                              ‘near’ 

 

Was     7utat 7a(a)l [NP CHECK     Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW   Erg+qul ‘cerca de’ 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk  tz Erg+naaqa7j-iil ‘cerca de’ 

 

LakA                               IxlNe  s Erg+naqli(ch) ‘cerca de’ 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh    s Erg+naaqa7 ‘cerca de’ 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp  chi Erg+k’uleel ‘cerca de’ 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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LpM *Erg+tyii7   ‘along the edge/rim/opening of’ = ‘mouth’ 

 

Was      ti Erg+waal CHECK         Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW  Erg+tzii ‘a la orilla de’                                                       

[= boca] 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

Yuk   ti7 Erg+jaHl ‘at the outer edge of’ 

Yuk    Erg+chi7 ‘orilla/rim, edge’ 

           [not LOC]               Awk  Erg+tzii7 ‘a la orilla’ 

                                           [the opening] 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl  s Erg+tzi7 ‘a la orilla de’ 

 

Mop      ti Erg+chi7                                             

   ‘a la orilla de’ [rim/orilla]   Usp    chi Erg+chi7  

                                     ‘along the rim’ [opening, rim] 

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr      Erg+ti7 [the opening]     KchCol 

                                    

Chl      ti Erg+ti7                Sak 

                                    

Chn      ti7 ‘beside,              Sip    

        at the edge of’ [mouth]    

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm   chii7 = chi Erg+chii7                                                        

‘at                                           ‘at the edge of’ 

                                   PchW  chi Erg+chii7  

                                          ‘at the edge of’ 

Toj   Erg+ti7 ‘orilla’ [not LOC]   PchE   

ChjM  Erg+ti7 ‘afuera; rim,             

         circumference’                   

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   chi Erg+e:h                   

Qan   Erg+ti7 ‘the rim’ [not LOC]    ‘at the edge of’ [rim, opening] 

Akt                                 
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Pop                                                                         

               

KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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DISCUSSION. 

 

The Mayan etymology for ‘eye/face’ is one of the most complicated that exist.  

I reconstruct its etymon as *-Haty.  *H ("weak h") is a morphophoneme that is 

*/h/ word-initially, but disappears, like /7/ does, after ergative prefixes.  

Two other common Mayan roots beginning with *H are *Ha7 ‘water’ and *Ho7 

‘five’.  Do not make the mistake of believing that all initial */h/s are weak 

in this way.  In some Mayan languages ‘water’ and ‘five’ are treated as though 

they began with a firm h rather than a weak h.  I will now show how LpM *-Haty 

developed into the attested forms.  According to the rule of thumb embodied in 

‘Watkins’s Law’, the 3sg form sometimes influenced the paradigm, but just as 

often did not.  There has also been wholesale metanalysis.  The forms with 

plural possessor seem to have had no input into the outcome.  The final 

consonant *ty, which generally presents little evidence as to whether it is 

palatalized or merely in a different position from *t, in this etymon shows 

clear evidence for being palatalized, since it influences the quality of the 

vowel.  When not possessed this word was *haty. 

 

Form A: When possessed this word had the following shapes in LpM: 

     1     *w-aty 

     2   *aaw-aty 

     3     *r-aty 

     4     *q-aty 

     5   *eew-aty 

     6     *k-aty                                                                    

 

Form B: Dialects treating the initial *h as firm had: 

     1    *nu-haty 

     2    *aa-haty 

     3     *u-haty 

     4    *qa-haty 

     5    *ee-haty 

     6    *ki-haty 

 

Form C: In some Greater Q’anjob’alan languages, where 3Erg was replaced by *s-, 

we had: 

     1    *in-haty 

     2     *a-haty 

     3     *s-haty 

     4    *qa-haty 

     5     *e-haty 

     6     *s-haty eb’ 

 

Now we account for the attested forms. 
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pYu *ich:  based on form A, shows palatality, and metanalysis as though 

beginning with /7/ instead of //H//. 

 

Kot /chet/:  based on form A, 3sg *r-aty, shows palatality, and metanalysis as 

though beginning with *r instead of *//H// or /7/. (*r > ch in Kotoke). 

 

pCh *wut:  based on form A, 1sg *w-aty, 2sg *aaw-aty, shows metanalysis by 

taking the /w/ of 1sg and 2sg as part of the stem, and then shows rounding of 

*a by /w/.  Chr /ut/ shows metanalysis of initial /w/ as part of an ergative 

prefix, but note that the rounding by /w/ shows that the Chr form is secondary 

to the pCh form given earlier.   

 

Mam /witz/, Usp /wich/:  based on form A, shows palatality, and metanalysis as 

in Ch’olan. 

 

Ixil /watz/, KchP,Poc /wach/:  based on form A, shows metanalysis as in 

Ch’olan. 

 

Qeq /uch/:  based on form B, 3sg *u-haty, 1sg *nu-haty.  Being a disyllable 

with no long vowels it has initial stress: the posttonic short vowel is 

dropped.  The medial /h/ is dropped.  By metanalysis the /u/, originally part 

of two different prefixes, is treated as part of the stem.  

 

QaC, Toj, Tzo /sat/:  based on form C; 3sg *s-haty.  The *h drops, asorbed by 

the *s, and the *s is taken as being part of the stem. 

 

Tze /sit/:  as for the others just named, but the vowel shows the effects of 

the palatality of *ty. 

 

The QaC, Toj, Tzo, and Tze forms for ‘eye/face’ seem clearly to be a 

Q’anjob’alan innovation that has spread to Tzeltalan, just like *s- ‘3Erg’ and 

*-aanh vi ‘imperative’ (See 4.xxx).  Note that the Kot form /chet/ shows that 

this innovation is not of pGQa level, but must date from some time after 

400-500 CE.  

 

Most of the surviving forms of this etymon are based on form A, the original 

form.  Forms B and C show that the initial segment was *h.  The fact that it 

disappears in form A, shows that it was "weak h" (*H). 

 

DISCUSS ALL THE REST 
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B3  NOUN PHRASE PARTICLES 

 

CLASSIFIERS 

 

Classifiers may be placed directly in front of a noun stem.  In some languages 

they have been restructured as derivational prefixes.  There are two that may 

be reconstructed to Proto-Mayan. 

 

*CLASSIFIER1         

          *7aj=    ‘male; relatively large/active’ 

 

*CLASSIFIER2 

          *7ix=   ‘female; relatively small/inactive’ 

 

*PREPOUND 

          *7aty= ~ *7ety=  ‘fellow-, co-’ 
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pM *7aj+  ‘male; relatively large/active’: noun classifier 

 

Was     {a} noun classifier        Tek                                       

WasCol      for personal names, 

    day names, month names,        MamW 

Kab          star/planet names,    MamS 

KabCol   and god names             MamSCol  7aj- ~ j- 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      j-                         

YukCol   7aj-                      Awk     7aj- 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch     aj- 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl      j-  agent prefix          Sak 

      male/large/individual        

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      j- ~ -aj-                  

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      j- ~ -aj-                     

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW (a)j- man’s name classifier 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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pM *7ix+  ‘female; relatively small/inactive’: noun classifier 

               < ‘*woman’ 

 

Was     7ix ‘female’ [pre-nominal   Tek                                       

WasCol               modifier] 

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk       x-                                

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      x- 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl       x-  agent prefix         Sak 

       female/small/collective                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo       x-  prefix on women’s     

TzoCol          names              Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       x-  prefix on women’s     

TzeCol          names               

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   x- woman’s name classifier 

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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*7aty+ ~ *7ety+  ‘fellow’ 

 

Was       7at+  ‘fellow-’          Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     Erg+eHt-el ‘with’                               

        7et meyaj ‘fellow-worker’  Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop     Erg+etel ‘with’                                   

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol  <etoc>  ‘amigo,                                          

                compan*ero’        Kch      ach= 

Chr     #wet  ‘compan*ero’         KchCol 

                                    

Chl     Erg+it’ok [1789]           Sak 

    ~/> Erg+ik’ot        

                                    

Chn     [t’ok  ‘con’]              Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     -et=b’eyum  ‘compan*ero’ 

ChjS    [-et’  ‘con’]                   

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      -et-b’i  ‘compan*ero’     QeqCol 

Qan      -et=  ‘fellow-‘             

Pop      -et-b’i  ‘compan*ero’                                                                      
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KotM     -itooh  ‘compan*ero, con’ 

KotT     -etmooh   ‘compan*ero’  

KotCol 
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LIMITERS 

 

Limiters are a small set of modifiers that can modify the meaning of verbs, 

non-verbal predicates, numeral expressions, and modifying adjectives -- perhaps 

other constituents as well.  They are usually postposed to a whole constituent, 

so that though they may be cliticized they are not second-position clitics.  

Because they constitute a small largely commutable set their meanings have 

wandered about within this set to a great extent. 

 

The meanings of the Limiters are ‘only’, ‘already’, ‘additionally’, ‘also’, and 

‘still/yet’. 

 

The cognate sets for the Limiters have been presented above under Verb Phrase 

particles.  BRING THEM HERE?  Two other particles that can occur with just 

about any word class, are items that mean ‘irrealis’ and ‘hearsay’.  ‘Irrealis’ 

is *oq, which is a dependent marker on intransitive verbs.  Since it can be 

attached to any word class but (apparently) transitive verbs, it is probably 

best treated as a clitic particle rather than as a suffix.  When it occurs with 

a numeral its meaning is ‘perhaps, approximately’; when it occurs with an 

interrogative, its meaning is ‘...-ever’.  Furthermore, there is some evidence 

(Hue *oq ‘future Asp) that it can be proclitic as well as enclitic.  ‘Hearsay’ 

is a shape roughly #ab’i, that may be limited to the WM + Yu languages, which 

for *to ‘still’ and *ix ‘already’ is suspect of being a Lowland innovation.  

 

To recapitulate, we have at least the following reconstructible morphs with 

meanings distributed as follows: 

                    

only           *qach     *na       *xa 

 

already        *ik       *ix       *xa 

 

additionally   *ik       *eel      *xa 

 

also                     *eel      *xa 

 

still          *to       *eel       

 

irrealis       *oq 

 

hearsay        #ab’i 
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Note that *xa has four of these meanings in one language or another; *eel has 

three of these meanings.  ‘already’ and ‘additional’ are the same in Was 

(+itx), Mam (+tel), and KchP (+chik).  ‘Also’ and ‘still’ are the same in Was 

(+e).  Other intra-language overlaps will probably be noted.  My best guess as 

to the diachronic stratification of these markers is as follows: 

 

                pM      LpM     CM      GLL     WM      EM         

 

only           *qach           *na                     *xa 

 

already        *ik                     *ix     *xa  

 

additionally           *xa 

 

also           *ha7eel                                 *xa 

 

still          *eel                    *to 

 

irrealis       *+oq 

 

hearsay                #ab’i 

 

 

For ‘also’ GKch has #xa-oq-je  "additionally-irrealis-this" 

           Tz has *7eh-uk  "that/there(?)-irrealis" 

           MamN has /aax/ "it additionaly" 

           Yuk has /xan/ "additionally-x" 

 

For ‘already’ GKch has *chik < *tya(?)-ik  "at already" 

For ‘additionally’ GMa has *tel < *ri-eel "that/the still/yet"  
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ADJECTIVE PHRASE 

 

The structure of the Adjective Phrase [AP] is  

 

a. Intensifier [Int]  

b. Adjective [Adj]  

c. modification marker [mkr] 

   Dimension noun [Dim] 

d. Adjective pluralizer [Apl] 

e. Limiter [Lim] 

SQUARE THIS WITH EARLIER STATEMENT 

 

 

ADJECTIVE (PHRASE)S AS NOUN MODIFIERS 

 

Generally in Mayan languages single adjectives modifying a head noun precede 

it, and if there are multiple adjectives modifying a head noun, only one 

adjective precedes the noun and all others follow the noun head -- directly.  

In many Mayan languages, the set of monosyllabic radical adjectives, when they 

modify a noun head in the NP are normally or obligatorily followed by a 

particle [called ‘modifier particle’] that in effect makes clear that the adj + 

noun phrase is not an adj=noun compound.  In many Mayan languages adjectives 

can have plural forms which are usable both as modifiers and as predicates.  

These plural forms may then in addition occur with a reflex of *eb’ 6Abs when 

they are functioning as predicates.  Adjective pluralization is discussed 

further on, along with noun pluralization. 

 

*MODIFYING CEJECTIVE MARKER 

 

     *-i(l) ~ *-a(l) 

 

In GKch and Tz languages, monosyllabic root adjectives are followed by a suffix 

-i ~ -a (GKch) or -il ~ -al (Tz).  We might consider the GKch morph to be a 

reduction of a phonological shape *-il ~ *-al. 

 

*INTENSIFIER 

 

     *lAj 

 

In Was, the word for ‘very’ is /lej/.  It is a preadjectival modifier, as the 

word for ‘very’ is in most Mayan languages.  Was /lej/ also occurs as an 

incorporated modifier in verbs, meaning ‘to a great extent’. In Eastern Mayan 

languages a cognate of *lej is found in a different position, and sometimes 

with a different function.  In Ixl /la/ is the shape of the postadjectival 

marker of a modifying adjective.  A cognate suffix -Vlaj occurs in Kch with the 

meaning ‘very’, and Tzu postadjectival /laj/ and WPch -laj also follow 
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prenominal adjectives and seem to mean ‘very’, although a meaning of plurality 

also seems to be occasionally present in Kch.  In fact this marker is a second 

position enclitic in Kch, as the following examples show: Kch siib’-alaj nim 

‘very big’; nim-alaj witz ‘very big mountain’.  That is, /-Vlaj/ may not begin 

a phrase, and may not occur except as a modifier of a head that cannot be 

deleted.  Reclassifying *lej as a second position enclitic sems to be an EM 

innovation.  The vowel *A is reconstructed here because although Wasteko has 

/e/ here, the balance of evidence suggests *a is the original vowel.  Was /lej/ 

is also an adjective meaning ‘real, genuine’; the root {lej} means ‘even, flat’ 

and Kot {laj} means the same.  These likely represent the root from which *lAj 

was recruited. 
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                    modifier particle: adj___noun 

 

Was     [lej ‘very’]               Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl       la 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      -i ~ -a; -V1laj ‘very’ 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl      +b’@                      Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu       laj ‘very’ 

Tzo      -al ~ -il; -ta [rare]                           

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -al ~ -il ~ -ul                              

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW     -laj 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE     -i; -la 

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      -la                                                                     
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KotM      ta?? CHECK 

KotT 

KotCol 
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POSSESSION 

 

A possessed NP head has the person and number of the possessor marked on it by 

the corresponding ergative prefix.  If the possessor is inanimate, plurality is 

usually not expressed or is impossible to express.  If the possessor is 

non-third person, the pronoun that refers to the possessor is not present in 

the NP unless emphatic.  If the possessor is a non-pronominalized third person 

noun or NP, it directly follows the possessed noun head and any modifying 

adjectives.  If the head noun has a preposed modifying adjective, some 

languages attach the ergative possession agreement markers to the adjective, 

others attach it to the head noun.  What the rule was in pM has yet to be 

worked out. 
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DEMONSTRATIVES AND ARTICLES (Deixis & Deictics) 

 

All Mayan languages have at least two demonstratives categories; many have 

three to five, based on distance, visibility, and resumptiveness.  Most Mayan 

languages have a definite article.  Most Mayan languages lack an indefinite 

article, though Wasteko has one. 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.57-58, Hypothesis #16) says: "Local deixis was expressed 

using framing particles of the form x N y (somewhat analogous to English ‘this 

apple here’)."  My own formulation follows. 

 

Some languages have very simple deixis marking -- Tz, QaC.  Others have 

very/fairly complicated systems -- Was, KchP, Poq. 

 

Deictic markers are shared among noun modifiers, locative adverbs, and temporal 

adverbs, and all will be treated together here. 

 

Deixis marking has not been stable in Mayan any more than in other language 

families.  Closely related languages or even different dialects of a single 

language may have rather different set-ups -- but the same can be found in 

modern European languages.  Compare English A [SE] ‘dhis/dhiiz’, dhat/dhoo(z) ~ 

dhem’ : English B [SW] ‘dhis/dhiaz, dhat/dhai, dhik’ : English C [N] 

‘dhis/dhiiz, dhat/dhea, yon ~ dhon’ 

 

Most Mayan languages have definite articles -- though Kot, Mam, and Kch do not.  

Virtually all articles (usually definite) are recruited from Det, DemA, or 

(rarely) DemB.  This raises a question as to whether the definite article 

function existed in pM, even though if it did, its position can be specified.  

Kch has the functional equivalent of definite articles, but they are simply the 

deictics ‘this’, ‘that’, and ‘the aforementioned/understood’.  Some other 

K’ichee7an Proper languages may have true definite articles. 

 

Most Mayan languages have two positions where deictic elements can appear, [a] 

before the noun head and its adjective and classifier modifiers, and [b] after 

the noun head.  There can be three kinds of prenominal deictics, a generic 

Determiner [Det], a First Position Demonstrative [DemA], and an Article [Art], 

usually definite.  The postposed deictic is called Second Position 

Demonstrative [DemB].  Not all languages occupy all these 

positions/slots/categories, and in some languages specific slots occupied by 

originally identical [i.e. cognate] morphemes have shifted their positions.  

The reader will note that I use the same framework to typologize and to 

reconstruct. 

 

There is a large number of cognate deictic elements that can be found among the 

Mayan languages.  They manifest themselves mostly as NP modifiers and locative 
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adverbs, but they can also show up in time words, and even in Aspect markers 

[Asp] and Aspect Auxiliaries [AA]. 

 

The following formulation is tentative, because there is cognate material that 

has not yet been incorporated.   

  

The noun head along with modifying adjective(s) and gender classifier was 

framed [in TSS’s words] by deictic elements as follows: 

 

                  Det   DemA   Art...NOUN...DemB 

 

All these elements but the NOUN and probably the Art (if pM had Art), were 

optional, but if deixis was present then any and all combinations of Det, DemA, 

and DemB could occur. [Perhaps DemB couldn’t occur in the absence of DemA].  In 

isolation Det could occur, and so could DemA, but DemB could not occur alone, 

or so it seems.  However, there is evidence that suggests that *e survives as a 

determiner in some languages.  In Chr the Det is {e} and in Awk it is /ye/ ~ 

/je/ ~ /e/.  These may, however, be phonologically reduced versions of *je.  

*je gets promoted to Det status in Itz as well. 

 

The reconstructed determiners and demonstratives are as follows: 

 

Determiner 

 

*ha  ‘he/she/it, the one’ 

 

First Position Demonstratives 

 

*yo  ‘this right here’ [Tze, Toj, Poq: CM] 

 

*je  ‘this/here’ [Was, KchP: pM] 

 

*wa  ‘this/here’ [Yu, Ch, Kot, KchP, Poq: LpM]; also ‘generic determiner’ in EM 

 

*il ~ *in  (abbreviated *iL)  ‘neutral demonstrative’  [Ch, Tze, Ixl, Qeq: CM] 

 

*an  ‘neutral demonstrative’ [Was, Pop, Akt, Qeq: pM] 

 

*ri  ‘aforementioned, out of sight but in mind’ [EM only] 

 

*tye  ‘that/there’ [Hua?, Yu, Tz, QaC, GMa, KchP: pM or LpM] 

 

*la ~ *le  (abbreviated lA)  ‘that/there’ [Yu, Ch, Tz, Kot, KchP, Poq, Qeq:  

LpM] 
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The values of *je, *wa, and *tye occasionally shift points of reference 

slightly, so that *je sometimes means ‘vaguely that/there’, and can also 

function as a generic determiner; *wa sometimes functions as a generic 

determiner; and *tye sometimes means ‘vaguely this/here’, and can also function 

as a generic determiner.  The values of *ha, *iL, and *an being neutral, the 

deictic values of the NP they occur in are determined by the values of the 

DemB’s that occur with them. 

 

There is no reconstructible deictic morph(eme) whose basic or only meaning is 

‘definite article’.  Definite articles will be discussed below.  In general any 

of the above morphemes except *yo and *je function as definite articles in one 

or another language. 

 

Was {i} ‘indefinite or partitive article’ seems cognate with WPch {i} ‘definite 

article in post-verbal NP’.  We could reconstruct pM *i for this, but more 

potential cognates would be desirable. 

 

Second Position Demonstratives 

 

*+a  ‘right here: very near to speaker’ [Yu, Ch, Tze, Toj, Mam, Ixl: LpM] 

 

*+i  ‘here: fairly near to speaker’ [Was, Tz, Ka, Poq: pM] 

 

*+e  ‘there: not near and not far; complement to definite article’  

                                        [Yu, Chl, Tz, KiP, Qeq: LpM]  

 

*+o  ‘yonder: far from speaker and hearer’ [Yu, Ka, Poq: LpM] 

 

Either *+o or *+e can be lost, giving the remaining DemB the meaning ‘not near 

the speaker’.  Either *+i or *+a can be lost, giving the remaining DemB the 

meaning ‘near the speaker’. 
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                Chart of Reconstructed Deictics 

 

   -------------------------------------------------------   

   | Determiner   |  First Position  |  Second Position   | 

   |              |  Demonstrative   |  Demonstrative     | 

   |--------------|------------------|--------------------| 

   |              |       *yo        |        *+a         | 

   |              |  ‘(this) right   |   ‘(this) right    | 

   |              |      here’       |       here’        | 

   |   *i         |------------------|--------------------| 

   | ‘article?’   |       *je        |                    | 

   |              |   ‘this/here’    |                    | 

   |              |------------------|                    | 

   |              |       *wa        |        *+i         | 

   |              |   ‘this/here’    |    ‘this/here’     | 

   |              |   EM: +’generic  |                    | 

   |              |    determiner’   |                    | 

   |              |                  |--------------------| 

   |              |       *iL        |                    | 

   |   *ha        |    ‘neutral’     |                    | 

   | ‘generic     |                  |  both *+a and *+e  | 

   |  determiner’ |       *an        |                    | 

   |              |    ‘neutral’     |                    | 

   |              |------------------|--------------------| 

   |              |    EM *ri        |                    | 

   |              |   ‘understood;   |                    | 

   |              |   out of sight’  |        *+e         | 

   |              |------------------| ‘that/there; the’  |  

   |              |       *tye       |                    |      

   |              |   ‘that/there’   |                    | 

   |              |------------------|--------------------| 

   |              |       *lA        |        *+o         | 

   |              |   ‘that/there’   |     ‘yon(der)’     | 

   -------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

SUPPORTING DATA 
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                             Determiner 

 

                     *ha  ‘he/she/it, the one’: generic 

 

Was            ja[?-a7  ‘it’ 

              ?ja[-ye ~ je[-ye  ‘also’ 

 

Yu             a [NOUN DemB   ‘Det’ 

Yuc 

Lac 

Itz 

Mop 

 

Cht          <ha [in-e>  ‘yon’ 

Chr           ja7[-ax  ‘that is...’ 

Chl           ja7[-el  ‘also’, j[-in-i  ‘the’  

Chn 

 

Tz            *ha7  ‘it; Det’  

Tzo            a [li ~ ti NOUN +e  ‘as for the’  

Tze            ha7 [il ~ in NOUN DemB  ‘Det’ 

 

Toj            ja [NOUN (i)  ‘the’ 

               ja [NOUN it(i)  ‘this’ 

               ja [NOUN jaw(i)  ~ ja [jaw NOUN i  ‘that’  

Chj(M,S)       ha [NOUN (DemAB)  ‘the, this, that’ 

 

Qan            a [NOUN DemAB  ‘this/that’ 

Akt 

Pop 

KotM           ha7  ‘it is’  

               ha7 [n(i) DemA NOUN  ‘Det’ 

               ha7[-eel ~ h(e7)[-eel  ‘same as, like’ 

Tek 

MamW           aa [NOUN +ju7  ‘?’ 

 

Awk 

Ixl            a7  ‘Det’ 

 

Usp 

 

Kch            a[-r-e7  ‘he/she/it’ 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu            ja[?-a7  ‘Det’ pl. ja7-ee7 

               ja [(r) NOUN  ‘the’ 
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Kaq(Col)       ja7  CHECK FUNCTIONS 

              ?je7[-eel  ‘thus’ 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq            ha7[-in Art NOUN  ‘this’ 

               ha7[-an Art NOUN  ‘that’ 

QeqE           a [NOUN  ‘the’ 

               ha7-in, etc ‘I, etc’  
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First Position Demonstratives 

 

           *yo  ‘(this) right here’ [Tze, Toj, Poq: CM] 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr            y[-a7-x  ‘ese’ 

               y[a-ja7  ‘aquel’ 

Chl            y[a7  ‘there’ 

Chn            y[-a7  ‘there, then’  

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col)       yo7[-tik ~ y[a7-tik < ??*yaho7-tik  ‘today’ 

 

Toj            y[-a7-ni  ‘now’ 

               y[-e7  ‘Det/Dem’ 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm            yu [NOUN  ‘Det’ 

               yu7  ‘now, today’ 
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               a-]y[-u7  ‘there’ 

               y[-a-j-wi  ‘here’  

PchW           yu7[-na(h)  ‘now’ 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 

 

Ch’olan has shifted the meaning of *y-a7 ‘that/there’ 

< *yo +a ‘this/here’  
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                  *je  ‘this/here’ [Was, Mam, KchP: pM] 

 

 

Was(Col)       je[?-e7  ‘this’ 

               te-]je[?-e7  ‘here’ 

              ?ja[-ye ~ je[-ye  ‘also’  

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr           ?e [N (Dem)  ‘Det’ 

Chl                              

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col)                                                  

 

Tek 

MamW           je (or j[e)  ‘that - invisible’ 

               j[u7  ‘that - visible’ 

               j[a7  ‘this’ 

Awk           ?ye ~ je ~ e [N (Dem)  ‘Det’ 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp            xoq(o)]jii ‘tambie*n asi*’ 

 

Kch            ke-]je7  ‘like this’ 

               xuq(u]j)e7  ‘tambie*n’ 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu            je7  ‘thus’ 

Kaq(Col)       je7[-eel  ‘thus’ 

 

Pqm 
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Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 

 

The Usp and Kch words for ‘also’ are from  

     *xa ‘additionally’ plus *+oq ‘irrealis’ plus *je ‘this’. 
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           *wa  ‘this/here’ [Yu, Ch, Kot, KchP, Poc: LpM]; 

                    +’generic determiner’ (EM) 

 

Was(Col)       ?niwa7  ‘there’, ?tiwa7 ‘there’ 

Kab(Col) 

 

pYu            *wa(7)y...(e7)  ‘here’ (Fisher #350) 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl            w@-[le  ‘here’ 

               il-a](-w@)  ‘here’ 

Chn(Col) 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

KotM           w[e7  ‘that, the’ 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

Awk 

Ixl            u /_C ~ w /_V  ‘the’ 

               u-wa7 [N (il) DemB  ‘Det’ (< *wa wa) 

               wa7  ‘clefting particle’ [See JRdiss.151]  

 

Usp 

pKchP          *wa7  ‘this/here’ 

KchCol        <va(e)> #wa7(-e7)  ‘this’ 

Kch            wa7 ~ w[eH...  ‘this’ 

               wa-r[-aal  ‘here’ 

Sak            ri NOUN] wa7  ‘this’ 

Sip 

Tzu            wa7  ‘this’ 

               waa-wa7 ‘this’, waa[-la7 ‘that’, waa[-ri7 ‘yon’   

               waa-w[e7  ‘here’ 

Kaq            wa[-kami(k)  ‘today/now’ 

               wa-w[e-7  ‘here’ 
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Pqm            wa7  ‘clefting particle’ [See TSSdiss.631]  

PchW           wi[-l-i  ‘this’ 

               wu[-l-u7  ‘that’ 

PoqCol 

Qeq(Col) 

 

In Kot, Ixl, Tzu, and Pch this morpheme also functions as Det, like *ha. 
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     *7il ~ *7in  ‘neutral demonstrative’  [Hua?, Ch, Tze, Ixl: pM? (CM)] 

 

Was(Col)       7in+  3Erg 

Kab(Col)       7i-   3Erg 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol        <(ha] i)n[-e>  ‘yon’ 

Chr            e NOUN] 7ir[-a  ‘this’ 

Chl            j-]in[(-i) NOUN  ‘the’;  

               7il[-a(-w@)  ‘here’;  

               7il[-i ‘this’ 

Chn            j-]in [NOUN  ‘this/that’ 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze            ha7] 7il ~ 7in [NOUN (il/n) DemB (-i/-e) ‘this/that’ 

 

Toj            7il[-(i7)  ‘here’ 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

KotM       cf. ha7] n(i) [DemA NOUN  ‘Det’ 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl            7il [NOUN DemB  ‘this/that’ 

               Dem NOUN] 7il [DemB  ‘this/that’ 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 
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QeqW           ar-]in  ‘here’ 

QeqE           ha7-]in [Art NOUN  ‘this’ 
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             *an  ‘neutral demonstrative’ [Was, Qeq: pM] 

 

Was(Col)       an+  ‘the’ 

               7an(a)  ‘relative clause introducer’ 

               7an[-i7  ‘thus, so’ 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl            7an  ‘the’  [NAH April 1989] 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt            +an  ‘first person exclusive enclitic’ 

Pop            +an  ‘first person exclusive enclitic’ 

KotM            cf. ha7] n(i) [DemA NOUN  ‘Det’ 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 
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QeqW           ar-]an  ‘there’ 

QeqE           ha7-]an Art NOUN  ‘that’ 
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       EM  *ri  ‘out of sight but in mind; the aforementioned’  

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)     *+t[el  ‘already; in addition’ 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp            NOUN] r[-i  ‘this’ 

               NOUN] r[-e  ‘yon’ 

 

pKchP          *ri7  ‘that/there - given’  

              *chi-ri7  ‘there - given’ 

Kch(Col)       a]-r[-e7  ‘he/she/it’ 

Sak            ri [NOUN (Dem)  ‘the/def’ 

               ri NOUN] rii7  ‘that - given’  

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col)       ri [NOUN  ‘the’       

 

Pqm            ri[i ??  ‘Det’ 

Pch(W,E) 
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PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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        *tye  ‘that/there’ [Hua?, Yu, Tz, QaC, GMa, KchP: pM] 

 

Was(Col)    cf. tanaa7, tejee7, tetxee7, tiwa7 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk             te7[-l NOUN +DemB  ‘there, yonder’ 

YukCol         <tii>  ‘there’ 

Lak(A,B)        te7  ‘there’ [Baer]  

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)       ti [NOUN +e  ‘the’ 

               a-]ti [NOUN +e  ‘as for the’ 

               te  ‘there’ 

Tze(Col)       te [NOUN +e  ‘the’ 

               te[-y  ‘there’  

 

Toj            ja NOUN] it[(-i)  ‘this’ 

               ti  ‘there - given’ 

               ti[wi  ‘yonder’ 

Chj(M,S)       t[-a7  ‘this right here’ 

               t[-ik  ‘this near me’ 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

KotM           te7  ‘this’ 

               te7-te7  ‘here’ 

Tek 

MamW           tzi  ‘there’  

 

Awk 

Ixl            tzi7  ‘there’  

 

Usp 

 

pKchP          *chi[-la7  ‘there/yonder’ 

              *chi[-ri7  ‘there - given’ 

Kch(Col)       ch[i7  ‘here’ 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 
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Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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 *la ~ *le  ‘that/there’ [Yu, Ch, Tz, Kot, Usp, KchP, Poq, Qeq: LpM] 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)       le [NOUN +e7  ‘the’; le [NOUN DemB  ‘Det’ 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl            w@-]le  ‘here’  

Chn(Col) 

 

pTz           *l[-i7  ‘here’ 

Tzo(Col)       a-]li [NOUN +e  ‘(as for) the’ 

Tze(Col)       le7 ~ le[-y  ‘there’ 

 

Toj        cf. il[-i(7)  ‘here’ 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

KotM           ha7 n(i)] la [NOUN  ‘yon’ 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl 

 

Usp            NOUN] li  ‘that’ < *le? 

 

pKchP          *la7  ‘that/there’ 

Kch            la7 ~ l[eH...  ‘that’ 

               l[e7  ‘here/there’??  

Sak            ri NOUN] laa7  ‘that’ 

Sip 

Tzu            la7 ~ l[e7  ‘that/there’  

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm            la ‘Det’     

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 
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QeqC           li [NOUN  ‘the’ 

QeqW           le7  ‘yonder’                

 

KchP, Poq, and Kot point to *la; all other branches of Mayan support *le.  I 

have tentatively treated *le as secondary, and made up of *lV + *e. 
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Articles will be discussed later/below. 

 

Second Position Demonstratives 

 

*+a  ‘right here: very near to speaker’ [Yu, Ch, Tze, Toj-Chj, Mam, Ixl: LpM] 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)       ...NOUN] +a7  ‘this/here’ 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr            ir-]a  ‘this’ 

Chl            il-]a[(-w@)  ‘here’ 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col)       y-]a7[-tik  ‘now’ < ??*y-]a[ho7-tik 

 

Toj            y-]a7[-ni  ‘now’ 

Chj(M,S)       t-]a7 ‘this right here’ 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

MamW           tz-]a7  ‘here’ 

               j-]a7  ‘this’ 

Awk 

Ixl            ...NOUN (il)] +a(7)  ‘this/here’ 

               tz]-a7  ‘here’ 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm            y-]a[-j-wi  ‘here’ 

Pch(W,E) 
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PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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   *+i  ‘here: fairly near to speaker’ [Was, Tz, Qa, Poq: pM] 

 

Was(Col)      an-]i7  ‘thus/so’ 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)  cf. ma7 NOUN/CEJ] +i7  ‘it is not [an] X’  

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl            il-]i  ‘this’;  

               NP] +i  ‘the one we were talking about before’ 

Chn(Col) 

 

pTz           *l-]i7  ‘here’  

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col)       ha7 il/in NOUN (il/in) +i  ‘this’ 

 

Toj            il-]i(7)  ‘here’ 

               ja NOUN] it](-i)  ‘this’ 

 

Chj(M,S)       t-]i[k ‘this near me’ 

 

Qan            ...NOUN t-]i7  ‘this/here’ 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp            NOUN r-]i  ‘this’ 

               xoq(o)-j]ii  ‘tambie*n asi*’  

 

Kch(Col)       ch]i7  ‘here’ 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 
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Pch           (wi-)l-]i  ‘this/here’  

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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      *+e  ‘there: not near and not far; complement to definite article’  

                       [Yu, Chl, Tz, KchP, Qeq: LpM]  

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)       NOUN] +e7  ‘the (one)’ 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol        <ha in-]e, n-]e>  ‘yon’  

Chr           ?e [NOUN (Dem)  ‘Det’ 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)      (a-)li/ti NOUN] +e  ‘(as for) the’    

Tze(Col)       te NOUN] +e  ‘the’ 

 

Toj            y-]e7  ‘Det/Dem’ 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

MamW           j-]e  ‘that - invisible’ 

 

Awk           ?ye ~ je ~ e [N (Dem)  ‘Det’ 

Ixl            ...NOUN (il)] +e(7)  ‘that/there’ 

 

Usp            NOUN r-]e  ‘yon’  

 

KchCol        <va(e)> #wa7](-e7)  ‘this’ 

Kch            w-]eH...  ‘this’ 

Kch            l-]e7  ‘here/there’??; l-]eH...  ‘that’ 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu            l-]e7  ‘that/there’ 

               waa-w-]e7  ‘here’ 

Kaq(Col)       wa-w-]e7  ‘here’ 

 

Pqm            r-ee  ‘Det’ 

PchW           r-]e7  ‘the; that’  
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PoqCol 

 

QeqW           l-]e7  ‘there’ 
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                 *+o  ‘yon(der)’ [Yu, Qa, Poq: LpM] 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)       NOUN] +o7  ‘that/there’ 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan            NOUN +t-]u7  ‘that/there’ 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

MamW           j-]u7  ‘that - visible’ 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm            loh]o7  ‘yon(der)’ 

Pch           (wu-)l-]u7  ‘yon(der)’ post-nominal  

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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Often what is a single marker synchronically is diachronically composite.  When 

DemA items ending with vowel are combined with DemB items the first vowel 

drops.  DemA + DemB combinations arise from either shifting of the position of 

one of the members or from pronominal use, where the NP head is omitted. 

 

                                    Det       DemA      DemB 

 

     Toj  ya7[-ni  ‘now’                     *yo       *a 

     Tze  ya7[-tik  ‘now’                    *yo       *a 

     Pqm  yaj[-wi  ‘here’                    *yo       *a  

 

     Toj  ye7  ‘Dem/Det’                     *yo       *e  

 

     Kot  we7  ‘that, the’                   *wa       *e 

     pKchP  *w(a7e)7  ‘this’                 *wa       *e 

 

     MamW  ja7  ‘this’                       *je       *a 

 

     Usp  xoq(o)]jii  ‘tambie*n asi*’        *je       *i 

 

     MamW  ju7  ‘that’                       *je       *o 

 

     Chr  ira  ‘this’                        *7iL      *a      

     Chl  ila(-w@)  ‘here’                   *7iL      *a 

 

     Chl  ili  ‘this’                        *7iL      *i 

     Toj  ili(7)  ‘here’                     *7iL      *i 

 

     Was  ani7  ‘thus’                       *7an      *i 

 

     Usp  ...ri  ‘this’                      *ri       *i 

 

     Usp  ...re  ‘yon’                       *ri       *e 

     Kch  are7  ‘he/she/it’        *ha       *ri       *e        

     Poq  re7  ‘he/she/it/Det’               *ri       *e  

     PchW/E  re7  ‘the’                      *ri       *e 

     PchW  re7  ‘that’                       *ri       *e 

     Pqm  ree  ‘?’                           *ri       *e  

 

     Chj  ta7  ‘this right here’             *tye      *a 

     GMa  *tza7  ‘here’                      *tye      *a 

 

     Kch  chi7  ‘here’                       *tye      *i 

     Chj  tik  ‘this near me’                *tye      *i 

     QaC  ti7  ‘this/here’                   *tye      *i 

     Toj  ja...it(i)  ‘this’                 *tye      *i 
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     QaC  tu7  ‘that/there’                  *tye      *o  

 

     Tz  *li7  ‘here’                        *lV       *i  

     PchW  {li}  ‘this/here’                 *lV       *i 

     Toj  ili(7)  ‘here’                     *lV       *i 

 

     pKchP  *le7  ‘that/there’               *lV       *e  

 

     Poq  lu7  ‘that’                        *lV       *o 

     PocW {lu7}  ‘there’                     *lV       *o 

 

     PchW/E  ayu7  ‘here’          *ha       *yo   

 

     Chn  jin   ‘this/that’        *ha       *7iL 

     Qeq  ha7in  ‘this’            *ha       *7iL 

     Chl  jin(i)  ‘the’            *ha       *7iL      *e 

     Qeq  ha7an  ‘that’            *ha       *7an 

 

     Tzu  *ja(r)  ‘the’            *ha       *ri 

 

     Tzo  ati(...+e)  ‘as for the’ *ha       *tye       

 

     Tzo  ali(...+e)  ‘as for the’ *ha       *lV       *e??   

 

     Was  jaa7  ‘it’               *ha                 *V? 

     Tzu  jaa7  ‘this/that’        *ha                 *V? 

 

 

Sometimes elements from the same position are combined: 

 

                                    DemA      DemAbis   DemB   

 

     Pch  riyu7  ‘this’            *ri       *yo 

 

     WMam +lu(7)  ‘this/here’      *lV       *yo   

        [NOTE IRREG PHON?] 

 

     Was  tejee7  ‘here’           *tye      *je       *i? 

 

     Tzu  wari7  ‘this’            *wa       *ri       *i? 

 

     pKchP  *chiri7                  

             ‘there - given’       *tye      *ri 

 

     PchW  yu7li ‘this one nearby’ *yo       *lV       *i  
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     PchW/E  wili  ‘this’          *wa       *lV       *i 

 

     Chl  w@le  ‘here’             *wa       *lV      *e??  

 

     PchW/E  wulu(7)  ‘that/there’ *wa       *lV       *o   

 

     Mop  jed’o7  ‘there’          *je       *lV       *o  

     Itz  je7 lo7  ‘that/there’    *je       *lV       *o  

     Itz  je7 la7  ‘this/here’     *je       *lV       *a 

 

     Yuk  te7l...  ‘there’         *tye      *lV       *a/*o  DemB 

 

     Ixl  tzi7le7  ‘there          *tye      *lV       *e?? 

                  -- visible’ 

 

     pKchP  *chila7  ‘there’       *tye      *la  

 

Sometimes a DemA item is repeated/reduplicated: 

 

     Kot  te7=te7  ‘here’          *tye      *tye 

 

     Ixl  uwa7  ‘this/that’        *wa       *wa       *a?? 

 

     Tzu  waawe7  ‘here’           *wa       *wa       *e  

     Kaq  wawe7  ‘here’            *wa       *wa       *e 

 

     Tzu  laale7  ‘that’           *la       *lV       *e 

 

 

It should be noted that the foregoing survey does not account for every last 

deictic morpheme in Mayan languages.  It does, however, account for 90% of 

them.  The NP structures in which they are ordered are not yet fully noted down 

and analyzed. 
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Definite article 

 

There is no obvious candidate for a definite article for proto-Mayan.  What is 

a definite article in one language is a deictic of a different function in 

another, and, as mentioned before, some languages lack a definite article.  The 

definite articles of the various languages are collected below.  A glance at 

these forms suggests that the combination *ha [NOUN] *e probably would have 

conveyed the meaning of a definite article in pM, and *ha alone might have done 

so as well.  *ha has no locational value, being a generic determiner, and *e 

means ‘neither near to nor far from speaker’, and could have meant ‘the 

aforementioned/understood’.  Qeq has lost the postposed DemB category.  

 

                                    Det       DemA      DemB 

 

Chr  e                                       *je?      *e? 

Awk  ye ~ je ~ e                             *je?      *e?  

 

Toj  ja...(+i)                     *ha                 *e? 

 

Chj  ha                            *ha      

QeqE  a                            *ha 

 

Mop,Itz  a...+e7                   *ha                 *e 

 

Ixl  u ~ w  sg; unq’a  pl          *wa  or   *wa           

 

Kot  w(e7)                         *wa  or   *wa       *e 

 

Chl  jin(i)                        *ha       *7iL      *e? 

 

Chl  an                                      *7an 

Was  an                                      *7an 

 

Kaq  ri                                      *ri 

 

Tzu  ja(r)                         *ha      (*ri) 

 

PchW  re7                                    *ri       *e 

 

Tze  te...e                                  *tye      *e 

 

Tzo  (a)ti...e                    (*ha)      *tye      *e 

QeqC  li                                     *le        

 

Yuk  le...e7                                 *le       *e      
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Tzo  (a)li...e                    (*ha)      *le       *e 

 

Note: whenever *lV is used to mark ‘definite’ it has the shape *le. 

 

Note: Was has an indefinite article {i}, a proclitic particle. 

 

In deictics, /u/ and /o/ seem to be equivalent in value.  I reconstruct only 

*o, on the assumption that *o can shift to /u/ in unstressed environments.  In 

the same environment *e easily shifts to /i/, but *i is also etymologically 

distinct from *e. 

 

When Det, DemA, and DemB are followed by nothing else, they normally end in 

/7/.  This may be an otherwise unknown predicator, or it may be a property of 

these deictic morphemes.  In some languages the /7/ has become part of the 

underlying shape of the particle.  In other languages that has happened for 

some but not others -- which raises the question of whether certain deictics 

originally ended in /7/ and others in vowels.  

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Generic Determiner [Det] 

 

*ha can occur alone meaning ‘he/she/it; the one’.  Combined with DemB’s it 

encodes whatever deictic values are signalled by the latter morphemes.  

Combined with *+e, it may have functioned as a definite article.  *ha can also 

occur with most DemA’s, where it again has no deictic function of its own.  

Since it is part of the deictic frame on a noun, I call it a generic 

determiner.  In some languages *wa and *tye also function in this way [See 

below].  The independent pronouns in most Central Mayan languages are built on 

this determiner.  Exceptions are Chontal, Ch’olti7, Ch’orti7, and Tojol 7ab’al. 

[See below, s.xxx]. 

 

 

First Position Demonstratives [DemA] 

 

*yo has reflexes only in Poq, Tze, and Toj.  It always means ‘this/here’ even 

in combinations with DemB, and I assume its original meaning precludes any 

other interpretation.  Thus I gloss it ‘(this) right here’. 

 

*je  means ‘this/here’ in most languages, but means ‘that/there’ in some 

languages, and can be combined with DemB’s that have other deictic/positional 

values.  Thus its meaning does not lie at the extreme of ‘(this) right here’, 

as does *yo.  *je gets shifted to Det status in some Yu languages, and perhaps 

also Chr and Awk. 
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*wa  means ‘this/here’ in most languages.  In EM languages and Kot, however, it 

also functions like the generic determiner *ha, and occupies its position as 

well. 

 

*7il ~ *7in occupies the DemA position, but seems to have a neutral/generic 

determiner value -- its deictic value is determined by the DemB that occurs 

with it -- except in Qeq, where DemB’s are lost, and /ha7in/ means ‘this’.  I 

have assumed that the *7il and *7in forms are cognate, since no language has 

both, or if it does, they are semantically equivalent dialectal variants.  Some 

might speculate that *7il is the verb ‘to see’.  The Was 3Erg 7in+ ~ 7i+ may 

derive in part from *7in, but is probably based on pMije-Sokean 3Erg *7i+. 

   

*7an is found only in Qeq, Chl, and Was.  In both Chl and Was it is a/the 

definite article, which is deictically neutral, and in Qeq, where /ha7an/ means 

‘that/there’, DemB’s are lost -- so the original meaning of *7an is probably 

neutral, although since definite articles often develop out of distal 

demonstratives, this might weight the interpretation of *7an slightly in the 

direction of ‘that’.  

 

*ri seems to be found only in GKch languages, where it means 

‘aforementioned/out of sight’; it occurs with DemB’s which make more specific 

this vague spatial underspecification, and it can also serve as a definite 

article.  It looks like a local replacement for *7iL.  Mam *+tel ‘already, in 

addition’, may contain this demonstrative morpheme + *eel ‘still/also/in 

addition’ which would give it EM status. 

 

*tye means ‘that/there’ in all but Kot, where it means ‘this/here’.  In EM it 

can also serve as a generic/neutral locative marker in generic Determiner 

position, although here it could plausibly be interpreted as from pM *tya ‘at’.  

Since it also is the source of the definite article in Tz, *tye probably meant 

‘that/there’, but not ‘yon(der)’.  In languages that lack *ri, which is 

everything but GKch, *tye or *lA [see below] can cover the range of meaning 

‘that--yon/there--yonder’, but the explicit value ‘yon(der)’ seems to be borne 

by *+o, discussed below. 

 

*la ~ le means ‘that/there’ in all languages where it occurs.  In some 

languages it is the basis of the definite article, and it can mean ‘this/here’ 

if combined with an appropriate DemB.  Most languages have a shape that 

reflects *le -- only Kot, KchP, and Poq point to *la.  But *le could come from 

*la + DemB *+e ‘that/there’, and so I tentatively prefer *la as the original 

form, since *la cannot be argued to be derived within the set of markers I have 

been able to recognize in the data.  Nevertheless, explaining *le in the way I 

suggest is perhaps less likely than assuming that *la and *le both are 

morphologically simple mutual variants [i.e. allomorphs], which may originally 

have had slightly different distributions. 
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Second Position Demonstratives [DemB] 

 

*+a occurs in all major branches but Was.  It means ‘this/here’.  In comparison 

with *+i, which also means ‘this/here’, *+a probably/apparently refers to a 

position closer to the speaker, thus ‘(this) right here’.  It should not be 

confused with *7a, which has a different syntactic distribution and means ‘at 

such a time/in such a place’. 

 

*+i occurs in all major branches (but ambiguously in Was and Yu) and means 

‘this/here’.   

 

*+e occurs in all branches but Was, and means both ‘not near the speaker’ and 

‘definite/in mind/in context’.  In the absence of *+o, it covers all distal 

meanings. 

 

*+o is not widely attested, but its use in Yu, Qa, and Poq shows that it has 

LpM status.  Since it has been widely lost, it probably marks the most extreme 

distal position, ‘yon(der)’.  

 

*DemB’s are found in Yu, GTz, Toj, Mam, Ixl.  They are missing as postposed 

simplexes from Was, Kot, and GKch.  In QaC + Chj they attract *tye to 

themselves.  In KchP DemA’s occasionally attract DemB’s to themselves, and 

complex DemB’s, made up of *DemA (+*DemB) are found in Poq.  In Sak the deictic 

frame is Art NOUN DemA.    

 

 

Deictics with final /7/, as locatives, and as noun modifiers. 

 

Since I have thrown demonstrative adjectives and locative adverbs into the same 

cognate sets, one might ask: "How were the noun modifying and locative 

functions distinguished?"  We note that in some languages many of the markers, 

whether locative or noun modifying, end underlyingly in /7/.  In other 

languages some do, or none.  In some languages, /7/ is missing if any other 

word follows within the same constituent, but present on a deictic at the end 

of a constituent. 

 

I hypothesize that each vowel-final DemA deictic had two variants, one ending 

in /7/ when the deictic alone was the only item in the constituent, either 

through pronominalization (zapping the head N and other modifiers of an NP) or 

through use as the unique head of a Loc constituent.  This /7/ could be viewed 

as a clitic, {+7}, marking the end of a stressed phrase-final deictic 

constituent in pM.  There would have been no difference between the shapes of 

noun modifying and locative deictics.  I further hypothesize that the DemB 

clitics could only occur/be attached at the end of a constituent that was 

followed by a pause.  Thus 

     [a] NP [NP could have only DemA, and no DemB; 
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     [b] NP# could have DemA...DemB#; and 

     [c] Loc# and pronominalized NP# could have the shape DemA (DemB) {+7}# 

Dem B under [b] would not end in /7/ because it was a clitic.  Under [c] DemB, 

if present, would end in /7/, because {+7} is the phrase-final deictic clitic. 

 

In some languages the forms with final /7/ became used in noun modifying 

position, and its old function reinterpreted.  In other languages, the locative 

forms typically kept final /7/ and the noun modifying forms largely lack final 

/7/, even when standing alone.  The locative forms are often made even more 

substantial by adding *-r, which may be a reduced form of *7ar ‘being there’ 

metanalyzed as a derivational suffix.  The DemB morphemes (+a, +i, +e, +o), 

which in my view most probably were originally unstressed enclitics (since they 

show no trace of beginning with [h] or [7], which would be likely if they were 

stressed), end in V in Tz, where they are stressed, and in V7 in Yuk, where 

they are unaccented.  I take the Yuk situation to be the result of analogy 

(adding /7/ at the end of a constituent), becase I do not see how Tz could have 

lost /7/ if it was original.  In Tz they are stressed because of a phonetic 

rule that the last syllable of any constituent before pause must be stressed.  

Whenever DemA and DemB have been combined to form a new deictic, such as Tz 

*li7 ‘here’ < *lA *+i, or Qa *tu7 ‘here’ < *tye *+i, *tu7 ‘there’ < *tye *+o, 

/7/ has been attached to the resultant new unit according to the principle 

outlined in the preceding paragraph.  

 

Many other developmental details of deictic expressions need to be specified. 
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Demonstrative adverbs in *-r. 

 

A suffix *-r occurs on certain locative adverbs in several Mayan languages.  

These are derived from deictic and interrogative stems [# means length and 

glottal stop are not unambiguously to be reconstructed]. 

 

#wa-r  ‘here’.  Yu *wa(7)y...e7 ‘here’; Kch war[aal ‘here’. 

 

#tye-r  ‘there’.  Tze tey ‘there’;  Tzo te ‘there’. 

 

#le-r  ‘there’.  Tze ley ‘there’. 

 

#b’a-r  ‘where’.  Tze b’a(y) ‘where’; Tzo b’u(y) ‘where’; Toj b’a           

‘at’; QaC b’ay ‘at’; Tzu b’aar  ‘where’. 

 

#ka-r  ‘where’.  Qan kay...ti7 ‘where’; IxlNe kat ‘where’. 

      

*wi(-r)  ‘locative proadverb’.  Awk wit; WMam wu; Kch wi(h); Tzu wi7; Pqm wii7. 

 

It is possible that through metanalysis the source of this suffix is *7ar 

‘being there’, since in sentences where deictics and interrogatives are used as 

locative constituents the predicate can be *7ar. 

 

The following is a list of likely pM phrase-final deictics and deictic 

combinations. 

 

*ha7 ‘it’  Was,Tz,Kot,Ixl,Tzu,Kaq,Qeq 

 

*yo7  ‘now/here/this’  Tze,Pch,Pqm 

*ya7 < *yo +a  ‘now, here’ Toj,Tze,Pqm  

*ye7 < *yo +e  ‘Det/Dem’  Toj 

  

*wa7  ‘Det/this/here’  Ixl,KchP 

*we7 < *wa +e  ‘that/the, this’ Kot,KchP 

 

*je7  ‘this/here/thus’  Was,Tzu,Kch 

*ja7 < *je +a  ‘this’  Mam 

*ji7 < *je +i  ‘this’  Usp 

*jo7 < *je +o  ‘that’  Mam 

 

*7iL  ‘here/this’  Qeq 

*7iLa7 < *7iL +a  ‘this/here’  Chr,Chl 

*7iLi7 < *7iL +i  ‘this/here’  Chl,Toj 

 

*7an  ‘there/that  Qeq 

*7ani7 < *7an +i  ‘thus’  Hua 
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*ri7  ‘there/that/the (aforementioned)’  GKch 

*ri7 < *ri +i  ‘this/here’  Usp,Tzu 

*re7 < *ri +e  ‘it/the/yon’  GKch 

 

*tye7  ‘there/yonder, here/this’  GMa,Kot  

*tya7 < *tye +a  (this right) here’ Chj, GMa 

*tyi7 < *tye +i  ‘this/here’  Chj,QaC,Toj 

*tyo7 < *tye +o  ‘that/there’  QaC 

 

*la7  ‘that/there’  KchP 

*la7 < *lA +a  ‘this/here’  Itz,Yuc 

*li7 < *lA +i  ‘this/here’  Tz,Pch,Toj 

*le7 < *lA +e  ‘that/there’  KchP,Ixl 

*lo7 < *lA +o  ‘that/there’  Poq,Mop,Itz,Yuc 
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                        *hik  ‘thus(ly), so’ 

 

Was                                Tek       ikii                             

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   iky 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch       ke-je7  "like this" 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl       che7                     Sak 

          b’a=]jche7  ‘like, how’                          

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      kee7  ‘thus’ 

Tzo       hech                              je7 ‘thus’ 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       hich                         

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM      hek ?? 

KotT 

KotCol 
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EXPAND OR ELIMINATE THE FOLLOWING 

 

DEIC structures/formulas in the Mayan languages. 

 

Kot   ha7 n(i) DemA NOUN  (DemA: te7 ‘this’, we7 ‘that’, la ‘yon’) 

 

Tzu ja(a) wa7 tz’i7 ~ ja(a) tz’i7 wa7  ‘this dog’ 
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INDEPENDENT PERSONAL PRONOUNS 

 

proto-Mayan 

 

1     *ha7-iin  ‘I/me’ 

 

2     *ha7-at  ‘you’ 

 

3     *ha7  ‘he/him/she/her/it’ 

 

4     *ha7-o7nh  ‘we/us’ 

 

5     *ha7-ex  ‘yall’ 

 

6     *ha7-eb’  ‘they/them’ 

 

 

          Wasteko:  

          pattern C-aC1aa7 

 

     1   n-anaa7, na(a)7    

 

     2   t-ataa7, ta(a)7 

 

     3   j-ajaa7, ja(a)7 

 

     4   w-awaa7, wa(a)7 

 

     5   x-axaa7, xa(a)7 

 

     6   b-abaa7, ba(a)7 
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     Yukateko       Lakantun       Itzaj          Mopan 

     WH.I.5                        CH.128         TK 

 

1    t-e:n                         t-en           in-n-en 

 

2    t-e:ch                        t-ech          in-ch-ech 

 

3    leti7                         layti7         le7ek 

 

4i   t-o7n                         t-o7on         in-n-o7on 

 

4x                                 t-o7on-e7ex 

 

5    t-e7x                         t-e7ex         in-ch-e7ex 

 

6    leti7-o7b’                    layti7-oo7     leek-oo7 
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     Ch’orti7      Ch’olti7     Ch’ol             Chontal 

     TKnotes       ms.          W&S.29            SN.207 

 

1    ne7n         <natz-en>     jo-n-on           ka-nde 

 

2    ne7t         <natz-et>     ja-t-et           a-nde 

 

3    ja7x         <ne>          jin-i             u-nde 

 

4i   no7n         <natz-on>     jo-n-on la        ka-nde-la 

 

4x                              jo-n-on l(oj)-on  ka-nde-t’ok-op’ 

 

5    no7x         <natz-ox>     ja-t-et la        a-nde-la 

 

6    ja7x-op’     <natz-ob>     jin-ob’           u-nde-lop’ 

 

 

 

     Tzotzil        Tzeltal        Tojol 7ab’al 

     TK             TK             CLdict  

 

1    ho7-on         ho7-on         k-e7n < *k-ejk’an 

 

2    ho7-ot         ha7-at        (ha)w-ejk’an 

 

3    ha7            ha7            y-ejk’an 

 

4i   ho7-o-tik      ho7-o-tik      k-ejk’an-tik 

 

4x                                 k-ejk’an-tik-on 

 

5    ho7-ox-uk      ha7-ex        (ha)w-ejk’an-ex 

 

6    ha7-ik         ha7-ik         y-ejk’an-e7 
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     ChujSM         Q’anjob’al-Akateko-Popti7     Kotoke 

     JM             TK.195          CDdict        TK 

 

1    ha7-in         7ay-in          hay-in-an     ha7-in 

 

2    ha7-ach        7-ach           h(a7)-ach     ha7-aa 

 

3    ha7 winh/7ix   7a              ha7 najh      haa-nii 

 

4d   ha7-onh                                      ha7-o-q-o-q [du] 

 

4i   ha7-onh-ek     7a-on           hay-onh       ha7-o-q-o7 [pl] 

 

4x   ha7-onh-onh                    hay-onh-an    ha7-o-q-o7 oo7 

 

5    ha7-ex         7a-ex           h(a7)-ex      ha7-aa-q-ix 

 

6    ha...heb’      7a...heb’       heb’ najh     ha7-e7 

  

 

 

     Teko           Western Mam:   Awakateko           Ixil        

                    Tektita*n 

                    TK             TK                  TK   

         

1    aa7-iin        aa7-iin        in Ag = iin Ch      7in 

 

2f   aa7-ich        LOST           axh                 7axh 

 

2r                  aa+ya          a-lu7 Ag            = 5 Nebaj 

                                 = i-lu7 Ch 

 

3    aa             aa             ii7   

 

4i   aa7-o7         aa7-o7         o7                  7o7 

 

4x                  aa7-o7+yo7  

 

5f   aa7-ix         LOST           ax                  7ax 

 

5r                  aa7-e7+ye7     e7-u7 

 

6    aa7-e7         aa7-e7         e7 
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     Uspanteko      Poqomaam       Poqomchii7     EQ’eqchi7 

     TK.127         TSS.511        LB.87          TK.79 

 

1    iin            h-in           h-in           ha7-in 

 

2    aat            h-at           h-at           ha7-at 

 

3    re             re7            ZERO           ha7-an 

 

4    ooj            qoj            h-oj           ha7-oh 

 

5                   h-at +ta       h-at +taq      ha7-ex 

 

6                   re7  taq-ie7   ZERO taq-e     ha7-an eb’ 

 

 

  

     K’ichee7  Sakapulteko  Sipakapense   Tz’utujiil   Kaqchikel 

     TKnotes   JdBdiss                    JD.61  

 

1    in        en                         in-in 

 

2f   at        at                         at-et 

 

2p   laal      laal                              

 

3    are7      ara7                       jaa7 

 

4    oj        aj                         oj-oj 

 

5f   ix        ex                         ix-ix 

 

5p   alaq      alaq 

 

6    e7 are7   e7 ara7                    ja7-ee7 ~ 

                                          je7-ee7 
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B4  NUMERALS:  QUANTIFIERS, ESPECIALLY NUMERALS 

 

Numerals are a closed set of morphemes that have had a great deal of mutual 

influence on each other.  As in other languages, numbers are a mixed lot in 

terms of their origin.  The numerical system common to all Mayan languages has 

a base ten and counts by scores.  While many of the numeral roots (1,2,3,4,5,7) 

are monosyllabic, several (6,8,9,10) are disyllabic and most likely composite 

(at some pre-proto-Mayan stage). 

 

Numeral expressions can occur in an independent form, for counting.  They may 

be combined with measure lexemes in compounds where the measure expression is a 

postpound.  In many languages numeral expressions can be combined with numeral 

classifiers, which occupy the position of a measure lexeme and are postpounds.  

Numeral expressions from twenty and above are multiplicative compounds 

expressed in terms of scores.  The scores (20, 400 [= 20x20], 8000 [= 

20x20x20]) are postpounds and occupy the same slot as measures and numeral 

classifiers.  Numerical expressions from 11 to 19 are additive compounds. 

 

 

ONE through TEN 

 

Except in Wasteko and Lowland Mayan (Yu + Ch) all numeral expressions can occur 

as general numerals formed by adding a suffix of shape -Vb’ to the numeral 

expressions for TWO through NINE, and sometimes to TEN and ONE as well.  In 

languages as far distant as Tzotzil and Tz’utujiil the vowels of the -Vb’ 

suffix, which vary unpredictably among i ~ o ~ u ~ e, agree almost perfectly.  

The general numeral is thus at least of Central Mayan date.  The -Vb’ suffix is 

not used in Mam above FIVE.  In GQa languages, Teko [in part], and Mam it is 

replaced by -e7, in Tzeltal and Teko [in part] by -eb’.  /-e7/ is probably a 

simplification of *-eb’ (the two alternate in Qan), and is undoubtedly the pM 

6Abs plural marker.  In Lowland languages there is no general numeral 

expression; the numeral must be combined with a generic numeral classifier 

*=p’ehl, which is formed from the transitive verb root pLL *p’el ‘to cut into 

pieces’.  In Wasteko the independent numeral has no suffix.  If the numeral is 

monosyllabic, the vowel is always long.  When combined with measure lexemes, 

monosyllabic numerals always have a short vowel.  This is important, and no 

doubt an innovation, because in other Mayan languages some monosyllabic 

numerals have a short vowel and others have a long vowel.  In Wasteko the 

disyllabic numerals have either no long vowel (/7akak/ ‘six’, /waxik/ ‘eight’, 

or one long vowel /belee(j)u/ ‘nine’, /laaju/ ‘ten’).  This may preserve an 

original distinction.  In Tz’utujiil, which preserves vowel length in penult 

syllables, the numerals THREE, FOUR, and SEVEN have short vowels.  This is 

probably an innovation, since GMamean points to long vowels in these numerals, 

but short vowels in TWO, FIVE, and SIX.  In Tz’utujiil, where SIX is waaq-iib’, 

the first vowel is long because waaq= comes from *waqaq= by dropping the middle 

/q/.  In several laguages the numeral SEVEN, pM *huuq=, begins with a reflex of 
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pM *w because SIX (*waqaq=) and EIGHT (*waqxaq=), which flank it, begin with 

*w.  FIVE (*Ho7=) is also affected by the drift to /w/ in some languages.  FIVE 

(*Ho7=) is one of a small set of Mayan words beginning with *h that on 

receiving an ergative prefix, behave as though they began with glottal 

stop/vowel rather than with a regular consonant.  Such roots I write with *H.  

{*huuq} ‘seven’ does not belong in this class, but *Ha7 ‘water’, and *Haty 

‘eye/face’ do. 

 

The numbers from ONE to TEN are as follows in proto-Mayan: 

 

           independent     ordinal           prepound 

 

ONE       *juun           *nah              *jun= 

 

TWO       *ka7-ib’        *u-kaab’          *ka7= ~ *kab’=  

                                            ? ~ *ka7b’= 

 

THREE     *7oox-ib’       *r-oox            *7ox= 

 

FOUR      *kaanh-ib’      *u-kaanh          *kanh= 

 

FIVE      *ho7-oob’       *r-oo7            *ho7=  

 

SIX       *waqaq-iib’     *u-waaqaaq        *waqaq= 

 

SEVEN     *huuq-uub’      *u-huuq           *huq= 

  

EIGHT     *waqxaq-iib’    *u-waqxaaq        *waqxaq= 

 

NINE      *b’elenh-eeb’   *u-b’eeleenh      *b’elenh= 

 

TEN       *laajunh        *u-laajuunh       *lajunh= 

 

 

Discussion of intricate details 

 

Mam has /b’eljuj/ for ‘nine’, /lajuj/ for ‘ten’, and /b’lej=lajuj/ (WMam only) 

for ‘nineteen’; Teko has /b’eljuj/ and /lajuj/; Awk has /b’elu/, /laju/, and 

/b’elu=laj/.  Apparently p(G)Ma *b’(e)lej ‘nine’ was influenced by p(G)Ma 

*la:juj to produce something like *b’el(e)juj when not compounded.  The 

occurrences of long vowels in these forms are hard to determine.  The second 

/e/ of ‘nine’ was probably short, since it usually drops.  The first /e/ of 

‘nine’ was probably also short, or it would not have dropped in Western Mam.  

The first vowel of ‘ten’, if short, would have dropped in all these languages, 

but although kept as /a/ it is almost never in fact long.  Curiously, Wasteko 

has /beleew ~ beleeju/ for ‘nine’ (compare /laaju/ ‘ten’, which seems to show 
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the same kind of influence of TEN on NINE.  Wasteko ‘nine’ thus cannot be taken 

as supporting a long vowel in pM, because its long vowel may come from ‘*ten’.  

KchP has *lajuuj ‘ten’.  The long second vowel needs explaining; it may derive 

from the ordinal form of TEN, or be based on an analogy, since all other 

independent numerals except TWO, THREE, FOUR have a long vowel in their final 

syllable.  Poqom and Q’eqchi7* have reshaped TEN as /laj-eeb’/.  The first 

vowel of TEN is short in GKch, even in Tzu, because all other numerals from ONE 

through NINE have shortened their vowels in non-final syllables in this group 

of languages.  In Yukateko and Ch’olan, the numeral roots from ONE to TEN occur 

only as prepounds, and have short vowels only.  In Wasteko numeral roots as 

prepounds have only short vowels.   Thus for THREE, FOUR, and SEVEN, only 

Greater Mamean languages and Kotoke (ambiguously supported by Wasteko) provide 

the crucial evidence that these items contained long vowels in their 

independent forms (with suffixed *-Vb’ when appropriate).  The evidence for all 

the languages, including Wasteko, indicates that the numeral roots had short 

vowels when they were serving as prepounds.  The fact that in Tek, Mam, and Awk 

the numeral roots THREE, FOUR, and SEVEN have long vowels even when preposed is 

the result of analogy.  See below for how WM + Yu have reshaped *b’elenh= 

‘nine’ in a different way on the model of TEN.  Many Mayan languages show 

/laj=/ as at least one possible shape for TEN when functioning as a prepound.  

Whether this shape should be projected back to pM as a selectable allomorph or 

allegro variant is unclear to me at the moment, but the idea probably should 

not be rejected on principle.  Conceivably *laaj(unh) is related to pM *laj vtR 

‘to finish’ and/or pM *la{h}j vimed ‘to get finished, come to an end’.  SIX 

reflects *waqaq(=) in EM and Wasteko, but *waaq= in most other languages, and 

occasionally in GKch as well.  /waaq=/ derives from *waqaq(=) by dropping the 

middle /q/, but whether *waaq= is a LpM variant is not clear.  Its presence in 

Yu could be due to the LL contact area, and *waaq= could be no more ancient 

that pWM, or even later, since the distributuion of /waaq=/ is continuous.  The 

presence of /waaq=/ in GKch is later than the general shortening of non-final 

long vowels in numeral expressions. 

 

 

ELEVEN through NINETEEN 

 

THIRTEEN through NINETEEN are compounds whose first member is one of the 

numerals THREE through NINE and whose second member is TEN.  ELEVEN and TWELVE 

are ONE and TWO + TEN in EM.  In GTz + Yu ELEVEN is *b’uluk=, which seems to be 

made up of *b’elenh ‘nine’ plus *ka7 ‘two’; if so, note that the numerical 

values are in the opposite order from the expressions for 13-19.  In GQa 

languages ELEVEN is *husluk= (Qan 7usluk’=, Chj husluch=, Toj juluch=): a 

possible origin for this escapes me, and Robertson’s suggestion 19xx.xx that it 

comes from *juun s-jun-k’ahl (which he writes <*hun s-hun-k’al>) is in my view 

phonologically impossible, since *h cannot come from *j, nor *k from *k’.  It 

is also semantically unlikely, since it should mean ‘one in the first score’.  

In WM + Yu TWELVE is *lajkaH=, which is probably made up of *laajunh ‘ten’ plus 
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*ka7 ‘two’; again, the numerical values are in the oposite order from what they 

are for 13-19.  (Ch’ol has /lajch@n=/, which shows a final /n/ of 

non-etymological origin, probably modeled on ‘four(teen)’; this /n/ seems to be 

reflected in Epigraphic Mayan inscriptions [p.c. NAH]).  EM deviates from the 

pattern described for 11 and 12 by having the perfectly transparent expressions 

1 + 10 and 2 + 10.  Wasteko seems to innovate by inverting the order of 

elements: thus, 11-19 is 10 + 1...10 + 9.  Whether the GTz+Yu expressions for 

11  and 12 should be considered LpM or not depends on inferences about ease of 

development and known diffusion areas.  Since GTz+Yu is a known diffusion area, 

the distribution of *b’uluk= ‘eleven’ need not be considered an 

inheritance/retention.  It could have originated in one of the languages and 

spread to the rest.  *lajkaH= ‘twelve’ is found throughout WM as well as in Yu, 

and it would be perhaps quixotic to argue againts its LpM status, especially 

since it represents a deviant, and perhaps older, pattern of numeral 

combination.  This interpretation would relieve *b’uluk= of the possible stigma 

of a Greater Lowland origin.  However, there is a phonological problem:  In pM, 

NINE is *b’elenh= and TEN is *lajunh=, as can be seen by comparing Wasteko 

belee(j)u and laaju with K’ichee7 b’elej-eeb’ and lajuuj.  In WM and Yu NINE is 

reshaped as /b’alon(h)=/ (Qa), /b’alun(h)=/ (Tz + Chujean), or /b’olon=/ (LL) 

to make it sound more like TEN.  The form *b’uluk= ‘eleven’ seems crucially to 

depend on that innovation, and indeed on the Lowland variant of it, and is thus 

unlikely to represent ELEVEN in LpM, at least not phonologically.  It is of 

interest for 11 and 12 that not only is the order of elements inverted, but 

that TWO is included in both expressions, entailing that for 11 the 

higher-valued numeral has to be NINE rather than TEN.  If these are both 

accepted as LpM, however, the issue of the order of elements in Wasteko needs 

to be looked at again.  The order of elements in Was is TEN plus ONE...NINE.  

This might be looked on as more natural than the typical Mayan order, since in 

an additive compound the higher-valued numeral often comes first while in a 

multiplicative compound the lower-valued numeral often comes first.  In any 

case, Wasteko has the same order for 11-19 that its neighbor Nawa has.  

Therefore I do not beleve that the Was order is original.  If the WM + Yu forms 

for ELEVEN and TWELVE represent an earlier pattern than what is found in EM, we 

still cannot be confident in reconstructing their phonological shapes.    

 

ELEVEN         *b’elenh=ka7= ? 

 

TWELVE         *laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

THIRTEEN       *ox=laajunh 

 

FOURTEEN       *kanh=laajunh 

 

FIFTEEN        *ho7=laajunh 

 

SIXTEEN        *waqaq=laajunh 
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SEVENTEEN      *huq=laajunh 

 

EIGHTEEN       *waqxaq=laajunh 

 

NINETEEN       *b’elenh=laajunh 

 

 

THE SCORES 

 

This is the topic of an article by JR (IJAL 52.227-241 1986) which I will 

discuss and argue against parts of once I have laid out my view of the history 

of these numeral expressions.   

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.55, Hypothesis #10) says: "In *PM, the numbers between one 

multiple of 20 (or 400 or 8000, etc.) and the next were based on the higher 

unit, rather than the lower, in a construction which could be translated 

literally something like ‘three of the second twenty’ (for 23)." 

 

All numeral expressions from 20 and up are expressed in terms of scores, 

multiples of scores, and the remainders necessary to express the numerical 

value.  There are special score expressions for 20, 400, 8000, and even higher 

values in some systems.  Any integral score value is expressed as a multiple of 

ONE through NINETEEN multiplying/followed by the score value (20, 400, 8000).  

Any numerical value between score points is expressed by anticipatory counting.  

Thus while TWENTY is {ONE=SCORE}, and FORTY is {TWO=SCORE}, 

TWENTY-ONE...THIRTY...THIRTY-NINE are  

{ONE its-TWO=SCORE}...{TEN its-TWO=SCORE}...{NINE=TEN its-TWO=SCORE}. 

 

The morphemes that express the value TWENTY are numerous in the Mayan 

languages, but the most common ones are *=winaq, a lexeme meaning ‘person’ (who 

has 20 fingers and toes), and *=k’ahl (EM) = *=k’ahl (LL), a measure lexeme or 

numeral classifier that means ‘bundle’ (something tied up).  Other score values 

are expressed by #=tuk [complex vowel nucleus possible] ‘forty’ found in EM 

only; *=much’ ‘eighty’, found in EM and Yukateko; *=aq’oob’ ‘eighty’, found in 

Poqom and Q’eqchi7 only; and *=tahb’ ‘twenty’ found in Poqom, Q’eqchi7, 

Tzeltalan and Tojol 7ab’al only.  ‘400’ is expressed by the unit morpheme 

*b’ahq’ in Greater Lowland (Yu + Ch + Tz); no corresponding unit is found in EM 

or GQa.  Greater Lowland has #pik ‘8000’ which is probably a Ch’olan-origin 

word, descended from pM *peeq ‘wild cacao’; the corresponding EM word reported 

in Robertson 1984b, <ch’uui>, is a word meaning ‘sack’ (pM *ty’u7uy) -- both 

probably refer to the number of cacao beans normally packed in a sack.     

 

The original Mayan system for counting by scores from 20 to 399 probably had 

more than one way of expressing twenty, because such is the case for EM and GQa 

languages.  In Yukateko and Ch’ol, SCORE is uniformly expressed by *=k’ahl, 
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surely a simplification.  In Chujean, Tzeltalan, and Wasteko, SCORE (Except for 

Tz TWENTY) is uniformly expressed by *=winaq, surely a simplification as well.  

In Q’anjob’al while 100 through 160 use =k’al, 180 and 200 use =winaq.    

Contrary to JR’s claim that Wasteko counting above 100 is decimal (1986.239), 

some present-day speakers count to at least 300 by scores.  The form *=tahb’ 

found in Tzeltalan, Poqom, and Q’eqchi7 reflects a diffusion zone in the Mayan 

region, which may have included Ch’olan at one time, before it allowed *=k’ahl 

to take over all scores.  *=tahb’ is only used for counting certain kinds of 

things in Poq and Qeq, and is not the general expression for ‘score’.  The form 

*=q7ob7 [JR’s orthography] ‘eighty’ that JR tries to reconstruct (1986 passim) 

is the result of a misanalysis, as will be exlained below (FOUR HUNDRED).  The 

real EM expression for EIGHTY, *=much’, is found in KchP and GMa.  According to 

Robertson (1986.236) it has a cognate in Yukateko which does not have numerical 

value but is a numeral classifier for ‘piles of small objects (like grain)’.  

The EM morpheme #=tuk, whose numerical value is ‘forty’, only occurs combined 

with *ho7= ‘five’, to express the generic numerical value ‘200’, though in Pch 

#jun=tuk is used to count forty cacao beans.  JR makes much of the fact that 

some encodings of score values are transparent, thus more likely to be 

innovations that could have occurred independently, and others are opaque, or 

‘less motivated’, thus more likely to be earlier.  In a very general sense, 

this makes sense, but there are two constraints on this reasoning: first, it is 

virtually certain that all encodings of score values come from ordinary lexical 

items, and all originally had specialized rather than generic values when used 

in counting; second, the fact that such items as #=tuk and *=7aq’oob’ have not 

been successfully etymologized by JR may be due to lack of availability of 

lexical data.  Their distributions are suspect, and cannot be extended outside 

of where they are known to occur.  With these matters mentioned, I will sketch 

my view of the Mayan score count.  Remember that LL uniform *=k’ahl and Wasteko 

+ Tzeltalan + Chujean uniform *=winaq can only be used to infer that both of 

these score encodings were used, but not precisely where they were found.  When 

I note an agreement between me and JR on a reconstruction, bear in mind that 

JR’s phonological reconstructions are underdifferentiated and approximate 

(though he might not think so; but he never says, so who knows?) and my 

reconstructions are intended to be phonologically precise. 

 

TWENTY is problematic: I will return to it.  Tz + Toj *jun=tahb’ is an 

innovation via diffusion.  Pch and Qeq have #jun=tahb’ for counting valuables 

by twenties (JR 1986.233,234).  EM (+ Hua) has *jun=winaq; WM (+ Yu) has 

*jun=k’ahl. 

 

FORTY is *ka7=winaq.  Qeq *ka7=k’ahl is borrowed from LL.  There is no direct 

evidence for JR’s *xun.tuk (1986.229 et passim), except that Pch has #jun=tuk 

for counting cacao.  This may mean that EM had #jun=tuk ‘forty’, or 

alternatively, and more likely in my view, that in EM #=tuk is used for 

counting cacao beans by forties, but is not a general numeral. 
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SIXTY is *ox=k’ahl.  JR agrees. 

 

EIGHTY is *kanh=winaq.  EM *jun=much’ is an innovation, that does not affect 

Poq or Qeq.  Qeq *kanh=k’ahl is borrowed from LL.  There is no direct evidence 

for JR’s *xun.q7ob7 (1986.230 et passim). 

 

ONE HUNDRED is ho7=k’ahl. JR agrees. 

 

ONE HUNDRED TWENTY is *waqaq=k’ahl. JR agrees. 

 

ONE HUNDRED FORTY is *huq=k’ahl.  JR agrees. 

 

ONE HUNDRED SIXTY is *waqxaq=k’ahl.  JR agrees. 

 

ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY is *b’elenh=k’ahl. (but Qan /b’alon=winaq/).  JR agrees. 

 

TWO HUNDRED is *laj(unh)=k’ahl.  (but Qan /lajon=winaq/).  EM *ho7=tuk (5x80) 

is an innovation that covers the EM languages, and is believably old.  It does 

not however provide direct evidence for JR’s reconstruction of FORTY as 

*xun.tuk. 

 

TWO HUNDRED TWENTY is *{eleven}=k’ahl, but we don’t know how ELEVEN was 

pronounced (perhaps *b’elenh=ka7).  JR does not opine.  EM is 

*jun=lajunh=k’ahl.  JR agrees. 

 

TWO HUNDRED FORTY is *{twelve}=k’ahl, but we don’t know how TWELVE was 

pronounced (perhaps *laj(unh)=ka7).  JR does not opine.  EM is 

*kab’=laj(unh)=k’ahl.  JR agrees. 

 

TWO HUNDRED SIXTY is *ox=laj(unh)=k’ahl.  JR agrees. 

 

TWO HUNDED EIGHTY is *kanh=laj(unh)=k’ahl.  JR agrees. 

 

THREE HUNDRED is *ho7=laj(unh)=k’ahl.  JR agrees. 

 

THREE HUNDRED TWENTY is *waqaq=laj(unh)=k’ahl.  JR agrees. 

 

THREE HUNDRED FORTY is *huq=laj(unh)=k’ahl.  JR agrees. 

 

THREE HUNDRED SIXTY is *waqxaq=laj(unh)=k’ahl.  JR agrees. 

 

THREE HUNDRED EIGHTY is *b’elenh=laj(unh)=k’ahl.  JR agrees. 

 

FOUR HUNDRED is not reconstructible to pM.  Some Eastern Mayan languages (Mam, 

Kch, Kaq) have *ho7=much’ (5x80), which is an innovation. Poq has <icom> for 

‘400’ and <ca=icom> for ‘800’; Kaq has <ca=3o> for ‘800’ and <ox=a3o> for 
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‘1200’; Qeq has <o’k’ob> for ‘400’, and <ca’=o’k’ob> for ‘800’.  This leads to 

an EM reconstruction *7aq’oob’ ‘four hundred’.  Pch has shifted first-syllable 

*a to /i/, as it often does, and Qeq has assimilated the first vowel to the 

second vowel, which it does not often do.  JR has misanalyzed this data, 

thinking to find a morpheme he writes *=q7ob7, meaning ‘eighty’.  JR attributes 

*ho.q7ob7 ‘400’ (= 5x80) to EM, which I reject.  Greater Lowland has 

*jun=b’ahq’, which is an innovation.  It should be kept in mind that score 

counting is a Meso-American areal trait that was undoubtedly invented once and 

spread throughout the region.  While we may hypothesize that pM had score 

counting, any value above 100 is so transparently and homogeneously expressed 

that it need not be old.  

 

Numeral expressions above 400, including 8000, are local developments. 

 

To return to TWENTY.  The Yu and Was forms would be what they are anyway, so 

they don’t count.  We have EM *jun=winaq vs. WM *jun=k’ahl.  If we look at 

TWENTY through ONE HUNDRED we see the following pattern (noted by JR 

1986.229-231, but described differently): 

 

TWENTY              *jun=k’ahl or *jun=winaq.   

 

FORTY               *ka7=winaq.   

 

SIXTY               *ox=k’ahl 

 

EIGHTY              *kanh=winaq 

 

ONE HUNDRED         *ho7=k’ahl 

 

ONE HUNDRED TWENTY  *waq=k’ahl  

 

From 40 to 100 *=winaq and *=k’ahl alternate (even vs. odd factors; also noted 

in Day 1973.58); after that *=k’ahl takes over.  If we assume the alternating 

pattern begins with TWENTY, it would have been *jun=k’ahl, and the EM 

expression for TWENTY would have been analogically reshaped by the influence of 

FORTY.  Chuj has /ju=nak/ < *jun=winaq for ‘twenty’ like all its other scores, 

but has /jun=k’al winak/ (20x20) for 400, showing that it originally probably 

used *jun=k’ahl for ‘twenty’.  Another alternative is to imagine that there may 

have be an altogether different morpheme for TWENTY, something like *=tahb’, 

that was replaced in EM by *jun=winaq and in Greater Lowland by *jun=k’ahl; but 

this doesn’t account for the Q’anjob’alan languages, which also have *jun=k’ahl 

(or *jun=k’ahl).  All told, *jun=k’ahl seems the most likely expression for 

TWENTY in pM. 
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A NOTE ON *WINAQ 

 

Besides being found an an expression of the numerical value ‘twenty’, the pM 

word *winaq means not only ‘person’ but ‘shape’.  Consider the following 

examples. 

 

Was /7inik/ ‘man’;  

    /in+ 7iniik/ ‘its shape/form’;  

    /7iniik-liy/ vt:applicative  ‘to shape/form’  

 

Kch /winaq/ ‘person’;  

    /winaq-ir/ vi:versive ‘to be created, take shape/form’;      

    /winaq-ir-isa/ vt:conversive ‘to shape/form, create’ 

 

Chj /winak/ ‘man’ 

    /winak-e/ vt:reflexive ‘to take form - salt, when it dries out’ [pc:NAH] 

 

In Meso-American belief, a human being has two (or three) parts: a body, and a 

soul -- and, for some, a spirit.  The soul lives on after death and is reborn 

on earth after an interval in the land of the dead.  The spirit, where 

recognized, exists only during life on this earth and is an animal counterpart.  

The body is what gives form/shape to the person while in a particular 

incarnation.  Though ‘body’ has a separate name in Mayan languages, and there 

is no pan-Mayan term for it, ‘person’ and ‘form’ are expressed by the same 

term, *winaq.  Note that English ‘person’ comes from Latin persona ‘mask’, and 

this comes from Greek pro*so:pon ‘face’ or proso:pe*ion ‘mask’, presumably via 

Etruscan.  In psychological theory, the persona(lity) is the outward (social) 

expression of an individual’s being.  The Mayan soul is identified with the 

‘heart’ or ‘stomach’ (possibly the innards generally) or is a borrowing from 

Hispano-Latin a*nima(s) ‘soul (especially of the dead)’.  The names of ‘soul’, 

‘heart’, and ‘stomach’ are often formed on the root pM *k’uh ‘god’.  The animal 

counterpart concept is believed by many to be of Central Mexican origin, and, 

though widespread, is not universal in the Mayan area.  

 

 

ORDINALS 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.55, Hypothesis #9) says: "Ordinal numerals were formed in 

*PM by possessing the cardinal numeral.  For example, to express ‘the 4th 

house’, *PM would say ‘its-four house’." 
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NUMERAL CLASSIFIERS 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.54, Hypothesis #8) says:  "*PM had a noun classifier system 

used when counting, based on the shape, arrangement, and nature of the item 

being counted."  

 

What Smith-Stark calls noun classifiers are normally called numeral classifiers 

by Mayanists, noun classifier being the commonly used label for a different 

kind of word class that is limited to the Huehuetenango sphere.  See SSTML 

s.xxx. 

 

DAYS PAST & DAYS TO COME 

 

B5  TIME WORDS 

 

Time words are nouns in that they are subject to possession (as are numerals, 

to express ordinality) but usually function as specific time adverbials.  There 

are certain derivational processes that produce time words from numeral roots 

and other root classes. 

 

 

DAYS TO COME:     *Num + -eej  

 

     *kab’-eej   ‘day after tomorrow’ 

 

     *7ox-eej      ‘in three days’ 

 

     *konh-eej     ‘in four days’       

 

 

 DAYS PAST:     *Num + -ej + -er; *ROOT + -ee(r)  

 

     *kab’-ej-er    ‘day before yesterday’ 

 

     *7ox-ej-er      ‘three days ago’ 

 

     *konh-ej-er    ‘four days ago’ 

 

     *7oonh-ee(r)    ‘long ago’  <  *onh  vi  ‘go (away)’ 

 

     *mVy-ee(r)     ‘earlier today’ 

 

     *7eew-ii(r)  ?EM  ‘yesterday’ 

 

 

EVIDENCE FOR NUMERALS AND TIME WORDS 
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                             PROTO-MAYAN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    7oox-ib’         7ox=           r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    7ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    7ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM *ty’u7uy : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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WASTEKO 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=            

 

   2    txaab            txab=           

         

   3    7oox             7ox=                    

 

   4    txee7            txe7=                     

 

   5    boo7             bo7=                      

 

   6    7akak            7akak=                        

 

   7    buuk             buk=                       

 

   8    waxik            waxik=                      

 

   9    beleeju          beleeju=                            

         ~ beleew        ? 

 

  10    laaju            laju=                         

 

  11    laju juun                                   

 

  12    laju txaab                        

 

  13    laju 7oox     

 

  20    jun 7inik        

 

  21    jun 7inik (k’al) juun   

  

  30    jun 7inik (k’al) laaju       

 

  40    txab 7inik 

  

  50    txab 7inik (k’al) laaju       

 

  60    7ox 7inik     
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  70    7ox 7inik (k’al) laaju         

 

  80    txe7 7inik    

 

  90    txe7 7inik (k’al) laaju 

 

 100    bo7 7inik    

 

 300    lahu bo7 7inik  (15x20)          
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                               YUKATEKO: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    7oox-ib’         7ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    7ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    7ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik                   
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YUCATEC: modern Tikul (TK notes)  

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 how 

 many 

 

 1/2 

 

   1                     un=                 

 

   2                     ka7=                               

         

   3                     7ox=                     

 

   4                     kan=                        

 

   5                     jo7=                    

 

   6                     wak=                        

 

   7                     7uk=                    

 

   8                     7oxuk=                        

 

   9                     b’olon=                         

 

  10                     lajun=                       

 

  20    (j)un=k’a7l    
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        days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                              LAKANTUN: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                                ITZAJ: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                            MOPAN: FILL IN 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                           CH’ORTI7: FILL IN 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                           CH’OLTI7: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                                CHOL 

 

        cardinal         ordinal         

  

1/2 

 

   1    jun=p’ej         naxan 

 

   2    cha7=p’ej        cha7=tikl-el 

 

   3    7ux=p’ej         7ux=tikl-el 

 

   4    ch@n=p’ej        ch@n=tikl-el 

 

   5    jo7=p’ej         jo7=tikl-el 

 

   6    w@k=p’ej         w@k=tikl-el 

 

   7    wuk=p’ej         wuk=tikl-el 

 

   8    wax@k=p’ej       wax@k=tikl-el 

 

   9    b’olon=p’ej      b’olon=tikl-el 

 

  10    lujun=p’ej       lujun=tikl-el 

 

  11    jun=lujun=p’ej   jun=lujun=tikl-el 

 

  12    laj=ch@n=p’ej    laj=ch@n=tikl-el 

 

  13    7ux=lujun=p’ej   7ux=lujun=tikl-el 

 

  20    jun=k’al         jun=k’al 

 

  21    jun=p’ej i-cha7=k’al 

 

  30    lujun=p’ej i-cha7=k’al 

 

  40    cha7=k’al 

 

  50    lujun=p’ej iy-ux=k’al 

 

  60    7ux=k’al   

 

  70    lujun=p’ej i-ch@n=k’al 
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  80    ch@n=k’al 

 

  90    lujun=p’ej i-jo7=k’al 

 

 100    jo7=k’al  

 

 400    jun=b’ajk’; 1000 lujun=k’al iy-ux=b’ajk’ 

 

8000    jun=pik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                          CHONTAL = YOKOT’AN: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                          TZOTZIL: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                               TZELTAL 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2    j=7olil 

 

   1    jun              j=             s-b’ahbiy-al    

 

   2    ch-eb’           cha7=          x-ch-eb’-al     

 

   3    7ox-eb’          7ox=           y-ox-eb’-al     

 

   4    chan-eb’         chan=          x-chan-eb’-al   

 

   5    ho7-eb’          ho7=           y-o7-eb’-al    

 

   6    wak-eb’          wak=           s-wak-eb’-al    

 

   7    huk-eb’          huk=           s-huk-eb’-al   

 

   8    waxak-eb’        waxak=         x-waxak-eb’-al 

 

   9    b’alun-eb’       b’alun=        s-b’alun-eb’-al 

 

  10    lajun-eb’        lajun=         s-lajun-eb’-al 

 

  11    b’ulu=ch-eb’     b’ulu=ch=      x-b’ulu=ch=eb’-al 

 

  12    laj=ch(ay)-eb’   laj=cha(y)=    x-laj=ch(ay)-eb’-al 

 

  13    7ox=lajun-eb’    7ox=lajun=     y-ox=lajuneb’-al 

 

  20    j=tahb’          j=tahb’ ta  

 

  21    jun x-cha7=winik          

 

  30    lajun-eb’ x-cha7=winik   

 

  40    cha7=winik  

 

  50    lajun-eb’ y-ox=winik 

 

  60    7ox=winik    

 

  70    lajun-eb’ x-chan=winik    
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  80    chan=winik   

 

  90    lajun-eb’ yo7=winik     

 

 100    ho7=winik   

 

 400    j=b’ahk’; 1000  lajun=winik y-ox=b’ahk’ 

 

8000    j=pik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                         TOJOL 7AB’AL: FILL IN 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1      

 

 2     chab’-aj-e        chab’-ej  

 

 3     ox-ej-e           ox-ej 

 

 4     chon-ej-e         chon-ej 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                            CHUJ: FILL IN 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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 KANJOBAL: SANTA EULALIA (TK Aug-Sep 1970.13-15, 128, 130, 133-134, 164, 166) 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

how  

many?   jan-taq 

 

 1/2    nan 

 

   1    jun              jun=           b’ab’el 

 

   2    kab’             ka(y)=         s-kab’ 

         

   3    7ox-eb’          ox=            s-y-ox 

 

   4    kan-eb’          kan=           s-kan  

 

   5    7oy-eb’          7o(y)=         s-o7 < *s-ho7 

 

   6    waq-eb’          waq=           s-waq   

 

   7    7uq-eb’          7uq=           s-uq < *s-huq 

 

   8    waxaq-eb’        waxaq=         s-waxaq 

 

   9    b’alon-eb’       b’alon=        s-b’alon 

 

  10    lajon-eb’        lajon=         s-lajon  

 

  11    7usluk’-eb’      7usluk’=             

 

  12    lajkaw-eb’       lajka=         

 

  13    7ox=lajon=eb’    7ox=lajon= 

 

  15    7o=ljon-eb’      7o=ljon= 

 

  20    jun=k’al 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    lajon s-ka=winaq 

 

  40    ka=winaq  

 

  60    7ox=k’al 

 

  80    kan=winaq 
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 100    7o=k’al 

 

 160    waxaq=k’al 

 

 180    b’alon=winaq 

 

 200    lajon=winaq  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1                                           jun=jun 

 

 2                                           kab’=kab’ 

 

 3                                           7ox=7ox 

 

 4                                           kan=kan ~ kan-taq 

 

 5                                           7ojo-taq ~ 7o-taq 

 

 6                                           waq.aq-taq 

 

 7                                           7uq.uq-taq      

 

 8                                           waxaq-taq 

  

 9                                           b’al.b’alon  

                                               ~ b’alon-taq 

 

10                                           laj.lajon  

                                               ~ lajon-taq 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

20 

 

years 

 

1        jun-=ab’-i 
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                             AKATEKO: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                          POPTI7: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                          KOTOKE = MOOCHO7 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

x  1    juun-e7          jun=                 

 

x  2    ka7b’-e7         ka7=           x-ka7b’-iil 

         

x  3    7oox-e7          7ox=           ch-oox-iil 

 

x  4    kaanh-e7         kanh=          x-kaanh-iil 

 

x  5    ho7-e7           ho7=                  

 

x  6    wajaq-e7                                       

 

x  7    huq-e7                                         

 

x  8    waqxaq-e7                                      

 

x  9    b’alunh-e7                                        

 

x 10    lajunh-e7                                       

 

x 11    jun=lajunh-e7                               

 

x 12    kab’=lajunh-e7                      

 

x 13    ox=lajunh-e7 

 

x 14    kanh=lajunh-e7 

 

x 15    ho7=lajunh-e7 

 

  16 

 

  17 

 

x 18    waqx=lajunh-e7 

x 19    b’al=lajunh-e7 

 

x 20    jun=k’uu=tee7 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 
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  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  
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        days past         days to come        distributives         

 

x1                                           jun=jun-e7 

 

x2      ka7b’-ej-ee      ka7b’-iij           ka7=kab’-e7 

 

x3      7oox-iij         7oox-ej-ee          7ox=7ox-e7 

 

x4      koonh-ej-ee                          kanh=kanh-e7 

 

x5      ho7b’-ej-ee                          ho7=ho7-e7 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 

 

years 

 

1        juun=a7b’-eej 
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2 
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                            TEKO: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                       WESTERN MAM = TACANECO: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                        SOUTHERN MAM: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                        NORTHERN MAM: FILL IN         

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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AWAKATEKO: (TK Mar-Apr 1971.6-8,134-136) 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

how  

many?   jat-na7 

 

 1/2    ni7kyaal Ag : 

        niiky’aal Ch  < *nik’j-aal 

 

   1    juun                            b’ajx 

 

   2    kob’                            ka7p Ag : kaa7p Ch 

         

   3    7oox                            t-oox-i7n 

 

   4    kyaaj                           kyaaj-i7n 

 

   5    7o7                             t-oo7-i7n 

 

   6    qaaq Ag :                       wuqaaq-i7n Ag : 

        juqaq/wuqaq Ch                  waaq-i7n Ch 

 

   7    juuq                            juuq-i7n 

 

   8    wajxaq                          wajxaq-i7n Ag : 

                                        wajxoq-i7n Ch 

 

   9    b’eluj                          b’eluj-i7n          

 

  10    lajuj                           lajuj-i7n 

 

  11    juun laj                        juun laj-i7n 

 

  12    kob’ laj 

     

  13    7oox laj 

 

  14    kyaaj laj    

 

  15    7o7 laj 

   

  16    waaq laj 

 

  17    juuq laj 

  

  18    wajxaq laj Ag : wajxoq laj Ch 
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  19    b’elu laj 

 

  20    ju=unaq 

 

  21    juunaq juun 

  

  30    juunaq laj 

 

  40    ka7=wnaq  

  

  50    niiky’ syeent Ch 

 

  60    7oox=k’al 

 

  80    juu=mutx’ 

 

 100    juun syeent 

 

 400    kyaaj syeent 
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        days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1                                           juun-aal-a7n; ju.juun 

 

 2                                           ki.kob’ 

 

 3                                           7ox=7ox 

 

 4                                           kyaj=kyaj 

 

 5                                           7o7.l.o7 

 

 6                                           qaaq-chaq 

 

 7                                           juuq-chaq 

 

 8                                           wajxaq-ch 

  

 9                                           b’eluj-chq 

 

10                                           lajuj-chq 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                            IXIL: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    7oox-ib’         7ox=           r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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USPANTEKO (TK Oct-Nov 1971.44,120,153-157) 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

how  

many?   jur-ub’ 

 

 1/2    pa j-ni*ik’aj 

 

   1    ju*un            ju=            naab’ee 

                         ~ juun= 

 

   2    ki-ib’           ka7=           j-ka*ab’          

         

   3    ux-ib’           ox=            r-o*ox 

 

   4    kej-ab’          kaj=           j-ka*aj 

         ~ kej-eb’ 

 

   5    jo-ob’           jo7=           jo*o7     

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waq=           j-wa*aqaq            

 

   7    wuuq-ub’         wuq=           j-wu*uq                    

 

   8    wa(j)xaq-iib’    waxaq=         j-wa*axaq 

 

   9    b’e(e)lej-eeb’   b’elaj=        j-b’e*elaj 

 

  10    lajuuj           lajuj=         j-la*ajuj 

                         ~ lujuj= 

 

  11    juun=lajuuj 

 

  12    kab’=lajuuj 

 

  13    ox=lajuuj 

 

  14    kaj=lajuuj 

 

  15    jo7=lajuuj 

 

  16    waq=lajuuj 

 

  17    wuq=lajuuj 

  

  18    wa(j)xaq=lajuuj 
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  19    b’eelaj=lajuuj 

 

  20    juun=wanaq 

 

  30    juun=wanaq lajuuj   

 

  40    ka7=wanaq 

 

  50    ni*ik’aj sye*enta  

 

  60    ox=k’aal 

 

  70    laju*uj r-ik’i ox=k’aal 

 

  80    ju=much’ 

 

  90    laju*uj chaq r-a*aj juun sye*enta 

 

 100    juun sye*enta 
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        days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1     i*iwar            chuwe*eq’          (pa [taq]) juu.jun-aal 

 

 2     kab’-j-iir        kab’-iij           (pa taq) ka.kab’-iil 

 

 3     ox-j-iir          ox-iij              pa taq ox=7ox 

 

 4     koj-j-iir         kooj-eej            pa taq kaj=kaj 

        ~ kaj-j-iir 

 

 5     jo7-j-iir                             pa taq jo7-taq 

 

 6     waq-j-iir                             pa taq waqaq-taq 

 

 7     wuq-ub’(i)x-iir                       pa taq wuq-ub’ 

 

 8                                           pa taq waxaq-ataq 

  

 9                                           pa taq b’elaj-taq 

 

10                                           pa taq lajuuj 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15       

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

20    juun=wana=q’ij-iir 

 

years 

 

 1    juun=aab’-iir 
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K’ICHEE7: RABINAL (TK 14,127-128,132) 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

how  

many? 

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             juun=          naab’e 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

         

   3    ox-ib’           ox=            u-r-oox 

 

   4    kaj-ib’          kaj=           u-kaaj 

 

   5    wo7-oob’         wo7=           u-r-oo7 

 

   6    waaq-iib’        waaq=          u-waqaaq 

 

   7    wuq-uub’         wuq=           u-wuuq 

 

   8    wajxaq-iib’      wajxaqib’=     u-wajxaaq 

 

   9    b’elej-eb’       b’elejeb’=     u-b’eleej 

 

  10    lajuuj                          u-lajuuj   

 

  11    juun=lajuuj                                 

 

  12    kab’=lajuuj                        

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  14    kaj=lajuuj  

 

  15    wo7=lajuuj 

 

  16    waaq=lajuuj 

 

  17    wuq=lajuuj 

 

  18    waqxaqib’=lajuuj 
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  19    b’elejeb’=lajuuj 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl  

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 

 

  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik 
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        days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1     iw-iir            chuwe7q    

 

 2     kab’-ij-iir       kab’-iij  

 

 3     ox-ij-iir         ox-iij 

 

 4                       koj-eej 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7     wuqub’iir         wuqub’ix? 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 

 

years 

 

1      jun=ab’-iir 
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2 

 

3 
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                         SAKAPULTEKO: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                        SIPAKAPENYO: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                          TZ’UTUJIIL: San Pedro (TK) 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

how 

many? 

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           najb’eey 

 

   2    ka7-i7           ka7=           ruu-kaab’          

         

   3    ox-i7            ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kyaj-i7                         ruu-kaaj  

       (SJ  kaj-i7  

          ~ kej-i7  

          ~ kij-i7) 

 

   5    jo7-oo7                         r-oo7 

 

   6    waaq-ii7         waqaq=         r-waaqaaq  (SJ ~ r-waaq) 

 

   7    wuq-uu7          huq=           r-wuuq  

 

   8    wajxaq-ii7       waqxaq=        r-wajxaaq 

 

   9    b’elej-ee7                      r-b’eeleej  (SJ ~ r-b’eleej) 

 

  10    lajuuj                          r-laajuuj  (SJ r-lajuuj) 

 

  11    ju7=lajuuj  (SJ ~ ju=lajuuj)                

 

  12    kab’=lajuuj                       

 

  13    ox=lajuuj  

 

  14    kaj=lajuuj 

 

  15    o7=lajuuj  (SJ jo7=lajuuj) 

 

  16    waq=lajuuj 

 

  17    wuq=lajuuj 

 

  18    wajxaq=lajuuj 
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  19    b’elej=lajuuj  (SJ ~ b’eelej=lajuuj) 

 

  20    ju=winaq  (SJ ~ jun=winaq) 

 

  30    ju=winaq lajuuj      

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    nk’aj sye*ente  (SJ nik’aj jun sye*enta)  

 

  60    ox=k’ajl 

 

  70    ox=k’ajl lajuuj      

 

  80    ju=much’    

 

  90    ju=much’ lajuuj    

 

 100    sye*ente  (SJ jo7=k’ajl ~ jun sye*enta) 

 

 200    ka7-i7 sye*enta  SJ 

 

 400    jo7=much’  SJ 

 

1000    jun miil  SJ 
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        days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1                                           ju7=jun  SJ 

 

 2                                           ka7=ka7 ~ kaa=ka7  SJ 

 

 3                                           ox=7ox  SJ 

 

 4                                           kaj=kaj  SJ 

 

 5                                           jo=j=taq  SJ 

 

 6                                           waaq-ii7 taq  SJ 

 

 7                                           wuq-uu7 taq  SJ 

 

 8                                           wajxaq-i7 taq  SJ 

  

 9                                           b’elej-e7 taq  SJ 

 

10                                           lajuuj taq  SJ 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                         KAQCHIKEL: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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POQOMAAM (Smith-Stark 407-416) 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

how 

many?   jor-ub’ 

        ~ jur-ub’ 

 

 1/2 

 

   1    jenaj ~ jinaj    jun=           piet 

        ~ janaj ~ naj 

 

   2    ki7-ib’          ka7=           ri-kab’ 

         

   3    ix-ib’           ax=            r-uax 

 

   4    kij-ib’                        (ri-)kaaj 

 

   5    ho7-uab’                               

 

   6    waq-iib’                                  

 

   7                                                

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’                      

         

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 
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  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 

 

  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

   

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik 
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        days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1     iew               iqal                ju7jun 

 

 2     kub’ajer          kab’iij             ka7 taq 

 

 3     ixajer            oxiij ~ oxiej       ox taq ~ ax taq 

        ~ axajer 

        ~ oxajer 

 

 4     kayajer           kojiej              kaj taq 

        ~ kiyajer 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

19 

 

20 

 

years 
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 1        janab’ir            janaab’ 

           ~ junab’ir 

 

 2        ka7ab’ir 

 

 3        oxab’ir 
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                     WESTERN POQOMCHII7: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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                      EASTERN POQOMCHII7: FILL IN 

 

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

 1/2 

 

   1    juun             jun=           nah 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           u-kaab’ 

                       ~ kab’=  

         

   3    oox-ib’          ox=            r-oox 

 

   4    kaanh-ib’        kanh=          u-kaanh 

 

   5    Ho7-oob’         Ho7=           r-oo7 

 

   6    waqaq-iib’       waqaq=         u-waaqaaq 

 

   7    huuq-uub’        huq=           u-huuq 

 

   8    waqxaq-iib’      waqxaq=        u-waqxaaq 

 

   9    b’elenh-eeb’     b’elenh=       u-b’eeleenh 

 

  10    laajunh          lajunh=        u-laajuunh 

 

  11                     b’elenh=ka7= ?           

 

  12                     laj(unh)=ka7= ? 

 

  13    ox=laajunh 

 

  20    jun=k’ahl 

 

  21    juun u-ka7=winaq 

  

  30    laajunh u-ka7=winaq 

 

  40    ka7=winaq  

 

  50    laajunh r-ox=k’ahl 

 

  60    ox=k’ahl 

 

  70    laajunh u-kanh=winaq 
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  80    kanh=winaq 

 

  90    laajunh r-o7=k’ahl 

 

 100    Ho7=k’ahl 

 

 400    EM *aq’oob’ : GL *=b’ahq’  

 

8000    EM #ch’uwi : GL #piik  
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1 

 

 2 

 

 3 

 

 4 

 

 5 

 

 6 

 

 7 

 

 8 

  

 9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 
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EASTERN Q’EQCHI7: CAHABO*N & LANQUI*N (TK 1971.6-8) 

                           

        cardinal         prepound       ordinal         

 

how  

many?   jar-ub’ 

 

 1/2 

 

   1    ju:n             ju:n#          b’ehnil 

 

   2    ka7-ib’          ka7=           (x-)kab’-il 

         

   3    7ox-ib’          7ox=           r-ox-il 

 

   4    kah-ib’          kah=           kah-il 

 

   5    ho7-ob’ (L)      ho7=           r-o7-il 

        ho-:b’ (C) 

 

   6    waq-ib’          waq=           waq-il 

 

   7    wuq-ub’          wuq=           wuq-il 

 

   8    wajxaq-ib’       wajxaq=        wajxaq-il  (L) 

        waqxaq-ib’                      waqxaq-il  (C) 

 

   9    b’eleh-eb’       b’eleh= (C)    (x-)b’eleh-il 

 

  10    lajeh-eb’ (L)                   (x-)lajeh-il (L,C)  

        laje-:b’ (C)     lajeh= (C) 

 

  11    jun=lajuh 

 

  12    kab’=lajuh 

 

  13    ox=lajuh 

 

  14    kah=lajuh 

 

  15    ho7=lajuh 

  16    waq=lajuh 

 

  17    wuq=lajuh 

 

  18    wajxaq=lajuh (L) : waqxaq=lajuh (C) 
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  19    b’eleh=lajuh 

 

  20    ju=may 

 

  30     

 

  40    ka=k’ahl  

 

  50    meero syeent 

 

  60    7ox=k’ahl 

 

  70     

 

  80    kah=k’ahl 

 

  90     

 

 100    ju:n syeent 

 

 400   

 

1000    laaje(h)-eb’ syeent 
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       days past         days to come        distributives         

 

 1     7ew-er (L)        hulaj               jun=jun-q 

       7uw-er (C) 

 

 2     kab’-ej-er (L)    kab’-ej             ka7=kab’-il 

       kab’-aj-er (C) 

 

 3     7ox-ej-er         7ox-ej              7ox=7ox-il 

 

 4     koh-ej-er         koh-ej              kah=kah-il 

 

 5                                           ho7-otq-il 

 

 6                                           waq-itq-il 

 

 7                                           wuq-utq-il 

 

 8                                           wajxaq-itq-il 

  

 9                                           b’eleh-itq-il 

 

10                                           lajeh-etqil 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

 

16 

 

17 

 

18 

 

19 

 

20 

 

years 
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1       jun=ab’-er (L) 

        jun=hab’-er (C) 
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EVIDENCE FOR TIME WORDS 

 

                    *mVy-ee(r)  ‘earlier today’ 

 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col)  Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 
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Qeq(Col) 
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                       *7oonh-ee(r)  ‘long ago’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   ooje 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch      ojeer 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE    7oh  Asp  distant past: 

Qan                                                    plain status 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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CLASSIFIERS 

 

Most of the Mayan languages have numeral classifiers, although Was does not and 

GMa languages probably do not.  Those that have them use them to varying 

degrees. 

 

   

*CLASSIFIER1             *-h-, i.e. infixed /h/: CV{h}C  

 

*CLASSIFIER2             *-aanh 

 

*CLASSIFIER3             *-:-, i.e. infixed vowel length: CVVC 
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                    numeral classifier < P  *-h- 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      CV{H}C                           

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp       CV*VC 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch        

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl      CV{j}C                    Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      CV{H}C                     

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      CV{h}C                        

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm       CV{h}C (Smith-Stark) 

                                   PchW      CV{h}C (Brown.187) 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                    shape classifier < P  *-aanh 

 

Was      -e7                       Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                       

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp       CVC-aaj  < T,P 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch       CVC-aaj 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak       CVC-aaj (DuBois) 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                          

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW       

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM      CVC-anh (Hopkins.100-101)                           

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop       CVC-an (Day.59-61)                                                                    
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KotM      CVC-aanh 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                     action counter < T,I  *-:- 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      CV:C (Dayley.164-168)        

Tzo                                             < T 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm      CV:C (TSS)  < T,I 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM      CVC (Hopkins.100-101)                          

ChjS        < T                              

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop       CVC (Day.59,61)                                                                  

              < T,I 
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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COUNTERS ("Numeral Classifiers") 

 

The term ‘numeral classifier’ is in shudder quotes because only some of the 

phenomena discussed here are true numeral classifiers (in my usage of the 

term).  These phenomena are discussed in 1.451-452.  All the stems treated here 

are postpounds combined with preposed numerical expressions, to form a compound 

word.  There are three types of these postpounds: [a] measure counters; [b] 

action counters; [c] shape classifiers.  The numerical expression has the form 

Numeral=Counter Noun.  The Noun may be omitted/absent.  Some Numeral 

expressions are themselves compounds. 

 

Each language has a small set of roots whose only function is as measure 

counters.  These encode such meanings as ‘bit’, ‘few’, ‘time(s)’.  Other 

measure counters are recruited from nouns that are the names of measures or 

containers of a particular size.  In contemporary languages these are often 

borrowings from Spanish, but this was of course not so in preColumbian times, 

and we can reconstruct such pM measure words as *jahw ‘fathom’, and *k’ut-ub’ 

‘span’.  Measure words are possibly the only kind of counters that pM had. 

 

Numeral classifiers, which specify an inherent or temporary trait of a noun 

being counted, are formed from positional roots by infixing *-h-, thus CV{h}C < 

P.  Rarely they may be used to disambiguate multiple possible meanings of a 

noun that is being counted, such as *tyee7, which can mean ‘wood; tree; plank’.  

In Tzeltal, for instance, two different classifiers used with /te7/ serve to 

specify each these precise meanings: with no classifier, /te7/ means ‘wood’, 

and it is not counted, except with a measure word; with /tehk/ ‘upright plant’ 

it means ‘tree’, and with /lehch/ ‘wide flat thing’ it means ‘plank’.  Numeral 

classifiers usually express a feature that is already entailed in the meaning 

of the noun being counted, and are therefore an adornment that increases 

redundancy.  Not surprisingly, languages having numeral classifiers have seen 

their steady erosion as contact with Spanish increases, since Spanish lacks 

them and they are not strictly necessary for clarity of expression.  Certain 

classifiers are, however, obligatory, and in Ch’olan and Yukatekan languages a 

generic classifier *=p’ehl, meaning ‘broken piece’ has ousted the suffix *-Vb’ 

that originally occurred on otherwise free Numerals.  The languages that have 

numeral classifiers of this type are Greater Tzeltalan, Yukatekan, Poqom 

(Smith-Stark, Brown), and apparently Uspanteko: this corresponds to a diffusion 

area in which occur three other peculiar structural traits that can be shown to 

be innovations, as mentioned above in the discussion of ergative split.  

Numeral classifiers are thus most probably a Late Preclassic development.  

Numeral classifiers are rare in Meso-America, though Totonacan has them.  

Inasmuch as there is other evidence for hypothesizing that some element of the 

Teotihuacano population spoke Totonacan, we might speculate that the idea of 

numeral classifiers diffused from Totonacan into Poqom at or near Kaminaljuyu* 

sometime between 400 BCE and 1 CE.    
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Several languages (and probably others will turn up) have action counters which 

are formed from transitive (and probably also intransitive) verb roots by 

lengthening the root vowel, thus *CVVC < T,I.  These are attested in Pqm (TSS), 

Tzu (Dayley.164-168), Pop (Day.59-61), and Chj (Hopkins.100-101).  They mean 

‘number of] instance(s) of performing an action [on the noun being counted’.  

So far we can attribute these counters to pCM. 

 

Another counter has the shape *CVC-aanh and is derived from positional roots.  

It means ‘number of] x-shaped [thing(s).  In Was reflexes of this pattern are 

used as measure counters, but in Chuj (Hopkins.100-101), Popti7 (Day.59-61), 

and Tz’utujiil (Dayley. 164-168) they are characterized as shape classifiers.  

They occur also in K’ichee7, where, from my own knowledge I would say that they 

do not have quite the same function as numeral classifiers do, and they do not 

so much redundantly recapitulate a feature of the noun being counted as to 

specify information that would otherwise be unexpressed.  In GQa languages 

these counters seem to be used in much the same way as numeral classifiers are, 

but they are not widely used or formed because the large-scale development of 

noun classifiers in Chj, Qan, Akt, and Pop (and on a lesser scale in Mam and 

Ixl) has tended to preempt their possible role in the NP.  Kotoke, however, 

which lacks noun classifiers, has no elaboration of numeral classifiers, 

either.  That there is some kind of connexion between numeral classifiers in 

*CV{h}C and counters in *CVC-aanh is suggested by the fact that in Kch some of 

these counters show a lengthened root vowel, implying an earlier  

*CVhC-aanh, that is, contamination of *CVC-aanh by *CVhC.  It is also 

problematic to identify the original function of *CVhC < P if it was not that 

of a numeral classifier.  No doubt the formation produced a noun of some sort, 

but just what its function might have been so far escapes me.  Since the score 

postpound *=k’ahl ‘bundle’ is formed from the vtR *k’al ‘to tie’, we may view 

the *CVhC nc < P pattern as some sort of result noun. 
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PLURALIZERS 

 

There are several pluralizing morphemes found throughout the Mayan family, and 

all of them can be found in the Noun Phrase of most languages.  One of them, 

*eb’, is also found in the Verb Phrase. 

 

*PLURAL PARTICLE1 

 

          *taq ~ *tiq 

 

*PLURAL PARTICLE2 

 

          *-Vq 

 

HUMAN NOUN PLURAL [already introduced: see s.xxx] 

 

          *-aab’ ~ *-iib’ 

 

THIRD PLURAL ABSOLUTIVE [already introduced: see s.xxx] 

 

          *eb’ 
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                      *+taq ~ *+tiq  pluralizer 

 

Was      +tsik; -tsik-iy           Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW     -ch(a)q ‘indef.’ 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   chaq 

                                   MamN     +chaq ‘a cada uno’ 

 

Yuk      -tak   ‘each one                           

     considered individually’      Awk       ch(a)q 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl       chaq  pl. 

                                                 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp       taq  pluralizes Abs 

                                             [TKnotes, JR 1982.439] 

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch       taq 

Chr      #tak ‘severally’          KchCol 

                                    

Chl       tak                      Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo     -e]tik; -tik; -tak           

         nox-]tok ‘again’          Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze     -e]tik; -tik[il                  

        -tik[-lay/n; -tak            

         nax-]tak ‘again’          Pqm       ta   

                                   Pch       taq ‘2pl’; taq[e ‘3pl’ 

Toj     -tik                                -taq ‘adj pl’ 

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                          *+Vq  pluralizer 

 

Was                                Tek    -aq  Abs 2pl [optional]          

WasCol              

                                   MamW     q[-e7  ‘noun pl’ 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk      

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl     -aq  ‘adj pl’ 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp     +aq  Erg pl (2,3)  

                                           [TKnotes, JR]                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch     -7q  adj pl 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      -ik  3pl                          

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      -ik  3pl                            

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT     q[-e7  pl. 

KotCol 
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DISCUSSION 

 

A Mayan plural marker *+taq ~ *+tiq occurs throughout the family, with many 

different functions.  Its original function seems to have been as an optional 

NP particle indicating that the N head was plural.  Another widespread function 

is in the formation of distributive numerals, which is found in EM and GQa, at 

least.  In this function it seems to be a suffix.  The variant *+taq is most 

widely distributed; *+tiq is found only in Was, Tz, and Toj, but in Tz /tak/ 

also occurs.     

 

*+taq     plural of possessed N: Tz (*-V1-tak) [suffix]       

          plural of (possessed or absolutive) N: Chl [clitic] 

          plural of N: KchP [clitic]                

          distributive #: EM, GQa [suffix?], Chr, Chl 

          several taken severally: Yu, Chr                

          part of ‘again’: Tz 

          plural of 2/3 Abs: Usp [clitic] 

          plural of 2 person:Poq [clitic]   

          plural of 3 person:Poq [clitic (with +ee7 6Abs)] 

          plural object of verb: Chl [enclitic] 

 

*+tiq     plural of N: Was [clitic] 

          plural of absolutive N: Tz (*-e-tik) [suffix] 

          plural of 3 (and 2) person: Was [clitic] 

          plural of 1Erg: Tz, Toj [suffix] 

          plural of 1Abs: Tz, Toj (*-o-tik < *-on-tik) [suffix] 

          plural object of verb: Was [-tsik-iy], Tze [-tik-lay/n] 

      

There is evidence for another pluralizer, that may be identical to *+aq ~ *+eq 

‘impv pl subj’, discussed above (3.xxx).  The relevant data [STILL INCOMPLETE] 

are: 

 

     Kot  +qe7  plural of N in NP.  Contains 6Abs (*+eb’) 

 

     WMam  qe7  plural of N in NP.  Contains 6Abs (*+eb’) 

 

     Kch  -(V)7q  pluralizer of adjective (as N modifier or as predicate)         

 

     Usp  +aq  2-3Erg pluralizer [already cited] 

 

     Tz   -ik  2-3pl subj and obj [already cited] 

 

Depending on whether more data is forthcoming, it would be desirable to figure 

out whether an NP-level pluralizer of shape pM #+Vq should be postulated, 

either in contrast or in variation with *+taq. 
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FREQUENTATIVE 

 

A pM suffix of shape *-ula7 that forms transitive verb stems from transitive 

stems, and as well transitive, positional, and affect roots, is widely 

supported in the Mayan family.  Its meaning is ‘frequentative, repeatedly, 

repeated action’. 
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                        *-ula7 vt < vt,T,P,F 

 

Was    -la7  ‘do suddenly’         Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk    -la7-n-t  ‘repetitive’     

            [Owen]                 Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl    -ul@  vt:repeated action   Sak 

      [Feldman #11] < T,P                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      -V1la7  vt:celeritive   

Tzo                                        transitivizer [JD.135-136] 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze    -ulan  vt:plural action                              

       -tik-]lay/n  vt: plural object 

Tz    *-ulaX (X = n,y)             Pqm  CV:C-]laa[-h  vt:frequentative  

     [TK A53] ‘repeated action’       (‘to keep...-ing’) [TSS.322-323] 

      *-tik-]laX  vt:plural object PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM  -V
~
la7  vt:plural object 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

Tz *-tik- is the Mayan nominal pluralizer *taq ~ *tiq.  
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SYMBOLIC ROOTS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES. 

 

As mentioned in chapter 1 symbolic roots and their derivational properties are 

not described in a representative fashion in Mayan languages.  They are 

recognized by Kaufman, Norman, Smith-Stark, England, Munson, Ayres, ...; 

however, Blair, Edmonson, Dayley, ..., and DuBois do not recognize them nor do 

they describe their special traits.  Yet every Mayan language has them, and has 

some special derivational suffixes that tend to be associated mainly or at 

least significantly with affect roots.  In this section I outline several such 

affixes, mostly intransitivizers, that have wide distribution in Mayan. 

 

*-ula7 plus intransitivizer.  Among the shapes of suffixes forming vi < F, 

there are two, #-laj and #-lan.  They may be equivalent to *-ula7 

‘frequentative < vt’ + *-an ‘antipassive’ or *-aj ‘mediopassive’.  Short vowels 

in medial syllables often drop, since they were unstressed in pM and 

practically all of its descendants, so the lack of any attestation of /u ~ i/ 

in the suffixes added to F roots need not constitute a problematic phonological 

discrepancy. 

 

*-naj.  All languages point to or are compatible with final /j/, which probably 

reflects pM *-aj  ‘vtD mediopassive’. *-n(a) withouth final /j/ does not, 

however, otherwise ocuur. 

 

*-et ~ -ot.  Suffixes of these shapes are part of complex desinences in several 

languages.  Only in Tz and Mam are they directly suffixed to a root.     

 

*-V1C2-et ~ *-V1C2-ot. 

 

*-C1o7 and *-u-un. 

 

*-(a)b’-. 

 

*-ex ~ -ox. 

 

*-h-...-o/a-w-.... 
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                       #-lan and #-laj  vi < F 

 

 

Was(Col)             -le  vi; -la7  vt     

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)             CVC-la7-n-t-  vt ‘repetitive’;  

                     CV{7}C-laHj-  vi ‘repetitive’ 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tz                  *-laj-an, *-luj-et ~ *-lej-et  

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col)             -laj-an, -laj-et  vf 

                         ‘several objects & several repetitions’ 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop                  -la  F < vi [D.43, #507)  ‘make a noise,  

                                         keep mentioning something’ 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl                 -C17-]lan  [GA.98-99]  ‘hacer mucho o varias veces la   

                                accio*n que produce tal sonido o tal efecto’ 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col)            -V1laj  [WN]  ‘caye*ndose poco a poco’ 

Sak                 -alaj  [JdB.203]  vi < P,X 

Sip 

Tzu                 -V1lo7j  < -V1la7 + -aj  [JD.119-120]  vi <P,T,F 

                            ‘activity is heard but not seen’ 
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Kaq(Col)            -lu  vt : -lu-n  vi  [WN] ‘de una accio*n que se extiende’                                                     

 

Pqm                 -laa-n  (cf. -laa-[h  vt)  vi < F  [TSS.399-401] 

                         ‘occurrence at regular intervals’                      

                              (CVC-laa-n ~ CVVC-laa-n) 

Pch(W,E)            -lV1j  [LB.163]  ‘move accidentally’; 

                    -lV1n  [LB.159]  ‘repeat a noise or movement’  iv < F 

Qeq(Col)  
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                           *-naj  vi < F 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                 -na: in --na, -V1k-na, -C1V1C2-na. 

                    -V1k-na  vf  ‘one extended occurrence’ (LF #22) 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col)            -naj  vf  ‘one object & several occurrences’ 

                    -knaj  vf  ‘walking imperfectly’ 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)       -nj[-ee7  vi  [TK: meaning not quite remembered] 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col)            -naj  vi  [WN]  ‘movie*ndose’ 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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                         *-et ~ -ot   vi < F 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tz             *-et  vf  ‘one object & one occurrence’ 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col)       -et  vf  ‘one object & one occurrence’ 

               -h-...-aw-et  ‘one object & several occurrences’ 

Tze(Col)       -V1C2-et  vf  ‘one object & one extended occurrence’ 

               -laj-et  vf  ‘several objects & several repetitions’ 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

MamN           -ch  vi < F  [NE.130-131 #73]  ‘the sound/action’  

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

 

Kch(Col)       -V1C2-ot  [WN]  ‘movie*ndose varias cosas  

                                   en un solo lugar’ 

Sak            -C1-]V1t  [JdB.203]  vi < T,F  [nonproductive]   

Sip 

Tzu            -V1C2-ot  [JD.118-119]  vi <P,T,F  ‘action occurs slowly  

or repetitively’ 

Kaq(Col) 
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Pqm 

Pch(W,E)       -C1-]V1t  [LB.168]  vi < F,P,A,X  ‘to repeat the noise or  

movement rhythmically’ 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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                   *-V1C2-et ~ *-V1C2-ot   vi < F 

 

Was(Col)   cf. -V1C2-V1V1l  vf < var.  ‘going along continously’ ? 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col)       -V1C2-et  vf  ‘one object & one extended occurrence’ 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

MamN           -V1C2-V  [NE.130 #72]  vf < P,F,X ‘action/sound’ 

               -V1C2-V-Vn  [NE.11 #25]  vi < vf  ‘go ...-ing’ 

MamS           -V1C2V1V1n  [LM.374 ex. 226-228]  vi  < P,F ‘walking around in 

the state, manner, and/or condition expressed by the root’ 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

 

Kch(Col)       -V1C2-ot  [WN]  ‘movie*ndose varias cosas  

                                   en un solo lugar’ 

               -V1C2[-xin  [WN]  ‘varias cosas en varias partes’ 

Sak        cf. -V1C2  [JdB.203-204]  vi < X  ‘repetitive movement/sound’ [TK] 

Sip 

Tzu            -V1C2-ot  [JD.118-119]  vi <P,T,F  ‘action occurs slowly or 

repetitively’ 

Kaq(Col) 
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Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 

 

Corresponding to vi -V1C2-ot, Kch and Tzu have vtD -V1C2-a7.  
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                  A  *-C1o7  and  B  *-u-un   vi < F 

 

Was(Col)        A   -C1V2V2l  vf < var.  ‘do back and forth’ ?  

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tz            A,B   -C1-un  ‘one object & several repetitions’ 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col)      A,B   -C1-un  ‘one object & several repetitions’ 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop          A (B?) -C1[-n  [CD.45]  vi  ‘keep ...-ing’ 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

MamS         B  cf. -uun  [LM.377, ex. 252] vi < F 

                                         ‘moving slowly’ [TK]   

 

Awk 

Ixl          A  cf. -C17[-lan  [GA.98-99]  ‘hacer mucho o varias veces  

la accio*n que produce tal sonido o tal efecto’ 

             B  cf. -u-n  [GA.99-100]  vt/vi < F  ‘hacer una accio*n  

que produce tal sonido o tal efecto’ 

                cf. -on  [GAS.100] vi < F  [same meaning]     

Usp 

 

Kch(Col) 

Sak          A  cf. -C1V1[-t  [JdB.203]  vi < T,F  [nonproductive]   

Sip 

Tzu          A  cf. -V1C1o7  [JD.118]  vi < P,T,F  ‘activity makes  

a certain sound’ 

Kaq(Col) 
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Pqm 

Pch(W,E)     A      -C1V1[-t  [LB.168]  vi < F,P,A,X  ‘to repeat the noise  

or movement rhythmically’ 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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                          *-(a)b’-  vi < F 

 

Was(Col)            -b[-ix  vi < F  ‘make the sound/movement once’ Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col)            -b’-al  vi  ‘repeated action’ [RB.82]  

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop                 -b’-aj  vi < P,T,F  ‘repetitive action’  [JA] 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

MamS               CVC]-Vb’[-ti  [LM.373, ex. 223-225]  vi < T,F                               

‘action is continuous or repetitive’ 

 

Awk 

Ixl                -k-]ab’(-V-n)  [GA.97-98]  vi < F  ‘hacer mucho,                             

por varias personas, o en varios lugares, 

la accio*n que produce tal sonido                  

o tal efecto’ 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col)           -(i)l-]ab’  vi  [WN]  ‘por todos lados’   

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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                        *-h-...-o/a-w-...  vi < F 

 

Was(Col) 

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col)            -h-...-aw-et  vf < F  ‘one object  

                                          & several occurrences’ 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch                 -H-...-o7p  [WN]  vi < F  ‘varias cosas en varias partes’                                               

                    -ow-an  [WN]  vi < F  ‘saliendo li*quido en gotitas’                                                

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col) 
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                         *-ex ~ -ox  vi < F 

 

 

Was(Col)       -b[-ix  vi < F  ‘make the sound/movement once’  

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl 

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col) 

Tze(Col) 

 

Toj 

Chj(M,S) 

 

Qan 

Akt 

Pop            -(e)x  [CD.45, #518]  tv,iv < P,F  ‘repetitive,  

of noise or motion’                                          

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN) 

 

Awk 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col) 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col)       -V1C2-]x[-in  [WN]  ‘varias cosas en varias partes’ 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu 

Kaq(Col) 

 

Pqm 

Pch(W,E) 

PoqCol 
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Qeq(Col) 
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DISCUSSION 

 

*-ula7 plus intransitivizer.  Tz -et and -an occur elsewhere among vi affect 

derivatives.  Tz -an, and Ixl, Pqm, and Pch -n is no doubt the Mayan 

antipassive or neutral voice intransitivizing suffix.  The -j found in these 

suffixes is doubtless the Mayan mediopassive as used with polysyllabic or 

derived transitive verb stems.  The Ixl, Kch, Sak, and Tzu forms strongly 

suggest that the original form of the suffix contains a vowel before the /l/.  

Thus we may view these markers as being based on pM *-ula7 ‘frequentative’.   

The Kaq -lu(-n) may be comparable to the pTz *-luj-et.  This might involve 

recognizing a pCM *-lu transitivizer.  The Tz *-j would reflect pM *-aj 

‘mediopassive’.  However the /lu/-forms conceivably might go back to *-ula7 

with vowel assimilation and vowel dropping.  Possible meaning: ‘several/many 

repetitions of the action’. 

 

*-naj.  The Chl and Tz forms point to pGTz *-u-naj and *-V1k-u-naj as later 

developments from pCM *-naj.  Possible meaning: ‘one entity moving along’. 

 

*-et ~ *-ot.  In other contexts *-ot marks bounded passive, but that seems 

somewhat unlikely in these circumstances.  We could formulate the available 

spotty evidence as supporting EM *-ot ~ WM *-et.  *-o- and *-e- are 

respectively transitive and intransitive theme vowels.  Possible meaning: 

‘action by or on one object’. 

 

*-V1C2-et ~ *-V1C2-ot.  The data cited in this set give some evidence for *-V1C2 

as an intransitivizer in its own right.  Possible meaning: ‘going along 

repeating the action’.  The Was and Mam forms support a reconstruction 

*-V1C2-V1V1 with the same meaning.  The -l of Was and the -n of Mam are further 

derivations, both of ‘generic antipassive’ meaning. 

 

*-C1o7 and *-u-un.  What has been included under this heading is a mixed bag.  

What we basically find here is evidence that reduplication of the first root 

consonant followed by a rounded vowel is a sequence found in several Mayan 

languages in affect derivatives.  There is also evidence from Tz and GMa of a 

desinence *-uun, which probably contains *-an ‘antipassive’.  A closer look 

suggests that the first marker can be more precisely specified as *-C1o7 

without serious phonological discrepancies, and that the second can be analyzed 

as *-u + *-an, where *-u may be a transitivizer.  The Tz marker combines both 

of these reconstructed forms, and the Pop form may do so as well.  Possible 

meaning: ‘several rhythmic repetitions’. 

 

*-(a)b’.  This marker has a pM-level distribution.  Possible meaning: ‘repeated 

action and/or action in various places’. 

 

*-h-...-o/a-w-....  This marker has a poor distribution, but the formal 

agreements are highly specific.  Tz -aw- and Kch -ow- are the local variants of 
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the focus antipassive marker.  The Tze form adds -et, which it also uses alone, 

but only in affects, and Kch adds -an, the absolute antipassive marker.  The 

Kch ending ...o7p can plausibly be derived from /ow/ + /7Vp/, but what the 

latter might be is unclear.  Both languages point to infixed *-h-.  Possible 

meaning:  ‘various things or occurrences’. 

 

*-ex ~ *-ox.  If either of these shapes is secondary it is the Kch one.  *-o- 

and *-e- are respectively transitive and intransitive theme vowels.  Note that 

with *-et ~ *-ot Kch also favors the transitive theme vowel.  Possible meaning: 

‘various things or actions’. 

 

The original meanings of most of these affixes and desinences are hard to pin 

down and differentiate, but a preliminary effort has been made above. 

 

The shapes of several of the morphemes laid out above look suspiciously like 

affixes that have already been reconstructed in other functions.  While it may 

be true that affect derivations largely make use of affixes that have other 

functions as well, there can be no doubt that there are affect roots in all 

Mayan languages, and that these affixes occur with them. 

 

         E N D   o f   C O M P A R A T I V E   D I S C U S S I O N  

                  o f   M A Y A N   N O U N   P H R A S E 
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

 

C  SENTENCE PARTICLES 

 

         ------------DISCUSSION NEEDED HERE------------- 

 

*INTERROGATIVE-INDEFINITE 

 

          *b’a  ‘what?’ 

 

          *q’u  ‘what?’ 

 

          *tu   ‘what?’     

 

          *ka   ‘what?’ 

 

          *mak  ‘who?’  

 

          *ro7  ‘where’ 

 

          *yo7  ‘when’ 

 

 

*HORTATIVE PREDICATOR 

 

          *qo7nh  ‘let’s go!’ 

 

Note:  this string may be a resegmentation of 

 

                *vi + oq + o7nh 

 

                      dep  4Abs   

 

*COME! 

 

          *la7 

 

 

HEARSAY 

 

          #ab’i  ‘you know’ 

 

 

QUOTATIVE VERB 

 

          #kiih  ‘quotative verb’ 
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                         *qo7nh  ‘let’s go!’ 

 

Was                                Tek       qo7                                

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol   qo7 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      <coon>  ‘ven!’                           

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr      ko7                       KchCol 

                                    

Chl      kon                       Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                                  

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      kurik                              

TzeCol   konik                            

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

Chj      ko(7o)nh [dual]                            

         koy-ek [plural]                  

                                   QeqW 

QaC     *to7nh  not cognate       QeqE   

Qan      ton  not cognate         QeqCol 

Akt      toon  not cognate                          

Pop      tonh  not cognate                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT     qu7  

KotCol 
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               *la7  ‘come!’ THERE IS MUCH MORE DATA!! 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr       la7-                     KchCol 

                                    

Chl       la7                      Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo       la7                          

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       la7                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM      lem                       

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM      hala7 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                            *tu  ‘what?’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop        tu..  ‘what?’                  

           tub’a  ‘where?’         Usp 

                                         

ChtCol    <tu-ca>  ‘what?’        

                                   Kch 

Chr        tu-k’a(j)               KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq  /tux/ is t- ‘3Abs’ = ux ‘be’ 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze        tu  ‘what?’ [STz]           

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                            *q’u  ‘what?’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop      k’u(7)...                                 

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      k’u[-s(i)  ‘what?’                           

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                             *ka  ‘what?’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe    kat  ‘where?’ 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl      kam  ‘what?’ 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      kay...ti7  ‘where?’       QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                            *b’a  ‘what?’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

pYu       *b’a7l  ‘thing’ [F#33] 

          *b’a7(-x)  ‘what?’ [F#34] 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl     +(e)b’(a)  ‘talvez’ 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl       b’a  interrog particle   Sak 

          b’aj[=che7  ‘how?’                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq      xa b’a chi+k-e                                                  

‘cualquier cosa’ 

Tze       b’al  interrog particle                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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*b’a7  ‘where?’ 

+/- *7ar  ‘being there’ or *-r ‘locative adverb former’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl    

 

Mop      tub’a  ‘where?’                

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl      b’[=aki ~ b’a7  ‘where?’  Sak 

         b’aj[=che7  ‘how?’                           

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu      b’aar  ‘where?’        

Tzo      b’u ~ b’uy  ‘where?’   

TzoCol                             Kaq      b’a7  ‘where?’ 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      b’an ~ b’a7  ~ b’ay      

            ‘where?’                        

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj      b’a7a  ‘where?’         PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     b’ajti7il  ‘where?’      

ChjS     (/b’/ ~ /7/)                                 

                                   QeqW      b’ar  ‘where?’ 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      b’ay  ‘where?’            QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      b’ay  ‘where?’                                                   
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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               *b’a q’iinh  ‘when?’ (lit. ‘what day?’) 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk      b’a7-x=k’iin;  

         b’i=k’in(+x)                           

YukCol  <bi=kin>                   Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop      b’i=k’in                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol   <bai(co)quin>                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      b’a=k’in                           

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      b’a=k’in                              

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj      b’a=k’in                  PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     b’a=k’inh                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      b’a=q’in                  QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      b’a=q’inh                                                        
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                        *b’i  ‘what?’ ‘how?’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk       b’i-x  ‘how?’                                

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA      b’i-k(i)  ‘how?’         IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz       b’i-x  ‘how?’            IxlCol 

 

Mop       b’i-k(i)  ‘how?’                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       b’in  ‘what?’                                   

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                            *mak  ‘who?’ 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

pYu      *ma(h)k(x)  [F#415+420] 

Yuk       maHx                      

YukCol   <mac(x)>                  Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB      mak [Baer]               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop       mak                            

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol   <machi>                   

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl       ma(ch)[=ki ~ maj=[ki     Sak                     

          ~ majch[=ki      

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo       much’u                          

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze       mach’a                                   

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM      mach                          

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan       mak                      QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 

 

Tz *m@ch’@ is probably from *mak ‘who’ + *7a ‘at such a place/time’. 
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*yo7 ‘relative-indefinite place’ and *ro7 ‘relative-indefinite time’ are (so 

far) based on data from two languages only.  The supporting forms are as 

follows: 

 

Tzo Zinacanta*n /yo7/ ‘the place where, the time when, so that’ 

                /yo7 to/ ‘until, whenever’ 

 

Tzo San Andre*s /yo7/ ‘para que’ 

                /yo7 b’u/ ‘(el lugar) donde’ 

                /yo7 k’uxi/ ‘a fin de que’ 

                /yo7 to/ ‘mientras, hasta que’ 

 

Kot Motozintla  /cho7/ ‘what(?)’; relative-indefinite thing, time, or manner                       

                /ha7 (n) yoo/ ‘which?’  

                /yoo/ relative-indefinite person, place, or number/amount                      
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                        quotative verb  *kiih  vi 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol  chi < *ki 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol   <cih> #kij !              Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                Ixl     cyih 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol   <che>                      

                                   Kch 

Chr       che(j)                   KchCol 

                                    

Chl       che7(e) vi:defective     Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      chi                              

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm    hin-ki ‘they say’ [SS.620] 

                                   PchW 

Toj      chi  vi                   PchE   {kih} 

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     chih  ‘to say’ [NAH 120]                           

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan      chi                       QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop      xhi < x chi                                                        
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KotM     ki  vi [past only] 

KotT 

KotCol 
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                       hearsay particle  #ab’i 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk     b’in                           

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol  <abi>                            

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl      7ab’i                     Sak 

                                    

Chn      7a7i                      Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo      b’i ‘for sure’                           

         hun=b’i ‘I guess’         Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze      7ab’i                        

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm     nab’i ‘reportedly, supposedly’  

[SS.620]                                      

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM     Hab’                     

Chj      +ob’  "indirect quote"                                      

     [second position clitic]      QeqW 

     [Maxwell 122]                 QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM     7aab’ii# ~ 7a(a)b’... 

KotT 

KotCol 
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DATA SHEET 

 

Was                                Tek                                       

WasCol              

                                   MamW 

Kab                                MamS 

KabCol                             MamSCol 

                                   MamN 

 

Yuk                                 

YukCol                             Awk 

 

LakA                               IxlNe 

LakB                               IxlCo 

                                   IxlCh 

Itz                                IxlCol 

 

Mop                                       

                                   Usp 

                                         

ChtCol                              

                                   Kch 

Chr                                KchCol 

                                    

Chl                                Sak 

                                    

Chn                                Sip    

ChnCol                              

                                   Tzu        

Tzo                                 

TzoCol                             Kaq 

                                   KaqCol 

Tze                                    

TzeCol                              

                                   Pqm 

                                   PchW 

Toj                                PchE   

                                   PoqCol 

ChjM                                

ChjS                                      

                                   QeqW 

                                   QeqE   

Qan                                QeqCol 

Akt                                 

Pop                                                                         
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KotM 

KotT 

KotCol 
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SYNTAX 

 

Part of this will be resumptive of what has gone before. 

 

SENTENCE STRUCTURE: Constituents and Constituent Order 

 

Core Constituents 

 

Predicate types 

 

Non-verbal predicates 

     Predicate Noun 

     Predicate Adjective 

     Predicate Stative 

     Existential predicate 

     Possessive existential predicate 

 

Verbal predicates 

     climate 

     impersonal 

     intransitive active 

     pseudo-intransitive: action noun   

     intransitive non-active 

     transitive 

     pseudo-transitive: ‘know’ (Was txo7oob, Kch eta7aam),  

         ‘want (Was lee7)’ 

     ditransitive   

 

NP Argument types 

     Theme 

     Agent/Ergative 

     Patient/Absolutive 

     Recipient/Dative 

     Beneficiary/Maleficiary 

     Possessor 

     Reflexive      

     Instrument 

     Associate 

     Oblique Agent 

     Oblique Object 

 

Adverbials: as NP and as Demonstrative  

     Time 

     Place 

     Manner 

     Extent 
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Subordinators 

     Time WHEN 

     Place WHERE 

     Manner HOW 

     Extent HOW MUCH 

     Cause WHY 

     Purpose WHAT FOR  

 

Other subordinators 

     Condition/Result 

 

Coordinators 

     AND 

     OR 

     BUT 

 

Introducers  

     Therefore... 

     Well... 

 

 

CONSTITUENT ORDER 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.46-48, Hypothesis #1) says: "*PM was a VOS language." 

 

Norman & Campbell (1978.146): "Conjecture I:  Word order in proto-Mayan was 

variable and was controlled by a hierarchy of lexical features.  Unmarked order 

was VSO when S and O were equal on the feature hierarchy, VOS when S was higher 

than O."  

 

Quizar 1978.203-206 discusses word order in Mayan and concludes that pM was 

verb-initial: "If...we assume that the Proto-Mayan basic order was 

verb-initial, fewer problems arise. (Whether the original order was VSO or VOS 

would be difficult to establish, even though VOS occurs in more branches of the 

family)." 
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INTERROGATIVES 

 

Information (WH-) questions 

 

Yes-No questions 

 

 

FRONTING OF INTERROGATIVES 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.55-56, Hypothesis #11) says: "When questioning an NP 

embedded in a prepositional phrase or a possessive construction, the questioned 

NP occurs first in the sentence, immediately followed by the prepositional 

phrase or the possessive construction (the questioned NP having been 

pronominalized?)." 

 

 

CONSTITUENT FRONTING for TOPICALIZATION 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.48-49, Hypothesis #2) says: "*PM allowed both the subject 

and the object (and most likely other constituents) to occur facultatively 

before the verb.  That is to say, *PM had a topicalization transformation which 

shifted elements to sentence initial position.  Note that implicit in this 

statement is the verb first nature of proto-Mayan."  

 

Fronting of NPs (Subject, Object) 

 

Fronting of Adverbials 

 

 

RELATIVE CLAUSES 

 

Smith-Stark (1976a.56-57, Hypothesis #15) says: "Relative clauses were of the 

form                     

                            NP 

                          x    x   

                        x       x 

                       N  (det)  S."    

 

The relative clause introducer is drawn from the class of DemA (See above).  It 

is often, but not always, identical with the definite article.  See the 

following chart.  FILL OUT 
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                    definite article    relative marker 

 

Was(Col)            an                  ana, axi      

Kab(Col) 

 

Yuk(Col) 

Lak(A,B) 

Itz 

Mop 

 

ChtCol 

Chr 

Chl                 jin(i), an, ub’i    +b’@   

Chn(Col) 

 

Tzo(Col)            li, ti...e          li, ti 

Tze(Col)            te...e              te 

 

Toj                 ja...i              ja 

Chj(M,S)            ha                  ZERO 

 

Qan        

Akt 

Pop                                     ZERO 

Kot(M,T,Col) 

 

Tek 

Mam(W,S,ColN)                           a(qa)j(u); {-qa-} ‘pl’ 

 

Awk                ye ~ yi ~ je         ZERO 

Ixl(NE,Co,Ch,Col)  u                    wa7 ‘cleft particle’ 

 

Usp 

 

Kch(Col)           riH, leH, weH 

Sak 

Sip 

Tzu                ja(r)               ja(r) 

Kaq(Col)           ri 

Pqm                                    wa7 ‘cleft particle’ TSS. 

Pch(W,E)           i, re7 

PoqCol 

 

Qeq(Col)           li 
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THE COMPLEMENTIZER *TYI 

 

Already several CV particles have been reconstructed that begin with an apical 

stop: 

     [a] *ti ~ *ta ‘unfocused Asp’; 

     [b] *taH ‘counterfactual’; 

     [c] *tah=na ~ *ta(j) ~ *na  ‘progressive AA’;  

     [d] *to ‘still, yet’; 

     [e] *tya ‘subordinator of nominalized verb’  

         (which is the same as the generic preposition, discussed above s.xxx); 

     [f] *tya or *tyi ‘future [GMa] or optative [GKch] Asp’  

              [EM only; perhaps limited to /3Abs]; and 

     [g] *tye ‘deictic: that/there’. 

 

To complicate matters further, there is evidence for still another clause-level 

particle of this general shape, which I reconstruct as *tyi, and gloss 

‘complementizer’.  The evidence is as follows: In some dialects of Was, the 

interrogative words, when they occur before a VP, or even when they occur 

alone, are normally followed by /-x-ti/ or /-n-ti/.  {x} is a relativizer, full 

form /axi/; {n} is also a relativizer, full form /ana/.  The forms in question 

are /jita7-x-ti/ ‘who?’; /ja 7in-t’ooj-x-ti/ ‘what?’; /jowa7-x-ti/ ‘which?’; 

/jowa7-n-ti/ ‘which?, where?’; /jale(e)7-x-ti/ ‘why?’.  The marker ti has a 

variant ta before 2Abs {it} and 5Abs {ix}.  Was also uses ti/a before a 

predicate and after a higher predicate or interrogative followed by /an+/ 

(definite article = relative clause introducer).  If the lower predicate is 

verbal and the complement to a verbal higher predicate, it is in incompletive 

status.  Tzeltal has interrogative expressions of the following types:  

/b’a-n-ti/ ‘where?’; /b’i-n-ti/ ‘what?’; /tu-ti/ ‘what?’.  The simlarity 

between Was and Tze, namely Q + def/rel + complementizer is uncanny, and there 

is no special relationship between Was and Tze.  K’ichee7 and Tz’utujiil use 

/chi/ as a complementizer of finite indicative clauses under certain higher 

verbs, and as an introducer of that-clauses having sentential complements.  

Additional comparable data will probably be found, but the data assembled here 

is sufficient to support the reconstruction of a pM particle *tyi, occurring  

     [a] as a complementizer between higher verbs and sentential complements 

[Was, Yu, Ch, KchP],   

     [b] after interrogative words clefted and fronted out of their matrix 

sentence [Was, Tze], and 

     [c] in that-clauses with sentential complements [KchP]. 

To these we may be able to add  

     [d] as introducer of a future or potential verbal predicate with dependent 

status marking [EM].  However, inasmuch as IxlCo has /s(a)/ as ‘future Asp’, it 

may well come from *tza.  This leaves GKch /chi/ ‘optative’ as a lower-level 

development from pM *tyi ‘complementizer’. 

     [e] Pop /ti=k’a/ ‘always, habitually’, may contain a reflex of this 

etymon.  Pop /k’a/ is ‘too much, more than expected’. 
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Note that in Was, Chl, and KchP *tya ‘preposition’ and *tyi ‘complementizer’ 

have homophonous reflexes.  In all of these cases this can be the result of 

regular phonological change.   

 

Wasteko has a further reflex of pM *tyi ‘complementizer’.  In Was, Abs is 

always preposed to the predicate word.  If the predicate word is a transitive 

verb or possessed noun, Abs precedes Erg.  Whenever an Abs-Erg string would 

occur, a proclitic morpheme of the shape /ti ~ tV2/ must precede it.  This is 

identical in shape with the reflex of pM *tya ‘preposition’ or pM *tyi 

‘complementizer’.  Since /tV/ occurs in non-verbal predicates it is in origin 

more likely to be a complementizer than an aspect particle, since aspect 

particles occur only with verbs.  Thus it is unlikely to reflect LpM *ti ~ ta 

‘unfocused’.  Since the verb form that occurs with tV+Abs+Erg is not 

nominalized, /tV/ is not likely to be a reflex of pM *tya ‘preposition’.  A 

problem with interpreting this marker as a complementizer is that it does not 

have to occur with a higher verb.  But since Was lacks any special verb forms 

for use in subordinate, dependent, or complement clauses, it is not hard to see 

how a clause type beginning with the complementizer *tyi could have come to be 

used as an independent clause.  Three further facts provide evidence that /tV/ 

descends from pM *tyi ‘complementizer’: [a] When the Abs+Erg string follows 

{tV} ‘complementizer’ there is only one /t/ in the string, except when 2Abs 

{it} is present, in which case there are two /t/s.  [b] When the Abs+Erg string 

follows the /tV/ that occurs with interrogative-relative words, the same 

results as in [a] hold.  [c] When a verb is dependent, thus preceded by TAM 

marker {ka}, the order of morphemes is {tV}+{ka}+Abs+Erg.  This is consistent 

with {tV] being a clause introducer, because it precedes an aspect marker or 

aspect auxiliary.  Because Abs is always preposed, it is likely that in 

pre-Wasteko most TAM categories required a proclitic aspect marker that 

attracted the second position Abs clitics to them.  

 

The distinction between a preposition <ta> and a complementizer <ti> in Greater 

Lowland languages is discussed in Macri 1986ms, which appears in a revised form 

as chapter 13 of her 1988 dissertation, A Grammar of Palenque Maya.  The data 

that Macri discusses are surrounded by a broken line in the accompanying chart.  

Yuc-Lak /ti7/, Itz-Mop /ti/, Chl /ti/, and Chr /tua7/ are all cited in Macri 

1986ms as ‘complementizers’, in sense [a] above.  Macri wrongly lists Tzo /ti/ 

as a complementizer, but the attested uses are as a relative clause introducer, 

which is normally encoded in Mayan languages by the definite article, if the 

language has one -- and /ti/ is the definite article in Tzo.  Macri’s purpose 

in examining the data she looks at is to see whether there is any reason to 

expect to find both <ta> and <ti> -- with different functions -- in the same 

hieroglyphic text. 
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           preposition   complementizer  that + Sen   interr/relat                

                                                           word 

 

Was        ti ~ tV2      ti ~ tV2         [abal]       -n-ti, -x-ti 

                                                      

Cab 

        ---------------------------- 

Yuk     |  ti7           ti7 [Col] |                   -x  ‘rel’ 

Lak     | [ich], ta!!    ti7       |  

Itz     | [ich]          ti        | 

Mop     | [ich]          ti        | 

        |                          | 

ChtCol  |                          | 

Chr     |  ta            tua7      |  

Chl     |  ti            ti        | 

Chn     |  t@            ---       | 

        |                          | 

Tzo     |  ta ~ ti                 |                   -x[7elan 

Tze     |  ta            ---       |                   -(n-)ti 

        ---------------------------- 

 

Toj 

Chj        t’a(y)  

 

Qan        b’ay 

Akt 

Pop        b’ay          ta(to) [Craig 1975.256-261] 

Kot        ti  

 

Tek 

Mam        ---           t-u7n [England.302] 

 

Awk        tz 

Ixl        s 

 

Usp        chi 

 

Kch        chi      chi                   chi 

Sak        chi 

Sip        chi 

Tzu        chi      chi [Dayley.391-394]  chi   

Kaq        chi 

 

Pqm        chi 

Pch        chi 

PoqCol 
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Qeq 

 

Pop /ta(to)/ ‘complementizer’ contains pM *taH ‘counterfactual’  
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RELATIVIZER-INDEFINITIZER *X 

 

We can also isolate a morpheme *x in these data:  Was /ma-]x/ ‘if’, /+x[-e7/ 

‘yes-no question’, /(a)x(i)/ ‘that + Rel’; /jita7-x-ti/ ‘who?’, /jowa7-x-ti/ 

‘which?’, /ja-7in-t’ooj-x-ti/ ‘what?’, /jale(e)7-x-ti/ ‘why?’; /x-jata7/, ‘that 

which’, /x-jita7/ ‘he who’, /x-jowa7/ ‘which’, /x-jowa7-n-ti/ ‘where’; Yu 

/maHk-x/ ‘he who’, /b’a7-x/ ‘that which’, /b’i-x/ ‘the way that’, /b’a7-x 

k’i:n/, /b’i-k’in-x/ ‘the time that’; Tzo /k’u-x-7elan/ ‘how it is’.  Wasteko 

and Yukatekan have a particle that seems only or mainly to occur as, or to 

form, relative clause introducers.  In Western and Central Was {axi} introduces 

relative clauses where Nhead is the same as human or non-human Erg or Abs in 

Rel.  When the Equi in the Rel is other than these, or where explicitness it 

desired, the appropriate interrogative word ‘who?, where?, how?, etc. preceded 

by {x} forms a relative clause introducer.  In Yukatekan the latter pattern is 

followed, encliticizing {x} to the interrogative word to form a Rel introducer.  

An additional use in Was of {xi} is as a Det between Dem and N (In Was Det has 

shifted to this position: the Det’s of Was are {an}, {i}, and {xi}).  In 

Eastern Wasteko the Rel introducer is {ana}, a variant of the definite article 

{an+}.  This suggests that *x is a member of the set of deictics, though it has 

not yet been found in strictly demonstrative function.  The distribution is Was 

+ GLL, which is as good as pM.  The meaning is something like 

‘relativizer-indefinitizer’.  *x seems to be a second position enclitic, 

attached to the first word of a constituent.  

 

On the basis of the previous discussion we can posit the following proto-Mayan 

sentences with *tyi, *x, and *an: 

 

 

ti+ +ZERO w+  :7il -oh     tyi :saq +ZERO  aaw+ :7atyooty  

 

Asp  3Abs 1Erg SEE vtRpln that WHITE 3Abs 2Erg  HOUSE 

 

‘I see that your house is white’ 

 

 

la    :7ix  r+   :Hal -b’e  -h      iin  

 

DemAt WOMAN 3Erg SAY  indir  vtDpln 1Abs  

 

tyi+  k+  :7elaq’.a -h     +ZERO ha  r+  :7o7t +e 

 

that  6Erg STEAL    vtDpln 3Abs det 3Erg FOOD DemB 

 

‘that woman told me that they stole her food’ 
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u+  :kam.isa -h     +ZERO ha :7elaq’.oom ha :7ix   +e 

 

3Erg KILL     vtDpln 3Abs det THIEF      det WOMAN DemB 

 

‘the thief killed the woman’ 

  

 

u+  :kam.isa -h     +ZERO ha :7ix   ha :7elaq’.oom +e 

 

3Erg KILL     vtDpln 3Abs det WOMAN det THIEF      DemB 

 

‘the woman killed the thief’ 

 

 

u+  :kam.isa -h     +ZERO ha :tz’ikin ha :7ix   +e 

 

3Erg KILL     vtDpln 3Abs det BIRD    det WOMAN DemB 

 

‘the woman killed the bird’ 

 

 

:mak (an+  tyi) :kam.isa -h     +ZERO ha :tz’ikin +e 

 

 WHO  rel comp  KILL     vtDpln 3Abs det BIRD     DemB  

 

‘who killed the bird?’ 

 

 

:mak (an+ tyi)  :kam.isa -h     +ZERO ha :7elaq’.oom +e 

 

 WHO  rel comp  KILL     vtDpln 3Abs det THIEF      DemB  

 

‘who killed the thief?’ 

 

 

:mak (an+  tyi) u+  :kam.isa -h     +ZERO ha :7ix   +e 

 

 WHO  rel comp 3Erg KILL     vtDpln 3Abs det WOMAN DemB 

 

‘who did the woman kill?’ 
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maa7 x  :mak 

 

neg  rel WHO 

 

‘nobody’ 

 

 

:tz’ikin +ZERO, maa7 :winaq +oq +ZERO,  

 

 BIRD     3Abs  neg   PERSON dep 3Abs 

 

an+  u+  :kam.isa -h     +ZERO ha :7ix   +e 

 

rel 3Erg KILL     vtDpln 3Abs det WOMAN DemB 

 

‘it was a bird, not a person, that the woman killed’ 

 

 

maa7 ti+ +ZERO nu+  :na7     -oh      

 

neg  Asp  3Abs 1Erg  REMEMBER vtRpln  

 

:mak x   u+  :kam.isa -h     +ZERO (ha :7ix   +e) 

 

 WHO rel 3Erg KILL     vtDpln 3Abs  det WOMAN DemB 

 

‘I don’t remember who she (the woman) killed’ 

 

 

:q’u  (an+  tyi) aa+ :tyah -oh    +ZERO 

 

 WHAT  rel comp 2Erg FIND  vtRpln 3Abs 

 

‘what did you find?’ 

 

 

maa7 x  :q’u 

 

neg  rel WHAT 

 

‘nothing’ 
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nu+ :tyah -oh    +ZERO :tya7nh 

 

1Erg FIND  vtRpln 3Abs  LIME 

 

‘I found quick-lime’ 

 

 

:b’a  (an+  tyi) aa+ :tyah -oh    +ZERO (ha :tya7nh +e) 

 

 WHERE rel comp 2Erg FIND  vtRpln 3Abs  det LIME    DemB 

 

‘Where did you find it (the quick-lime)?’ 

 

 

maa7 ti+ +ZERO nu+ :na7     -oh  

 

neg  Asp  3Abs 1Erg REMEMBER vtRpln  

 

:b’a   x   nu+ :tyah -oh    +ZERO 

 

 WHERE rel 1Erg FIND  vtRpln 3Abs 

 

‘I don’t remember where I found it’ 

 

 

:q’u (an+  tyi) ti+ +ZERO w+  :7ut -a7 

 

 WHAT rel comp Asp  3Abs 1Erg DO  vtRdep 

 

‘what shall I do?’  

 

 

ka+ +at   w+  :Hal -b’e  -h  

 

Asp  2Abs 1Erg SAY indir vtDpln 

 

:q’u  x   ti+ +ZERO aaw+ :7ut -a7 

 

 WHAT rel Asp  3Abs 2Erg  DO  vtRdep 

 

‘I’ll tell you what you should do’ 
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:b’a  (an+  tyi) :7ar     +ZERO ha :7ix   +e 

 

WHERE  rel  comp  BE.THERE 3Abs det WOMAN DemB 

 

‘where is the woman?’ 

 

 

 

glossary: 

 

mak  i/r ‘who’ 

 

q’u  i/r ‘what’ 

 

b’a  i/r ‘where’ 

 

ha(...+e#) det  the’ 

 

7ut  vtR ‘to do’ 

 

tyah  vtR ‘to find’ 

 

na7  vtR ‘to remember’ 

 

Hal  vtR ‘to say’ 

 

kam.isa  vtD ‘to kill’ 

 

7elaq’.a  vtD ‘to steal’ 

 

7elaq’.oom  s ‘thief’ 

 

winaq  s ‘person’ 

 

7ix  s ‘woman’ 

 

tz’ikin  s ‘bird’ 

 

Erg+o7t  sY ‘food’ 

 

7utz  a ‘good’ 

  

maa7  ‘NEG’ 

  

tya7nh  s  ‘quick-lime’ 
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CONSTITUENT ORDER IN ANTIPASSIVES 

 

Norman & Campbell (1978.149): "Conjecture II: Proto-Mayan had an antipassive 

rule which resulted in marked word order, possibly including inversion of the 

normal order of S and O.’ 

 

Norman & Campbell (1978.150): "Conjecture III: If proto-Mayan permitted 

non-third person NPs in the antipassive construction, then verb agreement was 

not controlled by syntactic relations bu by a feature hierarchy." 

 

 

RELATIONAL NOUN PHRASES 

 

 

COMPOUNDS, PSEUDO-COMPOUNDS, INCORPORATION, AND PESUDO-INCORPORATION IN THE 

MAYAN LANGUAGES 

 

Morphological Compounds 

 

     Yielding Nouns 

 

          A type N 

 

          N type N 

 

          N of N [adventitious] 

 

Pseudo-/Syntactic/Phrasal Compounds 

 

     Yielding Nouns 

 

          A m N  nim-a jaay 

 

          N of N  ti7 na-il : s-ti7 na 

 

          N & N   me7-il tat-il : s-me7 s-tat  

 

 

Morphological Incorporation 

 

     Yielding Intransitive Verbs 

 

          Yuk  VT-N 
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Pseudo-/Syntactic/Phrasal Incorporation  GENERIC NP "INCORPORATION" IN THE VERB 

PHRASE 

 

     Yielding Pseudo-intransitive Verbs 

 

          VT-antip N 
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

 

CROSS-CURRENTS OF GRAMMATICAL INNOVATION IN THE MAYAN LANGUAGES, WITH ESPECIAL 

REFERENCE TO TOJOL 7AB’AL: INTRA-MAYAN DIFFUSION 

 

This chapter was originally drafted in 1984 for an oral presentation with 

handouts given at "The Language of Writing in the Mayan Region", sponsored by 

the Center for Latin American Studies and the Anthropology Department of the 

University of Chicago, 23-24 April, 1984. 

 

I have a set of interlocking hypotheses about how the Mayan languages 

diversified.  They are based on phonological, morphological, syntactic, and 

lexical evidence.  Most of what I have had to say about the family in general 

has dealt with phonology and lexicon.  Grammatical data from all the languages 

has been built into a model of grammatical diversification that so far focuses 

mostly on inflexion and ‘syntactic derivation’.  In the light of that model 

numerous of the shared grammatical phenomena found in Mayan languages must be 

diffused rather than genetic.  My model of gramatical diversification was 

worked out in consultation with Will Norman in 1978. 

 

In June 1979 Will Norman made an oral presentation with handout at the Fourth 

Mayan Workshop (IV Taller Maya) at Palenque, wherein he treats of some of the 

same phenomena discussed in this chapter.  Such cases will be noted in the 

appropriate places. 

 

The purposes of this chapter are (a) to specify what the diffused grammatical 

features are; (b) to identify the areas from which the innovations spread and 

roughly when; (c) to show why Robertson’s (1977) doubts about my classification 

of Tojol 7ab’al are misguided. 

 

Not every last innovation due to diffusion that I have noticed is discussed 

here, especially lexical ones, but most of the grammatical ones I know about 

are discussed.  

 

There are three reasons for similarities between genetically related languages: 

chance, drift, common innovation, and borrowing/diffusion after split. 

 

Drift is a tendency to change in particular ways due to preexisting structural 

patterns in any part of a language’s structure.  Drift is basically an 

imponderable.  Common innovations are innovations that occur before the 

languages showing them split. 
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Outline scenario for the diversification of the Mayan family.  This is based 

on Kaufman 1976 [‘Archaeological and linguistic correlations in Mayaland and 

associated areas of Mesoamerica’]. 

 

 

1.  2200 BCEE        Wastekan separates from proto-Mayan,  

                       leaving late proto-Mayan or Core Mayan. 

 

2.  1800 BCEE?       Yukatekan separated from Core Mayan,  

                       leaving Central Mayan.                          

 

3.  1600 BCEE        Eastern Mayan separates from Western Mayan. 

 

4.  1400 BCEE        Greater Mamean and Greater K’ichee7an separate. 

 

5.  1000 BCEE        Greater Tzeltalan and Greater Q’anjob’alan separate.                          

 

6.  600 BCEE     [a] Greater Mamean breaks up into Mamean Proper and Ixilan.            

                [b] Greater K’ichee7an breaks up into                 

                       Uspanteko, K’ichee7an Proper, Poqom, and Q’eqchi7. 

 

7.  100 BCEE -100 CE       

                [a] Greater Q’anjob’alan breaks up into  

                       Q’anjob’alan proper and Chujean.   

                [b] Greater Tzeltalan breaks up into  

                       Tzeltalan Proper and Ch’olan. 

 

8.  400-600 CE   

                [a] Chujean breaks up into Chuj and Tojol 7ab’al. 

                [b] Q’anjob’alan Proper breaks up into  

                       the Q’anjob’al Complex and the Kotoke Complex. 

                [c] Mamean proper breaks up into Teko and Mam. 

                [d] Ixilan breaks up into Awakateko and Ixil. 

                [e] Ch’olan breaks up into  

                       Eastern Ch’olan and Western Ch’olan. 

                [f] Tzeltalan Proper breaks up into Tzeltal and Tzotzil.                         

 

9.  1000-1100 CE         

      [a] K’ichee7an Proper breaks up into  

                       K’ichee7, Sipakapense, Sakapulteko,  

                       Tz’utujiil, and Kaqchikel. 

                [b] Yukatekan breaks up into  

                       Yukateko, Lakantun, Itzaj, and Mopan. 

                [c] Poqom broke up into Poqomaam and Poqomchii7. 

                [d] Wastekan broke up into Wasteko and Kabil. 

 

10. 1300-1400 CE         

                [a] Q’anjob’al Complex breaks up into  

                       Q’anjob’al, Akateko, and Popti7. 
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                [b] Kotoke Complex breaks up into Motozintleco and Tuzanteco. 
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The historical picture outlined here makes use of a set of xx maps that show 

the distributions of linguistic innovations with subsets of the Mayan 

languages.  Only a few diffused lexical items are dealt with here.   

 

My 1976 article ‘Archaeological and linguistic correlations in Mayaland and 

associated areas of Meso-America’ (World Archaeology 8.101-118) contains a 

presentation and discussion of several lexical and phonological features that 

have been internally diffused within Mayan. 

 

Reading the maps.  The topic of each map is found in the lower righthand 

corner.  The language (group) out of which the innovation diffused is 

underlined.  The cross-hatched area on the map is the area where the 

innovation occurs.  The dates are based on glottochronological calculations 

made by me.  The dates cited as ranges with subgroup protolanguages are the 

maximum time periods when they existed as undifferentiated languages; these 

are the time periods within which the innovation occurred and/or spread.  The 

same base map has been used for all the displays, though at different times 

the languages shown may have been in somewhat different locations or not yet 

have differentiated out of their ancestor.  The base map indicates roughly 

the distribution as of 1600.  Kabil, Poqomaam, Lakantun, and Itzaj are 

definitely NOT in their original locations, and are in square brackets.  Any 

other languages not in their original locations do not cause any problems for 

joining them by outlines with the other languages with which they share a 

feature.  

 

The following codes categorize the kinds of changes and rank them from 

easiest to hardest (See Thomason & Kaufman 1988.xx).  Please note that given 

the right circumstances ANYTHING can be borrowed.  Nevertheless one does not 

lightly assume that borrowing has taken place.  When all is said and done, a 

model for the diversification of a language family has to integrate all 

relevant data, and most data is relevant.  

     L   lexical item 

     PhD phoneme distribution (loss of contrast) 

     F   function of a pre-existing morpheme 

     Ph  phonological shapes of specific lexical items 

     PhR diachronic phonological rule 

     GL  loss of a grammatical morpheme 

     G   grammatical morpheme 

 

In parentheses is given a code that tells where the change originated and 

where it spread to. 

 

 

EARLY LOCAL DEVELOPMENTS (just a sample: many more examples could be cited)  

 

WESTERN MAYAN *CHIKIN ‘EAR’ 

Ph.  Map 1 (WM).  Western Mayan innovated the pronunciation of the word for 

‘ear’, changing it from LpM *xikin to WM *chikin.  btw, Wasteko /xutx(un)/ 
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‘ear’ is from pM *xuk ‘corner’.  1600-1000 BCEE.  This innovation can be 

viewed as genetic. 

 

WESTERN MAYAN GRAMMATICAL CHANGES 

G.  Map 2 (WM).  Western Mayan lost the pM perfect (*-(o-)m vt), 6Erg, the 

*-ik allomorph of vi plain, and *-(a)b’ unbounded passive.  It changed 6Abs 

*eb’ into a third plural enclitic.  It changed *-(o)w vtR plain to *-(a)w, 

and *-ow focus antipassive to *-(a)w alternate antipassive and united it as a 

variant with *-(o-)an originally ‘absolute antipassive’ as a generic 

antipassive.  

 

GREATER TZELTALAN INTRANSITIVE PERFECT 

F.  Map 3.  Greater Tzeltalan (1000 BCEE-100 CE) replaced pM vi perfect 

*-i-naq by *-e7m, which is originally vi perfect participle/gerund (See 

3.xxx).  This innovation is genetic. 

 

EARLY LOWLAND (GREATER TZELTALAN) INFLUENCE DOWN TO 100 CE (BEGINNING 600 

BCEE?): 

 

AFFRICATION OF MAYAN *K 

PhR.  Map 4 (GTz > Chujean).  In Greater Tzeltalan (1000 BCE-100 CE), pM *k 

split into GTz *k and *ch, and pM *k’ split into GTz *k’ and *ch’, by complex 

rules, outlined in Kaufman & Norman 1984.  The rule for pM *k, but not the 

rule for *k’, diffused to Chujean (Toj and Chj: 100 BCE-400 CE) about 1 CE, 

before the later rule shifting pM *q and *q’ to /k/ and /k’/ was also 

diffused to Chujean.  See TK 1976.109-110; JR 1977.2.5.ii. 

 

LOWLAND VOCABULARY 

L.  Map 5 (GTz > Highlands).  A number of words of Greater Tzeltalan origin 

spread from the Central Mayan Lowlands to languages in adjacent areas.  Many 

of them spread when not all the changes that characterize Greater Tzeltalan 

or Ch’olan languages had occurred. For example, /k’aab’aa7/ ‘name’, 

/chi(i)taam/ ‘peccary’ (< pM #kitam), /chonh/ ‘to sell’ (< pM *konh),  /chay/ 

‘fish/ (< pM *kar), /taaq’iinh/ ‘gold’, lit. "shit of sun", [cf. Nahua 

/teo:=kwitla-tl/] (< pM *tzaa7 ‘shit’ +), /chaqaltee7/ ‘cedar’ (< pM *kaq 

‘red’, *tyee7 ‘tree’) have /q/, /nh/ and vowel length, all of which were 

eliminated in common Greater Tzeltalan by 100 CE.  Some Ch’olan items even 

diffused as far as Wasteko: e.g. #tak’in ‘gold, silver’, and thak=tsok’ ‘egg’ 

(< Chontal s@k=tok’).  The route of this diffusion has not yet been 

determined, but the Chontalpa and Central Veracruz (Taji*n) are not too far 

away from each other [UPDATE: There was Chontal Mayan influence in Central 

Mexico in the Epi-Classic, 700-1000].  See TK 1976.110-112. 

 

LOCAL HUEHUETANANGO DEVELOPMENT 

 

RETROFLEXION OF PALATAL OBSTRUENTS 

PhD.  Map 6 (GMa > Hue).  The Greater Mamean languages (1400-600 BCE) and 

Q’anjob’alan Proper languages (1000-100 BCE) have shifted pM *x, *ch, and 

*ch’ to retroflex position, and irregularly shifted some cases of pM *tz and 
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*tz’ to /tx/ and /tx’/ respectively (Kot subsequently lost the palatal : 

retroflex contrast).  These structural changes entail the later development 

of new non-retroflex /ch/ and /xh/ from other sources  (/ch/ comes from *t 

and /ch’/ from *ty’).  While it is perfectly conceivable that the standard 

articulation of *x was retroflex in pM, since it is phonetically retroflex in 

many present-day communities, it is only in the languages named in this 

section that they have become phonemically distinct and where *tz and *tz’ 

have partly shifted to /tx/, /tx’/.  The change of pM *ch, *ch’ to /tx/, 

/tx’/ affects loans from GTz that have /ch/, /ch’/ from pM *k, *k’.  See also 

Map 6 of Norman 1979ms.  See TK 1976.107; JR 1977.2.5.i.   

 

INNOVATIONS ORIGINATING IN POQOM OR THE LOWLANDS: 500 BCE-1 CE  

 

GLOTTALIZED P’ 

PhR.  Map 7 (?Poc > LL/GTz).  pM *b’ was split into /b’/ and /p’/ in Poqom 

(600 BCE-1100 CE), Greater Tzetalan (1000 BCE-100 CE), and Yukatekan (after 

1800 BCE).  The change could have originated in any of the groups and spread 

to the rest, but I favor an origin starting from Poqom (see 3.xxx).  See JR 

1977.107.    

 

SPLIT ERGATIVITY 

F.  Map 8 (?Poc > LL).  A set of geographically contiguous languages that 

belong to different subgroups developed split ergativity based on 

nominalizations (See 3.xxx).  These are: Poqom (600 BCE-1100 CE), Awakateko 

(after 500 CE), Ch’olan (100-600 CE), and Yukatekan (1800 BCE-1000 CE).  The 

change could have originated in either Poqom or Yukatekan; I favor the former 

(See 3.xxx).  Split ergativity spread to Ch’olan after 100 CE.  

 

COMPONENTIALIZING PLURAL PRONOUNS 

F.  Map 9 (?Poc > LL).  Many Mayan languages have factored plurality out of 

the plural pronoun markers and now represent the plural categories as 1 2 3 + 

plural:  Western Mayan factors 3 plural into 3 singular + plural, as does 

Ixil and Q’eqchi7; Kotoke takes this and factors 2 plural into 2 singular + 

plural.  Poqom also factors 2 plural and 3 plural in a parallel way, but 

doubtless independently.  From Poqom the pattern spread to Uspanteko (or 

perhaps vice versa) on the one hand and Yukatekan on the other.  Western 

Ch’olan adds 1 plural > 1 singular + plural and this spreads to Tzeltalan and 

Tojol 7ab’al.  Ergative and Absolutive markers are not necessarily affected 

in the same way in a particular language, and the independent pronouns (based 

on Abs) may not be affected in the same way as the Abs markers.  QaC and Chj 

preserve the WM pattern.  KchP, MaP, and Awk preserve the pM system, as do 

some dialects of Wasteko.  (Western Wasteko factors 2 plural and 3 plural, 

Central Wasteko factors 3 plural, Eastern Wasteko factors nothing). 

 

LOCAL LOWLAND DEVELOPMENT 

 

VOWEL LEVELING IN ABSOLUTIVES 

Ph.  Map 10 (LL).  In Yukatekan (1800 BCE-1000 CE) and Ch’olan (100-600 CE) 

the absolutive pronoun markers underwent phonological leveling of the vowels: 
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*iin, *at > *en, *et and *o7nh, *ex, *eb’ became *o7n, *o7x (in Ch; /e7x/ in 

Yu), *o7b’.  That is, the diverse vowels of the singular markers were leveled 

at an intermediate quality, while the different vowels of the plural markers 

were assimilated to the vocalic nucleus of 4Abs (In Yu, while *ex became 

/e7x/, the vocalic nucleus acquired /7/ but the vowel quality did not shift 

to /o/.  The change most likely originated in Yukatekan, since the leveling 

of vowels in the plural markers involved transfering prevocalic glottal stop, 

which had been lost in proto-Ch’olan): from there it spread to Ch’olan.  Time 

of spread 100-400 CE. 

 

     proto-Mayan    Yukatekan    Ch’olan   Tzotzil    Tzeltal 

 

1      *iin           -en         -en       ---        i- 

 

2      *at            -ech        -et       -at        a-, -ot 

 

3      *ZERO          ZERO        ZERO      ZERO       ZERO 

 

4      *o7nh          -o7n        -on       -on        -on 

 

5      *ex            -e7x        -ox       -ex        -ox-uk 

 

6      *eb’           -o7b’       -ob’      ---        --- 

 

 

EARLY CLASSIC LOWLAND INFLUENCES ON CHIAPAS & HUEHUETENANGO: ca 1-500 CE 

 

FOREIGN-INSPIRED PHONETIC SHIFTS 

PhD.  (LL).  The phonemic changes *q > /k/, *r > /y/, and *nh > /n/ are 

common to Yukatekan and Greater Tzeltalan languages, and the first two are 

found in Wasteko as well, but these are not a genetic group.  Of four main 

areas where Mayan languages are found, the Guatemala highlands, the Chiapas 

highlands, the Maya lowlands, and the Wasteka, the latter three areas are 

probably areas that were infiltrated by Mayans and already occupied by 

speakers of other languages.  In Meso-America generally, outside of Mayan /q/ 

is found only in Totonacan, /r/ is found only in Tarasco, and /nh/ is found 

also only in Tarasco.  Non-Mayans assimilated by expanding Mayans might have 

been able to cause the replacement of /q/, /r/, and /nh/ by more typical 

MesoAmerican sounds, and that is my preferred explanation for the 

commonalities in the developments of pM *q, *r, and *nh in Yukatekan and 

Greater Tzeltalan.  In fact Wasteko kept /q/ as a phoneme until possibly as 

late at 600 CE, since Totonac borrowings from Wasteko show /q/ in words of 

undoubted Mayan origin.  Totonac is one of a very few non-Mayan MA languages 

that have /q/, and according to my reconstruction of MA culture history, 

Totonacs and Wastekos may not have been in direct contact before 600 CE.  

They may, however, have been in contact as early as 200 BCE.  Other Mayan 

languages also shifted *q, *r, *nh to /k/, /y/, /n/, but this was by 

imitation of the speech of Ch’olans.  The change of pM *k to /ch/ and *k’ to 

/ch’/ is not the same in Wastekan, Yukatekan, and Greater Tzeltalan, and 
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should not be viewed as a common development.  In Wasteko the change is 

exceptionless; in Yukatekan the change occurs in only a very few highly 

specific environments; in Greater Tzeltalan the change occurs in about 50% of 

the items containing pM *k and *k’, according to complex rules.  Other 

languages changing *k and *k’ to /ch/ and /ch’/ include tke Q’anjob’alan 

Complex, Some forms of Mam, Awakateko, and some forms of Ixil: in every case 

the rules are different, and no doubt independently achieved.  See TK 

1976.109-110. 

 

LOSS OF *Q 

PhD.  Map 11 (LL/GTz > Chis/Hue).  pM *q > /k/ after some pM *k had become 

/ch/ in Yukatekan (1800 BCE-1000 CE) and GTz (1000 BCE-100 CE), and after 

some Lowland loans with *q had spread to adjacent areas.  The shift of pM *q 

and *q’ to /k/ and /k’/ was diffused to Chujean between 100 BCE and 400 CE.  

See TK 1976.109-110; JR 1977.2.5.iii. 

 

LOSS OF *R 

PhD.  Map 12 (LL/GTz > Chis/Hue).  pM *r > /y/ in Yukatekan (1800 BCE-1000 

CE) and Greater Tzeltalan (1000 BCE-100 CE).  It may have originated in 

either group and spread to the other.  This change took place independently 

in Wastekan.  *r > y  spread from Greater Tzeltalan to all the Greater 

Q’anjob’alan languages except Kotoke, perhaps as late as 400 CE.  See TK 

1976.109-110.   

 

LOSS OF *NH 

PhD.  Map 13 (LL/GTz > Chis/Hue).  pM *nh > /n/ in Yukatekan (1800 BCE-1000 

CE) and Greater Tzeltalan (1000 BCE-100 CE).  It may have originated in 

either group and spread to the other.  *nh > n spread from Greater Tzeltalan 

to Tojol 7ab’al (not Chuj), Q’anjob’al and Akateko (not Popti7 or Kotoke).  

Wastekan independently eliminated pM *nh by merging it with *w initially and 

with *h finally.  Time of spread after 400 CE.  See TK 1976.109-110; JR 

1977.2.5.vi. 

 

INNOVATIONS ORIGINATING IN MAM: AFTER 500 CE 

 

PRECONSONANTAL THIRD PERSON SINGULAR ERGATIVE *RU- 

G.  Map 14 (?MamP > HLGuat).  In pM, 3Erg before C was *u-.  In a subset of 

the Eastern Mayan languages -- Tek, Mam, Sip, Sak, Tzu, Kaq, Pqm, Pch -- it 

became *ru- by double marking or overdetermination, by analogy with the 

prevocalic allomorph of 3Erg, which was *r-.  This change occurred when the 

preconsonantal 3Erg was in absolute word-initial position: it did not occur 

in relational noun constructions where the first word was *tya ‘generic 

preposition’.  This kind of change is so natural it could have occurred at 

any time as a result of drift.  If diffusion is involved it could have 

started with Mamean Proper (See 3.xxx).  It would have had to affect 

K’ichee7an Proper minus K’ichee7 after 1000 CE. 

 

POLITE SECOND PERSON 
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F.  Map 15 (Mam > HLGuat).  Proto-Mayan had no polite second person forms, 

but such forms are found in Mam (after 500 CE: not Teko), Awakateko (after 

500 CE), Ixil (after 500 CE), and many (but not all) dialects of K’ichee7 

(after 1000 CE).  These various polite second persons are based on 

structurally non-comparable and non-cognate material, so only the grammatical 

category is shared -- none of its exponents.  In Mam, but none of the other 

languages, the original second person forms have become obsolete, thus making 

it likely that it was in Mam that this grammatical category originated.  

Polite second persons are used in a continuous block of languages in Western 

Highland Guatemala.  Time of origin after 500 CE.  JR devoted a section of 

his dissertation and an article to this phenomenon.  The section of his 

dissertation is 1.7.1 (pp65-84), titled ‘Polite vs. Familiar’.  The article 

is Robertson 1987, IJAL 53.74-85.  As far as concerns the Mayan data 

presented by Robertson, I find nothing to argue against.  We apparently do 

not disagree on this matter, except on one point.  He mentions that I had 

told him that in Ixil second plural can be used for second singular polite, 

but that he had found no such data in Ixil.  I take this opportunity to state 

that my Ixil informants from Nebaj imformed me in 1968-1970 that the second 

person plural pronoun could be used as a polite term of address to a single 

person. 

 

ERGATIVE SHIFT 

F.  Map 16 (Mam > Hue).  Ergative shift, a device whereby Absolutive subject 

markers on intransitive verbs are replaced by Ergative markers while leaving 

the verb finite (See 3.xxx), developed in Mamean Proper (600 BCE-500 CE) and 

Ixil (but not Awakateko: after 500 CE), the Q’anjob’al Complex (500-1300 CE) 

and Chuj (but not Tojol 7ab’al: after 400 CE), and Kotoke (after 500 CE).  

Ergative shift is based on the prior existence of ergative split, which arose 

in Poqom and Awakateko, perhaps in the time period 100-600 CE.  The time of 

spread of ergative shift seems to be after ca 600 CE, but may have originated 

in Mamean Proper earlier, by stimulus diffusion from Awakateko.  The 

situation in Kotoke is ambiguous, but may imply the existence of ergative 

shift in proto-Q’anjob’alan Proper (QaC + Kot), thus before 400 CE.  Ergative 

shift would still have originated in Mamean Proper.  See also Map 8 of Norman 

1979ms.  See JR 1977.2.4.1. 

 

VSO BASIC CONSTITUENT ORDER 

F.  Map 17 (GMa > Hue).  There has been a shift in basic/unmarked constituent 

order from *VOS to VSO in (on the Greater Mamean side) Mam, Awakateko, and 

Ixil, and (on the Greater Q’anjob’alan side) in the QaC and (in part) Chj.  

Teko seems to have SVO word order, but this is probably recent, and developed 

out of VSO.  Thus it seems likely that VSO order originated in GMa and spread 

to the QaC and Chj after 500 CE.  See also Map 7 of Norman 1979ms.  

 

FUTURE ASPECT MARKER *TZA  

G.  Map 17bis (GMa > Hue).  Three of the four GMa languages, as well as Kot 

and Chj, have an Asp marker *tza ‘future’ (See 3.xxx).  Given its 

distribution, this marker probably originated in GMa (1400-600 BCE), and 
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spread to Kot and Chj after ca 500 CE.  If of GMa origin, it must have become 

lost in Teko.    

 

*T GOES TO CH 

PhR.  Map 18 (GMa > Hue).  Greater Mamean (1400-600 BCE) shifts pM *t to /ch/ 

without exception.  Chuj (but not Tojol 7ab’al: after 400 CE), the Q’anjob’al 

Complex (100-1300 CE), and Kotoke (100-1400 CE) all have instances of 

irregular shift of *t to /ch/ -- few cases in Chuj, many in the other two.  

The change originated in pGMa before 600 BCE and spread to the several 

Q’anjob’alan languages between 500 and 1200 CE.  See TK 1976.107. 

 

LOSS OF PRECONSONANTAL *H 

PhD.  Map 19 (GMa > Hue).  In all Greater Mamean (1400-600 BCE) languages and 

all Greater Q’anjob’alan languages except Tojol 7ab’al, pM *h > [:] /_C.  

Since this change does not affect Tojol 7ab’al, it first occurred in the 

Q’anjob’alan languages after 400 CE.  It probably originated in Greater 

Mamean. 

 

GREATER KANJOBALAN INFLUENCE IN CHIAPAS: ca 400-700 CE  

                                AND 

LATE CLASSIC (CHOL) INFLUENCES IN CHIAPAS & HUEHUETENANGO: ca 400-700 CE 

 

INTRANSITIVE IMPERATIVE *-AANH 

G.  Map 20 (GQa > Chis).  Greater Q’anjob’alan (1000-100 BCE) innovated a new 

suffix for vi imperative, replacing pM *-een by GQa *-aanh.  This change 

later spread to Tzeltalan but not Ch’olan (100-600 CE) after 100 CE and 

before 600 CE.  See also Map 2 of Norman 1979ms. 

 

PRECONSONANTAL THIRD SINGULAR ERGATIVE *i+ 

G.  Map 21 (Ch’ol > HL Border/Hue > Chis).  In pM preconsonantal 3Erg was 

*u+.  Ch’ol (after 600 CE?) innovated a new shape for preconsonantal 3Erg, 

replacing pM and pCh *u+ by {i+}.  This shape spread to Qeq {y-} (after 600 

BCE), Ixil {i-} (after 500 CE), Awakateko {ZERO ~ S-} (after 500 CE), 

probably all the Greater Q’anjob’alan languages severally (1000-100 BCE!!) 

and Uspanteko {x- ~ j- } (after 600 BCE).  The prefix {i-} devoiced and 

desyllabified in Qeq (E /ih/, C /y/, W /x/), Awk {ZERO ~ S-}, GQa /x/,/s/, 

and Usp {x-/j-}.  I assume That {i+} lies behind the Awk reflexes, since i- 

is what Ixl has.  The vowels of the ergative prefixes are never stressed in 

Mayan languages, even in CV-CVC words having short vowels only, e.g. *u-q’ab’ 

‘his hand’, though a lexeme of shape CVCVC, e.g. *winaq ‘person’, would be 

stressed on the first syllable (See 2.xxx).  In Qeq short posttonic vowels 

are dropped as long as syllable final clusters of more than two consonants do 

not result; pretonic short vowels do not normally drop, but /y/ from 

desyllabified /i/ is plausible, and /x/ from preconsonantal /y/ is 

pedestrian.  In Awk unstressed short vowels (whether pre- or post-tonic) are 

typically dropped.  The shape {s-} spread from the Q’anjob’al Complex to 

Chujean and Tzeltalan (See also Map 3 in Norman 1879ms); it may also account 

for the {S-} of Awk.  Because it is necessary to assume that all these 

changes must mave occurred almost simultaneously, since Ch’ol probably did 
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not become a separate language until about 600 CE, it may be that the 

GQ’anjob’alan {s-} and {x-} are independent developments: though they seem to 

depend on a prior *i+ which has been desyllabified, they could derive from a 

desyllabified *yu+ (Kotoke *chu+).  Since the whole area in question is 

continuous, it is impossible for me to believe that there was more than one 

innovation.  Perhaps the separation of Ch’ol from Chontal was as early as ca 

400 CE.  Robertson (1977b: ‘A phonological reconstruction of the ergative 

third-person singular pronoun of common Mayan’, IJAL 34.201-210) has a 

different account of all this, starting from the assumption that the 

preconsonantal allomorph of 3Erg in pM was *ru-.  JR’s reconstruction has, I 

hope, been demolished in 3.xxx, above.   [UPDATE: Mayan 3ERG *i+ is borrowed 

from Mije-Sokean *7i+] 

 

SUFFIXED ABSOLUTIVES 

F.  Map 22 (LL > Chis/Hue).  In pM Abs pronoun agreement markers were 

enclitic to the first word of the predicate in which they occurred (See 

3.xxx).  A set of geographically contiguous languages that belong to 

different subgroups restricted the position of Abs to postpredicate position 

(see 3.xxx).  These are: Yukatekan (1800 BCE-1000 CE), Ch’olan (100-600 CE), 

Tzeltal (after 600 CE), Tojol 7ab’al (after 400 CE), Ixil (after 600 CE)[, 

and Kotoke (after 500 CE) CHECK THIS OUT: A DIFFERENT FORMULATION MAY BE 

INDICATED.  Something like ‘preposed to intransitives, postposed elsewhere’].  

This change could logically have occurred first in either Ch’olan or 

Yukatekan, and from there to the rest of the set of languages where it is 

found; given the probable time period of the diffusion, I favor Ch’olan as 

the point of origin.  Time of spread after ca 600 CE.  See JR 1977.2.2. 

 

NUMERAL CLASSIFIER *WA7AANH 

G.  Map 23 (GQa > Tzo) Greater Q’anjob’alan (1000-100 BCE) innovated a 

numeral classifier for people, *wa7-aanh, based on the Mayan root *wa7 P 

‘standing upright on two legs’.  This was borrowed by Tzo (but not Tze) as 

/wa7-al/ after 600 CE.  See also Map 4 of Norman 1979a.  

 

LOSS OF ORIGINAL FIRST SINGULAR 

F.  Map 24 (WCh > Chis).  In Western (but not Eastern: after 500 CE) Ch’olan, 

Tzeltal (but not Tzotzil: after 600 CE), and Tojol 7ab’al (but not Chuj: 

after 400 CE) the pM first singular pronoun markers were lost: the first 

person plural markers replaced them and were reinterpreted as singular; to 

function as plural markers they had to co-occur with a plural marker.  In all 

these languages, 5Erg is reshaped as 2Erg plus plural marker.  5Abs, although 

lost in WCh’olan, survives in Tzotzil, Tzeltal, and Tojol 7ab’al. This change 

affected Tzotzil also, but only for Ergative markers and those Absolutive 

markers that were suffixed (that is, when occurring with nouns, adjectives, 

and statives).  This change probably originated in Western Ch’olan, and 

probably occurred about 500 CE and spread between 600 and 1000 CE.  See JR 

1977.2.1. 

 

LOSS OF ORIGINAL CAUSATIVE 

GL.  Map 25 (Hue > Chis).  Proto-Mayan had a causative suffix,  
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*-isa, which changed vi to vt.  The QaC and Chuj both innovated by 

eliminating *-isa, and devising a causative surrogate with *7aq’ vtR ‘to put, 

give’ as a causative auxiliary + dependent form of main verb.  This pattern 

spread to Toj, Tze, and Tzo, without however ousting the pM causative *-isa.  

See also Map 5 in Norman 1979ms.  This change must have occurred after 500 

CE, probably originating in the QaC. 

 

CHIAPAS (TZELTALAN) INFLUENCES ON HUEHUETENANGO: from ca 700 CE 

 

LOSS OF ORIGINAL VOWEL LENGTH 

PhD.  Map 26 (GTz > Hue).  The Ch’olan and Tzeltalan languages, as well as 

Chujean, the Q’anjob’al Complex, and Ixil, all have lost pM vowel length.  

The vowel reflexes of Greater Tzeltalan languages show that pGTz had vowel 

length.  Vowel length was first lost in either Tzeltalan or Ch’olan and then 

spread to the remaining languages.  Since Akateko has CV:C reflecting pM 

*CV7C and *CVjC, Mayan V length must have been lost in the QaC some time 

before 1300 CE.  The time of loss of pM vowel length was sometime between 100 

and 1200 CE.  See TK 1977.109-110.      

 

LOSS OF *TY 

PhD.  Map 27 (LL/GTz > Hue).  pM *ty fell together unconditionally with pM *t 

in Greater Tzeltalan (1000 BCE-100 CE), Yukatekan (1800 BCE-1000 CE), and 

Wastekan.  pM *ty > /t/ in GQa after pM *t > /ch/ irregularly through GMa 

influence (500-1200 CE); we might estimate this change in GQa as at ca 700 

CE.  In both Wastekan and Yukatekan the merged /t/ from pM *t and *ty 

underwent splits: into /t/ and /ch/ in Yukatekan under definable conditions, 

and into /t/ and /c>/ (written <ts>) under different definable conditions in 

Wastekan.  See TK 1977.109-110. 

 

LOCAL DEVELOPMENTS: AFTER 500 CE 

 

NOUN CLASSIFIERS 

F.  Map 28 (QaC > Mam, Ixl).  Northern Mam (but not Southern or Western Mam: 

after 500 CE), Ixil (but not Awakateko: after 500 CE), the QaC, and Chuj all 

share the feature of noun classifiers.  The system is most elaborate in QaC + 

Chj and probably originated there.  This must have occurred after 500 CE, 

when Toj and Chj were separate languages.  See also Map 9 of Norman 1979ms. 

 

FIRST PLURAL PRECONSONANTAL ERGATIVE *KO+ 

G.  Map 29 (QaC > Ixl).  In pM preconsonantal 4Erg was *qa+.  Chuj, the QaC, 

and Ixil have replaced *qa+ with ko+.  This change must have occurred after 

600 CE, probably originating in the QaC.  See also Map 10 of Norman 1979ms.  

Robertson 1977b.209-210 suggests that shift of *q to /k/ in Ch’olan is 

relevant here, and that this is a case of Ch’olan influence on Ixil.  

However, the morph in question is found only in the languages named above.  

In Chajul Ixil, the morph is qo- or qu-, a blend of the original *qa- with 

the innovative ko-.  4Erg with /o/ is unknown in Ch’olan.  Because of the /k/ 

in ko-, one may indeed speculate that the Ch’olan shift of *q to /k/ had 

something to do with this morph, but the Ixil forms are quite clearly 
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borrowed from Q’anjob’al, and the /o/ originated in Huehuetenango, not 

Chiapas. 

 

TZELTALAN PRONOMINAL PLURALIZERS 

F.  Map 30 (Chis).  Tzotzil, Tzeltal, and Tojol 7ab’al pluralize the new 

first person singular pronoun markers with -tik < pM *tiq.  They also change 

pM *+eq ‘second plural imperative’ to -ik.  They also develop a generic 

antipassive with the suffix -(a)wan.  All these changes occurred sometime 

after 500 CE.   

 

TZELTALAN FIRST SINGULAR PRECONSONANTAL ERGATIVE 

G.  Map 31 (Ch’ol > Chis).  In Tze, Tzo, and Toj the preconsonantal allomorph 

of 4Erg (originally 1Erg) is j-, which developed out of {k-}, which in turn 

developed out of {ka-} < pM *qa-.  But in 17th century Tzeltal this prefix is 

still {k-}, except before /k/, /k’/, where it is {j-}.  Present-day Ch’ol is 

like 17thc Tzeltal.  Thus the change of preconsonantal {k-} to {j-} has 

occurred as recently as ca. 1650.  The change of pCH *k@- to {k-} in Ch’ol 

could have occurred any time between 600 and 1500 CE.  There is considerable 

evidence (See Campbell 1988.xx) that Tzeltal has been a donor and Tojol 

7ab’al a recipient in cultural exchanges over the past several centuries, so 

this change most likely reached Toj from Tze.  See JR 1977.2.1., pp 108-109, 

and JR 1985.555-558.    

 

                             ******** 

 

LOSS OF PRECONSONANTAL *7 

Map 32.  In all Greater Tzeltalan and Greater K’ichee7an languages pM *7 > 

/:/ /_C.  In each case the change happened before these protolanguages took 

shape, and the changes are probably unconnected.  In GTz languages vowel 

length was eventually lost, leaving its traces on the developments of *a, *e, 

and *o in Ch’olan, and on *a in Tzotzil.  In the QaC, pKa ..V7C.. > ..V:C.. 

in Akateko, and Akateko.  See TK 1976.109-110; JR 1977.2.5.v.     

 

 

These maps show that at different times different languages have influenced 

their neighbors. 

  

In Late Preclassic times (500 BCE-1 CE) Greater Tzeltalan languages 

influenced certain highland languages lexically and phonologically. 

 

At the same time there were three common developments (one phonological, two 

grammatical) between Poqom and Yukatekan which probably originated in Poqom. 

 

In the Early Classic (1-500 CE) the results of three phonological 

developments diffused out of the Lowlands into Chiapas and Huehuetenango. 

 

At the same time there was one bit of grammatical influence from 

Huehuetenango on Chiapas. 
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In the Late Classic (600 CE- ) Mam exported four grammatical and two 

phonological traits to K’ichee7an and/or Q’anjob’alan languages. 

 

In the same period Ch’ol exported three grammatical traits to Chiapas and 

Huehuetenango. 

 

After ca 700 CE there are two cases of Tzeltalan phonological influence in 

Huehuetenango. 

 

 

ON THE POSITION OF TOJOL 7AB’AL IN MAYAN 

  

It appears that all GQa languages have been under the constant influence of 

other Mayan languages, at least since the Late Preclassic. 

 

LATE PRECLASSIC & PROTOCLASSIC 

 

Sometime between 600 and 100 BCE the Q’anjob’alan Proper languages received 

some GMa phonetic influence: 6 

 

In the Late Preclassic and Protoclassic, down to 100 CE, the GQa languages 

were under GTz phonological (1 case) and lexical (many cases) influence: 4 

[Toj-Chj], 5 [all] 

 

EARLY CLASSIC 

 

In the Early Classic they were under generic Lowland phonological influence 

(4 instances), mediated through Tzeltal(an): 11, 12, 13 

 

400-700 CE 

 

In the period from 400-700 CE there were four instances of grammatical 

influence by GQa languages on Tzeltalan: 20, 21, 23, 25 

 

In the same period there were two cases of grammatical influence on some GQa 

languages that originated in Ch’ol and were perhaps mediated through Tzeltal: 

22, 24 

 

One case of direct grammatical influence from Ch’ol in this time period that 

was not mediated through Tzeltal is 21     

 

AFTER 500 CE 

 

After 500 CE the QanP languages had 3 grammatical and 2 phonological 

influences from Mam: 16, 17, 17bis, 18, 19   

 

Also after 500 CE the QaC has had two bits of grammatical influence on GMa 

languages: 28, 29  
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Also after 500 CE certain developments originated by Tzeltalan have spread 

just to Tojol 7ab’al: 30, 31 

 

AFTER 700 CE 

 

In the period after 700 CE there were two phonological influences from 

Tzeltal on some GQa languages: 26, 27 

 

                                xxx 

 

Thus the most important external influences on Tojol 7ab’al have been Greater 

Tzeltalan, Ch’ol, and Tzeltal, beginning around 1 CE.  The earlier influences 

were shared by Chuj, since the two languages had not yet separated: 4 (PhR), 

11 (PhD), and 12 (PhD).  The later influences, found only on Tojol 7ab’al, 

are: 9 (F), 22 (F), 24 (F), 26 (PhD), 27 (PhD), 30 (F), and 31 (G).  

 

The most important external influences on the Q’anjob’alan Proper languages, 

and often Chuj, have come from Mam, beginning in the Protoclassic and 

extrending to at least 500 CE: 6 (PhD), 16 (F), 18 (PhR), 19 (PhD).  After 

500 CE QaC languages have managed to influence some GMa languages: 28 (F), 29 

(G). 

 

As the first chapter of his dissertation (Robertson 1976) John Robertson 

presented arguments aimed to show that my classification (See Encyclopaedia 

Britannica, Micropaedia 11.959: 1974 and/or World Archaeology 8.103,110: 

1976) of Tojol 7ab’al and Chuj into a unique subgroup of Mayan was wrong, and 

that Tojol 7ab’al is to be grouped with Tzeltal, and Chuj with 

Q’anjob’al-Akateko-Popti7.  A revised version of this chapter was published 

as Robertson 1977a (‘A proposed revision in Mayan subgrouping’ IJAL 

43.105-120). 

 

Otto Schumann, in an article published in 1981, spends forty pages presenting 

evidence that Tojol 7ab’al and Chuj form a subgroup within Mayan.  Since he 

refers neither to my work or Robertson’s, it is clear that he is not writing 

merely to defend my position or refute Robertson’s.  

 

I claim that all of the special agreements between Tz(e) and Toj that are 

innovative are due to diffusion.  In some cases (29, 30) Tze itself is the 

likely source of the diffused feature.  In several cases Toj is like Tze by 

default (i.e. by being retentive of a pWM or pM feature) because most or all 

of the other GQa languages have borrowed something from GMa (6, 16, 18) or 

have innovated in the Huehuetenango region (25, 28, 29).  In all other cases 

where Toj and Tze agree, other languages than Tze are the source: [a] either 

a neighbor of Tze (22, 24), or [b] an immediate ancestor of Tze (4, 7, 11, 

12, 13, 26, 27), or [c] Toj itself or one of its immediate ancestors (20, 

21). 

 

 

Tojol 7ab’al is a Greater Q’anjob’alan language. 
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Features linking Toj with all of GQa and not Tz or GTz. 

 

1.  -e7  suffix on independent numerals (also Mam). pM has *-Vb’ 

 

2.  -an  stative < P, stative pcp < vtR.  Tz has *-V1l 

 

3.  -ub’al  pcp < vt.  Goes with Kotoke.  GTz has *-b’il. 

 

4.  -uman  actor < vt.  Goes with Chuj and Kotoke.  Tz has  

          *(a)j-VERB-wan-ej 

 

5.  7aso/un  ‘cloud’.  Tz lacks this word. (Schumann 1981.144) 

 

Tojol 7ab’al is most closely related to Chuj. 

 

Features linking Toj with Chj: all of the above, plus -- 

 

1.  wan  progressive aspectual auxiliary  (cf. Schumann 1981.151). 

 

2.  7oj  future auxiliary  (Schumann 1981.151) 

 

3.  ta  ‘if’ (Schumann 1981.144,151)  

 

4.  7ama  yes/no question marker.  Tz has mi ~ me, as does Pop            

(Schumann 1981.152) 

 

5.  loss of *-a/o-t  bounded passive.  Tz keeps it alive; so does Pop. 

 

6.  -i (Chj) = -e (Toj) ending of directionals.  Tz has *-el.  QaC  has -oq.  

This comparison may be faulty, in that Toj -e could come from *-el.  On the 

other hand, Toj does not normally drop word-final /l/.  Deriving -e from *-i 

would work as a case of vowel assimilation, but most of the directionals do 

not contain /e/ as a root vowel.  Take your pick. 

 

7.  k’ik’  ‘black’.  pM, GQa have *q’eq; Tz has *ihk’. (Schumann 1981.158) 

 

8.  7ech  ‘nail, claw’.  pM has *iSk’aq; Tz has *ehch’ek. (Schumann           

1981.143) 

 

9.  nholob’  ‘egg’.  Tz has *(s-)ton mut "stone of bird"  (Schumann           

1981.143) 

 

10. sharing the rule of pM *k > /ch/ and /k/ under highly specific           

conditions -- borrowed from Tz or Ch. 

 

11. sharing the rule of pM *q, *q’ > /k/, /k’/ -- borrowed from Tz or Ch. 
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12. lexicostatistic counts show a higher cognate percentage between Chuj and 

Tojol 7ab’al than between either and any other language. 

 

JR 107 says: ‘...[H]eretofore, most of the criteria used in determining 

subgroups, at least in Mayan classifications, has [sic] been almost entirely 

phonological.  The value of using syntax and, particularly, morphology has to 

a large extent been underestimated.  The inclusion of Chuj and Toholabal 

[sic] as members of the same subgroup is a good case in point.  Many of the 

conclusions reached in the folowing discussion are based on facts of 

morphology and syntax.’  On the same page he says that he intends to make the 

following points: ‘(a) Chuj and Toholabal [sic] do not constitute a unique 

subgroup; (b) Toholabal [sic] and Tzeltal have many features in common, most 

of which are innovative; and (c) Chuj and Q’anjob’al have many features in 

common, many of which are retentions from common Mayan.’  By Q’anjob’al, JR 

means the Q’anjob’al Complex; by common Mayan JR means proto-Mayan.  On p120 

he says: ‘...[T]here seems to be no data which suggest a period of common 

development for Chuj and Toholabal [sic].’  The twelve points listed above, 

of which the first six are grammatical, are, in my opinion, relevant evidence 

for a period of common development for Chuj and Tojol 7ab’al.  The features 

that Tojol 7ab’al shares with Tzeltal result from diffusion, always from 

Tzeltal to Tojol 7ab’al.  Although some of the features shared by Chuj and 

the Q’anjob’al Complex are inherited from pM or pWM, many of them are local 

innovations, and not found in Kotoke either.  In fact, JR does not refer to 

Kotoke data (it is, to be sure, hard to come by, but he never asked me for 

any).  JR was not very well-informed about Ch’olan, Yukatekan, or Wasteko 

when he wrote his dissertation or the article in question.  An adequate 

picture of the diversification of the Mayan languages requires reliable and 

relevant data from all the languages of the family. 

 

JR presents a detailed discussion of what he considers to be relevant traits 

for the classification of Tojol 7ab’al.  He plots these traits on 9 charts, 

Figures 2-10.  It is true that these traits are mostly relevant to the 

classification of Tojol 7ab’al, but since they are all non-genetic traits, 

all they do is tell us how NOT to classify Tojol 7ab’al. 

 

JR’s Fig. 2 (and 2.1.) concerns features plotted on my Maps 20, 21, 24, 29, 

and 30.  Tojol 7ab’al has been seriously influenced by Tzeltalan and Ch’olan 

languages in the use of its person markers.  Kotoke may have been slightly so 

influenced.  Chuj and QaC have not been so influenced.  

 

Fig. 3 (and 2.2.) concerns a feature plotted on my Map 22.  My interpretation 

of the innovation is the inverse of JR’s.  The feature is the position of the 

Abs pronoun marker as subject of vi and object of vt.  JR thinks the Abs was 

originally suffixed, while I think it was originally cliticized to the first 

word of a predicate: an Aspect particle if any was present, a verb, noun, 

adjective, or stative if no Asp was present.  Thus where JR sees a GQa + Chj 

innovation, I see an innovation originating in Yu or Ch and spreading to Tze 

(not Tzo, except in part), Toj, and perhaps in part to Kot.  JR (109) says: 

‘It is quite certain that the prefixation of the absolutive is attributable 
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to diffusion...’ My chapter 3.xxx shows that the situation, if not the exact 

opposite, is quite different from what JR proposes.     

 

Fig. 4 (and 2.3.) concerns a feature plotted on my Map 30.  This is a very 

late development.  The dependent (irrealis, subjunctive, optative) suffix on 

vi’s is *-oq.  In Mayan generally, when the subject of an optative is second 

person, the 2Abs and 5Abs morphemes are used to mark subject.  In Tzo, Tze, 

and Toj the imperative forms of the intransitive (singular -an < *-aanh, and 

plural -an-ik < *-aanh+eq) are used instead of the expected Toj/Tze -uk-at* 

and -uk-ex* (or in Tzo -uk-ot* and -uk-oxuk*).  This I take to be a Tz 

innovation diffused into Toj. 

 

Fig. 5 (and 2.4.1.) concerns a feature plotted on my Map 16.  This is "crazy 

antipassivization" (See 3.xxx for a fuller characterization), a form 

utilizing some of the mechanisms of ergative shift when a transitive clause 

is dominated by a higher predicate.  Ergative shift for intransitives is 

found only in Mam, Teko, Ixil, QaC, and Chuj, and perhaps Kot.  It is used 

when the verb is dominated by a higher predicate, and is inspired by the 

ergative shift originally developed in Poqom and diffused to Awakateko.  But 

while ergative split is based on a nominalization of the main vi, ergative 

shift simply replaces the normal Abs subject markers of the vi by Erg 

markers; thus the verb remains to all intents and purposes finite.  In Mam, 

ergative shift is used only in certain kinds of (originally) dependent 

clauses.  "Crazy antipassivization" is found only in QaC + Chj, and was 

developed in these languages after Toj and Chj had separated, which is why 

Toj does not show it.   

 

Fig. 6 (and 2.5.i.) concerns a feature plotted on my Map 5.  In GMa and QaC 

pM *x is [s>], and phonemically distinct from [s^] /xh/, which has different 

origins.  pM *x is [s>] phonetically in Chuj, too, but there is no [s^] that 

contrasts with it.  In fact pM *x is [s>] here and there throughout Mayan, in 

(just as a sample) some (but not all) K’ichee7, some (but not all) Tzeltal, 

and some (but not all) Wasteko towns.  The QaC has innovated, along with GMa 

languages is developing a contrast between [s>] and [s^], but the innovation 

in QaC is by diffusion.  

 

Fig. 7 (and 2.5.i.) concerns a feature plotted on my Map 5.  This is the 

retroflexing of pM *ch and *ch’ to [c>] and [c>’], which is found in the QaC 

and in GMa languages.  It is obvious to me that the QaC (which is hardly more 

than one language) has undergone this change by diffusion from GMa where it 

is entrenched and quite old. 

 

Fig. 8 (and 2.5.ii.) concerns a feature plotted on my Map 7.  This is the 

shift of pM *k to /ch/ in Toj and Chj under the same conditions as in GTz.  

This is a feature that is diffused from Tz or Ch, but which UNITES Toj and 

Chj. 

 

Fig. 9 (and 2.5.iii.) concerns a feature plotted on my Map 4.  In Was, Yu, 

Ch, Tz, and Toj-Chj pM *q and *q’ > k and k’ after some pM *k and *k’ > ch 
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and ch  As explained above (xxx) the Was change is independent of the GLL 

(Yu,Ch,Tz) change -- in both cases Mayan languages containing /q/ came to 

occupy territories already occupied by peoples whose spoke languages lacking 

/q/.  While I view the shift of pM *q and *q’ to /k/ and /k’/ in Toj and Chj 

as the result of diffusion from the outside, it is also something that 

occurred before Toj and Chj became separate languages.  The fact, for 

example, that proto-West Germanic *stra:ta ‘street’ is of Latin origin has no 

bearing on the question of inheritance versus diffusion, since it was 

borrowed from Latin into West Germanic before these languages diversified: it 

was first diffused and then inherited, in that order.  The same point may be 

made about the numerous early Germanic and Baltic loan-words into 

pre-proto-Baltic Finnic, the ancestor of Finnish, Estonian, Livonian, 

Lu”dish, and Votish.    

 

Fig. 10 (and 2.5.v.) concerns a feature plotted on my map 32.  This is not a 

single development.  It has to do with the fate of pM *CV7C in the languages 

of Chiapas and Huehuetenango.  In proto-Greater Tzeltalan *CV7C > *CV:C 

falling together with the reflex of pM *CV:C; then, in pre-Ch and pre-Tz 

separately certain vowel qualities change in certain environments where the 

presence or absence of length is relevant (this affects *e, *a, and *o in Ch, 

and *a in Tz).  After that length disappears in Tz and Ch.  In Greater 

Q’anjob’alan on the other hand, pM *CV7C is preserved and surivies in Toj, 

Chj, and Kot.  The /7/ is lost in Pop and Qan, but survives as /:/ in Akt, 

while pGQa vowel length is lost in all GQa languages but Kot.  Thus the two 

cases of loss of preconsonantal /7/ have different histories.  In any case 

they are not relevant to the classification of the GQa languages. 

 

Shared phonological innovations that are not suspected of being borrowed are 

hard to find among the GQa languages.  The phonological ancestor of GQa shows 

little or no change from the pM state (*CVhC > *CV:C is one such change, and 

this is possibly borrowed from GMa).  Further, though both Toj and Chj share 

all of them, the following changes are all probably of external origin: *k > 

ch/k, then *q > k; *V: > V; *r > y; *ty > t.  If we concede that Qan, Akt, 

and Pop have but recently separated, and likewise Mot and Tuz, there are 

virtualy no shared phonological innovations of internal origin in the GQa 

branch of Mayan.  The four types of GQa -- Toj, Chj, QaC, and KotC -- have 

sound changes that are either unique or borrowed.  On the other hand, though 

various grammatical innovations have entered some or all of the GQa languages 

from the outside (16, 22, 24, 30), there are a number of grammatical 

innovations that are either   

     [a] found only in some GQa languages [-ub’al, -uman, loss of -a/o-t;  

            25, 28, 29];  

     [b] originating in GQa with subsequent spread [20, 22].  

 

In sum, there is evidence of grammatical innovations common to GQa and 

linking Toj to it.  There is grammatical evidence (/wa/ progressive, /7oj/ 

future, /7ama/ yes/no question marker, /ta/ ‘if’, -i on directionals, loss of 

-a/o-t passive) linking Toj to Chj.  There is lexicostatistic evidence 

linking Toj to Chj.  Though there are historical phonological rules shared by 
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Toj and Chj they are of external origin.  Nevertheless though the rule *k > 

/ch/,/k/ is borrowed, and this change was followed by the borrowed rule *q, 

*q’ > /k/,/k’/ they were both most likely borrowed before Toj and Chj split. 

 

I do not know of any phonological innovations uniquely common to Toj and Chj 

and therefore of internal origin.  But neither are there any phonological 

innovations which uniquely link the Kot Complex with the Qan Complex.  Even 

in the absence of such evidence, an immediate genetic erelationship between 

Toj and Chj is the only hypothesis which fits all the facts I have outlined. 

 

Robertson closes his article by making three claims (120), all of which are 

in my view wrong: 

 

1.  There is no positive evidence pointing to a unique common period of 

development for Tojol 7ab’al and Chuj ‘at least in the data available to me’.  

However there is data that suport such a hypothesis.  JR goes on to say 

‘Kaufman’s Toholabal-Chuj [sic] subgrouping is therefore unsupported’.  Such 

a statement goes beyond the evidence and working assumptions used by 

Roberston.  He should have said. ‘I can’t see it.’  Which is undoubtedly 

correct. 

 

2.  Tojol 7ab’al should probably be grouped with Tzeltal-Tzotzil, even though 

the evidence for the grouping is not irrefutable.  This is also in JR’s own 

terms going beyond the evidence. 

 

3.  ‘Chuj is overwhelmingly more like Q’anjob’alan [read: Q’anjob’al Complex] 

than any other Mayan family(s) and is probably best included as a member of 

the Q’anjob’alan [ = QaC] subgroup’.  While it is undoubtedly true that Chuj 

belongs in the same group with the Q’anjob’al Complex, it is also the case 

that Kotoke does, too, and is closer to QaC than Chuj is, and it is further 

the case that Tojol 7ab’al is closer to Chuj than either is to anything else, 

once the traits that Tojol 7ab’al has borrowed from Tzeltal and the traits 

that Chuj as borrowed from Q’anjob’al have been factored out.   

 

Only by ignoring, rejecting on a priori grounds, or being unaware of evidence 

from lexicostatistics and GQa shared grammatical innovations, could one 

entertain the hypotheses offered by Robertson, much less believe them likely 

to be correct.  

 

The historian’s job is to relate in a coherent way all phenomena which seem 

to be undoubted facts.  Knowledge is not served by selecting, on theoretical 

grounds, a small set of data which is taken to be crucial, criterial, or 

diagnostic and then interpreted in the straightforwardest way possible -- and 

to hell with the rest of the data which might not fit, but is predefined as 

not capable of being diagnostic.  Historical linguists are still seeking 

their axioms; Kurylowicz (whom JR cites like scripture) has not figured 

everything out, and some of what he has proposed is not altogether 

unambiguously helpful, at least not as utilized by Robertson. 
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Sketch Map of Mayan Region for Plotting Isoglosses 
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